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PREFACE

Something like two hundred million souls use Russian as their maternal, their official, or their auxiliary tongue. The last group contains many of the fifty million speakers of the other Slavonic languages. The westward frontier of their influence stands, at the time this is written, where it did in the tenth century of our era, on a line descending from Mecklenburg to Trieste. Ten centuries ago the eastern limit scarcely advanced beyond the Dnieper; it now reaches to the frozen waters of the Sea of Okhotsk, so as to include within the Russian domain half of Asia, with immense resources as yet scarcely tapped. This is the centre of gravity of the land masses of the globe as much as London is the midpoint of the world’s land and water connections. Few countries are so unlike in their situation and strength as Britain and Russia, but they are complementary and have much to do with each other.

To the demand for a knowledge of Russian Britain makes a gravely inadequate response, implying a misdirected language policy in education. From time to time there are large movements of students who wish to learn the language, but they retreat baffled by its remoteness and its difficulty. Those who pursue the study to the end are generally those who have had previous training in the rigours of language-work when acquiring French or German or the Classical tongues. These languages must often, in any case, be used by students in pursuit of data concerning the Slavonic peoples, so that there is a natural order of precedence for their acquirement. Russian is related to English, but at a distance due to four or more millennia of separation. Greek is relatively familiar to English scholars, and by the age of its documents and the archaic nature of the language it is fitted to lead up to the study of Russian, and to furnish the links needed to connect the oldest Russian words with our own. We have, for this reason, given Greek parallels as often as may be.

Our object is to offer a rationale of the Russian tongue. We do not simply describe it after the fashion of conversation-grammars, but we account for its present form by the process of development from what was the speech of our own remotest ancestors. The first chapter endeavours to assemble what may be known or conjectured concerning the speakers of the oldest Slavonic. They were not the only ancestors of modern Slavs, since their tongue has spread to many nations who, even within historic times, spoke other languages. We
then endeavour to give a shadowy outline of the history of the un-
recorded developments between about 2000 B.C. and A.D. 1000. All the
ingredients were shaken together in that period, and the pattern of the
language transformed. It is possible to offer a description of the
common Slavonic tongue, from which Russian has arisen at the
beginning of our millennium; a description the more certain since it is,
in most particulars, the same as the description of extant literary
documents written in Old Bulgarian. A form of this Old Bulgarian,
with Russian modifications, served as the literary language of Russia
until the middle of the eighteenth century, and it is still lodged in
literary Russian as Latin is lodged in literary English. The chapter on
Common Slavonic and Old Bulgarian is one of descriptive grammar.
That which follows, on Russian, is designed chiefly to distinguish
states of the language at different periods, and to trace the gradual
evolution of literary Russian until, in the work of Puškin, it reached
complete cultural maturity.

The chapters on West and South Slavonic languages are more briefly
sketched. They are intended to show parallel and divergent develop-
ments of the same Slavonic speech, and to serve to illustrate by likeness
or contrast the development of Russian. But these languages have
their own intrinsic interest, though no one of them has, like Russian,ecome international. They are vehicles of highly developed cultures.
If Russia can boast in modern times three great novelists and one great
poet, Poland and Bohemia have a longer history of achievement. Poland
surpasses other Slavs in the amount and grandeur of its poetry; Czech
thinkers have had profound influence on religion, education and poli-
tics. The folk-poetry of the Serbs is consummately heroic and tender.

This book has been written under great stress, and cannot but show
many faults. The war has absorbed the services of almost all the small
band of competent students of Slavonic. One author has been wholly
engulfed in public business, and the other partly, during the composi-
tion of the work, which has been elaborated too often in hotel bed-
rooms or railway carriages. Long neglect has left our libraries, despite
the gallant efforts of their librarians, deficient in Slavonic works. Not
infrequently we have been unable to consult essential works, and have
had to rely on our own discretion. Apart from the excellent miniatures
contributed by Sir Ellis Minns and Professor Jopson to the Encyclo-
pædia Britannica, this is the first attempt to give in English an account
of the Slavonic language-group. It is the first in any language to make
the attempt along lines mainly historical and cultural rather than
analytical. It will have the defects of first attempts; but, we hope, also
some of the virtues.

We would close this preface by giving our sincere thanks to friends
who have aided our task with counsel and help.
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When accents are written they do not always have the same meaning. In Lithuanian, Polish, Czechoslovak, Wendish, Slovene and Serbocroat, they are given in accordance with the principles of orthography in each language (save that the Serbocroat double grave accent is represented by the diaeresis), though it should be remembered that in Lithuanian, Slovene and Serbocroat the accents on vowels are omitted in ordinary print. For Russian and Bulgarian the acute accent (') on a vowel denotes the stressed vowel, two accents on the same word meaning that both accentuations are found; for Common Slavonic the accents denote stress, and also rising (' ) or falling ( ' ) long intonation. Above a consonant or after it ( ' ) is the sign of softening, and so it is before a vowel (e.g. ĺ ŝ' are soft consonants, and 'a is a softened vowel).
ERRATA
p. 57, l. 13 from bottom: Russian word should read ved'
p. 59, l. 6: ESl.Cz. should read ESl. u ja Cz. u/ou ja/a etc.
p. 106, l. 10: nošo should read nošq
p. 107, l. 13: iii 2–4 should read v 1–4
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p. 145, l. 21 from bottom: iii b should read iii 2
p. 150, l. 4: 63 should read 62
p. 159, l. 3: 73 should read 71
p. 161, l. 14: ‘beech’ should read ‘birch’
p. 162, l. 10 from bottom: insert comma after komora
p. 175, l. 9 from bottom: (a) should read (c)
p. 185, l. 1: OR. should read OB.
p. 202, l. 10: replace first letter in Russian word by 6
p. 205, l. 15: delete the o in the second Russian word
p. 205, l. 24: last word but one should read istoric
p. 206, l. 7 from bottom: expressed possibly should read expresses possibility
p. 209, l. 13 from bottom: i i should read i 7
p. 246, l. 8 from bottom: 108 A should read 107A
p. 256, l. 19: first word should read he
p. 301, l. 17 from bottom: ‘beech’ should read ‘birch’
p. 302, l. 4: labut should read labut'
p. 358, l. 11: first letter should read ł
p. 359, l. 3: iii 2 should read v 2
p. 371, l. 2 from bottom: first letter should read ć
p. 375, l. 18 from bottom: R. should read OR.
p. 383, l. 11 from bottom: add grave accent to r of prisijú
p. 390, l. 13 from bottom: vù should read ovù
Chapter I

THE SLAVS

1. The first Slavonic homeland. To say where those who first spoke Slavonic were at home is beyond knowledge, but not beyond conjecture. A common element in several theories is that the original site must have been where yew and ivy were natives, since the names for these trees (R. *tis pljušč*) are native, and where the beech was a stranger, since its name is a Germanic loanword in all these languages (R. *buk*, cf. Germ. *Buche* 'ON. *baekiskógr* 'beechwood', and derivative R. *bükva* 'letter'). Now, the beech-tree does not flourish east of a line drawn through Königsberg*-Łomża-Siedlce-Lublin-Bukovina, and yew and ivy extend as far east as the line Ösel Island-Courland-Kaunas-Vilna-Kamenec Podolsk-Kišinev. Russia is entirely excluded from this reckoning, and so (though less decisively) is the valley of the Vistula. Within the two lines several emplacements are possible.

If we give weight to Ptolemy's statement that the Baltic was called the Slavonic Gulf because Slavs lay all along its shores (κατέχει δὲ τὴν Σαρματίαν ἐθνη μέγιστα οἱ τε Οὐνεβδαί παρ᾽ ὀλον τὸν Οὐνεβδικὸν κόλπων), and add that the retention of the original name for 'sea' (R. *móre*) implies that the sea was never lost to sight, we may conclude that the first home was on the shores of the Baltic, between Königsberg and Riga. The Baltic peoples retain the word for 'sea' only in the Riga region, and it means rather 'lake'; the new name was L. *jūres*. The Balts, however, cannot have suffered much displacement since the earliest times, and we must suppose that the Slavs extended no further than the middle course of the Niemen and Western Dvina, with the Lithuanians (*Lietuvà* 'Ripuarians', cf. Lat. *litus* 'shore' IE. *lei- 'flow') on the upper courses. The special attraction of this theory is that it accounts satisfactorily for the long association which must have been experienced by the two language-groups, and for the fact that the Slavs were not drawn down the Dniester river-road to the Black Sea and Ægean at a much earlier date. Its disadvantage is that it has no vestige of support from archaeology. River-names are often a criterion of ancient residence, and there are no Slavonic river-names in this region. On the other hand, there is none anywhere except the Berezina (R. *berěza* 'birch') and the Desna (OB. *desnî* = 'right'). The Oder, Bug, Vistula, Dnieper, etc., have names of non-Slavonic origin.

* Now Kaliningrad.
If the evidence of river-names were pressed too hard it would leave the Slavs no original foothold in the world!

Another emplacement satisfying the botanical conditions would be in Eastern Poland. Some, interpreting the conditions very strictly, place the primitive Slavs in Polesie, centring on the Pripet Marshes, a terrible region of frozen or soggy bogland where nothing but a primitive life of hunting and fishing would have been possible. Such a location would account for the long isolation of the Slavs, but not for their characteristic culture or even their physical increase. There would be strong temptation to descend the Dnieper water-road at all costs. Others extend the original home westward as far as the Vistula, and even with more hesitation as far as the Oder, so as to provide at least a foothold on solid ground. This corresponds, at least, to the first location recorded by a historian, namely Tacitus. It would be less easy to account for the silence of Greek writers, and, in fact, Niederle supposes that the Slavs were not wholly unknown. He identifies as Slavs the Neuri of Herodotus (whom Sachmatov identifies as Western Finns), and possibly also the Budini and Ploughman-Scyths. On these points the evidence is far from clear. Herodotus mentions the Neuri as recent arrivals, who had driven the Budini eastward. They act in concert with the Anthropophagi ('Cannibals', Mordvinians; Iranian mard 'man' khvar 'devour') and Melanchlaeni (Čeremisses, who wear dark cloaks), who are certainly Eastern Finns. Hence the presumption that the Neuri were Western Finns. Herodotus notes that their language is unlike that of the Iranian Scyths, but he makes no note on the language of the Neuri, whom we are thus tempted to consider as linguistically akin to Indo-European, that is, as Slavs. We get no help from his description of their customs, of which the chief was shape-shifting, a form of wizardry as familiar to Finns and Lapps as to Slavs; nor can we identify the land plagued by serpents from which the Neuri descended one generation before Darius.*

The first Slavs practised a forest-agricultural culture in village-communities. Strictly archeological evidence is of a date much too late to throw much light on the conditions of 2000–1000 B.C., and the linguistic inferences are based on what has been preserved and what lost of the common Indo-European store. The Slavs were not sea-farers, though they may have had the sea in sight. They lost the original word for 'ship', and reduced their requirements to dug-out canoes (R. odnoderečká Gk. ναῦς). At the opening of history the boats in use among the Slavs were called *oldija OB. aldijji ladiji R. lodź, *čeln (R. čeln 'canoe') and OB. korabli (a loanword,

*We have to thank Professor Drummond, University of Manchester, for verifying the botanical details.
Gk. καρόβιο). There are no Slavonic words implying political, military or religious organizations more elaborate than the village unit. The words for ‘prince’, ‘king’, ‘emperor’ (R. knežat korol car) are all loanwords of comparatively recent date, and only the South Slavs appear to have known a loose confederaiy of village-communities (S. župa ‘county, district, parish’, župan ‘lieutenant of the county’, županija ‘district, county’). There was no word for ‘priest’, but a considerable number for ‘wizard’, including one of the terms for ‘doctor’ (R. vrač). Complex ritual begat high-sounding compounds in Sanskrit and Greek. Slavonic was almost devoid of such words, though they were readily remade when Christianity brought a lexicon of concepts expressed by Greek compounds (R. Bogoródica theotókos, licemér ‘hypocrite’). Personal names, however, were compounded (Vladimir, Svjatopolk, etc.), except in familiar forms.

On the other hand, the village-community was a rounded whole. It was a ‘village’ (P. wieś R. dial. wie Ob. wis, cf. Lat. vicus Gk. οίκος) otherwise regarded it was a mir, i.e., ‘village-community’ ‘world’ ‘peace’, and it was a ‘settlement’ (R. seló P. siedlisko, cf. Lat. sedere ‘sit’), since the shifting system of primitive agriculture required ever-renewed settlements. The earliest extant form, as still used in the Drawehn, by the lower Elbe, was that of a ring round a cleared space. It was only at a later date that communications developed, roads ran through the villages, and they began to take the form of a ribbon. The site was no doubt a clearing made in a forest, in which the oak was the principal object, and was revered as the seat of the god of thunder (R. Perún, L. Perkúnas, cf. Lat. quercus). Other trees were the birch, yew, ivy, lime, aspen, ash, etc. Among animals the bear was of special consequence. Its name was taboo, and it was alluded to as the ‘honey-eater’ (R. medved), partly through fear perhaps, and partly as a rival in the search for honey (R. med) in the woods, from which was made hydromel or ‘mead’ (R. med Gk. μέδο). The wolf (R. volk Gk. λύκος) may have been a tribal-totem, since it appears as an element in names. The boar (R. cepř), stag (R. olén), beaver (R. bobr), mouse (R. myš), duck (R. útka) and goose (R. guš) were familiar, though the last two may not have been domesticated. Among domestic animals were the sheep and the cow (R. ovcá koróva and govjádina ‘beef’ cf. Lat. bos Gk. βοῦς). The word tur (Lat. taurus ‘bull’) means ‘aurochs’, and has been displaced by vol; similarly kon ‘horse’ kobyla ‘mare’ and sobáka ‘dog’ have displaced older names doubtless known to the primitive Slavs (L. ašťa ‘mare’ Skr. aśva- ‘horse’, L. ūd ‘dog’ Gk. κυο). Terms for hunting and fishing are relatively late and few, and it seems that the villagers supported themselves principally by agriculture, like the modern Lithuanians. The name for ‘grain’ (R. zernó cf. Lat. granum
THE SLAVS

Eng. *corn* is ancient. Though the specific names of cereals do not go back to the Indo-European period (R. *pšenica* ‘wheat’ *rož* ‘rye’ *ověs* ‘oats’ *jačměn* ‘barley’ *próso* ‘millet’), they are Pan-Slavonic, and prove the intensity of the culture. The principal utensil was the hand-plough (OB. *ralo* ‘plough’ P. *radlica* ‘ploughshare’, cf. Gk. ἀροτρον Lat. *aratum*), which the horse helped to pull (L. *arklýs* ‘horse’ *árklas* ‘wooden plough’); the plough with wheel and coulter (R. *plug* Germ. *Pflug*) came later from abroad. In addition to the word R. *měd* ‘honey, mead’ already quoted, the word for ‘bee’ (R. *pčelá* < OR. *bičela*, L. *bitis* *bitė*) proves that apiculture ascends with the Slavs to a primitive date.

Archaeological data in the Slavonic field derive mostly from the first centuries of the Christian Era, and do not serve to confirm or refute inferences from language made concerning a much earlier time. They are worth mentioning because the first historical account gives a quite different picture. According to Tacitus the Slavs of the first century led a nomad life of rapine between the foothills of the Carpathian range and the confines of the Finns (*Venethi . . . quidquid inter Peucinos Fennosque silvarum ac montium erigitur latrociniiis pererrant*). On the other hand, he describes the Lithuanians (*Aestii*), no longer in contact with the Slavs, as remarkable for their agricultural labours (*frumenta caeterisque fructus patientius quam pro solita Germanorum inertia laborant*). The vocabulary above cited is evidence that the Slavs were also ardent agriculturists, and their agitated condition in the first century A.D. must be put to the account of the Germanic invaders; the Goths had then recently arrived from Sweden and were pressing up the Vistula, and one or two centuries earlier the *Bastarnae* must have thrust their way through Slavonic territory to reach the Carpathians and Black Sea. When the Slavs, and in particular the Russians, later appear as colonizers, it is by no means as hunters or nomads, but as land-hungry agriculturists following behind a line of foresters seeking for fur and honey. Their unit is the village-community, and the whole process corresponds to a way of life older than the German aggressions.

2. Slavonic and Indo-European. The science of language, like other sciences, is confined by its data. One may make inferences concerning geography, history, culture, etc.; but such inferences are not confirmed until supported by evidence proper to those studies, nor is it necessary for linguistic purposes that they should be confirmed. Archaeology is silent concerning the primitive habitat of the Slavs, and has still less to say about the habitat of those who, possibly four thousand years ago, spoke a united Indo-European language. Arguments have been constructed in favour of places as diverse as the Baltic area, Central Europe, South Russia, and Central Asia. For our purposes, however,
a simple diagram giving relative positions will suffice (Tokharian being omitted as notably displaced):—

The diagram shows that Baltic and Slavonic languages form the north-western branch of the eastern (satem) branch of the Indo-European languages, in association with Indo-Iranian, Armenian and Albanian, but also in immediate contact with the most easterly of the western (centum) branch, viz. Germanic. With Greek, Latin and Celtic the relations are remote; but Greek, because of the great age of its literature and its marked conservatism in some respects, is particularly helpful in determining the historical meaning of certain Slavonic features. Omitting these remoter contacts and expressing immediate ones in more detail (though not necessarily in contemporary detail) we reach a distribution as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Germanic: Old Swedish Gothic</th>
<th>Baltic: Latvian</th>
<th>Slavonic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>Old Prussian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indian: Scythian (Ossetic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illyrian:Thracian?:Venetic?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sarmatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Albanian)Armenian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phrygian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medic and Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indian: Sanskrit*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would seem that the terminations of the dative and instrumental plural and dual of nouns had not been precisely defined in the late Indo-European period. Apart from the interference of pronouns with the o- and a-declensions, the remaining evidence does not suffice to reconstitute the forms proper to these cases, and merely reveals elements more cumbrous and more independent than are used elsewhere in the paradigm. Two tendencies are perceived. There is a northern usage in -m- shared by the Germanic and Balto-Slavonic groups (OB. vīkmū L. vīkams Goth. wulfam OHG. wulfum < -umīz, -amīz 'to the wolves'), and a southern usage in -bh- (Skr. acā-bhyam, -bhayas, -bhiṣ, Arm. gailov 'to the wolves', Lat. ovibus duābus, Homeric Gk. νοῦμι, Gaulish Namausikabo, Irish rigaib = Lat. regibus). The element -bh- appears in OB. tēbē = Lat. tībi, and the Gk. -φι is a postposition used in all numbers [cf. L. -p(i): dievēp 'by God']; -m- occurs in the Lithuanian and Slavonic instr. sg. (L. sûnumi R. sēnōm). Taken in sum, these vacillations are evidence of a certain degree of contact between Balto-Slavonic and Germanic before the separation of the Indo-European languages into the two main (centum/satem) groups. After this time there must have been a long separation of Germanic and Slavonic, since it is only with the beginning of our era, as the loanwords show, that German contacts again become important.

The Veneti were an Illyrian stock. The earliest recorded name of the Slavs is Venethi (Oēvēšon), and it is still applied by the Finns to Russians (venēlaïnen). It is not a self-adopted name, but clearly German (Wenden, Windische Höhe in Austria, ON. Vindland = 'Pomerania', etc.). One possibility is that the Slavs may have moved into an area formerly held by the Veneti, and so received their name. Another suggestion is that the word derives from Celt. *vindoš 'white(?), which appears in place-names, and that the Germans borrowed it from the Celts. The fairness of the Slavs was noted by classical authors. The East Slavs first appear in history as a confederation of tribes under the name Antes (6th cent.). It has been explained as the plural of *As or *Os (cf. Ptolemy's "Ὄσιος, Ὄσιλοι and the modern Ossetes of Caucasia); it may have been borrowed from Scythian neighbours.

The case for contact between the Slavs and the ancestors of the Armenians is perhaps stronger. F. C. Conybeare remarks (Encyc. Brit., 11th ed., ii, p. 572): 'Armenian appears to be half-way dialect between the Aryan branch and Slavo-Lettic'. Comparison is made particularly difficult by the drastic changes that have affected Armenian sounds, forms and words, and by the refashioning of its vocabulary under Persian influence. Its history is not well known. There is nothing against the ancient account of this people as descended from the Phrygians who immigrated from Thrace.
The eastern Indo-European languages are united in a sound-shift which must have occurred towards the end of the period of common development.

IE. *kmtóm '100' OB. súto L. šíntas Skr. cąta Av. satēm/
Gk. δεκάριον Lat. centum OIr. cet Germ. hund;
IE. *dekmt '10' CSL. desēti L. dešintis Skr. dāça Arm. tasn/
Gk. δεκά Lat. decem OIr. deich Eng. ten.

In the first group of languages, known as the satem-group, the palatal
gutturals of Indo-European have become sibilants, though they
remain as gutturals in the second, or centum-, group. The effect of
these changes is very marked, and was associated with other changes
which tend to emphasize the mutual resemblance of the eastern
languages. For instance the IE. *kʷ also palatalizes in the East but is
otherwise developed in the West, in

IE. *kwetwor-'4' OB. ětēyre Skr. catur Arm. č'ors/Gk. τέτταρες
Lat. quattuor OIr. cēthir OWelsh petgwar.

Between Slavonic and the Indo-Iranian languages, within the
eastern group, there is a special relation due to their sharing in the
*i u r k* rule (sect. 31). The common method of representing languages
by family-trees tends to give a wrong impression of their development.
It shows them joined in some common origin, but otherwise quite
isolated from each other. That is not how languages have developed in
historic ages. The Romance languages remained liable to common
movements long after they had begun to separate, and when they were
fully developed they still shared some common trends and linked up
through frontier dialects. In the remotest prehistory groups may have
been smaller in relation to the vast earth, and so have tended to
greater aloofness; but this tendency may have been balanced by the
greater mobility of nomad hunters. The Turko-Tatar tribes of Central
Asia cover great distances in their migrations. We should rather
suppose the separation of the Indo-European peoples to be like the
stretching of elastic. Their contact would be increasingly tenuous, but
would hold until the break came, when they would fly apart with a
great interval. So long as the contact was maintained, however thinly,
an impulse to change felt in one centre might communicate itself to the
others.

The case is that *i u r k* cause IE. *s* to become Skr. ग Iranian گ
Sl. ch[χ]/š. One account supposes that these sounds are not histori-
cally related, but arose separately in each language-area. If there was
only one change involved, and it had a simple phonetic explanation,
as in the change *ṛs* > ṛḥ in L. virḥus 'top' marḥus 'forgetful', one might
suppose the resemblances to be fortuitous. But the sounds *i u r k* have
almost no common features, and the *i u r k* rule must be the result of
three or four different sound-shifts brought together in one grand
result. Such coincidence over so wide an area must, we think, be due to contact. What is common is the development of s as far as the ‘lingual’ or ‘cerebral’ ʂ (the s of horse when the r is sounded) which survives in Sanskrit. Now the history of Spanish sounds shows that this ĕ, though it can be maintained for centuries, is nevertheless an unstable sound, with a tendency either to develop into the palatal sibilant ĕ (the s of sure) or to relapse into the normal dorso-alveolar s (the s of sore); the same history shows that ĕ may be pronounced further back in the mouth until it becomes the velar fricative [x] Sp. j Sl. ch. These later developments belong to the separate histories of Iranian and Slavonic, but the movement as far as ď is common to Slavonic and Indo-Iranian.

This argument is not weakened by the fact that the Ashkun Kafirs, who lie between Iran and India, have in these cases iš us ēš kš. Their language is little known and its history is not known at all. The group us may be due to a relapse, and ĕ shows, if anything, that the palatal ĕ developed from ď first under the influence of the palatal vowel.

A common feature of syntax is the postposition of a weak demonstrative *još/is to serve almost as a definite article. CSL. *dobra-jego otica L. gēro-jo tē'vo ‘of the good father’ resembles Avestic stārəm yəm Tištrim ‘the star Sirius’. The parallel, however, is not entirely convincing. In modern East Armenian the article is suffixed, and there is a considerable use of other pronominal suffixes, as in Common Slavonic (e.g. R. dnei ‘today’, with the demonstrative suffix -st ‘this’).

There are also some remarkable coincidences of vocabulary between Iranians and Slavs. There is a group of words meaning ‘corn’ ‘rich’ ‘distributor’ which spring from the same root in Skr. bhagas ‘distributor’ bhagavant ‘honourable’ Phrygian Zeus Bagaios R. bogatýj ‘rich’ ubógiy ‘poor’ P. zbože ‘corn’ Ruth. zbiže ‘corn’ WR. zbože ‘bread’ Cz. zboší ‘wares’. In Sanskrit and in Phrygian we see the natural use of these terms as applied to the deities who distribute well-being to their worshippers, but it is only in Iranian and Slavonic (OPers. bága- R. bog ‘god’) that the word has ousted the original term for the supreme deity (Zeus, L. ðiēvas). Those who do not recognize in this semantic change any proof of interchange of ideas are none the less ready to admit as evidence of contact the following parallels:


These words seem to define the oldest stratum of culture borrowings in Slavonic.

That the East Iranians made a long halt in South Russia seems to be indicated by the presence of the word dānu ‘water’ in the names of
the great rivers: *Danubius Danastris Dana pris Tanais*. The Ossetic (Scythian) equivalent is *don*, which has prevailed in one instance. The Finnish languages show a number of examples of indebtedness to their southern neighbours in words which are not shared by the Slavs. One explanation of the movements reported by Herodotus as occurring in the hinterland of Scythia is that the Finnish peoples may have been pressing southward, and tending to cut the Dnieper line of communication between Slavs and Iranians. The loanwords mentioned are found in two series, according to Sachmatov. The older series is of such an archaic complexion as to be best explained by parallels from Sanskrit, before Iranian languages took their special complexion. Examples of this series are

Finnish *sisar* 'sister' Mordvinian *sazor* /Skr. *svasar* Pers. *khāhar*;

Mordvinian *azo ro* 'lord' Zyrjenian *ozyr ozer* 'rich' /Skr. *asura* 'demon' Av. *ahura*—;

Mordvinian *veg as* 'wolf' /Skr. *vṛkar* Pers. *gurg*.

The other series is much later, and is definitely Scythian (Ossetic), as

Mordvinian *loman* 'man' /Ossetic *linān* 'friend';

Mordvinian *etdeks* 'oath' Permian *jord* /Ossetic *ard ard*.

The evidence for the contact between Balts and Slavs must be given later. It is so intimate as to belong to the evolution of Slavonic proper. Some scholars have assumed the existence of a Balto-Slavonic language, but this theory has been strongly disputed by Meillet. However, in the same proportion as one admits the argument against their original identity of speech, one must admit that for a protracted symbiosis. The extraordinarily close parallelism of Baltic and Slavonic sounds, words and syntax, if not due to a common original tongue, implies long and intimate interchange and communication. When these languages differ it is usually because the Baltic group preserves the original Indo-European matter, while Slavonic innovates. Where and when this community of life took place, we cannot know for certain. If Herodotus be considered to have known nothing of the Slavs in the fifth century of our era, it may have been because they were then lying beside the Balts in the Baltic area. There may have been periods of contact followed by others of separation. These would allow for the separate development of Slavonic features, as well as the common development of the Balto-Slavonic characteristics. In the days of Tacitus Balts and Slavs were separated, and nothing seemed to have associated them in his mind. On the other hand, contact had been recovered before the first Russian chronicles were written.

3. *The Centre of Diffusion (1st–5th centuries a.d.*)*. Tacitus describes the Slavs as living by pillage in the region between the Germanic Peucini, on the Carpathian foothills, and the desolate territories of the
Finns. The Peucini were the rearguard of the Bastarnae, who had thrust through Slavonic lands to reach the Black Sea. In the first century the Goths, immigrants from Sweden, were on the lower Vistula, and pressing hard on the Slavs. In the second century the Goths had occupied the upper Vistula valley, and were in touch with the Finns to the east of the Slavs. This location accounts for L. gūdas 'White Russian'. In the third century the Goths occupied South Russia with a strong kingdom which effectively barred the path of the Slavs to the south. A relic of their rule was the small body of Crimean Goths (R. gōty) who continued to use that language until the sixteenth century. The Goths were overwhelmed by the Huns in 376, but were merged into the Hunnish kingdom, forming a still more potent bar to Slavonic migration. Consequently, no mass movements were possible until the Hunnish kingdom disintegrated on the death of Attila (453).

These five centuries were a period of agitation and compression. The Slavs were held within the quadrilateral of the Narew, Vistula, Carpathian foothills and middle Dnieper, subject to constant Germanic movements across the dry ground, and with the Priepet wastes for most of their patrimony. As they were populous (much more so than the Goths, for instance), it would seem that they were compressed like a spring, especially after they had lost the Vistula valley. Once the pressure was relaxed by the dissolution of the Hunnish empire, they expanded violently to the west, south and east, and they found in all directions chiefly empty land.

The superiority of the German tribes in war and some domestic arts led to a considerable number of loans to the Common Slavonic language. Military terms are R. knjaz 'prince' (Germ. kuningaz Finnish kuningas 'king'), vitjaz 'hero' (tribe of Wittinga, ON. Viking?), ljūdi 'people' (cf. Germ. Leute), Ćud 'Estonians' (Goth. ñuda 'people, heathen'), méč 'sword' (Goth. mēki), šlem 'helmet' (*chelm-), polk 'troop, regiment' (cf. Eng. folk). As to housing, the Slavonic house was a miserable half-buried hovel without heat. The Germans led them to add a room with stove (Frankish stuba OB. istūba R. izbá 'hut') in addition to the cold room (sēn pl. 'vestibule', cf. sēn 'shade, shelter'). The word might also be used for the room where steam baths were taken, though for this the Gk. Lat. banea R. bānja was more precisely apt. Other household words were R. kūchnja 'kitchen' (OHG. kuchina Lat. coquina), P. komora 'room, larder', Slov. hiša 'house', P. buda 'booth'. To agriculture the Germans probably contributed the wheeled plough with coulter (R. plug), the words vino 'wine' and vinogrād 'vine', and skot 'cattle' (Germ. *skattaz). They added to Slavonic some names for utensils (as R. bljūdo 'dish' Goth. biups, P. misa R. miska 'tureen' Goth. mes Lat. mensa), bread (chleb), the rudiments of exchange (OB. čēta 'coin' Goth *kinta,
OB. skūle(d)zi sklesť štīlegā Goth. *skillings, OB. pēnegū pēnědžt Germ. pfenning) and the first Christian terms (R. cērkov ‘church’). The number ‘1000’ (P. tysiąc) seems to have been borrowed at this time.

It will be noted that these words imply only a humble level of civilization, except when due to an ultimate Roman source, and that they suggest the Slavonic culture had suffered a decline. Tacitus describes the Balts (Aestii; the name was later borrowed by the Estonians for the name of their country Eesti) as enjoying a relatively flourishing agricultural civilization, raised above the German level. It is some confirmation of this difference of level that the Finns, borrowing at this time new words for their own rising standards, take them (when not from German) from Lithuanian, not from Slavonic. Examples are: Finn. paimen ‘shepherd’ oinas ‘ram’ heinā ‘hay’ tarha ‘yard, fold’ seinā ‘wall’ silta ‘bridge’ ratas ‘wheel’ laiva ‘ship’ taivas ‘heaven, sky’ heimo ‘tribe’ perkele ‘devil’, etc. The words are important because half a millennium older than the oldest Lithuanian records. Taivas paimen L. diévas ‘God’ piemūõ show an older stage of the vocalism (ai>ie); heinā L. šiēnas R. sēno is proof of the former existence of a neuter in Lithuanian (since there is no final -s in this Finnish word, as in masc. taivas). The existence of a Baltic neuter is attested by Old Prussian. Slavonic loans to Finnish (risti ‘cross’ pappi ‘priest’ pukana ‘pagan’) were delayed until after the advent of Christianity.*

Towards the end of the period the Slavs emerge under their national names. The term Wend is not native, but is in universal use among the Germans, and was communicated by them to the Romans, and to the Finns (venäläinen ‘Russian’). The most general word was Slovēne (pl. of a sg. -én-inū). Its etymology is doubtful: R. slocvo ‘word’ (*klev-, Gk. κλέος ‘fame’ Avestic sraō ‘word’ Skr. pravas ‘glory’) or R. slāva ‘glory’ are both possible. In the latter case the Slavs would be self-styled ‘the glorious’. In the former case they would be ‘those who speak’, as against the ‘dumb’ R. némec ‘Germans’ (nemůj ‘dumb’). A further consideration supporting this view is that the only discrimination known to the Slavs was R. jazýk ‘tongue’, the term used to denote the various tribes of Russian Slavs in the Kiev chronicle. The Slovēne, who appear in Byzantine chronicles from the sixth century, are evidently Yugoslavs. They are allied with the Antes or Antae who later retired to Russia, and were evidently East Slavs. Other forms of the word give the modern Slovenes of Slovenia, the Slovaks, and the Slovines (Wendish Slovenes) of Lake Leba in Pomerania.

THE SLAVS

The word *Serb* is also wide-spread, and has no certain explanation. There are the *Srbi* of the Balkans, and the Lusatian or Wendish Serbs or *Sorabs*. Mention of *Serb(ia)* in Russia in the tenth century may have been due to a mistake, and so also the *Sporoi* of Procopius in the sixth century (*Bosporoi*). Niederle claimed as Slavonic the *Lugii* of eastern Germany, by virtue of R. *lug* 'meadow' (=P. *ług* 'lye' *ługowisko* 'marsh'/not P. *ląg* 'marsh, moor'), but this seems very questionable. The name of the Russians (*Russ*) is most probably connected with Finn. *Ruotsi* 'Swede', and is an example of a name due to foreign political organization. So also is the name of the *Bulgars*. The Poles (P. *Polak*/R. *Ljach* L. *Leńkas* Magyar *Lengyel OS* Ledanin T. *Lehistan* 'Poland') derive their name from (R.) *pole* 'field' or from some topographical word (cf. R. dial. *ląda* 'fallow'). Most of the names of Russian tribes in the tenth century were of this nature: *Poljane* from *pole* 'field, plain', *Drexljane* from *dërask* 'wood', *Sěverjane* from *sěvar* 'north'. The Vjatči and Radimiči are explained as patronymics (*Vjatka Radim*). The Russian *Bužane* are evidently the dwellers on the Bug, as the *Havolane* are dwellers on the Hawel (cf. Germ. *Hvelceones*). The Czechs (Čechy) have been connected with *četa* 'group'. The Croats (*Hrvati*) were found upon the Carpathians as well as in the Balkans in the tenth century. The name has been connected with a Germanic form of the name of that range.

What is characteristic of all these names is their lack of political and military implications. There are no truly national entities, no leagues, few patronymics. Under such conditions it is not at all improbable that the Slavs may have been partly implicated in the movements of other nations before their own mass movements of the sixth century. In Germany their tribes sometimes inherited German names, as *Slezzy Varnovi Havolane Rojane* (Rugii). The German *Silingi* left their name and land to the Slavonic *Sileđzi* (whence P. *Ślażek*), from which comes MHG. *Schlesien* 'Silesia'. These mutual interchanges seem to indicate a period of joint tenancy between Germans and some groups of Slavs. The same seems indicated by the German-Slavonic parallelism of place- and river-names (e.g. *Elbe/Labe*). No doubt also Attila's empire included some Slav subjects, which may explain why the ambassador Priscus was offered a drink of *μέδος* (R. *méd* 'mead') in Lower Hungary in 448. Inferences drawn from place-names in Hungary and the Balkans are open to objection, and are rejected by some authorities. Thus the old name of Lake Balaton was *Pelso* (Pliny and after), which might be due to Sl. *pleso* Cz. *pleše* 'mere, tarn' R. *pleso* 'river-reach'. The Tisza was also called *Potisus*, and Sl. *polo* is used of places adjoining rivers (cf. *Polabian* 'beside the Elbe'). The ancient *Dierna* or *Zerna* corresponds to the modern Černa, though folk-etymology may have been at work. There are also other
apparently Slavonic place-names quoted before the fifth century. But all these may have had another explanation.

4. The Slavonic Migrations (6th–10th centuries). Withdrawal in the West and South. It was from Germany east of the Elbe that the principal German migrations set out. The Goths left for Russia in the third century. At the beginning of the fifth century the Vandals, Silingi, Alans and Suevi headed for Spain, and somewhat later the Burgundians moved across Germany to the Rhine and Rhône. The Lombards were also easterners. In consequence of these movements the whole region was depopulated. Little is known of the consequent Slavonic movement, save that it had reached the Elbe in the sixth century. Their Serbian name is preserved in that of Zerbst, south-east of Magdeburg. The method of advance may well have been infiltration, and the evidence already noted for the symbiosis of Slavs and Germans may have its explanation in the conditions of the immigration. In 805 Charlemagne attempted to stabilize the German-Slav frontier by his limes sorabicus, which was later continued to the Baltic at Kiel as the limes Saxoniae (808). The frontier ran from Regensburg on the Danube to Bamberg on the Main, and thence through Erfurt to the Elbe near Magdeburg; keeping west of the Elbe to include the Dravehn, the line crossed the river not far from Hamburg and ended at Kiel. In front of the frontier were outlying Slavs at Fulda.

Behind the Elbe frontier, the Western Slavs seem to have been divided linguistically into two dialects by a line roughly from Frankfurt-on-Oder to Magdeburg. There were no great politically conscious masses, but only a number of tribes and clans. They are best represented by documents in the northern half. The principal bodies seem to have been the Dravanians beyond the Elbe, of which the last survivor reached the eighteenth century. His language was noted, and has importance in Slavonic philology as the matter of August Schleicher's study (Grammatik der polabischen Sprache, 1871), one of the basic texts of the discipline. The name Polab is something of a misnomer, since the historic site of that tribe was on the other side of the Elbe. The proper name should be Dravanian (P. Drzewianie). In this region, also known as Wendland, there are the townships of Lüchow and Wustrow (P. Łuków Ostrów). Between the Elbe and the Island of Rügen were a mass of tribes generically called Obodritic. The colonization of Rügen was especially thorough. The Slavs inherited the German name (Rojane) and maintained an important oracle at Arcona. The creation of this religious centre and of another at a place called Rethra was the utmost effort of centralization by the Western Slavs in the early Middle Ages. Between Rügen and Stettin were the tribes grouped as Veletians, and between Oder and Vistula were the Pomeranians (P. pomorze 'maritime country'). Of the Pomeranian
Slavs there have survived to our times two groups, the Wendish Slovenes of Lake Leba (about 200–250 souls) and the Cassubians (Kaszuby) on the west side of the Vistula estuary. The southern tribes have a large number of divisions, with names such as Lužyčane, Serbište, Sorabes, Milčane, Slezane. In the region of Berlin were the Havolane, and near them the Sprevjane on the Spree.

These immigrants have had an important effect on German nomenclature in the district between Elbe and Oder. Names in -itz, -za and -wind(en) are reminders of former Slavonic inhabitants. Leipzig was once Lipsk (lipa ‘lime-tree’) and Dresden was *Drężďane, ‘the people of the *drężga= marshy woods’. Such parallels as Wrocław/Breslau Babimost/Bomst, Chojnice/Konitz show how the Slavonic name has undergone purely German developments, and has not been borrowed and left invariable, like a wholly strange term.

The German reaction began in the ninth century, but was exceptionally strong between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries. It took the form of a war of extermination upon a religious pretext (ut paganismus Sclavorum destrueretur). The means of subjugation were fortress-cities, such as Hamburg, Dresden, Frankfurt and Königsberg. This last was in the territory of the Borussians (Old Prussians), since the German drive in Pomerania passed right through the Slavs to attack the Baltic peoples. King Boleslaw the Brave (992–1025) began to constitute a state capable of resisting these aggressions in Poland, but the enemy was not decisively halted until the Teutonic Knights suffered a crushing defeat at Grünwald-Tannenberg in 1410.

In consequence of this Germanic reaction the Slavs found themselves back almost at their starting line in the Vistula valley, except for the outlying Lusatian Wends of Cottbus and Bautzen (Khočebruš Budysiń) in the upper valley of the Spree, the Cassubians and Wendish Slovenes (P. Slowińcy) hard against the Polish border, and the so-called Polabs, who lost their language in the early eighteenth century.

Poland suffered a heavy defeat at Liegnitz by the Tatars, but they were able to recover sooner than the Muscovites and gradually gained a wide dominion in White Russia and the Ukraine. This, however, did not affect the language, since the Polish Government was polyglot. White Russian became a chancery language, not a literary tongue. Of more importance was the difference of cult. The Roman and Orthodox churches used Latin and Church Slavonic for their respective liturgies, and the latter was also the literary language of Russia. Orthodox subjects of the Polish kings were attracted towards the eastern power by the common language of their devotions. On this side the linguistic frontier seems to have been stable since the thirteenth century.

The Czechs and Slovaks penetrated into the valleys of northern tributaries of the Danube as a result of the dissolution of Attila’s
empire on his death (453). In Bohemia proper they found a natural geographic division, lying as it does in the quadrilateral of the Bohemian Forest, Erzgebirge, Sudetes, and Moravian highlands. The Moravians lie in three sides of a rhombus open to the Danube, but the Slovaks have no natural frontiers to the south. At first, however, the Slavs lay thinly over the whole space of ‘Great Moravia’, and connected through Slovaks south of the Danube with the Slovenes, while there were Slovaks akin to the Bulgar Slavs in Hungary. These connections were snapped by the irruption of the Magyars into the plain of the Tisza under their leader Árpád (895–906), and the creation of Austria after Otto I’s victory at Lechfeld (955). Vienna was reached by the German colonists about 1140, and after that a solid mass of Germans and Magyars cut off the Czechoslovaks from the South Slavs. Moreover they occupied the lowlands into which the Czechoslovak valleys led, and pressed upon their neighbours by the easiest way of entry. The Czechs and Moravians thus fell within the Austrian pressure-area, and the Slovaks within the Hungarian system. All regional differences were accentuated, and perhaps nowhere in the Slavonic world are there still so many tribal differences.

The Slavs were further constricted by the policy of their own kings. Some of the Premyslids, notably Ottakar II (1253–78), wishing to gain an urban and artisan population despite the reluctance of the Slavs to live in towns, introduced German colonies within the Czech quadrilateral. In this way Reichenberg (Liberec), Trautenau (Trutnov), Glatz (Kladsko), Teplitz (Teplice), Brüx (Most), Carlsbad (Karlovy Vary) and Eger (Cheb) became German. A reaction in favour of Czech language and nationality began in the fourteenth century and reached its height in the fifteenth. The language was then given official status beyond its narrower frontiers: Opava (1431), Těšín (1434), Moravia (1480), Bohemia itself (1495). The Hussite reform and the ensuing religious wars gave a further outlet for national self-expression; but it was overwhelmed in 1620 by the defeat on the White Mountain. The victorious Austrians proceeded to stamp out not only the Protestant religion but also the Czech language, and in 1790 the patriotic Palal expected that one more century would see the extirpation of Czech identity. How that identity was re-established, largely through an athletic movement (the Sokols), which also stimulated art, music and the vernacular tongue, is a romance of our own time. The Slovaks, though linguistically close to the Czechs and Moravians, stood largely outside their political development.

5. The advance of the South Slavs took place along two lines: the ancestors of the modern Yugoslavs (Slovenes, Croats, Serbs) crossed the Danube plain and descended along the spine of Illyria; the ancestors of the modern Bulgars (Σκλαβηνοί Στλόβοι Σθλόβοι) came
across the Lower Danube in association with the Antes, who were East Slavs. According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus the Serbs came from White Serbia, north of the Carpathians, at an unidentifiable place called Boǐki. Similarly the Croats came from White Croatia, a region near the Vistula, called Διατάκη, near the ὲβεγεδέα (for which Babia góra in the Beskides is a clever guess). Some suppose the first name might be derived from Boiōaemum 'Bohemia', and the third from Bagoaria 'Bavaria'. The Bulgarian Slavs presumably lay to the east of these groups, and in immediate contact with the East Slavs. The latter had advanced south-eastward in such numbers by the sixth century that Procopius speaks of the vast numbers of the Antes along the shores of the Black Sea and Sea of Azov.

The invasions from the north-east impinged on lands of vital importance for the Byzantine crown, and so were at once the cause for military and diplomatic action. They began in the early sixth century, chiefly by infiltration. The country districts had been depopulated by the internal decline of the Empire's manhood and by the Gothic seizure and evacuation of Mæsia. The chief method employed seems to have been infiltration, so that the military resistance offered by the Emperors proved incapable of stemming the immigration. The Antes retired to Russia, but the other Slavs filled Mæsia, the hinterland of Salonica, and Macedonia. Some elements descended into the Peloponnesus. In the middle of the sixth century these Slavs began to feel the weight of incursions by the Avars (R. öbry), operating from the middle Danube, and they welcomed the advent of the Bulgar tribesmen of Asparuch (670), who organized their unity, and strengthened their defences by redistributing population. Asparuch's horsemen were Turco-Tatars from the Great Bulgaria on the Volga, where a kingdom persisted as late as the thirteenth century. The name may be derived from bulgāmak 'mix, embroil', meaning either a 'mixed race' or 'the brawlers'. To their subjects they contributed a few personal names, as Sişman Kardam Karan Asparuch. But the modern Bulgarians, in race and language, are not Tatars but Slavs.

A Bulgarian empire was organized by Tsar Simeon (893–927), but brought to ruin at the end of the tenth century by the Emperor Basil II 'the Bulgar-slayer'. A second empire in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was weakened by Serbian onslaughts from the west, and was finally obliterated by the Turkish conquest between 1340 and 1382 (capture of Sofia).

The Macedonian dialect of Thessalonica was used by the apostles Methodius and Cyril for their work in Great Moravia. Their disciples converted the Bulgars during the reign of Boris (852–84), and thereafter the language was a vehicle for a considerable literature of religious translations and homilies.
The date of the Serbian penetration is doubtful if we distrust the Byzantine assertion that they came at the ‘invitation’ of Heraclius (610–41). The Croats are stated to have come later still, in consequence of struggles with the Franks. In the tenth century their occupation of Dalmatia and Illyria led to a full, but sometimes enigmatic, description of their polity by Constantine Porphyrogenitus. The unit of occupation was the village-federation (\v{s}up\d{a}nija, now ‘parish, district’), centred on one or more townships (k\d{a}otr\d{o}v). The account Constantine gives of the hinterland is vague, but he is very detailed concerning the Dalmatian ports. The Croats extended from Žara (Zadar) to the Cetina river; from the Cetina to the Narenta (Neretva) were the Narentines, also known as Pagans; thence to the Pelješac (Sabbionetta) peninsula were the Zachlumi (S. h\d{u}m ‘hill’); followed by the Terbunians between Dubrovnik (Ragusa, Epidaurum), fronted by the Kanalitai on the coast; and between Kotor and Bar were the Diokletianoi (Dukljane). Inland were the Bosnians on the Bosôna or Bosthna, and the Serbs of Serblia (Zeta, North Montenegro).

It was the development of a political instinct among the Serbs of Zeta which had the effect of unifying this region to some extent, despite the overwhelming natural obstacles. By the middle of the twelfth century the tribal centre had shifted from Zeta to the Raška, a tributary of the Ibar, which flows into the Western Morava. From the Raška Stevan Nemanja (1186–95) extended his rule as far as the Southern Morava (often called the Bulgarian Morava). With Stevan Dušan the Great (1333–55) Old Serbia in Northern Macedonia was firmly occupied, the Bulgarians were defeated, and a Serbian empire reached as far as the Ægean. Meanwhile the capital shifted under the influence of these victories: it was successively Novi Pazar (on the Raška), Priština, Prizren and Skoplje (on the Vardar, which leads to the Ægean).

Upon this period of expansion there followed an equally violent series of retreats. The Turks inflicted crushing defeats upon the Serbs on the Marica (1371) and at Kosovo (1389). The Serbocroat confederation was dissolved, and at first local princes continued the struggle. After the fifteenth century this was no longer feasible, and only partisans continued the struggle under the command of outlawed chiefs. But they never wholly subsided. Mass migrations gave some relief to the common folk. In the fifteenth century they crowded into Bosnia, Slovenia, Bačka and the Banat. In the sixteenth century they withdrew into Austrian lands (1520, ’28, ’47, ’54, ’62, ’74, ’82). The victories of Sobieski (1689) and Prince Eugen (1738) gave cover to two other big migrations. The War of Independence (1804–12) put an end to these movements into Austrian territory, but caused a
general shift of population from Old Serbia into the new kingdom. The net result was greatly to reduce the Serbian element in the southern part of the old empire, with a consequent increase of the Bulgarian percentage. The rugged territory imposes differentiation, but the different dialect criteria have unrelated areas, due to their jostling together.

6. The East Slavs advanced from Polesie eastward, and in the tenth century lay in a vague territory which may be described as either an arc or a triangle based on the line Novgorod-Kiev. Their position was determined rather by natural than by human limits. They were agriculturists advancing behind fur-hunters, the latter being at this period much the more important. As such they found congenial conditions in the mixed forest region of central Russia which describes a triangle Leningrad-Kazañ-Kiev. To the north lay the great conifer forests which could only be developed when the advance of the second type of Russian culture had provided a new base for the fur-hunters' advance. In neither capacity did the intruders much disturb the fishing and hunting economy of the Finnish tribes, which were reduced or assimilated without circumstances that have remained on historical record. Another diagonal (approximately from Kremenčug to Saratov), parallel to the southern limit of mixed forests, describes the limit of the wooded steppe. This was the debatable region of mediæval Russian history. Upon the open steppe, whether grassy or arid, the Slavs had no skill to live. They could not resist the raids of Turco-Tatar nomads who, with nothing to lose, were prompt to destroy the results of agricultural labour. Slavonic tribes were established on the western end of the wooded steppe, between Dniester and Dnieper, thanks to the Dnieper waterway, but even there were exposed to nomad raids, which ended in the destruction of Kiev itself by the Golden Horde in 1240. Russia had to be rebuilt from the mixed forest area, and the conquest of the open steppe did not occur until the settlers could be preceded by Slavonic semi-nomads, the Cossacks of the sixteenth century and after, who could meet the nomads on equal terms of livelihood and force. The analogy of American cowboys and Indians in the Prairie States will readily present itself.

The method of penetration in roadless country was by linking the waterways by portages (R. vólok). Two systems radiating from Novgorod were of special importance. The 'way from the Varangians to the Greeks' (pur iz Varjag v Greky) started at the Gulf of Finland, ascended the Neva to Old Ladoga, thence by the Volchov to Novgorod; crossing Lake Ilméñ it ascended the Lovat and reached the upper Dnieper by a portage near Smolensk; thence it descended the Dnieper to Kiev, where fleets were gathered for the rest of the Dnieper navigation and the coastal sail to Constantinople. Subsidiary
feeders to this ‘way’ were the Narva-Peipus-Velikaja route and portage, the Dvina, and the Priet drainage-basin. From Novgorod there was access also to the Volga and so to the great markets of Kazań and Astrakhan (put v Bolgary i v Chvalisy). Between Oka and Don there was also ready access for the dug-out canoes of the early Russians.

The Antes or Antae were the first of the East Slavs to receive notice from history, since they were on the extreme right flank of the movement and came into conflict with the Goths and Byzantines. They are first mentioned as impinging on South Russia in the fourth century. In the sixth they lay along the Black and Azov coasts, divided into many tribes (τά ‘Antών ἄμετρα, according to Procopius); but their name disappeared after an expedition of extermination by the Avars in 602. It is possible that it may be the same as that of the later Vjatići.

Discounting the Antes, our evidence is drawn from the tenth-century account of Constantine Porphyrogenitus and the tenth-century traditions recorded in the Kievite Povést vremennyh lét. The Slavonic tribes lay thus: In the north were the Slověne or Novgoròdi of the Ilmen region, and between Novgorod and Smolensk were the Krivići (Κριβτζόι Κριβτζάνοι; a patronymic? krivój ‘crooked’; Latv. Kreivija ‘Russia’). They held the portage region, at the headwaters of the Dvina, Dniester and Volga, and it is clear that they extended also to the headwaters of the Sož, Desna, Moskva, Kljažma, and as far as Suzdal and Vladimir. This is the North Great Russian dialect area, apart from the western part, which belongs to White Russia. In the latter a special branch of the Krivići were the Polohane on the Polota, around Plocvuk.

The Narva-Peipus route had an important centre at Pskov (OR. Plskov cf. Germ. Pleskau), with certain dialectal peculiarities in the mediaeval and modern periods. Nearby was Izborsk, a fortress of the Krivići.

Between the Dvina and the Priet were the Dregovici (Δρουγούβιτοι), called by a name of uncertain origin. They are the racial substratum of White Russian.

In the south the main tribes were the ‘plainsmen’, Poljane, who extended on the right bank of the Dnieper from the Teterev to Kiev, and the ‘woodlanders’, Drevljane (děrevo ‘wood’, Древлани, Berblini, with wrong initial) between the Teterev and the Priet. On the eastern bank were the ‘northerners’, Sëverjane (Σεβδίοι), of the Desna, around Černígov and Novgorod-Seversk. Minor tribes were found on the Southern Bug river, possibly because of the break-up of the Antes confederation. The names Bužane, Duléby, Velynjane (in the province of Volhynia), and Lučane (Ločane, Lutici, Λυτικοί, cf. Luck) are grouped together between the headwaters of the Bug and of
streams flowing into the Priepet. Lower down the Bug were the most exposed of the Russian tribes, the *Uliči* (*Ołtyno*) and *Tiverči*. These peoples formed the southern dialect region. The last two were probably disintegrated by the pressure of the nomads. After the destruction of Kiev, the principality of Galicia-Volhynia formed the basis for the modern Ruthenian speech.

In the east there were two tribal agglomerations, the *Radimiči* on the Sož and the *Vjatči* on the Oka. The Kievite chronicle derives them both from Poland (*Radimiči že i Vjatči ot Ljachov*) and explains their names as patronyms from Radim and Vjatko. There is nothing in their language to justify this derivation, but it may have been that they started later from Polesie, probably in the seventh century. The Vjatči were the most populous of the Russian tribes, and they crossed from the Oka to the Don at an early date, descending that river and even founding Tmutorokań in the Kubań. They were so thickly established in the ninth century that they earned for the Don the name of the Slavonic River in Arabian writings. But they could not withstand the assaults of the Turco-Tatar nomads in the steppes, and gradually recoiled towards their tribal centre on the Oka. Moscow was within their limits, but bordered on those of the Kriviči, whence its central character. As the Kriviči extended eastward, the Vjatči became rather southerners than easterners, and so form the racial substrain of South Great Russian.

The Slavs proved unable to organize themselves for wholesale trade or for politics. This was done for them by the Swedes of the Rurikid dynasty, the original ‘Russians’ (*Rusi*, Gk. *Ρωσες*, cf. Finnish *Ruotsi* ‘Swede’), the famous Varangians (*R. varjág*). Though they appeared in the Volga markets as dealers in slaves (mostly Vjatči) in exchange for oriental wares, their organization was chiefly determined by the market of Constantinople. They controlled from north to south a movement of settlement from west to east. The Vjatči lay outside the districts they pacified, and ‘to go to the Vjatči’ (*v Vjatči poti*) meant, at Kiev, ‘to be irrecoverably lost’. Furs were collected on the tributaries of the Dnieper and floated down to Kiev on canoes. At Kiev they were transhipped for the risky journey to Constantinople. The whole system was controlled by fortresses (*R. gorod*, ON. *garðr*): Old Ladoga (*Aldegjuborg*—the lake was at first called *Nevo*), Novgorod (*Holmgardr*), Pskov (*Pískov*), Polock (ON. *Palteskjá*), Smolensk (*Милениск*), Ljubeč (†*[Σ]ιλιούτσα*), Černigov (†*[Σ]ερνιγώγα), Vyšegorod (†*[Σ]ουσγοράδι), Kiev (†*[Σ]εοράρα, τον Κλανδόν; ON. *Kemugardr* < *kan*, a kind of boat; also *Σαμβρτός* < ON. *sandbakk-i-ass* ‘sandbank ridge’), and the last friendly station on the river, Vitičev (†*[Σ]ετζέθην). Turko-Tatar origins have however also been proposed for the names of Kiev and other places (*Slavonic Review*, 1944).
The brilliant achievements of the Rurikids have tended to overshadow their dependence on Slavonic initiative. They organized wholesale most of the resources gained by the latter, apart from those of the Vjatichi. They found a political framework in the ramifications of the Rurikid family, but they failed to centralize government under the Grand Prince at Kiev. Their assaults on Constantinople were more spectacular than happy, and they failed to devise a means of security upon the steppe. The Tatar invasion of the thirteenth century destroyed their essential assets which lay below the forest-line on the Dnieper, and the future Russia was reconstructed by Moscow, not by Kiev. It might even have been so in any case, since the north-south axis of the Varangian States was not so essential as the west-east trend of the Krivići and Vjatichi. The Rurikids, however, performed one indispensable service. The conversion of Vladimir the Great (980–1015) and all his connections gave to Russia, in due course, unity of religion, of creed and of culture. It introduced the elements of Byzantine civilization along with the religion, and provided an order of men charged with its protection through the use of the Church Slavonic literary tongue. As opposed to the pagan Lithuanians in the west and Tatars in the east, the Russian felt himself essentially a Christian (R. krestjânin 'peasant'); as against the Catholic Poles he asserted his Orthodoxy; and in both respects his country was 'Holy Russia'.

7. The Orient. It will be seen that Russia lay almost entirely outside the range of the original Slavs. Herodotus (Book V) describes Russia from the Black Sea as far as the upper reaches of the Southern Bug, the Dnieper Falls, and the wooded steppe beyond the Don. At that time the Scyths were in possession of the lower courses of the Russian rivers, following a mixed economy of agriculture ('Ploughman'- and 'Farmer'-Scyths on the Bug and Dnieper) and nomadic pastoralism ('Royal' Scyths from the Crimea to the Don). Beyond them, between Don and Volga, lay the Sarmatians, and to the north were East Finnish tribes (Ceremisses and Mordvinians) and others of doubtful classification. At a later date the Sarmatians overwhelmed the Scyths, who are represented by the minute Osetic group in the Caucasus today, and reduced all South Russia to nomadism. They were distributed into so many incoherent tribes that the word Sarmatia had, in the first and second centuries of our era, little more than a geographical sense. The Goths and Heruli dispossessed the Sarmatians in the third century after Christ, and were themselves submerged by

* See L. Niederle, Manuel de l'antiquité slave (Paris, 1923), i; A. Šachmatov, Vvedenie v kurs istorii russkago jazyka (Petrograd, 1916), i. Chronological appendix; Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Περὶ δυσμενῶν (c. 934), Περὶ ἐθνῶν (949); Povesti vremennych let, ed. Šachmatov (Petrograd, 1916), i.
the Huns in 376. After Attila’s death in 453 the Huns broke up into two weak tribes, the Utrigurians and Kutrigurians, who occupied the right bank of the Dniester.*

The succession of transient dominions recorded by ancient authors is relevant to the history of Russian only as showing how the ground was kept clear for the advance of the Antes in the sixth century. Our principal source of pertinent information is, here also, the Kievite chronicle, supplemented by the work of Constantine Porphyrogenitus. Russia was occupied by two great groups of tribes: the Finnish (Finno-Ugrian) tribes of the wooded country, who lived by fishing and hunting, frequently shifting their locations, and the Turco-Tatar tribes of the steppes, nomad stock-breeders. They lay north-west and south-east respectively, and it was the Finnish peoples who thus first felt the Russian impact.

The Russian chronicler states:

In Japhet’s portion were settled the Ruš, Čjud and all tongues: Merja, Muroma, Veš, Mordva, Čjud beyond the portages, Perm, Pečera, Jam, Ugra, Litva, Zimēgola, Korš, Lēfgola, Lib. The Ljachove and Prusi and Čjud are established on the Varangian Sea (Baltic).

The list is repeated later as that of the tributaries of the Rurikids. Apart from the Zimēgola, Korš, Lēfgola, Litva, Prusi and Ljachove (Zemgale, Kurzeme, Latgale, Lietuva and Old Prussians, and the Poles), these tribes are all Finno-Ugrians, and their numbers witness to their extension in space and lack of coherence. Their racial centre should probably be placed by the great bend of the Volga near Kazań. The Čeremisses live north-west of the bend, and the Mordvinians to the south. The Ugrian group (Voguls and Ostjaks) first migrated in order to live beside the Urals; thence the Magyars detached themselves, first to the South Russian steppe and then to conquer Hungary (895–906). The Permian group (Votjaks and Zyrjenians) moved west, then north. The Finns and Estonians went west. A last division occurred in the Ladoga region, so that the Estonians (Čud) were separated from the Finns (Suń, Finn. Suomi ‘Finnish’) and Karelians. In the middle space were weak tribes: the Veš at the source of the Volga, the Merja near the Oka and Volga confluence, and the Muroma near Murom on the Oka. These were assimilated by the Kriviči and Vijatiči, so that in time the West Finns lost all connection with the East Finns. About 18,000 Samoyedes, speaking a vast number of dialects distantly related to Finnish, roam over the tundras between the Ob and the Yenisei.

At the present day the Finno-Ugrian languages are spoken by about seven millions in Finland and the Soviet Union and ten millions in Hungary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finns</td>
<td></td>
<td>about 3,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karelians</td>
<td></td>
<td>205,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Archangel, Olonec, Tver, Novgorod)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingrians</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Leningrad area)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vepsians</td>
<td></td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Olonec, Onega)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vots</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonians</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,450,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livs</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voguls (Perm and Tobolsk) Ob-Ugrian group</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostjaks</td>
<td></td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyrianjens Permian group</td>
<td></td>
<td>258,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votjaks</td>
<td></td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceremisses (Vjatka, Kazań, Ufa)</td>
<td></td>
<td>375,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mordvinian (Mokša and Ersā)</td>
<td></td>
<td>about 1,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6,802,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Magyars         10,000,000

These languages are represented in Russian place- and river-names. Many of the latter end characteristically in -ma, -da, -va. Otherwise the Finns had little to offer to the Slavs, nor had the Slavs much to offer other than was represented by Lithuanian loanwords already borrowed to represent the simpler cultural concepts. The Russian words in Finnish show that Christianity became known first from Russia.

The Turco-Tatar group of languages extends from the Black Sea to the Sea of Okhotsk, linking up with Mongolian and Tungusic (Manchurian) to form the Ural-Altaic family of languages. There has been remarkably little differentiation among them in historical time, but one may distinguish between the North Turkish languages (TT) which have especially influenced Russian, and the Osmanli Turkish (T) which has operated upon Bulgarian and Serbocroat. The distribution of these peoples was in 1897 approximately as follows:

| Tunguses of Siberia | 73,110 |
| Manchurians          | 1,500,000 |
|                      | 1,573,110 |
| Mongols of Siberia (Burjats) | 332,554 |
| of the Volga (Kalmuks) | 190,650 |
| Estimated total of all Mongolians | 3,500,000 |
| Turco-Tatars of Siberia: Yakuts | 228,739 |
| Others                | 255,154 |
### THE SLAVS

#### Turco-Tartars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>of Central Asia</th>
<th>Kazakhstan</th>
<th>4,026,066</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>of Turkistan and Kansu</td>
<td>1,604,311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>500,127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Osmanli Turks in Turkey in Russia</th>
<th>10,000,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in Persia</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>29,902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turco-Tatars in Russia: Kumiks, Nogais, etc.</th>
<th>208,943</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baškirs, Meščera, etc.</td>
<td>1,492,944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volga and Kama Tartars</th>
<th>1,693,925</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crimean and South Russian Tartars</td>
<td>220,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsewhere in Russia</td>
<td>49,429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Čuvašes</th>
<th>843,755</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turko-Tatars in Rumania and Poland</td>
<td>97,276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:** 30,174,808

These figures show that the Turco-Tatar element is much more considerable than the Mongolian; Jenghiz Khan, on the other hand, was a Mongolian. Apart from Turkey, they are thickest in southern Central Asia, which came under Russian rule only in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. They are still relatively dense in the Volga-Kama region, around their old capital of Kazań, but there are few on the Irtysh and Tobol, the region comprised in the original Siberia (Sibiř). In South Russia they are not numerous, but were able to control the open steppes for centuries thanks to their mobility. Their way of life was wholly unfamiliar to the early Russians and gave occasion for a large number of loanwords which will be examined in due course, but they touched Common Slavonic only in its latest epoch.

Between the fifth and eleventh centuries hordes of Turko-Tatars swept across the South Russian steppes to the mouth of the Danube: 376 Huns, about 482 Bulgars, 559 Avars (Obrí), Magyars (left for Hungary in 895), mid seventh century Khazars across the Don (recorded as taking tribute from the Poljane, Séverjane and Vjatiči in 859; destroyed by Svjatoslav in 965), 968 Pečenécs (Pečenézi, Pečenécsí, Pečenécsí), 1061 Polovci, 1238 Golden Horde. Though the princes of Kiev were able to defeat several of these tribes they could not hold
the steppe, and new swarms poured into the waste places, defeating the prime object of Kievite policy, which was to advance towards Constantinople.*

8. *The Russian Expansion.* After the fall of Kiev the Tatar pressure was exerted from the south-east and Russia was pressed back into the central forests. She found compensation by opening up the great conifer forests of the north-west, sending out fur-hunters from Novgorod. Moscow, which had been a manor set among Finnish tribes, was surrounded with wooden walls in 1156, and gradually drew to itself the strength of the surrounding principalities of Vladimir, Suzdal', Rjazań, Rostov and Murom. Situated on the dividing line of north and south Great Russian, where Kriviči and Vjatiči mingled, Moscow had notable advantages as a capital of Russia, and the dynastic policy of her rulers saved her from the disruption characteristic of the other Rurikids. In 1478 Novgorod fell definitively to Moscow, and with it the new North. The Tatar yoke was thrown off in 1480, and in 1552 Ivan the Terrible took the Tatar capital of Kazan, giving to Russian expansion once more its eastern trend. He was able to seize the whole Volga and Don basins. In 1581 Ermač began the conquest of Siberia by seizing the Tobolsk region, and in 1584 he was fighting on the Irtysch. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries witnessed the assimilation of Siberia by fur-traders and miners as the advanced guard of the Russian peasantry. They used river routes and portages, and the explorers of North Russia were fully trained for the rigours of Siberia: 1600 Mangazeja, 1607 Yenisei, 1632 Lena, 1640 Kamčatka, 1689 first treaty with China, Alaska, 1860 Amur river and Vladivostok. The beginning of the trans-Siberian Railway in 1891 led to a rush for Siberia, a land so empty that the Russian element constitutes over 80 per cent. of the whole population.

In Russia itself the frontier was gradually pressed out upon the steppe by the half-nomad Cossacks, whose gains were consolidated by long diagonal defensive works: 1571 Orel-Kulikovo, 1650 Belgorod-Simbirsk, 1584 Penza-Samara, 1735 Dnieper-Donec. This brought Russia to the limits of Kievite rule, 1774–91 recovery of the Black Sea and Azov area. From this position expansion beyond Don and Volga was made easy. In the early nineteenth century Russia

* See Meillet and Cohen, *Les langues du monde* (Paris, 1924): A. Sauvageot, *Langues finno-ougriennes et langues samoyèdes* and J. Deny, *Langues turques, langues mongoles et langues tungouzes*, with maps. The statistics are from the census of 1897, which seems to be the last available with full linguistic classification. They require correction, but may be assumed proportionately instructive. The two language-groups are often united as Ural-Altaic, and M. Pei, *Languages for War and Peace* (New York, 1943) assigns to the Ural-Altaic languages approximately 60,000,000: Magyars 9½ millions, Finns 4 millions, Estonians 1 million, Turks 18 million. J. Szinneyi, *Finnische Sprachwissenschaft* (Berlin-Leipzig, 1922) gives the same figures as A. Sauvageot.
conquered the Caucasus area: 1653 Poti, 1803 Mingrelia and Georgia, 1805 Karabagh, 1813 Lenkoran, 1828 Erivan, 1859-64 Kuban and Terek and Daghestan, 1878 Kars. In the later nineteenth century Russia absorbed Central Asia: 1864 Taškent, 1868 Samarkand, 1873 Khiva, 1876 Kokand, 1881 Askhabad, 1884 Merv, 1885 River Murghab. The Central Asian Railway serves as the means for assimilating this area, but there is a much greater density of older inhabitants. The Russian percentage in Central Asia is only 9, as against 85 Turco-Tatars. In the Caucasus the Russians are the strongest group (34 per cent.), with 20 per cent. Turco-Tatars, 14 per cent. Kartvelians (Georgians proper) and 12 per cent. other Georgians.*

9. Population and Frontiers. It is particularly difficult at the time of writing to give anything like an exact estimate of the extent and density of the Slavonic-speaking peoples. Within one generation they have been the chosen victims of two German wars, the first of aggression, the second of extermination. Their political frontiers have violently fluctuated, and are at this time not definitely settled. It is true that the linguistic frontiers show a remarkable steadiness, when compared with the political; but in the period between the wars the tendency to identify nationality with language led to attempts to modify the linguistic pattern, and this process has been accelerated since the conclusion of hostilities.

(a) Russian. On January 17 1939 there were 109,278,000 souls in the Russian Republic (Great Russia and Siberia), 38,960,000 in the Ukraine, and 10,400,000 in White Russia, with a total of 158,638,000 Russians of all sorts. The figures for speakers of White Russian should be extended to include those of what was North-eastern Poland, and the Little Russian or Ruthenian of the Ukraine extended into Southern Poland and the eastern extremity of Czechoslovakia. Allowing for deductions of non-Russian elements on Russian soil, one may say that there are about 10 million who speak White Russian and about 40 million who speak Ruthenian. From the figures for Great Russia we have to deduct about 2,350,000 Finno-Ugrians and 5,733,000 Turco-Tatars, Mongols and Tunguses, and we must add a figure for the Russian-speakers of Caucasia (Azerbaijan, Georgian and Armenian Republics) and Central Asia (Turkmenian, Uzbek, Tadjik, Kazak and Kirghiz Republics). Allowing, as in Niederle's calculation, 34 per cent. for the former and 9 per cent. for the latter, we reach the sum of

4,227,000, and so calculate that the number of persons to whom Great Russian is a maternal tongue is about 105,500,000 souls. It is, however, a language of culture, administration and travel to all the citizens of the USSR, to whom must be added in this sense the Bulgarians and a large number of Yugoslavs, Czechs and even Poles. For the last three, however, the claims of German and French in the cultural field have generally seemed stronger.

Within the political frontiers of the USSR the Russian language has no definite boundary. It extends in a huge, irregular triangle to the basin of the Tobol in Siberia, and from thence along the trans-Siberian Railway to the Far East. It is, in the main, absent from the Tundras of the North and the dry steppes of the South and of Central Asia, where conditions do not favour the kind of life preferred by Russian settlers. The ground occupied is either wooded steppe or variegated forest, with penetration of the conifer forest and grassy steppe and long tentacles along all river-banks and the Central Asian Railway. The northern tribes are so sparsely distributed on the ground that a relatively small influx of Russians considerably alters the percentages. The Turco-Tatars are densely settled in the lands where abundant water is brought from the snows of the Pamir region, but a great waste thinly held separates them from the main body of Russians. Near the great bend of the Volga, however, in the region of Kazań, there is a great knot of both Tatar and Finnish peoples, representing the old Tatar hegemony, round which the tides of Russian migration have flowed. In the north-west there is a more definite frontier between Russian and Finnish. The Soloveckïj (1439) and Belozero (1397) monasteries developed into semi-governmental centres of Russian industry and influence in the Middle Ages, and thanks to them the Russian language-frontier descends from the Kandalakša inlet of the White Sea to include Lake Onega; it crosses the Svíř and remains south of Lake Ladoga and the Neva, in such a way that Leningrad lies in a Finnish hinterland.

The western language-frontier has remained stable since the thirteenth century, and is described in much the same terms by both Russian and Polish investigators. The first section is Great Russian. It starts from Narva and follows the eastern side of Lake Peipus and all Lake Pskov; thence it runs west of the Velikaja River to a point between Ludza in Latvia and Opočka on the Velikaja. The political frontier followed the Velikaja, so that some Russians were included within Latvia. As the Slavs were intruders in all this region the frontier is a clear-cut line. Next comes the White Russian frontier from the headwaters of the Velikaja to the Narew. Here the historical conditions are different. The medieval Polish-Lithuanian kingdom extended over White Russia, and White Russian was an official language
of the Chancery. There has been considerable mingling of the three languages, and the frontier can be determined only by the preponderance of one over the others. The linguistic condition of certain cities is open to dispute, since in cities whatever is the national and official language is reinforced. A further complication is that many who signed census-forms felt more keenly their religious than their linguistic differences, and recorded not their language but their religion. The general trend of the frontier is to the south-west, with forward surges round Dvinsk (Daugavpils), Vilna (Wilno) and Grodno; from Grodno it drops south to Bialystok and the Narew. It thus crosses a portion of Latvia (Latgale) and much ground claimed by Lithuania and recently held by Poland, and bisects the province of Bialystok. In 1921, 56 per cent. of the inhabitants of Vilna registered as Poles, and in the whole province of Bialystok the Polish proportion was 76.9 per cent.

The rest of the Russian frontier is described by Ruthenian (Little Russian). After the fall of Kiev (1240) the chief cultural and political centre was the principality of Galicia-Volhynia, and it is in documents emanating therefrom that we find the Ruthenian language taking its special character. When the power of the Tatars declined, the rulers of Poland were able to thrust far into the Russian Ukraine. In 1494 they held all the streams on both banks of the Dniester, and in 1657 they still held the river in all its course. At the time of the first partition, in 1772, the Polish frontier lay along the line of the river to approximately Kremenčug, and then cut back to the Dnieper near Kišinev. Here again conditions favoured the mingling of peoples, who were held apart chiefly by religious animosity. The present linguistic frontier runs by Bielsk, Biała and Chelm (Cholm), with Brest-Litovsk (Brześć-Litewski) on the Russian side. The precise allocation of Chelm is debatable. Thence the frontier curves south-west and south-west-by-west to include Tomaszów, Sanok and Przemyśl, and to touch the pre-war southern political frontier on the banks of the Poprad. In the three provinces to the east of this line there were 23.4, 16.8 and 22 per cent. of Poles in 1921; immediately to the west are some of the most densely Polish tracts (Kraków 93.1, Lublin 85.4 per cent.). Within the Poland of 1939 there were at least one million speakers of White Russian and four million Ruthenians.

From the Poprad valley and the Carpathians the Ruthenian frontier falls south-eastward across what was the tail of Czechoslovakia and the headwaters of the Tisza in Hungary to the sources of the Seret. It then swings east across Bukovina, including Czernowitz (Cernăuți), and touches the Dniester at Mogilev-Podolsk. The frontier follows the left bank of the stream continuously to the sea, apart from a wide bridge-head at Tiraspol. There is, however, a strong Russian
minority between Dniester and Prut, and there are Bulgarian and
Rumanian elements between Dniester and Bug. In the Crimea the
majority was Tatar.

Ruthenian and White Russian are separated from each other by the
Pripee and a line north of Černigov and Novgorod-Seversk, which
both belong to Ruthenian. Independence has been claimed for both
White Russian and Ruthenian. In the first case there seems little
justification either in the structure of the dialect or in its cultural
history. The special characteristics of Ruthenian are of comparatively
recent growth also, since it began to take shape in the thirteenth
century, but Galicia and Kiev have been notable centres for culture,
and Ukrainian traditions and folk-songs have a marked individuality.
Under the repressive measures taken by the last tsars to suppress the
language, an isolationist movement was stimulated in the Ukraine.
Regional autonomy has sufficed, in recent years, to quiet the modest
desire for independence whetted by difference of dialect. On the side
of Great Russian, White and Little Russian together mark out the
Dniester as a unit of civilization. The White Russian border runs
eastward from the sources of the Velikaja to those of the Dvina. It
curves round the headwaters of the Dvina and Dnieper almost to
Smolensk; thence south-south-east to the Desna near Novgorod-
Seversk. The sources of the Desna and Oka fall within a transitional
region between White and South Great Russian. The Ruthenian
language-frontier takes up the line at Novgorod-Seversk, goes
eastward to the Don, crosses at Pavlovsk, recrosses south of Bogučar,
touches the Donec, and then travels south-south-east to about
Stavropol. The southern frontier is marked by the Kubań river and
delta. Much of this area represents the modern expansion of the
dialect as a language of colonization in the steppe region.

Great Russian itself has dialects, though generally speaking for so
wide-spread a language it is remarkably uniform. The most important
division is that between the South and the North; that is, between the
Vjatichi and Kriviči. The southern dialect is found in the upper basin
of the Oka, buttressed on Gžatsk, Kaluga and Rjazań. It swings slowly
southward to embrace the Don valley, and runs along the Volga from
Kamyśin to Stalingrad (Caricyn). In the Caucasus it occupies the
Terek valley. In the west it is supported against White and Little
Russian by Kaluga, Orel, Karačev, Sevsk, Ryłsk and Kursk. The rest
belong to North Great Russian, but there is a band of transitional
dialects between. The first of these is the north-western dialect of
Pskov, through which North Great Russian shades into White Russian.
Then follows the ancient dialect of Tver (Kalinin) and Moscow,
which reconciled historically the decidedly northern speech-habits of
Novgorod and Vladimir with the decidedly southern Rjazań. This
middle Russian is also found in the Sura valley, with Penza as its principal town, but with large non-Russian minorities. The literary language is that of Moscow, mainly North Great Russian, but with concessions to the South (ākāhe).

(b) Polish. For about 25,000,000 people Polish is a mother-tongue. To these one may add some 4-5 millions in the United States and South America, and the associate languages of the Cassubians or Kaszuby (about 150,000) and the Wendish Slovenes of Lake Leba (200-250), the last relics of the old East Pomeranian speech. The eastern frontier has been described above. The northern ran through the southern third of East Prussia, including Goldap, Allenstein (Olştyn) and Graudeniz (Grudziądz), whence it descended the Vistula to the sea. Between the sea and the Czech frontier the linguistic and political frontiers mainly agreed; since the war the political frontier has been moved considerably westwards to Stettin (Szczecin). Between Gdynia and Chojnice (Konitz) lie the Cassubians, with little enclaves into what was Germany at Bütow and Stüdmitz. Konitz was German-speaking, but Radnawitz, Flatau and Bomst (Babimost) were Polish enclaves in Germany. In Silesia the Polish language swung westward by Namslau, Oppeln and Neustadt, and at one time probably followed the Bober. Along all this border the linguistic percentages showed heavy infiltration of German elements. In Pomorze and Poznań there were about 18 per cent. of Germans in 1921, and in the city of Łódź the Polish majority was as low as 58.9 per cent. Polish extends into Czechoslovakia in the Těšín (Cieszyn) and Poprád regions.

Apart from Cassubian, Polish has three main dialects: Great Polish of Poznania, Little Polish of Kraków, and Mazovian in the north-east. Warsaw lies on a belt of compromise between Mazovian and Little Polish. The Germans gave the name Wasserpolaken (Wasserpolen) to the speakers in Silesia of a highly Germanized form of Polish.

(c) Wendish. There were before the war about 115,000 speakers of the Wendish (or Sorabe or Sorb) dialect of Lusatia in the upper valley of the Spree. Their two principal towns are Cottbus (Khoćebuz) and Bautzen (Budyšín). On the east they hardly reach the Neisse, and on the west the line drops southward from Lubbenau (Lubnów) on the Spree (Sprowja). They are all that remain of the tribes who spread Slavonic through Central and Southern Germany, and who were said to speak their own language in Leipzig as late as 1327. They are divided into two dialects (Upper and Lower).

(d) Czechoslovak. Czechs about 8,000,000; Slovaks about 3,000,000. Independence has been claimed for Slovak on the basis of certain formal differences, such as the first sing. pres. indic. in -m, but the argument is defective. Slovaks have only of late come to possess a
cultural tradition capable of supporting a language, since they were long subject, politically and economically, to Hungary. Their language retains old stages through which Czech has passed, and it is the easternmost of a spectrum of Czechoslovak dialects. The official language (Czechoslovak) recognizes two forms, Czech and Slovak. Czech had official currency in the fifteenth century throughout much of the region. It may be divided into Czech proper and Moravian; and Moravian divides into a plethora of dialects, which shade into Polish along the common frontier. Czechoslovak Ruthenia belonged to the Russian-speaking area. There were in 1938 4–5 million non-Slavs in Czechoslovakia, including 3 million Germans. These occupied North-west and South-west Bohemia, inside the strategical bulwark of the Bohemian mountain border. There was thus a grave discrepancy between the defensible and the linguistic (and so, nationally self-conscious) frontiers.

In the north there was a deep German salient between Opava and Olomouc, corresponding to the Gesenke massif. Svitavy (Zwittau) and Landškroun (Landskron) formed a German-speaking island close to the passes that lead to Glatz. The frontier ran north-west from Olomouc to Vysoké, with many indentations. From Vysoké it ran west to the Elbe near Mělník. Thence via Třeboň and Louny south-westwards to Domažlice, with Pilsen (Plzeň) as the principal Czech bulwark. On the German side were the towns of Teplitz, Carlsbad and Eger (Teplice, Karlovy Vary, Cheb). From Domažlice the frontier ran south-east to Kaplice, with Budweis (Budějovice) as a German islet; north-east and south-east to Znojmo, with a German islet at Iglau (Jihlava), and along an arc to Břeclav and the Morava. Here it is continued by Slovak to the Danube at Bratislava (Pressburg), whence it continues in a very ragged line eastward by Nitra, Levice, Lučenec and Rožňava to Mihalovce, following the line of the hills, and clear to the north of the political frontier along the Danube and Ipoly.

(e) Slovene. The Slovenes number about 1,500,000 and have their cultural capital at Ljubljana. Their northern frontier is the northern frontier of the South Slavs and runs from Šmohor to St. Gothard through Beljak (Villach), Celovec (Klagenfurt) and Djecše. From either extreme it drops due south: from Šmohor through Resja (Resiutta) and Čedad (Cividale) to the Adriatic (Italian is buttressed here upon Udine, Gorizia and Trieste); from St. Gothard through Lendava to the Drava. The southern frontier is hard to define since it is made with the kaj-dialect of Serbocroat, which is transitional between Slovene and Serbocroat. It runs south-west towards Kočevec (Gottschec), which was a German islet, and then west to Podgrad and Buzet.
(f) Serbocroat. Speakers of Serb and Croat number approximately 12,000,000. There is a short western frontier from Buzet through Rovinj to Pulj (Polja). The Dalmatian coast and islands are Serbocroat as far as the Bojana river. The northern frontier descends the Drava to its confluence with the Danube. There are Serbocroat colonies along the Danube at Sombor and other points. Between Vukovar and the confluence with the Tisza the language-frontier lies evenly north of the river, and Serbian colonies extend north up the Tisza to Szegedin. Between Bečkerek and Bela Crkva the frontier runs south-east, with a salient to Modoš and outlying colonies in Hungary. It rejoins the Danube below Požarevac, but Rumanians occupy both sides of the Iron Gates. Finally the Serbocroat limit is reached at Zaječar on the Timok.

The eastern and southern frontiers cannot be drawn with consent, since Bulgars and Serbs both lay claim to the transition dialects in the band of country between the Timok and Prizren. They run southward from Zaječar to cover the Nišava valley and south-west to the headwaters of the Southern Morava near Vranje. From Vranje the fully Serbian districts lie north of Mitrovica, Novi-Pazar, Prijevalje, Podgorica and Skadar (Scutari), but there is a mixed region between this arc and the arc Kumanovo-Skoplje-Tetovo-Dakovica.

The dialectal variations of this area are important. Adjoining Slovenia is the region of the kaj-dialect, which is transitional between Slovene and Croat. (The literary language of this area and its capital, Zagreb, is a form of the što-dialect mentioned below.) Then comes the ča-dialect. Its frontier was formerly much more extended to the east. Now it leaves the Drava near Virovitica, ascends in an irregular line to Bjelovar and descends to the Sava at Sisak. Thence it follows the Kupa valley to Karlovac, where it bends southwards along the ridges to Zadar (Zara). After that, save for an enclave near Split, it is confined to the islands. Its southernmost limit is in the island of Lastovo (Lagosta) and the Pelješac (Sabbionetta) peninsula. The ča-dialect admits of further division into i- and e-dialects according to the treatment of CSL. ĥ. The rest of Yugoslavia belongs to the što-region, which is also divided into dialects (je- i- and e-) by the development given to CSL. ĥ. The je-dialect is westerly, and the dividing line is from Osijek on the Danube, through Lešnica and Kraljevo, to Mitrovica and Peć. West of a line joining the Bosna and Narenta i- and je- are found mixed. East of the je-dialect is the e-dialect of Belgrade and the Šumadija. The Šumadija is closed by a line from Smederevo to Kragujevac and Kraljevo. Next follow, eastward, the Kosovo-Resava dialects of Serbian, and the Serbo-Bulgarian transition dialects which begin at Zaječar on the Timok and include the towns of the Southern (or Bulgar) Morava, notably Niš, Vranje, Skoplje and Prizren.
A Macedonian dialect is used in the new (federal) Yugoslavia as the literary and official language in Yugoslav Macedonia. It will be touched on in section 217.

(g) *Bulgarian.* Bulgarians number about 7,000,000. The northern frontier follows the Danube to its mouth. There is a Bulgar salient on the north bank of the Danube between Ismail and Taraklija, but on the southern bank there is an admixture of Rumanians in the Dobrudja and of Turks in the Deli Orman region. Bulgarians are numerous south of the political frontier, as far as the approaches to Constantinople and the River Marica. They also lie just inland from the Ægean all the way between the Marica and Salonica. From Salonica (Solun) the Macedonian dialects run through Ostrovo westwards to Chrupištä, whence north along the Albanian border through Ohrid to Prizren.

The principal division is into East and West Bulgarian by a line from Nikopol on the Danube to Salonica. The very archaic Rhodope dialects lie south of a line from Plovdiv to Burgas.*

---

Chapter II

BALTO-SLAVONIC AND PROTO-SLAVONIC

10. Definitions. The unity of the Indo-European language ceased from a remote date, probably between 2500-1000 B.C. It is only from the end of the first millennium A.D. that we have any Slavonic records. There is thus a lapse of some 3000 years between a linguistic state which is known with tolerable accuracy by the comparison of a whole family of languages and our first dated information concerning this particular member of the group. Now Slavonic, despite its highly conservative appearance, was given to innovation. The Indo-European system of conjugation, for instance, has been discarded in Slavonic, and more than one system substituted in its place. Changes of this sort take place over long periods of time, and the trends are not constant, but operate variously each within its own bracket of time, after which they cease to have effect. To explain a given crux of late date we must not call to our aid a linguistic law which operated only at an early date; and so on. In fact we must keep to a chronology; and yet in this lapse of unrecorded time (3000 years) dates are too obviously lacking. A chronology, however, can and must be set up. It is partly relative: that is, it depends on propositions like 'the change \( x \) implies the previous change \( y \), and that was due to \( z \)', which gives the relative chronology \( zyx \); partly it is susceptible of approximate dating by comparison with neighbouring languages which have sure or approximate dates (see sections 2–5 of the last chapter). The two processes determine eras in the prehistory of the Slavonic languages for which we must now find suitable terms.

The earliest records are in Old Bulgarian. This was so like what must have been the common source of the existing Slavonic languages that Old Bulgarian forms are frequently quoted as the bases of each particular explanation. It is clearly an advantage to quote attested forms rather than ones due only to inference from the sum of the languages today; the attested forms are certain, the inferred ones can never be deemed certain until corroborated by actual examples. Still, it has to be remembered that not only was Old Bulgarian not the common parent, but even that it was a dialect with a very precise localization. We may define it by concentric arguments thus: (i) Old Bulgarian was a South Slavonic language, and opposed to East and West Slavonic, because the solution of CSL. *tort was the characteristically SSI. trat (for the explanation of this convention see section 29 hereafter); elsewhere this solution is found only in Czechoslovak, which
other criteria, e.g. the treatment of CSL. *ň*dź, assign to the WSlav group; (ii) within South Slavonic it was definitely Bulgarian because the result of CSL. *ń*dź was šť zd (see section 40): OB. noštʼ 'night' / S. nøč Slov. nøč Cz. noc P. noć R. noč; (iii) within Bulgarian it was a southwestern dialect because CSL. ŏ occasionally vocalized as OB. ō: OB. pěšoků 'sand' Macedonian dial. pěšok / MB. píasak; (iv) but it was not one of those Macedonian dialects which represent CSL. *ń*dź by ķ ĝ. In fact, Old Bulgarian was the dialect of the Slavs who lived near Salonica, the home of the apostles Methodius and Cyril, though it served for the evangelization of Greater Moravia. Middle Bulgarian continued this language in a stereotyped literary form, with some scribal peculiarities for each important scriptorium, and some concessions to the vernacular. It was not a stage in the evolution of Modern Bulgarian, which depends chiefly upon the eastern dialects, and which, as Rumanian loanwords show, had already assumed its characteristic forms while Middle Bulgarian was still perpetuating those of Old Bulgarian. The conventional style, however, persisted upon the pens of some writers well into the nineteenth century.

In countries which followed the Orthodox persuasion Old Bulgarian became the 'dead' language of the liturgy, and in this use it is properly called Church Slavonic. Church Slavonic was pronounced in Russia and Serbia in accordance with a tradition influenced by the vernacular system of sounds, and with some other concessions to the vernacular: we may thus speak of Russian Church Slavonic and Serbian Church Slavonic. The vernacular concessions were more numerous in works for the instruction or entertainment of laymen, and this literary usage lasted in Russia until the middle, and in Serbia until the end, of the eighteenth century. This usage is of great importance, since it was the channel through which Slavonic terms became embedded in the cultural vocabulary of vernacular Russian and Serbocroat. We thus speak of Russo-Slavonic and Serbo-Slavonic, and for a period there existed in Serbia a Serbo-Russo-Slavonic, arising from the substitution of Russo-Slavonic for Serbo-Slavonic as a literary language in the eighteenth century.

The languages of the Catholic persuasion do not pass through these stages, but the documents distinguish Old, Middle and Modern periods, as they do also for Russian and Serbocroat. The old period in these cases corresponds to the twelfth century or the second half of the eleventh, and so is younger than the oldest Old Bulgarian. Where the individual languages are not attested but can be reasonably assumed to exist in characteristic form, it is sometimes convenient to speak of Proto-Russian, Proto-Polish, etc.

When we compare the extant languages they first yield concordances in three groups: East (Russian, White Russian, Ruthenian),
West (Polish, Czechoslovak, Wendish), South (Slovene, Serbocroat, Bulgarian) Slavonic. These again show evidence of derivation from a single common original: Common Slavonic. Common Slavonic is thus the sum of all the inferences which can be drawn from the individual Slavonic languages. It is an abstract conception, though the inferences work out in fact to something very like the attested Old Bulgarian forms. Still, we sometimes have to keep in mind the circumstance that Common Slavonic is the result of abstract thinking, and is not a description of a language perfectly localized in time and place. If we consider the history of the nasal vowels, for instance, it is clear that CSL. ɣ ꞏε persisted until the ninth century, but at that time the tort-formula had already divided into ESlav. torot/SSLav.Cz. trat/P. trot. This is not to deny, however, that there was a language common to all Slavs when they lived between the Vistula and the Pripeet in the sixth century of our era: that language can be properly called Common Slavonic, but it might not have been precisely such as is composed by the heads of the individual inferences from the modern tongues. OB.MB. št S. č Slov. ć P.Cz. c R. č imply CSL. *i (a t pronounced in the high palate), but the latter was probably no more than a transitional stage of the older *j *kl *gl, which can also be described as Common Slavonic.

Between the sixth century of our era and the Indo-European period, however, there extends a history which receives no light from the mere comparison of the modern speeches, but has to be described by comparison between Common Slavonic and common Indo-European. It is convenient to call this Proto-Slavonic, and to divide it into Primitive Proto-Slavonic (according to the first distinctively Slavonic features), Early, Middle and Late Proto-Slavonic, the last period opening with the Christian Era. The Early and Late Proto-Slavonic periods are those in which the first and second Slavonic palatalizations took effect, and the Middle is that in which a number of mutually linked vowel-shifts, anterior to the second palatalization, were worked out.

In addition to these terms, the term Balto-Slavonic is necessary to our studies to express the degree of agreement or parallelism between the Baltic and the Slavonic groups. It does not imply that there was one single undifferentiated language as the source of both groups, but that the two stood and stand so closely related in contents and development as to have a necessary bearing upon the explanation of each other's problems.

11. Balto-Slavonic. The Baltic languages (Lithuanian, Latvian and the now extinct Old Prussian, speakers of the first two numbering some two and a quarter and two millions respectively) agree with Slavonic in representing original palatal gutturals by sibilants like
other *satem*-languages, by reducing original aspirates to the corresponding unaspirated occlusives, and by declining certain cases in *-m-* as in Germanic, not in *-bh-* as in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Latin and Celtic. The declensional system of seven cases and three numbers is the same for each group. The genitive and ablative singular were originally distinct only for *o*-stems; for these stems they have been identified in Baltic and Slavonic on the basis of the ablative (in Sanskrit they are separate: *vrksya* *vrkāt*, as in Latin: *lupi* *lupo*; in Greek they are identified as genitives: *λοξον*/*L. viško*). There was a neuter gender in Old Prussian, and though not present in any Lithuanian document it is found in Lithuanian loanwords in Finnish; in Slavonic there was also a strong tendency to identify the neuter with the masculine, which was averted by a reaction in favour of a formal distinction in adjectives and in nouns of the *o*-declension (NSM. *-ū*/*NSN. *-o*). The definite declension of adjectives by means of a postpositive demonstrative suffix is a notable common mark. In both Baltic and Slavonic the Indo-European middle and passive voices were rejected, and the effect secured analytically by associating the verb with the reflexive pronoun. Both formed the infinitive in *-tēi*, and both had a future in *-s-, of which there remains barely a trace in the oldest Slavonic records. The participles are similarly declined. Otherwise, however, the two language-groups reconstituted the verbal paradigm in complete independence and upon quite different principles. A comparison between the accentual systems of Lithuanian and Serbocroat shows original identity as to place of stress and kinds of intonation (rising, falling), but also that the stress has shifted place in the *sto*-dialect of Serbocroat, and that the intonation has changed in kind in Lithuanian (rising for original falling, falling for original rising tones).

These considerations show that Baltic and Slavonic are remarkably similar, but they do not prove identity. However, it is desirable to note that the likeness of words in the two groups is obvious whenever they are compared with words from other groups: R. *volk* 'wolf' L. *vilkas*/*Lat. lupus* Goth. *wulfs*, R. *berēza* 'birch' L. *béržas*/*OHG. birihha ON. biork*, OB. *šeravi* 'crane' L. *gérve*/*Lat. grus* Gk. *γέρως*, R. *derëvo* 'tree' L. *dervā* 'resinous wood'/*Gk. ἰρός*, OB. *krūvinā* 'bloody' L. *krūvinas*/*Lat. cruentus*, etc.

When the vocabulary of the two groups is examined it shows a wide area of coincidence, with certain irreducible differences. There are many words not paralleled elsewhere, as R. *lipa* L. *liepa* 'lime-tree', R. *begū* L. *bégu* 'I run'. When words are examined by classes the agreement appears strongest in the basic vocabularies. Thus the names of trees are mostly held in common: birch, willow, lime, bird-cherry, fir (R. *el* OPr. *adle* L. *églé*), ash, apple (R. *jablonja* OPr.
wobalne), nut, cane, mountain-ash, elm, and the names of grains: R. zernô ‘grain, corn’ L. žirnis ‘pea’, R. (ChSl.) želie ‘weeds’ L. žolé, R. list ‘leaf’ L. laškas, R. pyrêj Cz. pýr ‘couch-grass’ L. (dial.) pûrai ‘wheat’, R. roţ ‘rye’ L. rugiaî. Passing over some discrepancies of formation and meaning, these coincidences are evidence that the speakers of both languages inhabited the same regions for a long time. They agree also in naming most parts of the body, and coincide in some notable innovations: hand (R. ruká L. rankâ), finger, foot (R. nogá OPr. nage cf. Gk. ὄντας Lat. ungula Germ. Nagel ‘nail’), head, mouth, throat, beard, shoulder, elbow, heart, entrails, tongue (R. jazýk Csl. *ęzy-kû OPr. insuvis), body (R. čerevo ‘body, belly’ OPr. kěrmens). For all these there must have been a certain community of thinking between the two groups. There is more discrepancy in the names of animals since these are subject to change through the preference of one breed over another. Held in common are the names for the bee (OB. bičela R. pčelá L. bitis, and also R. úlej ‘beehive’ P. ul L. aulýs, P. skarsýk L. korýs ‘cell of a honeycomb’), wasp (R. osá L. vapsá), ox (OB. govedâ R. gouvjadìne ‘beef’ Latv. gus), sheep (R. oceâ L. avis), domestic pig (OB. prase L. pašas), wolf, mouse, stag, eagle, thrush, (perhaps) goose, fly, etc. Other conspicuous coincidences are the words for stone (OB. kamý R. kámeň L. akmuô), iron (R. želézo L. geležis OPr. gelso), gold (R. zóloto Latv. zelts), lake (R. ózero L. ėzeras).

On the other hand a great number of common Slavonic words have no parallels in the Baltic tongues because they are due to Slavonic borrowing or innovation. They include the words for God, man, father, tooth, horse, mare, dog, bull, goat, bird, swan, liver, milk, friend, sun, moon, water, etc. Sometimes the older term survives in a restricted sense, as R. divo ‘wonder’ cf. L. Diēvas ‘God’, R. tur ‘aurochs’/R. Bog vol. Very characteristic of the relations between the languages is the constant variation of detail in word-formation owing to the use of different forms of the root or different suffixes, as R. son L. sânas ‘dream, sleep’, R. ráno ‘early’ L. rytas ‘morning’, R. jâšen L. uosîs ‘ash-tree’, or by different choice of related meanings. There are certain suffixes which regularly alternate, as Sl. -dlo/L. -klas (of tools: P. radlo ‘hoe’ L. árklas ‘wooden plough’, both from ar-), Sl. -ici (<*iko)/L. -ikis, Sl. -iti- (<*eit-)/L. -aits. There are variations which elude explanation, as R. guû OB. goûst/L. žakis ‘goose’.

The differences between Baltic and Slavonic are thus also important, and some of them ascend to a high antiquity. In Slavonic, but not fully in Baltic, IE. s was withdrawn into the palate by contact with i u r k, provided a vowel followed. This happened also in Sanskrit and most of the Iranian languages, and therefore is a feature of date before the final dispersion of the languages forming the Slavonic and Indo-Iranian
groups; that is, considerably before 1000 B.C. At such a date, therefore, Baltic was already distinct from Slavonic: Balt. s/Sl. ch <§ <§ after i u r k. There was probably no complete Balto-Slavonic unity short of Indo-European date, but there was a symbiosis lasting over a vast period of time, and possibly still unbroken, or quite recently interrupted, when Herodotus described the Scythian (Iranian) culture of South Russia in the fifth century B.C. It overlapped some stages of Proto-Slavonic. The likeness induced in the two groups by this living together in prehistoric times (see Senn, in Slavonic Yearbook 1941, on possible historic influences) has several consequences for Slavonic studies: in all cases it is necessary to ascertain what is the Baltic evidence; where alternative explanations can be offered for Slavonic phenomenon, those are most probable which can also be offered for the Baltic parallel; no explanations contrary to Baltic can be offered for Slavonic facts until proof is given that the latter are entirely disconnected.

The reader may care to compare the following passage in Old Bulgarian (Matthew XIII, 24–26, transliterated from the Glagolitic of the Codex Marianus) with the corresponding text in Lithuanian:

In this (Modern) Lithuanian version the word neprietelius (enemy) and the root of karalyste (kingdom) represent borrowings from Slavonic.*

12. Proto-Slavonic. (a) Primitive Slavonic. The first distinctively Slavonic phenomenon to emerge was Sl. ch[X] <IE. s after i u r k unless a consonant followed: R. such 'dry'/*L. saūsas. This process

* See R. Trautmann, Baltisch-Slavisches Wörterbuch (Göttingen, 1923); A. Brückner, 'Das Litauische und seine Verwandten' in Grundriss der indogermanischen Sprach- und Altertumskunde: ii, Die Erforschung der indogermanischen Sprachen; iii: Slavisch-Litauisch, Albanisch (Strassburg, 1917). On Baltic generally see works by Berneker, Bezenberger, Bielenstein, Brückner, Büga, Endzelin, Kurschat, Leskien, Liden, Senn, Torbiörnsson. See also N. B. Jopson, 'The Syntax of Lithuanian compared with that of Latin and Greek', Slavonic Review, xxiv, No. 63. The case against 'Balto-Slavonic' is argued by A. Meillet, Le slave commun (Paris, 2nd ed. 1934), and the evidence is reviewed by A. Senn, 'On the Degree of Kinship between Slavic and Baltic', in The Slavonic Yearbook (xx, 1941).
does not normally affect Sl. s from IE. ʰk. The beginnings of the change were set in times immediately post-Indo-European, since they affect also the Indo-Iranian group. After these sounds IE. s was pronounced higher in the mouth, becoming cacuminal (Skr. ṣ), then palatal (Av. ść), then velar (Sl. ch). Lat. tonsorius has passed through these stages in Spanish (tijeras is a common vulgarism, Med.Sp. tijeras [tʃ], MSp. tijeras [x] ‘scissors’). The resulting ch was added to the group of velars before the first Slavonic palatalization.

13. (b) Early Proto-Slavonic. This period is characterized by the palatalization of IE. k g and Primitive Slavonic ch before e/i (i) to Sl. č dź (later ę) ę: R. volk ‘wolf’/OR. voc. volče, Bog ‘God’/voc. Bůže, duch ‘spirit’/dušá ‘soul’ <*duře-ja. This is, of course, after the satem-palatalization of Indo-European date by which IE. k g > Sl. s z: R. sto ‘hundred’ Latv. simts L. šimtas Skr. ćata MPers. sad/Gk. σατήρ. The palatalization giving č dź is unknown to Lithuanian (R. četière ‘four’/L. keturi), but it arose separately in several languages of the satem-branch: Latv. četi Arm. č’ors MPers. chehár panj ‘five’ (*peňke) Skr. catur pańca.

The original pronunciation of IE. o e seems to have been very open, at least in parts of the area, with a tendency towards ɒ ɑ (Eng. fall there). It was so with Gk. ω .quest.re, represented in Doric often by α. In Balto-Slavonic o a fell together, but e remained; and later BSL. *ā was differently developed according to quantity, viz. BSL. short *ā > B Alt. a Sl. o, BSL. long *ā > B Alt. o Sl. a. OB. ē was so open that no sign was used in the Glagolitic alphabet to distinguish it from ja. In Sanskrit the three vowels became one a (thus BSL. o > ā = a, e/Skr. o > ā > a = a, a > ā < ē), e remaining long enough to cause the palatalization of IE. k g before it; the vowels had been identified by the Vedic period (c. 1000 B.C.) By analogy, we may infer as probable that the Early Proto-Slavonic period should be dated before 1000 B.C.

One consequence of the palatalization was that a following ē became a: R. slyšat ‘hear’ (for -ěti). There is no way of dating this change, though it may quite well have followed shortly after the first palatalization.

14. (c) Middle Proto-Slavonic. By reason of a number of related changes in the Middle Proto-Slavonic period (1000–1 B.C.) the Slavonic languages gained their special vowel-complexion. The order of these changes may be debatable in some cases, but that they occurred in series is clear enough. If we compare OB. kamy ‘stone’ with L. alkmo Gk. ἄκιμο ‘anvil’, it is evident that we must proceed from *-ôn to -y, and this implies the stages *-ôn > *-ún (vowel closed by the nasal in final syllable) > *-ū (nasal vowel) > *-u (denasalized vowel) > -y (mixed vowel for back vowel). In final syllables vowels were closed one degree before n or s; all syllables closed by a nasal gave
nasal vowels (possibly first in final syllables, as in Lithuanian), and
the nasal element disappeared from the narrower vowels; the soft
vowels were distinguished from the hard or normal vowels, and hard
vowels after a palatal element became soft; ā and u were pronounced
more centrally, so as to become ‘mixed’ instead of ‘back’ vowels;
diphthongs became monophthongs, and the CSL ē came into being as
a common result of ě and ai, oi. The most probable order of changes
seems to have been: (i) on os ons final >un us uns, (ii) rise of nasal
vowels in closed syllables: i > o = q ě, (iii) loss of -n -s, (iv) shift of back
vowels (u o but not o <ont) to front vowels (i e) after a palatal
element (j): ju jo >ji je, (v) denasalization of the narrow vowels (u û),
(vi) development of Sl. y û i, (vii) reduction of diphthongs to monoph-
thongs: ou eu oi ai ei >u ju æ i, (viii) final ā >ě/ă >i, otherwise ě only,
e.g. OR. loc. sing. volcê cf. Gk. ὀσκόν ‘at home’, (ix) identification of
ě >ē = ě <oi ai.

With regard to denasalization, it should be noted that there are
several categories of nasal vowels. The escape of air through the nose
results from the lowering of the uvula, and this may be varied accord-
ing to three grades, numbered 1 2 3 by Jespersen. Grade 1 is a slight
lowering of the uvula throughout the whole discourse, and gives what
is called a ‘nasal accent’; 2 is the normal lowering as for nasal con-
sonants and Portuguese nasal vowels; 3 is a deep lowering which
touches the tongue when raised and prevents the formation of narrow
nasalized vowels, as in French and Polish. It follows that in Middle
Proto-Slavonic the grade of lowering was increased, with the result
that the narrow vowels were eliminated. (In Fr. fin, to presèrve the
nasalization the vowel has been opened to [ɛ].) There were no narrow
nasals in Slavonic when Germanic words in -ing and -ung were
borrowed in the first years of the Christian era.

It is possible also to give a relative order for some changes in
conjugation. The perfect must have been lost at a very early date,
since only faint traces of it survive (R. ved ‘after all’ cf. Gk. ὤδας <
*woid- pf. ‘I know’). Indo-European distinguished durative from
perfective aspects by means of stems (e-grade/zero-grade: Gk. λέεώ/
λέμνον). Slavonic used zero-grade stems to make present tenses, and so
broke down the original method of distinguishing aspect; by way of
compensation it extended the use of the s-aorist, and gave it new
forms. The aorist acquired the sense of a past definite, and led to
the creation of a new imperfect (Sl. běchú ‘I was’ corresponds partially to
Lat. fueram ‘I had been’: *běhe-ėsom/*bhu-ėsam). A new distinction of
aspect (imperfective/perfective) was built up by associating simple
verbs and verbs compounded with prefixes, and a new durative or
iterative was made by using the suffixes -va -yva -ja-. This procedure
was completed in the latest Common Slavonic period, and was
beginning to undermine the imperfect and aorist tenses at the opening of the historic period in Russian and Polish.

15. (d) Late Proto-Slavonic. This period covers the entry of the Germanic loanwords into Common Slavonic vocabulary (1st–6th cent. A.D.) They were affected by a process similar to the second Slavonic palatalization, by which in original Slavonic words the velars k g ch > č dz (later z in some languages) š/s, under two sets of circumstances: these are (i) after ĭ ĭ, ě, provided no o *ovi *u>y followed, and (ii) before *ai *oi >é/i. The first is exemplified by R. ovcá OB. ovica <*ovīka 'sheep', R. otéc OB. otči <*otík ś 'father'. It would seem to be older than the other group (represented by OB. věků 'wolf' loc. sing. vlcé nom. pl. vlcí), which has not been carried out in West Slavonic when a v intervenes: R. cvet 'flower'/Cz. květ, R. zvezdá 'star'/P. gwiazda. R. knjaž 'prince' OB. kňěži <Germ. kuningaz (Finn. kuningas) would appear to be due to antecedent ě, and R. cérkov 'church' OB. cyky <Germ. kirchē (Kirche) to the following i; the first is one of the oldest Germanic loanwords (about 1st cent. A.D.), and the latter one of the latest (about 6th cent.), since the former was due to military prowess of the Migration Age, and the latter to the Christianization of some German tribes, leading to their adoption of Gk. κυριακή.

16. Slavonic divisions. It is customary to divide Slavonic into East, West and South. Of the unity of East Slavonic there is no doubt; White Russian and Ruthenian are essentially forms of Russian which have developed within the historical era in almost all particulars. South Slavonic is also closely-knit, though there is evidence of cleavage between Slovene with Serbo-Croat, on the one hand, and Bulgarian on the other. The unity of West Slavonic is most doubtful, since there are fundamental divergencies between Polish and Czech, while Czech sometimes continues trends of South Russian (Csl. g > Cz. Ruth. h) and sometimes of South Slavonic (e.g. treatment of tort, denasalization of ơ ě), and Slovak has some close contacts with Slovene dialects of the north-east and with Russian. The conception 'West Slavonic' thus describes a sum of coincidences, without excluding important differences. Polish, Polabian and perhaps Wendish are sometimes classified as Lechitic.

The main criterion applied is the development of Csl. *ī *d (*tj, *kt *kt+front vowel, *dj) giving ESL. ě ě WSL. c dz z SSL. ě j, S. ě d, Macedonian dial. k ě, B. st žd: R. noć 'night' mežd 'boundary' /Cz. noc mez P. miedza/S. nôc méda B. nošt meždá. With regard to y, it remains in E and WSL. (but in CzSlk. and Ruth. has changed value in later times), and disappears in SSL.: R. syn 'son'/S. sin. The jers (a t) when in strong position give ESL. o e/WSL. e/SSL. a or ě: R. son 'dream' den č 'day' /P. sen Cz. den P. dzien/ S. dán dán. SSL. e i have been
hardened, but remain soft in ESL. (save in Ruthenian) and WSl. (save in Czech, where e has hardened); in ESL. ï ï ï remain before them, but in WSl. (Polish and Wendish) they palatalize (e.g. P. ç dž rz: ciało 'body' dzien 'day' rzecz 'thing'/R. teło den reč 'speech'). The nasal vowels õ õ persist only in P. q q, after notable vicissitudes; otherwise they give ESL.Cz.S. u e, Slov. o e, MB. ä e. Other distinctions arise from the tort formula, i.e. when o/e precedes r/l between consonants. In such cases ESL. torot, etc., shows characteristic 'full vocalism'/P.Wend. trot shows metathesis/CzSlk.SSl. trat shows metathesis and change of vowel. Sonant r l existed in Old Bulgarian (spelt rū rī lū lī), and exist in Czechoslovak; Serbocroat and Slovene have sonant r; in Serbocroat sonant l has been vocalized as u: R. pólnyj 'full' P. pełny Cz. plný S. pūn B. pólñ-. In ESL. initial (j)e- under certain conditions >o: R. oléh 'stag'/S. jëlen. In the field of syntax SSL. da finite verb largely replaces E. and WSl. use of the infinitive. The accent is free in E. and SSL. (but has been shifted in što- and kaj-Serbocroat and in Slovene); it is generally bound in WSl. (CzSlk. initial, Wend. initial with tendency to secondary accent on the penultimate, P. penultimate, free in Cassubian and Polabe.) CSL. g > voiced h in CzSlk. Upper Wend., WR., Ruth., and >[y] in Southern Great Russian. Quantity is retained only by CzSlk., Slov.S., though much altered; tone by Slov.S.
Chapter III

THE ALPHABET

17. The problem. Writing in or about the year A.D. 914, the Bulgarian monk Chrabrů defined the problem of spelling Slavonic in these terms:

Hitherto the Slavs had no books. While yet pagans they read and wrote cryptically by means of marks and cuts. When converted to Christianity, they expressed the Slavonic speech unsystematically in Roman and Greek writing. But how could they accurately write in Greek letters bogû, životû, dzêlo, crkûvi, čajanije, širota, jadû, odu, junosti or jêzykû, and others like them? So, after many years, God sent them a saintly philosopher, Constantine, also called Cyril, a just and true man, and he made for them 38 letters, some according to the value of the Greek letters, others according to the Slavonic tongue.

An excellent example of the 'unsystematic' use of the Roman alphabet is the papal bull of 1136 in Polish, which is distinguished for the large number of equivalent renderings for single Slavonic sounds. In Greek, the Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus's transcriptions of Slavonic names and words show the highest degree of accuracy that could be obtained along such lines.

The Slavonic palatalizations had produced a number of sounds for which there were no Greek or Latin equivalents: č (roughly Eng. ch in church), dź (Eng. g in George) which had become an affricate ż (Eng. z in azure), š (Eng. sh in shin), c (Eng. ts in bets), dz (Eng. ds in beds). The Greek alphabet had a sign χ for the Slavonic voiceless velar fricative, to which the Roman responded by ch, which had been adopted by German and is treated as a single letter when it occurs in Slavonic. Gk. ð had become fricative v, and so raised a problem about representing b in Cyrillic, which was not felt by those who used Roman as their basis: they opposed to occlusive b fricative v or w (uv used in mediaeval Latin to represent a Germanic sound). Similarly, Roman u represented Sl. u, but Greek required the two letters ou, sometimes written as a ligature ū, since Gk. v was a 'mixed' vowel of the nature of French u, German ü.

Under Mediæval Latin conditions the letters ij were frequently used to denote palatal glides, and they offered a chance of specialization: vocalic i/semivocalic j. Gk. ñ were both vocalic i in the ninth century, and so the Greek alphabet offered one resource less than the Roman. Neither, however, was quite adequate to express the subtle
nuances of Slavonic pronunciation, according to which the whole series of consonants was divided into 'hard' (i.e. normal) and 'soft' (i.e. accompanied by a palatal off-glide). The velars were hard, and their palatalizations (č čě š čě šč čěz etc.) were all soft. Hardening of these palatals is a feature of the independent histories of the Slavonic tongues. The labials (p b m) did not change timbre when softened, but under some conditions developed a palatal consonant (l̩) between themselves and the following vowel. The sounds produced upon the teeth or gums (dentals or alveolars: t d l r n s z) were liable to more serious modification, since they could be 'hard', or 'soft' (before front vowels), or converted into palatals (before the semivowel or glide j), without quite losing unity of timbre. This happens sporadically in some pronunciations of English, as the t in note (hard) nature (soft) try (palatal) or the first n in unite (hard) union (soft) onion (palatal). To cope with this situation neither model alphabet offered adequate resources. Roman i j were made to serve more or less adequately. In Old Bulgarian a circumflex to the right of a letter indicated softening or palatalization, as zeml’o izměn eniimá; but the usage was not entirely consistent nor did it descend to later Cyrillic alphabets.

The Slavonic vowels were no less troublesome. There was nothing in Greek or Latin answering to Sl. ě, the two jers (u i) or the two nasals (ŋ e). Moreover, the Slavonic vowels were often preceded by a palatal on-glide resembling the semivowel [j] when initial or after another vowel; this involved making signs for ja ju je jo je. After a soft consonant, which had an off-glide [j], the vowel inevitably began with a palatal on-glide, and this raised the question whether this feature should be marked in the consonant or in the vowel. Complete consistency in this respect eluded even John Hus, the founder of the modern Czech alphabet.

Latin supplied no signs for stress, tone or quantity. The Greek signs were originally tonal, but in the ninth century represented stress. Old Bulgarian spelling does not record these distinctions systematically, though Russo-Slavonic documents make frequent use of the acute accent to mark stress. It is possible that Old Bulgarian, like Modern Bulgarian, lacked precise distinctions of tone and quantity, and the fall of the stress-accent was taken for granted in an alphabet for the use of natives who knew perfectly well where the stress fell. To distinguish quantity, Hus was able to use the acute in the sense given to it by Old English and Old Norse usage. The tonal diacritics used for Serbo-Croat and Slovene are entirely modern.

Finally, as the Old Bulgarian alphabet was designed to serve for translations from Greek religious works, signs had to be included for
purely Greek sounds: ϕ (which only developed later in Slavonic from final υ > j, χυ > f or πιν > f) ψ ξ θ u γ (in its mediæval Greek value before front vowels) ω.

18. Comparative table of Slavonic alphabets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glagolitic</th>
<th>Old Cyrillic</th>
<th>Numerical Value of OC</th>
<th>New Cyrillic</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Long vowels (Cz. á, etc.) are not separately noted in this table. Slovak [ä] after labials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>ä</td>
<td>Slovak [ä] after labials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>CzSlk. S. Slov. v/P. Wend.w.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>ė</td>
<td>CzSlk. UpWend. Ruth.h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>Ruth.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ū</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>CzSlk. ď (palatalized).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ū</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>ĕ</td>
<td>S. (palatalized).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ă</td>
<td>ă</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>ă</td>
<td>Cz. [jë]. Wend.[iä].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>R.[ja]. The diacritic is not as a rule used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>R. WR., without palatal on-glide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>UpWend. closed [e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>P. Ž. Hus used dot. Arm. [ă] Av. [ă]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Arm. S = t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>P. (palatalized), Wend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Gk. minuscule 3 = ž.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>P. (palatalized), Wend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Ruth. transliteration y = [e].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>O B. also stands for ji ji.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>WR. i used instead of ū. P. i is often a sign of the palatalization of the previous consonant. O B. also stands for ji ji.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Ruth. [jí].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>S. Cyrillic j from Latin. Sign of palatalization in S. dj lj nj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Gk. γ (palatalized).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Gk. minuscule χ, Arm. ĭ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>P. i is palatal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>P. 'hollow' or 'dark' ĭ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>Slovak long sonant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>S. palatal; sometimes written ĭ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glagolitic</td>
<td>Old Cyrillic</td>
<td>Numerical Value of OC</td>
<td>New Cyrillic</td>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ь</td>
<td>ь</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>ь</td>
<td>н</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Gk. cursive ν</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>ř r</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>P. [u], UpWend [उ]; CzSlk. long [oː]; Slovak ř = uo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ь</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>ř ř</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>Czř is palatal [ř], Wend.ř [ř], P.ř [ř].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>t t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>Slovak long sonant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>թ</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>թ թ</td>
<td>թ</td>
<td>թ</td>
<td>P. Wend. palatalized sibilant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Є</td>
<td>Є</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Є Є</td>
<td>Є</td>
<td>Є</td>
<td>Arm. ے and Sl. ੭ due to Gk. minuscule anus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Т</td>
<td>Т</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Т Թ</td>
<td>Т</td>
<td>Т</td>
<td>CzSlk. т (palatalized).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>љ</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>љ љ</td>
<td>љ</td>
<td>љ</td>
<td>S. palatalized affricate š.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>ڤ</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>ڤ ヴ</td>
<td>ヴ</td>
<td>ヴ</td>
<td>Gk. โ� = OB. oy, ligature ง = Cyrillic y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Q Қ</td>
<td>Қ</td>
<td>қ</td>
<td>WR. semivowel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>щ</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>щ Щ</td>
<td>щ</td>
<td>щ</td>
<td>Cz. [u], formerly uo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>щ</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>щ Щ</td>
<td>щ</td>
<td>щ</td>
<td>Originally only in Gk. words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>v V</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>S. Slov. h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>ہ</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>ہ ہ</td>
<td>ہ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>UpWend. init. aspirated k.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>ہ</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>ہ ہ</td>
<td>ہ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Gk. ω in Gk. words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ù</td>
<td>Ù</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Ù ੲ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>Hebrew .defer, ፋ; Arm. ࡙.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Q  DBNull</td>
<td>DBNull</td>
<td>DBNull</td>
<td>Hebrew, Arabic ُّ, Av. ُّ (written right to left).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>W 属实</td>
<td>属实</td>
<td>属实</td>
<td>P. cz. Arm. ☐; Av. ☐ (written right to left).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>ہ</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>ہ ہ</td>
<td>ہ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Only Serb uses ъ; other languages ḏно.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Є</td>
<td>Є</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Є Є</td>
<td>Є</td>
<td>Є</td>
<td>P. sz. Hebrew Ï א; Av. א.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ù</td>
<td>Ù</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Ù ך</td>
<td>ך</td>
<td>ך</td>
<td>OB.מ; MB.ך (with the sound of Rumanian ă); R. generally not transcribed as it only indicated the normal (hard) pronunciation of a previous consonant, but represented by ' when indicating hardness of a consonant before a soft vowel; limited to this use in the modern orthography, which uses ă or the apostrophe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glagolitic</td>
<td>Old Cyrillic</td>
<td>Numerical Value of OC</td>
<td>New Cyrillic</td>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>стстсьо</td>
<td>ѡ ѡ</td>
<td>ѡ</td>
<td>ѡ</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>Mixed [i], pronounced with tongue retracted but lips un-rounded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>ѧ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OB,i; R. ' above or after consonant; MB. transliterated ' where occurring (e.g. Bot'ov). (The acute accent represents length in ČzSlk. vowels and sonants, and OP. vowels; but represents only softening of consonants and stress or rising tone of vowels in transliterations.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а</td>
<td>ѧ</td>
<td>Ѣ</td>
<td>е</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Glagolitic also ja; Arm. ژ = (i)е.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ф</td>
<td>ѩ</td>
<td>ю</td>
<td>ju 'u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Cyrillic sign results from contraction of Gk. τω. The transliteration 'u is here used for OB. after consonants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>ѣ</td>
<td>je</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For Glagolitic see above. Sometimes 'a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>е</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sometimes 'е.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P.ѥ [ѣ] is a later development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>е</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P.ѥ [ѣ]; OB.Ѧ; MB.Ѧ; Av.Ѧ (nasal) was written ʰ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OB.Ѧ; MB.Ѧ (Ѧ replaced by Ѧ in 1923).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gk. minuscule Ѧ = я, in Gk. words; Čz. я occasionally in foreign words and names; P.Ѧ occasionally found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gk. words only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gk. words only; now disused in R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>Ѧ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Gk. words only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In rendering Old Bulgarian words (except when quoting texts) the present writers have adopted Leskien's method of attempting a phonetic version rather than a letter-for-letter transliteration. Thus, l'ubu for ljubu, prvâ (with sonant r) for průvâ, and so on. On the other hand the softness of such OB. consonants as ё, ј and the rest has not normally been indicated by a tick, since (as explained later) these consonants were always (at any rate originally) soft. L' n t followed by front vowels (e.g. konit) indicate an original lj nj nj and (as certain evidence would suggest) a pronunciation differing somewhat from l n r followed by front vowels.

Other languages (e.g. Russian) are transliterated letter for letter, so far as the system of transliteration permits. Except in
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Chapter V, Russian has been transliterated to facilitate comparison.

In some works OB. ə is represented by the sign ə, and the Russian hard and soft signs (υ λ) are used (e.g. by Leskien) for OB. a l.

19. Glagolitic (OB. glagolū ‘word’) and Cyrillic. Chrabrů’s account prepares us to expect an alphabet of personal and scholarly character, but not two alphabets mutually related and with marked idiosyncrasies. The older was possibly the Glagolitic, in which the most ancient texts are redacted. It has continued in liturgical use in some parts of Yugoslavia. It may have been the alphabet of the Moravian mission of Methodius and Cyril (863 ff.), the fruits of which were gathered by the Latin Church. Yet, about 914, it was possible for a Bulgarian monk to suppose there had only been one alphabet, the Cyrillic, and to attribute it to Methodius’s brother Constantine (or Cyril). Its identification with Orthodox Christianity causes it to be the only alphabet in use among the Russians or Serbs. A difference of dialect reveals itself: Glagolitic agrees with East Bulgarian in considering ja to be a function of e (which corresponds to ea in Rumanian loanwords from Slavonic), with only one sign for both, but Cyrillic and West Bulgarian distinguish two vowels. Glagolitic is based on Greek minuscule writing of the ninth century, as may be seen in the equivalents of g d k n t; but it is also characterized by arbitrariness, which leads to the creation of new letters where there is no need (v m s f) and a riot of fancy expressed in small circles. Cyrillic is just as obviously marked by prudence and boldness in its use of the Greek uncial. The style, indeed, shows rather too much firmness in its heavy downstroke and serifs, with scarcely visible connecting hairlines. The letters b v k, a l, and n i are not easily distinguishable at times.

Provision was made in Glagolitic for the transcription of purely Greek sounds in Greek words (γ θ υ φ ω). Other letters were added for this purpose in Cyrillic (ξ ψ).

To solve the special problems offered by Slavonic the authors of these alphabets, and especially of Glagolitic, seem to have relied heavily on their inventive genius. The opening of the upper loop to give an occlusive b in Cyrillic and the use of the element b in the consecutive letters ā y ĩ ē seem to be examples of such a procedure. It is noteworthy that the Cyrillic inventor should have accepted the Glagolitic resolution of Sl. y into ā + i. He concurred in the need to distinguish certain vowels which begin with a palatal on-glise or semivowel, and increased the series from ju jo je by adding ja je. The series was left incomplete, however, in respect of ji jĩ, which are represented by a simple vowel sign (i) in Old Bulgarian texts. The author of Glagolitic obviously recognized an a-quality in the vowel ē, a quality which may be found in modern East Bulgarian, and is
recorded in Rumanian loanwords as ea. In Cyrillic the sound of е was represented by a new letter and distinguished from ja, but the Glagolitic sign was adapted to represent е, which presumably had for the Cyrillic author a very open quality (such as nasal [a]). Both transcriptions seem to find an o-quality in the hard nasal (q).

Were hints taken from other alphabets than Greek? The alphabet-makers were Biblical scholars and so were likely to know something of the Hebrew alphabet. Constantinople was a cosmopolitan capital, where there had reigned an Armenian dynasty, and Syrians and perhaps some Parthians might be met in the streets. An Armenian alphabet had been formed to preserve the Christian scriptures. It was indebted to the Greek uncial and also to the script used by the Sassanian monarchs to preserve the Zoroastrian Avesta. The letter ё is probably due to Hebrew, though the same sign is found in other Semitic alphabets (Arabic and Ethiopian), and also in Avestic. In Avestic ḫt and šḥ are always ligatures. It is odd that this combination of two sounds should have been placed in the Slavonic alphabets, though the simple elements were clearly understood. Signs for ə were formed for Armenian and Avestic, not wholly unlike the Slavonic ones. The dental affricate ĉ was to be found in Hebrew in a shape not too unlike that used in the Cyrillic and Glagolitic scripts. The sign used in Cyrillic for dz has a dental quality (t) in Armenian. The sign for palatal affricate ё resembles Cyrillic, but not Glagolitic, in the Armenian and Avestic alphabets. Armenian scribes found a sign for je/e, and in the Avestas there is a nasal vowel sign for a. Whether the Slavonic alphabet-makers incurred such debts or no, they certainly impressed on their letters two distinct and colourful personalities, and removed their work from obvious comparison with any other alphabet than the Greek.

20. Later Cyrillic. A new epoch was opened in the early eighteenth century by the use of Peter the Great’s Russian ‘civil alphabet’ (graždanskaia ázbuka/pečát). It was extraordinarily conservative: it recognized, as Russo-Slavonic had already done, that there were only two Russian sounds corresponding to the four Slavonic characters for q/u е/ja, but it left two characters for f, two for e and i, and retained the two jers which had no longer an alphabetical value; it failed to provide a sign for jo, continued the Russo-Slavonic tradition of representing a central dialect under northern conditions (so that g has three values: g v h, and there is no proper representation of the variations of a o e under and away from stress), and was even retrograde in abandoning the use of the stress accent, found sporadically in older Russo-Slavonic texts. The whole phonetic complexion of a Russian word depends on the fall of the stress. It was an advantage to distinguish the letter i from the second half of a diphthong (a), and,
as e always had a palatal on-glide, to provide a reversed e to express the predominantly foreign sound without this glide. The system was simplified by the provisional Government in 1917, when  т  и  were discarded together with  ц.

What was chiefly gained from the 'civil alphabet', apart from legibility and a certain degree of approximation to the West, was a final cleavage between the liturgical and lay use of cultured speech. Modifications were introduced for Ruthenian (g/žje/eji/i) and White Russian (у, і for u), and the Russian alphabet has been applied to a wide range of non-Slavonic languages within the Soviet Union. In Bulgaria the Old Cyrillic naturally lasted long. After attempts at simplification, a system was established in 1923 in which there were two signs (ъ and ж, not always used etymologically) for ă ([ă] as in Eng. above), ę had two sounds, and the jers were often otiose. On February 15 1945 the orthography was reformed as follows: ж and ъ are abolished, being replaced by ę, e and ă (except in eж 'are', which is now written ca); ę is dropped at the end of words; and ă is only used to indicate softness before an o. A very important modification of the 'civil alphabet' was effected by Vuk Stefanović Karadžić for the transcription of Serbian at the beginning of the nineteenth century. There being no distinction of 'hard' and 'soft' vowels and consonants in Serbian, he was able to isolate the semivowel  j and use for it a letter borrowed from Roman type. He also added signs for ĉ  đ  лj  нj  đê. Croat provides Roman equivalents for all the Serbian signs, and so is normally used in comparative grammars.

Rumanian was officially written in Cyrillic until about 1860. It conformed to Bulgarian idiosyncrasies (e.g., the alternation of ea/e, f for final ch, etc.), and provides Latin equivalents for Slavonic sounds (ă ĉ, ă as in Bulgarian, final unstressed i non-syllabic, c+front vowel=Sl. ĉ, ĉ=Sl. c, ĉ+front vowel=Sl. đê, j=Sl. Ĉ, ă=Sl. Ĉ). This alphabet has, in its turn, influenced the new Turkish alphabet.

21. Germano-Latin alphabets (Czech, Polish, Wendish). Glagolitic extended as far as Bohemia in occasional use; notable examples are a Passionale (14th cent.) and a Bible (1416). Generally speaking, however, the model to be followed in Central Europe was the Roman alphabet, as it was understood in the Middle Ages and as it had been adapted to represent German sounds. The form taken by letters until the end of the eighteenth century was Gothic (known to the Slavs as 'Swabian'). The Roman letters had variable values (e.g. ąg) and entered into numerous combinations to express Romance sounds; further combinations gave sounds peculiarly Germanic; and between Latin, Romance and Germanic there were resources for expressing most Czech and Polish sounds. The history of these alphabets differs from those of the Balkans and Russia chiefly because they were not
rationalized by any single mind until the Czech Hus (c. 1374-1415) issued his alphabet for Czech. There has been no commensurate reform of Polish, which largely continues the mediaeval tradition of double letters for single sounds, together with some elements of Hus’s diacritical system. Before Hus, Czech and Polish development was essentially on the same lines: (i) to single Latin letters were assigned more than one sound, so that the 25 letters could express almost double their number of sounds: OCz. čas = čas, OCz. zen = šen, OCz. kazy = kází, etc. As the equivalences were only approximate a considerable number of Latin approximations were possible for any one Slavonic sound, as P. c ch che z zi (1136) for c; while one Latin letter might have to express many sounds, as P. z (1136) for z s z i dz d z ě. Each approximation throws some light on the nature of the Slavonic sound, and sometimes on its historical transformations. (ii) The attempt was made to standardize the expression of Czech and Polish sounds (in Bohemia from the 14th-16th centuries) by assigning to each Roman letter its own Latin sound, and using combinations to express the remaining Slavonic sounds. These combinations were very numerous, as they were in the earliest Romance spellings, but there was a tendency to eliminate most of them in favour of a single convention in each case. For instance ě could be expressed by OCz. c cc s cs sc zs sz ch chz chs sch cz czs tcs czi and (after Hus had introduced his č) by č č cz čs tč, and ż by OCz. z s ss zz ż ż ż ż zi. Polish and Hungarian orthography of today arises from selection from these possibilities: č = P. cz Hungarian cs. Hus assigned Latin senses to Latin letters, taking ch to be a ligature expressing a single sound; he distinguished between c and k, but allowed to g its two mediaeval values; and he added diacritics to modify the primitive sounds. He showed palatalization by a point in ň d t ě ż š ż and velarization in l, while length was marked by a comma above the vowel. P. ż retains the point. The Moravian Brethren adopted Hus’s system in the main and so secured its acceptance more generally, but they introduced modifications in their Bible of Kralice (1579–83). They preferred a looped l to a dotted one, and this has given P. l. The remaining points signified palatalization; the Brethren preferred chevrons (’’) to dots in some cases, and in others added commas (‘’): Cz. č ň Ž ř ň/t d. They allowed some double letters sporadically and used v y somewhat irregularly. All in all, however, they gave a powerful impetus to the use of the reformed spelling, and there radiated from it an influence over Poland into Lithuania and Latvia, as well as southward into Slovenia and Croatia. Consistency and analogy operated some improvements in Czech spelling in the nineteenth century. For example, g was reduced to a single value, and galilejský jegj have become galilejský jegi, while y au w were replaced by j ou v: dey obauwati/MCz. dej obouwati. The
resulting phonetic accuracy is so great that it is convenient to use the Czech alphabet for most purposes of comparison between Slavonic languages, with only occasional recourse to a phonetic alphabet.

Upon these principles Czechoslovak and Polish have reached the following solutions of the cruces of Slavonic spelling:—The palatals are Cz. ě P. cź, Cz. ę P. ę, Cz. š P. sz, Cz. p. c, P. dz dź, (OCz. šč) P. szcś (cf. Magyar cs = č zs = ę s = š sz = s c < cz = c). West Slavonic palatalization of dento-alveolars gives Cz. ť P. rz, Cz. ų P. ų, Cz. t d P. č dź, OCz. l/ł MP. l/lő. Followed by a vowel these palatals are written ni etc. in Polish, e.g. kon 'horse' G.S. konia. In addition to these letters there are P. ś ę to indicate softenings of s z. Both use ch [x] in the German sense, and Cz. h is a voiced fricative (<Sl. g), whereas P. h is voiceless and frequently pronounced [x].

The development of vowel signs is rather more complex, since it covers developments within the historical record of the separate languages. In Mediaeval Polish and in Czech new quantities developed and sometimes led to closing of long vowels by way of diphthongs; quantity has wholly disappeared from Polish, and it is only the change of quality that is denoted. Hence P. ý is [u], but was originally a lengthened o; Cz. ų is [u:] through OCz. wo, and is still long. An acute accent on a Czechoslovak vowel is a sign of its length: á é i ó ú ý; Cz. ě represents [je] or ['e]. The Slavonic 'mixed' narrow vowel y is represented by P. y, and was so represented by Hus, though Cz. y has since become simply [i]. This is an example of specialization between two alternative symbols of the Roman alphabet. For most of the Middle Ages, however, i/j/y were interchangeable, and y was sometimes dotted in the attempt to make a distinction. It was Hus who established the distinction of i and y for Czech in 1406; before that the sound y had been represented by ui (OCz. Buitsow Bustrice for Bydłów Bystřice), as in the Old Slovene of the Freising manuscripts, in accordance with OHG. ui = MHG. ü. The two weak jers had ceased to be vocalic before Czech or Polish documents arose, and so presented no alphabetic problem.

The two nasal vowels had been replaced by simple vowels before the first Czechoslovak documentation, but nasalization has persisted in Polish. In the twelfth century they still preserved the Common Slavonic differences, though with a strong tendency to come together. In the Bull of 1136 Sl. ę ę are represented by loosely approximate Roman spellings: an am en em un um o u e: Balowanz Dambnizia Deuentlzuc Luncz Sodowo Chomesa Chrustow = Bialowas Dąbnića Dziewiślic Lećzyca Żdowo Chomięsa Chrząstow. From approximately the values of nasal [å] and [ä], the two nasals coalesced in a single sound which began to be written with strokes on either side or a through-stroke in the thirteenth century: Gabin (1253) = Gabin, Koblou
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(1285) = Kęblow. This letter took other forms, such as ę, and in the sixteenth century was ą, as well as au aú ú. By this time a distinction of length had developed, and the short nasal vowel was denoted by è borrowed from the Medieåval Latin alphabet, in which ë = æ. This led to placing a subscript iota beneath the apparently Greek long nasal (η), which was latinized as q. To the distinction of length connoted by q/è was added a distinction of quality: front/back, and at last the quantitative difference disappeared in the eighteenth century, leaving MP. q [ɛ]/è [é]. Thanks to the Polish practice a cedilla is used in Slavonic grammars as a sign of nasalization, and in Lithuanian as a sign of former nasalization.

The Lithuanian and Latvian languages were spelt under the influence first of Polish and German, then of Czech. The Lithuanian palatals are ė š ž dž (formerly cz sz ż dz) and dental c dz. The former nasal vowels q ø i u are now long simple vowels. L. i u are short vowels and ø o ū y [i:] are long; a and e may be long or short. The diphthongs ie uo are written ė ū in older works, in which a hard l (ł) may also be discerned. On the Lithuanian accents see section 22. In Latvian soft k g n l are distinguished by an apostrophe placed above or below; long vowels are indicated by a bar (ā), and o stands for the diphthong uo.

Note.—The Slovak authorities now propose to introduce a reform of the spelling that will make it more phonetic and, incidentally, increase the difference to the eye between Slovak and Czech. According to the new system, softness before i will in all cases be indicated, so that the present ti di, for instance, will be written t’i d’i. This will permit the abolition of the letter y, the present ty, for instance, being written ti. Other points are the replacement of ŏ by uo, and z by ż when so pronounced.

Chapter IV

COMMON SLAVONIC AND OLD BULGARIAN

A. sounds

22. Stress, Tone, Length. Old Bulgarian orthography does not suffice to show how the stress fell, or whether there were changes of musical pitch, or whether syllables varied in length. It is known that OB. o e u t represent originally short vowels, and that all others represent original long vowels or diphthongs; but it is not certain that in the ninth to eleventh centuries OB. o e were shorter than OB. a e. There is no distinction of quantity in Modern Bulgarian. The Greek tonic accents had become marks of stress; the circumflex was used in Old Bulgarian to denote palatalization of consonants, and the acute as a mark of stress was chiefly in use in Russia. In Modern Bulgarian the stress is free, and the same was probably true of Old Bulgarian. On the other hand, by comparing certain features of Russian, Modern Bulgarian, Czechoslovak, Slovene and Serbo-Croat, it becomes clear that Common Slavonic possessed free stress, musical tones (including a distinction between rising and falling long tones), and long and short quantities.

Words are organized by varying the stream of outgoing breath either in energy of utterance (stress) or in musical pitch (tone) or in the length of particular syllables (quantity). Though in theory these are three different accidents of words, they are in practice mutually related. A stressed syllable has a higher tone and is absolutely longer than an unstressed syllable. Cz. stary 'old' (stressed short/unstressed long) has absolute proportions of about 5:4; so that the quantity ascribed to syllables is strictly relative. If the energy of stress is increased above a certain unit there is increasing difference in tone and quantity between the stressed syllable and the others; but everything then comes to depend on the stress, and tone and length cease to be formal elements of word-formation. This has happened in Russian and Modern Bulgarian. Under such circumstances tone and length are more readily available for other uses throughout the sentence, such as expressing emotion. When the stress is relatively weak, as in Indo-European or Lithuanian or Common Slavonic, or when it is fixed, as in Czechoslovak upon the first syllable, conditions favour the retention of length and tone as evidently constituent parts of each word. But even so there must be stress. Unstressed tones are indifferent, and it is only under stress that distinctions appear. These
distinctions are latent in unstressed syllables, as may be seen when stress is, for any reason, attracted upon them. We know, for instance, that the infinitive ending -tī was intrinsically unstressed in Common Slavonic, but had a latent rising tone, since it had power to attract the stress from a previous falling tone. We can also discover latent stress by comparing one form with another; e.g., for the nom. sing. fem. Gk. ἡ we can compare Gk. λίμνη κορυφή so as to conclude that the latent tone of the η in the first word was acute or rising.

Because of their interrelations both stress and tone are included under the one concept of accent. The word is sometimes used ambiguously or indifferently, and sometimes defined as 'stress accent' or 'musical accent'; it hardly serves an independent purpose, but it does recognize the connection inevitably existing between stress and tone.

Tone is also affected by quantity. A short quantity is assumed to be a unit of length, and therefore a short stressed element has a high tone, but no differentiation within it. A long syllable or vowel is assumed to have two units of length, and the tone may rise or fall from the first unit to the second (oo/oö). The interval may cover about five semitones. In Greek script the rise under stress of the short is equated to the rise within the vowel of a stressed long, and both receive an acute accent ('); the falling long is analysed as due to an initial rise and later fall (öö) which gives for result the circumflex accent (^). In contracted words this is a matter of historical record: Homeric ὀρόω/ὀρῶ becomes Attic Gk. ὀρῶ. In transcribing Lithuanian, unfortunately, the Greek accents were applied to corresponding grammatical forms, so that Gk. ἡμπα-άς 'stepmother' provided a visible parallel to L. mergā mergōs 'maid' (the acute accent being reserved for stressed longs). But mergōs is pronounced with a rising tone, and L. nōsīs 'nose' has a falling tone, which is quite contrary to the facts of Greek, Slavonic and Indo-European.

The free Slavonic accent is best exemplified in Russian, though it also occurs in Bulgarian, Ėa-Serbocroat and Cassubian. It may fall on any syllable; numbering from the end we have: R. 1 nogá 'foot', 2 těrem 'attic', 3 stiskivať 'compress', 4 układają 'they pack up', 5 zaděrgivajutsja 'curtains are drawn', 6 výdvinuvšiesja 'drawn out', 7 vospěívajusčiesja 'being educated'. The accent is not constant as between related words (R. stěklo 'glass', stěkžnyj 'of glass', stěklyško 'little glass') or within the declension of a single word (R.N.S. sestrá 'sister' NP. sěstry GP. sestēr). In Russian the phenomenon known as ākaňe, that is the reduction of a o e in unstressed syllables, shows two grades of reduction. The syllables immediately before and after the stressed syllable (especially the pretonic) are middling in clearness and tone, and those further away are more relaxed. Thus R. doróga
'road' /dorogá 'dear' are distinguished as [daróga]/[deragá], the pretonic being more tense than the posttonic. When we allow for rising and falling tone in long stressed syllables, we find that the Common Slavonic word must have been organized thus:

(a) With rising tone
(b) With falling tone

It is because of this relative prominence of the pretonic and posttonic syllables that the Slavonic accent-shifts have occurred. Syllables of middle stress and tone are not so unlike the lower portions of rising and falling tones as to preclude confusion due to a slight anticipation or retraction of the peak of intonation. Hence R. volk 'wolf' vol̄ki/ vok̄am shows the stress attracted to a following unstressed syllable with latent rising tone, while in što- and kaj- Serbo-Croat the stress is attracted away from the last syllable of all words: R. zimá 'winter' ča-S. zimá/što-S. zima. There is free accent in Sanskrit also, and, by a curious device, the Vedic texts are accented not by showing the stressed syllable but by marking the lower tone of the syllable immediately preceding (anudatta) and the falling tone of the syllable following (svarita): Skr. ag-mi-nà (stress on ni) 'by fire'. It seems probable, therefore, that the Russian system represents not only Common Slavonic but also Indo-European practice.

Greek submitted to a trisyllabic rule whereby the accent could fall only on one of the last three syllables, and then only according to quantity. Thus Greek evidence for Indo-European stress and intonation, invaluable for the final syllable, is untrustworthy elsewhere, as one may see on comparing Skr. bháramanas/Gk. ἄφρομενος 'borne'. Classical Latin also depends on quantity. In pre-classical Latin, Irish, the Germanic languages, Magyar, etc., there is another type of accentuation which depends on a physiological consideration. During the utterance of a word there is a diminishing flow of breath from the lungs, so that end syllables are lower and more relaxed than any others. This is noted for long syllables in Vuk Karadžić's accentuation of Serbo-Croat: in S. jelenâ (GP.) 'of the deer' there is only one high tone and stress accent, the first; the other two syllables are of indefinite tone and no stress, but are marked with falling intonation because of the lowering due to diminishing breath. Conversely, the same considerations make the first syllable of the word relatively clear and emphatic. If the stress elsewhere be weak, or in emphatic utterance, the first syllable is thus fitted to attract stress to itself. This has happened to West Slavonic, in Czechoslovak and Wendish, in historic
times (cf. Latvian); but the development is clearly later than the Common Slavonic period, because the law of strong and weak position of ū ţ applies to these languages as much as to any other (see section 27). The initial stress has been attributed by some scholars to imitation of near-by German; but as it conforms to a general law of breath there seems no binding need to admit foreign influence. With primary initial stress Czechoslovak develops also secondary stresses, which often fall on the penultimate: Cz. nepovezu neobyčejný pronásledováte. In the Wendish region these penultimate secondary accents increase in energy, and in Polish they become primary. In this way, Polish penultimate accentuation (cf. Welsh) is to be derived from an earlier West Slavonic initial stress still operative in Czechoslovak (cf. Irish), but neither principle is Common Slavonic.

With regard to the Baltic languages there are scholars who have heard two peaks in certain tones. While Leskien heard the first vowel of L. būdas 'manner' as steadily rising, Sievers (Grundzüge der Phonetik, 5th ed., para. 607) explained it as rising slightly, falling, and finally rising to a peak (✓/). L. ārti 'to plough' (long falling tone) corresponds to Latv. airt, which Endzelin described as beginning clear and loud, then interrupted by a glottal stop or relaxing of breath, then ending abruptly (✓/. ✓ or✓✓). The facts are uncertain, but if true they offer a hope of accounting for the peculiar intonation-shift of Lithuanian. It is not from a high-toned syllable to a middle-toned one as in Slavonic, but within the syllable itself, in such a way that the rising stress has become falling and the falling rising; that is, oo has become ōō, and ōō has become ōo. This would be more easily understood if the lower element had its own peak.

The evidence concerning accent is evidently defective, and it is not feasible to do more than indicate the origins of intonation in general terms together with some historical principles of wide application. One may learn the original stress from Sanskrit, but nothing about tone; from Greek one may learn much about stress and tone, but only on the last syllable; from Lithuanian one may learn about stress, but only the converse of the original tone; from Russian and Bulgarian about stress, but not tone; from Serbo-Croat and Slovene about stress and tone, but only after discounting their characteristic accent-shifts. The process by which acutes change to circumflexes and vice versa is known as metatony.

Original long vowels have a rising intonation in Slavonic: S. brāt -a R. brát -a 'brother' cf. Skr. bhṛatr. Final -a of the feminine ā-stems stands for an original long vowel, and so has a rising intonation which attracts the stress under certain conditions. The rising stress also occurs in Slavonic with short vowels functionally lengthened, and with original long diphthongs (as *-ēi in infinitives in -ti and in loc.
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sing. OB. nošti, ča-S. noćí R. nočí ‘night’). The falling tone appears in original short diphthongs, as S. cvěř OT. cvětâ ‘flower’, S. zúba ‘tooth’ (G.S.) (diphthong *om, Gk. γόωφος ‘nail’ Skr. jámha-), and as a result of contraction, as G.S. -a L. -o <IE. *ôd <*o-ed, L.S. -ê <IE. *-o-i (OB. městé ‘in a place’, cf. Gk. ἰσθμοὶ οἶκοι ‘at home’ οἶκοι ‘houses’). This agrees with the Greek account of the circumflex as being due to a combination of rising-falling tones.

One principle of Slavonic accent-shift is connected with the names of Fortunatov and de Saussure. It is: An original falling tone or a tone that became (by metatony) falling in early Slavonic times yields its stress to a following syllable if this be of a rising tone. An original short syllable behaves in this respect like a falling syllable. The law affects Lithuanian also, as L. barzdq (AS.) ‘beard’ (with falling tone on the root syllable) /barzdâ (with stress attracted to the rising tone; the -â represents an original -*ô), R. bórodu (AS.)/borodâ, CSL. *bórdq/*bórdâ. This was due to a shift from one peak to another. In the acc. sing. the falling stress was followed by a (latently) falling unstressed syllable (∧: —), so that there was no second peak; but in the nominative (∧: /) became (—: /). The loc. sing. *-ôi and nom. pl. *-oi differed in accentuation; this gave different results when the diphthong became a monophthong in the Middle Proto-Slavonic period: the rising accent gave -ê, the falling gave -ë.

In words falling within the tort-formula there were two possible accentuations which have left different results in Russian, Czechoslovak and Serbocroat. In Common Slavonic these words had o/e+ r/l between consonants: as CSL. *vérna ‘crow’ *bérza ‘birch’ *vérnú ‘raven’ *dérov ‘tree’ [cf. L. várna béržas /vařnas dérvq (AS.)]—always remembering that the Lithuanian accent means the exact opposite of the Slavonic as to tone]. Analysing the long Slavonic vowels as double units we find here opposed ôô/ôî. In Russian two syllables arise in these cases (tort > torot), and the syllables receive stress accents corresponding to the units of the original long: R. voróna bérzâ/vóron dérvo. In Czechoslovak the difference is expressed in length: ôô > *ô ôî > *o, Cz. vránâ bříza/vránâ dřevo. In Serbocroat the rising tone has become a short falling tone, and the falling tone remains a long falling tone, in conformity with the law eliminating all original rising tones from the language: (ekauški) S. vrânâ bříza/vránâ dřevo. Thus the results in Czechoslovak and in Serbocroat are opposed as to length, since the original rising tone gives Cz. long/S. short, and the original falling tone gives Cz. short/S. long; but the fact is that Czechoslovak records an effect of quantity only, and Serbocroat primarily one of intonation. The principle of course worked outside the tort-formula.

* This word is only found in literature. The ordinary form is havran, with a prefix found elsewhere in Slavonic.
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(CSI *byt*/dúchû cf. L. bůt*/duíusos fem. pl., Cz. bůt*/dúch S. bůt*/důh 'to be'/ 'spirit'). In this case, however, there is no appeal to Russian for controlling evidence.

23. Vowel system. The Slavonic vowels were distinguished in quantity (long/short) and in quality (hard/soft):

Long: a  e  y  u  i  q  ê  hard: a  o  y  u  ū  ũ  q  è  short: o  e  ě  i  ě  soft: ě  e  i  ě  ě

The vowels ě i ě were extra-short or 'fugitive'. Counting from the end, each odd one in consecutive syllables was in weak position and did little more than help to express the hard or soft quality of the previous consonant; each even one was in stronger position, and tended to develop into a full vowel. Weak or strong, they served, along with the other vowels, to separate consonants in such a way that Common Slavonic and Old Bulgarian were characterized by a regular alternation of consonants and vowels. Since they were frequently found at the end of words, all Old Bulgarian words ended in a vowel. Their disappearance in some circumstances in the course of the history of the separate languages has led to new consonant-groups, which have usually suffered assimilative changes or fresh reduction to single consonants, and their loss has led to the numerous final consonants of the modern languages. Their action is so distinctive that it is convenient to treat them always together, and to adopt the term jers (from R. er/er) to cover them both.

Length is deemed to have been a feature of Common Slavonic because it is a sum of inferences from the history of the modern languages. Proto-Slavonic diphthongs were eliminated in the Middle Proto-Slavonic period (see sect. 14). The two nasal vowels result from diphthongs in which the second element was a nasal sonant (n/m).

The distinction between 'hard' and 'soft' is purely Slavonic, but most important for linguistic history and for the structure of the present-day languages. It is almost only in South Slavonic that it has to a large extent been lost. The 'hard' consonant is the velar, dental or labial in its normal enunciation; the 'soft' consonant is the velar, dental or labial followed by a palatal off-glide, and implying a following vowel of the 'soft' series, with a palatal on-glide. Palatal consonants were originally 'softened' forms of velars, and so classed as 'soft' and requiring soft vowels to follow. But at various stages in Slavonic history the palatal consonant has absorbed the whole of the glide, with the result that a hard vowel follows, and the palatal is, in this sense, 'hardened'. In Russian, for instance, ě  ž  ě  ě were all originally soft, but now only ě remains soft.

From the standpoint of their formation in the mouth soft vowels are front (or palatal), and hard vowels are back (or velar). Sl. y is a
‘mixed’ vowel [i], since it is formed partly like u and partly like i; but it behaves like a hard vowel.

The antithesis ‘front/back’ played a great part in the organization of Indo-European. It takes the fundamental form of three alternative vocalizations of any given root: e/o/O (zero). This is well exemplified in Greek: ἔχω ‘have, hold’/δεχόμαι ‘container, chariot’/δεχόμαι ‘held’, representing IE. *segh-/ *soğh-/ *slh-. The e-grade generally marked imperfect tenses, the zero-grade denoted the aorist, and the o-grade served to make perfect tenses, deverbal nouns and, after them, denominative verbs. The vocalizations take various forms in consequence of lengthening or the adding of semivowels or sonants to make diphthongs. In the case of diphthongs the zero-grade appears as vocalic, since the second element persists when there is no e/o present: Gk. λέγω/λέω/λέπτον ‘leave’ includes the semivowel j and represents an alternation ei/oi/i. The vowel a does not enter into these morphological alternations, which include the series: e/o/O, ě/ó/ə, ei/oi/i, eu/ou/u, er/or/ə, el/ol/l, en/on/ə, em/om/m, we/wo/u, re/ro/ə.

It is characteristic of Slavonic to have retained the ancient principle of vowel-alternation and to have made a totally different application of it. The historical development of Slavonic vowels ruined the symmetry of the Indo-European system. Those listed became e/o/O, ě/a/o or -/, i/e or i/i, u or ou/u or ou/ů, etc. The loss of the perfect and the application of present meanings to aorist stems damaged the system on the side of semantics. The consequences of vowel alternation, however, remain embedded in Slavonic vocabulary, particularly as affecting verbs and verbal nouns: R. berú/brat ‘take’/bor ‘taking’, nestí ‘bear’/nóška ‘bearing’, nosit’ ‘bear’ (iterative), slóvo ‘word’ <*kleu/-sláva ‘glory’*<*kluw-, stát ‘become, begin’ <*stáh-/stóját ‘stand’ <*stahu-, etc. To these have to be added purely Slavonic correspondences, such as the lengthening of vowels in the stem of iterative verbs: R. vynosiť ‘endure, carry out’/vynásť ‘wear out (clothes)’, uchoditi ‘go away’/ucházívat ‘flirt with’ (a <*ů). Such words form related groups in all Slavonic languages without conforming to the old strict formula.

24. Oral Vowels and Diphthongs. A O. IE. a o > BSL. *ă; BSL. *ă > L. o u/o Latv. OPr. a Sl. a, BSL. *ă > L.Latv.OPr. a Sl. o; IE. ə > L. a/- Sl. o/-.

IE. *máte(r) L. móťe ‘wife’ Latv. māte CSL.ÓB. mati R. máť ‘mother’ (Gk. μήτηρ Lat. māter);
IE. *dô- L. dòiti ‘give’ OPr. dát CSL.ÓB. dati R. dat ‘give’ (Gk. δαίμωμι Lat. dó);
IE. *ak- L. ašis ‘axle’ CSL.ÓB. osť R. oš ‘axle’ (Gk. ἀξον Lat. axis);
IE. *to(d) L. tás (masc.) ‘that’ OPr. s-ta (neut.) CSL.OB.R. to (Gk. τό);
IE. *sthatós L. statýti ‘place’ CSL.OB. stojati R. stojál ‘stand’ (Gk. στατός);
IE. *dhughstér L. dukte ‘daughter’ CSL. *dúkli > * dúli OB. důsti MB. dášerjá R. duč ‘daughter’ P. córka Cz. dcera S. kéi (< * déi (Gk. νυνύμπ)).

The pronunciation of Sl. o is usually very open [ɔ]. In Polabe and the Pomeranian dialects it is still further opened to ą (cf. Eng. follow/fall): Slovak plietol/Polabe plitál ‘plaited’. Though this ą is of secondary origin, the sound ą is the mid-point phonetically between a and o[ɔ], and must be passed when either sound passes into the other under the full tension of a stressed syllable. So we must take it into account in the series R. górođ ‘city’ P. gród/Cz. hrad and in the development of Pomeranian (Staro)gard to Polabe gord. An unstressed relaxed a coincides with a relaxed o in the Russian ákañe. The distinction between a/o is, in Slavonic, purely due to original quantity, whereas the Baltic languages are somewhat discrepant in their evolution, having admitted also the qualitative criterion. IE. ą is treated like IE. ā in the few cases in which it survives. When lost, its disappearance may cause a circumflex tone to become acute: IE. *-aną- > CSL. -ą-

OB. roka ‘hand’ (nom.) roko (voc.) reflects the distinction between IE. -ą/-a. L. nom. rankà (instead of *ranko) is due to the shortening of final vowels which have a rising tone. VS. räńka.

IE. ai oi > L. ai ie Proto-Sl. *oi > *ae > CSL. é; final é or i, IE. āi > CSL. ė; IE. au ou > L. au Proto-Sl. *ou > CSL. u, IE. ōu > CSL. u.

L. ai was formerly in more extensive use, as may be seen from Finnish loanwords like paimen/L. piemuó ‘shepherd’. There may have been Slavonic influence in the development ai > ie (see Senn, Slavonic Yearbook, xx, 1941). The older position with regard to IE. ai oí was L. ai/Sl. *oi. Examples are L. snai galā ‘snowflake’ sniégas ‘snow’/CSl.OB. snēgū, L. tiè (NAFD) ‘those’/CSl.OB. té. For the Slavonic development see section 14. It depends to a certain extent on intonation: at the end of the word the falling tone is represented by é and the rising tone by i: OB. ti vlei ‘those wolves’, cf. Homeric τοι λύκοι (NPM), Gk. οἴκων/οίκων ‘at home’ (LSM) OB. vlcě; OB. beri berete ‘take’ (imperatives) Gk. φεροι φεροντα. IE. āi occurs in *gēnái (DLSF of *gēná ‘woman’) OB. źeně. The reduction of these diphthongs to monophthongs of the palatal type gave rise to the second Slavonic palatalization (section 38). Examples of the diphthongs in u: L. raíd ās ‘red’ raudā ‘redness’/CSl.OB. ruda R. rudá ‘ore’, L. ausis ‘ear’/R. ucho (cf. Lat. ruber rufus, auris), OB. synu (LSM) < ōu (Skr. sūnāu) ‘son’. 
The back vowel o changes to the corresponding front vowel (e) when preceded by a palatal glide: thus VSF. duše ‘soul’ corresponds to čino ‘woman’ <*-a, and je takes the place of older *jo(d) Skr. yad. The diphthongs in i develop as *joi >*jei >Csl.OB. ji (NPM) and *ja > *joi >Csl.OB. ji. When o is lengthened it becomes a and when weakened it may apparently become u: OB. tvoriti ‘create’/tvari ‘creation, creature’ tvratati ‘form’; OB. togda/tugda, ‘then’.

25. E. IE. ě > L. é [e:] Csl.OB. ě, R. e, Ruth. i í, P. e ’a (Polabe e a o), Čz. ě e i, Slov. e, usually [e], S. (i)je i e, MB. ě (WB. e EB. e/ja); IE. e > L. e [e:] Csl.OB. e, R. e ě [jä] o-init. in some cases, P. e ’o, Cz.S.MB. e.

IE. *děh- L. děti ‘put, lay’ Csl.OB. děti R. det (formerly spelt děl);

IE. *wěra R. věra ‘faith’ Ruth. vira P. wiara Cz. vira S. vjěra vira věra;

IE. *weghó L. vežů ‘convey’ Csl.OB. vezό R. vezů věz, P. wiože wieszysi; R. odín ‘one’ ózero ‘lake’ Cz. jeden jezero.

Since 1917 R. ě/e have been written with the one letter e. When stressed it represents a relatively short e preceded by a palatal glide: open [e] when followed by a hard consonant, close [e] when followed by a soft consonant. Another letter is required to denote e without palatal on-glise, viz. ě. The two vowels (ě e) have been pronounced identically for many centuries, but evidence of their original difference is seen in the fact that only e can give ě before a hard consonant (apart from examples due to analogy) or o initially. In Polish ě may appear as ia and e as io. Cz. ě/e differ as [je]/[e], and the former when long has given a diphthong ie which has ended in i, cf. Ruth. i S. ije i. Csl. e was certainly soft, and had a palatal on-glise; its quality was probably short and open [e]. The fact that in Glagolitic script no distinction was made between ě and ja suggests either that ě had a more open pronunciation than e, viz. ě, preceded by a glide, or that ě had a double value as in Modern East Bulgarian. Whether ě was longer than e in Old Bulgarian is not certain, but it must have been so in Common Slavonic. Its value would thus seem to have been jā, with a tendency to become ja, and a after a palatal consonant. On the other hand, Šachmatov argued that Csl. ě was long and closed like Lithuanian ė, though his conclusions are not widely accepted. In Proto-Slavonic, ě < ě differed from ě <*w <*oi ai, since it had a different effect upon velar consonants in contact. The identification of the two ě’s must have been one of the last developments of the Middle Proto-Slavonic period. The later development of ě is most plausibly based on a diphthongal pronunciation ie deriving from the Csl. monophthong ě: from iě come the pronunciations in je, while ie develop S. ije i Cz.Ruth. i.
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IE. ej > L. ej CSI.OB. īj; IE. ew > ov > L. æv CSI.OB. ov.
IE. *trejés CSI.OB. trije ‘three’ (Gk. τρεῖς);
IE. *weːjʊ L. vejù ‘drive, twist’ CSI.OB. vẹjʊ R. vjù ‘twist’;
IE. *newos CSI.OB. novù ‘new’ (Gk. νέος/Lat. novus). L. naujas < *newos/OPr. nava-< *newo-.

These are not diphthongs, since the j w belong to the following syllable, but the effect is similar to that in the diphthongs ei ou. In the first case j/i serve to close e to i, and in the second w/u, being back sounds, attract the front vowel e into the corresponding place among back vowels.

IE. ei > L. ei ie CSI.OB. i; IE. ou eu > L. au CSI.OB. u/ju. Sl. u may take the place of an expected ju (*plevō > pluvō : *pleutēi > pluti, not *pluti) because of analogy. Goth. uı L. au Sl. ju.
IE. *gheima L. žiema CSI.OB. xima R. zima ‘winter’ (Gk. χεῖμα Lat. hiems, cf. Hima-laya);
IE. *ei- L. eitī CSI.OB. iti ‘go’ (Gk. εἰμι Lat. ire);
IE. *bheudhō Goth. biuda L. baudžiū ‘punish’ CSI.OB. bludq R. bljudū ‘observe’ (Gk. πειθωμι);
Goth. piuda L. tauta ‘folk’ OR. Čud ‘Estonians’.

After a palatal, é became a: R. stoját ‘stand’ slýšat ‘hear’ (<-étí). At the beginning of words the palatal on-glide became virtually a consonant, so that initial é > ja: OB. jadû ‘ate’ < *éd- (pf. stem, cf. Lat. ēdi). Sl. e weakens to i: OB. minēti ‘think’/Gk. μένος Lat. mens. Final -ē > CSI.OB. -i in IE. *mātē(r) CSI.OB. mati R. mał ‘mother’; cf. IE. *dhughe-tēr ‘daughter’ OB. dūštī.

26. Û I. IE. ū > L. ŭ CSI.OB. y; IE. ī > L. y CSI.OB. i.
IE. *sûnus L. sūnus CSI.OB. synũ R. syn ‘son’;
IE. *dhûmos L. dúmai (pl.) CSI.OB. dymû R. dym ‘smoke’ (Gk. θύμωs Lat. fûmus);
IE. *gevwos L. gývas CSI.OB. živũ R. živ ‘alive’.

L. y is long i [i:]. Sl. y [i] is defined by John Hus (1406): ‘ponendo principium linguæ sub inferioribus dentibus et in medio elevando linguam per modum circuli’. The lips are unrounded and form a fissure opening as if for i, but the back of the tongue shapes the mouth cavity as if for u; the vowel is thus one of the ‘mixed’ (back-front) order. The early approximate spellings recognized these two elements. The Latin rendering was by ui (Buistrice), adopted from the Old High German ui = ŭ. After a labial consonant the vowel sounds almost as a diphthong, since the u-element is reinforced by the labial. The Glagolitic and Cyrillic spellings recognized one element as i, but did not identify the other with u; in them it was represented by the hard jer (û), which may have resembled the [ʌ] in Eng. but, an obscure relaxed short vowel pronounced a little behind the middle of the mouth cavity. This Slavonic vowel developed during the Middle
Proto-Slavonic period (section 14) and has remained in Russian and Polish. It was alive in the Czech of Hus, and so has a place in his spelling; later it became equivalent to i, as it is in Slovene, Serbocroat and Modern Bulgarian. In Ruthenian the vowel u (transliterated y) is described as a closed e [ɛ] as in Germ. geht Fr. été, and so differs from i and i [jɪ]. To English ears it sounds like the [ɪ] of milk.

OB. krai 'district' corresponds to CSL. kraj (j) (~jʊ (~jʊ) and OB. i (ж) to CSL. ji-. As, after another vowel, there must have been a palatal on-glide in the Old Bulgarian i, and its pronunciation may have been ji ji, it is generally convenient so to transcribe it.

CSl.OB. y also arises from the denasalization of certain flexions (*ont *unt *on *un); CSL.OB. i derives from diphthongs in *ei *oi *ai and from palatalized forms of them, as well as being the soft alternative for hard y; CSL.OB. u derives wholly from diphthongs (*au *ou *eu).

27. Ü Í (the jers). IE. ü, L. u, CSL. ū, OB. ū o-, R. o-, P.Cz. e-, Slovak a/e-, S. a-, MB. ã-; IE. i, L. i, CSL. ĭ, OB. ĭ e, R. e'-, P. e'-, Cause e-, Slovak a/e-, S. a-, MB. ã/-.

IE. *swepnos/supnos L. sāpnes sāpnis CSL.OB. sūnū 'sleep, dream' R. son (pl. sny) P.Cz. sen Slovak sēn [săn] S. sān MB. sān (Gk. σνος Lat. somnus);

IE. *muskos L. mūsos (FP) 'mould' CSL.OB. mūchū 'moss' R. moch P. mech Czech mek Slovak māh M. māhovina MB. māch (Lat. muscus);

IE. *dejen- *dein- *din- L. dienā CSL.OB. dīnī 'day' R. den (pl. dni) P. dźien Slovak S. dān MB. den;

IE. *liptos L. līpti 'stick, adhere' CSL.OB. līpnoți (Gk. λπος); CSL.OB. līvū 'lion' R. lev P. lew Czech lev Slovak lēv S. lēv MB. lev (Gk. λεων Lat. leo);

CSl.OB. lubov (acc.) 'love' R. ljubová S. ljūbau MB. ljubov.

It is difficult to fix the values of these sounds in Old Bulgarian, since usage was fluctuating. The only certainty is that the inventors of both alphabets thought these sounds unlike any Greek u or i, and so requiring a new pair of signs (Cyrillic ё і). For Common Slavonic it is fairly certain that their value, as descendants of IE. û i, must have been of the nature of extra-short û ĭ. When jers result from the shortening of o e (see above), they may not have had the same timbre as original ū ĭ. Furthermore, the jers had strong and weak variants. They were weak in final position, in initial syllables followed by syllables with full vowels, and at each second jer from the last in consecutive syllables; in other positions the jers were strong (though still extra-short, dull vowels). A jer was strong also when its disappearance would leave a difficult group of consonants. When strong a jer becomes a vowel in the modern languages; when weak it disappeared. The jers in roman letters are strong in the following list: sūnū dīnī dīnīš ĭvīčī
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švicimi sů-švicimi Cz. sen 'sleep' den 'day' dnes 'today' švec 'cobbler'
ševcem OCz. s-ševcem. When a weak í disappeared the preceding consonant was palatalized in Russian and Polish (OB. kostī 'bone'
R. kost P. košt), but it is hard in Czech (kost) and South Slavonic
(Slov.S. kost MB. kost). Before ū the consonant was normal, so that the
loss of the jer left it unmodified. The 'hardening' of í was complete
when Serbian documentation began in the twelfth century, so that
Serbian scribes used only one sign (š) for both jers, and sometimes
doubled it to represent strong position.

The values which would satisfy the modern developments are [ʌ]
and [ɔ] or [ə], as in Eng. but the [batʃə]. These are obscure relaxed
vowels pronounced in the middle of the mouth, the one slightly more
to the back than the other; in a 'broad' phonetic transcription they
may both be represented by [o]. (The English front dull vowel lacks
the palatal on-glide which was certainly present in Common Slavonic,
though lost in the southern languages.) Another dull vowel is [e] as in
Eng. about, to pronounce which the jaw is slightly lowered and the
arch of the tongue is precisely central. In Modern Bulgarian ü í came
together in the middle position as ā, which is occasionally opened as
a, and is so always in Serbocroat. In Slovene a is a normal develop-
ment, but also e [ʌ]. In West Slavonic [ʌ] and [o] came together in
the forward position [o], and developed from there to the forward
vowel e, with palatal on-glide in Polish and Slovak, but not in Czech.
In Russian the jers continued to be distinguished as back/front vowels,
and so developed into the open vowels o/e respectively; when they
disappeared they became - ' , that is, ü disappeared entirely and í
remained as a palatal quality in the preceding consonant. It is clear
from the transliterations by Constantine Porphyrogenitus (see section
82) that the Russians had reached this solution by the middle of the
tenth century. In reading Church Slavonic, Russians gave the values
o/e to the jers as written except when final, and so many words can be
recognized as of clerical origin by o/e where the Russian colloquial
would have no vowel.

In Old Bulgarian the jers are found in a transitional stage. (i) After
the sibilants š z št žd č d dz = z and after í the soft í is often replaced
by the hard ū: štědú/štědú 'having gone' prišilě/prišula 'having come'.
(ii) In strong position ū í sometimes became o/e as in modern dialects
of south-west Bulgaria: st/se 'this' rabo-ta 'this slave'/rabu rodo-sti
'this race'/rodú dinesi 'today'/dini crković/crkovët 'church' ko mnë 'to
me'/ká doždú/dažđi 'rain' ploti/plati 'flesh'. In the decension of the
i- and u-stems e/o appear frequently instead of the expected í/ů in the
endings -emi -emů -echů/-omě/-omů -ochů, but this is due to substitution
of forms from the jo/o-stems (-emi -emů/-omě -omů) and analogical
extension to -echů/-ochů, rather than to a development of í/ů. It takes
place sometimes in weak position. (iii) The jers are frequently lost. This occurred in Common Slavonic in the combinations s-n z-n, as OB. desnū ‘right’ / L. dešinē. So also p(ī) sana ‘written’ k(ū) to ‘who’ m(ū)nogo ‘much’ t(ī)ma ‘darkness’ v(ī)si ‘all’ (pl.). In Russian the loss of soft jer was much later than in Old Bulgarian. (iv) Interchange of the jers. The hardening of the sibilants and ī during the Old Bulgarian period was a contributory cause to this interchange, but it could be effected by the influence of a labial consonant, a preceding or following vowel, but not only in weak position but also in strong position. Examples are tīmē/tūma ‘darkness’ vū nasū ‘in us’/vī tebē ‘in thee’ bīratī/būratī ‘take’ vīzē/-vūzē/-vūzē- ‘up’ dībrī/debrī/dūbrī ‘glen’ sōdība/sōdūba ‘judgment’ jesmi/jesmū ‘am’. The practice of each principal codex differs upon these points.

Csl. ā derives also from Proto-Sl. final *-un, and from *-on > *-un: IE. *suñum > *suñun > *suñu > Csl. OB. synū (acc.) ‘son’, IE. *tokon > *tokun > *toku > Csl. OB. tokū R. tok ‘flow’. It is also found alternating with o: OB. togda/tōgda ‘then’, and in some cases represents, or may represent, IE. *m.

Csl. i derives also from Proto-Sl. final in: IE. *noktīn Csl. *nokti *noli OB. noštī (acc. sg.) R. noč ‘night’ L. nāktī). It serves for weak forms of roots in e: OB. minēti ‘think’ / Lat. mens; and before j beginning the next syllable IE. e > Csl. i: IE. *trejes Csl. OB. trije ‘three’. It is also the palatal that arises from ā after j or palatal on-glide: Proto-Sl. *otīka *otikū Csl. OB. otīcī R. otēc ‘father’ (Gk. ἄτικο), ASM. of jo-stems *-jom *-jon *-ju *-ji OB. mećt ‘sword’ krai (= krajt) ‘country’. Initially or after a vowel the palatal glide becomes a full consonant j, which combines with i to give OB. i (krajt > OB. krai, *nmen(t) > *nim(t) > *jim(e) > OB. ime ‘name’); another treatment is shown by Cz. jměno, where the ĭ is treated as a normal weak semi-vowel.

28. Nasal Diphthongs and Nasal Sonants. IE. am an an= on on, Csl. OB. q. R. u, P. q ē, Cz. u ou, Slov. o, S. u MB. å; IE. em en, Csl. OB. ē, R. ja, P. q ē, Cz. ē e i ãa ja, Slov. e, S. e, MB. e; IE. m ŭ Csl. ē (but in some cases ŭ).

IE. *anātis L. āntis ‘duck’ Csl. OB. oty OR. utovi MR. útko; IE. *ang- L. angā ‘aperture’ Csl. OB. oglū ‘corner R. ūgol Cz. ūhel Slov. ŏgel S. ūgao MB. ūgal (Lat. angulus); IE. *angustī L. ankštās ‘narrow’ Csl. OB. őszkū R. źkij P. wąski Cz. úzký Slov. őzek S. őzak (Lat. angustus);

IE. *gombhos L. žambas ‘edge’ Csl. OB. žobu ‘tooth’ R. Zub P. zab Cz. züb Slov. zob S. zūb MB. zob (Gk. γόφος ‘nail’ Skr. jāmbhaś ‘tooth’ Albanian dhēmp ‘tooth’);

IE. *penkte *pente L. penkti ‘five’ Csl. OB. peti R. pjał P. piec Cz. pět Slov. S. pět MB. pet (Gk. πέντε Skr. pañca);
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IE. *dektm L. dešīmt 'ten' CSL.Ob. desētī R. dēsjat P. dziesieć
Cz. deset Slov. desēt S. dēzet MB. dēzēt (Gk. ëkox Lat. decem
Arm. tasn Skr. ḍaṣa);

IE. *kmtom L. sīṃtas CSL.Ob. sūto 'hundred' R. sto.

In pronouncing m n there is a stoppage of the air-passage through
the mouth, either by closing the lips or by raising the tongue to the
teeth, but the breath passes freely through the nose because the
uvula has been lowered. These sounds are therefore uninterrupted,
and can stand by themselves as vowels do. In this usage they
are sonants (m n) and make syllables, as in Eng. London seven
atom solemn (rapidly pronounced). The mouth-stoppage makes
them narrower than the oral vowels, and so they combine with a
preceding vowel to make a diphthong when a consonant follows.
M n have also a purely consonantal value when initial of a word or
syllable.

The uvula may be little depressed or much depressed (see section
14). When little or normally depressed all sorts of nasal diphthongs
and vowels are possible, but when much depressed the uvula makes a
stop at the back of the mouth for all but the most open nasal vowels.
That is the case with Slavonic. Though all nasals must have been
possible at an early period in Proto-Slavonic, there came to be
increasing depression of the uvula so that in Common Slavonic only
two vowels remained in this category (o e, with soft forms jο je).
Narrower vowels had to be widened to the measure of these nasals if
they were to survive as nasals; in final positions (see section 31) this
did not occur, and the vowels were denasalized. Germanic ung/ing
gave CSL. o/e under this compulsion. In some Old Bulgarian manuscri
scripts e is found in place of e, which may be evidence (along with
R. ja) that the pronunciation of the front nasal was very open, approxi-
mately nasal a. It must have been the same with the back nasal
(approximately nasal ā). The o for u in certain Old Bulgarian forms
(nōditi/nuditi 'constraining' gnōsati/gnušati 'abominate') is supposed to
be due to the preceding nasal. O is found for o in the work of a scribe
who pronounced nasals lightly. In Russian the nasal vowels were
alive in the ninth century when Scandinavian loanwords were
'pound'), since the vowels in these words developed like the Slavonic
nasals in Russian. In Polish of the twelfth century there were two
nasal vowels of very open timbre, which came together as one in the
thirteenth century, and thereafter developed differences of quantity
which led at last to differences of quality (P. q e—see section 142).
After the Polish nasal vowel a nasal consonant intrudes itself before
some following consonants: P. rēka 'hand' is pronounced [rēnka] and
dąb 'oak' [dɔmp]; but wąski 'narrow' [vɔski].
In the modern Slavonic languages other than Polish the nasal resonance has disappeared from these vowels, and ř has suffered closure to Slov. o R.Cz.S. u MB. ą. A nasal consonant or resonance tends to narrow the timbre of a vowel, and so, when the uvula is much depressed, to eliminate the nasality, unless a phonetic reaction occurs.

Final nasals are discussed later (see section 31).


CSL. *górdu R. górod ‘town’ P. gród Pomeranian (Staro)gard Polabe gord Cz. hrad Slov.S.OB.MB. grad (S. grád) OB. gradú;
CSL. *gorchú R. goróch ‘peas’ P. groch Cz. hrách Slov. gráh ča-S. gráh što-S. gráh OB. grachú MB. grach;
CSL. *kórvu R. koróva ‘cow’ P. krova (dial.)karw ‘old ox’
Karwin Cz. kráva S. kráva;
CSL. *sóldú R. sólod ‘malt’ P. sód Cz. slad S. slád;
CSL. *gólídú R. gólod ‘hunger’ P. glód Polabe glád Cz. hlad S. glád;
CSL. *sólma R. solóma ‘straw’ P. słoma Polabe sláma Cz. sláma S. sláma;
R. koról ‘king’ P. król Cz. král S. kráľ OB. kral;
CSL. *bérđú R. béreg ‘bank’ P. brzig Polabe brag Cz. břeh S. bříjeg;
CSL. *bérza R. beréza ‘birch’ P. brzoza Polabe bréza Cz. bříza S. brěza (e for je after ř);
CSL. *mélkó R. molékó ‘milk’ P. mleko Polabe mláka (gen.)
Cz. mléko S. mlíjeko;
CSL. *žélza ‘gland’ R. železá Cz. žleza OB. žléza.

On the effect of intonation see section 22. When the tone fell from a peak at the beginning of the syllable it gave rise to stress on the first of the two Russian syllables and falling tone in Serbocroat; shortening occurred in Czechoslovak. When the tone rose to a peak at the end of the syllable it gave rise to stress on the second of the two syllables in Russian, was converted into a short falling tone in Serbocroat, and caused a long vowel in Czechoslovak.

R. koról ‘king’ develops as if it were a Common Slavonic word, but it is the name of Karl (Charlemagne) used as a common noun, and so only came into circulation when the Common Slavonic unity had been broken. The processes which gave the different consequences of CSL tort were, however, still operative, and were carried through for this word also. The lateness of the whole development accounts for the
lack of Slavonic unity in this respect. The long vowel in S. králj is
due to metatony.

It is customary to speak of the tort-formula to allude to the whole
group of these changes. By ‘tort-formula’ is understood all cases in
which o/e before r/l stood between consonants (t is any consonant) in
Common Slavonic. The effect of r/l was greatly to open the preceding
vowel o to CSL. *tárti, though this may not have been the case in the
East Slavonic area. P. karw ‘old ox’ Karwin ch(r)aby/chroby ‘brave’
evidence that this á was current in Proto-Polish. OP. ze błota
‘from the marsh’ ode młodosći ‘from youth’/w święto ‘on the festival’
prove that the initial consonant-groups involved were different, since
those of the tort-formula required a vowel of support for the consonant
of the preposition. Rozwadowski has explained that the metathesis was
still incomplete, so that blotó ‘marsh’ was approximately bóloto, and
the disappearance of the fugitive vowel strengthens the preceding
semi-vowel, e.g. ze błota ‘from the marsh’. In Russian this condition
has persisted, and r/l have vowels on either side. In Czechoslovak and
South Slavonic *ár > *rá > ra; the metathesis has been completed for
all the tort-series. In’ Polabe and Cassubian CSL. *ár has often re-
mained or, more probably, reverted to or; the change *ár > ar is also
current.

There are discrepancies of development due to special circumstances
within each language. R. molokó ‘milk’ must be due to the influence of
the hollow l; similarly R. polón ‘booty’/OB. plěnů, etc. Telot is also
found: Goth. hilms R. šelóm ‘helmet, rooftree’/OB. šlémů, R. šelezá/
šelozá ‘gland’. There are similar alternatives in Czech: Cz. šleb/šlab
‘trough’ člen/článek ‘limb, member’.

(b) Initial Ort-. CSL. *ort- > rat- rot-; CSL. *olt- > lat- lot- (OB. also
alt-); CSL. *ert- > elt- rět- lět-.

IE. *ar- L. ārkas ‘plough’ CSL. *ordlo R. rálo P. radło Cz.
rálo Polabe rádlů Slov. rálo S. rálo B. rálo (Gk. ἄρωτος Lat.
aratum);

IE. *arm- ‘shoulder’ CSL. *ormę R. rámę Cz. rámě Slov. ráme
ráma S. rámę (Lat. armus Goth. arms);

CSL. *articu OB. raticu ‘even’ R. róvný ravinina rovésnik
P. róvny Cz. róvný rovina Slov. raven S. rávan ravní MB. ráven
(OPr. arwis ‘true’);

CSL. *orbŭ OB. rabŭ R. rab ‘slave’ rabóta ‘work’, Cz. rob
‘slave’;

CSL. *orz- R. roz- raz- P. roz- Polabe růz- Cz. roz- Slovak
roz- raz- Slov.S.B. raz-;

CSL. *oldija R. lodjá ladjá ‘large boat’ Polabe liďa Cz. lodi lod
Slovak lod Slov. lâďa ča-S. lâja što-S. lâdja OB. al(n)di ji lâdji
(L. aldijá);
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CSl. *ohni R. loni 'last year' P. loni Cz. loni Slov. láňi S. láňi láňi (Lat. olli < *olni);

CSl. *elbeďi/olbodi R. lebéď 'swan' (with e for ja in the unstressed syllable) Slov. lebéď OB. lebéďi MB. lebéď/P. labedží OCz. labud MČz. labud Slov. labodi S. labúd (OHG. elbiž 'swan' Lat. albus).

Examples of these initial groups are fewer and more difficult to determine than those of tort. Metathesis takes place, and CSl. *o became *á. In many cases the initial tones are not known, but they seem, when we can recognize them, to have affected the choice of o/a.

An original rising tone seems to have given rat- lat- in all languages but a falling tone gave rot- lot- in East and West Slavonic: CSl. *ólkomú (cf. L. álkti) R. lákom 'slanty' P. lakomy Cz. lakomy S. lakom/CSl. *órostú R. rost 'stature' P. roít Cz. rúst S. rást OB. rástú.

(c) R Í. IE. *ir L. ir ur CSl. *ir *ýr OB. rú rú = ří; IE. í L. íl ul CSl. *il *úl OB. Ít lá = l.

IE. *vrb(h)es- L. vírbas 'stalk' CSl. *vírba 'willow' OB. vřba R. věrba P. wierzba Cz.Slov.S. vřba MB. várba (Lat. verbena);

IE. *vrs- L. vříšas 'top' CSl. *vrchů OB. vřchů R. verch P. wierzch Cz. vrch Slov. vříh S. výh MB. várch;

CSl. *gúrstí OB. gústti 'handful' R. gorst P. garšé Cz. hrst S. grést MB. grášt;

IE. *wilkwos L. vilkas 'wolf' CSl. *vîlkú OB. vlkú R. volk P. vilk Cz. vilk Slov. vîlk S. vůlk MB. vůlkh (Gk. λύκος Lat. lupus);

CSl. *dilgo OB. dlgo 'long' R. dôlgo P. dlugo Cz. dlouho Slov. dôlgo S. dúgo MB. dálgo (Gk. δολιχόν);

CSl. *dulgu OB. dlgu 'debt' R. dolg P. dług Cz. dluh Slov. dôlg S. dúg MB. dlág.

In pronouncing r the tongue-point makes one or several stoppages of the breath-stream at the teeth or gums (there is also a uvular r which has no place here) resulting in continuous vibrations which characterize the sound; for l the front of the tongue blocks the air at the teeth or gums (or the back of the tongue may do so in the hard palate or velar region), and air escapes continuously along one or both sides. Thus r and l are continuous sounds, like vowels, and are capable of forming vowels or diphthongs. They actually did so in Indo-European, as we may infer from the regular correspondences between languages. Original *r *l came to be pronounced with the help of short vowels, and these are different in the different groups, but consistent within each. The existence of IE. *krd- *wikw- is inferred from the correspondences: Gk. κρήδος 'heart' Lat. cordis (gen.) OIr. críde OB. srdce, Skr. víkas 'wolf' Germ. Wulf L. víkás OB. vlku, and others of the kind. They existed also as weak alternatives in the permutations er/or/r, el/ol/l, and so had an important share in Indo-European word-building and conjugation.
In Balto-Slavonic they were vocalized by means of short u i. What were the conditions governing the choice between these vowels is not sufficiently known; the fact is that CSL. *ūr/*īr and *ūl/*īl form pairs of the hard/soft variety. In Russia, Poland and Pomerania these diphthongs persisted. Old Russian orthography keeps the short vowel before the consonant when Old Bulgarian spelling places it after: OR. vīlkū chūlmū prīstū ‘wolf, hill, finger’/OB. vīlkū chūlmū prīstū. In part of the Slavic area, however, from Bohemia to Bulgaria, the vowel again disappeared, leaving a new r t/l 1, which was spelt with a following jer in Old Bulgarian. In rare cases the jer was omitted: OB. vrchu ‘above’. In unstressed syllables OB. rū stood also for Gk. ἀρ ἁρ ἁρ υρ: OB. trūtorū (Gk. τῶρταρος). It is also found separating letters that form a group in Greek: OB. nar(ū)da (Gk. νάρδου) orūganū (Gk. ὀργανοῦ) sūrītī (Gk. σῶρτις). There may have been some slight dialectal difference in pronunciation, but in general the sonant pronunciation of OB. rū/ri là/ll is established. Using the device of the tort-formula, we may say that these are instances of CSL. tūrt.

CSL. trūt, OB. trūt OR. trūt. In these cases the liquid r/l was followed by a short vowel ū/i derived from an original IE. u/i. In strong positions these vowels tended to become full vowels (OB. o/e R. o/e); in weak positions they tended to disappear and leave sonant r/l. Thus in Old Bulgarian the tūrt and trūt series tended to fall together, wherever the vowel of the latter was in weak position; but in other languages (Russian, for instance) they were held apart. Examples are: OB. krūvī ‘blood’ krūvenū (Lat. cruentus) S. kīv R. krov P. krew OB. kriotī ‘baptize’ piłtī plūtī ‘flesh’.

30. Initial Vowels. At the beginning of a word, especially after a pause, the stream of breath is fuller than later on, and as the mouth gets ready to form an initial vowel the escape of some air may produce an anticipatory sound. In Greek this is recognized as of two kinds, distinguished as the hard and soft breathing. In English, and still more in German, the breath is obstructed and comes with an explosion; the obstruction is liable to be heard as a glottal stop (the glottal stop is heard in the Glaswegian’s wa’er for water), or as an aspiration. In Slavonic the ‘attack’ is gentle, and should result in a semivowel appearing fugitively before a vowel of the same order. This is largely what occurs, save that the front semivowel j is liable to appear also before back vowels, and the back semivowel *w >uv is not much in evidence.

Initial ĭ can be detected in the compounds ix-imõ ot-imõ/*imõ >*jimõ >OB. imõ ‘I shall take’. Similarly, L. lš ‘out’ shows that the corresponding Slavonic preposition has developed *ix >*jiz >OB. iz; *nment >*inme >*jimê >OB. ime ‘name’. Cz. jmouti jmêño result from treating these initial vowels as syntactical medials, that is, as occurring
within phrases pronounced with a single breath. Initial e e: OB. jests is' jesero 'lake' jezyka 'tongue'. In Russian e almost always has palatal on-glide. Initial e >je/ia: IE. *ed- OB. jasti 'eat' R. jest Ruth. isty P. ješe Cz. jisti S. jěsti; in these cases je is explained by analogy.

Before the back vowels ù y o it would be natural to expect *w >v, as in CSL. vy- <*ùt, OB. vùn(n) <*ùn, voza/oz'a 'bond', P. wąź/R. uź 'adder', P. wąski/R. úžkij 'narrow', (Cz. pavouk/R. паук 'spider'). But the examples are not numerous, and in their stead we have j- prefixed: OB. jo-/ötirn inner juto/utro 'morning'.

As the vowel a occupies a middle position in the mouth, it can combine with either semivowel or neither. OB. ja-/a- are frequently found alternating: OB. ja-/aviti 'reveal', ja-/agnici 'lamb'; OB. ajice jajice jaje 'egg'. R. jajcó P. jaje Slov. jajce S. jaje MB. jajce/OCz. vajce MCz. vejce (Lat. ovum).

31. Final Vowels. In principle all Common Slavonic words end in vowels. A few prepositions, having no independent life of their own, end in consonants, as is- 'out', and others recover a final consonant in syntactical combinations, as sù 'with' (*sùn) in OB. su-nimi 'with him' (*sùn jimì); modern final consonants are due to the loss of the jers. Differences of timbre in Old Bulgarian stood in some cases for older distinctions of tone in the final vowels. The jers were liable to confusion, and in the 3SP. pres. indic. (IE. *-ti *-nti) only Old Russian preserved the i; in Modern Russian it has been hardened, as in OB. nesetì nesotù 'bring'; and elsewhere the hard -t has been eliminated, as in P. pisće pisća 'write'. With the relaxed tension natural in the final position vowels tended to close: so -ē(r) >i in OB. matì 'mother' dušiti 'daughter'; they tended also to be shortened, as R. mat doč' and infin. -t/OB. -tì. (On final *oi *ai see section 24). On the other hand, final -o was retained in order to distinguish between the masculine and neuter o-stems, and this reaction has been a principal cause of the preservation of three genders in Slavonic. There was nothing in the o's of IE. *wlikwom (ASM.)/*jugum (ASN.) to cause the Slavonic divergence between OB. vlkù/igo. Original final long diphthongs were *ăi *oi >L. -ai -ui CSL. -ē -u (DSFM.): L. stiriain 'doe' vyrui 'man' OB. ženê 'woman' vlku 'wolf'; final *-ös >*ù >CSL. -y (IPM.): L. vyráis OB. vlky.

Within the word a consonant following a nasal diphthong normally belongs to the next syllable, but in final position a t or s may close the syllable in which the nasal stands. Final -t disappeared without trace, but final -s tended to narrow the previous vowel, with compensatory lengthening, so that IE. *-âns >*ëns >CSL. -y, and *-ons *-uns >*-ù >CSL. -y, *-ëns >-i >CSL. -i: OB. roký (APF.) 'hands' toký (APM.) 'streams' nošti (APF.) 'nights' from *ronkâns *tokons *noktins. OB. roký (GSF.)/L. rankös <*ronkâs appears to derive from a form
containing an n (*-āns?), perhaps borrowed from the n-stems. In the jo- and ja-stems there is a discrepancy between the Slavonic language-groups, since GSF.APM.NAPF. -e is found only in South Slavonic; West and East Slavonic have -ē: OB. koňe (*konjons)/P. weże ‘snakes’.

When the nasal closed the syllable it ceased to be a consonant, and survived only as a nasalization of the vowel; the vowel was narrowed one grade, that is, a becomes o, o becomes u. This involved the denasalization of all but the most open vowels. Hence: OB. synō tokū kamy (*sūnun *tokon *kamōn)/žeņo berō (*ženām ?*berām); front vowels: OB. noštī (ASF.) (*noktn)/imē (*nmen).

32. Semiconsonants or semivowels. W. j. IE. ingleton) L. v Sl. v; IE. ingleton) L. j Sl. j.

IE. *newos/*neujo L. naijas CSL.OB. novū R. nov ‘new’
(Gk. νεώς Lat. novus);
IE. *jūnus L. jūnas CSL.OB. jūnū R. jūnyī (OR. also un)
‘youthful’ (Lat. juvenis);
IE. *jugom/*jung L. jūngas CSL. *jīgo OB.R.Slov. igo Cz. jho
‘yoke’ (Gk. ἴγον Lat. jugum);
IE. *trejes CSL. trije OB. trije trije ‘three’.

Initially or between vowels these were fully consonantal, though apparently not pronounced with tension, and so often denoted y ingleton; (Eng. w y are relatively tense). Between a consonant opening a syllable and a vowel they were semi-consonantal, beginning in the close position of the consonant and opening up to the vowel. After a vowel in the same syllable they were semi-vocalic, beginning in the open position of the vowel and closing towards the close position of the consonant. Though semivowel and semiconsonant are mid-points in the same distance between consonant and vowel, it is the direction of the movement which has proved important in the history of most languages; the semivowel forms diphthongs with the preceding vowel, which it modifies in time, but the effect of the semiconsonant is usually (though not always) upon the previous consonant. The sound represented by j is one of the most potent in Slavonic linguistic history, and it was a weakness of the Old Bulgarian alphabets that they gave no adequate equivalent.

As observed in the last section, w j develop initially before original simple vowels.

The pronunciation of w was bilabio-velar (i.e. with lips rounded and tongue raised towards the velum). It was in this position that ū- ū-
initially gave wū- wū- > CSL. vū- vy-, and it was in this position that IE. e+w (opening the next syllable) became ow > CSL. ov: IE. *newos
CSL.OB. novū ‘new’, IE. *klew-os/-es- CSL.OB. slov-o/-es- ‘word’ (Gk. κλέος). The bilabio-velar pronunciation is reflected in Ptolemy’s Οὔτνήδια Οὔστοῦλα (Wends, Vistula), but in the sixth century it had
become labiodental v (pronounced between the upper teeth and lower lip) and was represented by the Byzantine value of β: Σκλαβηνοί (Slovénè). In certain positions v is pronounced w (u) in Slovak, Slovene, Serbocroat, Ruthenian and White Russian.

Consonantal j also affected the development of vowels before it, so that ej > ij (*trejs > trije) > i(j) [OB. trije], uj > yj (dobru-ji > OB. dobryj R. dobryj 'good'). It combined with a following i to make i, and converted a following u to i before giving i (*jugom > *jugo > *jigo > i go 'yoke'/Cz. jho); a following o became e and joi > (j)i (OB. znajite 'know ye' < *znajote).

33. Sibilant. S. IE. s L. s (s after r) CSL.Ob. s š ch;
IE. *Séd- L. séděti CSL.Ob. sěděti 'sit' (Gk. έκομαι Lat. sedère);
IE. *ešti L. ēsti CSL.Ob. jesti 'is' (Gk. τοι Lat. est)
IE. *nebhes- CSL.Ob. nebeše (G.SN.) 'sky' (Gk. νεφώσ);
IE. *jounos L. jáunas CSL.Ob. junū R. júnýj 'youthful' (Lat. juvenis);
IE. *wersus L. viršūs CSL. *virčū Ob. vřchū R. verch 'top' (Lat. verruca < *versuca);
IE. *isu L. akmenyśe CSL.Ob. kamenichū 'stones' (L.P.) (Skr. -išu : matišu);
IE. *snusus CSL.Ob. snůcha R. snochá 'daughter-in-law' (Skr. snuṣā Lat. nurus Gk. νύσα);
IE. *rēksom *rēksnt CSL.Ob. rēčū réšē (1.S.3P. aorist)/rěste (2P. aorist) 'said';
Proto-Sl. *duchja CSL.Ob.R. dušā 'soul';
IE. *sodos CSL.Ob. chodū 'way' R. chod;
IE. *misd- *mizdh- CSL. miṣda 'wage' (Gk. μισθός Goth. mizdō).

The Indo-European language was poor in fricatives, and only the one, sibilant s, is certainly demonstrated. Before voiced consonants it became voiced (z), but the voiced sibilant had no separate existence in the sound-system.

The development of Sl. s < IE. s is quite distinct from that of Sl. s < IE. k; they must have been different sounds at the moment when their lines of change crossed. After i u r k, even at a distance, IE. s > Skr. ṣ (matiṣu snuṣā ṛṣi- 'seer', ṛkṣas 'bear'), called 'lingual s'. Other terms are 'caccominal' and 'cerebral'; they imply that in these instances the tip of the tongue was raised from the lower teeth towards a point in the high palate, as in Castilian s. Such an ṣ readily becomes ś and is generally heard as š by foreigners unacquainted with it; the sibilant is then pronounced in the high palate, but with the back of the tongue. This is the development in Avestic: Av. daṣina- Skr. dākṣinas Ob. desnū 'right (hand)' (Lat. dexter Gk. δεξιός). If the friction with the back of the tongue slips further back in the mouth, as far as the soft palate or velum, then the sound produced is the velar sibilant ch,
which is the Slavonic conclusion unless a consonant follows. (See sections 2 and 12).

From the hard Proto-Sl. ch there developed a soft š before front vowels by the first Slavonic palatalization (vide supra). The conditions under which ch occurred involved certain case- and personal-endings, and so allowed for the working of analogy. The velar sibilant occurs normally in the locative plural, without restriction to the combinations involving i u r k. Similarly it seems that initial s might become ch (chod), and thus give rise by palatalization to š (OB. šidū ‘having gone’), though these developments may have been due to the analogy of compounds (e.g. R. príchôd ‘arrival’; uchodít ‘depart’) in which original s was preceded by i or u. Original ks- may have given rise to some instances of initial ch-/š-: IE. *(k)š(w)ks Skr. šas Avestic khšvaš L. šesī CSL. OB. šestī R. šestī ‘six’.

34. Aspirate Occlusives. In Indo-European the simple occlusives k g k ı d ḍ b were accompanied by aspirates of the same formation, viz. kh gh kh ġh th dh ph bh. They were most fully conserved in Sanskrit, where the system was applied to the new order of palatal consonants, so that beside Skr. c j there were also Skr. ch jh. In Greek the voiced aspirates became unvoiced, and only χ θ φ remained. In Balto-Slavonic the aspirates were identified with the corresponding simple consonants in all cases. A doubt has been raised in favour of the survival of kh by A. Meillet (Introduct. à l’étude comparative des langues indo-européennes, Paris, 1924, p. 64), as a result of comparing R. chóchot ‘laughter’ chochotátl ‘laugh’ with Skr. kakhati ‘he laughs’ Gk. κακχατω <*κακχατω Lat. cachinnus OHG. huoh Arm. ‘khakhank’. The word is inconclusive, however, as it may represent in each case imitation of the sound of laughter. In what follows, the aspirates will not be separately discussed.

35. Velars and Postpalatalts. K G. These sounds are caused by raising the back of the tongue, a relatively sluggish muscular mass, to contact with the velum or soft palate, which gives a duller resonance than the hard palate or hard teeth in the front part of the mouth. There is, in consequence, a considerable area in which contact may be made at different points without changing the essential timbre of the consonants. As between the k’s (c’s) in Eng. keen ken/con there is the difference that the first sound is pronounced well forward in the velum (prevelar) or immediately behind the hard palate (postpalatal), while the second is pronounced towards the middle of the velum (mediovelar). The effect of a w upon k (Eng. quad) is to shift the point of contact lower down the throat (postvelar).

In many languages the distinction between postpalatal and mediovelar k g occurs as an accident of pronunciation, and has no effect upon linguistic structure. In others, such as the Romance group, the
postpalatal pronunciation of \( k \, g \) (before front vowels \( e \, i \)) was accentuated and tended to come as far forward as the high palate (mediopalatal). But in the high palate it is not possible to retain the occlusive pronunciation intact, and a change is made to another order of sounds. In raising the back of the tongue to the velum and lowering it again, a relatively short distance is traversed, without influencing the total sound, which is essentially defined by the contact of tongue and velum. But in the high palate the tongue has to rise and fall an appreciable distance, and the contact is at the extreme of possible movement; the contact becomes momentary, and the total sound includes a long sibilant off-glide. Instead of occlusion there is affrication or semi-occlusion. Such sounds are sometimes described by phoneticians as composed of two others, an occlusive and a fricative; but they are not of double length, and they are formed with on-glide, tension, and off-glide like any other consonants. The explanation also falls foul of the fact that the existence of complete occlusives in the high palate is rather a matter of theoretical symmetry than of actual experience of languages. In such a region occlusives immediately become unstable, and are transformed to sounds of other orders.

The cause of this development is that \( e \, i \) are vowels formed by raising the tongue forward towards the hard palate and gums. Energy is saved by lifting the tongue for \( k \, g \) not against the middle velum, but more forward in the palate. But, having begun such movements, the tongue may continue to develop its forward utterance even beyond the place where \( e \, i \) are formed, and so give rise to dental affricates. Moreover, in any affricate the moment of contact is brief in comparison with the off-glide, and it may be eclipsed altogether, so that the affricate becomes a fricative. Few languages have gone so far as Castilian, which has given to the fricative an interdental value. To sum up these possible developments (using \( k \, g \, ch \) for \( k \, g \, ch \) modified in a forward direction), we have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velar Postpalatal Mediopalatal Dento-alveolar Interdental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occlusive ( k , g \rightarrow k , \hat{g} \rightarrow \hat{k} ) (( \hat{g} ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate ( ch , \hat{ch} \rightarrow \hat{s} , \hat{z} \rightarrow \hat{c} , dz )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative ( ch , \hat{ch} \rightarrow \hat{s} , \hat{z} \rightarrow s , z \rightarrow \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All but the last occur in Slavonic. The satem-palatalization gives \( s \, z \), the first Slavonic palatalization gives \( \hat{c} \, (d)\hat{z} \) (and \( \hat{s} \) from \( ch \)), and the second gives \( c \, (d)z \) (and \( \hat{s} / \hat{z} \) from \( ch \)).

The Semitic languages distinguish between velar and postvelar pronunciations: Arabic \( k/q \), Arabic \( j < g \) (Hebrew \( g \))/\( \hat{g} \). In Indo-European languages the postvelar pronunciation is an accident due to a following \( w \) (Eng. quad quantity). But \( w \), while resembling the velars in the position of the tongue, resembles the labials in being
pronounced by both lips, and so it is capable of transforming kw gw into pb. The western languages of the Indo-European family reveal no trace of a distinction between velar and postpalatal kg, but they do show the postvelar either as such or as a labial. The eastern languages distinguish between the two orders of kg, and treat as an accident the presence of w after either order. Exactly how the distinction between the two kinds of kg arose is not known, since we lack all evidence of states previous to the point of divergent development. In order not to beg any questions the forward variety is denoted IE. k g and the backward IE. kg.

36. (a) The satem-palatalization. IE. k̂ ṣ, L. sk, Latv. OPr. sk, CSL.Ob. sk, Iranian sk, Arm. sk, Skr. j̄j/Gk. k (but kw > Gk. ππ) Lat. c = kg I. c g Germ. h k; IE. kg Bsl. kg.

IE. *kmēm L. šimtas 'hundred' Latv. šimts CSL.Ob. sūto R.P.Cz.S.ŠMB. sto (Skr. çatam Avestic satm/Gk. ἕκατον Lat. centum I. cent Goth. hund);

IE. *dekm L. dēsimt 'ten' Latv. desmit CSL.Ob. desētî R. dēsjaf (Skr. daça Arm. tasn/Gk. δέκα Lat. decem I. de(i)ch n- Goth taihun);

IE. *ekwos *ekwa L. aśvā 'mare' (Skr. aśvas/Gk. ἀπῶς Lat. equus I. ech Goth. aihw-)

IE. *gīn- *gīnō L. zinōti 'know' Latv. zināt CSL.Ob. znāti R. znaf (Skr. jānā Arm. c'antor 'acquaintance'/Gk. γιγνώσκω Lat. (g)noscō);

IE. *heim L. ziemā 'winter' Latv. ziema CSL.Ob.R etc.

zima (Skr. hima- Gk. χειμὼν Lat. hiems);

IE. *kre- *kreu L. krai̯jas 'blood' CSL.Ob. krūvīl (acc.) R.

krōv (Skr. kravīs Gk. κροσ Lat. crūs I. crū);

IE. *jugom L. jūngas (with infixed n) 'yoke' CSL.Ob. īgo

(Eng. yoke);

IE. *ghordhos L. gardas 'enclosure' CSL. *gordu OB. gradu R.

gōrod Ruth. hōrod P. grōd Cz. hrad Slovak.S.ŠMB. grad (ON. garðr 'garth' Eng. yard);

IE. *snoighwos L. sni̯gas 'snow' CSL.Ob. snēgū R. sneg P.

sni̯g Cz. snih Slovak. snēg S. sni̯jeğ (Gk. νίθ (acc.) Lat. nīx nīvis).

The distinction between the velars and postpalatals is clear from the above examples. Slavonic sk represent phonetically the extreme of change, and intermediate stages may have been like those stabilized in Lithuanian (s ž) and Sanskrit (j), while yet others are possible. Hence IE. s (Sl. s Ž) never coincided with s during the formative period of either sound.

There are some words which retain the velar pronunciation of k̂ g for reasons hard to discover: CSL.Ob. svekry 'mother-in-law' R.

svekrōv/Skr. svaprūs Lat. socrus, CSL.Ob. gōsi 'goose' R. gus/L.
37. (b) First Slavonic palatalization. IE. k g (before e i) L. OPr. k g Latv. c dz CSl.OB. č *dz > ž (and Proto-Sl. ch + e i > CSl. š).
   
   IE. *ketwores L. keturi 'four' CSl.OB. ětyre R. ětyre (Skr. catur Arm. ěors); L. ketvirtas 'fourth' OPr. kettwirtis Latv. ceturtais CSl. ḗetvirtū;
   
   IE. *guenā OPr. genno (voc.) CSl.OB.R. žena 'woman';
   
   IE. *gūōvos L. gūvās OP. gīwans (AP) Latv. dzīvs CSl.OB. žīvū 'alive' R. žīv (Skr. jīvati 'lives');
   
   Vulgar Lat. ceresia (č) R. čerēšnja 'cherry'.

   Sounds resulting from palatalization were 'soft' in Common Slavonic and originally in Old Bulgarian. It is not necessary to indicate this 'softness'. CSl. č must be understood as ě, CSl. ž as ž, etc. Only s z may have been originally hard or soft.

   The development of a postpalatal occlusive into a mediopalatal affricate is very natural. The presence of the same developments in Sanskrit and Armenian, together with the fact that they are anterior in Slavonic to the Middle Proto-Slavonic period (see section 13), is evidence of high antiquity.

38. (c) Second Slavonic Palatalization. Proto-Sl. k g ch (i: after i i ě < in and before ir; ii: before é i < ai oï);

   CSl.OB. c dz ż s (WSl. ž).

   i: Proto-Sl. *otika CSl.OB. ovča 'sheep' R. ovčá;
   Proto-Sl. *otíků CSl.OB. otíči 'father' R. otéč.

   Goth. *kirihha (OHG. chirihha) OB. krky 'church' R. cérkov;
   Germ. kuningaz peningaz CSl.OB. kūne(d)ai pēne(d)ai 'prince, coin' R. kniaž OR. pęňaž;

   ii: L. kā这款车 Proto-Sl. *kōina CSl.OB. čeňa 'price' R. cená (Gk. ποιήμ);

   Germ. Kaisar CSl.OB. česari 'king' R. car;
   L. gaitū 'sharp' OB. (d)želo 'vehemently';
   OB. rokū 'destiny' bogū 'god' duchū 'breath' L.S. ročé bo(d)žē dusē/NP. roči bo(d)ži dusi (mucha 'fly' /DLS. Slovak dial. musé muse/Cz. mouše P. musže);
   OB. cvětů 'flower' (d)zveţda 'star' R. cvet zveždá/P. kwiat gwiazda Cz. květ kvězda.

   These sounds also were soft in Common Slavonic and originally in Old Bulgarian.

   The second palatalization does not take place after e ě (R. čelovéč 'man'), and it seems to have been impeded when after the velar came
y o o (OB. kąnegyni R. knjaginja/knjaż). Both forms operated upon Germanic loanwords, but they do not seem to have been entirely contemporaneous. It is disputed which was earlier, but it is to be noted that, while the first type was completely carried through, the second shows an incomplete process in e.g. P. kwiat gwiazda. P.Cz. ą from ch may be due to the analogy of the first palatalization, since ą is found in Slovak dialects.

In Russian ky gy chy have become ki gi chi (OR. Kyev MR. Kiev) and thus given rise to new examples of k g ch before a front vowel. The consonants have been softened, though not changed in timbre, but the development has permitted the restoration of k g ch in declension before case-endings e i (that is, LSMN DLSF NAPM).

39. Dentals and Alveolars. The tongue-tip is a lively organ which forms clear sounds against the teeth, gums (alveoli) and front palate. It also reaches to the high palate, but in that region the mid-back of the tongue functions more readily, and dentals which develop so far back are liable to conversion into palatals such as develop from the velars. In contact with the teeth and gums the tongue is more protruded than for the articulation of the front vowels. Their effect is thus to withdraw the tongue-tip to the front of the hard palate immediately behind the gums (which is the effect of e i e on a preceding dental), or into the high palate (which is the effect of j). Owing to the resonance, however, it is possible to maintain these distinctions without complete separation of timbre. In Common Slavonic this is what occurs; the dentals and alveolars have three shades: hard or normal before back vowels, soft or palatalized before front vowels, and palatal before j. [We may compare, for illustration, Eng. t in tone (t), tune (f), and try (t)]. In the individual languages, including Old Bulgarian, the palatals t d appear as back-tongue palatals, but of different kinds in each region. They have no common source as such palatals, and one must suppose that in Common Slavonic they were tongue-tip palatals of dental timbre. Hence Common Slavonic must be credited with a triple series of these sounds; t f f, d d d, l l l, n n n, r f f, etc.

In Old Bulgarian manuscripts a semi-circle placed to the right of a letter is a sign both of soft and of palatal utterance. The South Slavonic languages have eliminated softness, so that there remain of these Common Slavonic sounds only the normal varieties, save for certain back-tongue palatals. In Russian, apart from these back-tongue palatals, the tendency has been to reduce the three orders to two: hard/soft. In Polish and Czech there has also been reduction to two: hard/palatal.

40. T D. IE. t BSl. ţ; IE. d dh BSl. d; CSL. *ť (before e i) P. UpWend. č LowWend. ţ; CSL. *d (before e i) P. UpWend. dz LowWend.
COMMON SLAVONIC AND OLD BULGARIAN

The different results from CSL. *t* and *d* serve to mark off Russian from West Slavonic and West Slavonic from South Slavonic, and so are used as the main criterion for classifying the Slavonic languages. They do not indicate the unity of the South Slavonic block. In Istria the pronunciation is still largely dental and occlusive, but in Serbia it is more affricate. A palatal sibilant off-glide in Slovene resulted in a palatal consonant (ć) for the voiceless sound, while the voiced dż ceased to be affricate, resulting in j, which extends into ča-dialects: In Bulgarian the sibilant palatal off-glides were both voiceless and voiced, so that *t* > *tʂ* > *s’tʂ* > št, and *d* became zd by parallel stages. On the other hand the treatment of soft t d divides the main Slavonic groups by associating White Russian with Polish and Wendish.

41. L R N. IE. l r n CSL.Ob. l r n; CSL. *t* /t/ R. t P. rz=zd Wend. š s r Cz. ľ.

CSL. *elbedi*/olbodt* Ob. lebedź R. lebedź Sw. p. labedź Cz. labut S. lábud;
IE. *leigh- L. liešiū ‘lack’ Ob. lizati liš ř R. lizál P. lizač (Gk. λείω Lat. lingo);
Germ. Karl R. koröl ‘king’ P. król S. králj;
L. rankà ‘hand’ CSL.Ob. rúka R. rúkà P. rúka Cz. ruka;
R. reć ‘discourse’ P. rzecz ‘thing’ Cz. řeč ‘speech’;
IE. *newes CSL.Ob. novú ‘new’ R. now P. nów Cz. S. MB. nov;
R. koń ‘horse’ P. kon Cz. kůň S. kőnỳ.

It is normal in speech for these sounds to approximate to the articulation of the following sound. The liquid l moves from the gums to the high palate, where it becomes [l]. Hus described the ‘hollow’ or ‘dark’ l/l as it existed in Czech: ‘unde scienium, quod l generatur
apponendo linguam ad superius palatum sive dentes æqualiter tenendo, seu inferiores extra protendendo, vel e contra; sed ɪ generatur linguam in fine sub dentibus ponendo et superiores dentes ultra inferiores protendendo' Thus ɪ was pronounced by the tongue-tip, and ɪ by the arched back of the tongue. The sound has died out in Czech, but it is the normal or 'hard' Russian ɪ (ɪ being represented by a following soft jɛr or soft vowel); in Polish hard ɪ is distinguished alphabetically from soft ɪ. Where [ʌ] has developed in Serbocroat it is represented by lj.

The development of CSL. *f* into a vibrant followed by a sibilant off-glide is highly characteristic of West Slavonic. In Czech this vibrant remains, the off-glide having the nature of ɛ/ɛ according to circumstances. Elsewhere the glide has eliminated the vibration (P. rz=ɛ/ɛ Wend. ɨ ɨ), though there are some instances in Wendish in which the vibrant persists without the glide. The result in Slovak is a hard r.

As for n there are three distinct sounds commonly represented by one letter, viz., the alveolar n, the palatal ɲ, and the velar ɲ. The latter commonly arise before palatals or velars, and as there is only a mechanical adaptation it is not often denoted alphabetically (but cf. Skr. paṇca 'five' Gk. ἀγγέλος= Lat. angelus 'messenger'). In Indo-European they had no existence independently of alveolar n. As they were due to the nature of the following consonant they fell out of Slavonic, because they formed diphthongs with the preceding vowel, and were reduced to nasal vowels. (R. bank ángel and similar words retain alveolar n even before velars, though the more difficult group in punkt probably has velar n.) New varieties of n arose, however, by softening alveolar n, and they developed a palatal articulation (Cz. ɲ P. n S. nj) which restored the palatal nasal to the alphabet. The distinction between palatal ɲ and soft ɲ is subtle (cf. Eng. onion/union). Russian ɲ is the soft variety, i.e., it is pronounced by the tongue-tip, not the arched back.

Sl. s, however it originated, is liable to these nuances: OB. nosu 'nose' nositi (i) 'carry' nosjo <*nosjo 'I carry'.

42. Labials. P B V M. IE. p b m L. p b m CSL.OB. p b m; Proto-Sl. *w L. v CSL.OB. v; CSL. *pj *bj *vj *mj R.Slov.S. pl etc./P.Wend.Cz.MB. p'(p) etc./OB. pl p.

IE. *penkë L. penki 'five' CSL.OB. pët R. pjat P. pięt Cz. pët S. pët MB. pet (Gk. πέτον);

IE. *nebos L. debesis 'cloud' (d by substitution) CSL.OB.R. Slov.S.MB. nebo 'sky' P. niebo (Gk. νεφώς), MGk. καράβι R. koráb 'skiff' P. korab Cz. koráb;

CSL. *zemja zema OB. zem(l)/a/R. zemlja S. zemlja 'land' P. ziemia Wend. zemia Cz. zemë MB. zemjá;

IE. *bjudho CSL. *bjudo OB. bludo 'guard' R. bljudú.
F was not a Common-Slavonic sound. It derived later from unvoicing of final ŭ after the loss of the jers, from the Slavonic combinations -puv- and chv, from Gk. θ and Germanic and Romance j. The remaining labials we must suppose to have come down to Common Slavonic unaltered as to timbre, but with three nuances, like the dentals, which may be denoted p (before back vowels), ŕ (before front vowels), and ŕ (before j) etc. It is, of course, impossible for a labial to become a palatal proper; but by ŕ we understand a labial followed by a palatal off-glide due to the prepalatal position taken by the tongue, and by ŕ a labial with the tongue in so tense a position that when its articulation could be heard it was a palatal consonant, j in the more relaxed utterance, but ď in the more tense. The palatal consonant made itself heard when the closure of the lips ceased a fraction of time before the tongue proceeded from its position of expectancy to form the front vowel itself. The two varieties of palatalized articulation were marked in Old Bulgarian by semi-circles to the right of the letter. In Russian they are unmarked, since here again, after the rise of the specifically palatal groups pl bl vl ml, the labials were reduced from three orders to two: hard/soft. The quality is known from the following vowel.

43. Final Consonants. S N T D. All Indo-European final consonants were lost in Common Slavonic, with the result that, in principle, all Common Slavonic and Old Bulgarian words ended in a vowel. By the twelfth century the most common of these vowels, the two jers, had disappeared, leaving new final consonants in all the modern languages. These have been reduced from the two series of voiceless and voiced consonants to the single series of voiceless consonants everywhere but in Serbo-Croat and, to some extent, in Slovene and Ruthenian. Thus, for instance, MR. chod ‘way’ is pronounced [χot], Cz. zub ‘tooth’ [zup].

The most interesting final consonants are those used in flexions: -d of the ablative, -s of the nominative and plural, -n of the n-stems, -t 3 pers.sg.pl. of verbs, -nt of the nt-stems. Though all have gone, there is reason to believe that they did not disappear at the same time. Thus final -n closes the vowel one grade (see section 31). Therefore, since 3 pl. *-ont > CSL. -ŋ, it is evident that n cannot have been final at the relevant period: the development must have been *-ont > *-ŋt > -ŋ, because otherwise it would have given *-y. On the other hand, *-ons > CSL. -y. The effect of s is to lengthen a previous vowel before disappearing, and the effect of n is to close it. The order of development can only have been *-ons > *-un > -y.

Prepositions and some other proclitics had no independent life in the sentence, but formed part of the same breath-group as the word following. Therefore their consonants were not really final, and might stand, either in all cases or in some. Thus OB. iz/is L. il ‘out’ (cf.
Lat. ex Gk. ἀξ) persists, but there are also forms in ā due to the general analogy of vocalic endings (whence R. ęko- in compounds). IE. *op *ob L. ap ab CSL.OB. o ob ‘concerning, against’ had other forms in obū obī due to IE. *abhī. Final -t has dropped in IE. *ūt CSL. vy- ‘out’. OB. vū ‘in’ kū ‘to’ sū ‘with’ recover their original -n before pronouns beginning with a vowel and in compounds, and an analogue n is found after other prefixes in certain compounds, e.g., R. raznuzdāf ‘unbridle’/uzdā ‘bridle’.

44. Influence of Consonants on Vowels. A major feature of Slavonic linguistic history has been the creation of palatal consonants from normal velars or dentals. At first these function as hard/soft pairs, but as the palatal consonant attains independence it tends to become its own norm, giving rise to new hard consonants. Old Bulgarian was in process of hardening a considerable number of its palatals (ʃ ʃt ʃd t etc.), and the hardening (or normalizing) process has become general in South Slavonic, and quite advanced in Czech. Even in languages which, like Russian and Polish, maintain the alternation hard/soft with scruple, there are cases of hardening, such as P. rz. Now a soft consonant requires a soft vowel and a hard consonant a hard vowel. The appearance of hard vowels after palatals is a sign of the hardening process. It probably went back in part to a very ancient date when *slyšēti became slyšati (see section 13). Examples from the Old Bulgarian period are: CSL. *stojēti/OB. stojati ‘stand’, CSL. *čēsū/OB. časū ‘hour’. A foreign ě in hiatus was liable to pass into o: OB. Vittleomū/Gk. βήθλευμ ‘Bethlehem’. A difficult case is OB. Rimû R. Rim P. Rzym for ‘Rome’. It is explained as *Rūm- > NS. *Rymû, but L.S. *Rymē > Rymé (by influence of the front vowel -ē upon the preceding back vowel), and so NS. Rimū. The y in P. Rzym is due to a later Polish process of hardening.

45. Consonant Groups. Consonant groups are simplified thus: (i) double consonants become single, (ii) of two occlusives, only the second survives, (iii) occlusive+sibilant assimilates to the sibilant. These changes leave as groups only sibilant+occlusive, and those involving l r as the second element. The loss of the ĺers in historic times led to the formation of new groups in the individual languages. In Polish they attain notable complexity (e.g. P. państwo sprzymierzonych ‘of the Allied States’, with seven successive consonants). But in Polish, as in all the Slavonic languages, the instinct to simplify or eliminate groups has been at work. Adjacent voiced and voiceless consonants are subject to assimilation, which is usually regressive (e.g. pd > bd), and this assimilation is indicated in Serbocroat spelling. The voicing of consonants before sonants—common in the Romance languages—is rare in Slavonic, though, for instance, Slovak my sme ‘we are’ is pronounced [mi zme].
(i) Double consonants were found in some nursery words like *atta Gk. ἀττα ‘daddy’ OB. otči, and in forms like *essi ‘thou art’ OB. jesi.

Those arising in compound words have not as a rule been reduced, though there is e.g. OB. bezakonije ‘lawlessness’ (γέν bez zakon-). It has been interestingly suggested that the word besěda ‘speech, conversation’ represents bez séd- with the sense of ‘sitting without’, i.e., ‘outside’; cf. R. besédka ‘arbour’.

(ii) Occlusive + occlusive: *pt *bt *tk > OB. t k, as OB. netīj ‘nephew’/Lat. neptis, dlatō ‘chisel’ < *dolto < *dolbto, OB. okryti ‘uncover’/ot(ū)kryti. OB. potu ‘sweat’ may be from *poktō (pek-bake’), and if so it shows t < *kt. CSL. *kt *gt (see section 40). OB. gd in kūgda kogda ‘when’ is a recent group, if the latter element stands for goda, as has been suggested.

(iii) Occlusive + sibilant: *khch *tch > OB. ch, *ps *ts > OB. s, as in OB. rēchū ‘I said’/rekō, ochoditi ‘depart’/ot(ū)choditi, osa ‘wasp’/Lat. vespa OE. wasp weaps, vesū ‘I led’/vedō.

Sibilant + occlusive: sp st sk, zb zd zg remain. By the two palatalizations *sk *sg gave (i) *št > št and *zdž > ždź (OB. št žd) and (ii) sc zdz (OB. st zd): OB. iskati ‘seek’ gives (i) ištō P. iszczę (by the first palatalization), and dūska ‘board’ gives (ii) L.S. dūstē P. desce (by the second palatalization).

Consonant + nasal: *tn *dn *pn *bn > OB. n, *dm > OB. m, *bdm > OB. dm: OB. sūnū ‘sleep’/IE. *supnos, damē ‘I shall give’ < *dadmi/Gk. δίδωμι, sedmū ‘seventh’/Gk. ἕβδομος.

Consonant + l/r: tl dl > WSL. tl dl/SSI.ESL. l, as in vedla ‘led’ (fem. past part. of vedō) Cz. vedla P. wiodła/SSI.ESL. vela; Cz. křidlo OP. krzydlо MP. skrzydlо LowWend. kšidlo/OB.S. krilo R. krylо (with hardening of the vibrant in Russian). Original *sr *sr > CSL. str zdr: OB. šestra ‘sister’/L. sēserī (acc.) Lat. soror (*esor), OB. Izdrailī ‘Israel’.

46. Dissimilation. Original *-tti/dti (infinitives) > OB. etc. -sti: OB. mesti ‘throw’/metō, pasti ‘fall’/padō.

B. FORMS AND THEIR USES

(i) VERBS

47. Simplifying the Paradigm. A verb is that part of a sentence which is grammatically equipped to express phenomena. The sentence itself expresses phenomena, i.e., the changes and states of experience as our minds rest upon them, but it does so with full circumstantiality in each case. From the sentence it is possible to abstract concepts which can serve to denote circumstances of other phenomena: the names of parties to the events (nouns) or substitutes for those names (pro-nouns), terms denoting their qualities (adjectives) or qualities of the
activity or state (adverbs). There remains, however, the essentially phenomenal element, which is the verb. The verb must be equipped grammatically for the purpose, and it is from the ancient Greek (preferably Homeric) conjugation that we get the best idea of how the Indo-European language equipped its verbs. In Greek the vowels o/e are preserved, and with them one of the principal artifices of the parent tongue, viz., vowel-alternation. They fall together with a in Sanskrit, but otherwise the Sanskrit conjugation helps to complete the evidence of the Greek. From certain discrepancies between them it would seem that the Indo-European system was looser in structure, less precisely ordered in a paradigm, and possessed of alternative possibilities of growth.

The Indo-European verb provided means of relating the phenomenon in several ways. The act or state described might be represented as proceeding simply from the subject as source or agent (active voice), or as affecting and, so to say, returning to, the subject (middle voice). The middle voice was based on the active, generally by means of additions to the flexion (e.g. Gk. active δεικνύω/middle δεικνύων 'show'). There was also a grammatical device (passive voice) to enable the logical object to be expressed as subject. The passive voice employed chiefly forms from the middle, with a few specially its own, and so must be regarded as incompletely stabilized in the Indo-European period. In Balto-Slavonic these secondary voices were eliminated. The return to the subject was more simply expressed by the reflexive pronoun: L. si (dat.) CSl.OB. sê (acc.). It satisfied the requirements of the middle voice to associate the active with the reflexive pronoun, and it was used also for the passive which depended formally on the middle. It had the great advantage of applying one single form for the new conceptual element, in place of the very mixed and various collection of forms used in Indo-European. As an enclitic the reflexive would stand after the first substantial word of the sentence, but its association in thought with the verb has led to its taking in Russian an invariable place behind the verb. In Old Bulgarian it might still be separated by a particle, and in other Slavonic languages it is still relatively free.

The speaker regarded his expression in various ways (moods), whether as a statement or enquiry about facts (indicative), as an energetic utterance to be obeyed (imperative), as a nearer or remoter notion (subjunctive/optative), the actuality of which was not asserted. Expressions of the verbal idea in nouns and adjectives constituted the infinitive mood, so called, but are developments on another line of distinction. The infinitive itself appears to have been very loosely constituted, since its forms are independent in each group of languages. They have in common only a general tendency to be formed by endings
analogous to case-endings. In Balto-Slavonic the infinitive was given definite form as *-tēi, supine *-tum. The system of participles (verbal-adjectives) is very complete, though largely reduced to invariable gerunds in the modern languages by loss of flexion. Of the four finite moods only the indicative survived fully articulate in Slavonic, and forms of the optative were used instead of the imperative. The imperative and subjunctive completely vanished.

It was also possible to distinguish between certain types of activity (aspects) and between times (tenses). As to aspect, the phenomenon might be one precisely delimited (perfective) or not delimited (imperfective). The former usage also covered absolute and abstract assertions, as in proverbs, and is called aorist in Greek (δόρος τον 'indeterminate'), a word which is inconvenient in view of the use of the aorist for actions or states defined as to time and space. Such definition is more common in past time than in the present, so that the notion of aspect tended to become one of tense, especially when the suffix -s- (sigmatic aorist) opposed the aorist formally to the present. Most languages show increasing clearness in distinctions of time, while those of aspect become too complex for grammatical flexion. In addition to the perfective/imperfective criterion, phenomena may be repetitive (iterative aspect in Slavonic), or defined as to their beginning (Latin inceptives), or as to their ending only (Fr. il vient d'arriver 'he has just arrived'), or as something towards which the subject is in motion, or that is due to will or obligation, etc. In past tenses there is more room for definition of aspect than in present or future time: the past is known, and therefore we can profitably use forms which describe a past activity or state as indefinite (imperfect) or definite (past definite, past, or aorist) or continuing in effect into present time (past indefinite or perfect). If a present event has to be defined as beginning to be and ending later (perfective) that can only be in future time. Hence in Slavonic the present perfective performs the duties of an English future; cf. such Greek futures as βαλω, λαβω.

The Indo-European parent tongue made use of the alternation o/e/O to denote noun/imperfective verb/perfective (aorist) verb: Gk. ἀποστάσεις 'remaining'/κατέστασα 'I remain'/Homeric ἐπιτέσα 'remained'. An adverbial prefix IE. *e- served to mark past time, and was added to the imperfective as well as to the perfective forms: Gk. διαπέτα (impr.)/διέτα (aor.). To express the perfect the o-grade of stem was used, with reduplication of the initial (vowel of support e): ἄλαξαν. In a very primitive verb, the verb 'to be', distinctions of this sort were made by quite different words (e.g. Lat. sum/sum); but even when the root was the same the vowel-gradation made the aorist as independent of the present as the noun was of the verb. In process of time the
aorist and present were associated, along with the perfect, in a paradigm felt to be the conjugation of one and the same word; and this association was strengthened with the rise of the s-aorist: late Gk. δειπνό. But originally they were independent, and the distinction imperfective/perfective -e/O was valid also in present time. In Slavonic this is so; root-thematic verbs may be of either vowel-grade in the present tense: R. berú 'I take'/žgú 'I burn'; or they may use the vowel grades to express the distinction between the present and aorist: R. berú/bral 'took'. The s-aorist imposed itself in new forms in Slavonic, and upon it was formed a new imperfect tense. The augment, if it ever affected the tribes who later formed the Baltic and Slavonic branches, has left no trace, save perhaps in the form discussed in section 51. The perfect has disappeared save for OB. védé 'I know' (IE. *woidai cf. Gk. ὁδό), which remains in the Russian ved 'after all'.

One further distinction effected by the verbal paradigm was that of nearness to the speaker and his hearer; this was the distinction of person, complicated by number: three persons and three numbers. It was effected by personal endings. The most primitive series was that of the athematic verbs, in which the three persons seem to be represented by possessive or possessive-demonstrative pronouns. Thus Sl. dami (*dad-mi) would have been originally 'my giving'. The personal endings expressed also tense, with a primary series for the present and future, secondary series for the aorist and imperfect, and another series for the perfect. The last drops out of Balto-Slavonic with the loss of the perfect, but the others remain.

48. Classes of Conjugations, Verbal Suffixes. It is from these elements that the Slavonic conjugations have been built. The infinitive-aorist stem is in each case independent of the present stem, but customary associations have hardened into definite paradigms. The principal types of conjugation are:

A. Athematic. A number of very simple verbs retain in the present tense the use of a primitive series of personal endings, which are attached without intervening vowel to the bare stem. They have all felt a strong attraction to the thematic conjugations, and only *es- 'to be' persists in being athematic in the modern tongues. This verb is notable also as using other roots (*bhū- *bhe- *bhondh- etc.) to complete the paradigm, and by playing a most important part in the conjugation of other verbs.

B. Thematic. With thematic verbs the basic principle is that the alternating vowels o/e are added to the root, to make a stem or base (theme) for the attachment of the personal endings in the present tense. The thematic vowels are also found outside the present, though absent from the sigmatic aorist in Greek.
Classification of thematic verbs is best done on the basis of the infinitive, distinct treatments of the present tense generally supplying sub-classes. The infinitive ends CSL. OB. in -ti preceded either by no suffix (zero-grade of suffix) or by one of five. So we may classify thematic verbs by the infinitive suffix, viz., (i) zero (ii) n (iii) ě (iv) i (v) a (vi) ova.

(i) Zero-suffix: infin. -ti. The present varies according to the nature of the last vowel or consonant of the root. The thematic o is found in SPD 3P, otherwise e. This leads to the modifications required by Slavonic principles of hardness and softness. There are seven sub-classes, defined by the last sound of the root:

1. k g ch. Infin. *-kti *-gti > *-ti (R. č'/WSl. c(i)Slov. či S. či OB. šti; see section 40); present, first palatalization (č ě š) before thematic e: OB. pešti 'cook' mošti 'be able', St. pěko mogu 2. pečeši možeši, R. peč moče, pekú mogú, pečeš možeš. OB. vrěšti 'thresh' < *verch-., St. vrcô, S. vřejí, St. vrěšem.

2. t d. Infin. *-tti *-dti > -sti (section 46); present, perfectalization in Polish. OB. vesti 'lead' vedô, R. vesti vedú, P. wieić wiodę wiedźę.


4. s z. OB. nesti 'carry' nesò, R. nesti nesú; OB. vesti, 'convey' vezô, R. vesti vezú.

5. m n. Infin. nasal vowel (section 28): OB. pešti 'stretch' dotti 'blow' < *penti *domti, pínọ dũmọ, R. vzjal 'take' vozúmű, P. dąć dęć.

6. l r. Infin. tort-formula (section 29): present, perfectalization in Polish and Czech (section 41): OB. klati 'split' mréti 'die', kołọ miro, R. kolô meré koljú mrú, P. młeć 'grind' mrzeć, mrę mrzesz, mleć mielesz, Cz. mřiti mrú mřeš.

7. vowel. Present, suffix -j- or -v- (after o): OB. biti 'strike' pěti 'sing' pluti 'swim' kryti 'hide', biyo pojo plovo kryjô, R. bju poju króju, dul 'blow' dúmu.

(ii) n. Infin. -nôti, present -nô. There are two sub-classes, due to the presence of a vowel or consonant before the nasal:

1. vowel: OB. miniči 'pass' minô, R. minûl.

2. consonant: OB. dvignôti 'move' dvignô, R. dvinul (cf. dźwignô), P. ginać 'perish' ciągnąć 'pull'. In this sub-class the n is not found in the asigmatic aorist (OB. dvignô), but it appears in the sigmatic form (OB. dvignôchû). The nasal suffix has a perfective value. It resembles the nasal infix of Greek and Latin (Lat. jungo 'join'/jugum 'yoke'), but the nasal infix is not common in Slavonic: OB. bôdo 'shall be', sêđô
'shall sit', lægü 'shall lie down', gredo 'come'/sësti lešti, R. bædu sjädu ljajü sesi lec'.

(iii) è. Infin. -èti/after palatal -ati (section 25); present, suffix -ëj- or -i-:

1. ëj: OB. umëti 'know how to' umëjo, R. umët umëju. Compare Lat. manère, maneo.

2. i: OB. trpèti 'suffer' trpl'o trpiši, R. terpèt terpljü térpiš'; OB. múčati <*mùćeti 'throw'. The suffix is usually durative, and denotes a state.

(iv) i <*ëj-. Infin. -itti: OB. nositi 'carry' nošo (section 41 ad finem) nosiš, R. nosiš nošu nošiš', voziš 'convey' vožů, govorit 'speak' (gòvor 'talk, rumour, patois'). Often denominative, the suffix is iterative and causative. It commonly follows a root in the ø-grade. (cf. Gk. ποτείται 'flutters'/πετεται 'flies', Skr. patàyati/pàtati).

(v) a. Infin. -ati; present, -aj-/j-/root; also -j- in both stems.

1. -aj-: OB. délati 'do' délajo, R. délat délaju, Cz. -eti <-ati after palatal (sázeti 'plant'). These are denominatives, and mean to perform the action of the noun: R. igrá 'game' igráč 'play' (cf. Gk. τιμω τιμώ 'honour', Lat. homos honorare).

2. -j-: OB. pisati/pisati 'write' pišo <*pisjo (sect. 41) pišěši, R. pisá pišů, Cz. pisáti piši, P. orác 'plough' orče orzész.

3. zero: OB. bírati 'take' zúvati 'call' kovati 'forge', bero zovó kovó, R. bráž zval lgač 'tell a lie', berú zovú Igu, P. bráž birog bieresz.


(vi) ova. Infin. -ovati; present, -uj- <*ou-j- (cf. Gk. σελεύω 'serve'/δουλοσ 'slave'). These words are often denominatives: obëdovali 'eat a meal'/obëdõ 'meal'. OB. kupovati 'purchase' kupujo, R. torgovál 'traffic' torgúju. After a palatal: OB. kralevati 'reign', R. nočèvä 'pass the night'.

Slavonic Aspects. In addition to the principal distinction between perfective/imperfective, Slavonic offers two varieties of the latter, viz., durative/iterative; within the perfective series it is also possible to distinguish between momentary/terminative types, and within the terminative between ingressive/finitive according as definition is given to the beginning of the action or to its conclusion. The simple verbs of the first thematic class are for the most part imperfective in the sense of durative; they denote an act or state without limiting its continuance: R. nesti 'be carrying' itti 'be going'. There are, however, some of them which are proper to momentary, and so perfective, action: R. pasål 'fall' datığ 'give lec' 'lie down' det 'put' sesi 'take one's seat' stål 'take one's stand' (pres. stánu, class ii). The nasal suffix (n, class ii) is generally perfective, and is used on a considerable scale to supply perfectives for the durative imperfectives of
the ė- and a- classes (iii, v) R. gljadēt 'look'/gljānut, dvigāt 'move'/dvinut, kidāl 'flying'/kinut, trógāi 'touch'/trónut. There were, however, a certain number of imperfectives in the n-class: R. gībnuṭ 'perish' mērknut 'grow dark, fade' tonuṭ 'sink'. In the i-class (iv) the denominatives are generally durative imperfectives (chvalīt 'extol'/chvālā 'praise'); but the deverbatives, when based on a simple durative verb, are iteratives: vodiṭ 'lead'/vesti, nosiṭ 'carry'/nesti, chodiṭ 'go, walk'/śid- 'be going'. The same discrimination is applied to the a (-aj-) class: they are durative when derived from nouns, but iterative when derived from verbs. This is, indeed, the principal source of iterative imperfective verbs: R. byvāl 'be'/byf letāt 'fly, fly around'/letēl 'be flying'. Otherwise the a- class is composed of durative imperfectives (iii 2–4), and they serve in pairs with perfectives in -if, of which there are a considerable number: reʃāl 'decide'/reʃiṭ, etc. Similarly, in the ova-class, the denominatives are durative, the deverbatives are iterative. The general effect of these suffixes, however, with the exception of n- and sometimes i <ej, was to supply additional imperfective verbs; for additional perfectives recourse was had to prefixes.

The effect of a prefix was to define the simple verb, and so to make it perfective: nesti 'carry'/donesti 'carry to a destination', bīl 'strike'/izbił 'beat to pieces, smash'. The prefix might define the action either by its end (do- pri-), or by its beginning (vy- iz-), giving either ingressive or finitive perfectives. An unexpected reversal of procedure occurs with kupiṭ 'make a purchase' (perfective)/pokupāl 'buy'. The prepositional prefix usually has, in addition, its own proper value, which it will be convenient to discuss later (section 74); but even so it normally makes the verb perfective. The ingressive sub-class is important because it is the ground upon which the perfective verbs have given equivalents for the future tense of other languages; the finitives serve to give definition in past time, in contrast to the unfinished duration of the imperfectives. In this way the tense-scheme of a Russian verb is obtained from the perfective/imperfective pair: perfective past definite, imperfective imperfect, imperfective present, perfective future (present tense in form), the imperfective future being expressed periphrastically. The grouping is mostly effected by denuding of individual meaning one of the prepositional prefixes, most frequently po-. It then does no more than define the verb. Examples are: R. napisāl 'write down' sdelāt 'do' procitāt 'read' poiskāl 'make a search' zarabōtal 'earn' ukrāst 'steal' vypīt 'drink up' rashkīl 'uncover'.

From these perfectives it is possible to obtain new iterative imperfects, thanks to the extensive use of the Slavonic suffixes va yva ja, as also from simple perfectives: dat 'give'/davāt, podat 'serve'/podavāt, nadet 'put on'/nadevāt, vybrostī 'throw out'/vybrāsyvat,
ostanovíťsja 'stop' / ostanávlivatsja, etc. (It should be noted that -ivatí acts like -jivatí upon preceding consonants.) While it is always necessary to unite the imperfective and perfective forms of the verb in order to complete its full paradigm, it is sometimes necessary to add the iterative form as a third member of the group.

Some pairs are wholly unrelated: R. brat / vzjat 'take', bit / udářit 'hit', klast / položit 'put', lovít / pojmát 'catch', govorit / skazát 'say'.

The Slavonic imperfective aspect normally covers both the habitual and the durative present senses (e.g. Eng. 'I go'/'I am going'), but for a few simple words special forms are employed to distinguish these senses (e.g. R. chozú 'I go' / idú 'I am going'; cf. letál / leté 'above'). The words specialized to the habitual sense have disappeared from some languages, but in Czech, Polish and colloquial Russian they have had a considerable vogue, and led to a wide development of iteratives. A striking example is Cz. on choditává, meaning 'he keeps going at irregular intervals'. The frequentatives of colloquial Russian (as distinct from those also admitted by the literary language) are only used in the past tense; e.g. on govářival 'he used to say'. In Russian only the imperfective (and, if there is one in the literary language, the iterative imperfective) can be used to form the compound future or in conjunction with such verbs as to begin.

A small number of verbs embrace both aspects in one form and may therefore be described as perfective-imperfective. Such is R. ženítsja 'to get married' (of a man).

Anything approaching a complete exposition of Slavonic aspects and their use e.g. in Russian would, even if within the capacity of the present writers, take up far more space than could be afforded in this book. Students of Greek will notice similarities between the use of the Slavonic perfective infinitive, imperative and participles and the forms of the Greek aorist, and distinctions of 'aspect' are plentiful in West European languages, including English (e.g. I have come / I came / I was coming / I used to come). Those who can read Russian should not fail to consult V. V. Vinogradov's Русский Язык (Moscow-Leningrad 1947) for a detailed examination of this complicated question, which, as Vinogradov says (op. cit. p. 477), is 'one of the most difficult and debatable and one of the least investigated departments of Russian grammar'. Here however is some indication of the position: The Russian on chodit may be iterative, meaning 'he used to go', but may also mean 'he was (on a definite occasion) walking up and down'; the form of this verb with e.g. the prefix s- (schodit') may be the imperfective corresponding to the perfective sojti 'to go down' but is also used as a perfective verb meaning 'to pop down'; in metaphorical expressions the non-iterative imperfect is used instead of the iterative, e.g. nerédko něs (instead of the frequentative nosil) vsbu ovtěstvennost'
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'he frequently bore the whole responsibility'; in certain negative constructions the imperfective is preferred to the perfective, and e.g. the negative imperative of a perfective verb may convey a warning: ne poskol'ziči (take care you) don't slip; the imperfective is frequently encountered when the foreign student would expect a perfective. Some of the at first sight anomalous uses of the imperfective for the perfective may perhaps be compared with the 'vivid' use of the French imperfect for the past definite.

50. Personal Endings. The chief formal distinction between nouns and verbs is due to the opposition of nominal case-endings and verbal personal endings. These serve to distinguish not only person, but also number and voice, and they belong to two series: primary/secondary. They were:

IE.
Primary: athematic  S1. -mi
   thematic -ő
Secondary: m -s -t -mo/me
OB. primary thematic -ő
   secondary -u
OR. primary thematic -u
   MR. -ő

The original force of the endings may have been possessive. IE.
*es-mi was probably 'my being' = 'I am', and *ei-mi 'my going' = 'I go'. It is easy to recognize the first personal possessive in the termination, not the nominative *ego(m). The second and third singular would then also be possessives, but their form recalls the demonstratives in s and t which indicate nearer and remoter distance. The first person of the plural is a modification of the singular, and the first person of the dual is also recognizably the dual pronoun; but the other persons are more enigmatic.

S1. The ending -mi serves to give a name to the whole class of athematic verbs as 'verbs in -mi'. Thematic verbs end in -ő (Gk. φέρω), to which -mi was later added in Sanskrit (Skr. bhārāmi = Lat. fero, cf. Arm. berem). The Slavonic -ő may represent a subjunctive *-ām, or an *-ō to which *m has been added: hence CSL. OB. bero 'I take', R. berū/L. dirbu 'work' <uo <-ő). In the secondary series -om > Sl. -u. In the modern Slavonic languages, and especially in Czech, Slovak, Slovene and Serbocroat, there has been a notable extension of -m to certain classes or to all verbs. This originates in the -aj-class (v1) which contracted -aj- to -a- (OB. délajetū/Cz. délú 'does'). Except for S1. (OB. délajō OCz. délaju) the tense showed endings like those of Cz. dám, which had been assimilated to the thematic class: hence Cz. délám : : dám.

Pr. OB. nesemū 'carry' R. ljūbim 'love' Ruth. pytajemo 'ask' P. piszemy 'write' Cz. nesem(e) Slov. gavorimo 'say' S. gavorirMO MB.
saq); in Wendish the first syllable is lost (som); in Czech it is reduced (jsem etc.); and Serbocroat shows a double conjugation (jéśam/sam and even su/jéšu). From the same stem is formed the present participle: OB. M. sy F. sošti (<*sonts *sontjā), L. èsás (GS. sańcio F. santi).

The formation of the Slavonic imperfect makes it probable that there was a past tense in *ēś- akin to Homeric Gk. ἤς (<*ēsm) ‘was’, Skr. āsam, and used as an auxiliary like Lat. -eram in fueram ‘had been’. In Common Slavonic and Old Bulgarian it had no existence apart from the imperfect tense. It may have run (with secondary thematic endings)

IE?

ProtoSl. (*ēs- -om -es -et -mos -te -ont -w -t -t-

fσ -e -e -ete -ovē

The long vowel in Sanskrit is due to the augment, but of this there is no other trace in Balto-Slavonic. In Greek perfect-endings are used, so that the stem may be a lengthened perfect (cf. *ed/ēd- Lat. ēdi ‘ate’ OB. jadeta ‘they eat’). Initial *ē- > ja- (section 25) because of the palatal on-glide, and this glide must have dropped between vowels, perhaps starting with forms like dēla(j)achū ‘did’.

*Bhū- / bheu- / bhebā- etc. The past tenses of ‘to be’ are formed from variants of one root, and are thematic throughout. IE. *bhū- gives Gk. φύω ‘grow’ (poetically πεφυκα ἔφυν ‘am’) Lat. fu-i ‘was’ L. buvā infin. būti, and OB. aor. bychū infin. byti past partic. act. byvū bylū. The imperfect is from *bhē- Eng. be, OB. bēchū (?*bhē-ēsom)/ bēchū. The conditional OB. bimi (bi bi bimū biste bo) is not easy to account for, and was replaced in the Old Bulgarian era by bychū, which has been reduced to an invariable by in Russian. These are mostly perfective-imperfective verbs; the perfective OB. bōdo (*bheu-n-d/đh-, with suffixed -d- or -dh- and infixed -n-) R. būdu was specialized to express the future. The imperative was CSL. OB. bōdi.

This verb acquired extraordinary importance in Slavonic from its use as an almost universal auxiliary. The present tense with the participle in -lū of a principal verb formed the perfect tense of that verb; it has generally ousted the aorist in East and West Slavonic; bēchū/bēchū+-lū made the pluperfect, later analysed into the perfect of byti+-lū; imperfective verbs formed their future (at first future perfect) by bōdo+-lū or infin. -ti, but chutěti ‘wish’ iměti ‘have’ were also used as auxiliaries of the future (S. -ću); bimi+-lū expressed the conditional, later giving place to the aorist bychū and thence to the invariable by (originally aor. S23.).

One other feature of this verb is the unique survival in it of a former future formed by means of the suffix -sj-, which was desiderative in effect as in Lat. esurio (*-sjō) ‘desire to eat, be hungry’. To L. būsiu would correspond CSL. *byšo, and to the future participle L. būsejas
corresponds OB. \((M. \text{ byšè}) N. \text{ byšøšteje/b}yšøšteje\), which was used to render Gk. τὸ μέλλον ‘what will be, the future’. OCz. probyšúcný ‘useful’ is derived from this future participle by adding a prefix and an adjectival suffix.

52. *Ei/i- ‘go’. Gk. εἰμί OL. eimi are athematic, but OB. ido (\(<\text{id}ø \,<\text{id}ø\)) has passed over to the thematic class, thanks to a formative suffix -d- \(<\text{-d}-\) or -dh-. OB. infin. iti corresponds to L. eiti, but the -d- was inserted in Russian, giving idti itti. P. išč, idé, idźiesz, with analogical infinitive.

*Sthā ‘stand’ *dhē ‘put’. Gk. ἵστημι τίθημι. The first has become thematic by the addition of the suffix -j- followed by the thematic vowels: L. stóti/R. stojáí (\(<\text{st}ø-jět}i\)). The second had a present athematic in OL. demí, etc., but thematic in Slavonic, with the aid of the perfective present suffix -n-, R. dénu (det).

*Děd- ‘give’ *ed/éd ‘eat’ *woíd- ‘know’ Sl. iměti ‘have’. These run:

IE. *dedōmi > Skr. dādāmi (with a different vowel of reduplication from Gk. δώσωμι) suffered an unusual metathesis to *dōd- in Balto-Slavonic: OL. důmí ML. dúodu CSL.OB. dami (\(<\text{dad-m}ɪ\)). The second d was assimilated before m and v (section 45), dissimilated to s before t (section 46), and so remained only in the third person plural. Before t this gave endings unlike those of the thematic verbs, and in all languages (except R. dast) the s has fallen away by analogy. That has left athematic only dami and its descendants. Dami has, however, exerted a powerful influence on the thematic conjugations in some languages, wherever a appears in the final syllable, especially in contracted verbs and those of the va-class (VI). From these it has even passed to the whole set of paradigms in Slovene and Serbo-Croatian. P3. dadětû is from *-nti. Alongside dami there appeared the thematic dajo. OB. jamí and věmí have the same characteristics as damí. The perfective OB.S2. izè ‘ate’ has è (not ja) since the vowel is not then initial. Imamí/imějø is a thematic verb partially attracted into the athematic verb. Present participles: OB. jady (GS. jadøštà) Cz. jeda; imperative OB. daždî < *daždî jaždî R. eš’ Ruth. idzå’; aor. dachû (S2. dastù from the present) jasû/jachû; impf. dadêchû jadêchû. The aorist and imperfect correspond to no ancient formula.

*Woid- Gk. oóša ‘know’ was an unreduplicated perfect, with perfect personal endings. It has generally been assimilated to dami in Old Bulgarian, but there survived a middle *woïdai (Skr. vede) in CSL.OB. vêdê (R. ved).
An isolated athematic form is OB. *setu ‘says he’ (<kens-ti Lat. censet), and a sporadic imperative OB. viždī ‘lo’ (R. viš <viž’).

53. Thematic Present Indicative. The paradigm may be summarized thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th></th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IE.</td>
<td>*bher-</td>
<td>-ō</td>
<td>*esi-</td>
<td>*eti-</td>
<td>*omes(i)/omes</td>
<td>*ete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skr.</td>
<td>bhar-</td>
<td>-āmi</td>
<td>-asi-</td>
<td>*ati-</td>
<td>*āmas(i)</td>
<td>*atha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td>qeψ-</td>
<td>-ω</td>
<td>*ei-</td>
<td>*eu̯-</td>
<td>*ōmev/ōmeς</td>
<td>*etai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td>ber-</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-eśi-</td>
<td>*etū-</td>
<td>*emū</td>
<td>*ete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>zna-</td>
<td>-jo</td>
<td>-ješi-</td>
<td>*jetū-</td>
<td>*jemū</td>
<td>*jete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii 2)</td>
<td>slyś-</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-iši</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>ber-</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-eš/-el/em/em(y)/em/emy/emo/eme</td>
<td>-ete</td>
<td>-u̯/u/-evē/eva</td>
<td>-eta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm.</td>
<td>dirb-</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>berem</td>
<td>beremk’</td>
<td>beren</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning classes of verbs and stems see section 48. The two classes with suffix -i (iii 2, iv: from *i and *ei) have in the P3. -ętū, which seems to have been borrowed from the athematic verbs, since *-int- would have given *-it-. The thematic vowel o originally applied to SPD1.P3., but in Slavonic PD1. have gone over to thematic e (as in Armenian); P3. retains thematic o. Final consonants of root verbs (class i) which are liable to hard/soft alternation formally oppose S1.P3. to other persons, and as the present participle has the hard vowel it is commonly said to be ‘formed from the stem of the third person plural’. That is not scientifically stated; it is formed from the hard or normal stem.

S1. The occurrence of the nasal element has not been satisfactorily explained. If not due to the subjunctive S1. *-ām, it was not, as in Sanskrit, an extension of athematic -mi, though probably connected, albeit remotely, with the first personal pronoun. The Lithuanian -u represents IE. *-ū. S2. -śi represents the normal Slavonic evolution of s after i and before a front vowel in chvališi ‘praise’, and from such words spread to others like bereši, where it was not due to sound-laws. R. -ś shows the short final vowel to be expected from IE. *-si, but, in view of Old Bulgarian, it is generally considered a shortening of -ši, though this is not a necessary conclusion. OB. -ši is then accounted for by the influence of jesì ‘art’, if this represents a middle *essaı/essei (section 51). In consequence of these developments there is an opposition in OB. -ši/si (athematic) which the modern languages have largely eliminated by extending ŝ to the athematic verbs. So Cz. dá̯m dáš dá is thematic except in S1., and this in its turn has enabled dá̯m to extend the suffix -m to the thematic conjugations in Czechoslovak and Serbocroat. SP3. -i <IE. *-ti occurs in Old Russian and was the development to be expected, but Old Russian also has forms without t, partly due perhaps to the aorist (in which final *-t drops). P1. has a range of alternate forms in Old Russian (cf. section
50), to which Middle Russian added -mja. D1.-vē is found with -va, on the analogy of dāva ‘two’ and other duals in a. The confusion of D23. -ta/te is found in Old Bulgarian, and is normal in Old Russian. Because of the conflict of evidence between Greek and Sanskrit it is not possible to determine exactly the Indo-European form for these two persons.

54. Imperative (Optative). In the imperative proper the idea of an action is announced in an emphatic tone; the tone implies expectation that the action will be carried out by the person who hears it. There is thus no need to specify the person by using a personal ending, or employ any sign of mood. As with the vocative for names of things, the bare stem suffices. At most, it is convenient to distinguish between singular and plural: Gk. φέρε φέρετε. Other persons are not properly addressed in this fashion, but rather become objects of an expression of nearer or remoter contingency (subjunctive or optative). The remoter contingency is of the nature of a wish that the action announced may take place. Hence, in some languages, the use of the imperative SP.2 goes with that of the subjunctive or imperative in other persons. The expression of a wish is, however, also appropriate to second persons, and is less brusque than a command. In Slavonic the optative has wholly ousted the imperative. In Lithuanian, subjunctive [dirbciau dirbtum(ei) etc.] and imperative (dirbk) remain distinct, but have been refashioned from other materials than in Slavonic.

The optative was formed with an element -i-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Athematic:</th>
<th>St. 2.</th>
<th>Pr. 2.</th>
<th>D1. 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OLLat. s-ē-</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skr. s-ē-</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td>daždi</td>
<td>dađīmu etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thematic:</td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gk. φέρ-ο-ι</td>
<td>-μι</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-μεβ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td>*-ē</td>
<td>-mā</td>
<td>-te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slyš-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-mā</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Old Latin paradigm it would appear that the athematic suffix was *-jē- in the singular and *-i- in the plural, with the weak form of the stem. This seems to have resulted in Sl. *-jē/-i-, so that S23. *dād-jī ‘give’ became OB. daždi (jaždi vēždi viždi), with P2. dadite. In the thematic paradigms the optative suffix -i- was preceded by the o-grade thematic vowel, forming a diphthong. This diphthong was differently treated according to its position, since final *-oi > CSL. -i/medial *-oī > CSL. -ē. Preceded by a palatal element, however, the group *jōi > CSL. i: slyšite ‘hear ye’, znajite ‘know ye’. Partly perhaps on the analogy of the athematic imperatives with short final vowel, the S2. -i has been shortened in modern Slavonic languages, and has usually disappeared save as a softening of the stem-consonant.
(R. bud 'be'/OB. bodi), and the plural has been reformed upon this singular (R. budte 'be ye', Cz. pis pište 'write').

55. Present Participles and Gerunds. (a) Active. The formative element is *-nt-. Before this suffix came a vowel: Gk.Skr.Bsl. o/Lat. e: Gk. óv 'being' <*sonts, OB. sy/Lat. -sens (praesens) <*sents. In the feminine there was used an additional suffix *-jā: Gk. οὐσα<ονσα< *sontja. In Lithuanian and Slavonic the oblique cases of the masculine and neuter have received the additional suffix *-jo-: OB. idy 'going' GSMN. idošta, and those of the feminine continue the use of *-jā:- L.GSF. sūkančios OB. idošte. OB.NSF. idošti (with i from the reduced form of the suffix *-i) is due to the analogy of the other cases. A preceding palatal transformed q (from *-ons *-onts) into η: OB. znaję 'knowing'/fem. znajošti GSMN. znajošta. Verbs with present in -i-have -e- like the 3 pl.pres.: sēde fem. sēdēšti.

Being adjectives, all participles have definite and indefinite declensions in Old Bulgarian (section 70), and the pres.part. -y-ji tended to be confused with the past part. -u-ji, which also gave -y-ji by the lengthening of u before j. To remove this difficulty there was a tendency to replace y by η, especially in the Codex Zографensis (gressi 'coming=gressē-ji/gressy-ji, which also represented gredū-ji). In the modern languages the indefinite present participle has become a gerund through the disuse of its cases: R. nesjá 'bearing' (-e), buduči 'being' (OB. -ošti). In Modern Bulgarian the gerund is -ajki/ ejki (diaL. k <*t OB. Standard B. št).

The participial declension was important in Old Bulgarian for certain syntactical reasons which have ceased to be influential. There was little subordination of clauses. Each clause tended to have equal value, as in Homer's Greek. Each finite verb was a principal verb. But by way of compensation we find nouns associated with participles, which were not finite parts of the verb and so did not constitute main clauses. In this way there arose equivalents for indirect discourse, the absolute construction, and other subordinate clauses; e.g.:

OB.: egda že synu tvoi izědy tvoe imēnte sù ljubodečami pride.

When thy son, having devoured thy goods with harlots, came.

vedēacho gospodja samogo sošta.

They knew He was the Lord (indirect discourse, cf. Gk. μέμημαι ἔλθον 'I remember I went').

sējoštjumu ova padjo pri poti i prido pūtice nebesitskyje i pozobasje ja.

As he sowed, these fell by the wayside and the birds of heaven came and ate them (dative absolute, Gk. αὐτοῦ σπείροντος).
[L.: sākē tātē širgēlī prageēsus. They said you had watered the horse.

mān važiuojant snīgo. As I drove (to me driving) it was snowing.]

The choice of case for the absolute construction has been varied in the various Indo-European languages. In English it is now the nominative; in Latin it was the ablative, in Greek the genitive, and in Balto-Slavonic the dative. The construction comes fully into existence when one case is fully specialized.

When conjunctions became more varied and more frequently used the need for participial subclauses, and so for participial declension, was much diminished.

(b) Passive. Formed from the present stem with the suffix -m-: L. nēsamas ‘borne’ OB. beromū ‘taken’ znajemū ‘known’ chvalimū ‘praised’. It is possible that the suffix may have been originally *-mn-, the zero-grade of *-men-. OPr. poklausimananas ‘being asked’ is an isolated example of the fully vocalic suffix, which provides middle participles in Sanskrit and Greek: Skr. bhāramanas Gk. ϕροῖνος.

The zero-grade is found in Lat. alumnus ‘nurseling’ (alo ‘nourish’).


The tenses hitherto discussed belong to the present system; those that follow are based on the aorist stem. With the loss of the aorist in many Slavonic languages the aorist stem is to be found in the infinitive, and consequently it is from the infinitive stem that the other parts of the conjugation seem to derive. Yet the infinitive does not seem to have been a settled part of the paradigm in Indo-European. The situation then must have been like that of present-day Finnish, in which the verbal root is modified by several suffixes to make nouns from which the infinitive is derived by means of several different case-endings. The verb Finn. saa- ‘get, receive’ admits the four suffixes -da -de -ma -min, to which may be added the case-endings of the nominative, inessive, instrumental, elative, adessive, abessive, instrumental or translative, making in all ten infinitive forms. In Vedic about a dozen infinitives can be distinguished. The accusative and dative cases are predominant, and among other forms are encountered Skr. dātum (Lat. dūtum) dāvāne (Gk. δόθην <δόθη) dātāve (with -tu + ai) ‘give’. Homeric Greek has a similar variety of infinitives used interchangeably, and Classical
Greek, though restricting each form to a particular use, still offered four infinitives in each voice: present, future, aorist (λυσσα 'loose') and perfect. The Slavonic infinitive corresponds to the aorist only.

The supine was the accusative of direction of motion from a u-stem noun, and was suitable for use after verbs of motion: Slov. őče gré spát 'father goes to bed' (literally 'to sleep'), cf. Lat. spectatum ire 'to go to see'. There is nothing to correspond to Lat. mirabile dictu (loc.) 'wonderful to say' (literally 'in the telling').

The infinitive was also a nominal case, but it is more difficult to determine the declension, though the case is clearly locative. An original *-těi would satisfy the Lithuanian and Slavonic forms, since Lithuanian would allow shortening of the final vowel resulting from this diphthong. In Russian -ti remains when the suffix was accented under the de Saussure-Fortunatov rule. The ending was originally unaccented, but has a rising tone which attracted to itself a previous falling stress; this occurred when the penultimate syllable had a short vowel or a long falling vowel. Thus něsti became něsti (Roman type indicating the stressed syllable). The final vowel, if unstressed, is always shortened in Russian (brať 'take'), and there are a number of doublets resulting from analogy (R. vesti/vesti 'lead'). The special development of *kt *gt (verbs of class i 1) leads in Polish to a distinction between infin. -c/ę. In Modern Bulgarian the infinitive has been lost, save for a few traces. As in Modern Greek and other neighbouring tongues, a finite construction is preferred: MB. toj možá da spi 'he was able to sleep' (cf. MGk. φοβοῦμαι νό τὸ πῶ 'I am afraid to say so', Rum. doresc să lucrez 'I want to work').

For the types of infinitive see section 48. In verbs of class ii, formed with the perfective present suffix -n-, the infinitive keeps the suffix, which is not found in the participles or the older forms of the aorist tense.

57. Past Participles. (a) Active I. IE. *-wos/wes/us- and *-wit/wet-(fem. with additional suffix *-já; masc. with additional *-jo- in oblique cases); L.M. -ęs N. -ę F. -usi, CSL. OB.M. -(v)ů F. -ůši (with -i- from *-i- as in the pres. part.).

L.M. sůkěs N. sůkě F. sůkusi 'having turned' (GSM. sůkusio) (cf. Gk. εἰσίνει εἰσίνησιν, Homeric F. εἰσίνα 'knowing' (<weidwos weidwotos weidysjá); CSL. OB. davů F. davůši 'having given' (GSM. davúša); nesů 'having borne', devigů 'having moved' (class ii), bivů 'having struck' (i 7), chvalit/chvalivů 'having praised' (iv).

The Lithuanian past participle has been influenced by the present participle active in the nominative singular of the masculine and neuter, so as to end in *-ents. In Slavonic *-wos > -ů and *-us > -ů give the two suffixes in use, but after j the u palatalizes and the suffix
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is -i (chvalē), and at a later date an analogical form was recreated for this verbal class (chvalivu). In the feminine the zero-grade suffix *-us- was followed by an additional *-jā/īō (nesūši), as in the Homeric-Greek form cited. The masculine oblique cases are in *-us-jo-, doubtless as the result of remodelling the declension, since the Greek parallels show a change of suffix in that gender from *-wos to *-wot.

(b) Active II. IE. *-lo/lā, CSL.OB. M. -lā N. -lo F. -la.

CSL.OB. neslā 'having borne' dveglū 'having moved' minotlū 'having passed' *šidlā OB. šlū 'having gone'.

The proper function of this suffix seems to have been to derive adjectives from verbs, as Lat. credulus (credo) 'believing', cf. R. gnīlōj (gniż) 'putrid'. Apart from Slavonic it enters the verbal paradigm only in Armenian, where it serves to form the infinitive: Arm. el 'to be'. It has become specialized in Slavonic to form periphrastic tenses, viz., the perfect, pluperfect, future perfect and conditional. In some languages it helps to form the future, for which other languages prefer to use the infinitive. The auxiliary is omitted in the Modern Russian perfect tense; in Serbo-Croat and in direct speech in Bulgarian it is retained for all persons, and in Polish and Czech normally for the first and second person. The l when final gives WR. -ū Ruth -v S. -o (Ruth. pytāo pytāla 'asked' S. pitāa pītāla).

(c) Passive in -tū. The suffix *-to/tā served to form verbal adjectives from nouns or verbs, as in Lat. barbatus (barba) 'bearded' sceleratus (scelus) 'criminal' genitus (gen-) 'begotten'. In Slavonic it was attached to root verbs ending in i ē rē (CSL. *er) ē, which also take -tā in 23.S. aorist: OB. jētu 'taken' kletū 'accursed' nacētu 'begun' pētu 'sung' rasprostrtū 'spread'. These verbs show the e-grade of the nasal and vibrant diphthongs (*em *en *er), and o/e-grades of the diphthong in i (*oi *ei). OB. otvūstū 'open' uvēstū 'crowned with a wreath' izvēstū 'known, sure' show this suffix in purely adjectival forms.

(d) Passive in -enū. It is applied to root-verbs (i) not included above, notably to the o-grade nasal diphthong (*om): OB. nesenu 'borne' pečenu 'cooked' nadūmenu 'swollen' (-dūm-, doti < *domti). In the other verbal classes those with infinitive stems in a ē elide the vowel of the suffix: OB. danū 'given' délanu 'done' povelēnu 'ordered'. Those ending in i/y transform these to tī/uī in hiatus before the suffix: OB. bijēnu/bienu 'beaten' obiēnu 'shod'. The proper function of this suffix also was to make adjectives from verbs: OB. plēnu 'full' Lat. plenus.

Possibility was implied by the suffix -inū, but most often impossibility with a negative prefix: OB. neiždrecēninū (ne-iz-reč-) 'unspeakable'. In OB. izvēstinnū 'known' the suffix does not seem to add to the participial meaning.

58. Verbal Noun in -iye-. This suffix was added to participial stems in -t/n-: OB. dělanije 'deed' raspetije 'crucifixion' R. délāne
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**raspjačie** (the latter a form from Russian Church Slavonic). (Gk.-ōn, Lat.-ium).

59. *Aorist. (a) Asigmatic*. This aorist is found only with verbs of classes i and ii. Verbs of class ii (-n- in present and infinitive) have no nasal in the aorist stem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IE.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gk. Homeric</td>
<td><em>-om</em></td>
<td><em>-es</em></td>
<td><em>-et</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td><em>-ono/me</em></td>
<td><em>-ete</em></td>
<td><em>-ont</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IE.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td><em>-ov</em></td>
<td><em>-et</em></td>
<td><em>-etam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td><em>-ov</em></td>
<td><em>-et</em></td>
<td><em>-et</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The personal endings are of the secondary series, and the tense is thematic. The o/e alternation affects the final consonant under the conditions of the first Slavonic palatalization: OB. *teku/teteč* ‘flow’, *dvigni/dvižiće*. It is an old type of aorist, depending upon Indo-European vowel-mutation for a stem characteristic of the tense, and it has not survived in the modern languages. Even in Old Bulgarian the tendency was to use for it one of the two variants of the sigmatic aorist, i.e. the aorist formed by means of a tense-suffix *-s*.

Since Slavonic did not maintain the Indo-European vowel mutation o/O unimpaired, it was not in a position to discriminate precisely between the imperfect and aorist of the original tradition. In Greek the second aorist (so called, but really the first in order of time) is found with only a comparatively narrow range of verbs which clearly distinguish between the vocalism of the present and aorist stems: Gk. λείπει ‘leave’, impf. ἔλεησον/aor. ἔλεησον, λαμβάνω ‘take’, ἔλαμβανον/ἔλαβον, but ἅτω ‘loose’, ἔλαυν/ἔλυσα (sigmatic aorist, since the asigmatic would evidently coincide with the imperfect). It is a nice point in dealing with each separate Slavonic verb to decide whether the form surviving as an asigmatic aorist was originally aorist or imperfect. Imperfects are OB. *padi* ‘fell’ *běgů* ‘ran’ *idů* ‘went’.

Verbs of the first class ending in a vowel (i 5–7, see section 48) have no sigmatic aorist.

**(b) Sigmatic, without vowel of support.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IE.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skr.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IE.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td>ἕλεησι*</td>
<td>ἕλεησι*</td>
<td>ἕλεησι*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skr.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IE.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td>ἀπαντά*</td>
<td>ἀπαντά*</td>
<td>ἀπαντά*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skr.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
<td><em>-s</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The personal endings were secondary in Indo-European, but it is not quite certain whether they were attached to the suffix -s- directly or by means of the thematic vowels o/e. Gk. ὀμασι implies IE. *-s-m, and ὁμασα implies IE. *-s-nt/nt; but S2., P12., D23. have been provided with the vowel -a- by analogy, and S3. ὀμας implies IE. *-s-et, and was doubtless influenced by the forms of the asigmatic aorist (ἔμετα). In Sanskrit the vowel -a- is found in all persons representing *o/e. In Old Bulgarian the personal endings vary. P3. represents *-s-nt for all verbs; P2. -te D2. -ta 3. -te are attached directly to the suffix in verbs ending in a vowel (classes i 7, iii–vi) and in the athematic conjugation. SPD1. have the thematic vowel o in all instances.

The treatment of the second and third persons singular is especially complex. In root-verbs ending in a consonant (i 1–4), which have an asigmatic aorist, there is no sigmatic S23. The vowel of the root may be lengthened by compensation for loss of a final consonant. Thus S1. *nekk-s-om > *nes-som > OB. nė-sū 2. *nek-es > nes-e 3. *nek-et > nes-e. Verbs ending in an original diphthong (*em *en *er *el *ei *oi) may borrow from the present S3. -i, and extend its use to S2: OB. S23. jetū pītū (i 5–6, cf. section 57, past part. -tū). Similarly S3. *dōd-s-t > OB. dastū (jastū bystū), which takes the place of S2. *dōd-s-s; but a compound of jastī has aor. S23. iz-ē.

Verbs whose infinitive -ti is preceded by a vowel (i 7, iii–vi) conjugate like znachū: S1. *gno-s-som > OB. zna-ch-ū 2. *gno-s-s > zna 3. *gno-s-t > zna, since both final consonants fall. So also OB. brachū bra 'took', glagolachū glagola 'said', velēchū velē 'commanded', chvalichū chvali 'praised'.

The remaining complications are due to the varying treatment of IE. s in Slavonic. The s remains when not preceded by i u r k and when not affected by analogy: *nekk-s-som > OB. nē-s-ū but *ēd-s-som/ OB. ja-ch-ū : >by-ch-ū < *bhū-s-som. When preceded by i u r k original s becomes ch before a back vowel and š before a front vowel, but remains s before a consonant: *tek-s-om > OB. tē-ch-ū, *tek-s-nt > OB. tē-š-ē, *tek-s-te > OB. tē-s-te. Analogy is at work in *gno-s-som/OB. zna-ch-ū and other verbal stems ending in a vowel other than u/i. (See section 33.)

(c) Sigmatic, with vowel of support -o-.

OB. id-o-ch-  S1. -ū 2. 3.  P1. -omā 2. 3.  D1. -ovē 2. 3.  -s-  -te  -l  -a  -te

It will have been noted that most verbs had a vowel before the personal endings of the aorist, either because of a suffix (classes iii–vi), or because the root ended in a vowel (i 7) or a diphthong which had become a vowel (i 5–6). On that analogy a vowel was added to consonant-stems also (i 1–4, ii), viz. -o-. In class ii it was attached to
the aorist-stem, if consonantal: \textit{dvig-o-chū}, but to the infinitive stem when the aorist was vocalic: \textit{mi-no-chū}, with elision of o after o. On this analogy, the infinitive-stem of consonantal roots in this class was employed: \textit{dvig-no-chū}. As there were no sigmatic forms of \textit{S23}, in these classes of verbs, there were none either in the secondary aorists.

60. Imperfect. (See section 51). A tense of purely Slavonic formation, it runs:

\begin{verbatim}
\text{zna- sē- délā- chvala-} + (-ach-) \text{ S1. -} \text{ā} \text{ 2. 3.} \quad \text{P1.} \text{-omū} \text{2.} \quad \text{3.-} \text{q} \text{ D1.} \text{-ovē} \text{2.} \quad \text{3.}
\text{chotē-} + (-ch/ī-)
\end{verbatim}

The formation of this tense is a debated problem in Slavonic. The theory here followed is that the ending represents *\textit{jachū} < *\textit{ēsom} attached to an aorist-stem, and it has the important support of Lat. \textit{fu-eram} < *\textit{ēsam}, while the lengthened root *\textit{ēs-} is attested by Gk. Homeric ἡα Skr. āsa < *\textit{ēsm} (perf.). The use of o/e between the root and the personal endings is then according to the practice of asigmatic aorists, as also the ending *-nt, and the fact that there are only the two derivatives of IE. s, viz. ch before o and ī before e. The difference from the sigmatic aorist is steadily maintained, though it became difficult to retain, and in the early history of the extant languages the confusion of imperfect and sigmatic aorist is a common feature.

This explanation is, however, not without serious difficulties. If s is to give ch/ī it must be preceded by i (according to the rule concerning i u r k, section 33). But there is no i in *\textit{ēs-}. In the initial syllable of an independent word ē > ja-, but we do not know at what period this occurred, and whether this *-j- would suffice for the purposes of the rule. Besides, *\textit{jachū} does not survive anywhere as an independent word, and in the termination -achū there is nothing to represent the supposed *j-. Some scholars, in consequence, have turned to a theory that the imperfect is a late, and somewhat arbitrary, set of variations upon the sigmatic aorist. That theory, in its turn, gives no help in explaining the differences between the imperfect and aorist endings, though these differences are at once intelligible from the postulated *\textit{ēsom}.

A point of initial divergence for the various theories is found in the doublets of Old Bulgarian: dél-achū/aachū chot-ēchū/ēchū b-ēchū/ēchū. As to the last pair, bēchū 'was' is an aorist (\textit{S23}. bē P2. bēste 3. bēxē, etc.) used as an imperfect, and bēachū is evidently a new formation on the analogy of thematic verbs. In Old Bulgarian forms these verbs appear to demonstrate the derivation of the contracted forms from the longer uncontracted ones. But great uncertainty prevails, with intermediate states like slovējaže 'said' idaže 'went', etc.

The vowel of support in the imperfect is a/ē. That is readily understood of verbs which have these vowels in the infinitive-stem (iii 1,
When the vowel of the infinitive is i, the imperfect is perhaps in ē: *chvalēachū; which leads to chvalaachū. In other cases the use of ē as a new formative element is evident: nes-ē-achū (after a palatal, a: teč-a-achū), mir-ē-achū, bor-ē-achū, etc. Where ē is a formative element only, it is attached to the present-stem, not to the aorist: dvign-ē-achū.

The sigmatic aorist introduced a formal distinction between the aorist and the present tense which was not expressed by the Indo-European o/O-grades of the same root. The aorist thus became identified with perfective past time, and required some correlative form for imperfective past time. The notion of time thus came to be more prominent than aspect when comparing aorist and imperfective with the present. But the forms of the imperfect were fluctuating, and were easily confused with those of the aorist. Interchanges of form once being admitted, the distinction of aspect in past time could not be consistently maintained, and a welcome awaited any other method of attaining this end. This was given by the new Slavonic distinction between imperfective and perfective verbs through prefixes (perfectivating imperfective verbs) and the suffixes -va/yva/ja- (imperfectivating perfective verbs). These pairs allowed both time and aspect to be adequately represented, since the functions of the aorist were fulfilled by the past of a perfective verb, and those of the imperfect by the past of an imperfective verb. Tenses with their functions adequately performed by other means were menaced with dissolution, the more so as their personal endings were otherwise unsupported, and were ambiguous (S2. and 3.). Their raison d'être had been lost, and there existed a simple analytical way of expressing past time through the auxiliary and the participle in -lū. At length both tenses disappeared from East and West Slavonic, apart from Wendish, and from Slovene among the South Slavonic languages.

(ii) NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, PRONOUNS

61. Declension. By means of declension nouns are equipped to play their parts in the sentence. It is necessary to define the relation of the named parties to the main phenomenon, i.e. to show how the nouns are related (or 'fall', Gk. πτέρωσις Lat. casus) to the verb, whether as source of the phenomenon (subject), or wholly determined by it (object), or affected in some way, as by receiving (recipient). These relations may be expressed, as in English and Chinese, by position and by the use of 'empty' words; but in Indo-European they were indicated by elements suffixed to the stem. In addition to these main relations there are others of secondary importance which Indo-European and such other languages as Finnish and Basque represent
by case-suffixes. To define the relation of noun to noun within the sentence the adjectival genitive case was employed, signifying either possession or an attribute. Relations of place (in, from, to) seemed easy to define, and also the concept of agency or instrument; from these come the adverbial cases: locative, ablative, accusative of motion, instrumental. In Finnish or Basque this kind of adverbial definition can be carried to great length. There is no limit to the number of modifications possible in a Basque noun, but Finnish and Estonian declensions are considered complete with fifteen or sixteen cases, including the inessive, adessive, abessive, illative, lative, elative, translative, caritative, etc. Such refinements show dissatisfaction with the cruder definition possible through the Indo-European case system. The Indo-European cases confuse different relations under the same symbol, so that, for instance, the same sign serves for both the possessive and the partitive genitives. The symbols themselves were not so firm as to resist decay, and all languages show some reduction in the number of cases originally available. Balto-Slavonic identified the genitive and ablative cases, which were only differentiated in the o-stems. The use of prepositions to supplement the defective information provided by case-endings has led in many languages to reliance upon the preposition for this purpose, and the consequent disuse of case-endings.

In the agglutinative languages number appears as a symbol which is lacking in the singular and present in the plural, but is additional to the case-suffixes. In Indo-European, however, the ending expresses both number and case, and there are very few symbols which, like the Gk. -δε and -φι, can be used in any number. The fusion of case and number, and the modifications often needed in the stem, close the declensional system. The various declensions then run parallel to each other, number to number and case to case, and invite comparison. While the Slavonic conjugations tend to isolate the tenses and moods, giving a separate history to each, there is a continual going to and fro between the declensions.

The first cause of declension in pronouns was possibly different. As different words are used for 'I' the actor and 'me' the sufferer, it is possible that, to a primitive mind, these two situations seemed essentially different. 'Thou' and 'thee' are also distinct words, but they observe a relationship. 'My' the possessor and 'to me' the recipient are in that sort of relationship to 'me' the sufferer; and so a declension is formed; but it is one very different from that of the nouns.

Adjectives are declined by apposition to their nouns. In Balto-Slavonic they were made definite by means of a suffixed demonstrative article, so that they have two declensions, an indefinite noun-type declension, and a definite compound noun-pronoun type, in which
the nominal cases tend to disappear. The adjective reproduces various different noun-declensions, and the rules of concordance between adjective and noun give rise to the category of gender in grammar. In consequence of this fact, declension is said to reveal gender as well as number and case.

Apart from these three declined categories there are numerous indeclinable words in a sentence (adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections) which often have the form of nominal cases.

62. Noun-declensions. (a) Suffix-less, athematic consonant-stems. IE. *ǵhan-s A.S. ġhan-m ‘goose’ *ǵhwēr-s -m ‘animal’, Gk. χῆλ–ά θηρ–ά μῶς ‘mouse’ χθόν ‘earth’, Lat. rex <*rég-s D.S. -i ‘king’ cor(d) -i ‘heart’. In this type of declension the root ends in a consonant to which the case-endings are directly added. It must have been widely developed in the original tongue, but has almost disappeared in Slavonic. CSL. *kry <*krwō-s ‘blood’ gave way to its own accusative krūvi, and so is classed among the i-stems in Old Bulgarian; so also OB. gośi ‘goose’ zvērī ‘animal’ myši ‘mouse’. In this way the i-stems (suffixless, athematic vowel-stems) remained as the oldest surviving type of Slavonic declension. Its subsequent diminution to the advantage of the jo-stems (thematic) belongs mainly to the history of the separate languages. The consonant-stems tended to be lost in all languages by the effect of suffixes which transferred words to other declensions: OB. sydīce ‘heart’ (suffix *-iko) xem(l)′a ‘earth’ (suffix *-jā) Gk. καιδία ‘heart’ (suffix *-jā) Lat. cruor ‘blood’ (suffix -or).

(b) Suffixless, athematic vowel-stems. I-Stems. There were roots ending in u and i, taking the case-endings without intervening vowel. Those in -u [see (e) below] have been fused with thematic o-stems, no longer constituting a separate declension in the modern tongues. The identity of the i-stems remains, but they have been much diminished by transfers to the jo-/jā-stems which have the advantage of better defined case-endings. In historic times there has been a tendency to identify this declension with the feminine gender, and indeed each declension with a definite gender. That tendency was in play before the historical record opens, since the neutrals of this class (Gk. μέλα Lat. mel ‘honey’), together with the u-neuters (Gk. μέθυ ‘mead’ Lat. cornu ‘horn’), did not survive as such into Old Bulgarian. There remained a few masculines: OB. gospodi ‘lord’ pošt ‘road’ gosti ‘guest’ ognī ‘fire’ ludije/ludije (pl.) ‘folk’, etc. They have since passed mostly into the jo-declension. Feminine words were liable to transfer by means of suffixes: OB. ovica (suffix *-ika)/Lat. ovi-s -m ‘sheep’. On the other hand the class has been augmented by means of the numerous i-suffixes listed in section 78. The suffixed vowel seems to have been liable to alternation, giving the variants i/ei/oi and u/eu/ou, as NS. *ponti-s G.S. *pontei-s L.S. *pontei, and *suno-s *sunou-s
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*wlęos 'wolf' L. vělka OB. vělků R. vělk, OB. koňí R. koň 'horse', OB. kraj 'country'/*sed- OB. selo 'field, farm' R. selo 'village' lice 'face' znamenjje 'sign'. To the root were added the thematic vowels o/e before the case-ending, and when this is vocalic there have resulted diphthongs which give Slavonic monophthongs. The e-grade occurred originally in the vocative singular only, and involved the first Slavonic palatalization of velars (k g ch >č (d)ž š: OB. Bože 'O God'); the o-grade formed a diphthong which gave ě/ě and the second palatalization in the locative singular and nominative and locative plural (k g ch >č (d)ž s/š: LS. Bo(d)žé LP. Bo(d)žě NVP. Bo(d)ži).

NAVSN. -o/e was due to a reaction against the sound-law which caused ASM. *-om to become -u. Without this reaction masculines and neuters would have become identical; but that, in a language trusting to flexion to elucidate its meaning, was inconvenient. Masculine gender pertained not so much to males as to things conceived as self-moving, and so capable naturally of being the subject of a verb, since they could cause its phenomenon. There were other things naturally inert, and so provided only with the accusative sign *-om. If by convention they became the subject of a sentence they still did not take the sign of the agent -s, like the masculines. But if *-om >-u in all cases this distinction between the self-moving and the inert, so important for primitive thinkers that they deified the one and ignored the other, would disappear. That it did not disappear was due to the reaction towards neut. -o/e. This affected also the adjectives, and therefore also the concord of noun and adjective, and so preserved the notion of three genders in Slavonic, against the general tendency to reduce to two: masculine/feminine as in Lithuanian or French, epicene/neuter as in Dano-Norwegian and some Greek adjectives.

A circumstance favouring the retention of o in the neuter was that the neuter of the demonstrative *tod >Sl. to retained the vowel, which was only closed to ū by a final *m n or s (see section 31).

63. Gender. The first important distinction between nouns seems to have been made between animates and inanimates. It is all that appears in Hittite, a very early form of Indo-European. As animates the barbarian mind regards all things apparently self-moving, i.e. not only men and animals, but water, fire, the sky, etc., as inanimates, all that are inert or receptive. But concerning the same thing there exist different points of view. Children and the young of animals are often deemed inert, but so too are women (Germ. Weib neut.), while the sky is both self-moving (L. diēvas 'God' Gk. Ζεύς Lat. dies) and inert (R. nebo), according to the standpoint of the speaker. The inert class (neuters), as we have seen, would not naturally be subjects of verbs, and so differed from the other (masculines) by not taking the *-s of the nominative. In all this sex is not a consideration. The distribution of
Slavonic words between the masculine and neuter still follows, in the main, the animistic criterion. The feminine gender was added by reason of a suffix specialized to abstract and collective terms, which happened to contain the key-word of female sex (\textit{gena} `woman'). In the collective sense it was suited to express the plural of inert things (neuters), at first, as Greek syntax shows, in the singular. Because of this category of feminine words the animate declension became more distinctively male. Even the introduction of the sexual criterion, however, does not suffice to give grammatical gender. It creates more categories of nouns, but has no syntactical importance until adjectives are differentiated to correspond to the nouns. In Slavonic the adjectival declensions were much simplified, so that the opposition of genders was according to an obvious pattern: OB. \textit{nov}–\textit{u}–\textit{o}–\textit{a} `new' or \textit{t}–\textit{u}–\textit{o}–\textit{a} `that'. This pattern clearly distinguished the nominative neuter from the masculine, and so maintained both these genders, despite the identity of their oblique cases.

In Slavonic there has been a continuous process of adaptation of declension to gender.

64. \textit{Number}. Indo-European had three numbers: singular/plural/dual distinguished by the conceptions unit/many/pair. All three remained in Old Bulgarian, but the dual as such is used only in Slovene and Wendish among the modern languages. Its meaning was compromised very early by a shift from the notion of `pair' to that of `two things', not necessarily paired, and consequent normal association with OB. \textit{duva} `two' \textit{oba} `both' (cf. L. \textit{mu}-\textit{du} `we two'). But with `two' signified by the numeral, there was evidently little need of repeating the numerical idea in the noun, the more so since the nominative dual endings were such as could readily be confused with other cases. In the modern languages the dual remains concealed in plurals of exceptional formation or as the apparent genitive singular after certain numbers (2–4, and similarly 22 23 24 etc.).

On the other hand the opposition unit/many is open to cavilling, since there are objects which, when unit is added to unit, still retain the notion of unity, e.g. sand and its grains, peas in a basket, heads in a crowd, etc. In such cases the antithesis is not so much `unit/many' as `singulative/collective'. This criterion has had free play in the Slavonic languages. The collectives are either plural or singular in form, and in some instances original singular collectives have later come to be construed as plurals, thus adding to the number of plural suffixes recognized by the modern languages. From such a collective if an individual was to be signalized, it had to be picked out by a kind of isolating process, either by using a word with no collective value (OB. \textit{clovek} `man'//\textit{ludije} `people', \textit{deti} `child'//\textit{deti} `children'), or by a singulative suffix (as OB. \textit{gra}ž\textit{dane} `citizens'//\textit{gra}ž\textit{danin}u `citizen').
65. **Paradigms of Nouns**. The following paradigms from Slavonic and other languages are given for comparison, and as a basis for subsequent notes on cases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Ab</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-stems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE. <em>ow-i-</em></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>es</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>e/i</td>
<td>è?</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>m?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gk. πολ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>iv</td>
<td>εως</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. ov-</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>l(d)</td>
<td>(e)i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. naktnak-</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ies</td>
<td>iai</td>
<td>yje</td>
<td>imi</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ČSI.OB. M. pat-F. kost-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iml</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR. put-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jm</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kost-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ju</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Consonant-stems |       |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| IE. <em>māte(r)</em> | - | m |    | es | ei | i | i | i |
| <em>mātr-</em> | - | os | s |    |    |    |    |    |
| Gk. μητηρ/ποιησι | - | α | 0s | 1 | 1 |     |     |     |
| μητηρ/ποιησ | - | - | 0s | 1 | 1 |     |     |     |
| μητηρ- | - | - | 0s | 1 | 1 |     |     |     |
| νομα/νεφος | - | - | 0s | 1 | 1 |     |     |     |
| νοματ/νεφε- | - | - | 0s | 1 | 1 |     |     |     |
| Lat. homo | - | em | is | i | e |     |     |     |
| hominin | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| L. motė | - | i | s | iai | yje | ia | ie |     |
| moter- | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| L. akmuō/menuo | - | i | s | iui | yje | iu | ie | i |
| akmen-mēnes | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| CSL. mati | - | I | e | i | i | i | ijō | - |
| mater- | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| OB. also | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| OR. mati | /e | e | e | i | i | i | ju/iju | - |
| mater- | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| CSL. kamy/korę/dini | I | e | i | e | iml | - |     | - |
| kamen/din- | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| ime/tele/slovo | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| imen/tele/t sloves- | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| OB. also | - |     |     |     |     |     | eml |     |
| OR. vremja | - | e | i | i/e? | i'm | - |     | - |
| vremen- | - |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Ab</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>oṁ/dm</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>Ṝ</td>
<td>e/ṛ?</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>-bh/m-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>ium</td>
<td>iṣ</td>
<td>iṣ</td>
<td>iṣ</td>
<td>iṣ</td>
<td>iṣ</td>
<td>iṣ</td>
<td>im</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ye</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>igo</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ye</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ʾch</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>ṇa</td>
<td>ḍm</td>
<td>-bh/m-</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>jos?</td>
<td>-bh/m-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>oṁ</td>
<td>(πτοιμετα)</td>
<td>ṅ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>oiv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>um</td>
<td>ibus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ims</td>
<td>imis</td>
<td>yṣe</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>im</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>ius</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>iams</td>
<td>iais</td>
<td>yṣe</td>
<td>iu</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>iam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ʾū</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e/i</td>
<td>ʾū</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ʾū</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ʾū</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ſ</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ſ</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
<td>ṭu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table: U-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Ab</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skr.</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>āś</td>
<td>āi</td>
<td>ām</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB.</td>
<td>į</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ĭʃ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: A-stems

| IE. *ekw- | ā | ām/ān | āś | āi | āi | ā(m) | a |
| Gk. χαρ- | α | ον | ος | ϑ | ae | a |
| Lat. mens- | a | am | ae | ā(d) | e | ē | e |
| L. rank- | a | q | os | ai | oje | a | a |
| Ėśem- | ē | ē | ēs | ei | ēje | ē | e |
| CSL. roh- | a | ł | y | ē | ē | ojō | o |
| rqc- | a | ł | os | i | i | ejō | e |
| struj- | Ė | Ė | Ės | - | - | - | - |
| sodi- | Ė | Ė | Ės | j | j | - | - |
| OR. żen- | a | u | y | ē | ē | oju | o |
| du- | ja | ju | Ė | i | i | eju | e |

### Table: U- and O-stems

<p>| IE. *sūnu- | s | m | s | ei | - | - |
| *suneuw/u- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| *sūnow/u- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| *sūmu- | u | u | es/os | ei | - | - |
| *medh- | u | m/n | sj/so | i | -bh/m- | - |
| *telkh- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| *ew- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| *ō- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Gk. ππι- | uς | uν | εως | ei | - | - |
| Ąąt- | u | u | - | - | - | - |
| Lük-o- | s | v | io/u | - | - | - |
| Lük-e- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Lük- | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| Lat. man- | us | um | ūs | ū(d) | ūi | ū | - |
| gen- | u | u | - | - | - | - |
| lup | us | um | i | ō(d) | ō | - |
| jug- | um | um | - | - | - | - |
| L. sün- | us | u | aus | ui | uje | umi | au |
| evr- | as | ą | o | ui | e | u | e |
| elm- | ią | i | io | iui | ye | iu | i |
| CSL.OB. syn- | ū | ū | ū | u | *uml | u | - |
| synov- | ū | ū | a | i | uml | - | e |
| OB. grad- | 0 | o | 0 | - | - | - | - |
| sel- | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| CSL. kraj- | Ė | Ė | Ė | e | eml | - | - |
| lic- | e | e | e | - | - | - | - |
| OR. volk- | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| volē- | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| voik- | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kon-</th>
<th>ja</th>
<th>ju</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ab D</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>DNAV</td>
<td>GL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>nám</td>
<td>bhyas</td>
<td>bhis</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>äu</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>bhyám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td>amů</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>achů</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ás</td>
<td>ás</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-bh/m-</td>
<td></td>
<td>ásu</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>-bh/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>òw</td>
<td>òw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ois/ábus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>os</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td>oms</td>
<td>omis</td>
<td>ose</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>es</td>
<td>iũ</td>
<td>ěms</td>
<td>ěmis</td>
<td>ěse</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td>amů</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>achů</td>
<td>ĕ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ᵕ</td>
<td>ᵕ</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>amů</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>achů</td>
<td>ĕ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td>ĕ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>jam</td>
<td>jam</td>
<td>jach</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ju</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ns</th>
<th>-bh/m-</th>
<th>su/si?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ü</td>
<td>õm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>-bh/m-</td>
<td>isu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ees/eis</td>
<td>éis</td>
<td>éow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eax/η</td>
<td>eax/η</td>
<td>ñs/ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ós</td>
<td>ós</td>
<td>õum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us</td>
<td>ua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>õs</td>
<td>õrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ús</td>
<td>ùs</td>
<td>ùs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ùs</td>
<td>ùs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iai</td>
<td>ùs</td>
<td>ùs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>*ùmů</td>
<td>*ùmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ù</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č</td>
<td>ĕ/č/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ove</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ov/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>*ev?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
66. Singular cases. (a) Accusative. (i) Bare stem, neuters: *nmen > OB. imb ‘name’ (cf. Gk. ὄνομα < *(o)nomt-) R. imja, *telen > OB. telę ‘call’, IE. *klēvos > OB.R. slovo ‘word’. The same principle applied to neuters of the u/i-stems (Gk. ὑδηθ μέλι, Lat. cornu animal(i)), but these were lost in Slavonic, changing their gender or their declension. The suffix -os/es- shows o/e-gradation, and it was only by popular analogy that the -o of slovo came to be understood as a case ending, like the -o of igo ‘yoke’. That the accusative case is, in a way, basic in the declension appears from this use of the stem without modification, and from the fact that the accusative form runs through all genders, whereas the nominative form is restricted to animates (masculine and feminine).

(ii) IE. *-m/n (consonant after a vowel, sonant after a consonant): IE. *pentim > OB. pòti ‘road’ R. pfí, OB. svekruič (<*utwn) ‘mother-in-law’, *ronkám > OB. roko ‘hand’ R. rúku, *sūnum > OB. synù ‘son’ R. syn, *ghordhom > OB. gradù ‘city’ R. gòrod, *jugom > OB.R. igo ‘yoke’; *māterm > *māterim OB. materì ‘mother’, *akmenm > OB. kameni ‘stone’. The Indo-European languages are divided in their testimony concerning the quality of the Indo-European final nasal. Balto-Slavonic, like Greek seems to suggest a dental nasal (*n), but Latin and Sanskrit suggest a labial (*m). In the same way, Hebrew and Portuguese favour final m, but Arabic and Spanish favour final n; it is an idiosyncrasy of each individual language to prefer one or the other nuance of a relaxed final nasal consonant.

Concerning neuter *-om > Sl. -o and *-os > -o see section 62 ad fin.

(iii) Genitive-accusative. In the singular of the o-stems the accusative and nominative both resulted in -ū. Things cannot properly be agents, and where an inanimate thing is concerned there is no ambiguity likely to arise from this identity of forms. The notion ‘inanimate’ is here taken in the current sense, and not in the primitive sense of objects apparently self-moving, like fire, water, hand or foot. But with animates, especially with persons, it is necessary to have distinct flexions in languages where position is not decisive. It is necessary to know whether ‘Peter robs Paul’ or ‘Paul robs Peter’. To get over the difficulty the distinctive G.S. -a was used for the accusative of persons, and sometimes of animals, in the singular of the o-stems. The usage then spread to other stems: NS. synû G-AS. syna. Finally, during the development of the modern languages, it spread to the plural, where there was no confusion of forms. The inclusion of trees among animates is not unnatural (Ruth. dub ‘oak’ G-AS. duiba), but the extension to games is odd: P. grać w bridža ‘play bridge’. Another unexpected extension is to coins. In Old Bulgarian the usage was still fluctuating, and both forms were found in the o-stems.
The accusative completes the action of the verb, and when that is a verb of motion the accusative gives the direction of the motion. In this way the accusative alternates with other spatial cases (locative and ablative) to answer the questions quo? ubi? unde? When a preposition is used, the original construction was to regard the case as completing the verbal action in a general sense, while the preposition was adverbial, and gave a finer definition to the verbal idea. The preposition, thus used, did not 'govern' the case. When the preposition later came to be associated with the noun it took over the cases as they had syntactically developed.

(b) Nominative. (i) The accusative form served for the nominative of neuters.

(ii) Stem, with lengthened final vowel (M.F.): IE. *mātē(r) > OB. mati 'mother' R. mat', *akmōn > OB. kamy 'stone', *korēni > OB. korē 'root', *gweñā > OB. žena R. ženā 'woman'. The agreement of Sanskrit with Balto-Slavonic shows that the loss of -r after a lengthened vowel goes back to Indo-European times: Skr. mātā L. mōtē OB. mati; final -ē was here further narrowed to Sl. -i. The opposition OB.NS. mati/AS. materi tends to be eliminated in the modern language by the use either of the nominative for both cases (R. mat), or the accusative (Cz. mātě=māti). L. akmūd 'stone' piemuđ 'shepherd' may show that the long final vowel generated a diphthong, which became a monophthong later in Slavonic: *-ōn > L. -ōd > *-ū > CSL.-y (cf. the development of P. ó Cz. ů). Even in Old Bulgarian the acc. sg. was substituted for the nom. -y -ē: kameni korenī. This practice has become general in the modern languages.


The nominative is strongly indicated in a sentence as the source of all that follows. In Old Bulgarian, in consequence, it was often accompanied by a suffixed demonstrative si 'this'/tā 'that': OB. dīnisī 'this day, today', rabūtā 'this slave' (with ū opened in strong position to o: rabotū). Hence the suffixed article in North Great Russian and perhaps in Modern Bulgarian. The nominative is rarely used with prepositions; but there exists the idiom in Russian and Polish (but not Czechoslovak): R. čto čto za kniža? (nom.) 'what sort of book is this?' (cf. Germ. was ist das für ein Mann?)

(c) Vocative. The vocative hardly merits the name of flexion. It does not enter into the sentence, but stands to it in apposition, urgently calling to it the attention of someone. The expression of urgency was the heightened tone; there being no syntactical relations to define, no
flexion was required. Most vocatives are of the same form as the nominative, but sometimes without the lengthened vowel or with a shortened vowel: V.S. *gwenâ/NS. *gwenâ OB. ženo/žena. Personal names are often in the vocative in place of the nominative, especially children's names. Hence comes the order of personal nominatives in -o: Marko Danilo etc. The thematic stems express the vocative by the e-grade of stem, without case-ending: OB. vêče 'O wolf!' Neuters have no vocative case-ending, but use the nom.-acc. In the plural and dual the nominative is used for the vocative. The special value of the case is inferred from the high tone.

(d) Genitive. (i) IE. *os/es/s; Gk. prefers *-os, Balto-Slavonic, like Latin, prefers *-es, the sibilant being lost in Slavonic (section 43): OB. materene kamene imene slovese telete svekrûve all from *-es; poti from ?*-eis [see section 62(b)], L. -iês (G.S. akîês 'eye'/NS. akîs); synu from *-ous, L. -aûs. The flexion -i (poti) has prevailed over -e in R. mätéri imeni ditjâti, helped by the analogy of the dative in -i, whereas P. imienia Slov. iménâ R. néba have come to be inflected like o-stems. The feminine á/já-stems offer considerable difficulty. The suffix had a rising tone (dí/já), which would combine with the falling tone of the genitive ending (*-êr) to give a circumflex (*-ás), which is represented by the circumflex in Greek (τωνίς) and by rising tone in Lithuanian (dainûs). But this would give Sl. *-a. The closing of the vowel to -y (OB. rôky) is hard to explain, but seems to indicate the presence of a nasal, as also the flexion -ê in South Slavonic ja-stems/ EWSl. -ê: -y <*-ôns e <*-jôns. The source of this nasal termination may have been the declension in -ôn (cf. L. akmeûs/*-ons), and the reason for substitution the circumstance that the gen. sg. would be otherwise indistinguishable from the nom. sg. (-â). The discrepancy in the soft stems (SSL. -ê/EWSl. -ê: gen. sg. OB. duê/ OR.WSl. duê) has been explained as due to the occurrence of a special quality of nasal ê not encountered elsewhere in Slavonic, save in the acc.pl. of ja/jo-stems and the nom.pl. of ja-stems. In the acc.pl. the nasal is in place, and denasalization in East and West Slavonic must be due to the dialectal timbre of the vowel. In final position, where these sounds occur, the enunciation is relaxed, and this relaxation might combine with the effects of analogy to give a timbre otherwise unparalleled.

(ii) Ablative of the thematic declension IE. *-ôd (masc.neut): OB. grada sela kraja. It was only in this declension that the genitive and ablative were distinct: Skr. G.S. kântasya/AbS. kântât from kântas 'beloved', Lat. lupî/lupô(d). In Balto-Slavonic the genitive and ablative have been identified in all conjugations, but in the o-stems the identification has been upon the basis of the original ablative in *-ôd. This contained a final postposition akin to Lat. de 'away from', and possibly in the form of *-ed, giving with the thematic vowel
The postposition resembles Gk. -δὲ <*-dhe (ἐξ ὀκτώβεν 'from the sea'), but is opposed in meaning to Gk. -δὲ (Ἀθήνας-δὲ 'to Athens').

The uses of the genitive in Slavonic correspond to both original cases. The proper sense of the genitive seems to have been to name the whole thing of which something is a part (partitive genitive): R. ja choču vodý 'I want (some out of all) water', vagón pólón ljudéj 'a carriage full of people'. What one negates is usually something partial; hence the Slavonic genitive after negatives: R. net déneg 'there is no money'. The genitive of point of time corresponds to the Latin ablative: R. pěrovogo márta 'on the first of March'. Another use of the genitive is the adnominal or adjectival: R. dom otcá 'father's house' (possessive), pjal rubléj 'five (a five-group of) roubles', stakán čáju 'a cup(-ful) of tea'. Hence the use of the genitive with secondary prepositions like R. bliz 'near' okolo 'round', etc., which are frequently nouns made invariable in some case and used as adverbs, whence also as prepositions. The proper sense of the ablative is removal from a thing or situation. It is thus used with verbs of deprivation, avoidance, fear, etc.; of the point from which measurements are made; and so of the point of reference from which a comparison is made: R. on slabéé menjá 'he is weaker than I (measured from me he is the weak one)'. So the genitive occurs with the prepositions R. bez 'without' ot 'away from', s 'down from', u 'by'.

The adjectival use of the genitive was overshadowed in Common Slavonic by the facility with which adjectives were made from nouns. The possessive 'God's' was not as a rule Boga 'of God' but Božíj (R. Bóžíj).

(e) Dative. IE. *-ei/ai CSI.OB. -i: OB. materi kameni imeni teleči slovesi svečrůvi; ročé (?*-ái <*-ái <*-á-ei) duši; synovi (?*-ew-ei); poti kosti (=i=t) OB. vjku may derive from *volkóeí (?*-o-ei), in which the long vowel has developed at the expense of the short semivowel (as in Gk. λύκω Lat. lupó), being closed by it in Slavonic to -á >-u. In Polish and Czechoslovak -ovi has been construed as all case-ending, and so as an alternative for -u: P. děbowi/OP. synu (MP. synowi) (dąb 'oak' is an o-stem, syn 'son' is a u-stem), Cz. Janovi bratrovi 'brother' (of persons), hadovi or hadu 'snake' (of animals)/ hradu 'city' (of things).

The dative is the case of the recipient, whether actually the receiver of the verbal activity or affected by and interested in it (ethic dative).

(f) Instrumental. IE. *-bh/m-: OB. poti kamení imení (*synúmi is not attested) rabomi kraječi (cf. Anglo-Saxon cwic 'alive' DSMN. cwicum). This element *-m- was probably an agglutinated suffix, and is found also in the dual and plural (dat.instr.). Its use was parallel to that of *-bh- in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Celtic and other
languages. The latter appears in Homeric Greek in a rudimentary form (φι) which can be added to singular or plural cases: βιθοι ‘by force’ κλωσίφι ‘in the huts’. In Latin it is restricted to the plural (deabus regibus manibus diebus), where it gives both dative and ablative by means of the same vocalism. In Sanskrit it is plural and dual only, and shows differences of vocalism: IP. -bhis DAbP. -bhayas IDAbD. -bhām. In Slavonic the vowels vary: I. -m IP. mi D. -mū DID. -ma. The Lithuanian series (I. -mi IP. -mis D. -ms DID. -m, the latter with changes of tone) do not sufficiently elucidate the problem of the original forms in Balto-Slavonic or Indo-European.

(ii) IE. *-m/jam: OB. roko/rokjo (*ronkā-m/jam (L. rankā denasalized), strujejo. Cf. Skr. dhis ‘thought’ I. dhiy-ā, whence kantā I. kānt-ay-ā, which gives an alternation -ā/ayā in the instrumental, as in Slavonic). Both types of suffix are found in Old Bulgarian, but the shorter are absent from some documents and may be due to dissimilation. Once established, this instrumental of the a-stems sets a pattern for other feminines: kost-ijo/ijo mater-ijo/ijo svekrūvo-ijo/ijo, which have no shortened forms.

The instrumental has the meanings ‘by means of’ (instrumental proper) and ‘accompanied by’. Both senses are united in the English preposition with, in the Greek dative and the Latin ablative. As denoting time within which something occurs the instrumental is doubtless sociative: R. vesnōj ‘in the spring’ útrum ‘in the morning’. It is used for the standard of measurement: R. ja gōdom stāršē egō ‘I am a year older than he’, and in the locution čem . . . tem ‘by how much . . . by so much; the more . . . the . . .’ Similarly sociative is the instrumental of place where (ubī?), and with the prepositions R. za ‘after’ méždu ‘among’ pod ‘under’ s ‘with’. An extension of the same usage causes the instrumental to follow the verb ‘be’, when not expressing identity but only a relation between subject and predicate: R. kogdā ja byl mālčikom ‘when I was a boy’ (cf. L. tú būsi vilkū ‘you’ll become a wolf’). True instrumentals are found in phrases like R. menjā zovūt Ivānom ‘they call me John’, čto služilo mne predlōgom ‘this served me as a pretext’.

(g) Locative. (i) IE. zero-ending: OB. costi (*-ēi) synu (*-ēu). The consonant-stems should end in their consonants according to this principle of formation, but materi has the -i of the i-stems, and svekrūvo kamene imene telete slovese have a suffixed -e of uncertain origin. It might be connected with the suffixed -e in Lithuanian, which gives an appearance of uniformity to Lithuanian locatives: -yje/oje/jej/jej. (ii) IE. *-i: OB. rocē (*-ā-i; cf. L. rankoj-ē, where -oj- (*āi) struji gradē (*-o-i) krai. Gk. loc. ὀκοι ‘at home’/NP. ὀκοι ‘houses’ shows by the accentuation of the stressed syllable that there was a difference of intonation between these two diphthongs, viz. loc. -ōi/num. pl. -ōi.
The locative is a spatial case, defining place where (ubiti?), and is a source of adverbs as an extension of this usage. It now occurs only with prepositions, and is often called the 'prepositional case', but the term suggests an exclusiveness which does not in fact exist. The chief prepositions associated with the locative are R. v 'in' na 'on' o/ob/obo 'concerning' po 'after' pri 'in the presence of, in the time of, near'. It is opposed to the accusative of motion, as indicating place of rest.

67. Plural Cases. The plural differs markedly from the singular in the case with which its flexions fuse together. The nominative and accusative cases remain distinct, but the genitive presented a termination which ran through all declensions, and the dative, instrumental and locative show substitution of one declensional vowel for another even in Old Bulgarian. In Russian this has been carried to a logical conclusion by which the endings of the a-stems have been adopted by most words in other declensions, the instrumental showing more resistance than the dative and locative. In the declension of the definite adjective there was already identity of flexion for all three genders in Old Bulgarian. A psychological support for this usage is the circumstance that sex is important in individuals, not in masses.

(a) Nominative. (i) IE. *-es: OB. pòtije (*-ejes), kamene synvove (*-eves) (masculines). OB. materi is modelled on feminine i-stems, but OR. mateře Cz. mateře implies CSL. mateře. The i-stems, when feminine, use the acc.pl. for the nominative: OB. kosti (<*ins), and this is the explanation also of svekrvěi and dušě. It might apply also to OB. róky, nom. and acc.pl., but CSL. -y could perhaps derive from *-ás *-á-es, as L. rañkos certainly does.

(ii) IE. *-oi (with rising tone), masc. o-stems: OB. gradi krai (=kraj). This is due, as in Latin and Greek, to the analogy of the demonstrative NPM. *toi 'those'/Skr. devàs 'gods'. The modern languages, especially Polish, show much interchange between -i/owe. Some o-stems are found with the termination -ove even in Old Bulgarian: duchove 'spirits'.

(iii) IE. *-á CSL.OB. -a/ja: neuters: OB. imena teleža slovesa iga/ pola lica. This flexion was that of a nom.fem.sg. of a collective noun, and as such still took a singular verb in Gk. δεδωντον/δεδωντα lòtì 'it is impossible'. As in the singular, the same flexion is used for the nom. voc.acc. of neuters. The distinctively plural endings of other cases have been attached by analogy of the masculines to the neuter paradigm.

As a collective feminine noun, the plural of a neuter was originally a different word from the singular, and so might have a different accentuation. Gk. φυλαν/φυλή 'race, clan, tribe' are different words formed from the same root in the relationship *-om/á and differently accented. Hence perhaps some of the accent-shifts encountered in
Slavonic neuters (apart from those due to the workings of de Saussure's law), such as R. őzera/lake 'nebo/sky'. In S. sela/sela the difference reveals itself as one of tone-quality.

Such independent words could also be formed alongside masculines, giving mixed paradigms: R. rog/horn 'večer/evening' (cf. Lat. locus/locus).

In the plural the vocative is identical with the nominative.

(b) Accusative. (i) IE. *-ns, consonant after vowels, sonant after consonants: IE. *pontins OB. poti kosti; IE. *materins OB. materi kameni sverkůvi; IE. *sūnuns *ghordhons (cf. Cretan λύκων) OB. syny grady; *krajens OB. kraje/MSL. kraje. On the alternatives /é see section 66 (d). The vowel of the ending was lengthened by final s before this disappeared (see section 31), and the nasal timbre remained only with the most open vowel.

(ii) *-s/ns: a/ya-stems. L.NPF. stīrn-os A. -as implies N. *-ās A. -as, the latter without nasalization. Without nasal are also Goth. gibōs 'gifts' Skr. senās 'armies', though both accusatives have the long vowel of the nominative. In Old Prussian (-ans), Greek (-aς Cretan τίμως), Italic and Slavonic the termination has been assimilated to accusatives in *-ns, with lengthening and closure one grade of the vowel and its consequent denasalization in Common Slavonic: *ronkans > *ronkons > *-ū > OB. roky, duše/EWSL. duš. APF. roky = NPF. roky (? < *-ās), and on this analogy duše was extended to the nominative, and then all feminines (kosti materi sverkůvi) used the accusative instead of the original nominative.

(c) Genitive. IE. *-ōm/ōn: CSL. OB. -ū/soft-(j)i: OB. mater ū kamenů imenů teleťu slovesů sverkův roku synovů gradi; poti; struj duši; kohi. The vowel of this flexion was short in Slavonic, and also in Latin (ovium), though the latter is said to have resulted from a shortening of *-ōm. Whether that be true of Latin, there is no ground for believing that the Slavonic termination has been shortened, since long nasal finals are carefully preserved. On the other hand Gk. -ov L. -ū quite as definitely indicate an original long vowel. It is necessary to suppose that both existed in Indo-European.

Final -ū/i dropped in the later languages, and the case was left without characteristic flexion. Reaction set in against this state of affairs. As in the dat.sg. and nom.pl., the ending of the u-stems was treated as a flexion (-ou/ev) and extended over the o-stems: R. stolov 'chairs' saráev 'sheds', P. vụjów 'uncles' cieniów 'shades', Cz. mužů (formerly mužův) 'men', Slov. učiteljov 'teachers'. The i-stems naturally added the case-ending to the -i of the stem, giving -iji, which also was treated as wholly flexion. The first semivowel was in strong position, and so led to a suffix -e, which spread to other declensions: R. lošaděj 'horses', whence carěj 'tsars' morěj 'seas' (both jo-stems), suděj (from
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suđá ‘judge’). In Serbocroat the i-declension has GP. -i (stvári ‘things’), but for all other declensions the language has developed, in a way not satisfactorily explained, a suffix -á for the gen. pl.: S. jéléná ‘stags’ žená ‘women’ pleméná ‘tribes’, etc.

Owing to the lightness of final -ů there appear certain accent-shifts in some genitives: R. vremjá ‘time’ NP. vremená GP. vremén, sestrá ‘sister’ NP. sestřy GP. sestěr, S. žéna ‘woman’ NP. žéne GP. žéná. In West Slavonic the final syllable of the gen. pl. is affected by the law of lengthening (and later closing of vowel) in compensation for the loss of final jeř, e.g. P. pora ‘season’ GP. pór; and in some words this form has analogically affected the other cases: P. GP. góř ‘of the mountains’ :: NS. góra.

In the plural the ablative has been confined, as to usage, with the genitive; as to form, with the dative.

(d) **Dative and Instrumental. IE. *-bh/m-: OB. -mú -mi: póžit-mú -mi, mater-imú -imi and materemú, svekrúv-amú -ami, růka-mú -mi, strujamú -mi, synú -mú -mi and synomú, gradomú, kraje-mú. The corresponding forms in other languages are: L.DP. -ms IP. -mis Goth.DP. -m Lat.DAbP. -bus <*bhós, OIr.DP. -ib <*bhis, Homeric φι <*bhi, Arm.IP. -vk -mbk, Skr.DP. -bhias <*bhjós IP. -bhis. The parallelism of the two series is obvious, but so also are the discrepancies of detail. The Slavonic dative depends on *-mős, parallel to Lat. *bhós, and independent of the Lithuanian flexion. The long final vowel of the instrumental in Slavonic has no parallel in noun declensions, but corresponds to the *-bhei-suffix in Lat. tibi.

A jeř before the flexion was in strong position in the dative, but weak in the instrumental. In the dative, therefore, there was a tendency to replace it by a full vowel (materemú ūmenemú synomú), as also in the locative plural. The a- o- stems have a full vowel in such a position. In Russian the vowel a has spread over all declensions in the dative and locative. In the instrumental it is also general, and has met with resistance only from the i-stems: R. lošadmi (cf. P. koščmi Cz.Slov. kóstmi).

The dat. instr. loc. of ū-stems in Old Bulgarian were remodelled on a-stems.

(ii) **IE.IP. *-ó-is: o-stems: OB.IP. grady sely/krajji. The vowel of the diphthong is closed by the final *-s. Gk. lókos results from both instrumental and locative (Homerico -os) and has a short thematic vowel as in the locative. There is a short vowel in L. výrais; long in Skr. devāis. In Latin the ending was used also of the dative and ablative, and was extended to the a-stems also.

(e) **Locative. IE. *-su/si?: OL. -su ML. -se CSL.OB. -ců, OB. potčů, svekrůvachů (with a from a-stems), ženachů/strujachů, syn- *úchů/ochů, graděchů/krajichů. The consonant *s followed an i in the
i-stems and the o-stems (*-oisu) and so gave Sl. ch, which was generalized to all stems (as with ženachů/*gʷenásu: Skr. LP. senásu); in the u-stems it followed u, with the same consequences (Skr. bhānuṣu). Vocalization of jer: OB. materechů synochů domochů.

68. Dual Cases. The dual has the appearance of being incomplete in Indo-European. Only three case-flexions had been developed (NVA, GL, DI), and they were transmitted imperfectly. The genitive was the first to be lost, since it is almost unrecorded in Greek and has been lost in Lithuanian; its form, on the other hand, is less doubtful than that of the other two.

(a) Nominative-accusative-vocative. The vowels e i occur, and probably also the semivowels i u forming a diphthong with final stem vowels. OB. poti may represent original *-i, L. nakti having been shortened. OB. kameni is attested, but not *materi. The o-stems had, in the masculine, *-ō: CSl. -a/soft ja: OB. grada kraja. The feminine a-stems have *-a-i (Skr. -e: sene), giving CSl. -ē/soft -i: OB. roč étro. The neuters seem to have been formed with the element *-i, which was lost to the i-stems by the loss of neuters in that declension. In the o-stems, neuter *-o-i > CSl. -ē/soft -i, and so coincide formally with the feminine: OB. selé/lici. The consonant-stems would naturally have shown -i in this place (OB. tělesi ‘two bodies’), but the historically justified ending is rare. They generally show -ē (OB. imeně ‘two names’) borrowed from the neuter o-declension.

(b) Genitive-Locative. IE. *-ou-: OB. potišu/potiju, etc. Arcadian μενου ‘in the midst’ preserves this ending (cf. OB. meždu GLD. with the same meaning). Skr. -(y)os: devayos ‘gods’ senayos ‘armies’ bhānvo ‘suns’. In Lithuanian the gen. pl. is used instead of the gen. dual. The adverb L. pusiā ‘in two halves’ is an old locative dual, and trace of a distinction between GD. dviejaus LD. dviejaus ‘two’ have been noted. Olr. GD. fer scēl rest upon *-ou.

(c) Dative-Instrumental. IE. *-bh/-m-, L. -m, CSl. -ma: OB. potima ženama gradoma etc. Skr. -bhām (senabhyan bhānumbhyan) is closer akin than Celtic -bhim, but there was no palatal glide or final nasal in Slavonic. Nor did it show differences of tone as in Lithuanian (L.DD. sūnum 1D. sūnum), which may not have been primitive. Gk. -w (lōkoi) is on a different line of development. Gothic dat. tvāim ‘two’.

In Serbo-Croat the flexion -ma has come to be used for the DILP. of all declensions. The same type of extension occurs also dialectically in Czech and Slovak, but in most modern languages this flexion is restricted to the case of the numerals, taking its rise in the dual declension of CSl. OB. duva ‘two’.

69. Numerals. There are no characteristics of the numeral declensions not found elsewhere, but they are drawn from several different parts of speech, and in their use they form a closely associated group.
They also conserve some of the oldest features of the language to which they belong. These are reasons for treating them as a group.

1: *oi-nos ‘sole’ Lat. unus Gk. οἷς ‘ace’, *oi-woς Gk. ολος ‘sole’, *oi-koς Skr. ekas ‘one’. From *oīnos come L. vienas CSL. OB. inī (which is rarely used) and the prefix inō- ‘one, other’; with *ed- (neut. sg. of a pronominal root *e-) the latter gives OB. jedinū/jedinū R. odiv (neut. odnō) ‘one’. OB. jedinū, with the short vowel in the second syllable, is definitely later than jedinū, though it is as hard to account for long as for short quantity in this place. 1st: L. pirmas (pirm ‘before’) OB. prūvū, with difference of suffix; cf. Eng. first Goth. fruma frumista Lat. pri(s)mus prius Gk. πρῶμος πρῶμος. The root is *pr-, with suffix -m/-v-.

2–4: (2 is a pronominal o-stem, 3 an adjectival i-stem, and 4 an adjectival consonant-stem):

IE. *duō L. NAM. dū/F. dvū GD. dviēgy DD. dvēm ID. dvēm
OB. M. dūv-a FN.-ē -ojū -ēma (so also oba ‘both’).
IE. *trejes L. NP. trēs A. trēs G. triēh D. trīmis L. trīmis F. -joste
OB. M. trējNF.-i -iēh -mū -imē -iū
IE. *kwetwores OBM. ētēyNF.-FN.-e -i -u

OB. dūva follows the pronominal declension. The following noun was in the dual, but the dual endings of nom. acc. were later confused with plurals in -i (oči ‘eyes’) or with gen. sg. -a/ja. When so understood these forms began to appear after 3 and 4 also. 2nd: L. antrās, cf. Goth. anpars/OB. vūtūs (?) (*n-tor-). 3rd: tretiēh. 4th: ētvūtū. The suffix -tū is used to make the remaining ordinals.

5–9: are collective nouns in *-is in Slavonic, but L. keturi etc. are adjectives. 5: *penktis > OB. pešti. 6: *ks(t)ekstis OB. šestī. 7: *sebdmis (Gk. ἰβδομος) OB. sedmi. 8: *oktmis OB. osmi (Gk. ὀκτῶ Lat. octō have the form of duals, meaning possibly ‘both sets of fingers’). 9: *newnt-Opr. newint L. devymi OB. devetē (with the initial of 10).

10–19: *dekmt(i)- OPr. deksimpt L. dēšīmt OB. desēti. This is a consonant-stem as appears from loc. sg. desētē ‘in the teens’. 11: jedinū na desēte, 12: dūva na desēte, etc. When standing alone it is assimilated to the i-stems and to the numerals 5–9: gen. loc. sg. desēti. Other cases are: GP. desētū/desētti (occasionally found), IP. desētū (on the analogy of the o-stems), NP. desēte/desēti, NAD desēti/desētē, GD. desētū.

20–90: are composed of 2 with nom. du. desēti (dūva desēti), 3–4 with nom. pl. (tri desētē/desētē), 5–9 with gen. pl. (pešti desētē). MR. pjaladesjāt shows both parts declined as i-stem nouns (gen. pjetidesjati, etc.). 40: MR. sōroh (see section 117).

100: *kmptom L. šima CSL. OB. sūtō. This is a neuter o-stem, giving 200: dūvē sūtē (dual), 300: tri sūta (plural), etc. The difficulty here is to account for the u. It seems better to accept it as Slavonic rather than to have recourse to borrowing from Avestic sata or
Scythian (Ossetic) sādā, which leave the difficulty unresolved. The expected development is found in L. šimtas.

1,000: L. tūkstantis OB. tvištša/tyšša R. tvišjača P. tysiç S. tišuča < Goth. pūsund. It is a feminine noun. Also S. hiljada MB. hiljadā < MGk. χίλιαδα.

10,000: OB. tīma, cf. Tokharian tumane tmān and TT. tuman ‘cloud, mist, ten thousand warriors’.

The collective (distributive) numerals have in the masc. sg. the forms 2: OB. dúvoji, 3: troji, 4: četveri. In the last instance the r is part of the root (četyr), but it has led to -rū being generalized as a suffix for distributives: 5: petorū, 6: šestorū, 7: sedmorū, 8: osmorū, 9: devetorū, 10: desetorū. Numerals of this type are used in both Old Bulgarian and the modern languages, for instance, with pluralia tantum: S. dvōja kōla ‘two carriages’ (formally neut. p. from sg. kōlo ‘wheel’). A derived form in -ica is found in the instr. sg. OB. četvoricеjo ‘fourfold’ sūtor-icejo ‘a hundredfold’.

70. Adjectives and Participles. (a) Indefinite. Adjectives and participles are either definite or indefinite, i.e. are either accompanied by a postpositive article (−ji < ∗-jos ∗-i-) or not. In Slovene, Serbocroat and Bulgarian the distinction is still so maintained: as in Slov. nōv klobāk ‘a new hat’/nôvi klobāk ‘the new hat’. This does not hold in Slovene apart from the nom. acc. sg. masc., owing to the confusion in other case-forms of the two declensions. Elsewhere the definite adjective has become attributive, accompanying the noun whether defined or not; the indefinite is simply predicative. In the predicate the nominative case is much the most common, and the others are rarely used. Thus, though a full declension survives in theory in Russian, for example, scarcely any case but the nominative is found in practical use. There are traces of a Russian predicative dative (see section 106); an accusative is found in appositional predicates of the type Cz. našel jsem potok rozvodněn ‘I found the brook swollen’. In adverbs there are traces of yet more cases: R.GSN. snōva ‘anew’, P.DSN. po francusku ‘in French’.

Indefinite participles gradually shed their cases with the exception of a few fixed forms, and so became gerunds, without declension.

There is only one declension of indefinite adjectives, composed of the o- and a-noun declensions: OB. nov-ū -o -a, soft. pěš-i -e -a. Only trije remains as an i-stem adjective, and četyrе as a consonant-stem adjective. The vocative in -e occurs only when the adjective is used as a substantive, as OB. bezumīne ‘O fool’/o rođe nevērinū ‘O faithless generation!’ In the same way are declined the participles in -lū -tū -nū -mū. The other participles follow the soft declension in almost all cases, but they, and the comparative form of adjectives, show variations of suffix which may be represented thus:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSM.</th>
<th>NSN.</th>
<th>ASM.</th>
<th>GSMN.</th>
<th>NSF.</th>
<th>ASF.</th>
<th>GSF.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IE.</td>
<td><em>sent/sont-</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-os/es</td>
<td>-já</td>
<td>-jám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>int-</em></td>
<td>-wós</td>
<td>-wos</td>
<td>-wotm</td>
<td>-wot-es/es</td>
<td>-us-já</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>weid-</em></td>
<td>-jós</td>
<td>-jos</td>
<td>-jós]+</td>
<td>-jós-os/es</td>
<td>-is-já</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>magh-</em></td>
<td>-is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>mag-</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td>óu</td>
<td>òv</td>
<td>δυτα</td>
<td>δύτος</td>
<td>οὐσα &lt; *δυτια</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ós</td>
<td>òσ</td>
<td>-ότα</td>
<td>-ότος</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeric</td>
<td>ίδ</td>
<td>όις</td>
<td>&lt; *-ιοσα</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. suav-</td>
<td>-ior &lt; -iós</td>
<td>-ius &lt; *-ios</td>
<td>-ioris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. suk-</td>
<td>-as</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-ant</td>
<td>-ancio</td>
<td>-anti</td>
<td>-ančia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sus-</td>
<td>-es-nis</td>
<td>-č</td>
<td>-us</td>
<td>-usio</td>
<td>-usi</td>
<td>-usia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB. id-</td>
<td>-y</td>
<td>-y</td>
<td>-ošt-</td>
<td>-q/-ešt-</td>
<td></td>
<td>i ja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-če</td>
<td>-č</td>
<td>-č-</td>
<td>-č-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ved-</td>
<td>-ú</td>
<td>-ù</td>
<td>-oš-</td>
<td>-oš-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da-</td>
<td>-vú</td>
<td>-vú</td>
<td>-vúš-</td>
<td>-vúš-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javl</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-iš-</td>
<td>-iš-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min-</td>
<td>-iži</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nové-</td>
<td>-ji</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) The present participle active [section 55 (a)] took a weak form of the root in the oblique cases of the masc. neut., but in Slavonic these cases have been remodelled and that form of the root no longer appears. Verbs of classes iii b and iv have the extended suffix -ěšt-. Russian gerunds derive from the nominatives (masc. sg. -č > -ja, fem. sg. *-li > -či).

(ii) The past participle active is derived from *-wós/us-. There was a long vowel in nom. sg. masc./short in nom. sg. neut., both of the o-grade of the suffix, as may be seen from Greek. The fem. showed the zero-grade of suffix with an additional suffix -já (nom. -i < *-iá). The fem. *-ús- caused the suffix of the masculine and neuter to become *-(w)ús- > CSl. -u after consonants /-vú after vowels. In the oblique cases of these genders the additional suffix -jo- was employed. In the oblique cases of all genders and the nom. sg. fem. the influence of i/j palatalized Sl. *ch to Sl. Č: davúši etc.

(iii) The comparative was formed by *-jos/is-. By palatalization of the vowel *-jos became *-jes, whence, for instance, neut. OB. mine 'less' (-e < *-jes). On the analogy of the zero-grade, *-is, the masculine came to be formed in *-jis-. In the oblique cases this suffix received further suffixes (*-jo/ja-), like the participles, and the nom. sg. fem. is in -i < *-io.

The comparative suffix is either added immediately to the stem (CSl. *chudí 'worse' < *chud-jís, cf. OB. chudú 'bad', definite comparative chuždítí), and in such an event any other adjectival suffix is
usually dropped before the comparative is formed (OB. vysokú ‘high’ comp. vyšší, krépkú ‘strong’ comp. krépší); or else the stem takes the ending -ē- before *-jis (novú ‘new’ comp. novějši). The feminine forms are nom. sg. chuždiši vyšší novější, etc., and the masc. neuter oblique cases are gen. sg. chuždiša vyšša novějša, etc.

The superlative is expressed in Old Bulgarian by nai-+ the comparative, or, in a less purely superlative sense, by pre-+positive: OB. naicvšiši ‘highest’ prečcelĩkú ‘very great’.

(b) Possessives and adjectives of origin. These are formed from masculine names or titles by means of the suffix -ov/ev- and from feminines by -in-: R. Ivánov ‘John’s’ S. óčev ‘father’s’ bratóvljev ‘brother’s R. séstrin ‘sister’s’. To some extent these duplicate the uses of the genitive case: S. óčev kóni=kónj oca (rare) ‘father’s horse’, and there are ambiguities (R. Ivánov ‘John’s’ or ‘Johnson’). A number of masculines also employ -in- (R. Fomin ‘Tom’s’ brátin ‘brother’s’), and this is usual with diminutives. These words are self-defined though the following noun may be definite or indefinite. They are consequently declined partly according to the indefinite paradigm, partly according to the definite (ISM., and oblique cases of the plural).

(c) Definite adjectives. Formed by suffixed article *-i- *jos >-ji:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L.M. ger-</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
<td>-o-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>-ji</td>
<td>-jo</td>
<td>-jame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
<td>-o-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
<td>-o-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-jí</td>
<td>-já</td>
<td>-jai</td>
<td>-joje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSL.M.dobr-</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>-ö-</td>
<td>-ö-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
<td>-u-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-jí</td>
<td>-jí</td>
<td>-jeno</td>
<td>-jeme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>-o-je</td>
<td>-o-je</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-jí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the demonstrative element comes last the declension depends mainly upon it, and the detailed commentary on cases may be left to the next section. The adjective proper has a nominal declension: OB. novú -o -a ‘new’ (like gradú selo žena) tůšti tůšte tůšta ‘empty’ (like kóni lice striuja).

The subsequent development of this paradigm in the modern languages was due largely to the fusion of the two endings of each case into a single compound form. In Old Bulgarian they appeared still sufficiently distinct, but there were certain effects of assimilation and interplay between vowels. Apart from merely scribal differences from the above paradigm, such as the use of i e with the values jí je, Old
Bulgarian shows the following developments: NSM. *-yi (-yiʃ)/-ii* by lengthening of the vowel before *j*; GSMN. *-aago -ago -ajego*, DSMN. *-umu -umu/-ujemu*, LSMN. *-ěmt -ě(j)amě -ěmt/-ějemě*, by assimilation. In later manuscripts are found also GSMN. *-ogo*: togo *kogo* (hard demonstrative declension for the soft *jego*), DSMN. *-omu -emmu*: OB. živogo ‘living’ drugomu ‘another’ slěpomu ‘blind’. The ending ISF. *ojo* is comparatively rare: OB. čistojo ‘pure’; in most cases there has been dissimilation to *ojo/ejo* (věčnovojo ‘eternal’), and even *ujo/nebesiskujo* ‘heavenly’.

In the comparative the NASM. was not distinguished from the indefinite form; thus, novějt ‘newer’ fem. novějši, def. masc. novějt fem. novějšija.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ie-</td>
<td>-uos-</td>
<td>-u-</td>
<td>-uos-</td>
<td>-ics-</td>
<td>-ais-</td>
<td>-uo-</td>
<td>-ie-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ji</td>
<td>-ius</td>
<td>-ju</td>
<td>-iusose</td>
<td>-iems</td>
<td>-iais</td>
<td>-ju</td>
<td>-jiem</td>
<td>-jiem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-os-</td>
<td>-qs-</td>
<td>-u-</td>
<td>-os-</td>
<td>-os-</td>
<td>-os-</td>
<td>-os-</td>
<td>-ie-</td>
<td>-o-jom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ios</td>
<td>-ias</td>
<td>-ju</td>
<td>-iose</td>
<td>-ioms</td>
<td>-ioms</td>
<td>-iomis</td>
<td>-ji</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
<td>-u-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ji</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-iichu</td>
<td>-jichu</td>
<td>-jimu</td>
<td>-jimi</td>
<td>-ja</td>
<td>-ju</td>
<td>-jima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-a-ja</td>
<td>-a-ja</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
<td>-u-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>-a-</td>
<td>-u-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
<td>-je</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### 71. Paradigms of the Demonstrative Declension. These run:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Ab</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1E.</td>
<td>*s-</td>
<td>-os/ā</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>-ōd</td>
<td>-oi/ei</td>
<td>-ōm</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*t-</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>-ōd</td>
<td>-oi</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*toi-</td>
<td>-j(o)</td>
<td>-mōd</td>
<td>-mōi</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>-ajā(m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*tos/tes-</td>
<td>-od</td>
<td>-od</td>
<td>-aj(a)</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*t-</td>
<td>-am</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*tos/tes-</td>
<td>-(j)ās</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
<td>-aj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1.t-</th>
<th>-ās</th>
<th>-ā</th>
<th>-ām</th>
<th>-amē</th>
<th>-ūo(mi)</th>
<th>-ēm(m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.</td>
<td>-āq</td>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>-ām</td>
<td>-amē</td>
<td>-ūo(mi)</td>
<td>-ēm(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>-āq</td>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>-ām</td>
<td>-amē</td>
<td>-ūo(mi)</td>
<td>-ēm(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>-ī</td>
<td>-ām</td>
<td>-amē</td>
<td>-ūo(mi)</td>
<td>-ēm(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>-īq</td>
<td>-ī</td>
<td>-ām</td>
<td>-amē</td>
<td>-ūo(mi)</td>
<td>-ēm(m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OB.</th>
<th>-ū/o</th>
<th>-ū/o</th>
<th>-ogo</th>
<th>-omu</th>
<th>-oml</th>
<th>-ēm</th>
<th>-ēm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t-</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ogo</td>
<td>-omu</td>
<td>-oml</td>
<td>-ēm</td>
<td>-ēm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M/N.</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ojē</td>
<td>-oji</td>
<td>-ojē</td>
<td>-ojē</td>
<td>-ojē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k-</td>
<td>-a(to)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ogo</td>
<td>-omu</td>
<td>-oml</td>
<td>-ēm</td>
<td>-ēm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c-</td>
<td>-a(to)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ogo</td>
<td>-omu</td>
<td>-oml</td>
<td>-ēm</td>
<td>-ēm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>onā/jedinā/īnā</th>
<th>i(že)/je(že)</th>
<th>jegō</th>
<th>jemu</th>
<th>-jemu</th>
<th>jiml</th>
<th>-jiml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M/N.</td>
<td>ja(že)</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>eje</td>
<td>-jei</td>
<td>-jei</td>
<td>-jei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>-l/e</td>
<td>-ego</td>
<td>-emu</td>
<td>-eml</td>
<td>-ilm</td>
<td>-ilm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s-</td>
<td>-l/i</td>
<td>-ijo</td>
<td>-eje</td>
<td>-e(j)i</td>
<td>-e(j)i</td>
<td>-e(j)i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M/N.</td>
<td>-l(to)</td>
<td>-iso</td>
<td>-isomu</td>
<td>-eml</td>
<td>-ilm</td>
<td>-ilm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>-a/ja</td>
<td>-q</td>
<td>-eje</td>
<td>-e(j)</td>
<td>-e(j)</td>
<td>-e(j)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*kyji* N. koje F. kaja P.M. cii N. kaja F. kyje; D.M.? F. cēji; moji; tvoji; svoji, naši, vaši; čih; davoji, troji, oboji.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Abd</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNVA</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-oi</td>
<td>-ons</td>
<td>-sōm</td>
<td>-su</td>
<td>-bh/m</td>
<td>-ōis</td>
<td>-ō(u)</td>
<td>-bh/m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>-ā</td>
<td>-ās</td>
<td>-ās</td>
<td>-bh/m</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-ō</td>
<td>-ō</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| -īc | -ūos| -ūs | -ū | -uosè| -lemns| -āns| -uō| -du| -lem-
|     | -ō| -ās| -ūs | -ō| -ũ| -om| -iē| -du| -iē-
| -īc | -ūos| -ōs| -ās| -uosè| -lemns| -āns| -uō| -du| -lem-
|     | -ō| -ās| -ūs| -ōms| -omis| -iē| -du| -om| -iē-
| -i/a| -y/a| -ēchu| -emū| -ēmi| -a| -ē| -oju| -ema|    |
| -y  | -y  |      |      |      |      | -ē |      |    |    |

i/ja(že)  je/ia  ichū  jimū  jimi  ja/i(že)  jeju  jima
jē(že)  jē  i(že)  
i/i  -ljē/i  ichū  jimū  jimi  ija/iji  jeju  jima
ljē/ljē  -ljē  -i(j)i  

I  PNV  A   G   L   Abd  I
-ēmi  -i  ja  -je  ja  -ēchu  -ēmū  -ēmi
-ejo  -je  -jē  
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N.S.: Balto-Slavonic has made uniform the stem of the demonstrative: OB. tü to ta/Gk. ἦ τὸ Skr. sas sā tad. Final -d has dropped without affecting the quality of the vowel, and upon Sl. to has been stayed the whole neuter gender (see section 63). OB. tü is also used freely with nouns as a suffix, and can be doubled with itself (tütü), thus giving R. tot. OB. i- (the so-called anaphoric pronoun) ‘he’ appears in the nom. only with the enclitic -že and in the relative sense ‘who, which’. The interrogatives kū- ‘who?’ čř- ‘what?’ take the enclitic -to in the nominative.

G.S.: Skr. MN. tā-sya (Homer. ταῖο <*to-sjo) F. tā-syai. It is unlikely that this genitive should have survived, developing through *tojo >*toho >to togo (pronounced [tavő] in Russian), though the theory has been propounded. L.M. tō indicates IE.Ab. *tōd, Sl. *ta; the vowel would have been reformed on the basis of DS. tomu L.S. tomī, after the addition of a particle -go=Skr. gha. Under the influence of the o-stems, this case occasionally appears ending in -a (OB. sega jega toga), which has been normal in Serbocroat and Slovene since the fifteenth century. Polish and Wendish show the soft form influencing the hard: P.LowWend. tego. GFS.L. tōs <*tās/OB. toje <*tojā-; this stem serves for all the oblique cases of the feminine singular in Slavonic. Wsl. ė. OB. čīso <*ki-s(j)o, with vowel also opened to česo. This has given a new stem čīs/čēs- to the dat. loc. It remained so anomalous that the declension of čīto ‘what?’ has been remodelled on kūto: G.S. čego etc.

DLS.: Skr. MD. tā-smai L. -smin FD. -syai L. -syām, OPr. stes-se -mu-sias -siei. The s has been dropped in Lithuanian and Slavonic on the analogy of the other cases. In the dat. masc. -u has been imported from o-stems; LSM. tomī <*to(s)mi. DLSF. toi (toji) is refashioned upon the stem of the genitive: *toj-. The stem *toj- was original in ISM. tēmi <*toj-mi.

The conspicuous features of the plural are the identity of all genders in the oblique cases, and the fusion of the genitive with the locative. In these cases the demonstrative stem was *toj- >Sl. tē- and *ji >OB. i-. The use of the latter to make the definite declension of the adjective spread this fusion of genders into the adjectival declension, the more so since the indefinite cases were less and less seen. It was an encouragement to the tendency to unify the oblique cases of the noun-declensions also.

Like tü ‘that’ are declined ovū ‘this’, onū ‘that, von, he’, etc., takū ‘such’, kakū ‘what like?’ kūto ‘who’ nēkūto ‘someone’ nikūto ‘no one’ kūzido (gen. kogozido) ‘each’ jedinū/īnu ‘one’ samū ‘self’. The correlative (kolikū ‘how great?’ tolikū ‘so great’ jelikū ‘as great’ mūnogū ‘much’ drugū ‘other’) show vacillations between nominal and pronominal forms. OB. jeterū ‘a certain one’ is declined as a
nouns. The soft declension has *sī ‘this’ (which was originally an i-stem, cf. L. *śis < *kis), či(to) ‘what?’ (Lat. quid), the possessives (OB. mojī tvojī svojī našī vašī), the collective numerals dūvojī trojī, sicī ‘such’, kyjī ‘which’, čijī ‘whose’. OB. (*s)tuždi ‘strange’ also received a pronominal declension. Traces of the demonstrative sī are found in R. dnes ‘today’, segódnja ‘today’, do sich por ‘hitherto’, sijū minūtu ‘this minute’, P. dzīs ‘today’ latos ‘this year’, etc.

In OB. višī ‘all’ R. vēs (Skr. viça- ‘all’- IE. *wis-) the s should have passed into Sl. *ch (its position after i is evident in L. visas, OPr.NSF. wissa), and the pronoun should have followed the hard paradigm of tū. Of *vichū, the ISMN. NAPM. GP. would be (by the second palatalization) visi-ěmī -i -ěchū, with soft ē, which has spread to the other cases and involved change of the final hard vowels to soft: NSM. viši GSNM. vīsego. In West Slavonic the second palatalization of ch is š: P. wszčež Cz. vschéch, and so P. wszego Cz. vsēho. An acc. sg. fem. vchu is found in Old Russian.

72. Personal Pronouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L.āš</td>
<td>mán-ě</td>
<td>-ěs</td>
<td>-yjě</td>
<td>-iml</td>
<td>mēs</td>
<td>mū-s</td>
<td>mū-su</td>
<td>-mysē</td>
<td>-ms</td>
<td>-mis</td>
<td>mū(du)</td>
<td>mū-</td>
<td>jūs</td>
<td>jū-su</td>
<td>jū(du)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tü</td>
<td>táv-ě</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jūs</td>
<td>jū-su</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sáv-ě</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OB.
(j)azū mē/mene men-e | my |
| mīn-ě | mūn | -oji | n-y | -asū | -amū | -ami | -a | -aju | -ama
| ty | tē/se |
| teb/seb-e | teb |
| seb-e | tob/ |
| sob | v-y | -y | -asū | -amū | -ami | -a | -aju | -ama

Enclitics: DS. mi/ti/si DID. na/va

OR.
ja(z) men-e | -i | -y |
| mūn-ě | -oji |
| t-y | -ja |
| teb/ | -e | -ē/e |
| seb-e | -ē | tob/ | -oji |
| sob-ē/e | v-y | -y/as |

OB. jazū/azū OR. ja(z) L. àš Skr. aham Avestic azem Ossetic āz Arm. jes/Gk. ἔγω(ν) Lat. ego (OIr. me- Welsh mi). The Old
Bulgarian texts show almost exclusively azú; Old Lithuanian and Old Prussian have OL. eš OPr. es. The final nasal is attested in other satem-languages, and the original form of the Slavonic word may have been *eɡom: *ezū >jazū >azū, the j- being lost because of its position at the beginning of a word never compounded. There is, however, no other ground for admitting the existence of the long ē in this word, and as azū is the older in attested examples, one may think of a simple change (azū from ezū <*eɡom) to a more open vowel, as in L. āš. Another suggestion is that the change may have been the work of a prefix *d- (as in Skr. ā-ṭiś ‘blessing’), or of the conjunction a. IE. *tū L. tū CSl. OB. ty ‘thou’.

The oblique cases in the singular are formed from the roots *m-, *tew/tw/t-, *sev/sw/s-, of which the latter groups are entirely parallel. The accusative has a suffixed -*m (me/te/se), which is not the usual accusative flexion, but akin to the -*m suffixed to the nominative. GS.: me-ne, with suffixed -ne, cf. Skr. máma (/*mána). The corresponding forms should have been *teve/seve (cf. Skr. táva/sáva), but the b of the dative has been substituted. R. menyá is probably due to AS. mjá <me and GS. -ja of the jo-nouns. DS.: Skr. máhyam Lat. mihi indicate an original form of the nature of *meghi; OB. míné/ OR. mûnè L. dial. mînî probably owes its i to the following ē. OB. tebe/sebé OPr. tebbei/sebbei Lat. tibi/sibi show a bh- phoneme (*bhei) akin to that in Skr. tubhyam. In Polish and Czech there has been an exchange of cases: the original datives serve as genitive-accusatives: P. ciebie/siebie Cz. tebe/sebé, and the instrumental stem is applied to the dative: P. tobie/sobie Cz. tobé/sobé. The enclitic forms of the dative were IE. *moi/toi/soi >CSl. OB. mi/ti/si. The locative has been identified with the dative in Slavonic/Skr. máyi etc. L. manyjé. IS: OB. mûn/tob/sob-ojó, Skr. mây-y-ā, etc. The termination is that of the instr. sg. of a-stems (*-ā-jam >CSl. OB. -ojó: OB. rõkojo Skr. kántayā, see section 66 f ii), and the vowel of the stem is assimilated to the o of the flexion: OB. mûn- for *mîn-, whence mûn/mín- are found as alternative stems for the dative and locative also; tob/sob-. Conversely, the final consonants of these stems show influence of the dative on the instrumental. Cz. teb/seb-ou show a later assimilation to the genitive stem.

NPD.: IE.P. *mes *wei/*wós *jús, D. *we *wó/*woi (cf. OEEng. P. we D. wit/P. gē D. git). OB. my has the vowel of the second person vy <*wós; L. mês continues an original form. OB. va <*wó and vé < *woi. In the acc. and oblique cases there has been change of stem: *nō(s) *n(s)/*wō(s) *u(s). L. mûs has been influenced by jús as to its vowel. ÒB.AP. ny vy later give way to the gen.-acc. nasû vasû (<*nōs-su *wōs-su). AD. OB. na (cf. Gk. vó) is the only instance in Slavonic of an acc. dual differing from the nominative.
(iii) INDECLINABLES

73. Adverbs. (a) Manner. No use is made in Slavonic of the method of forming adverbs from adjectives by means of suffixes, such as Eng. -ly Fr. -ment. The two principal sources of adverbs (and ‘improper’ prepositions) are the accusative and locative cases used invariably. There are more of the latter in West Slavonic than in Russian, which is evidence of regional preferences. The accusative adverb arises simply enough out of the ‘interior’ accusative, i.e. that idiom by which the noun of the action expressed by the verb is given as accusative of that verb (e.g. Gk. ἄφτησα ἄμαρτάνει ‘to sin a sin, commit an error’). To the noun an adjective might be attached, and the noun then omitted (Gk. μεγάλα [ἀμαρτηματα] ἄμαρτάνει ‘to commit great faults, sin grievously’). The noun need not have the same root as the verb, but only be cognate in meaning (Gk. νίκην/μάχην νικάν ‘to win a victory/battle’); and in the ensuing uncertainty when the noun was omitted only the neuter was appropriate, sg. pl. in Greek, sg. only in Slavonic: -o/e. This is the normal adverb in Russian: черошко ‘well’ рано ‘early’ мило ‘nicely’ дурно ‘badly’ крайне ‘extremely’, etc. The comparative is also a neuter: более ‘more’ менее ‘less’. This type of adverb was also normal in Old Bulgarian, and among words specialized for use as adverbs were OB. тако and сice ‘so’ како ‘how’ яко ‘as’ инако ‘otherwise’ паце ‘rather’. From i- and u-stems come accusatives like OB. близи ‘near’ низу ‘down’ ази ‘in vain’ сопротив ‘against’ отри ‘within’ ване ‘perchance’ искре ‘near’ прави ‘truly’ стьни ‘rightly’. The correlatives are OB. лубо...лубо ‘whether...or’ are accusatives, and против ‘against’ is an accusative of the feminine a-stems. OB. чето ‘why’ (cf. Lat. quid) must also be reckoned an accusative.

The locative case has the metaphorical extension of ‘in a certain way’, and so is suitable for adverbial formations. Compare -wise in Eng. otherwise. The o/a-stems have LSN. -е: OB. годе ‘suitably’ dobrе ‘well’ зуле ‘ill’ доле ‘under’ горе ‘above’ кроме ‘outside, besides’ pozде ‘late’ вуне ‘outside’, together with the prepositions skvozе ‘through’ razvе ‘besides’ (which govern the A and G). Locatives of u-stems have the suffix -u: OB. vrchu ‘above’ dolu ‘down’ вуну ‘out’. As the genitive has the same flexion, these might be classified as genitive-locatives. OB. mézdu ‘between’ is gen.-loc. dual of mézda ‘boundary’; вицера ‘yesterday’ is a form of the genitive of вечеру ‘evening’. Other adverbs in -a are OB. нына/ныне ‘now’ jedoa ‘hardly’. OB. doma ‘at home’ (Gk. οίκοι Lat. domi) corresponds to Lat. domo in form.

Various uses of the instrumental fit that case to be a source of adverbs. IP. of o-stems: OB. мали ‘little’ латински ‘in Latin’ pravy ‘rightly’. The case was specially employed to designate language, as
OB. gričsky 'in Greek' R. po-gréčeski. The instrumental suffixes in -m- are used in both plural and dual forms, and sometimes alternate with datives: visima 'quite', tollimi/tollima 'so greatly', jelimi/jelima 'as greatly' [see (d) below], radima 'on account of', bůchůnů/bůchůmí/bůchůmá/bůšijo (ISF.) 'quite'. In the singular the instrumental is found in jednovo 'once' vitoricejo 'for the second time', etc.

(b) Time. Adverbs of time perhaps take the form of Lat. id temporis, that is to say an interrogative, relative or demonstrative neuter followed by the genitive of the matter measured: -gda possibly from goda, gen. sg. of godů 'time'. They may be followed by the enclitic ře: OB. tūgda/togda 'then' kūgda/kogda 'when' (Lat. quum temporis) inūgda/inogda 'at some time' jegdaže 'when' (relative). The suffix -da appears in OS. kada 'when' Slov. kdaj kódar (cf. L. kadá Skr. kadá). OB. nikúda 'never' seems a cross between kūgda and kada. Most modern Slavonic languages preserve traces of CSI. *kudy. From the locative come OB. lani 'last year' utře 'in the morning' létě 'in summer'.

(c) Place. A suffixed -de (<*dhe, cf. Skr. kūha 'where') appears in kūde 'where' side 'here' onude 'yonder' ide(ře) 'where' (relative) viside 'everywhere'. With suffixed -ře: do-ideře (do-řide-ře/do-řídře) 'till, up to'. This -de appears as -dě in R. gde (formerly spelt gdě) S. gděj 'where', perhaps on the analogy of the locatives in ě.

Place whence (unde?) is represented by means of -odu/odě <IE. *n-dhe, which occur in the reverse order in Gk. -θε <*-dhe-n (oikōθεν 'from home'): OB. tođu 'thence' kodu/kodě 'whence' jodů(ře) 'whence' (relative) sodu/ovodu 'hence' visodu 'from all sides' iz vůnůdu 'from without' otrůjdu 'from within'. (There is no suffix corresponding to Gk. -θi in oikōθi 'at home' or -δε in oikāδε 'homewards').

Place whither (quo?) is represented by means of -amo, which is purely Slavonic: tamo 'thither' kamo 'whither' jamo 'whither' (relative) inamo 'to some other place' višěmo 'to all places'; cf. Gk. τῆμος 'then'.

An isolated form is tu 'there', cf. the demonstrative tu 'that'.

(d) Degree. Suffixes -lit/īli/lė/līma: OB. tolt 'so far, so much' do kolė 'how long?'; seli 'to this extent' otu seli 'from now on', etc. This is the source of the adjectival pronouns koliků 'how great?', etc. (see section 71).

(e) Miscellaneous. Other common adverbs are OB. tačé 'then' pačé 'rather' obače 'however' ješte 'still', yet [(<e/ot-s-kwē >*je/ošče, whence P. jesceze MB. ošte, S. jōš(te) by confusion of forms], paky 'again', etc.

74. Prepositions. The parent language can hardly be said to have possessed prepositions. These serve in modern languages to define precisely the relations between various parties and the activity expressed by the verb, but under primitive conditions that definition
was given, with all the clarity then desired, by the cases. To the sentence thus formed, however, it was possible to add certain small adverbs which were felt to be attached chiefly to the verb, and to define its meaning more closely, but sometimes might be considered specially to affect a noun. In the former case the particle was generally found at some distance from the verb (tmesis); in the latter it commonly followed the noun (postposition). Two forms sometimes used as postpositions in Slavonic languages are radi ‘on account of’ and děla/*dila ‘for’, both governing the genitive (cf. Lat. gratia and causa). In Homer’s line

άμφι δὲ οἱ κυνέην κεφαλῆςν ἔθηκεν
‘he placed a helmet on his head’

the adverb-preposition αμφι refers as much to the noun as to the verb, though separated from both, and the general relations of the two nouns to the verb are defined by their cases (acc. loc.). In all languages a more precise union has been sought, either by associating the preposition with the verb as a prefix (Gk. αμφεθηκεν) or with the noun as a preposition (Gk. αμφί την κεφαλήν). The number of possible verbal prefixes has remained static since early times, and they have taken forms which occasionally differ from those in use as prepositions. At an early date it was also possible to attach prepositions to nouns, chiefly deverbals, as OB. pameți ‘memory’ pradědů ‘great-grandfather’ sosedū ‘neighbour’ sologū ‘consort’ prorokiū ‘prophet’. The power to make these compounds was soon lost. The vowel of the nominal prefix is usually long, but is short in the corresponding verb, as pamečti/pominěti (*ơ/ơ).

It was possible to double a preposition (MB. v, pr. vaf; s, pr. sds) and to use them in combination (R. iz-pod ‘from under’). Further, since the union between the preposition and its noun is very close, and sometimes even marked by the transfer of the stress to the preposition, the consonant of the preposition was not really final, and hence survives (OB. iz vůz bez). The prepositions sů, ků and vů originally ended in n, which appears in Slavonic as the initial of a pronoun beginning with a vowel (OB. vů žemt).

In addition to these simple forms, which are almost unanalysable, there are others derived from adverbs, which are themselves evidently cases of neuter adjectives, either simply so, or compounded with a preposition. Such formations differ from language to language, according as they go out of use or additions are made. Their syntax is uniform, since they obviously must be followed by the case which expresses the dependence of nominalia upon other nominalia (nouns, adjectives, pronouns), i.e. the genitive. Some adverbial prepositions of this secondary type have gained such currency as to be classed among those in most frequent use.
Here is a list of the most usual prepositions and prefixes of Old Bulgarian. The so-called 'improper' prepositions (adverbial, based or apparently based on noun-cases, etc.) are indicated by an asterisk. Those occurring in OB. as prefixes only are indicated in the list by hyphens. The translation is rough and ready, particularly in the case of the prefixes. The prefix **vy-**, though not found in OB., has been included because of its importance in other languages.

- **bez bezǔ (G) 'without'** [L. bè, Skr. bahiś 'outside'; ? *IE.*
- **blizǔ blizì (G) 'near'** [cf. Lat. fìgìre 'strike'].
- **črēsū (A) 'through, over, beyond'** ( <*cersū*), RChSl. also črēsū by assimilation [L. sēkās Gk. κυκάρσιος 'oblique'].
- **dēla (G) 'because of, for' (postposition) [connected with délo 'matter, affair'].
- **do (G) 'up to, as far as, till'** [Eng. to, Gk. -δο, OLat. -do].

Prefix **do-**.

- **iskri (G) 'near'** [from *iz+a form of krai 'edge, end'].
- **iz izū (G) 'out of, from'** [CSl. *j(j)iz, L. īs; corresponds in usage rather than form to Lat. ex, Gk. ἐκ].
- **kromē (G) 'besides, except'** [L.S. of kroma 'edge'].
- **kū(n) (D) 'to, towards'** [ <*kom=Skr. kam].
- **meždu (I) 'between, among'** [L.D. of mežda 'border'].
- **na (L) 'on' (A) 'on to'** [cf. Gk. ἀνώ, ἀνώ, Lat. an-, Goth. ana; ? Sl. form <*nō <*ono <*ana (cf. L. nuō, which however means 'from')].

Prefix **na-**.

- **nadū (L) 'above' (A) 'down on to'** [na + suffix dü].
- **o ob obū (L) 'around, about' (A) 'against'** [L. abi-; cf. Skr. abhi, Goth. bi, Lat. ob; or Gk. ἀνθι Latina amb-]. All forms found as prefixes; also obi- obi-.
- **ō- 'into', e.g. ƣotku 'woof'** [see vu(n)].
- **ot otū (G) 'away from'** [L. ati-; Lat. et Gk. ἐτι in ablaut].

Prefix **otū- ot- o- 'away'**.

- **pā- after, then, secondly', etc.; e.g. pamēti 'memory' [see po].
- **po (D and A) 'across, over' and distributive functions** [L. pa-, while preposition pó corresponds formally to pa-; Lat. po-, Gk. ἀπό].
- **prē- 'through, across, above'** [L. per 'through', Lat. per Gk. πέρι].

Prefix **prē-**.

- **paddle (A) 'along'** [dlgū 'long'].
- **podū (L and A) 'under, beneath'** [po+dū; cf. nadū].

Prefix **podū-**.

- **pra- 'before', etc.; e.g. praotici 'forefather' [see pro].
- **pré- 'through, across, above'** [L. peē 'through', Lat. per Gk. πέρι].

Prefix **pré-**.

- **prēdū (L and A) 'before, in front of'** [*per+dū; cf. nadū podū]

Prefix **prēdū-**.
*prēmo (D) ‘against, opposite’ [? Gk. πρόμος ‘in front’, Goth. *fram ‘forward’].
*prēðē (G) ‘before’ (time) [<*perd-je, comparative form].
pri (L) ‘by, at’ [L. priē, pri-; cf. Lat. prae]. Prefix pri-.
pro (A) ‘for’ [L. pra-, while preposition pro corresponds formally to pra-; Skr. pra-, Lat. pro, Eng. for]. Prefix pro- ‘through’.
*protiō (D) ‘against, opposite’ [Latv. pret, Skr. prāti, Gk. πρότι πρός, Lat. pretium].
*radī (G) ‘for the sake of’ (postposition) [cf. OPers. rādiy].
*razvē (G) ‘apart from’ [L. of *razvū; cf. raz-].
*skvozē (A) ‘through’ [?].
so- ‘with’; e.g. sołogū ‘consort’ [see sū(n)].
sū(n) (I) ‘with’ (G) ‘down from’ (A) ‘to the extent of’ [OPr. san- L. sa- saq Skr. sam Gk. συς σ-; IE. *som/sm]. Prefix sū(n)- ‘together, down’.

u (G) ‘by, at’ [despite difference of meaning, apparently the same as the following]:
u- ‘away, down’ [L. au- Skr. áva Gk. ου Lat. au-].
vū(n) (L) ‘in’ (A) ‘into’ [? <*n-; cf. L. i, Gk. εν, Lat. in, Eng. in. The form o- (jo-) from *on- corresponds to Gk. ενα, Goth. ana, Eng. on].
*vūnē (G) ‘outside’ [Loc.; cf. adv. vūnū ‘outside’. Cf. Gk. ἄνω; or from *ud-no, cf. vy-].
vūx vūxu (A) ‘up, along, against’ [L. ǔx ‘behind, for’; IE. *ubs/ups, Eng. up]. Prefix vūx- ‘up’. This appears as vū- in vūstati ‘rise’.
(vy- ‘out’, found in ChSl. and other Sl. languages but not in OB. proper [Goth. ūt, IE. *ūd/ūt]).
za (L and A) ‘behind’ (G) ‘because of’ [?]. Prefix za- ‘behind’, etc.

75. Conjunctions and Particles. The construction of Old Bulgarian sentences was of the type called paratactic, which is well represented in the Homeric poems. Sentences were normally given equal values in the discourse. There was little subordination, and almost nothing in the way of parenthesis. The large body of fully declined participles did offer a method of subordination, notably in the case of the dative absolute, but as the indefinite participles gradually developed into gerunds this resource was diminished in the modern languages. There was more than compensation, however, in the more precise conjunctival value assigned to the conjunctions, which co-ordinate or subordinate in Russian, for example, much as they do in French or English. In Old Bulgarian most of these conjunctions were present,
but their use is more akin to that of Homer. Subordinating conjunctions and relative pronouns were still clearly of demonstrative or interrogative origin, and were employed in clauses so simply arranged that they might be deemed coordinate. In Homer, for instance, the Myrmidons are compared to wolves thus: οἱ δὲ λύκοι ὁι ωμοφόγοι, τοῖς ὁ τε περὶ φρεσιν ἀπετεῖς ἀλκή ('like ravening wolves in whose hearts there is unspeakable daring'), where τοῖς might easily be a demonstrative, and the sentence run: 'like ravening wolves—for them there is unspeakable daring in their hearts'. So it is with the OB. ἵς 'who', which may often be rendered 'and he', introducing a co-ordinated statement. This is not to say, of course, that the relative is not of Indo-European origin. OB. ἴς (γ) answers to Gk. ὅς Avestic yō Skr. yas, and other Slavonic particles are of similar antiquity.

In South Slavonic and Russian the verb was normally initial in a principal clause, which is the best position for narrative, since it gives prominence to the succession of events. The final position seems to have been more common in West Slavonic. There was thus a measure of regional preference within the general order of the Indo-European phrase (as exemplified by Homer), according to which the first place was given to the most significant element of a clause. In subordinate and especially in relative clauses the first place was taken by the particle, and the verb was frequently delayed to the end. The position of the subject with reference to the verb was free; a dative generally preceded an accusative, an attributive or possessive genitive preceded its noun, but a partitive genitive followed, and adjectives preceded their nouns when attributive, but stood alone and later when predicative.

The principal particles and conjunctions in Old Bulgarian were those listed below. Particles never found in isolation are indicated by a hyphen:

*a 'but'; + conditional 'if'. a-bychu etc. 'so that'. a-cē 'although': a-li 'but'. [Skr. ẅ 'then, and', L. ē 'and, but'; IE. *ōd/ōt from the pronoun stem *e-/*o-].

ako (aky) 'as, when, that' [? from pronoun-stem *e-/*o-; cf. Lat. e-quitam].

ašte 'if, whether'. ašte i 'even if'. ašte li 'or else, otherwise'. ašte da ne 'if not'. ašte li da 'if however'.  nomine ašte 'whoever'.[? *ōt (see a)+ *jed <*jo- > aied].

bo 'for'. i-bo 'and indeed'. u-bo 'therefore'. ne-bo-nū 'and indeed'. [In ablaut to the ba found in other languages; cf. L. bā 'yes, good', Gk. ἤ].

cē (in a cē, cē i 'and indeed, although' [cf. Gk. καί Skr. ca].
da 'that, so, and, but'. da-źe ne 'before'. jako da 'so, in order that'. da ako (da jako) 'but when' [cf. Gk. ἤ].
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i ‘and, also’. i—i—‘both—and—’. daže i do ‘till’ [IE. *ei, loc. of *e-/o-; cf. Gk. εί ‘so, if’].

jako ‘as, that’. jako že ‘as’ [neuter of jakû (see section 73)].

jeda ‘lest, that not’; used like Latin num. [?].

li ‘whether’. li—li— ‘whether—or’ [? <*gloī; Latv. lai ‘let’; cf. Lat. vel].

ne ‘not’. ne-že ‘than’ [IE. *ne, Skr. na, Lat. ne-, L. nē].

ni ‘not indeed’. ni—ni— ‘neither—not’ [IE. *nei, Lat. ni, Goth. nei, L. neī].

nū ‘but’ [L. nū ‘now’, Eng. now; connected with nyně ‘now’ novū ‘new’].

ta (ta-žě) ‘and then’ [from the pronoun tū; cf. Skr. tād ‘as a consequence’].

ti ‘and’ [cf. Goth. þei ‘that, so that’].

-žde (found e.g. in tū-žde ‘the same’) [<*dje <IE. *djod from pronoun-stem *djo].

že ‘and’ [cf. Gk. γε, L. -gi, -gu].

-ždo (found in kū-ždo ‘each’ iže koli-ždo ‘whoever’, etc.) [?].

The pronouns are also used as conjunctions; e.g. to (neut. of tū) ‘so’,

jimiže (INS of iže) ‘because’, po neže (ANS of same) ‘because’,

za ne ‘for’, se (neut. of pronoun si) ‘behold’.

C. WORDS

76. Preferences. The inner circle of human relationships does not alter, and is represented in Slavonic by words drawn from the primitive stock: OB. mati ‘mother’ dušti ‘daughte’r synu ‘son’ brat(r)u ‘brother’ svekry ‘mother-in-law’ zeti ‘son-in-law’ (Lat. gener Albanian dhëndër ‘bridegroom’) R. mal doć syn brat svëkróv zjaf. Some of them are assimilated to more common declensions: OB. snúcha ‘daughter-in-law’ sestra ‘sister’/Lat. nurus soror, S. svèkra ‘mother-in-law’. In a rudimentary society relationships are traced through the mother; later, relationship to the father as head of the house is of more consequence. Traces of these two states of society are found in Slavonic: OB. uji P. wuj ‘uncle’ was properly ‘mother’s brother’, cf. Lat. avunculus/patrius and avus ‘grandfather’; R. zolóka (dim. of dial. zólva) S. záova ‘sister-in-law’ is linked with Gk. γάλας Lat. glos ‘husband’s sister’; S. jëtova ‘husband’s brother’s wife’ corresponds to OL. jenté Lat. pl. janitrices Homeric εὐντίτες. Another tendency very strongly represented in Slavonic is to let nursery names persist: OB. oticí ‘father’ is a diminutive of a baby-word (Gk. ὠτος), as it were ‘daddikins’, and similarly throughout the inner circle of relatives: R. djádja ‘uncle’ tětka ‘aunt’ déduška ‘grandpa’ bábuška ‘granny’. In several languages mati and *dūli give place to diminutives like S. mějka máma P. córka.
The large family was the village-community (see section 1). This has left certain important terms: OB. viši ‘village’, cf. Gk. οἶκος Lat. vicus, originally the community’s ‘long house’, whence came OPr. waispattin ‘wife’ L. viĕspātis ‘master of the house’ (Skr. viśpatis). CSL. OB. gospodi ‘master’ is not quite clear in its etymology, but may be compared with Lat. hospes < *hosti-potis, so that, as it were, ‘guest-master’ was substituted for ‘house-master’. OB. domu ‘house’ (Lat. domus Gk. δῶμος δι omega ‘build’) refers primarily to the edifice; it is absent from the Baltic languages in the simple form. The more elaborate groups had names in Indo-European which died out in Balto-Slavonic through disuse, and though the power of making compound epithets was retained actual compounds were few, a fact which denotes an absence of religious organization. Only names were given the solemn and sacerdotal value associated with such compounds.

Though the parts of the body are permanent their names are liable to certain changes, on account of modesty, humorous depreciation of one’s own, the use of slang equivalents. Other parts, however, by exciting no such reactions, retain very old names. So OB. jezyků ‘tongue’ L. liežūvis Lat. lingua Goth. τυγκα Eng. tongue, all apparently representing modifications of a single root; OB. srdice ‘heart’ L. širdis Lat. cor(d) Gk. καρδια Eng. heart, OB. brův R. brov ‘eye-brow’ Gk. φυρος Eng. brow, OB. nosů ‘nose’ L. nōsis Lat. nasus Eng. nose, are all primitive names for these things. Unlike these, the word for ‘hand’ varies from language to language, apparently for the sake of greater vividness: OB. růka R. rukâ L. rankâ seems to mean ‘the gatherer’ (L. renkâ ‘I gather’). OB. usta (pl.) ‘mouth’ was originally lips (Skr. oṣthes). OB. noga ‘foot’/L. nagâ means ‘hoof’ (Gk. δοξ Λ. nágas ‘nail’) and OB. zóbu ‘tooth’ R. zub/L. dantis meant ‘peg’ (Albanian dhëmb ‘tooth’ Gk. γωφος ‘nail’, L. żambas ‘edge’, Ossetic zämbin ‘yawn’). These two substitutions are the result of ancient slang. The fact that Lithuanian participates in the one case but not in the other exemplifies two characteristics of the Balto-Slavonic group: their agreement in one set of highly characteristic innovations, and the equally large number of innovations which are peculiarly Slavonic. It has led to the suggestion that their unity was interrupted for a while and then resumed; a suggestion which attempts to bring under one formula their striking likenesses and differences.

The originality of Slavonic is well brought out by a long series of names for animals which must have been quite familiar in the ancient communities: OB. kohti ‘horse’ kobyla ‘mare’ volů ‘ox’ (Ossetic gal) baranů ‘ram’ (? Ossetic wäriq ‘lamb’ Arm. garñ Pers. barra Skr. urana-Gk. ἀρον) koza kozilů ‘goat’, R. sobáka ‘dog’ (Medic σπόκα), OB. ptita ‘bird’ ryba ‘fish’, zmijí ‘snake’ (? ‘the earthy’). In the case of OB. medvedí ‘bear’, literally ‘honey-eater’, a taboo has prevented the use of
the normal name for this dangerous animal. On the other hand, old survivals include: OB. turū 'aurochs' (OPr. taurus Lat. taurus Gk. ταῦρος) and govědů ‘ox’ R. govjádina ‘beef’ (Lat. bos Ir. bo Eng. cow <*gēōu-), ovčú ovča ‘sheep’ (L. avis Gk. οἶς Lat. ovis), agnīci ‘lamb’ R. jaglēnok Lat. agnus, vřna ‘wool’ R. vůlna, svinja ‘sow’, včků ‘wolf’ R. volk, myši ‘mouse’, orilů ‘eagle’ R. orěl, R. drozd ‘thrush’, OB. žeravě ‘crane’ L. gėrve (Gk. γέρων Lat. grus), gosł ‘goose’ R. guš, otý ‘duck’ R. ūtka L. ūntis (Lat. anas Gk. νήσσα), mucha ‘fly’ L. musè (Gk. μῦς), osa ‘wasp’ (Lat. vespa), bičela R. pělů ‘bee’ L. bītis (Germ. Biene OEng. beo), and the bee’s product OB. medů R. měd L. medûs ‘honey, hydromel’.

Names of trees are generally stable, unless the name is transferred to another species as a result of travel. One notes, for instance: OB. brěza ‘beech’ R. berěza L. béržas (Ossetic bărz), želůdi R. želud ‘acorn’ L. gilé (Lat. glans), abľuko ‘apple’ L. ŏbuolos (Abella was a place-name in Campania). The oak is exceptionally variable, either because of difference of species or because of the religious awe which it often inspired. OB. drěvo ‘tree’ L. dervà ‘pine-wood’ corresponds to Gk. ὀξὺς ‘oak’ ὀρὸς ‘cut trunk, spear-shaft’, but the Slavonic term was dobú R. dub/L. ēwulos. Minerals include: OB. soli ‘salt’, zlato ‘gold’ R. zóloto Latv. zelts/L. aurksas (Lat. aurum <*auśum), střebro ‘silver’ R. serebró L. sidābru/L. argentum Gk. χρυσός, želězo ‘iron’ L. geležis (Gk. χαλκός ‘copper’), ruda ‘metal, ore’ (ON. rauđi Finnish rauta ‘iron’, ON. rauðr ‘red’).

A number of other words, when compared with Lithuanian equivalents, help to define the originality involved in the creation of Slavonic: R. vysókij ‘high’ L. dūksias OB. umū ‘intelligence’ L. prótas, OB. bolži ‘greater’ R. bolše ‘more’ [Gk. βαλτός Lat. (de)bils ‘weak’, with negative prefix de-/L. didēnis, dobrū ‘good’ (Lat. faber *dab(ab)-r-)/L. gėras, R. pesn ‘song’ L. dainā, OB. lūžī ‘lie’ L. mēlas, OB. črnā ‘black’ L. jūdās, godū ‘year’ L. métras, pastuchū ‘shepherd’ L. piemuš, prijateli ‘friend’ L. draūgas, slnice ‘sun’ L. sūlē, člověkū ‘man’/OL. žmuo. The list would be much lengthened by adding those words in which Slavonic differs from the Baltic languages in some detail, as OB. novû ‘new’ L. naujs (*newos/neujoš) or OB. sūmti ‘death’ R. smrū/L. mirīts. The correspondences, however, are not less striking: OB. mirû ‘peace’ L. mieras (obsolete), migla ‘mist’ L. miglā (Ossetic miy Zend. maeya Gk. ὅμαλή), deveti ‘nine’ L. decymi, slava ‘glory’ L. šlově/garbē, R. koróva ‘cow’ L. kärve, nesti ‘bear’ L. něší, sladû-kû ‘sweet’ L. saldūs, etc.

77. Borrowings. (a) Iranian. For these see section 2. The name of ‘God’ OB. Bogû might be purely Slavonic, and some of its derivatives are used in historic Slavonic senses. But the transfer of meaning involved between material notions like ‘bread’, ‘distributor’, ‘rich’, to
the spiritual concept ‘God’ is something which unites Iranians and Slavs. The word for ‘dog’ R. sobáka Medic spaha contrasts with L. šuō Skr. vān (Lat. canis Gk. κυνος English hound), and shows that in such transactions the whole of the respective groups were not necessarily involved. Other probable Iranianisms were R. sekitra ‘axe’, topör ‘axe’ sochá ‘plough’ kur ‘cock’ S. vātra ‘fire’. L. šveňtas OB. světa ‘holy’ R. svjetáj corresponds to Avestic spanto, and OBR. slovo ‘word’ to Avestic sraivo; these may be coincidences. There may be other instances of borrowing which cannot now be demonstrated, but remain as curious coincidences. Thus OB. zohū ‘tooth’ R. zub coincides in every way with Skr. jambhas ‘tooth’, and there is a connecting link in Ossetic (Seychthan) zāmbin ‘yawn, gape’/Gk. γόφος ‘peg’, and OB. volū ‘ox’ with Ossetic gal (g < *w, a < *o). The former coincidence is particularly striking. The latter offers evidence of contact with East Finns: Čeremiss. volek, Vogul volov vulu. It may have had a centre of diffusion in Seychthan territory.

(b) Germanic and Occidental. From their German neighbours the Slavs obtained words that expressed the superiority of German military organization, together with others, both of German and Romance origin, which expressed the greater domestic comfort of the west. Among Germanic military words were R. vitjaż < *witeng-‘hero’ (possibly the Wintings); OB. meĉi ‘sword’ R. meč Finnish miekka OL. mečius < Goth. meki, brady ‘(hal)berd’ < Germ. barta, šłemu ‘helmet’ < Goth. hilms, plkú ‘troop’ R. polk cf. Eng. folk, kūne(d)zi ‘prince’ R. knjaž < Germ. *kuningas, OB. krali R. koról < Karl. OB. kopie ‘spear’ probably came through the Germans from Gk. κοπτίον ‘haft’. The precise military terms sūtinkų ‘centurion’, desētinkų ‘decurion’ and leģeônų ‘legion’ may be of later literary importation.

The Slavonic hut had only one poorly-heated room (OB. sēni ‘cold room, vestibule’). A warm room was added by imitation of the Germans (OB. istūba R. izbá ‘room with stove’, Frankish stuba, now ‘hut’), and other terms were OB. chyzzi ‘house’ chlēvû ‘store-room’ (Goth. hláw), P. buda ‘bothy’, and from Romance through German: P. komora R. komnata ‘room’ (< caminata), Cs. kuchyné ‘kitchen’. So also OB. koliba ‘hut’ (Gk. κολύβη) S. cigla ‘brick’ (Lat. tegula) OB. baña ‘bath’ (Lat. banea, balneum, Gk. βαλανεύοντα ‘bath’). The loanwords also indicate an improved standard of living in respect of food: OB. oľa olovina ‘ale’ (which may not be a loanword) chlēvû ‘bread’ (Goth. hláif); and utensils (notably blūdo ‘dish’ Goth. biups), kadi ‘vat’ R. kádka (Gk. κάδος), R. bôčka bočenok ‘barrel’ (ὑ Gk. βουτής < Lat. būtis), R. miska ‘tureen’ dim. of misa (Goth. mes Lat. mensa). Lat. cucullus ‘cowl’ gave various derivatives, including R. kukla ‘doll’; another sign of improved clothing was the word B. günja ‘cloak’ (< Lat. gunna < Celtic). A
considerable number of loanwords attest the advance in agriculture and commerce: R. plug 'plough with coulter'/sochá 'wooden plough' and ra(d)lo 'hand-plough, hoe' (Germ. pl(u)og Pflug), vinó 'wine' and vinograd 'vine' originally 'vineyard', OB. výtograd 'orchard', R. skot 'cattle', OB. ošlě 'donkey' R. osél (Lat. asellus, dim. of asinus), pastyrî/pastuchů 'shepherd', kupiti 'buy' (Goth. káupôn), and also the fruits R. čerěšnja 'cherry' (ceresia), pěrík 'peach' (persicum), with the vegetable Cz. locíka 'lettuce' (Lat. lactūca) and OB. jelejî 'oil' (Gk. ὕλαν). Communications and money were improved to support trade: R. korábł 'ship' [Gk. καραβὴν; a further borrowing seems to have given the ON. karfi 'galley'], a word taken over when Gk. β was still occlusive b; but ON. ellídi 'ship' seems to come from the native Slavonic *oldi̯a. R. týšjača 'thousand' (Goth. þusund) shows an intellectual advance in counting; OB. pěnedži 'penny' skůlědži 'shilling' dinarů 'denarion' kodrantů 'quadrans' show how money superseded barter.

Not many words are free from the material bias of the above list, but there are a few which imply new distinctions of thought: OB. chodogů 'skilled' (Goth. handugs), liště 'guile', čušdě 'strange' (Goth. piuda 'people'), ludiję 'people' (Germ. Leute). A special interest attaches to OB. cřky 'church' R. cěrkvo (Germ. kirchhe <Gk. κυριακή) because it comes late in this series; it must have been borrowed after the conversion of the Goths, but before the break-up of the Slavonic community. Cēsar (Goth. Kaisar) was borrowed as OB. cēšarí and later again as kesař, the latter connoting the Roman Emperor. R. buk 'beech-tree' may have been an ancient Germanic loanword, but bükva 'letter' evidently connoted a rune scratched on beech-bark; it must, therefore, have been borrowed later than the introduction of runes into Germany in the first centuries of our era, as a distant imitation of Roman writing. OB. kūniga S. knjiga R. kniga 'book' has been connected with Arm. knīk 'seal', Assyrian kunukku 'seal' and kaniku 'something sealed', though not without difficulty, for want of intermediary forms in Syrian. The Slavonic word may belong to the same series ('sealed tablets or pages'). Owing to the geographical difficulties involved by this explanation, and to certain doubts concerning the link between Armenian and Assyrian, another source has been suggested, viz. Goth. kannjan 'make known', whence *kannjainga MidLowGerm. kenninge ON. kenning (F.) 'doctrine, proclamation'.

Germanic k g are affected by the second Slavonic palatalization (section 38), and -ing gives CSL. -ędžt. Latin words commonly show Romance articulation: R. čerěšnja has c = č; OB. kaleží 'cup' shows a voiced and palatalized internal c in Lat. calicem; Cz. locíka and its congener develop Lat. -ct- as CSL. *-kt- before a front vowel, so that the ů of Lat. lactūca may have been borrowed with its Gallo-Roman
value ü, OB. židovinŭ 'Jew' shows the Romance pronunciation of j in judeus. In some cases these loanwords bear traces also of their passage through Germanic: OB. pastyři with y < u possibly due to Germanic/Lat. pastorem, P. mnich 'monk' (cf. Munich München/Lat. monachus) klasztor 'cloister' (Germ. Kloster). West Slavonic takes its terms for religious organization from Latin, though they also penetrate into other parts: OB. olitari 'altar' OR. pogan 'pagan'. Greek words show the iotaism of the Byzantine language, and fricative β > Sl. v, a fact which makes the b in korabli so outstanding.

(c) Byzantine. (i) Loanwords. As a result of the missions of St. Methodius and St. Cyril the stream of external influence was diverted from Germany to Byzantium. It entered primarily the South Slavonic region, moulding the whole cultural vocabulary of Old Bulgarian, but it also reached northwards through Slovenia towards Poland. Hence it is that even the Latin Christianity of the Western Slavs has certain basic words from Church Slavonic, though the vocabulary of organization is essentially Latin. Russian Christianity, of course, is directly dependent on Old Bulgarian models.

Just as the Germanic loanwords in Slavonic include some which are of Roman origin, and among these are some Greek words adopted into Latin usage, so the Byzantine Greek element includes some words which are Latin by origin. Some have been mentioned above: legeonŭ 'legion', súttinikŭ translated from 'centurion'. A precise date of borrowing cannot usually be given. R. idol 'idol' is Gk. εἰδωλον, but there is nothing to show whether this term, undoubtedly Christian in the meaning adopted, came as a result of the evangelization of the Goths in the fourth century or of the Slavs in the ninth. Concerning the majority, on the other hand, there is not much doubt. They belong to the lexicon of technical terms which refer to features of biblical society, the organization of the Orthodox Church, or theological ideas. There was probably another vocabulary, of which little trace remains, viz. that of diplomacy. The treaties placed under the name of Oleg by Russian chroniclers show a strong preponderance of Byzantine technical terms. Men of affairs were perhaps less inhibited than clerics, and may have been more prone to borrow such words as suited their needs. The most remarkable feature of the Byzantine loans to Slavonic is, indeed, not their number but the scruples of the learned borrowers in preserving as much as possible the Slavonic flavour of their language. It was for this reason, probably, that Russian and the other Slavonic languages have not developed, like English, into mixed speeches, as a synthesis between Slavonic essentials and Greek superstructure. The Slavonic missionaries preferred translation to direct transfer, and sought to increase the mental content of their tongue as much as possible by deploying its native resources.
The direct loans are, however, quite numerous. They include words in archi- (archijerej ‘archpriest’ architriklini ‘chief of the feast’), jevangelije, liturgija, aromatû, angelû, úpokritû, vlasfimisati ‘to blaspheme’, etc. With these are included some Jewish terms like sobota, pascha, farisej, and the system of dating was Latin: inûdikû, aprili, dekêbrit, etc. There was also a Slavonic series of names for months contrived to fit the Latin calendar, so that, for instance, Cz. listopad ‘leaf-fall’ corresponds to November/OB. nojebrit. A large body of personal names are also Byzantine and Christian. Other borrowed words are: OB. litera ‘pound’ drachma apostolû dîjavolû/Sl. bêsû zilotû ‘zealot’ psalmû kdrû ‘cedar’ onagrû ‘wild ass’ alavastrû aerû igemonû ‘leader’ igumenija ‘abbess’.

These words observe the rules of Byzantine pronunciation. The Gk. ð is fricative (vlasfimija Gk. βλασφημία). Byzantine iotacism had caused Gk. ν to coincide in the pronunciation i; hence OB. ikonomû (οικονόμος) igumenija (ειγουσίαν) klirosû (κληρος) idolû (ειδωλον) stichija/stúchija (στοιχεια). The alphabet included special signs used to transcribe Gk. γ (when palatal) φ. The latter pair were pronounced as f. Their more popular equivalents would have been p t, hence OB. tropitû (προφήτης), and sometimes colloquial usage imposed itself, as OB. Fesda Gk. Βηθεσία.

(ii) Imitations. R. medved ‘bear’ and chlebosolstvo ‘hospitality’ (‘bread-saltiness’) are among words which give witness of powers of composition undiminished since the Indo-European period, but not generally in use. They were summoned to aid the clerics who had to make intelligible to Slavonic converts the leading ideas of Greek theology. They include many striking examples: OB. licemûrû ‘hypocrite’ (Gk. προσωπολητησ) pakhbytijie ‘second birth’ (Gk. παλιγγένεσι). jedinochedû ‘only begotten’ żestosdije ‘hardness of heart’ chranišite ‘phylactery’ ližesievédéetlistovati ‘bear false witness’ kuroglášenije ‘cock-crow’ bezočistvo ‘shamelessness’, together with prorokû ‘prophet’ and a considerable number of words in blago- (Gk. υ- άγαθο-), bez-[Gk. ἄ-] and bogo- (Gk. θεο-): blagoobrazinû ‘fair’ (Gk. ωςχήμων) bezakonije (bez+zakon-) ‘lawlessness’ (Gk. ἄνομια) Bogorodica ‘Mother of God’ (Gk. Θεότοκος) bogočitić ‘godfearing’ (Gk. θεοσφήνης).

(d) Turko-Tatar. While Turko-Tatar contacts are not to be supposed effective in Common Slavonic times, some tribes were in contact with those peoples during the period of migrations, and some loanwords were adopted at an early date and have a wide extension. One such is OB. sanû R. san ‘honour’ (‘T. san ‘appearance, dignity’). This was so far acclimatized as to give derivatives as if it were a Slavonic root: OB. sanovitû sanovinikû R. priosanîšjû ‘to assume a dignified air’. Until Russian colonists spread into the great forests, the ancient
fur-trade passed through Tatar hands, and so T. samur ‘sable’ appears in OB. samuriniū S. sàmur/ R. sobôl P. sobôl, etc. A loanword generally accepted by the Slavonic tongues is OB. bìsfrû ‘pearl, bead’ R. biser S. biser, etc. The source seems to be Arabic buṣrâ ‘imitation pearl’ (found in Ibn Foslan). At so early a date it would probably have entered Slavonic across Persia and the Tatar steppe, and so be a Turko-Tatar loan to Slavonic, though it does not form part of Osmanli Turkish. (The intermediate form may have been TT. *bûsre).

78. Word-formation. The oldest method of forming new words from old seems to have been by way of vowel mutations according to the grades o/e/zero (section 23). When certain primitive adverbs had come to be attached to their verbs in the form of prefixes they gave new derived verbs, perfective in value, and also the nouns of agent or action akin to those verbs (section 74). The power to compose new verbs on this model persists, but nouns of the type OB. sòlogû ‘consort’ sùborû ‘assembly’ have become petrified because of the loss of the verbal sense of the original verbal noun. Verbs are also formed by means of suffixes. The most important are those used to form the conjugations (section 48), and they sometimes differ in the two stems involved in each conjugation. There remain to be considered those suffixes which form, or once formed, derived nouns and adjectives. When derived from verbs by means of suffixes they are sometimes called deverbatives; when from nouns, denominatives. Most of them are thematic, i.e. involving the vowels o/e, but some give i-stems, and the feminine suffix -ā/jā was of the greatest importance. Suffixes which form nouns are distinct from those which form adjectives. Among the latter the participles form a clearly defined group, and another is composed of the diminutive and augmentative suffixes, which also express affection or contempt.

The following paragraphs give the principal noun and adjective suffixes (many of them compound) of Old Bulgarian, together with examples of their use. Not all of them are simple suffixes, e.g. -înikû < -în-ik-, -îstvo, -îstvîje, etc.; nor were all of them ‘active’ in Old Bulgarian.

-ā: rabû ‘slave’—raba ‘female slave’
   gybnoti ‘perish’—paguba ‘destruction’
-ārî (from Latin through Germanic): ryba ‘fish’—rybarî ‘fisherman’
-ātû: krîlo ‘wing’—krîlatû ‘winged’
-čîji: šarû ‘colour’—šarûčîji ‘painter’
-êlû: kysnoti ‘grow sour’—kyselû ‘sour’
-êlî: kopatî ‘bathe’—kopêlî ‘bath’
   peko sê ‘I worry’ (lit. ‘bake myself’)—peçalî ‘worry’
-ênû: zelîje ‘herb’—zelenû ‘green’
-éne: slověné 'Slavs'
    zemla 'land'—zemléne 'countryfolk' (<*lé-)
-énu: drévo 'wood'—dréveně 'wooden'
    koža 'leather'—kožaně
-ěži: grabiti 'rob'—grabezì 'robbery'
    -č: osílčí 'ass'—osílcé 'young ass'
-ica: bogorodicá 'Mother of God' (rodití 'bear')
    vratarič 'doorkeeper'—vratarica 'female doorkeeper'
    črně 'black'—černica 'nun'
-iká: učení 'learned'—učeněk 'pupil, disciple'
-ina: globoká 'deep'—globina 'depths'
    maslo 'oil'—maslina 'olive-tree'
-inu: graždanimě 'citizen' (from graždane; see -jane)
    vojevodá 'duke'—vojevodič 'pertaining to the duke'
    golobí 'dove'—golobinu 'pertaining to a dove'
-iště (<*išče/-isko found in other languages):
    pozorá 'show'—pozoríšte 'theatre'
    štíti 'live'—šilště 'dwelling-place' (based on l-participle)
-iště (<*itjo-): robù 'slave'—robiště 'young slave'
-itá: mastá 'fat'—mastitá 'fatty'
    plodá 'fruit' (u-stem)—plodovitá 'fruitful'
-ivá: strachá 'fear'—strášivá 'timid'
-izona: glava 'head'—glavízná 'chapter'
-i: medá 'honey' (u-stem) *éd- 'eat'—medvědí 'bear'
    tvarití 'create'—tvárí 'creation, creature' (a <*d)
    studená 'cold'—studenitá 'coldness'
-iba: služitá 'serve' (sluga 'servant')—služiba 'service'
    alkatí 'hunger'—alčibá
    drugá 'friend'—družitá 'friendship'
-íči: tvarití 'create'—tvoricí 'creator'
    slépů 'blind'—slépici 'blind man'
    gradá 'city'—gradící 'small town'
    *otá 'father'—oticí 'father' (originally a diminutive)
    (L. avis 'sheep')—ovica 'sheep'
    jaje 'egg'—jajíce 'egg'
-ida: pravá 'right—pravida 'righteousness'.
-ija: bratrů 'brother'—bratríja 'brothers, fraternity'
    šiži 'live'—šižíje 'life'
    súdravá 'healthy'—súdravíje 'health'
    bezú zakona 'without law'—bezakoníje 'lawlessness'
-ijí: sodu 'court'—sodíji 'judge'; see section 62(d)
-ijít: bogů 'God'—božítí 'God's'
-iká: tegosti 'heaviness'—težíká 'heavy'
-ilivă: obida ‘offense’—obidilivă ‘offensive’ (Serbocroat -ljiv would indicate that the form was—il'ivă)
-ślù: śwétù ‘light’—swełłù ‘bright’
-ínica: gréchù ‘sin’ gréšinù ‘sinful’ (see -inú)—gréšinica ‘female sinner’
\[\text{tima ‘darkness’—tímínica ‘prison’}\]
-éniku: vrata ‘door’—vratnikú ‘doorkeeper’
-ští: bratrù ‘brother’—bratniti ‘brother’s’
\[\text{doma ‘at home’—domašní ‘domestic’}\]
\[\text{nyné ‘now’—nynéšní ‘present’}\]
-ínù: věrá ‘faith’—věrínù ‘faithful’
nedogù ‘illness’—nedožinù ‘ill’
prijețì ‘accept’, p.-p.p. prijețú—prijeținù ‘acceptable, agreeable’
-iskù: žena ‘woman’—ženiskù ‘womanly’
\[\text{slovene ‘Slavs’—slovenískù ‘Slavonic’}\]
-istvije: césarì ‘emperor’—césarístvije ‘empire’
-istvo: césarístvo ‘empire’
bogù ‘God’—božiştvo ‘divinity’
bogatù ‘rich’—boğatıštvo ‘wealth’
-ja: gospođi ‘master’—gospođa (<-dja) ‘mistress’
suchù ‘dry’—suša (<-chja) ‘drought’
-jane (probably analogical from forms like zemljàne; see -ène):
\[\text{graždane ‘citizens’ (<-gordjane)}\]
\[\text{Rimù ‘Rome’—Rimlànë ‘Romans’}\]
-jì: vodiće ‘lead’—voždi ‘leader’ (<-vodši)
\[\text{strégò ‘guard’ (<-stergò)—stráž ‘guard’ (<-storgi)}\]
\[\text{proroćù ‘prophet’—proroč ‘prophet’s’}\]
-k-: kamı́kù ‘stone’ (cf. kamy)
\[\text{językù ‘tongue’ (cf. OPr. insuwis)}\]
\[\text{biti ‘beat’—bičì ‘whip’}\]
\[\text{kléti ‘ladder’, dim. kléttika}\]
-lo (<-dlo): orati ‘plough’—ralo ‘plough’ (<-ordlo)
-lo: grebo ‘I row’—greblo ‘oar’
-lù: krogù ‘circle’—kroglù ‘round’
\[\text{(cf. dalù, p.-p.a., ‘having given’)}\]
-ni: dati ‘to give’—dani ‘tribute’
-nù: soltù ‘salt’—slanù ‘salty’ (<-solnù)
\[\text{(cf. p.-p.p. danù ‘given’)}\]
-oba: zúlù ‘evil’—zúloba
-okù: vysokù ‘high’, cf. výše ‘higher’ from *vys-je
-ostì: nagù ‘naked’—nagosti ‘nakedness’
\[\text{bući ‘crazy’—bujestì ‘craziness’}\]
-ota: toplū 'warm' (from top-lū, cf. topiti 'to heat')—toplotà 'warmth'
sujū 'vain'—sujeta 'vanity'
-ovū: Avraamū 'Abraham'—Avraamovū 'Abraham's'
spasitelī 'saviour'—spasitelevū 'saviour's'
līvū 'lion'—līvovū 'of a lion' (cf. Lvov)
-rū: moknotī 'get wet'—mokrū 'wet'
-sli: jami 'I eat' (<*jad-mī)—jasli (pl.) 'manger' (<*jad-sli)
-slo: čisti 'count' ( <*čit-tī)—čislo 'number' ( <*čit-slo)
mazati 'smear'—maslo 'oil' ( <*maz-slo)
-snl: pēti 'sing'—pēsnī 'song'
-šnī: see -shī
-tajī: orati 'plough'—ratajī 'ploughman' ( <*ortajī)
-teši: pisati 'write'—pisatēli 'writer'
prijaši 'favour'—prijaštē 'friend'
-tī: mrēti 'die' ( <*mer-ū)—sūmrēti 'death'
mazati 'smear'—mastī 'salve' ( <*maz-tī)
stradati 'suffer'—strastī 'passion' ( <*strad-tī)
-to: pēti 'stretch' (from *pen-ū)—pōto 'fetter' (from *pon-ū)
(cf. p.p.p. in -tū)
-ū: grmēti 'to thunder'—gromū 'thunder'
-ūkū: sladādi 'sweetness' ( <*slad-jī)—sladūkū 'sweet'; strictly speaking this is an old u-stem, cf. L. saldus, with suffix
-k-; sladū-kū)
nacēti 'begin', p.p.p. nacētū—nacētūkū 'beginning'
pētū 'fifth'—pētūkū 'Friday'
-y: plodū 'fruit'—neploidy 'barren woman'
lubū 'dear'—luby 'love'
-ynī: rabū 'slave'—rabyo 'female slave'. [Soft ē on analogy of oblique cases based on -yn-ja; see section 62(d)].
-znī: žīti 'live'—žīznī 'life'
bolēti 'be ill'—bolēznī 'illness'
bojati se 'fear'—bojaznī 'fear'

A few foreign suffixes have been borrowed embedded in the words they formed in the original tongue, such as Germ. -ung, T. - luk. Only one has come into general use, viz. Lat. -arius (via Germanic), which had definite cultural connotations, and referred to arts more highly developed in the west. The common adjectival suffix -isko is found in the same uses as Germ. -isch Eng. -ish, and may represent—though not certainly—a Slavonic debt to Germanic. It provided a ready means for transferring Greek words in -kos.

Some of the suffixes listed above were, as we have said, not active, i.e. they were no longer used freely to form new words. In all the existing languages the principal weight is laid on suffixes formed from
a primary suffix augmented by a thematic vowel, and still more upon compounds of primary suffixes; R. -skij of adjectives, -stvo of abstractions, -ushka of affectionate words, etc. The use of suffixes in Slavonic, therefore, is seen to involve a transformation of the primitive system which is just as radical as any of the other transformations making up Slavonic historical grammar.

79. Changes of meaning. Vocabulary is augmented also by giving new senses to old words. In this process certain habits of our minds are involved, and they are generally independent of the evolutionary development of sounds and forms. It will suffice to give a few examples, which may be multiplied at the reader’s leisure. The meaning may suffer a slight shift: R. vinográdvine’/not ‘vineyard’, rot ‘mouth’/Cz. ret ‘lip’. Often a particular term is generalized or a general term particularized: R. dérevo ‘wood, tree’ is generalized from the meaning ‘oak’ or ‘pine’, pišú ‘I write’ means a particular way of making scratches, OB. dobū ‘tree’ is generalized from the Slavonic term for ‘oak’, R. orél ‘eagle’ is particularized from the concept ‘bird’ (Gk. ὥρνις), as being the bird par excellence. Such developments gain in interest when they can be associated with some change in social outlook: OB. baljít ‘doctor’ originally meant ‘sorcerer’ (bajati ‘utter spells’), cf. R. vrač ‘doctor’ in association with vrāka ‘twaddle’; but R. lékař (Goth. lekeis) implies a definite advance in medical science, and dōktor implies status in an organized profession (not necessarily medical). Because of a taboo the Slavs called the bear ‘honey-eater’ (R. medvéď/ Ossetic ars Av. areša Skr. ṛkṣīs Gk. ὥρνις Lat. ursus <*ursos). Petrified descriptions occur in R. ótrok ‘lad, infant’ (‘not speaking’; cf. Lat. infans and MGk. ὅλογος ‘horse’) and némek ‘German’ originally ‘foreigner’ (‘the dumb person’). The use of abstract for concrete and concrete for abstract is another resource of the vocabulary-maker, and interesting new words arise also from petrified metaphors, as R. liceprijátie ‘partiality’ (‘face-acceptance’).
Chapter V.

RUSSIAN

PROTO-RUSSIAN (TO ABOUT 1100)

80. Russian characteristics. (See also section 16.) Russian may be recognized by the occurrence together of the following eight characteristics: (1) the accent is free and there are no fixed distinctions of quantity or tone, (2) initial CSL. e- gives R. o- in some cases, (3) y is preserved with something like its primitive value, except in Ruthenian, (4) the jers cease to be vocalic in weak position and in strong position give o/e, (5) the nasal vowels are denasalized (R. u/'a), (6) full-vocalism: polnoglásie (CSl. *tort > R. torot, etc.), (7) solution of the palatal dentals (CSl. *t̪̆̆*d̪̆̆ < *t̪̆̆̆*d̪̆̆ give R. ĝ̆̆z̆̆), (8) occlusive g in North and Standard Great Russian/fricative in South Great Russian, Ruthenian and White Russian (as also in Czechoslovak and Upper Wendish).

These features will be illustrated as they arise in the following paragraphs. For the present it is to be noted that they existed in Russian before records began to be made, though they reveal themselves somewhat tardily in written sources. The Slavonic community began to disintegrate in the sixth century, and lost its identity of speech by the ninth. Between the ninth and the opening of the twelfth century Russian completed its formation as regards all its leading characteristics; but it was not noted down until the first chancery document appears, about 1130. The language of the chanceries was removed from colloquial Russian of the time by certain conventions proper to official Russo-Slavonic, but it was none the less a living language of business, and not deliberately foreign in the manner of Church Slavonic proper. Documents in Russian Church Slavonic open with the Ostromir Codex of the Gospels (1056–57). It is only by faults reflecting the local speech-habits that these works give evidence of the Russian tongue of their writers, but such signs grow more numerous as the centuries pass and Church Slavonic is more Russianized. However, neither the religious nor the official speech was meant to reflect accurately the characteristics of the colloquial, and it is only by degrees that the eight criteria above given are revealed in dated writings, though there can be no doubt that they existed before records began.

This unrecorded era is Proto-Russian. We can know something of it in the ninth century by reason of Scandinavian contacts, in the tenth from the pages of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, who ruled from 912 to 959, and in the eleventh by inferences made from the earliest liturgical works executed on Russian soil.
81. The Varangians. According to the Povest vremennych let the Varangians first established themselves in Russia in the year 6370 = A.D. 862. The name is that of the Waring tribe (ON. Vaeringjar Gk. βαρίγγιοι, possibly from ON. fem. pl. várar 'pledge, troth'). The Russian term is варяг (ja <ε <Germ. in(g)). Similarly OR. Сулъ 'Bosphorus' from ON. Swed. sund 'sound, strait' (u <ν <Germ. un) shows that nasal vowels were still alive in ninth-century Russian. Had they not then existed Germ. in/un would not have been represented as single vocalic sounds but as combinations of vowels and nasals, as happens when they are borrowed in loanwords of Modern Russian. By the middle of the tenth century (see section 82) the nasal vowels had been denasalized in Russian. The invaders were also known as Русь (Gk. 'Ρώς 'Ρωσία Arab. روس/ Finnish Ruotsi Estonian Rootsi 'Sweden'). The word is of disputed origin. In Constantine Porphyrogenitus' account Ρωσιστὶ undoubtedly means 'Swedish', as do the corresponding terms in Finnish. It may mean 'ruddy' or 'rowers' or possibly be a place-name (Robber/Robin in Upland). More adventurous etymologies have been proposed from Iranian. As the Volga was called the 'Ρώς and there are river-names like Орша and as there were ancient tribes of Roxolani and Aorsi in South Russian, an attempt has been made to derive the word from Iranian ors/wors 'white' and rukhs 'light'. The first settlement of the invaders was at Aldegjuborg (Old Ladoga), a name which seems to show that the metathesis of Sl. al-/ol- at the beginning of words was not complete in the ninth century. Cf. ON. ellidi/R. ладъ 'boat'.

The fullest account of the Varangian influence on Russian is in V. Thomsen's The Relations between ancient Russia and Scandinavia (Oxford, 1891). Over ninety personal names of Scandinavian origin are listed by the Russian chroniclers: Rurik Oskold/Askold Dir Oleg Olga Igor (ON. Ingvarr Gk. 'ιγγορ' Rogvalod (ON. Ragnvaldr) etc. They form a third part of Russian names, standing alongside the old Slavonic compound names and others of Byzantine Christian origin, whether Greek or Hebrew. Common nouns are fewer and refer to specifically Viking objects which have mostly gone out of use:

OR. аскъ/яскъ 'box' MR. искъ, гридъ 'personal attendant', кнутъ 'whip', ларь 'chest', луда 'cloak' стигъ 'banner', имена 'long-ship', тиунъ/тывъ 'steward, manager', ябедникъ 'officer', якоръ 'anchor', dial. керъ 'flax-bundle', рюга 'bow-knot', скива 'slice of bread'.

ON. askr OSwed. asker MSwed. ask, ON. gıd(mådr), ON. knýttr OSwed. knuter, OSwed. lar MSwed. lår, ON. lodi, ON. stöng OSwed. stang, ON. snekkja, ON. þjönn OSwed. þiun, ON. embetti OSwed. æmbiti, Swed. ankari, ON. kerf Swed. kärfe, Swed. rysja (Finnish rysä), Swed. skifva.
It will be noted that the Russian forms stand closer to Swedish than to Old Norse. R. стул ‘chair’ has an initial с better explained by ON. столь Swed. stol than by Germ. Stuhl, though the vowel is more German than Nordic. In Modern Russian ыщик кнут стул ларь ыкорь are current, along with небедник in the sense of ‘slanderer’.

OR. Угорь *Qgry=Hungari is additional evidence of the nasal vowel in ninth-century Russian, at the time when the Magyars swept across South Russia. (MR. венгр is from P. Wegry.) It was also the time of Magyar borrowing from Slavonic. They seem to have used the Slavonic princely title of vojevoda, and the name Lebedias may derive from лебедь ‘swan’. Other words are Hungarian rab ‘slave’ járom ‘yoke’ borona ‘harrow’. From the Ossetic come various Magyar terms for commerce, communications and war.

82. Constantine VII's description of Russia. This description was executed in the middle of the tenth century, and it gives Greek equivalents of place-names, with some personal names. The latter are the less reliable, since they would be replaced by Old Bulgarian equivalents. Thus Constantine's Сретеновладеев = Святослав is not evidence for the existence of a nasal diphthong in the Russian of his day; it is contradicted by the more veritable transcriptions of the place-names. These include Новогорж = Новгорода (ON. Holmgardr) (Σμολίνισκα = Смоленскъ. Τελιντσа = та Луоб ца= Любечъ, Τσерниговъ = Чирнигорь, Вощераде = Вышгородъ, Κίадοβа = Кьевъ = Сомвятагас = ON. Sandbaki-ass ‘sandbank-ridge’? ON. Кенугард (ON. kaena ‘boat’), Витековъ = Витечевъ, cf. ON. Palteskja = Положъ. The Emperor also recorded Russian tribal names, which sometimes reveal features of interest in the common nouns on which they are based: Кривичей = Кривичъ, Леневи = Левы, Ояй = Яй, Опская = Ойская = Войсковъ (R. дёраvo ‘wood’), Сербо (an error, for Свярьше), Друймовъ = Друймовъ (Ruth. дряповъна = 'marsh', cf. Dresden *дрэдизан = *дреэк-жине ‘people of the marshy woods’).

More valuable still is the list of falls of the Dnieper, which is at the same time our first list of common nouns in an authentically Russian form. The Emperor distinguished between their Russian names (исквиств) and the Scandinavian equivalents (звиств). According to Russian traditions represented in the Pověstь врэменнихъ лёт, the subjects of the principality of Kiev recognized themselves as Russians in the eleventh century, so that the Emperor’s evidence is interesting as coming before the fusion of the peoples. He sometimes confuses the two languages, and his lists are not quite complete. Rearranged, they give the following:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rapids Modern Names</th>
<th>Constantine’s Names</th>
<th>Old Swedish</th>
<th>Russo-Slavonic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>(N)’Essoupt’</td>
<td>(Sof eigi)</td>
<td>не съпи</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Surskij,</td>
<td>Оўлбэрсі</td>
<td>Holmsfors</td>
<td>островъный</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lochanskij</td>
<td>’Ostroboounítrax</td>
<td>прыйгъ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Zvonec(кij)</td>
<td>Геландрі</td>
<td>Gellandi</td>
<td>(звоноéc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Несасти</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nenasytec(кij)</td>
<td>’Аеифор</td>
<td>Aiforr</td>
<td>неясыть</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Несасти</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Volnyj,</td>
<td>Варуфёрроос</td>
<td>Bárufors</td>
<td>въльны́ный</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volinskij</td>
<td>Буюнитрах</td>
<td></td>
<td>прыйгъ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tavolžanskij</td>
<td>Леанти</td>
<td>Leande</td>
<td>въручи</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Бероу́тζη</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lisnij</td>
<td>Строу́кунов</td>
<td>Strukum</td>
<td>напрязи?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Напрезъη</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Scandinavian name for the first fall is not given, but sof eigi would serve to translate the Russian ‘sleep not’. Then follow ‘island fall’, ‘yelling, roaring’, ‘ever violent’ (ON. eyforr), ‘wave fall’, ‘laugh- ing’ (ON. klaeanda; probably because of its stony bottom), ‘small rapid’ (Swed. strukk ‘a small rapid which may be ascended with oars’, stråk, struk ON. strok stryk ‘a rapid current in a river, especially where it is narrow’). The Slavonic name of the fourth fall is explained as ‘pelicans’ fall’ (OR. ненасыть ‘pelican’), but it may be an error for R. ненасютный ‘insatiable’. The last name is not readily explained. Sobolevskij gives R. напрызи OB. naprezi, without interpretation (naprezi is found in the Ostromir Codex as 2.S. imper. of OB. naprešti ‘bend, strain’). Thomsen suggested Sl. *búrzū ‘quick’, with na ‘at, on’.

When we consider the whole group of words preserved by Constantine Porphyrogenitus, we are able to establish several features of the Russian of about 949. The nasal vowels had been denasalized (Несо́т/OB. не́ксъті, Верау́тζη/OB. виро́шти). At the end of words the jers had ceased to be vocalic (Несо́т, про́х) and also in the weakest medial positions (Буюнитрах- OR. въльны́ный). In other positions they are represented by е/у (Верау́тζη=вируёі, Буюнитрах=ву́лн- су́пи, Тграу́ніго́я=Čтрянігов). CSL. *ṛ > R. ḗ appears in Верау́тζη=въручи/ OB. виро́шти, and the pronunciation of fricative g (h) appears in про́х/ R. норó ‘rapid, fall’. The use of Old Bulgarian forms of words in cultured conversation appears from γраδ (R. тóрод) and про́х (R. норó). R. ɨ is heard as a mixed (front-back) vowel; generally with the frontal element dominant (ɨн), but with the back element developed after a labial (оу: Буюоураоёі). There is evidence also of full vocalism in Деревлине/R. деревлýне/OB. дрéво.

83. Russian Sources. Ostromir’s Codex. The Greek treaties of Oleg and Igor, recorded in the Pовест врэменных леп under the dates 911 and 945, would be of the highest importance for the history of the
language were they not preserved in a manuscript no older than the fourteenth century. It is not safe to make more than a limited use of them. The vocabulary, at all events, may be noted. Both dates are before the Christianizing of the Russians (988 ff.), so that the Greek words in them are not due to the intervention of Church Slavonic; they are, moreover, specimens of the language of diplomacy and affairs. The princes still bore Scandinavian names, though they were to give a Slavonic name (Svjatoslav) to the next ruler. They were in process of adopting the Russian language for their state business, but must have had an open mind in the matter of borrowing necessary terms from without. The borrowing, had contact remained on this level of business, might have been unlimited; it was probably due to scholarship that so much of the Russian vocabulary remained Slavonic, though often not Russian.

The Greek loans to these documents include untranslated words: γράμματα = γράφματα, επίτιμη = επίτιμα, κούβαρα = κουβάρα, λίτρα = λίτρα, χαρτί = χαρτία, κλαμίδα = κλαμίδα, πολέμις (fem.pl.) = πολέμισ (fem.pl.), παλάτι = παλάτι (ov). The method of translation is also employed: глава in the sense of ‘chapter, article’ (κεφάλαιον), алатынкъ to denote the Byzantine solidus (χρυσίνου), ровно in the sense of ‘a copy’ (το ίσον).

In the last quarter of the eleventh century a number of large works were executed in Kiev and Novgorod, all religious in character and Church Slavonic in language. Among them were the famous Gospels written by the priest Grigorij for Ostromir in 1056–57, the two collections (Shorniki) associated with the name of Svjatoslav (1073, 1076) and the Menologies (Minei) of 1096 and 1097. The evidence of these works must be taken later in discussing the separate histories of Russian sounds, but something may be said of them jointly here. It is not in the text but in the colophon that the scribe freed himself to some extent from his inhibitions against the use of the vernacular, and hence it is in the colophon to the Ostromir Codex that we find in the words Вољодимира Новгородъ proof that the first full vocalism (*tort > torot) had already taken place. In the text, however, there is abundant evidence of the second full vocalism [*turt > turt]; see section 88 (a): вълкъ = волк ‘wolf’, зърна = зерно ‘grain’, въртоградъ = вертоград ‘garden’, мълва = молва ‘rumour’. The confusion of the two jers appears in дьнь = днь ‘day’ and шъдъ/шъдъ ‘having gone’.

The scribe uses for u and ja of whatever origin the Slavonic signs for ρ and u, ε and ja, and employs genitive forms like землъ [= OB. земли(ъ)]. The vocabulary of the Codex is highly Greecized, but that feature belongs rather to developments in Old Bulgarian. The other documents show slightly different scribal traditions.
84. Early Dialects. There is not much evidence for early dialect differences in Russian. These could be expected to follow tribal lines, and the most important tribes must have been the Krivichi of the Novgorod region, the Dregovići in White Russia, the Poljane at Kiev, and the Vjatichi on the Oka, who correspond respectively to the modern North Great Russians, White Russians, Ukrainians, and Muscovites. The fricative g (h) of the Ukraine was attested by Constantine Porphyrogenitus in 949 (see section 82), but the phenomena called dkahe (weakening of atonic a o) jákane ikane (alteration of atonic e) continued to pass unrecorded until Muscovite documents opened in the fourteenth century. R. лошадь 'horse' (T.T. алах) may have been a term from the language of the Vjatichi, since it was brought from them by Vladimir Monomach to Kiev in 1103. To standard R. əd corresponds Kievite ьc MRuth. ьc in дъжна MRuth. дош 'rain', WR. ьč (which appears as ədə in 1588): дъжняхимь (1296), and ьg in Novgorod and Pskov, and probably also in Polock and Smolensk: дъжнъ (1095). The dialect of Novgorod was remarkable for its ьлkahe (ь for e) and цокана (c for ь): црво 'belly' чъбъ 'flower' конъчъ 'end' (1095), and in Pskov there was a further confusion of ь/z/s, which may be attested from the fourteenth century. In Novgorod and Pskov л took the place of -vl-: присталати 'appoint' (1270), Ярослами), and и took the place of ь occasionally as in Modern North Great Russian (человикомъ 'to the men', 1355). To sum up, in the earliest period the language was almost undifferentiated, but measured by the standard of Kiev, Novgorod and the North-west showed some divergent tendencies.

The language of the Dregovići is not to be considered in the formation of the Russian dialects. Though they occupied the White Russian area, there is no sufficient evidence that their speech-habits directly moulded the White Russian language. This arose during the Middle Ages, partly through divergent tendencies within Russian itself, but more particularly because of the close association between White Russia and Poland, and the use of White Russian as a Polish chancery idiom.

To a less extent the language of the Poljane of Kiev has similarly to be discounted. The city was utterly destroyed in 1240, and the Ruthenian or Little Russian language was built up in the places to which the relics of this people retired, namely, in the principality of Galicia and in the district of Volhynia. Here, in the gospels and liturgical works of the fourteenth century, we see emerging slowly the characteristic features of the Ruthenian dialect or language, such as the reduction to i of ь, e and o in certain cases. The Kievite books show chiefly Church Slavonic. Apart from that they are but slightly differentiated from Common Russian. We have to attribute to Kiev, however, one feature of Modern Great Russian, i.e. the pronunciation of g
in some cases as a voiced \( h \). In Old Bulgarian \( g \) was an occlusive, but it was fricative in Kiev as early as the tenth century. From this fact there arose a clerical habit of reading Church Slavonic with a weak fricative \( g \) (a voiced \( h \)). This pronunciation became appropriate for one or two religious words: бор-а [бóх gen. бóха] ‘God’, господь ‘Lord’, and sometimes богатый ‘rich’ господин ‘Mr.’ благо- ‘eu’- In Old Russian there occurred spellings without \( g \), as осподь осударь/государь ‘ruler’. Except for very recent instances, where \( x \) appears, \( r \) is found for \( h \) in foreign words and place-names: герóй Гéкла Гуль Гималáйские горы (hero, Hekla, Hull, Himalayas). In this use it is pronounced as an occlusive. Neville Forbes had occasion to point out that Гуль represents Hull and not the neighbouring Goole.

There remain the North and East Russians, the Kriviči and Vjatiči. With the extension of Novgorod’s trading interests the Kriviči spread eastwards to the north of the Vjatiči, thus converting the distinction into one of North and South. There was sufficient intercommunion to keep these two branches together as Great Russian, with only sporadic divergencies in the North-West dialects. Where they joined along the Moskva and Kljažma, a mixed North-South dialect arose; and at the point of convergence of all influences, though with a preponderance of the North in the literary tradition, lay Moscow. Moscow gave to Great Russian the rule of the greatest common agreement.

OLD RUSSIAN (1100–1500)

A. Sounds

85. Stress. Russian stresses are free to fall on any syllable of the word, and can be shown to fall on any of the last seven (section 22), though there are not many withdrawn past the fourth last place. They vary within a declension or a paradigm. This mobility was also found in the parent Indo-European language, and where comparison is possible it appears that (apart from instances noted below and largely due to de Saussure’s law) the Russian stress falls on the same place as in the original tongue. Thus we may compare R. женá Gk. γυνή ‘woman, wife’, R. чéхá Gk. νυός ‘daughter-in-law’, since the accent on a final syllable in Greek is trustworthy, and has not been altered for reasons of quantity. Other sources of confirmation are Bulgarian and the ĝa-dialect of Serbocroat, in which the accent-shifts of Slovene and što- and kaj-Serbocroat have not taken place. One general cause of accent-shift belongs to the Common Slavonic tradition, i.e. that illustrated in part by Fortunatov or de Saussure’s ‘law’ that a final unaccented syllable with rising tone draws to itself the stress from a previous accented syllable with a falling long vowel or short vowel (see section 22). This principle is exemplified by the infinitive ending -ti,
the feminine suffix *-ă (which is also that of neuter plurals), some case-endings and the 1 sg. pres. indic. of verbs: R. нєстъ 'bear' вода 'water' дерево 'trees' пишъ 'I write'. Hence certain accent-shifts in declension and conjugation, some of them analogical: вода/AS. вода дерево < *дєрво/дерево сад 'garden', G.S. сада/L.S. саду пишь/пишь, etc.

Some other general causes helped to modify the original accentuation in Russian. It is probable that when final у и became still shorter in the Middle Proto-Slavonic period they ceased to be substantial enough to bear an accent: R. ход 'motion' < чо́дъ/Gk. ὁδὸς. As this occurs in the genitive plural of nouns it sometimes leads to a third accentuation within the declension: сестра 'sister'/NP. сестры GP. сестр (у always bears the stress in Russian). Analogy interferes on a considerable scale, so that, for instance, both сестра́ми and сестра́ми occur, and there was formerly a NP. сестры́. (Cf. L. sessū séser séserí seserímitis). So also we have, by de Saussure’s law, NS. земля/AS. землю/NP. земли/GP. земли. Prepositions and the negative не sometimes take the stress from a following word and sometimes shift it. In colloquial Russian there is some fluctuation in this matter: не брал/не брал 'did not take', к зиме/к зим 'towards winter' (the latter current in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries). There are a considerable number of words and expressions for which two different accents are current: высокó 'high' глубокó 'deep' далёко 'distant' нужда G.S. of нужда 'need' из лесу 'out of the wood'. In невёрен час (idiomatically equivalent to ‘I shouldn’t be surprised if something unpleasant happened’) we have preserved in a fixed phrase an accentuation which is both popular and archaic; in other parallel cases the opposition is between literary and colloquial only: сильн 'strong' коротк 'short' (the forms with initial stress being literary). The accent frequently shifts from numerals: на три 'into three', etc.

In these fluctuations there is sometimes seen a difference in usage between North and South Great Russian, and the latter does not, for the most part, transfer the accent to a preposition. In a few cases difference of accentuation is used to express difference of meaning: больший 'great'/большы́й 'greater', чудный 'wonderful'/чудно́й 'strange', ещё 'yet'/еще 'still, moreover', честный 'honest'/честно́й 'noble'. Not all of these refinements are admitted in the literary tongue. It may be added, as an encouragement to students, that Russians themselves frequently appear uncertain as to the correct accentuation of the less common words and forms; and one may regret that ordinary print does not employ some simple system (such as that of Spanish) to indicate the fall of stress. Accents are used in print to avoid ambiguity; e.g. дорога 'road'/дорога 'dear', стоят 'costs'/стоя́т 'stands', потом 'with sweat'/пóтом 'then'.

The principal historic feature of Russian stress has been its increase in intensity, especially in the original East Russian area of the Vjatichi. This is not revealed in the spelling, which fails to mark stress, but it can be seen in its consequences. The increase of the importance of the stressed syllable diminished the distinctions existing in other syllables, both as to length and to tone. No Russian developments are due to the original length of unstressed syllables, nor, apart from the tort-formula and one dialect feature (a new acute o resulting from metatony giving uo: e.g. dial. mow'zyef) is there any trace of tone. Great and White Russian, unlike Ruthenian, did not even share the West Slavonic tendency to lengthen the vowel of a syllable that had become final through loss of a jer (lengthening by compensation).

It is not that quantity and intonation have ceased to be important for Russian. On the contrary the increase of stress has increased distinctions of pitch and length in stressed syllables, and the fact that these elements are not constituents of single words leaves them free for use throughout the sentence. Russian sentences are distributed among four types according to their tonal patterns, corresponding to assertions, questions, questions and statements with some implication (including commands), and requests. Apart from these formalized patterns there are also the variations of tone and length which express emotion of any kind. In short, the loss of tone and length as structural elements in each word has proved to be an economy of resources in the language, so that they can be applied to other purposes elsewhere.*

The Russian word is organized by its principal stress, thus: In the first syllable there is a copious use of the breath stream, so that, whether accented or unaccented, it is relatively clear and tense. Relaxed syllables follow, but the pretonic (immediately before the main stress) shows a distinct rise in tone and increase of clarity. The tonic syllable is the longest, clearest and highest in pitch; as a rule, that is, and when not pronounced with any special intention which may cause the pitch to drop. From the stressed syllable there is a continual drop. The posttonic stands relatively high in the scale, but is much lower than the pretonic in Russian, and can be treated as low, not medium. If the descent continues through two or more syllables followed by a final syllable, that final may show a slight secondary accent, with increase of clarity: человéческóго ‘human’ (GSM.) всемилостивейшему ‘all-merciful’ DSM.). The distinction between low, medium and high tone and stress may be brought out by numbers denoting increase of intensity: головушка ‘little head’ (2311), голову ‘head’ (ASF.) (311), на сторону ‘to the side’ (3111), сторона ‘side’

(123), where 1 represents the lowest tone and stress, and 3 the highest. The relative unimportance of the posttonic is well exemplified by these figures.

These distinctions are influential in the phenomena known as ókañe jákañe íkañe, which are characteristic of original East Russian, now South Great Russian, and of the Moscow dialect, as opposed to the ókañe of North Great Russian. As the Northern dialects prevailed among educated circles, even in Moscow, during the Middle Ages and the early part of the modern period, Russian spelling is marked by ókañe, and is discrepant from the standard pronunciation. In unaccented syllables the vowels are somewhat relaxed. In the North, however, the relaxation is not such as to affect their timbre, so that o unstressed is still recognizably o; the more intense stress of the dialect of the Vjatichi attacked the timbre of unaccented vowels, and in particular caused o to be pronounced like a under certain conditions. The vowels affected are o a e along with their soft forms (jo) ja je. In the stressed syllable in standard Russian o a e are pronounced [ɔ] [a] [ɛ before hard consonants/e before soft consonants]. In the pretonic, o a fall together in a sound like a, though it is somewhat relaxed. All other syllables are low in stress and tone, and the relaxation is such that both vowels become [ɔ]. Unstressed e and pretonic ja are pronounced [jɛ]; posttonic ja is [ja]. Between soft consonants 'o 'a are pronounced [ʊ æ] under the stress, [ʊ] representing something like the sound sometimes heard in Fr. note bonne, and not unlike that in Eng. nut bun, [æ] more or less like the vowel in Eng. sat. Though this pronunciation is recommended by S. C. Boyanus (op. cit.), not all speakers narrow e before soft consonants, and unstressed e is frequently pronounced [ɛ], especially when final.

The evidence for the early existence of ókañe will be given later (section 86). The examples are late in making their appearance simply because Moscow documents open late. There is nothing to forbid the idea that ókañe was one of the primitive features of Russian dialects. In the same way, the occurrence of ókañe in White Russian does not lend itself to early documentation, though it may have been old. The original foci of Russian civilization both belonged to ókañe regions, namely Great Novgorod in the land of the Kriviči, and Kiev in that of the Poljane.

One other feature of Russian accentuation is the varied treatment of the tort-groups [see section 29 (a) and section 88 (a)]. The diphthong *or was long, and was resolved in Russian into two short syllables oro. The result was to divide the accentuationːː for a falling tone, andːː for a rising tone. As tones are converted into stresses in Russian it follows that the original falling long diphthong gives a stress on the first syllable in Russian, and the original rising
long diphthong gives a stress on the second syllable in Russian: *tört > tórot, *tört > torót. Examples have been given in section 29 (a and b).

86. Oral Vowels. A. R. hard a/soft ə. Between palatals the soft stressed vowel has the value ə [e], as in дядя 'uncle' пять 'five'. Otherwise, when stressed, the sound is that of a relatively open a with a palatal on-glide. The survival of this pronunciation requires a comment. The Slavonic languages distribute all sounds between two orders, back and front. In this instance there should be a regular opposition of a/ə. It appears sporadically in Old Russian manuscripts and in certain modern dialects, and the natural trend would be from ə to ɛ, as in Czech. In Glagolitic documents OB. ja/ɛ were not distinguished, and were represented by one sign, of which the Cyrillic transcription is ɛ. It is not easy to interpret this feature. The use of a special sign for ja in pure Cyrillic documents may be due to a dialectal divergence, or it may be due to a reaction towards a sound recognizably associated (e.g. in the declensions) with hard a. The Ostromir codex, which is in Cyrillic, uses ja not ɛ as a feminine and neuter ending. This illustrates the Russian conservatism of the a-timbre, which is shared with Polish and South Slavonic (apart perhaps from some Old Bulgarian), as opposed to Czech and Glagolitic: Р. души 'soul' воля 'will' (so in Ostromir's codex) P. dusza vola/Cz. duše země 'land' Glagolitic OB. duše zem(ℓ)ě. It should be mentioned here that the a resulting from ɛ after palatals is by some believed originally to have resulted phonetically only before hard consonants (e.g. *kès- > nom. časů 'time'/loc. *čěšė), the generalization of a being the result of analogy. This would explain the survival of ɛ in certain Polish words.

Old Russian manuscripts show that usage was still fluctuating, since е я a (or a after certain palatal consonants) are seen to exchange: князь/кинязь (gen.) 'prince' 1478, чесе / чась (loc.) 'times' 1478, нечистот/нечистот 'uncleanness' c. 1310, Кострома/Костромъ (loc.), сердце ваше/сердце 'heart', имя мой/моё 'my name'. The substitution of ja for ɛ/ə is particularly common in documents from Galicia-Volhynia. In respect of neut. -ње (нурголяшь 'cock-crow' 1266) this has led to MRuth. -ња-љя: кам'яня 'stone-heap' весіля/весіле 'marriage'. Those north-western dialects which confuse ɛ/c make ja into ɛ between palatals (NWR. þel/standard R. [þel] пять 'five'), and the same is true of the western dialects of Ruthenian, in Galicia. In these dialects ə is found for ə between palatals. In others there has been a further closing of the vowel to Ruth. i. Examples have been noted in Dobril's Gospels (1164), but are not so clear of doubt as to be fully probatory.

Племянник 'nephew' племенник 'tribal' shows the influence of племя 'tribe'. For кроме 'except' после 'after' there are the equivalents
окромя опослі, cf. OP. kromia Ruth. після. OR. нельзя/MR. нельзя 'it is impossible' shows the correct dative construction in Old Russian, and in Modern Russian -я from a formerly unstressed ending.

In a few cases я is pronounced like е: ей 'of her' (now spelt её) and certain verbs such as masc. тягя/fem. тяглъ 'shook': нёс/нёслъ 'bore'.

O. R. о, Ruth. о i. Russian о is found in both accented and unaccented syllables in North Great Russian. This kind of pronunciation is called ókane. Among the ókane centres are found the very important cities of Great Novgorod, Jaroslavl, Vladimir, Suzdal, Ниžнij Novgorod (Gorkij), and also the capitals of the South, notably Kiev. It follows that this dialect had an immense cultural preponderance in the mediæval period, and imposed its orthography upon all others. But in the original East Russian of the Vjätčiči, now South Great Russian, о is reduced in unaccented syllables to [a] and [ə], as shown in section 85, and this is associated with modifications of ja and e (e.g. e > ja). The whole process, but particularly the pronunciation of unstressed о as a, is here referred to as ákane. Now, ákane may be combined with other South Great Russian characteristics or with North Great Russian elements. In the first case it serves to define the South Great Russian dialects, whose northern frontier is a vast arc from Гжатск to Рязань, and thence via Atkarsk to the line of the Volga between Камышин and Сталинград (Caricyn). The central dialects are those which combine ákane with northern peculiarities, and they include the cities of Kalinin (Тверь) and Moscow. It is in comparatively recent times that the ákane of Moscow has imposed itself as the cultured usage in despite of the ókane of official classes in that city. This pronunciation is reflected in the English Moscovy/Moscow. It should be noted that in a few foreign words unstressed о is pronounced [ə], e.g. в ле 'poet' [pɛt]. Many people pronounce ра́дио 'radio' [råde].

Documentary evidence for ákane is late, but begins with the first records from the Moscow chancery in the fourteenth century. In view of the official ókane even there, these examples must be considered evidence of a firmly-established colloquial usage, which may have been of quite ancient date. Examples are: апосто́щины/апусто́щины 'depopulated' 1339, and the ultracorrections (о for а) толантъ 'talent', предоставляют/предлагают 'offer' 1393. In the fifteenth century these confusions are quite common: на/но, после/после 'after' (unstressed prepositions) паганый/поганый 'pagan' (Lat. paganus). Hence, in Modern Russian, лаков 'amiable'/ChSl.OB. laskačь Ruth. ласка́в, овд 'gadfly'/P. owad. The CSl. prefix *orz- should give OB. raz-R. roz-. Many examples of raz- in Russian are undoubtedly due to Church Slavonic influence, but it is hard so to account for the almost
complete absence of rox-, which is of the rarest occurrence: роздых 'rest' роздиек 'inquest' рошик 'list', all with o under stress. It is difficult to see in работа 'work' зарй 'dawn' words of literary origin (ChSl. заржа/zorja P. zorza Cz. zóra S. zóra Ruth. зоря, which is also found in North Great Russian dialects). There are other cases of the alternation a/o: утро 'morning' OR. зауток 'breakfast'/MR. зауток, платит 'he buys' (frequently pronounced платит), пальто 'overcoat' (Fr. paletot)/colloquial pl. поляты. These are examples showing the working of ákane as much in ancient as in modern times.

After the fall of Kiev in 1240 the principal literary centre of South Russian was Galicia with Volhynia, in contact with Polish and Slovak areas. It was here that some of the leading peculiarities of Ruthenian began to appear in thirteenth-century documents, and among them the modification of o e to i in certain cases and of è to i universally. In Ruthenian, as in Polish and Czechoslovak, o e were lengthened by way of compensation for the loss of a final jeř, giving new long vowels ơ è. These vowels developed into diphthongs (uo/ië), which, becoming single vowels again, naturally resulted in narrower vowels than their originals (u/i). So Cz. кůń 'horse'/OB. коń P. mój 'my' (with ơ = [u]/OB. моj. The development ơ > u is found in юхомъ/dat. pl. -отъ 'to the Jews' 1266, унукъ 'to the grandchildren' дру́здъ/R. дрозд 'thrush'. It is a feature of northern Ruthenian dialects and of the neighbouring South White Russian. The general line of development in Ruthenian, however, was apparently:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{ơ} & \rightarrow uо \rightarrow uо > uе \rightarrow uи > у > i \\
\text{è} & \rightarrow ië
\end{align*} \]

Ruth. i : ніс 'nose' носи/gen. носа.

The spelling with i is used, for instance, in Smal-Stockyj's Рутенische Grammatik after consonants capable of softening (n l t d s z c): сим/гребінь. The official Soviet orthography for the Ukraine, however, uses i only for [jì] at the beginning of the word or after a vowel. So it does not distinguish between ніс 'nose' носи and ніс 'bore' носи.

The development occurred also where a jeř was lost within the word: Ruth. ліжко 'bed'/R. ложе. In the initial syllable *uо > uо- >

Ruth. ві-: Ruth. він 'he' вівця 'sheep'/R. он овцã. Ruth. вона 'she' is due to analogy.

Substitution of u for o occurs in R. мувавé 'ant'/OB. мравíjí P. mrówka, мувáě 'crane'/P. zoraw and a handful of other words.

In a few cases initial o- prefixes a в: R. восемь 'eight'/OB. ости, острый/вострый 'sharp', вост 'behold'/P. oto. The same thing occurs universally in the Czech of Prague: вокно 'window'/literary око, возв/on 'he', etc.
A characteristic of many Russian speakers is their labialization of \( o \) (and also of \( æ \)). Before they pronounce the vowel their lips rapidly pass through the position for \( u \); the result is a sort of \( w \) between the consonant and vowel which is particularly noticeable after labials, though not restricted to them. Thus R. \( mòkët \) 'can' [m\(^w\)òkët], \( dòm \) 'house' [d\(^w\)om], \( bò pò \) (names of letters) [b\(^w\)e p\(^w\)e], \( ob \òtòm \) 'about this' [ab\(^w\)ëtòm].

E. R. \( ë \) (disused since 1917), \( e\ è æ o \), Ruth. \( e\ è e i i \). R. \( æ \) was introduced in the seventeenth century to denote \( e \) without palatal on-glide. It has been in general use only since the nineteenth century, when its function was to represent foreign \( é \) in French, German and other western loanwords: \( èkò 'echo' pòèt 'poet' àèída 'ègis' ènònà 'fire-screen' èmpòfrò 'scaffold' àròtòpò 'archduke'. \) As a genuine Slavonic survival this sound is restricted to an epideictic \( ë-(cf. Gk. \( èkò 'there'). Lat. \( èqùidòm): ètòt 'this' \( ëkòri 'such' ètàk 'thus', and the exclamations: \( æh, æx \). Ruth. \( æ \) also lacks palatal on-glide, but this is due to the hardening of previous consonants \( x ë p ù \) and in the older state of the language the \( æ \) was as in Great Russian. In standard Russian unstressed \( æ \) is pronounced like unstressed \( ë \), i.e. \( [í] \), and if preceded by a 'hardened' consonant undergoes the same change as \( ë \) to \( æ \); e.g. \( èpàñìïçè ('page', locative), pronounced [... tsi]. When stressed it is pronounced after 'hardened' consonants like \( æ: èçèntr 'centre' [tæsntr]. \) E is also pronounced \( æ \) in a great many modern borrowings; e.g. \( òtèll 'hotel'. \)

OB. \( ë/e \) were probably distinguished as \([æ]/[e] \), since the former could pass into \( ja \), but the latter could not. In Modern Bulgarian the (pre-1945) \( ë \) is \( e \) or \( ea \) (ja) in the eastern dialects according to circumstances, but \( e \) remains steadily \( e \). Now, it seems doubtful whether these distinctions of quality held good even for the oldest Russian, since confusion of the two letters occurs both in the North and in the South from the twelfth century. It was especially true of the Novgorod region that these sounds tended to be indistinguishable: \( èmènë/èmènë 'seed' ètësëni/ètësëni 'narrow' 1157, èkòrënë/èkòrënë 'root' èkë/èkë 'who' 1157, all from Novgorod. In 1073 there occur èdënë/èdënë 'knowledge', èdòmë/èdòmë (V.S.) 'O house'. In documents from Galicia-Volhynia the confusion is also found, though rarely as \( ë \) for \( e \), since there was a secondary difference of quantity involved: \( ènàmëtë/ènàmëtë \) are found in 1164. From this it is clear that the quality of the two vowels must have been almost indistinguishable, though there was a difference which appears in their mutations. R. \( ë \) may become \( ë \), but R. \( ë \) cannot, except for a few analogical cases: \( èdëlë 'saddle' pl. \( èdërnë \). Before a single letter \( e \) came to be used for them both, the lexicon had consecrated a number of etymologically wrong spellings; \( ènërë/ÈR. ènërë 'axe' (cf. Lat. \( ènërë \)), as if from
The Russian discrimination between the two sounds, valid in full only for the Proto-Russian period, was probably between a diphthong [ie] and a palatalized monophthong [e].

Initially CSL. *e > R. o: один 'one' озеро 'lake' олень 'stag' / S. jëdan jëzero jëlen. This may have occurred at first only when initial e was followed by a non-palatal consonant. The development is not without parallels in other Slavonic languages, but its general validity is a leading characteristic of Russian, and when it fails to appear the cause may lie in some analogy. ON. Helgi Helga became R. Ольга Ольга, which shows that this mutation was still active in the ninth century. Similarly Gk. Ἐλένη ὦ Ολένη. It may be that there were doublets o/e- as far back as the Common Slavonic period, and that Russian generalized o where other languages generalized je-. In Modern Bulgarian there are found the doublets още/еште 'still' and едва/dial. одважд 'scarcely'.

While there was still a distinction of some sort between b and e, but the latter, whatever its origin (OB. e or i), had come to represent one sound (that is, certainly in the twelfth century, and possibly in the eleventh), stressed e began to be dispalatalized before a hard consonant and to take a sound like o: благонь/благонь 'blessed' конь (GP.) 'of women'. The instance человка/человка (G.S.) 'man's', recorded in 1073, may be due to other causes; but it is clear that the modern requirement that the e should be stressed did not apply in the beginnings of the movement; съм 'we shall say' стоим 'standing' are also twelfth-century examples. Instances of this trend are quoted from Polikarp's Gospels (1307), which come from the South-West; but it is possible they should be discounted as due to White Russian influence: чёрный 'black' ничего (G.S.) 'of nothing'. The change was operative also in White Russian. In Polish there is a similar development from e to o, but under different conditions. It is there effected by certain following hard consonants, and does not depend on stress.

To account for the modern standard usage which restricts this change to stressed syllables is not easy. A plausible explanation is that which takes account of åkane. In the Moscow dialect, as we have seen (section 85), o and e are quite distinct in stressed syllables, but in unstressed syllables both are modified. There are instances in which the change occurs before soft consonants, but these are to be explained by analogy: несете : : несет 'you bear/he bears', тети : : тетка 'aunt', etc.
On the other hand there are many instances of the permanence of ē. The most substantial class is that of Church Slavonic words: небо 'sky' лев 'lion' /Лёв or Лев 'Leo'. Personal names vary: Пётр Ольга / Ольга Орёст. The negative prefix не- remains constant. The consonant before ē was originally soft; the hard consonant following might be the originally soft ж ш, but not ц ч, of which only the last is now deemed soft (see section 95). Hence: отец 'father' пещь 'cook' лещ 'bream' иде́нь 'goest' надеж 'murrain'. Before ē the change is probably due to analogy: больши́й 'pig'/сам-третъ 'self and two others' (both from -иф). There are sporadic instances to the contrary: мя́теж 'revolt'/те́ма 'mother-in-law' (the former probably under the influence of Church Slavonic, the latter possibly on the analogy of тётушка 'aunt'). Further, loss of ī led to consonant-groups in which the first consonant remained soft long enough to prevent this modification of ē: верх/OR. вё́рхъ (by second full-vocalism) вё́рхъ 'top'. Where the orthography used before 1917 showed ē in place of the etymological ī, there was no change: трёх 'crack' блеск 'gleam' нё́когда 'there is no time'. No cause can be assigned for the preservation of ē in шест 'pole' вё́тошь 'rags'/P. wiótki 'frail'.

The dialects of North Russia are, of course, liable to be influenced by the standard usage, but they belong to the region of около, so that the above account does not apply to their own historical conditions. They show some peculiarities. The о-sound appears in unaccented syllables, and in final syllables. At Olonec one hears зона ‘woman’ племя́ничок ‘nephew’ колесик ‘man’ егó ‘his’ сестра ‘sister’ поль ‘field’. An accent-shift in the second person plural of verbs has led to doubllets: есé ‘are’ спитé ‘sleep’ хотите́ ‘wish’/естé спитé хотите́. There is a similar shift in White Russian: стои́те ‘stand’. Here also около rules. In addition to о, thirteenth-century documents from the South-West show a further development жу (жо/же 1266 жую ‘eating’). In Ruthenian о occurs chiefly after palatals: чоловик ‘man’ чого ‘of what’ чотири ‘four’ жовтий ‘yellow’/ні́гро ‘him’, without restriction to the stressed syllable. The cases are too sporadic to constitute a rule.

There remains the development of ē > ĭ (i) in Ruthenian, which begins to appear in documents from Galicia-Volhynia in the twelfth century. It is paralleled by Cz.S. į in Cz. вира S. вира <вера: Ruth. врпа ‘faith’. CSL. ē was a long vowel. CSL. е was lengthened in this dialect when a syllable became closed by a consonant owing to the loss of jer. We have seen that the same applied to о, and the principle of compensatory lengthening is held in common with West Slavonic. This mediaeval ē tended to become a diphthong ie and then to close to i, but with an on-glide which is preserved initially, after vowels, and after consonants capable of softening. Fourteenth-century
examples are: видима/видимые 'knowing' свидетельство 'testimony' 1307, with i for MRuth. i.

Soviet orthography, as already explained, only uses the sign ĭ initially and after vowels: Ruth. ĭхать 'travel', добро (gen.sg.fem.) 'good' <EWSI. dobrój/OB. dobrój, тело (Smal-Stockyj's тело) 'body' <тело.

U. R. y. The Russian sound also arises from CSli. q (section 87). When stressed between soft consonants it represents a sound between u and closed o for which the phonetic symbol is [ŭ]: лоди [lŭdĭ], etc. (This is not the German ü.) In similar circumstances я also suffer modification [ja jo], as already explained.

Y I. R. у и WR. и i Ruth. и. The retention of the mixed front-back vowel [i] is characteristic of Great Russian, White Russian and Polish. Its soft companion was [ɪ]. The distance between [i] and [ɪ] was not so great as to prohibit all confusion: непосильная 1097/непосильно́й 'incomprehensible', тысяча 1266/тысяча, никъ/нише 'now'. The vibrant ĭ has had a tendency to harden itself and the following vowel: рикать/рыкать 'bellow', ригать/рыгать 'belch', корысть/корьсть 'profit'. Russian has created a new group of postpalatals (к ʝ ч), with consequent change from y to i: Киев/Kiev, кыкать 'screech' (13th cent.)/кыкать.

In the Galicia-Volhynia dialect the letters ᵐ/ᵣ ceased to represent distinct sounds, and their confusion began as early as the twelfth century: погибый/pogibý 'ruined' просить/просить 'beg' 1164; синь/сынь 'son' occurs somewhat later. The two sounds approximated on a middle value which is described by some authors as a very close [e], but is quite like the [ɪ] of Eng. milk. Only the one letter is required in Modern Ruthenian. To mark the difference of this sound from [i] the letter y is used in transcriptions of Ruthenian.

In standard Russian у is also pronounced [i] when unstressed. When preceded by the prepositions or prefixes в and е the resultant pronunciation (noted in the spelling in the case of compounds) is у: сминова 'анew' < с(ъ)+из— в Италии 'in Italy' [vita . . . ]. After 'hardened' consonants the pronunciation of both stressed and unstressed у is м: цинк 'zinc' [sink].

Fers. As explained in section 27, CSli. ĭ/ĭ occurred in strong and weak positions. In the latter case they ceased to be vowels in Russian at a very early epoch. The hard ĭr (ъ) served to show that the preceding consonant had its normal value. As in this function it was otiose, it was discarded in the 1917 spelling-reform. It remained, however, in words where a hard consonant occurs before a soft vowel, so that there is a sort of glottal stop between them; in this case an apostrophe may be used instead of ъ: съвлать 'eat up'. The soft ĭr (ъ) is still used to denote soft quality in the previous consonant. In the 2nd personal
ending -шь the jer is merely traditional, and does not soften ʃ, which has hardened during the development of Modern Russian; so also the jer in рожь ‘rye’ and some other words. In words like бьет ‘he strikes’ the jer serves to show an intrinsic softness of the b apart from the softness of the vowel following; to some observers it seems to be pronounced like a very brief ʃ: [b'ʃjot].

In strong position the jers became o/e respectively, and follow all subsequent developments of these vowels in Russian. Ruth. o e <✉ i are not liable to compensatory lengthening; hence instr. sg. -om <一审.

In the middle of the tenth century the jers in final position had weakened so much as to be unperceived by the informants of Constantine Porphyrogenitus; in some medial positions, as we have seen, they seem still to have been sounded. From Russian sources it is possible to attest full vowels for semivowels in the first half of the twelfth century: вре́мемь ‘with time’ на небесех ‘in the heavens’ кровоточивь ‘sanguifluous’. The examples drawn from the second half of the twelfth century are too numerous to admit of mistake or analogy: церковь/церкви ‘church’ сладко/сладкъ ‘sweet’ 1157, неперва/непъра ‘from the first’ смерть/съмрть ‘death’ весь/весъ ‘all’ плоть/плать ‘flesh’ 1164. These examples are drawn from North and South Russia. After r, and more rarely l, the vowel obtained may be ɯ in West and South Russia, but not in the North or East: кры́вавь ‘bloody’ 1588/кровавый.

It was the practice to read the internal jers of Church Slavonic liturgical books as o/e respectively, and this has led to the retention of these vowels in many words where the jer occurred in weak position. Loss of the jer in the combination жт has led to the creation of descending diphthongs in Russian where there were two syllables in Common Slavonic: CSL.OB. мо́гъ/R. мо́й. In White Russian and Ruthenian descending diphthongs of the other order have resulted from the vocalization of l and v as ✉ (WR. ʃ). Thus the Russian dialects are distinguished from Common Slavonic and Old Bulgarian by the possession of new diphthongs, which are, in Great Russian, in practically every case, due to the loss of the jers. Moreover, loss of jers within words upset the balance of Common Slavonic, which had established an almost exact alternation of vowels and consonants. New consonant-groups arose, and required a considerable effort of adjustment which will be studied later (see section 97). At the end of words the loss of jer left consonants final. That was never the case in Common Slavonic or Old Bulgarian, save for some proclitic prepositions, and it brought into play a new principle of unvoicing all final voiced consonants (see section 96). It follows that the jers, though their own history is brief in Russian, have proved to be a leading cause of readjustment over the whole language.
Secondary jers arose in Russian when the loss of final jers would have resulted in final consonant-groups which the spirit of the language did not then permit. The resultant (so-called) fill-vowel in Modern Russian is an o or an e which appears and vanishes like the vowels resulting from original jers. In such cases an o is inserted (i) between a guttural and l n r, (ii) between s z and k g; elsewhere the fill-vowel is e. Thus: ото́нь 'fire' GS. отоѓ (OB. огнн); досо́к, GP. of доскá 'board' (OB. GP. дускá); сестёр, GP. of сестра́ 'sister' (OB. GP. сестрн). There is of course much scope here for analogy.

In one case an original e has been treated analogically as a jer; this is the word лёд 'ice', Г. льда/OB. leda.

87. Denasalization. CSL. о/ё R. у/ю. This process was carried through in the first half of the tenth century, as already noted (sections 81, 82). In the ninth century OSwed. ankari 'anchor' sund 'haven' gave R. *eköр *spod (with nasal vowels), which have evolved to нёръ Сылъ, and similarly Lat. (H)ungari Gk. ὀγγαρόι corresponded to ninth century. *Ogrь >Угръ. But Constantine represented by Несе́тъ Берёвтъ OR. неисьть врьчи/OB. неясять виро́ в. His use of nasals in certain proper names was due to identification with the same names in the Balkans, where the nasal vowels lingered on. The Ostromir Gospels (1056–57), though ostensibly copying Old Bulgarian, constantly confuse о/u о/я. Four signs existed to express two sounds. Gradually two of the signs were eliminated, leaving y and n. The sounds u/я thus derived have the same history as the oral vowels u/я.

88. (a) Tort. Full-vocalism (Polnoglásie). When r/l followed о/e between consonants in Common Slavonic they are found with these vowels on either side in Russian. The result is conventionally designated tort, and the accent falls on the first or second of these syllables according to its original intonation (see section 85). This is called primary full-vocalism, and is as old as our documentation. It is attested by the colophon of the Ostromir Codex (Володимира Новичгородъ) in 1057, and in Svjatoslav’s miscellanies of 1073 and 1076: полонъникъ 'prisoner' вереди 'sores' берємъ 'burden'. The fact that Constantine records γра́х πроx/горо́дь 'city' по́ръ 'rapid' must be discounted as due to the Slavicized vocabulary of the upper classes in Kiev, and the same is true of вре́мъ 'time' and the many other examples in Modern Russian of words which do not conform to this rule of full-vocalism. Examples of the rule are: го́родъ 'town' го́рх 'pea' го́лос 'voice' го́лова́ 'head' соло́ма 'straw' терё́ть 'rub' не́глеза́ 'gland'. Russian loanwords to Finnish do not show full-vocalism, but forms corresponding to *tort: Finnish пальтина 'linen' talkkuna 'flour prepared with hot water' вьрттина 'distaff'/R. плотни́ плотоќо веретено́. These contacts date from the sixth century; they seem to imply that the r/l was more than normally resonant since it leads to
doubling the following consonant, so that the pronunciation may have been approximately *torť *tellt, from which sonants the later vowels may have developed.

R. молокó 'milk' <*melko/Cz. mléko and other instances show that *telt > toler must be regarded as the normal Russian development, due to the depalatalizing effect of velar l (*telt > *tolt > toler). Instead of -ele/olo- there sometimes appears -elo-: шлем 'ridge-piece, helmet'/ [шлем 'helmet' (from OB.).

(b) Ort. Words in this series are divided according to their vowel (o/a), but in either case they suffer metathesis of the liquid r/l. To account for the different treatment of vowel is difficult. It seems to depend on intonation, but as tone becomes evident only under stress, the proof depends on amassing enough examples of stressed initial syllables of this type, and to do so is possible only for *ort- and *olt-; even so it involves some conjectures and some discrepancies. The most probable account is that a rising tone on this syllable gave R. la-ra-, and a falling tone ro-lo-, while re-le- result from *ert-/elt-. Examples of rising tones are: пьяно 'hoc' L. ārkās 'plough', патра 'farmer' L. ariū 'plough', лань 'deer' L. ālnē, лакомый 'dainty' L. ālkešti 'to hunger'/алятъ, пана 'shrine' Lat. arca. Falling tones: лодь 'boat' S. lādja локоть 'elbow' L. alkūné S. lākat, лонь 'last year' cf. Lat. olli <*olnei, ровный 'level' OPr. arwis 'true', рост 'growth' ростъ/раста 'grow', роза/раза < *brz-. Some variations in the last series may be due to Church Slavonic influence, but not all. An example of *elt- (with e in the second syllable replacing unstressed n) is лебедь 'swan' <*elbeni/olbondi- S. лăbûd.

Apart from some unaccountable instances we thus find that CSL. *ört/ót- appears in Russian as rot/-rat-. To explain the vowel, Vondrák assumes a difference of time; namely, he supposes that before the emergence of Sl. o there was a Bsl. a which gave *ārt- > rat-; when Sl. o had developed, then CSL. *ort- > R. rot-. This metathesis was still under way up to the ninth century, as is witnessed by the alternations OB. aldījī 'boat' ON. ellīdī (probably borrowed in Russia)/R. лодь, ON. Aldejga/Ladoga, Lat. arca/R. пана 'shrine', R. алятъ/лакомый 'dainty'. It is a very bold step to remove the rat-metathesis 1500 or 2000 years, into a Balto-Slavonic period. The explanation assumes we know the value of the common Balto-Slavonic vowel; but we cannot. The hypothesis advanced in section 24 is that IE. *a *o gave Bsl. *ā, from which all divergent developments are readily understood (Baltic o = Sl. a, Baltic a = Sl. o). Further, the explanation is independent of tone, which is the only certainty we are within measure of possessing about this matter. We may suggest alternatively the following: *ORT- and *ORT- are necessarily long syllables because of the liquid diphthong; but after metathesis the
syllable would only be long if the vowel itself were long. Now in Common Slavonic a : o : : long : short. After metathesis, the rising tone may have preserved the length of the vowel for a while (as it does in the Czech trát (<tört) thus giving rát-; the falling tone allowed the vowel to be shortened (as Cz. trat (<tört). In due course distinctions of quantity disappeared from Russian, and so here remained only a distinction in the quality of the vowel.

(c) Túrt. Secondary full-vocalism. The same vocalic resonance after r/l is found in manuscripts from the eleventh to the fourteenth centuries when preceded by ъ/ъ. These spellings correspond to sonant r/l between consonants in Old Bulgarian, there represented in writing by ră lă ră lă. In Russian, as in Common Slavonic, there was no sonant, but only an extra-short vowel before the liquid, making with it a diphthong before a following consonant. With the generation of a fugitive vowel after the liquid there arose in Russian the forms tǔřt tǐřt tǔlūt tǐlīt. These are very frequently recorded in the text of the Ostromir Codex (1056–57): мъльва ‘rumour’ мърыкнъти ‘grow dark’ пълкъ ‘wolf’ зърьно ‘grain’. Sometimes the second vowel is represented by an apostrophe (вър’ху ‘on top’); sometimes the liquid is not flanked on both sides by the same vowel (върътоградъ ‘garden’). Often there are vacillations: мъртъвъ/мъртвъ/мъртвъ ‘dead’. In this way a fugitive vowel was reintroduced into Russian at the same time as the Common Slavonic jers were either being vocalized as o/e or eliminated. These secondary full-vocalisms were also resolved. A tendency to treat them like torot was manifest in the fourteenth century: молона ‘lightning’ 1344, доловыннуе ‘indebted’ 1370. This result is found in a few instances in Modern Russian: столъб/столб ‘pillar’ береънъ/бревънъ ‘beam, balk’ посолънъ ‘following the sun’/солнце ‘sun’ верёвъка ‘cord’/ОВ. въръл съмеречный ‘crepuscular’/съмеркъ ‘dusk’. That, however, is the exceptional solution. The normal development is that the first vowel becomes o/e and the second may affect the quality of the consonant. The hard jer is no more than the sign of a normal consonant, and so disappears without trace. The soft jer palatalized the consonant for a while, and so impeded the passage of e to ê before it; finally the consonant assimilated to the next following. So OR. първъ ‘first’ became первъй, where soft ĭ impeded the development of ê under the accent, and then первъй първъй (pronounced [perv-] by some). An exception is found in чёрный ‘black’ <чърнъ.

Outside Russian territory this tendency had some success in Poland and Upper Lusatia. P. wierzch ‘top’ has a soft ĭ due to an intrusive soft jer; cf. also OP. cerekew/cirekew ‘church’.

WR. мищны ‘lightning’ shows åkañe (-ala- for -olo-) and WR. смрёты ‘fatal’ shows ja for e (jåkañe) and hardening of r (ro for ré.)
89. *Initial Vowels*. There are a few cases of loss of vowels in initial position: Ruth. мати 'have' грать 'play'/R. ивы 'yet'/R. ещё. The prefix iz- was liable to be confused with z-, and hence also with s-. In Modern Ruthenian з и зи зо are interchangeable. For initial о-/jо- see section 86 E.

90. *Final Vowels*. Loss of final vowels is more frequent, especially in connection with j. Thus in the adjectival and demonstrative declension -ji becomes -j, -jё becomes -j, -ju becomes -j, after the vowels of the adjectival or pronominal stem: GSF. добрый (<-ojé) DLSF. добрый (<-ojó), ISF. добрый (<-oju). The process of change cannot be traced, but was probably complete in the fourteenth century. Mediaeval manuscripts have no н, and their н represents both i and j. Reduction of -ěje is found in яснěй 'brighter' and other comparatives. The reflexive -чн is reduced to -чъ after a vowel, except in certain participial and imperative forms, чтоб to чтоб 'in order that', ведн to вед 'but, why, after all', and final -о is lost in тут 'where' вот вон 'lo'. Надо 'necessary' represents an older на добь.

91. *Contraction and Assimilation of Vowels*. The Russian language on the whole resists contraction of dissimilar vowels in hiatus, but there are instances of such in the окане region of the North, where играть 'he plays' мому (DSM.) новых (AGSM.) 'to my, of my' correspond to играть моему моему.

There appears to be assimilation in the word сидеть 'sit'/OB. седеть. The i in the Russian root is probably due to the i in the present tense endings (OB. седиши сидишь). Ruthenian presents the same phenomenon (сидити), so that the i is not to be explained as due to the phonetic representation of the reduced vowel. Another instance perhaps due to a following stressed i is дети 'child'/pl. дети (OB. деть pl. дети). Сачматов accounted for дети as due to the influence of детина 'lad' (now спить детина), cf. Ruth. детина дети. Other examples of this sort of assimilation are мишинец 'little finger' (CSl. *межинец), снегирь/снегирь 'bullfinch' (Ruth. снгирь Cz. sněhyř), витяга 'оратор' (OB. ветиф).

In Владимир (-миров 'world')/OR. Володимер (with e for ё), e has been replaced by i by popular etymology. -мёра (cf. Gk. -μορος) meant 'glorious in the possession of' (e.g. 'power', влад-). Cf. the place-name Ки́томир (нáто корн').

92. *Velars and Postpalatals. (a) Palatalization of k g ch into palatal affricates and dental fricatives and affricates left them only in contact with hard vowels in Common Slavonic. The hard vowels are normally back vowels, but Sl. ы is a mixed (back-front) vowel [i], akin both to u and to i, and represented by all early scripts as a combination of the two (ui, ui, etc.). It is somewhat variable. The u- element comes out
strongly after a labial consonant in Russian, giving rise to an almost perceptible diphthong. After a velar consonant \((k\,g\,ch)\) the \(i\)-element must have become more and more evident in Old Russian, at least from the beginning of the twelfth century. No new letters were involved. The combinations \(ky\,gy\,chy\) gave way to \(ki\,gi\,chi\) (ки ги хи).

The earliest examples of this change are функи/функи (APM.) ‘palms’ сивими/sikymi (IP.) ‘such’, both of 1073. These examples are somewhat isolated. In the first half of the twelfth century the postpalatalas \(k\,g\,ch\) were established in South Russia; небесским ‘heavenly’ 1144, еписко ‘axe 1164, велики ‘great’ 1220. In the Novgorod region the date of their establishment was somewhat later, at the end of the twelfth century, and the West Russian evidence (from Smolensk) is also somewhat later than that of the South. Ряжен ‘of Riga’ латинским (DP.) ‘Latin’ книжным ‘princesses’ (Smolensk 1229), праздники ‘festivals’ Римским (I.S.) ‘Roman’ (Novgorod 1282). For a period the two pronunciations \(ky\,gy\,chy\)/\(ki\,gi\,chi\) were concurrent: въ Києв ‘in Kiev’ кичеть ‘cries like a cuckoo’. In the Moscow region послѣдним (DP.) ‘of messengers’ Симановскiй ‘Simonov’s’ are examples found in documents of 1447–53.

There are some relics of the old velar pronunciation in dialects of today. The softened pronunciation showed some tendency to spread to other combinations, as to \(ku\) in кур ‘cuck’ 1357 and to \(ka\) in венчать ‘every’ 1405; and there are similar substitutions of soft for hard velars in modern dialects. Phonetic changes tend to develop beyond their original causes. The postpalatalas \(k\,g\) approach the middle palate where the most backward varieties of \(t\,d\) (\(t\,d\)) are pronounced, and so lead to interchange (as in the Macedo-Bulgarian dialects): Овдóка for Овдóка Eudocia’, OR. Държин/Георгий dial. а́ндел cf. Cz. андěль/ангел ‘angel’.

The emergence of soft \(k\,g\,ch\) has had an important effect upon the Russian declension. There remained in Russian from Common Slavonic the difference between the two orders of vowels: hard/soft. The soft vowels demanded soft consonants before them, and the soft consonants corresponding to hard \(k\,g\,ch\) had been determined by the Slavonic palatalizations. But it is characteristic of linguistic changes that their first motives are in time forgotten, and they remain as anomalies. English and French ‘irregular’ verbs, for instance, are for the most part verbs conjugated according to older, forgotten principles, which now seem merely anomalous. Old Russian stems ending in a velar presented the anomaly, as it then seemed, of an unstable final consonant, no longer understood as a necessary form taken by the velar in certain cases. The softening process gave a new and more intelligible alternation: hard/soft : : \(k\,g\,ch\)/\(k\,g\,ch\). These new consonants therefore replaced the older palatalas: OR. тон ‘flow’
(b) *Velar Fricatives.* CSL. *g* has acquired a fricative pronunciation (voiced [h] or [y]) in South Russia, White Russia, Upper Lusatia, Slovakia and Bohemia. It is a characteristic which marks off an important area among the Slavonic tongues and cuts across their triple division, though it must be observed that the link between these languages is purely formal; the development may have been independent in the various languages, and occurred e.g. in Czech after the first written records. As remarked in section 84, a fricative pronunciation of *g* (voiced [h]) is found also in Great Russian in a few words which are of a religious cast and have been affected by the Kievite style of elocution. It has also, as there remarked, caused *r* to be used for foreign *h*. Though influenced by literary preferences, this substitution has not failed to produce really popular effects. Thus ᵀᵒˢᵘᵈᵃʳʸ 'ruler' loses its initial by weakening of fricative [h], and then contracts as an enclitic to сударь > съ съ: какъ съ мѣ царь не жальтъ? 'How am I not to pity the Tsar?' (Avakkum, 17th cent.). Cf. оглыч 'dolt' for оглых (the form of this word in Ruthenian) from глыхъ 'deaf'. In the official documents of the Polish-Lithuanian court *r* was *h*, and to reproduce occlusive *g* it was necessary to write ʰ כח 'when'. In those which use Latin script *h* is normal though *g* is also found: Ḥῳδοβίκα 1371 Ḥαλιցիєніс 1375/mogilla 'grave-mound' 1378 Jurgi 1451. In Modern Ruthenian a special letter has been invented to denote the rarely occurring occlusive.

In the declension of pronouns and adjectives *GSMN.* -go appears in conformity with Old Bulgarian orthography, and until 1917 the spelling -ago was used if the ending was unstressed. But the normal pronunciation is -vo. In some old forms of the language the pronunciation may have been -ho, as it is still in Olonec dialects in the North. The fricative is as characteristic of the North as of the South in this instance. Šachmatov's explanation starts from the pronominal GS. -so (cf. *-sjο in Gk. τοσο <*tosjo) found in OB. čiso česo. Parallel with this would be G.S. *kosο DS.* *kosmu LS.* *kosmi,* of which the latter developed into komu komi, leading to an analogical loss of *s* in *koo,* whence by intrusion of *h* to separate the syllables: koho. The substitution of *v* for fricative *g* is found in North Russian dialects in
other instances also: koudá tovda/когдá тогда 'when, then', vospodin (Perm) 'sir'/восподин. The pronunciation -vo has been established in the Moscow region since the fifteenth century: волиново (GSM.) 'great' 1432. A form in v is also found, outside the Russian area, in Cassubian. Some who do not care to begin with *-so, but prefer to explain -go as a particle, offer the sequence: -ogo >-oho >-oo >-owo >-ovo. A third theory connects the v with the suffix of possessive adjectives: -ov; a fourth explains it by assimilation and dissimulation: növogo >növovo (assimilation), dorogógo >dorogóvo (dissimilation). The matter remains obscure.

The fricative values [χ γ] are liable to occur when the velar occlusive, after loss of jer, stands before another occlusive. The first occlusive is relaxed into a fricative, voiced before a voiced consonant, voiceless before a voiceless one. So it may be with kdo 'who' где 'where' тогда 'there', and normally is in лёгкий 'light'. In the decension of the latter the [γ] is carried through by some speakers: indefinite лёгок [I°yëk] comp. лёгче [lëχët]. OB. mekukyji/R. мягкий 'soft' is explained as kk >χk >γ-k (by analogy) in the indefinite form мягок. So too когось 'claw' деготь 'pitch-tar' may have fricative g from the gen.sing. -gr-.

The fricative pronunciation is attested from the fourteenth century: хто мягка 1307, мягки/мягки 1354.

The sound [γ] also occurs in standard Russian when x is followed by a voiced consonant (not a sonant), e.g. добрых друзей 'of good friends' [döbriy družëj], and in the word бухгалтер 'bookkeeper' borrowed from the German [buŋ'atër].

93. Dentals and Alveolars. T D, L R N. In section 39 it was shown that these sounds probably existed in three varieties in Common Slavonic, viz. hard or normal, soft before front vowels, and palatalized by the semi-vowel j. In Russian ч ж took the place of *h *d before our records open. Thus Constantine VII's веopoțт 949 corresponds to OR. въручи/OB. виpоштъ. Their history in Russian is among the sibilants. CSL. soft *h *d *t persist in Great Russian, harden in Ruthenian, and have usually become ě dě r (hard) in White Russian: děə 'where' děěuka 'maid'en' ěipér 'now'/R. где лёвка теперь P. gdzie

*The terms 'palatalized' and 'palatal' are used in discussions of Slavonic phonetics in a slightly different sense which should perhaps be pointed out. There Russian 'soft' consonants are described as resulting from palatalization in the sense of a certain tongue-position (described e.g. by Boyanus op. cit.). The soft ('palatal') consonants of Polish are formed with a slightly different tongue-position, Polish soft s for instance sounding very like German ch in ich [ç]. Broch (Slavische Phonetik) describes the soft consonants of Czech as randa-palatal; in forming them the tongue assumes a position midway between that of Russian and Polish. Thus Russian нъ, Polish nie and Czech ně do not represent identical sound-groups even if we assume the vowels to be identical; and the difference, though not easily perceptible by foreign ears, is immediately apparent to native speakers.
The development is modern. It is not found in the Lithuanian Statute (1588) nor in any sixteenth-century documents that are free from Polish influence.

The soft and palatalized varieties of l r n constitute the soft forms in Russian. In the case of l, the hard form is not the normal alveolar of Western Europe, but the hollow or 'dark' l something like that heard in Eng. milk. This l tends to become a semivowel when it closes a syllable, either at the end of the word or before another consonant; and the semivocalic u tends to develop further into the consonant v, and vice versa. The result is an oscillation i/u/o which is widespread in North, West, and South-West Russia, from the fourteenth century at least. So in WR. byu 'was' dzeulcyna 'girl' ulcelela 'flew away' the letter u (♀) is a semivowel, standing for older l/v/u. Ruth. bowk 'wolf' bowna 'wool' dav 'gave' show l > u > o. (pronounced ũł). The reverse development v > ū > u is attested in mediaeval manuscripts: uternik/ vtornik 'Tuesday' noygorodec 1282, y prazdnyk 'on the festival' 1355 (Novgorod), ykusnysh 'having tasted' vuc 1386 (Pskov), uazt/vazt 'take' y korablay 'into the boat' 1164 (Galicia-Volhynia). Apart from Novgorod this phenomenon is rare in Great Russian dialects, and it is only found in the North in those dialects which confuse č /č, and in the South in the case of initial v-: udová 'widow' ynut 'grandson' yse 'all'. R. zabtra 'tomorrow' zabtrauk 'breakfast' / ytro 'morning' show v for u. The interchange u/o is especially frequent in Ržev, with examples continuous from the thirteenth century, and very rare in Moscow.

One property of the Russian r is to withdraw a following i from the front [i] to the mixed [i] position; in other words, to harden ri to ry: kryly (IPN.) 'with wings' 1219/OB. kriły. This leads to vacillations: gryst/gryb 'mushroom', krjinka/kryinka 'pot' (OB. krinica). There are also corresponding vacillations between ta/ra, tu/ru and ûe/to: krast/kryst (Novgorod) 'steal', troyst/NGtR. trêstočka 'walkingstick', OR. rûshtyt/ryushhty 'collapse'. The hardening of ū is normal in White Russian.

94. Labials: P B V F M. The labials also formed a triple series in Common Slavonic, which has been resolved in Russian as p ɸ pl, b ɓ b'l, v ʋ vl, m ɱ ml: pod 'under' kupit'/(up) 'buy' dobroj 'good' doblyest 'valour', zemlja 'land', lubyt'/(lub) 'catch'. As ʃ was not a Common Slavonic sound it has not developed beyond a distinction between hard and soft: f/ʃ, though there is an analogical development of the verb potrafit' 'please' potrafjút (IS. pres.).

A Russian (and Modern Slavonic) f results from the unvoicing of v which has become final by loss of final fer (see section 86). It is also used to represent Gk. φ θ as ɸ ø, of which pair the latter has not been used since 1917, and also Germ.Fr.Eng. f. It is unlikely that the
Russians ever made the attempt to pronounce Gk. θ as an interdental fricative, so that the retention of this letter in such words as Θομα 'Thomas', Θεοφιλ 'Theophilus' Θεοκρατία 'theocracy' (until 1917) was merely due to orthographical conservatism. Examples of φ are: φιλοσόφια = Gk. φιλοσοφία φλυγέλ Germ. Flügel ‘wing’ (of a building) φυτ = Germ. Pfund ‘pound’ φλόρα = Lat. flora фураж = Fr. fourrage ‘forage’. The sound [f] also arises through contact between v and a voiceless consonant: второй 'second' [vtar∅] вce 'all' [fso].

In South-West Russia there was a general tendency to represent Gk. φ θ by the genuine Slavonic sound ch [χ]: Нехтальмъ 'of Naphtali'c. 1226, Хома/Фома Ходоръ/Федор Хроль/Флор (14th cent.). This is still a feature of Modern Ruthenian. In North Russia there was a tendency to reproduce chv as f (as in Modern Serbocroat and Bulgarian), and to extend this process to ch: малышка 'Malachias' (14th cent.) фристорфъ 'Christopher' (с.1428), увачена/уваачена 'grasped' 1588. In dialectalisms like добрыб moyen 'добрых мой' we see this confusion of ch/f affecting even indigenous words.

On the pronunciation of GSMN.-go as -vo see section 92 (b).

95. Sibilants. R. с/з ш/ж ч/дз ч/ный ш/дз, the forms in brackets occurring for the most part as the result of assimilation to voiced consonants. All the sibilants, apart from those representing IE. s/z, have resulted from the softening of other consonants. Hard consonants are normal consonants, and soft consonants are essentially modifications of hard consonants. In process of time, therefore, the sibilants came to be accepted not as modifications but as normal consonants of their own kind, and so 'hardened'. The process was already at work in Old Bulgarian, and perhaps in Common Slavonic. In Old Bulgarian there was the alternation hard s/z/ soft s/z, but all other sibilants were soft: OB. s/z с dž ĉ ʃt ʃd. It is not usual to mark this softening in transcription since it is implied in the consonant itself. Some of these have hardened in Russian: s/z с are hard, but ĉ remains soft; ш is a compound of š and so soft (many pronounce it as a double soft šš); soft š may still occur when the spelling has шн or шн or when шн is followed by a soft consonant: дрожжи [drōžǐ] 'yeast', ждйте [ʒdˈitˈjɛ] 'wait'.

The surest evidence for the hardening of these consonants is the appearance of y after them in place of the older i. This occurs from the beginning of the fourteenth century: сльышь 'thou hearest' 1300, жи́бота (gen.) 'life' 1389, язы́цы 'tongues' 1397. The letter ĉ is also hardened in some Modern Russian dialects and even in old documents: речи 'speeches' 1588. In standard Russian it is regarded as soft. The use of ы or ь after sibilants and of hard vowels after ч is not a guide to their actual quality in present-day Russian, but is due to conservative spelling and to the analogy of other declensional or
conjugational forms. Thus слышь [stǐšǐ] ‘thou hearest’ is pronounced with hard consonants and vowels, and the first syllable of чадо [ćađa] ‘child’ with soft ones. When s + č come into contact in the sentence or appear in compounds they develop to šč, and do not take the pronunciation [šć] which many speakers give to щ : с честью ‘with honour’ (šč-). Брошура ‘brochure’ is spelt thus because щ is the traditional way of transliterating French u (and German ü); the pronunciation is -у-. Compared with Russian š č, English sh zh (e.g. in leisure) are relatively soft.

The pronunciation šđć occurs for щ with some speakers in words like выезжать ‘ride out’ (P. wyjeźdżać; <*-zdź-); and in the case of those who pronounce щ as šč it may come by assimilation to a following voiced consonant: вещь была [veź’dź’ bilá] ‘the thing was’.

It is in its wealth of sibilants that Common Slavonic differs most markedly from Indo-European. By successive palatalizations consonants of other orders, velars and dentals, have continued to pass into the sibilants. As the modern sibilants have many origins, it may be helpful if we list the Russian sibilants in relation to their sources:

ч (č): IE. *k (km) by first palatalization; CSL. *č: тčкъ/течĕт ‘flow’, *otiko(a)/отче ‘O father’.


(dź): This voiced partner of c has become z in Russian; for šdź see above.

щ (šč): (pronounced by many as a long soft ʃ): IE. *sk, by first palatalization, CSL. *šč: OB. šč: ищъ <*iscо/искать ‘seek’ P. isczę OB. ištö.

CSl. *stj *sći >*št, OB. šč: ращъ <*orštjo/растить ‘grow’ OB. raštö.

R. čč: свčč ‘bill, account’ <sččtů.


ц (ć): IE. Proto-Sl. *k by second palatalization, CSL. č: (a) отец (<*otiko(a)/отич) ‘father’ отвча <*ovčka ovčica ‘sheep’, (b) цена <*kojina ‘price’ руčă OR.DLS. руць NAP. руци ‘hand’ (MR. руčко руčкă); цвет ‘flower’/Cz. květ.


(dź): This voiced partner of c has become z in Russian. CSL. *d WR. dź : dźe ‘where’.
RUSSIAN

3 (f): Proto-Sl. ch by first palatalization: душа 'soul'/дух 'spirit'.
CISL. *sj > 3: носить 'carry'.
ж (3): IE. *g (*gʷ) *gh by first palatalization, CISL. *dž > ʒ: бог 'god'/
боже могъ 'can'/божество.
CISL. *z>ʒ: вожь/возить 'convey' (*vožjo).
CISL. *d OB. əd: межа 'boundary' (*medja). OB. əd is borrowed in между 'among'/надежда 'hope' and many other words.
In the Church Slavonic word накидение 'expense' the əd represents ədž <ždž, being formed from the prefix
iž-+ root *živ- (<*živ-) >živ- 'live'.
с (s): IE. *s: семь 'seven' IE. *k by satem-palatalization: сто 'hundred'.
Proto-Sl. ch by second palatalization: дух 'spirit' OR.L.S. 
dу́ч NT. ду́н.
a (z): IE. *s before voiced consonants: гнездо 'nest' <nizdo <*nis-
sd- (form affected by analogy).
IE. *g *gh by satem-palatalization: вещь 'convey' (*wegh-).
IE. Proto-Sl. g, by second palatalization, CISL. dz: бог 'god'/
OR.LS. бо́з NT. бо́з.
CISL. *gw-: звезда 'star'/P. gwiazda.

It is by means of the sibilants that the oldest Russian dialect-
divisions are established. They are named by using the suffix -kałe in
association with the characteristic mark. Thus White Russia is the
region of cékañe and dzékañe, that is, where CISL. *f *d give č dz: WR.
džeń 'day' bywác 'be'. North Russian was distinct from South Russian
because of čákañe and cókañe (see section 84), that is, the use of č for
c and of c for ć: человек/человек 'man' че́рь/царь 'tsar'. This
was a characteristic of the old Novgorod dialect, and there went with
it a tendency to substitute i for ě in stressed syllables. In the
districts of Bielsk and Brześć the confusion of sibilants goes further.
It affects z/e c/e sc/ść: службу/службу 'service' 1530. In modern
dialects zelézo and zémcug are heard for железо 'iron' жемчуг 'pearl'.
A similar feature appears in Polish (Mazovian) dialects.

96. Final Consonants. In principle there were no final consonants in
Common Slavonic or Old Bulgarian; every word ended in a vowel,
even though that vowel might be extra-short (jer). When the jers fell
away in Russian, consonants very frequently became final, and they
suffered one general law: final consonants, other than м n l r, are
unvoiced. М n l r are unvoiced in certain cases also, e.g. final after
a voiceless consonant: teátr 'theatre'. By the unvoicing of v a Slavonic
f was acquired.

The jers were weakest in final position, and therefore most readily
confused. The hard jer was, however, a mark of normality in the
previous consonant; the tendency to be observed is that of the
hardening of final consonants which were originally followed by \( i \). The soft quality of such consonants could be maintained best when there were examples of it in more sheltered positions in a declension or conjugation, as, for instance, кость ‘bone’ by analogy with GDLS. кость, etc. Lacking such support \( m \) \( l \) \( n \) may change to \( m \) \( t \) \( n \) in final position. The hardening of final \( m \) occurs in the instr.sg. -\( m \)/R. -\( m \) : божьм ‘by God’, and the loc.instr.sg. of pronouns and adjectives: I.S. том L.S. тем of M. тот N. то ‘that’. The athematic 1 sg. -\( m \) was also affected: дам ‘shall give’ ем ‘eat’. Similarly 3 sg. pl. -\( t \) hardened in Russian as in Old Bulgarian, but only fully after 1350: несет ‘he bears’. Early instances are: стоить ‘costs’ умерть ‘they will kill’ 1354. This development is considerably younger than the hardening of final -\( m \), which is amply exemplified in the Ostromir Codex (1056–57). There are exceptions: OR. есмь ‘am’ MR. есть ‘is’, суть (obsolescent) ‘are’, семь ‘seven’ восьемь ‘eight’ (which were originally \( i \)-stems, and so analogious to кость). They are found hardened in Ruthenian and some White Russian dialects: семь есмь (Skorpin’s Bible), Ruth. сьм; бицм [vi- for *\( v \)о- (<о-]) must be analogical, though the oblique forms have anomalously есмь.

Final -\( h \) is hardened in gen.pl.fem. of some \( ja \)-stems: вече́рня ‘vespers’ GP. вечерн. Final б в also tended to harden: кровь ‘blood’ (15th cent.), любовь ‘love’ церковь ‘church’ 1562. Ruth. любов церков го́луб ‘pigeon’.

Final -\( l \) following another consonant drops in the -\( l \) participle: умер ‘died’ вёре ‘bare’ умерла неспа P. umarli nioši; the same thing occurs in colloquial Czech.

In several modern Great and White Russian dialects final -\( st/št \) have been reduced to -\( s / ś \): mos pōes šēs strās/мост ‘bridge’ поезд ‘train’ шесть ‘six’ страсть ‘passion’; the same feature is found in Modern Bulgarian.

97. Simplification of Groups and Assimilation. Within the word the loss of the jers had the effect of creating a great number of new groups of consonants in Old Russian, which have largely been simplified. (i) Three-consonant groups are simplified by loss of the middle term, and longer groups are similarly reduced; assimilation may supervene. Examples are: let полтора ‘one and a half’ (14th cent.), рун бёрно 1317 бесно (14th cent.)/бревно ‘beam’, зdn гора́н ‘cleverly’ 1356, stб изба ‘hut’ (14th cent.), stig зга ‘path’ (cf. stjag swšt), ststv ество ‘being’ 1282 (jestistvo), plsk Псков. Бёрце ‘shin’ derives from *berdice *bedrice; cf. бедро ‘hip’. Перчатка ‘glove’ derives from перст ‘finger’ by a similar reduction: rš > rč. Under this heading may also be listed the frequent pronunciation of \( c + \) consonant as \( m \) : что [što], конечно ‘of course’ [kasënsə], etc. When the group occurred at the beginning of the word, it might be the first consonant which
was lost: чан 'vat' (ščan at Olonec) for düščanu, стакас 'drinking-glass' for düštikanu, хорь 'pole-cat' P. tchórz Cz. tchof for düchori, пёрец 'pepper' for pipir.

(ii) Double consonants were made single: Русскій 'Russian' for Rusinskjï. In mediaeval manuscripts when the same consonant ends one word and begins the next, sometimes only one consonant is written. The doublet -nn- is, however, favoured: отмěнныя 'superior'. In Ruthenian -nn- -ll- -tt- arise in part of the area as a result of palatalization: життî/житî 'life' бачанинî/бачанî 'wish'. It should be noted that in Modern Russian double consonants are usually pronounced double, i.e. lengthened as in Italian: оттуда [atũdã] 'thence', etc. There are a few exceptions, such as русскîй [ruskäj] and some foreign words like комиссâр [komisãr]. In the words гостîнная 'drawing-room' гостîнница 'hotel', on the other hand, a double n is heard.

(iii) The quality of the first consonant may become that of the second: вн нивньых (GP. adj.) 'of the fields', вн въяс въятî 'take' 1164, вн прискрѣбить прискрѣбие 'affliction' 1215, вн любые 'love' йст въръство 'kingdom' 1307. In Modern Russian the distinction between hard/soft is most thoroughly maintained by l: сильный 'strong' больной 'sick' больнîй 'great'/NGTR. болсой. With й d й the results are various: честный 'honourable' G.S. дн 'of day' сердце 'heart'/сыдба 'judgment' свадьба 'wedding' тьма 'darkness' горький 'bitter' IP. людямъ 'by people' (свадьб 1354). Ѕ remains in письмо 'letter'/OB. пismo 'writing' восьмой 'eighth', but й z й are generally hardened before hard consonants: G.S. ослъ 'of a donkey' здание 'building'. Мн п б v are commonly hardened. It is very rare for this kind of assimilation to be due to a previous consonant; instances are: жск талегънськую 'жск Сидонъскъя (14th cent.), MRuth. -ъцкый. There are numerous cases where the modern spelling fails to indicate softness, e.g. in the с of лестъ, or indicates a non-existent softness, e.g. in the ending -нкîй and the reflexive -съ; cf. Ruth. пиcla [pisla] 'after', etc. Many speakers pronounce сюдã 'hither' [sudã].

(iv) Assimilation by voicing or unvoicing: sd адъ MR. здесь 'here' (and so also sb sg, though it may not so appear in the spelling), kd гдъ 'where' нтдъ 'somewhere', лб свадьба DS./MR. nom. свадьба 'wedding' 1354, йч пчелъ, MR. пчела 'bee' 1334, дк птка 'rare' 1406 MR. рдка, дч атхдлый 'stuffy' (cf. дух 'breath'), зк усными (IP.) 'narrow' 1307/ъжкий.

(v) Assimilation of point of articulation. The sibilants are either alveolar or palatal, and they readily exchange to suit following consonants: жск Ризки 'of Riga' 1229, жs нмекцки (MR. нмцкй) 'German' 1284, sl шлитъ 'pour off, decant' 1284/MR. слить. The reflexive -sja assimilates to a preceding t in Ruth. dial. женцта
they hurry робятца 'they become' etc. ветчина 'ham' is supposed to be from ветвина from vet'ich- 'old'.

(vi) Prefixes set up the most noticeable opposition to assimilation, though the tendency at first was for them to follow the general rule. In od- for ot- the d was supported by the analogy of prefixes ending in d (над под перед), and it has sometimes been acknowledged by the orthography: одь в'єка 'from eternity (cf. P.Cz.S. od). With regard to bez- iz- ob- raz- vz- the reaction against losing their identity by assimilation appears in the thirteenth century. The Ostromir Codex (1056-57) has such forms as везаконе 'unrighteousness' (bez-x-). In the thirteenth century the double consonants reappear: рассудити 'arbitrate' исчыпать 'strew out' 1354. When a conventional sign is inserted between the prefix and the verb (расчыпать 'they will take their seats') the effect is more marked, and still more when the original consonant is restored (разсказь 'story'); but the latest orthography has gone back to thirteenth century principles (рассказа).

Some examples of simplification remain, e.g. of zz in разевать 'gape'/ зев 'jaws'. In vulgar speech there is a false simple verb зорить 'ruin' resulting from the spelling разорить for разорить.

98. Epenthesis and Dissimilation. In Russian, as in the other Slavonic languages, the groups sr/zr are expanded to str/zedr: стрый 'stream'/ Gk. πεώ( <*sr-). Встретить 'meet' derives from (ψ(т)z- > vz- + рет-).

The groups kt gd kk dissipate in those words in which the first occlusive becomes a fricative before the second occlusive: хто 'who'/ мяккъ 'soft' 1305)/MR. кто где (sometimes pronounced [хто] [γде]). Similarly affricates lose either the occlusive or the fricative element to dissipate from what follows: ıt > ʃт што (MR. что, sometimes pronounced [што]) 'what' 1164, ʃт > tʃ лучше 'better' (13th cent.)/ лучший.

Dissimilation at a distance occurs with l---l r---r: уларь 'surplice' 1282/Gk. ἐφάπαυς, gen. февлярь (14th cent.) MR. февраль/Lat. Februarius, верблюд 'camel'/Cz. velbloud (ultimately the same word as elephant), перепел 'quail'/Perín dial. pelepel.

Two sibilants in contact may be dissimilated by making the first j: OR. бѣстьво 'flight'/*бѣзштво, WR. gen. малаяцъ 'youth's'/maladěcá R. молодцд; cf. P.gen. ojca <oćca 'father's', whence nom. ojciec by analogy.

Here may perhaps be mentioned the word близорукый 'short-sighted', from a form близо-зоркий influenced by рука through popular etymology.
B. FORMS

(i) VERBS

99. *Simplifying the Paradigm.* What had been achieved in this way by Common Slavonic has been described in section 47. Russian is the Slavonic language which has carried the process of simplification forward to its extreme limit. The dual number disappeared from verbs, and subsequently from nouns. By relying on the perfective/imperfective mechanism and by use of the compound past tense for the simple, Russian eliminated the imperfect and aorist tenses. The system of auxiliaries was simplified; some were eliminated and another reduced to a fixed form. The reflexive particle lost its freedom of place. The indefinite participles were confined to one or two forms, which became gerundial, and with that change Russian did away with the syntactical use of the participles where subordinate sentences are now found. The West Slavonic languages have retained more of the old auxiliaries, and the South Slavonic (apart from Slovene) have, like the WSl. Wendish, kept the old imperfect and aorist.

(a) *Loss of the Dual.* In the twelfth century the dual verb regularly went with a dual subject or two subjects: Никонъ и другие чьрниць отвздоста 'Nikon and the other monk departed'. The only difference from Old Bulgarian was the failure to distinguish between 2D. -ta/3D. -te. In documents of the thirteenth century plural verbs began to make their appearance in such circumstances: та два была 1ехали 'they two had travelled'. From the middle of the fourteenth century the use of the plural is so frequent as to assure us of the breakdown of the verbal dual: аще будемъ грубо написали 'if we (two authors) have written crudely' 1355, ди в птицъ продаются 'two birds are sold', та готоваша 'they two made ready' 1358. The dual has entirely disappeared from the modern verb, save for a particle -sta (<*jesta 'ye two are') in ножалуйста [pažálstə] 'please, be so kind as to', which is now classed among the adverbs.

(b) *Loss of the imperfect and aorist.* The imperfect was not colloquial Russian at any time within the embrace of our documents. It is absent from the *Russkaja Prawda*, a work which makes much use of the vernacular. In modern dialects there is no trace of the tense.

In Old Russian manuscripts the forms of the imperfect and aorist are confused, and the aorist is used in imperfect contexts in such a way as to show that it was losing its special virtue. It occurs, but comparatively rarely, in treaties and letters of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; an example is грамота писана бысть 'the document was written' 1284. In the *Russkaja Prawda* the perfect appears where the aorist is to be expected, and in Mstislav's deed (1130) there are four perfects but not one aorist. Soon after the fourteenth century
this tense passed into disuse, and is now found only in fragmentary relics. In the north-western dialect of the heroic ballads it is found: бысть князь весел и радостен ‘the prince was joyous and glad’. The 3 sg. ended in a vowel, and this is sometimes found with an added -j by confusion with the imperative: он не знал / zna ‘he knew not’. The exclamatory particle чю ‘hist!’ has been explained as 2 S. aor. of чути ‘perceive’. The aorist is also no doubt reflected in the use of such monosyllabic, undeclined forms as хлоп ‘banged’ прыг ‘jumped’ (e.g. я в ньготр трах беласьйником ‘I blazed away at it with small shot’) and possibly in the use of the imperative as a past tense (see section 104).

Apart from the vernacular disuse, Russo-Slavonic works bear witness to the decay of the tense by the confusion of forms. Aor. 3 P. -sa/Impf. 3 S. -se 3 P. -chu are used interchangeably. To the aor. 3 S. - (without personal ending) there is frequently added the -l of 3 S. present. These vacillations are common in the fourteenth century, especially in North Russia. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the tense had fallen into complete confusion, both as to number and to person: жена же молишеся (3 P.) ‘the woman prayed’, мы обръцохъ (1 S.) ‘we discovered’. Even educated folk using Russo-Slavonic were unable to maintain control over a tense for which they had lost all instinctive capacity.

(c) Loss of auxiliaries. (i) Perfect Tense. The first and second persons are determined by the conditions of the discourse, but the third person embraces the universe. It is generally defined by means of a noun or a demonstrative pronoun; and, that being so, there is the less need for definition by flexion. The function of the auxiliary in the compound perfect tense (participle -лъ+present tense of ‘to be’) was to bear this otiose personal ending. Even in the oldest Old Bulgarian manuscripts the loss of the auxiliary with the third person is noted.

For the first or second person there was need of definition so long as the genius of the language did not demand the use of the personal pronoun: далъ есъм ‘I gave’, судилъ есъм ‘I judged’ 1284. (It will be remembered that only the first and second persons have personal pronouns of their own; the third person is a demonstrative.) In the twelfth century personal pronouns rarely appear, and the personal endings of the auxiliary contribute to the meaning. The pronouns, when they are inserted, are emphatic or distinctive: язъ гръцьшни Theodorъ написа лъ ‘I, the sinner Theodore, have written’. Increasing use of the pronouns before the verb went with decreasing use of the auxiliary: язъ далъ рукою своєю ‘I have given with my own hand’ 1130, мы ваше братие (gen.) не обиди ли ни грабили ‘we have not injured or despoiled your brethren’, ты его товарь узвали ‘thou hast taken his goods’ c. 1300. On the other hand, full forms of
the tense are found as late as the seventeenth century: дали есмі 'we have given' 1567, ночевала есмь 'I (fem.) spent the night'.

(ii) Pluperfect. This was originally past of the perfect, and its auxiliary was naturally the imperfect 'was' (былъ). With the disappearance of this tense the pluperfect could not be expressed thus. First, the past of the auxiliary was expressed by the compound perfect (былъ есмь), and then the auxiliary of the auxiliary decayed, leaving only былъ to mark pluperfect time. From the end of the fifteenth century this evolution is found complete, and it is the norm in the sixteenth: насадилъ былъ Богъ рай = Deus plantaverat paradisum 'God had planted a garden'. In folk-tales and ballads жилъ былъ ('there lived once upon a time') is originally a pluperfect of remote time maintained in popular use by the effective jingle. In colloquial Russian there occurs a sort of pluperfect formed with the past tense of 'to be' and the past gerund, e.g. вышвши было '(I) had had a drink or two'. See also the special use of было (section 107).

(iii) Conditional. The auxiliary бимъ was quite unknown in Old Russian. It was giving ground in Old Bulgarian to bychù (3 sg. by). In Russian this auxiliary continued to be regularly inflected as late as the fifteenth century, but the 3 sg. бы came to be used as an invariable conditional particle (sometimes abbreviated to б) for all persons and numbers. This idiom first makes its appearance in the thirteenth century: аще бы въ Туръ быша силы были 'if there had been strength in Tyre' 1215, аще Богъ отецъ вашъ бы былъ, любили бы мя исто 'if God were your father, ye would have loved Me' 1354. In Skorpina's Bible the usage is still unfixed, and full forms are found in some Modern Ruthenic dialects. Бы has become an enclitic in Modern Russian. It is attached to conjunctions, and suffers abbreviation: чтобъ/чтоб 'in order that'.

The little word бы plays a very important part in the structure of Modern Russian. Its principal use being to form conditional clauses, it should be noted that in Russian, as almost universally in Slavonic, the conditional is used in the protasis as well as the apodosis: А что бы вы сдѣлалъ, если бы выиграли? 'And what would you do if you won?' [On the other hand, the use of the 'conditional' in reported speech does not occur; in Russian, as in all the Slavonic languages except Bulgarian, the tense of the reported statement is that of the statement as made, so that 'He said: "I am ill"' (English: 'He said he was ill') becomes 'He said he is ill', and 'He said: "I shall come"' (English: 'He said he would come') appears as 'He said he will come'.

Если бы may be followed by the infinitive instead of the l-participle: Если бы закрыть окно, было бы душно 'if one were to shut the window it would be stuffy', если бы знать! 'If only we knew!' In если бы не солдаты 'if it hadn’t been for the soldiers' even
the infinitive is omitted, and вы appears to perform the function of a finite verb (cf. 'but for the soldiers'); so to in лишь бы порядочный человек 'provided only he were a decent fellow', только бы скорее! 'if only we could do it without delay!', надо бы дать 'we' ought to give', ему бы жениться на ней 'he ought to marry the girl', можно бы устроить, если захотеть 'it could be arranged if one wished' and so on. (For this use of the infinitive with если see also section 106). In добро бы охотились, а то ведь... 'it wouldn't be so bad if you really hunted, but as it is... 'бы seems to stand not only for the conditional verb but also for the conditional conjunction (было бы... если бы).

The construction with the l-participle often expresses 'ought': шёл бы домой 'you ought to go home'. With pronouns and adverbs, together with the particle ни 'nor', it expresses 'whoever', 'no matter when' and so on: что бы там ни говорили 'whatever they may say' (там 'there' apparently reinforcing the meaning), во что бы то ни стало 'cost what it may'. Finally, it often occurs where other languages (e.g. French) would use the subjunctive: не было ни одного, который находился бы под судом 'there wasn't a single one on trial', я хочу, чтобы ты пришёл 'I want you to come'. Чтобы with the l-participle often corresponds to the French pour que with the subjunctive (and чтобы with the infinitive to pour with the infinitive); it also expresses the optative: чтоб ей пусто было! 'damn her eyes!' (lit. 'may it be empty to her!')

(iv) Future Simple. The present tense of a perfective verb is a future, since no event can be actually occurring and completed; the completion, its perfective aspect, lies in the future. With imperfective verbs Common Slavonic allowed a considerable range of auxiliaries, expressing willing, necessity, motion, beginning, etc. In Modern Standard Russian all these have been reduced to быть (perfective of to be', and, more colloquially, стану') + the imperfective or, if there is one, the frequentative infinitive. In the dialects of Vologda, Kostroma and and Jaroslavl one finds иму, as in иму делать 'I shall do (have to do)', which becomes a flexion in Ruthenian: питатиму 'I shall ask'. Hочу 'I will' has given the future flexion in Serbocroat; this auxiliary is not represented in Russian vernacular, documents or dialects, but is attested in Nestor's Chronicle. Начну 'I shall begin' is attested as an auxiliary in the thirteenth century.

The perfective future sometimes expressed possibly: тебя не понимать 'one cannot understand thee' (you're not to be understood'). It may also express a frequentative present: уж как разбежится, так никогда ей не остановишь 'once (the horse) starts galloping there's no way of stopping it'.

(v) Future Perfect. The tense denotes a future condition anterior to a future consequence. It is expressed in Old Russian by быть + part. -lə:
щади же буду израспеть 'if anywhere I shall have offended' 1307, что будет началу тому платить = qui caeret is pendent 'he that begins must pay'. In Modern Russian there only remains the obsolescent будет 'if, provided that'.

(d) Reflexive-Passive. R. -ся/-сь (enclitic). The particle is now attached to the verb in all cases. Its older freedom is attested as late as the sixteenth century: все то ся пригожает 'all of that is fitting'. The so-called reflexive verbs occur in Russian with all the meanings (many of them not truly reflexive) found in other languages: reciprocal, passive and so on. A curious Russian usage occurs e.g. in емь не читается 'he doesn't feel like reading'. In some cases the true reflexive uses, or may use, the full form of the pronoun (себь); e.g. он застрелился/застрелил себя 'he shot himself'. On the other hand there is a difference of meaning between он лишился живой 'he lost his life' and он лишил себя жизни 'he took his life'; and 'to feel (ill, etc.) is only чувствовать себя (больным, etc.) The reflexive suffix -ся is normally pronounced -са, even when stressed.

(e) Gerund. The loss of the cases of the indefinite participles is associated with the elimination of all but nominative forms of the indefinite declension of adjectives. The definite declension of participles suffered the same change of sense as the definite adjectives, namely, the suffixes ceased to mark the definite article, but only the attributive function. By this process the definite participles have come to be mere adjectives and are virtually unrelated to the verbal conjugation. The indefinite participles, reduced to single surviving forms, have no longer the adjectival value they possessed in Common Slavonic, but are gerunds. Their loss of case-endings has also unfitted them to give the dative absolute construction or to form clauses subordinate to a principal verb.

100. Classes of Verbs. The distinction between perfective, imperfective and iterative verbs has been discussed on the basis of Russian examples in section 49 and need not be repeated here. The classes of conjugations are detailed in section 48 on the basis of Old Bulgarian. The infinitive is the determining criterion of class, and the present indicative of sub-class. In the present section the verbs are given their modern forms, which represent the end of the evolutionary process. The mediaeval forms will be discussed in following paragraphs.

A. Athetic. See section 101. This class, which has been very greatly reduced in Russian, is represented by есть 'is' суть 'are' дам 'shall give' ем 'eat' весть 'knows' ведь 'for'.

B. Thematic. (i) Root-infinitives. (1) k g: The infinitive endings *-kти *-гти give R. -ч (sections 93 and 39). In the present indicative 23S. 12P. show the first palatalization (к/č g/ž). In the past tense (participle in -I), the -I is dropped in the masculine after k g. Hence
мо́чь 'be able' 1 S. могу́ 2 S. можешь past мог/могла, течь 'flow' 1 S. теку́ 2 S. течешь [despite the soft jer, ë is hard and so changed e to è whenever the final syllable is accented; see section 86(Е)] past. тек/текла. Verbs of this class in g are: берё́чь 'take care of' стерё́чь 'guard' жечь 'burn' стричь 'shear' лещ 'lie down', and in k: влечь 'draw' пее́ть 'bake' толочь 'pound' волочь 'drag' сечь 'cut, flog'.

Толочь (<<*toltki]) shows reduced vocalism in 1 S. толкну́ (<<*tulko); волочь here has first full-vocalism: 1 S. волоку́, together with a re-modelled present (iv) волочу́. Жечь has 1 S. жгу 2 S. жнешь, passive participle жнёный, past жёг жгли́, past part. жёгший. Лещ has 1 S. ляг (from leg-, with infixed n), past лёг.

(2) t d: Infin. *-tti *-ddi become -sti/stl. In the present tense the vowel alternation affects the quality of the dental t d/f d, but does not change its timbre as in Polish (è dë). In the past in -l the combinations *tl *dl simplify to l. Hence: мести/месть 'sweep' 1 S. мету́, past, мёл мела; вести/вести 'lead' 1 S. веду́ past вёл. In t are: плести 'plait' гнести 'press' (про)чётъ 'read through' 1 S. чтут цвёсти 'blossom' (приоб)рести 'acquire', and in d: власть 'put' красть 'steal' пастъ 'fall' брести 'wander' блести 'guard' прысть 'spin' сесть 'sit down'. (perfective, 1 p.sg. сяду from сёд- with infixed n). Растя 'grow' has st in the stem and so represents *-stti, 1 S. расту́. Иду 'go, walk' has a suffixed d, since the original root was the athematic *eiti/-i-. Its infinitive жд/-и is an orthographic device for apparently forming the infinitive on the present; it represents the athematic *eiti > OB. itti. The past мёл, part. шёлший, is from šéd/-chod-. Иду 'ride, drive' has an infinitive from another root: ехать. Быду 'shall be' is a defective verb; its infinitive бывать belongs to class B(i) 7.

(3) p b v: bt (and also pt) took an intrusive s in Russian from the last group, giving *bst, which simplified to st: грешь 'apostate' 'row' 1 S. гребу́ past гребё гребла, екрести 'scrape'; vt simplified to t: жить 'live' (unless the infinitive comes from another form of the root, viz. *gënt-) 1 S. живу́ past жил part. живший. Forms involving -шиб- (e.g. ошибся 'was mistaken') have infinitive in ить (ошибиться).

(4) s z: нести/нести 'bear' 1 S. несу́ past. нёс, везти/везти 'convey' 1 S. везу́ past. вёс. So also in s: пасти/пастъ 'feed, pasture' трести 'shake', and in z: ползти 'craw' грызть 'gnaw' лезть 'clamber'.

(5) m n: The nasal consonants were preserved before vowels, but became nasal vowels (later denasalized) before the consonants of the aorist-infinitive system. Hence: мять 'crush' 1 S. мну, жать 'squeeze' 1 S. жму́. In m are: (при-й)ять 'receive' 1 S. прыму́, снять 'take off, photograph', обнить 'embrace', and in n: жать 'rape', (рас)нять 'crucify', (на)ять 'begin'. Клисть 'curse' has 1 S. клину́.

(6) t r: The infinitive shows full-vocalism, and the present may have a suffix -j-: мереть 'die' 1 S. мръ past. мёр, and also мереть 'push'
тереть 'rub' (про)стержать 'extend' / пороить 'rip, whip' 1S. порою, бороться 'struggle' полоть 'rake' колоть 'split' молоть (<*melti) 'grind' 1S. мело.

(7) Vowel-stems: These have been all more or less altered in Russian, as OB. ụtui 'roar' retφ R. реву/реветъ. In the present tense a semivowel is developed, which is normally -j- but occasionally -v-. Examples are: знать 'know' 1S. знаю, пить 'drink' 1S. пью (and so быть 'hit' вить 'wind' лиять 'pour' шить 'sew'), гнить 'rot' 1S. гнилю, вить 'howl' 1S. вою (уй > R. ой); so too мыть 'wash' нять 'ache', рить 'dig', крыть 'cover' and also петь (<*poittī) 'sing' 1S. поют). OB. plūtī 'swim' 1S. plūvō, slūtī 'be called' 1S. slōvō, have elsewhere infinitives plyti slyti; from these forms Russian has refashioned its presents; плыть плыву, слыть слыву. The thematic derivatives of the athematic *sthā- 'stand' *dō- 'give' *dhē- 'put' are not easy to classify. Стать 'stand still' has 1S. ста́ну with the n-suffix (ii), and деть 'put' has 1S. денъ; the infinitives might be regarded as belonging to the present group. Даю 'give' might be at home here or in (v 4); it has an imperfective infin. давать. Быть 'be', past. был, is a defective verb of this class.

The above list of verbs includes all the principal 'irregular' verbs in Russian. The term 'irregular' is a misnomer, since these verbs obey linguistic laws as strictly as any others. But they are short and they are in frequent use. The latter condition helps to maintain dissimilar forms, which have been learned separately in childhood and have not been questioned; less frequent words are liable to normalization. In these words old phonetic laws have operated without reaction.

(ii) n. (1) Roots ending in a vowel before the suffixed -n-: минуть 'pass'. (2) Roots ending, or originally ending, in a consonant before suffixed -n-: кануть (<kyd-) 'throw' двинуть 'move' (OB. dvignotī) тихнуть 'grow quiet' шепнуть 'whisper', etc. With the loss of the aorist the suffix was carried through the conjugation. For ста́ну денъ cf. (i 1). R. ослепнуть/OB. oslīpnotī 'become blind' is due to the analogy of слеп 'blind'. These verbs denote the end of a process or momentary acts, and so are perfectives. They frequently form pairs with those of other classes, especially in -af: perf. кинуть/imperf. кидать 'throw'. A secondary suffix -ануть is very active in the modern colloquial language.

(iii) ē. (1) Infin. -et/yat, pres. -ej-: уметь 'know how to' 1S. умею 2S. умеешь, иметь 'have' смёт 'dare' сметь 'ripen' грызть 'warm' вреть 'ripen'/вёнуть 'waft' 1S. вею 2S. веешь, се́ть 'sow'. (2) Infin. -et/af, pres. -i- : вглядеть 'see' 1S. ви́жу (*dj > *dz > R. з, see section 93) 2S. видишь, сидеть (CIS.OB. sēdētī) 'sit' глядеть 'look'/лежать 'lie' 1S. лежу́ 2S. лежишь, бежать 'run' 2S. бежишь (1S. бегу́ 3P. бегут are forms of root бег- without suffix), держать 'hold'. Хотеть 'wish'
has 1S. хочы (*stj > R. ч.), which is continued by analogy in 2S. хочешь; 3S. хочет; but the plural shows і and suffix і: хот-ым -йте (-йт).

(iv) і. Любить 'love' 1S. люблю (*bj > bl, see section 94) 2S. любишь, вобьіть 'wail' 1S. вопля (*pq > pl) 2S. вопишь (also вопить 1S. воплю 2S. вопиши), ловить 'catch' 1S. ловлю 2S. ловишь, ходить 'go, walk' 1S. хожу (*dj) 2S. ходишь (so also ла́йт 'fit' глăдьти 'stroke' водить 'lead' годиться 'be of use' гордится 'be proud'), воить 'convey' 1S. вожь (*sj, see section 95; so also ла́зить 'clamber'), платить 'pay' 1S. платч (*tsj) 2S. платишь, носить 'carry' 1S. ношь (*sj) 2S. ношь, пустить 'allow' 1S. пускъ (*stj) 2S. пустишь. The present tense of гнать 'to drive' (OB. чено) is гонь, гонишь . . .

(v) a. (1) Infin. -ат, pres. -aj-: делать 'do' 1S. делаю 2S. делаешь. This is an active class of verb formations, embracing a large number of words. There has been no contraction of these verbs in standard Russian. The verb мучить 'to torture' has an alternative present tense могуя etc. (2) Infin. -ат, pres. -j-: писать 'write' 1S. пишу (*sj) 2S. пишешь. This also is a very large class. The consonant is softened by the suffix -j-, resulting in the alternations: с/ч ч/к ч/ч t/ч l/l. A few verbs in -евал belong to this group: белять 'vomit' 1S. блюю 2S. блюешь (OB. блюю <bлюю/j-/блывать <bлюю- with analogical softening of l. (3) Infin. -ат (generally with zero-grade of root), pres. е- е- or zero-root: брать 'take' 1S. беру, знать 'call' 1S. зову, жрать 'devour' 1S. жру, лгать 'tell lies' 1S. лгу 2S. лжешь. (4) Infin. -j-at, pres. -j-: лять 'bark' 1S. лаю.

(vi) va. Infin. -евал, pres. -uj-: торговать 'trade' 1S. торгую 2S. торгуй: A very active verbal suffix, with an analogical soft variant in -евал: ножевать 'pass the night'.

101. Athematic Verbs. *Es/-s-. The present tense is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>П1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Д1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR.</td>
<td>ес-</td>
<td>-мь/ми</td>
<td>-и</td>
<td>-т</td>
<td>-мь/м/о/е</td>
<td>-те</td>
<td>-въ/ва</td>
<td>-та</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR.</td>
<td>есть</td>
<td>(суть)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td>есъ</td>
<td>есть</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>е</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MR. суть is obsolete, and есть is found only under special conditions (sometimes for all persons). S2. есть P2. есть are found in the North Great Russian dialect of the folk-ballads (былин). Normally the verb is omitted, though the speaker may make a pause: это — мой сын 'this is my son'. There is a growing tendency to express the copula by means of the present tense of the verb явиться 'to appear' followed by the instrumental. The principal use of есть is to express
'to have': у меня (есть), 'there is beside me' = 'I have', есть ли у вас 'have you?' Negative: нет/нету. The shortened form of the third person singular may be used in Ruthenian with any personal pronoun. Participial adjective: сущий 'extant, real'.

The rest of the paradigm is from other roots, which were thematic. Infin. быть/,Ruth. бы́ть (the y is due to analogy), past. был Ruth. быв (u < I) была; past part. бывший/Ruth. бу́вший; future R.Ruth. буду, imper. будь будьте (Ruth. also Pr. будьмо), gerund. будучи. It will be noted that the two stems have been assimilated in Ruthenian. The aorist (бы́хъ) existed in Old Russian, and has been specialized as a conditional particle in the form of the third person singular (бы́/б). The imperfect form was бы́хъ (Sм. быше/бышьть).

The 3 p.sg. of the future tense is used idiomatically in the sense of 'that is enough': будет вам вздор молоть (lit. 'it will be to you to grind nonsense') 'that's enough nonsense out of you'. For a special use of the neuter singular of the past tense of this verb and its iterative бывать see section 107. For the part this verb plays in the formation of the imperative see section 104.

102. *Ed-, *dëd-, *woid-. The Russian present tenses corresponding are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR. дать/дад-</td>
<td>-мь</td>
<td>-си</td>
<td>-сть</td>
<td>-мь/мы/о/е/сте</td>
<td>-я(ть)</td>
<td>-вь/ва</td>
<td>-ста</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. е-/дад-</td>
<td>-мь</td>
<td>-шь</td>
<td>-сть</td>
<td>-имь</td>
<td>-йте</td>
<td>едьт</td>
<td>дадут</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>весть</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth. и-/дад-</td>
<td>-мь</td>
<td>-шь/ей</td>
<td>-сть</td>
<td>-мь</td>
<td>сьтє</td>
<td>йдьт</td>
<td>дадуть</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>опови-</td>
<td>-мь</td>
<td>-шь</td>
<td>-сть</td>
<td>-мь</td>
<td>сьтє</td>
<td>йдьт</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR. дать/дад-</td>
<td>-жь</td>
<td>-жь</td>
<td>-имь, etc.</td>
<td>-ите</td>
<td>-ивь/ива</td>
<td>-ита</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. дад-</td>
<td>ень</td>
<td>еньте</td>
<td>-йте</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth. id-/оповид-</td>
<td>-жь</td>
<td>-жьмо</td>
<td>-йте</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дад-</td>
<td>-й</td>
<td>-ймо</td>
<td>-йте</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the stem *woid- there remains in Russian only the fixed phrase Бог весть 'God knows' and the particle ведь 'for', but there is a full conjugation of a derivative verb оповести 'tell' (perfective) in Ruthenian. S2. -т is from the thematic conjugation in Modern Russian and Ruthenian, and the plurals of the present indicative are thematic in Russian, while the imperative дай corresponds to the present давать (infin. давать, imperative давайте). Dissimilation of dt > st gives the ст of the third person singular and second person plural; similarly WR. S3. есть даешь (é < î). In the imperative *ēdī according to Russian principles *d becomes z, which is unvoiced to s in final position: S2. ешь, similarly P2. ешьте. In Ruthenian the d of the stem had been restored by analogy of the third person plural of the present indicative, and this has preserved the z. Ruth. S2. یدک. The plural forms are fashioned upon the singular.

The expression (в)ишь 'look' is now an exclamation. It may represent an original imperative of the otherwise thematic verb видеть 'see': OB. видети imper. виđити (<*вид-пти) OR. виđи.

For the use of дать and its imperfective давать in the formation of the imperative see section 104.

103. Thematic Present Indicative. This tense runs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR.</td>
<td>вёд-</td>
<td>'lead'</td>
<td>-у</td>
<td>-ешь</td>
<td>е(ть)</td>
<td>-ем-ь/мы/о/e</td>
<td>е-те</td>
<td>-у(ть)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR.</td>
<td>тин-</td>
<td>'pull'</td>
<td>-у</td>
<td>-ешь</td>
<td>-ет</td>
<td>-ем</td>
<td>-ете</td>
<td>-ут</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td>'do'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-ют</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>'say'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>слын-</td>
<td>'hear'</td>
<td>-у</td>
<td>-ишь</td>
<td>-йт</td>
<td>-им</td>
<td>-йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td>пас-</td>
<td>'pasture'</td>
<td>-у</td>
<td>-ешь</td>
<td>-е</td>
<td>-эмо</td>
<td>-ете</td>
<td>-уть</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дар-</td>
<td>'present'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-е</td>
<td>-йте</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>хвал-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-у</td>
<td>-йшь</td>
<td>-йт</td>
<td>-имо</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>'feel sore'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second series of endings is found in verbs of classes (iv) -й/, pres. -i-, and (iii 2) -ет Ruth. -ити, pres. -i-. All other verbs follow the first pattern. When the stress falls on the ending, R. -е becomes -й-: беру 'take' S2. берёшь. Conjugations are sometimes confused in акхан dialects, since the relaxation of unstressed vowels tends to make them neutral: ljубьют 'they love' смётрьют 'they look' /мóбъять смóтрят. The pronunciation ь is now recommended for the standard language. The change of conjugation (from в 2 to iv) in S2. хочешь 'wishes' 3. -ет/ P1. хот-ым 2. -йте 3. -йт is of long standing in Slavonic. Between S1. бег-ь P3. -ят and the other persons (S2. бежишь etc., infin. бежать 11 2) there is a difference of stem: *бег-/-бегг-. Орь/орю 'plough' are doublets (cf. Lat. aro/Lith. arię).
The number of conjugations admitted for Russian may be extended considerably if we take into account the modification of stems. The principal changes have been noted in section 100, and need here only be summarized. The vowels of the personal endings were of o-grade in S1.P3., but of e-grade elsewhere. When the stem ends in k/g this causes the first Slavonic palatalization to take effect. In other than velar root-verbs there is often an element j in the suffix which affects the preceding consonant: *sij *sij' *sij *sjj *sjj *sjj then become š ž č ž bl pl šč šč in S1. nošči/ношчи ‘carry’, plachč ‘pay’/платчишь, пущč ‘allow’/пустчишь, хожč ‘go, walk’/ходишь, etc. 3P. -ят, which results from a specifically Russian development of -етъ, does not have this effect: носят. In some verbs t and d present their Old Bulgarian mutations: обратъ/обрать, S. обратъ, etc. S1. -o had a rising intonation which attracted a preceding stress when the penultimate syllable was falling or short. Thanks to this rule (Fortunatov-de Saussure) the stress shifts in the present tense of many Russian verbs. (See section 103A.)

S1. -u/-ju and P3. -ut/jut -at/jat have been denasalized. S2. -š probably continues a Common Slavonic form of this person (*-št Gk. -et Skr. -st) as distinct from OB. -št. The sibilant has hardened in Russian, and did so early enough to allow the passage of é >ě: идєнь ‘goest’, unless this is to be explained on the analogy of the other persons. In the more phonetic Ruthenian spelling the soft jar is omitted. SP3. -f has hardened in Russian and White Russian, but remains soft in Ruthenian. The hardening process comes after the year 1350 (see section 96). An alternative form of -el was -e in Old Russian, which is now the norm in Ruthenian and White Russian; but Ruth. -el persists. The only trace of this in Great Russian is in the survival of OR. je ‘is’ in нєтъ ‘there is not’ нєкогда ‘there is no time’ (*ne je tu, *ne je kogda) and similar words, and бєле ‘it is, provided that’ (obsolete), do (enclitic expressing reported speech *dєje ‘says’). In Old Russian manuscripts these forms are frequently encountered in Galicia-Volhynia, though probably not then dialectal marks: су ‘are’ иму ‘have’ 1164, купи ‘will buy’ (13th–14th cent.). By way of compensation the present -и is found intrusively in Old Russian aorists: бєщеть ‘was’. P1.MR. -м/WR.Ruth. -mo shows divergent preferences from among the alternatives current in Old Russian texts. P2. -te attracts the accent in White and North Russian dialects, and is then liable to change timbre: WR. дєсє ‘ye give’ еєсє ‘ye are’/дєссє еєсє.

There is an obsequious use of the P3. with a singular subject: господин мировой судь, ежели пожелают, могут... ‘the justice of the peace, if he chooses, may...’

The tendency to keep a stem stable leads in dialects to mogу mьгеъ, могъ многость/mogу mьноть, and other deformations of a like character; cf. colloquial Cz. mьшь mьшеъ.
Imperfective presents are presents; perfective presents are futures. In Old Russian, however, there were a few ambiguous words: бегу 'am running/shall run', рошу 'bear (a child)', молву 'speak', крещу 'christen'; cf. MR. женился 'he is getting/will get married' (perfective-imperfective verb) and a few others.

Concerning the decline of the dual number see section 99 (a).

**D1. -va:** два 'two' is used interchangeably with the original -ve. Russian has not gone so far as Slovene, which has imported a distinction of gender into this person on the analogy of M. два NF. dvě. D23. -ta; Russian did not distinguish 2. -ta/3. -te within historic times.

The 2 p.sg. is used in Russian where English has you or one, French on, German man.

103A. Accent. The present tense of all Russian thematic verbs is stressed uniformly on the same syllable throughout save in the case of those verbs which move the stress to the ending of the 1 p.sg. as a result of the Fortunatov-de Saussure law or the workings of analogy. Accepting for practical purposes the stress of the infinitive as a standard, what happens is that in some verbs stressed on the ending the stress moves back one syllable in all persons save for the first person singular, thus: (вести ‘lead’ веду ведешь ...;) тяну ‘draw’ тяну/тяну; писать ‘write’ пишу/пишешь ...; (говорить ‘speak’ говорю говоришь ...;) курить ‘smoke’ курю/куришь ... There is no shift in the present tense of verbs not stressed on the last syllable of the infinitive: осведомить ‘to inform’ осведомляю etc.

It should be noted that in some cases difference of accent is the sole indication of difference of aspect: узнаю ‘I recognize’ (inf. узнаёшь)/ узнаю ‘I shall recognize’ (inf. узнаёшь); cf. срезать ‘to cut off’ (imp.)/ срезать (perf.)

Perfective verbs with the prefix вы- stress this prefix in all forms; the cause lies no doubt in the original long vowel.

104. Imperative. The thematic imperative runs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR.</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>вед-хвал-</td>
<td>'lead'</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>и {и-}мь/мы/мо/ме</td>
<td>те</td>
<td>въ/ва</td>
<td>та</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вед-</td>
<td>'lead'</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>крики-</td>
<td>'shout'</td>
<td>и</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>буж-</td>
<td>'be'</td>
<td>Ь</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>деля-</td>
<td>'do'</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ляг-</td>
<td>'lie down'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>те</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>питá-</td>
<td>'ask'</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>ймо</td>
<td>йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>пас-</td>
<td>'pasture'</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>йм</td>
<td>йть</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>уч-</td>
<td>'teach'</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>йм</td>
<td>йть</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>глáд-</td>
<td>'smooth'</td>
<td>Ь</td>
<td></td>
<td>ймо</td>
<td>йте</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>мов-</td>
<td>'speak'</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>мо</td>
<td>те</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The formation of the Slavonic imperative from the Indo-European optative has been discussed in section 54, and the athematic imperative (MR. ешь ешьте) in section 102. OR. дай 'give' survives in North Russia in даёг Bog 'God grant', but it was misunderstood as early as the fourteenth century, when it was analysed as даёг+ёс: хлебь нашь дань же намь днесъ 'give us this day our daily bread'. The athematic endings combined with the tendency to shorten final vowels in such a way as to spread the endings -ь-ьте (after cons.)/-й-ьте (after vowels) to all verbs in which the accent falls on the stem, save when the consonant-group would be too difficult (as in крик). Выведи 'lead out' is due to the analogy of веди and other forms.) Examples go back to the thirteenth century: будте 'be ye' наполньте/MR. наполните 'fill'. Ляг 'lie down' is exceptional in Russian in the hardness of the consonant, but this type is frequent in Ruthenian: вер 'believe' мов 'speak'.

The imperative is regularly stressed like the infinitive; i.e. писай ... пишь, крикнути ... крикни.

The imperatives were originally of two types: CSL. -и-ете/-и-ите. The tendency to reduce these to the single type -и-ете was strong in the oldest documents, such as Ostromir's Codex (1056–57) and the Menologies of 1095 and 1097. This type alone has survived in Modern Russian, and that only when stressed or after difficult consonant-groups. In Ruthenian only the type -и-ете has survived under stress (in the form -и -ите), with an arbitrary reduction of final e to je. This e remains in the type ита-й -ите.

The introduction of palatal к’ г ч’ in Russian has permitted the restoration of a stop in the imperative: OR. помози 'help' пиць 'bake'/MR. помози пек’й. The older forms persisted into the fourteenth century. WR. помозь Ruth. пек’й are also analogical forms; instead of the second palatalization proper to the imperative they show the first palatalization proper to the present indicative (2.S.).

There are various ways of expressing 1P. and 3SP: пусть (and colloquially пускай) войдёт/войдёт 'let him/them come in', да здравствует 'long live' (lit. 'that it be healthy', ChSl.), войдём 'let us go in' (indic.), or with -ке borrowed from 2P. войдёмте, давай(те) + indic. 'let us' (lit. 'give'). The negative 1 P. uses будем: не будем(те) есть друг друга 'don’t let’s devour one another'.

The particles -ко -ка are used to strengthen imperatives of the second person in colloquial usage: по(ы)дай-ка 'come on'.

The imperative of похаловать 'to grant' (похалуй) is used for 'I dare say, I don’t mind'. The past tense of the verb пошь 'to go' is used as a peremptory imperative: пошел прочь! 'clear off!'

Unique in Slavonic is the Russian use of the imperative in the sense of the conditional: не будь и так остер́жен, и бы . . . 'had I not been so
careful I should have . . . ', външрай я сто тьсяч 'if I were to win 100,000', and with the sense of a perfective past: он походить и скажи 'he went and said'. It has been suggested that the latter use is a reflexion of the vanished aorist. As is clear from these examples, the 2 p.sg. of the imperative is not restricted in use to this person; it may in fact be used with all persons, even the 2 p.pl. with a plural reference: вставай ребята 'get up, lads!' This is another example of the way in which a diminution of forms has in Russian been compensated by a growth in function. The Russian imperative, which, as we have seen, derives from the optative, has inherited, or developed, the functions of this mood; examples are: провались я снова землю 'may I sink through the earth', будь я подъёл 'если я . . . 'may I be a scoundrel if I . . . ', даи бог помят 'may God give me memory'! The imperative may express 'let': дай я попробую 'let me have a go', но скажи я хотя одно слово 'let me say so much as one word' ('if I so much as say . . . '). With к как ни it expresses 'however (much, etc.)': как ни храбрый 'however much you may steel yourself', как там ни философствуй 'however much one may philosophize . . . '

The imperative давай ('give')—the imperfective infinitive is used in a way corresponding to the English 'start to': сели вместе за стол и давай пить 'they sat down together at the table and started drinking'.

105. Present Participles and Gerunds. In section 55 it has been shown that the pres. part. IE. *-onts>*-ons and the past participle IE. *-wос both gave CSL. *-y, but the soft pres. part. *-jonts>*-jons>*-(j)э was free from this confusion (type: знать R. знать 'knowing'). This led to the extension of the soft form at the expense of the hard by means of the alternation -ja/a: OR.NMN. веда F. веду/Ob. ведь ведеть 'leading'. This participle continued to be declined in Old Russian (GMN. ведуч-а F. -i). As the definite declension became attributive, i.e. the form normally associated with a noun, the oblique cases of the indefinite declension lost their usefulness, and the participle was reduced to two fixed forms based on the masc.-neut. and fem. respectively: нес 'carrying' (forms in -a have died out) сто 'standing' плача (-a for -ja after a palatal) 'weeping'/будучи 'being' знаючи 'knowing'. The form in -ч is found in colloquial speech [e.g. припевываю 'live in clover'] and in folk-poetry; it is also the only form in the case of будучи 'being'. A second distinguishing feature of the gerund is its timelessness, and that is recorded in Russian from the thirteenth century: яде князь понима съ собою мужи новгородскы 'the prince went, taking (having taken) with him men of Novgorod'. So in Kotošichin (17th cent.): пондучи вь город 'having gone into the city'. In Modern Russian the gerund of a perfective verb expresses the perfect: возвать 'having entered'. Some gerunds are used adverbially, e.g. молча 'silently'. The Ruthenian gerund is in -ч.
The definite participle has a uniform stem, and has become entirely adjectival in function. The same is largely true of the present passive participle in -м-. Любимый 'favourite' ведомый 'known'. In Standard Russian the form of the active participle is in -ущий -ящий/-ящий, of which the consonants represent OB. щт < *тј, except for a few words which have become pure adjectives and retain the Russian -ч: висячий 'hanging, pendant' горячий 'hot'.

Хотя 'although' is a gerund (from хотеть 'wish') which has become a conjunction; ведомо 'indeed, notoriously' is the neuter of an indefinite pres. part. passive, now classified as an adverb. Its genitive survives in без моего ведома 'without my knowledge'.

106. Infinitive and Supine. OR. infin. вести вести, sup. вестъ. The supine in -ту persisted in Russian manuscripts down to the fourteenth century: идеть искать кунту (GPF.) 'he goes a-hunting martens' 1282, понежьть торговать 'he'll go a-trading'. The supine governs the genitive. The infinitive is found instead of the supine as early as the Ostromir Codex (1056–57): идъ ж положить место 'I go to prepare a place'. In some North Great Russian dialects there are infinitives in -т which are more likely due to hardening of -т than to survival of the supine.

As regards the infinitive, -ти is found in Great Russian folk-songs, White Russian and Ruthenian. It was predominant in all Old Russian documents, but -т is found more frequently as the centuries advance. In Modern Russian -ти is only preserved under stress, and is then usually accompanied by an alternative form in -т. Root-infinitives in *-kti *-gti end in -чъ (class B i 1): печь 'bake'.

Though the infinitive is a younger form than the aorist, the loss of that tense has caused the basic secondary stem of Russian verbs to be considered that of the infinitive, so that it is upon the infinitive that past participles and verbal nouns are built.

The infinitive may be used as a peremptory imperative: молчать! 'shut up!' It appears to replace a finite verb in such a sentence as не выписывать же сюда для твоей подати целый медицинский факультет 'we can't and send for the whole faculty of medicine to deal with your gout'; understood is, no doubt, the copula and a dative pronoun ('it is not for us to . . .'). The latter (Dative and Infinitive) construction, with attraction of case, led to the now obsolescent Predicative Dative, of which the following is an example from the bylina:

По правой ехать—богатому быть,
По левой ехать—женатому быть,
А прямо-то ехать—убитому быть.

('Take the road to the right and be rich; take the road to the left and be wed; take the road straight ahead and you're dead.') These lines also
exemplify, with omission of 'if', the use of the infinitive in place of a conditional clause: (если) ехать 'if you travel, if one were to travel'. For the use of the infinitive with быть see section 99 c iii. Cf. не найти ли? 'what about dropping in?'

107. The Past Tense. By the elimination of the imperfect and aorist and the loss of the auxiliary the original past part. active in -лú has become a veritable past tense, which shows not the person but the gender of the subject: SM. -л N. -lo F. -la PMNF. -лú. Root-verbs in d t lose these before l; those in k g b s z r eliminate the -l of the masculine: M. мог 'could' F. могла. In White Russian l closing a syllable vocalized to -у, and this vowel is written -υ in Ruthenian (section 93). With быть this tense expresses a condition. The particle may follow the verb or a pronoun or a conjunction: хотел бы/я бы хотел 'I should like', чтобы(м) 'in order that', хотя бы 'even if', хотя бы 'not even'. The pluperfect was represented by past part. -л+былú, but is so no longer. It is now rendered by the simple past, if necessary with the help of adverbs like уже 'already'.

The paucity of formal past tenses is compensated for not only by means of the aspects but also by a number of interesting developments. One of these is the use of the perfective present (=future) following a (usually drawled) как ('how'), which provides the equivalent of a vivid past tense eminently suitable for dramatic narrative: да как он ныскнет опять . . . 'and jumped out again'. The same effect is produced with the imperative, with or without как: да вдруг нелегкая её дёрни сходить в баню 'and suddenly the Devil induced her to go to the bath-house', вдруг она как наклонясь 'suddenly she bent down'. Another is the use of было (from the iterative быть 'to be') with the present, past or future to express a frequentative action in the remote past: читало, бывало 'I used to read', он говорил, бывало 'he would say', так, бывало, и закричал 'and so I would start yelling', бывало, когда он начнет говорить 'when he used to start talking'. The past tense with было expresses, to quote Vinogradov, 'an interruption in the accomplishment of an action'; e.g. я хотел было остаться дома, но не вытерпел 'I intended to stay at home, but couldn't stick it', после было уехали из Москвы; их воротили 'the ambassadors had started to drive out of Moscow; they were turned back'. As may be seen, this construction may approximate to a pluperfect.

107A. Accent. There is shift of stress in the past tense of a great many verbs with monosyllabic infinitives (and infinitives in -ти and -чь) and their compounds; all other verbs stress past tense and infinitive uniformly, with the exception of родила 'she gave birth'/родить. In the case of simple verbs the shift is of two types; either to the ending, e.g. везти 'convey' вездé везало веза́д веза́д, or to the feminine ending only, e.g. дать 'give' дал дало далы/дала. In compounds the stress
may move to the prefix in the masculine, neuter and plural, e.g. продать ‘sell’/прóдал продáло продалá. In some of the verbs discussed here the stress may shift to the reflexive suffix -сй, e.g. поднять ‘raise’/поднял/поднялй, and the reflexive -сй may cause a shift as compared with the unreflexive form, e.g. звало ‘called’ (neut.) /звалось ‘was called’.

108. The Past Participle and Gerund. The past part. active in Old Russian was SMN. ведь F. ведьшн, MN. бывъ F. бывъшн, and was declined. The indefinite declension has gone out of use, and only -в, -ни, -ви have survived as past gerunds: быв/бывшн ‘having been’ читав/читывшн ‘having read’ нёсни ‘having carried’ шедни ‘having gone’.

In the older stage of the language a stem ending in a nasal vowel transformed this into a consonant before the masculine suffix: OR. начьшн ‘having begun’ начьы ‘having taken’. In some Great Russian dialects the nasal is interpolated before -сй: взвымн/vzьмнн. Normally however the analogy of the gerunds in -сн/vсн has eliminated these nasals: нач взы. In like manner dentals have been replaced by -сн: OR. дыв дывшн ‘having eaten’/MR. ев еви. For the colloquial use of this gerund in a sort of pluperfect see section 99 c ii. Another colloquial use occurs e.g. in у мое Васькин всегда ухо вспухшн от этого ‘my Vasjutka’s ear is always swollen as a result’ (вспухнувъ ‘to swell up’).

The definite declension of the active past participle has become definitely adjectival: умершн ‘having died, dead’. Усснйшн ‘deceased’, lit. ‘having fallen asleep’, presents the p of the root which has disappeared from this verb in Russian: уснув ‘fell asleep’/OB. успе ‘he fell asleep’. With imperfective verbs this form is commonly used in narration where other languages prefer present participles: книга, лежавшая на столе ‘a book (that was) lying on the table’.

109. Past Passive Participle. R. -т/-(с)н: мыт ‘washed’ сделан ‘done’ ранен ‘wounded’ [cf. section 57 (с) (d)]. The definite forms are мытый сделаный, i.e. the n-participle adds to itself the suffix -ин-. In a few words a single n is encountered; their use is purely adjectival: учёный ‘learned, a savant’, писаная красавица ‘a dazzling beauty’. From the forms in -нн- are formed predicates in -нн: открывён ‘frank’. By means of this participle the passive may be expressed: ком ста пьеса написана? ‘by whom was this play written?’ In the case of verbs in -иц (class iv) the suffix -ен is added to the -и-, producing -жен which causes palatalization: заплатив ‘pay’ заплён, etc. For т and д the OB. ст эд frequently appear: победить ‘conquer’ побежён.

109A. Accent. The stress of participles in -анный regularly moves back one (and occasionally more than one) syllable as compared with the corresponding infinitive, if the latter is stressed on the final syllable; e.g. продать ‘sell’/проданный, передать ‘hand over’/
преданный. The short (predicative) forms of these participles frequently stress the ending of the feminine; e.g. прода́на переданá/ проданá переданó -ó -ý. The participle of verbs in -ить may be accented -ённый (побеждённый) or may move the stress back one syllable (попом-ять ‘sink’ потопленный), and there are cases where the stress is moved forward in the participle; e.g. осведомить ‘inform’, осведомленный (cf. imperfective осведомить). The short form of participles in (unstressed) -ённый are stressed on the same syllable as the long form; the short form of those in (stressed) -ённый moves the stress to the ending of the feminine, neuter and plural: осведомлен/ осведомлен-á -ó -ý.

110. Verbal Nouns. The verbal noun is formed from the passive past participle by means of the suffix -íje. Frequently -íje is found, through the influence of Church Slavonic, which transmits the Old Bulgarian principle of lengthening í before j: битьё—‘whipping’ деление ‘division, sharing’, etc.

111. Imperfect and Aorist. These are found only in Old and Middle Russian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR. вед-</td>
<td>-и́хъ я́ще</td>
<td>-ýше</td>
<td>-я́хом-ý/ý/о/e</td>
<td>-ýсте</td>
<td>-ýху</td>
<td>-я́хов-ý/a</td>
<td>-ýста</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-и́шь</td>
<td></td>
<td>-ýшете</td>
<td>-ýшуть</td>
<td></td>
<td>-ýшьтэ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The loss of the imperfect and aorist is discussed in section 99(b). The third person plural of the imperfect tended to take the place of the corresponding form of the aorist, since it suggested the usual correspondence of S1.P3. in the present tense, but in the dual and plural the second person endings of the aorist intruded into the imperfect. In the third person singular the final -f of the present was added by analogy to the imperfect ending at random, and without limitation to the circumstances in which -íti appears in this tense in Old Bulgarian. The longer forms of the imperfect (OB. -éachú etc.) and the older forms of the aorist (asigmatic -ã and sigmatic -sú/chú, without o) were probably unknown in colloquial use. In secular documents the aorist disappears from South and West Russia from the twelfth century, but persists in North Russia until the fifteenth century, and is still occasionally encountered in North Great Russian folk-songs.

(ii) NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, PRONOUNS.

112. Gender and Declension. (See section 61–63). In the Old Russian period the declensions remained as they were in Common Slavonic, but there was at work a tendency, which completed itself in Middle
Russian, to remodel the declensional system in such a way as to correspond with gender. Gender, as we have seen, originated in primitive classifications of words to which particular marks were attached. There was the distinction between what seemed to move itself and what was moved by others. The former class offered conceivable subjects for sentences, and the latter could hardly be other than objects. Hence the difference between masculine (common gender) and neuter was marked by the presence or absence of a particular sign for the nominative case. Later the notion of sex became a classifier, along with collectivity and abstraction. Sex was not merely female, but anything that seemed animate and receptive. Hence the feminine gender, and by contrast the association of male sex with the masculine gender. As a consequence of this process, gender in Common Slavonic was confusing in its logic, since it resulted from the application of different criteria at different epochs. It did express itself in the concord of nouns and adjectives, that is, in the likeness of flexional terminations. The tendency then declared itself to make these concords more regular. Words began to be redistributed among the declensions by their genders; that is to say, a given declension would have a given gender in its accompanying adjectives and demonstratives. This process has been continued in Russian with a gathering momentum, which virtually reached its goal at the close of the Middle Russian period.

In this process the plural and the singular fared somewhat differently. First in the demonstrative and adjective, and then in the noun, the oblique cases of the plural tended to flow together and to adopt the best characterized pattern: that of the a-stems. With few exceptions, the dat. instr. loc. pl. of all Russian nouns is the same: -am -ami -ach. They were still distinct in the Middle Russian period, but with a strong tendency to unite. In Old Russian each declension had its proper endings for these cases, but also had alternative endings which suggest the final solution. In the plural, therefore, the distinction of gender and declension is confined in Modern Russian to the nom. acc. gen. The distinction of the genitive has been preserved chiefly by a reaction which assigned to masculines the -ov- termination of u-stems.

Distinctions akin to gender were also set up by the division between animate and inanimate entities. In the masc. o-declension the nominative and accusative both resulted in OB. -ū. The primitive animistic conception which classed such things as fire, wind and water among living bodies had died out. Their inanimate nature was evident, and when they stood as subjects to verbs there was no inconvenience in using the same flexion for the nominative as for the accusative, in the same way as with neuters. But with persons it was often important to
distinguish between an agent and a patient. For this purpose the genitive in -a was used for the patient, first of a person, and then, by extension, of an animal. The confusion due to flexion did not, however, occur in the feminine a-declension or in the masculine plural, and it was only by analogy that the genitive-accusative was applied to masculine plurals, and then to some feminines. It is now used in the singular and plural of masculine nouns and the plural of feminine nouns denoting things that are or were animate: я вижу солдата 'I see a soldier', я люблю собак 'I am fond of dogs'. The extension was sooner made for persons than for animals. In Ruthenian an older stage of the process survives for animals (and trees, games and coins); they use the genitive-accusative in the singular and the nominative-accusative in the plural.

(i) The old i-declension has become wholly feminine, apart from the one word путь 'way'. In Old Bulgarian, masculines and feminines of this declension differed in the instr. sg. and nom. pl. In the plural the distinction existed in Old Russian but was eliminated in Middle Russian; so that there is but one formal difference: I.S. путём/лóшадью 'by the horse'. All other masculine i-stems have been transferred to the jo-declension: гость 'guest' зять 'son-in-law' голубь 'pigeon' червь 'worm'. In the sixteenth century тетерь 'grouse' was still associated with the i-stems in some of its forms, but it has passed to the o-declension as MR. тётя. In dialects путь has either passed into the jo-class or has changed its gender in order to remain within the feminine i-class (cf. Cz. pout' fem. 'pilgrimage').

The feminine uv-stems have been added to the i-declension. When the A.S.любовь 'love' кровь 'blood' церковь 'church' came to be used for the nominative, a process already active in Old Bulgarian, the transfer was easy. They differ from i-stems in the instr. pl., where they have -jami/-ami/-'mi. Буква 'letter' has passed to the a-declension, and жернов 'mill-stone' to the o-declension possibly under the influence of камень 'stone'.

Feminine r-stems have also been assimilated to the i-declension. There are only two words involved: мать 'mother' and дочь 'daughter'. The point of contact was A.S. матерь дочь. In the instr. pl., as a result of the invasion of the i-declension by a-flexions, two forms are concurrent: матерь/ям/йми. Only the nom. sg. remained distinctive as OR. мати/MR. мать (by reduction of final vowel). In the sixteenth century the acc. sg. was матерь, but it has been assimilated to the non. sg.: MR.A.S. мать Ruth. мать/матир [i < e < e with compensatory lengthening, see section 86(E)]. Examples of this identification come from the early sixteenth century: язь Отаюя Семенова дочь 'I O., S.'s daughter' 1525/отпустила Емгурееву дочь (A.S.) 'he sent away E.'s daughter' 1503. In Ruthenian there are alternative i-declensional
forms based on the nom. sg.: NAS. матъ GDV. мати. The use of матка дочка, without a specially diminutive intention, was well-established in the sixteenth century, and tends to transfer these words to the a-declension.

The great bulk of feminine words belongs to the a-declension. Russian has resisted the tendency to convert the alternatives -a/-ja into -a/-ja (as in Czech), but has, on the contrary, reassimilated words in *-ija to -ja (Csl. ОВ. -iū -i) : ладьи бота богиня 'goddess'/ОВ. алдии богиши. No difficulty has been found, however, in treating as masculine male names in -a. These are either (i) names of offices, etc., held by males only which have become the titles, etc., of the males holding the offices (abstract to concrete): судьи 'judge' воевода 'general' слуга 'man-servant' юноша 'youth' убойца 'murderer' пьянчуга 'drunkard'; and (ii) the diminutives of personal names: Саша 'Sandy' Алеша 'Alick' Ваня 'Jack'. The latter might have the form of the vocative: Данило 'Danny'. These masculines are said to have a 'natural' gender.

(ii) Neuter forms are also readily distinguishable. The main bulk are in o/e. To them were added original consonantal neutrals in -s-: небо 'sky' тело 'body' слово 'word' дерево 'tree' диво 'marvel' чудо 'miracle' лицо 'face' око 'eye' ухо 'ear'. For the most part the transfer has been complete, but the -s- is found in the pl. небеса чудеса, and it occurs in derivatives: чудесный 'wonderful' небесный 'heavenly' телесный 'bodily' словесность 'literature'. The word колесо 'wheel' has generalized the oblique suffix (koles-). Assimilations are found in Old Russian as early as the Ostromir Codex (1056–57), but the oblique stem in -s- is still noted in fourteenth-century documents: словесъ небесъ/словомъ лицахъ 1377. Neuter n- and nt-stems assimilated their flexions to the i-declension, but remained distinct by reason of their stems. All nt-stems were neuter. Masculine n-stems were attracted into the jo-declension by the coincidence of the accusative case: камень (A.S. for N.S.) 'stone' was already common in Old Bulgarian and is the only form known to the Ostromir Codex (1056–57)/ОВ. kamy. The course of assimilation was (i) to masculine i-stems and then (ii) to jo-stems. In the sixteenth century день 'day' камень ячмень 'barley' корень 'root' пен 'stump' (an original jo-stem) мишень 'target' (Pers. нешан) were still declined as i-stems, and rarely confused with jo-stems. The i-declension nom. pl. -iē was confusable with the collective -iē: каменья. Novgorod seems to have led the way towards assimilation with jo-stems: отъ синего камени 'from the blue stone' отъ березового плана 'from the birch stump' 1532. The process was only completed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Стень 'grade' became feminine, and пламь 'flame' became neuter: пламя. Камень gen. камня 'stone' loses its e by analogy.
Ancient usage put the young in the neuter (Gk. παιδίον 'child' Germ. Mädchen 'girl'), and so diminutives in -ko are 'natural' masculines: Федоръ 'Teddy' діідъко 'nunks'. They tend to pass into the a-declension (батькина 'daddy'/NGTR. батько), but -ko is a very frequent termination in Ruthenian names. 'Natural' masculine diminutives in -ja have sometimes been confused with nt-stems (NAS. -ja) and declined like дитя 'child': Ванька G. -яте D. -ати.

(iii) By reason of these changes the Russian masculine gender, apart from 'natural' masculines, was confined to one single type: o/jo-stems, represented by the endings NS. -ъ/-я. The one other contributory cause was the fusion of the u- and o-declensions. That was a process carried through case by case, and so falls for discussion later. It has the effect, however, of establishing a number of contrasts between the declension of the masculines and the neuters, since only among masculines are u-stem case-endings current. The masculine declension admits or has admitted of the genitive-accusative in the singular, of gen. loc. voc. sg. in -u for some words (loc. u being always stressed), of dat. sg. in -ove, nom. pl. in -ove />-oveja and gen. pl. in -ove.

The fusion of u- and o-stems had begun in Proto-Russian and Old Bulgarian, and, even earlier, in Common Slavonic. The adjectives in u had been wholly assimilated to o in Common Slavonic: OR. бъръ MR. бобръ 'alert' oстръ 'sharp'/L. budris aëtrus. In Old Russian there are many instances of u-flexions for o-stems: G. силвъ 'from flax' 1073, G. восъ 'of wax' 1331, DS. Даниловъ 'to Daniel' 1270, мастеровъ 'to the artisan' 1220, Полоцкъ 'at Polock' 1407, NP. пословъ 'envoys', Татаровъ 'Tatars', GP. вьсовъ 'of devils', монастырь 'of monasteries' (12th cent.). On the other hand, the distinction concerning declension was still alive in the sixteenth century. The most serviceable criterion is G. -u. In the sixteenth century there are about forty words found with this genitive only: борь 'air-forest' берегъ 'bank' бродъ 'ford' верхъ 'top' годъ 'year' домъ 'house' дъль 'share' зубъ 'tooth' легъ 'ice' лъсь 'flax' лъсь 'forest' медъ 'honey' миръ 'peace' мостъ 'bridge' пиръ 'feast' полъ 'troop' полонъ 'captivity' полъ 'half' рогъ 'horn' родъ 'family' рядъ 'rank' станъ 'station' торгъ 'market' часъ 'hour' and other less familiar words. Some of these words had, doubtless, been attracted into the u-class; зубъ/Gk. γόρφος is an example. Primitive u-stems were верхъ (L. virfish) домъ (Lat. domus) медъ (Gk. μέω) and possibly боръ пир стан торг. In Modern Literary Russian the o-flexions have triumphed generally, apart from GP. -ove/ev, some locatives and certain adverbial phrases. There is an analogical soft locative in -ю: на корню 'unreaped, unfulled'.

113. Number. (a) Loss of the dual. When the notion of the dual as referring to pairs weakened, the principal support of this number was the characteristic words два 'two' оба 'both'. Their dual terminations
formed a jingle with those of the following nouns: Ламехъ оуби два брата Енохова ... рече Ламехъ своима женома (sic) 'L. slew E.'s two brothers ... L. said to his (two) wives' 1377. Their dual declension still survives in part. Instead of N.M. два N.F. дві the modern forms are МН. два F. две (but the old neuter survives in двести '200'). Plural forms are used for the gen. dat.: GL. двух/Об. двух D. двум. The instrumental form is двуми, formed from GL. двумь+(DI. -ма-+IP. -мь>)-мьЯ. This ending has spread to томьмь; Ruth. двумь has provided an instrumental flexion for 3–9. (Cf. Ruth. всимь/всими instr. pl. of весь 'all'.)

The instability of the dual appeared evident in the thirteenth century. Dual and plural forms were mixed: з обема береги (IP.) 'with both banks', помоза рабомь своимь (DP.) Ивану и Олесию написавшема (DD.) книги син 'help thy servants I. and A. who have written these documents'. Occasionally a dual termination is attached to one of the nouns forming a habitual pair: святого апостола (GS.) Петру (GD.) и Павла (G.S.) 'of the holy apostles Peter and Paul'.

In the North Russian dialect of Archangel the ending -ма serves for the instrumental plural: с девками 'with the girls'. Elsewhere the oblique cases have wholly disappeared, and only the nominative-accusative remains. It is freely used in the feminine a-declension in Ruthenian: Ruth. (дві) години 'two hours' (дві) місі 'two flies'. For the o- and a-stems the forms had been: M. -a NF. -е (which latter also served for n - nt- s-stems); -i served for i - uv- r- ja-jo-(N) n-(M) stems, and -у for u-stems. Of all these only -a -i survive, but they are felt to be plurals or, after 2–4, genitive singulars. The use of this construction with 3 and 4 began to be general in the sixteenth century. Два брата 'two brothers' began to be construed as G.S. -a, and on that analogy was formed две сестры (GSF.) 'two sisters'/sестры NAP. сестры. Through loss of the sense of duality this led to три стола 'three tables' четыре села 'four villages'/NP. села. As for оба 'both', it has the same construction, but F. 6бе is also found with the plural: обе сестры/сестры 'both sisters'.

The other principal support of the dual was the existence of certain obvious bodily pairs: очи 'eyes' уши 'ears' колени 'knees' плечи 'shoulders'. This -i was taken to be the nom. pl. of an i-stem in the genitive (очей) but of an o-stem in other cases. In the singular око ухо have passed from the s-declension (оцес- uxes-) to that of neuters in o. Confusion of declension is as early as the Ostromir Codex (1056–57): ГС. очесь LS. оці/оцесь LD. очио (preserved in MR. в очию 'before one's eyes, obviously')/очеоу.

There were other obvious pairs in MD. -a: бока 'sides' глаза 'eyes' берега 'banks'. The -a resembled the neuter plural, and so gave rise to a heteroclite declension of things which do not form pairs: since глаз:
(b) Collectives and singulatives. Collective suffixes were FS. -a -iJa NS. -iJe, declined originally as singulars. So OR. господъ 'gentry, gentlemen' was a feminine singular (G.S. от господь 'from the lords'), and so also сторожа 'watchmen, guard' хозяева 'hosts' (apparently based on the genitive хозяев; the singular is хозяин), and national names like Татарва 'Tatars'; in -iJa: братья 'brothers' князя 'princes' (все князя Русская 'all the Russian princes' 14th cent.) зять 'sons-in-law' дядя 'uncles'; and in -iJe: деревья 'trees' каменье 'stones' (which coincides with the nom. pl. of masc. i-stems) столбы 'pillars'. It was seldom that these were taken to be plurals in Old Russian: каменьих 1144, была камения 'there were stones'. In Modern Russian they have become a form of the plural, and extended to сыновья 'sons' сынозве. There still remain as collective singulars трапы 'rags' дубён 'cudgels'.

The notion of plurality entered by way of syntax, since the accompanying verb was often put in the plural in Old Russian: гдё суть (pl.) дружина (coll. sg.) наша 'where are our bodyguard'. Hence it became natural to oppose брат дерево камень кол 'stake'/братья деревья каменья кола as singular/plural. They helped also to reinforce the influence of the dual -a upon the o-stems: дома/домы 'houses' года 'years' пора 'horns', and with -ов-: сыновья 'sons' сватовъ 'matchmakers' кумовъ 'god-parents'.

A singulative is the result of a grammatical device for picking out one from a collectivity or a plurality. The suffix employed was -инъ: господъ 'gentry'/господин 'gentleman', дворине (and also дворины on the analogy of the collectives)/дворини 'noblemen', городине 'townsmen'/городин 'townsman'. National names form pairs of this sort: английине/англианин. There existed OR.MP. господине/FS. coll. господа. The latter drove out the old nom. pl. of a masc. i-stem, and caused its remaining cases to be declined according to the feminine a-stems.

These plurals are a feature of Great Russian dialects, and begin to appear in the fourteenth century: отъ братин моих 'from my brothers' 1362. They are foreign to White Russian and Ruthenian.
See overleaf for Section II4

Paradigms of Nouns
### 114. Paradigms of Nouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNA</th>
<th>GDL(V)</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PNV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR. F.</td>
<td>кост-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>йю/ію</td>
<td>й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>пут-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ймь</td>
<td>є/іе</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidR. F.</td>
<td>рїч-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>йю</td>
<td>й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. F.</td>
<td>лошад-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>йю</td>
<td>й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>пут-</td>
<td>ймь</td>
<td>єм</td>
<td>й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth. F.</td>
<td>чавст-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>рїч-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Consonant-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PNV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR. F.</td>
<td>мат-</td>
<td>і</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>йю/ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>матер-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>е/і</td>
<td>і</td>
<td>йю</td>
<td>е/і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>имя</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ймь</td>
<td>а</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>имен-</td>
<td></td>
<td>е/і</td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ймь</td>
<td>а</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>горожан-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>е</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidR. N.</td>
<td>имя</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>емь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>имен-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>и</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. F.</td>
<td>мат-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>матер-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>время дитї</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>(дїт-і)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>времена- дитїт-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(дїт-і)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth. F.</td>
<td>мат-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>матер-</td>
<td>й</td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>матір</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>ягній</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ягнят-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>і</td>
<td>ію</td>
<td>і</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(DL)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>ьи/и</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
<td>ьмн</td>
<td>ьхь</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>ью/ию</td>
<td>ьма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>ей</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td>ьмн</td>
<td>ехь</td>
<td>(очи</td>
<td>очима)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>éй</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
<td>ьмн</td>
<td>ьх</td>
<td>(очи)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>ям</td>
<td>ямн</td>
<td>ях</td>
<td>ам</td>
<td>амн</td>
<td>ах</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>ь/ьи/ин</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
<td>ьмн</td>
<td>ьхь</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>ью/ию</td>
<td>ьма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а</td>
<td>ь</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
<td>ьмн</td>
<td>ьхь</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>у</td>
<td>ьма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е/ы</td>
<td>ь</td>
<td>ьмь/омь</td>
<td>ьмн/ы</td>
<td>ьхь/ыхь</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ь</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ьхь</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

| G | éй | ьмь/ямь | ях |
| G | éй | ям | ямн | ях |
| а | (ён) | ам | амн | ах |

---

<p>| i | ий | ям | ямн | ях |
| a | — | ам | амн | ах |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A-stems</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SN</strong></td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>G</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR.</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>уьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>душ.</td>
<td>яьь</td>
<td>ёи</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidR.</td>
<td>аьь</td>
<td>уьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR.</td>
<td>аьь</td>
<td>уьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>армн.</td>
<td>яьь</td>
<td>иьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>аёмл.</td>
<td>йьь</td>
<td>ей</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td>аьь</td>
<td>уьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>бурн.</td>
<td>яьь</td>
<td>иьь</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O/U-stems</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SN</strong></td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>G</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR. M.</td>
<td>ьь</td>
<td>Гьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вълк-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вълц-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вълч-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вълч-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>конн.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Гьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidR. M.</td>
<td>ьь</td>
<td>Nьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>город-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>оьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. M.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Ньь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>оьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>ьь</td>
<td>Gьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>олён-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сара-</td>
<td></td>
<td>йьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>мбр.</td>
<td></td>
<td>еьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth. M.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Gьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>лис-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дух</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>оьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>озер-</td>
<td></td>
<td>оьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>ьь</td>
<td>Gьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>учитель</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>еьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сонц-</td>
<td></td>
<td>еьь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNAV</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ъ</td>
<td>амъ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ъ</td>
<td>ъ</td>
<td>ямъ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ъ</td>
<td>амъ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ы</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ам</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ям</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>землъ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ам</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ям</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ове</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ъ/овъ</td>
<td>омъ</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>охъ</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>у</td>
<td>ома</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ъ/евъ</td>
<td>емъ</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>ехъ</td>
<td>я</td>
<td>ю</td>
<td>ема</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>овъ</td>
<td>омъ</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ъ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а</td>
<td>а</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ы</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ов</td>
<td>ам</td>
<td>ами</td>
<td>ах</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сёл-а</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>ей</td>
<td>ям</td>
<td>ями</td>
<td>ях</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>ев</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>й</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>ей</td>
<td>ям</td>
<td>йми</td>
<td>ях</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сынъ</td>
<td>сынъ</td>
<td>сынъ</td>
<td>сынъ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>ив</td>
<td>ам</td>
<td>ами</td>
<td>ах</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ду́х</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ам</td>
<td>ами</td>
<td>ах</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>ив</td>
<td>ям</td>
<td>ями</td>
<td>ях</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>я</td>
<td>я</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ям</td>
<td>ями</td>
<td>ях</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
115. Singular Cases. (a) Nominative and accusative. Even in Common Slavonic the nominative and accusative cases tended to coincide outside the a-declension. The i- o- u-stems had identical forms through loss of final -s -m from *-is *-im, *-os *-om, *-us *-um. All neuters (o- n- s- nt-stems) had identical forms for the two cases. In the uv- and masc. n-declensions the tendency to use the accusative for the nominative was already active in Old Bulgarian, and the old nominatives seem to have gone out in Russian definitely during the thirteenth century: NAS. любовь 'love' камень 'stone'/OB.NS. луб кamy AS. лубовь kamen. The form N.S. церковь 'church' is exceptional; it occurs in manuscripts down to the later fourteenth century, and must be accounted a descendant of the original *cirky > cerkvi (by palatalization of k) > cerkevi (on the analogy of other cases)/MR.NAS. церковь. It was by means of these nominative-accusative forms that the declensions became fused; and it was by reaction against the identity of form where sentient beings were concerned that the genitive-accusative arose [see section 66(a) iii].

The genitive is also used in the partitive sense (дать хлеба = donner du pain) and in negative constructions (нет хлеба = il n'y a pas de pain). Some of the uses are curious from the Western point of view; e.g. Маша здесь нет? ‘isn’t Masha here?’ (as though ‘isn’t there any M. here?’). The position in standard Russian with negative verbs is that the object is put in the genitive except when the negative involves the verb alone and does not extend to the object; e.g. не читаю книги 'I am not reading the book' / не читаю книгу 'I am not reading the book (sc. merely glancing through it)'. Polish on the other hand uses the genitive after all negative verbs. In Old Russian the genitive was found in examples where the partitive sense could not be called self-evident: живота вечного имате 'ye have eternal life' 1056–57, Иа́нъ посла ня́я (G.D.) к тобъ 'John sent us two to thee' 1354. In the older manuscripts the accusative is found with positive verbs, but the two cases stand side by side in убить Овбыстра (G.S.) and сына (A.S.) егого 'they killed O. and his son' (14th cent.). The accusative is found, though rarely, in Russian dialects, and in the fixed phrases выдать замуж 'give in marriage', выйти замуж 'to marry' (of a woman).

The extension of the gen.-acc. to the plural of o-stems and to the plural of feminines is the result of later analogy, and in it the animate class covers only persons, not animals, in Ruthenian. On the other hand, trees, games and coins are often given the same treatment as animals: WR. мае рубля 'he has a rouble'.

(b) Vocative. The vocative was obsolete by the sixteenth century, and has now been fused with the nominative. It has remained in ecclesiastical use: отче Боже Христе Иисусе, сыне божий 'Son of God', царь 'O heavenly King' владыко 'O Lord'. In the sixteenth
century господине 'my lord(s)' брата 'my brother(s)' are merely apostrophes, used without reference to number: скажите, брать, чьи та земля? 'say, brothers, whose is this land?' Examples of the nominative for the vocative are frequent from the twelfth century onward: Хоразин в Восанда/-e -o 'O Chorazin and Bethsaida'. Vocatives are frequently encountered in old documents where the nominative should appear: задони церковь Сьвькун (V.S.) Дычачевиц 'S.D. founded the church' 1282, прихожа (allii et) Петре (V.S.) Водовикович 'there came (others and) P.V.' (14th cent.), Саве рече 'S. said' (14th cent.), etc. In Ruthenian and White Russian there are many survivals of the vocative of o/u- and a-stems: Ruth. лисе 'O fox' учителю 'O teacher' мухо 'O fly' роке/рого 'O rose'.

In view of the equation of nominative and accusative, the vocative may take the place of the latter: аче где нанаиут или тать или товаре (V.S.) 'if they find anywhere either thief or goods' 1392. This is a feature of folk-songs in North Great Russian, from the Onega region. Similarly, in Serbochovan folk-songs the vocative is frequently found for the nominative, for metrical convenience.

(c) Genitive, dative, locative. These three cases were fused in the i-stems of Common Slavonic (-i G. *eis/ois? D <<? L. *-ei), but the consonantal stems distinguished GL. -e <<G. *-es, L. /D. -i <<-*ei. In monosyllables the locative -и is frequently stressed under the Fortunatov-de Saussure law; e.g. в пыли 'in the dust'. (Cf. locative in -ъ below). In Old Russian the influence of the i-stems on the consonantal stems caused the dative flexion to extend to their genitive and locative also. The a-stems in Old Russian showed G. -y/э DL. -э/i. These were not normal hard/soft pairs and they were rationalized as G. -y/i DL. -э, since -э was common to both varieties. DL. -iэ, however, has become -ii. The same situation arose in the dual and plural: OR.NAP. -y/э NAD. -э/i became -y/i -э respectively. Between the eleventh and the fourteenth centuries the genitive singular vacillated: Отрокович (ч=ч) 1095 Захарии 1157. In the earlier documents G.S. -э is predominant, but by the fourteenth century it had become rare. For -э which was proper to Russian and West Slavonic there also appeared -ja = OB. -ё: изъ подъ 'out of the boat' на конец земля 'to the end of the earth'/съ шиб 'from the neck down' до шиб 'up to the neck'/изъ гробли 'out of the grave' 1377. DL. -э also dates from the eleventh century; господь 'to the lady' 1095, земля 'to the land' 1215, нуже 'to the need' 1285. DL. -i was still frequent in the fourteenth century, and is to be found in Modern White Russian, West Ruthenian and some South Great Russian dialects (notably that of Putivl). Ruth. G.S. бур-и DL. -im imply the original G.S. -э coupled with the later DLS. -э. In North Great Russian D. -э has spread to the i-declension: печа гразь (печь 'stove' гразь 'mud'). In the hard declension there was a
special confusion of genitive and dative in the Novgorod region, where it still persists. D.S. -ë was found in place of G.S. -у: оть владыць 'from the bishop' 1305, у Вильнě у рѣчкѣ 'by the river Vilna' (14th cent.). Conversely, the use of G. -у for D.L. -ë is found in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: на оной страны 'on that side' (14th cent.), ко святвыма Корымъ (y for ë) и Дъмькъ 'to Sts. C. and D.' 1400. This usage is quite frequent in Modern North Great Russian dialects and also in that of Putivl' in the south, and it is found sporadically in the declension of definite adjectives: въ Юрьевское волость 'in the Jujev district' (14th cent.).

L.S. -ë (of a- and o-stems), like NP. -i LP. -ëch (of o-stems), induced the second palatalization, i.e. k g ch > c z s, and sk > st: OR. вълчићъ(хъ)/вълкъ 'wolf' ручкъ/рука 'hand' женѣсть/женѣска 'womanly'. After the palatalization of k' g ch' these sounds were restored by analogy, beginning as early as the twelfth century: женѣска 1073, Дѣмькъ 'to Domka' 1096. These restitutions were normal in fourteenth century manuscripts from North Russia, and they now cover the northern and central region, including the Moscow dialect. At Orel and Kursk are found c st. In White Russian and Ruthenian the older mutation persists: Ruth. DLS. NAD. мѣчъ/NAP. мѣхи NAS. мѣхъ 'fly' (Ruth. t' ë, и = u), L.S. дусъ/духъ 'breath'.

Between the hard masc. o-stems and the u-stems there was a complicated series of transactions, through which gradually the modern declension was determined. The singular cases involved (putting the o-forms first) were: G. a/u D. u/ovi L. е/u V. е/u, and to these have to be added in the plural: N. i/ove G. -/ov. This matter has already been discussed in section 112 (iii) in general terms. During the Old Russian period these forms were fluid. The most stable feature was the genitive -u which was attached to some forty words that either belonged originally to the u-declension or had become attributed to it. They may, of course, have included original o-stems, and the use of G.S. -u with an original o-stem was frequent in Old Russian: G.S. оть льну 'from flax' (Lat. linum) 1073, воѣку 'of wax'. By the sixteenth century a distinction had been effected on the basis of meaning; G.S. -u was appropriated to nouns denoting divisible matter: MR. мало нарѣдь 'few people'/мнѣне нарѣда 'the people's opinion', фунт чано 'a pound of tea'. It also occurs in some adverbial phrases: съ вѣду 'by sight', безъ толку 'without sense', съ нѣду/вѣрху 'from below/above', отъ роду 'from birth', изъ дому 'out of the house'. In Ruthenian G.S. -u is limited to things. Certain Ruthenian words have both terminations: огородъ 'garden' дистъ 'leaf' цвѣтъ 'flower' сиръ 'cheese' рідъ 'family' нарѣдъ 'people' мостъ 'bridge' вѣтеръ 'wind' стілъ 'table'; a considerable number have only G.S. -u: голодъ 'hunger' прикладъ 'example' судъ 'judgment' муръ 'wall' цукоръ 'sugar' оцеръ 'vinegar' (г)орѣхъ 'pea' дімъ 'house' бикъ 'side'
саг ‘garden’ час ‘time’ and others. The D.S. -ovi was a form recommended by its clarity. It is found frequently in Old Russian: Даниилови 1270, мастерови ‘to the artisan’ 1230. It is rare in Great Russian and White Russian dialects, but is normal in Ruthenian: лисови ‘to the fox’. The employment of L.S. -u was more capricious. It was appropriated by nouns that happened to end in -sk: Полоцку 1407. It is found in some fixed adverbial expressions: в саду ‘in the garden’ на мосту/берегу/лугу/краю/полу ‘on the bridge/bank/meadow/corner/floor’, в... году ‘in the year...’, в углу ‘in the corner’. The constant stress on the locative case-ending (from *-ëu) is due to de Saussure’s law and to analogy. In Ruthenian a number of words, chiefly indicating persons or days of the week, have G.S. -a/LVS. -u: п’арох ‘parson’ батько ‘daddy’ учень ‘scholar’ вівторок ‘Thursday’ ручник ‘handkerchief’ вовк ‘wolf’ and others.

Though the u-declension was hard only, its flexions are given soft alternatives by analogy: D.S. -evi L.S. -ju.

Домо́в ‘homewards’ (OR. домови) has been explained as a loc. in -i, but OB. домови is certainly dative.

(d) Instrumental. In the i-declension the masculines and feminines differed in the termination, and the distinction has been maintained: ISF. -ju/M. -em (путь only). ISF. -oji/øjju survives in Ruthenian and has not been completely displaced in Modern Russian. The alternative modern forms -oj/øjj are due partly to the weakening of the final vowel and its absorption, partly to the analogy of the definite declension of adjectives, in which -oj has become the ending of oblique singular cases of the feminine. CSl. -umи and -omi give R. -om (with hardening of the final consonant). In Old Russian -умь is the form most frequently used, and when -омъ occurs it may be ascribed to the usage of Old Bulgarian. Ruth. -om/em come from -umи/уми, since otherwise ō ě, lengthened by compensation for loss of final jer, would give i.

115A. Accent. Change of stress within the paradigm, resulting from the historical processes described above and the workings of analogy, while presenting a complicated picture is nevertheless reducible to certain ‘laws’ allowing of singularly few exceptions. The position in the singular is as follows:

(i) Masculines. Some nouns stressed on the last syllable of the nominative shift the stress to the ending of all the other cases; e.g. стари́к ‘old man’ G. стари́къ etc. The only other shift is to the locative in -u, which (found as a rule only in nouns with monosyllabic nominatives) occurs as a rule only in such nouns as do not otherwise shift the stress in the singular; e.g. сад ‘garden’ G. сада etc. L. саду.

(ii) Feminines. Apart from the occasional locative in stressed -i, no shift occurs save in the case of some nouns stressed on the ending of
the nominative, which move the stress to the first syllable of the accusative; e.g. водá 'water', вóду, землý 'earth' землю, сторонá 'side' сторону, сковородá 'frying-pan' сковороду.

(iii) Neuters. No shift occurs.

116. Plural Cases. (a) Nominative and accusative. Masculine i-stems originally distinguished NP. -ijë/AP. -i, but the feminines had only NAP. -i. The accusative displaced the nominative in the masculine from the thirteenth century, and was the only form known in the sixteenth. Earlier substitutions were: MNP. днëн 'days' (11th cent.) трë 'three' (1073); from the thirteenth century: MNP. людë 'people' 1262 пути 'ways' 1271, бут людë путë гости 'guests' звëрë 'beasts', татë 'thieves', червë 'worms' are all found in 1377. The r-stems had NP. -ë, which passed to -i under the influence of the feminine i-stems. In Old Russian there are examples of the use of the nominative for the accusative in this and other declensions: съзьвавь князë (-i for -ë) and людë 'having gathered the princes and the people' 1215, трë (-i for -ijë) на два и два на трëте (-ijë for -i) 'three on two and two on three' 1357.

The feminine a-stems had OR.NAP. -y/i, which became -y/i in the manner indicated in section 115 (e): рабынë 'slave-girls' 1215, бличи 'courtésses' 1311, птицë 'birds' 1354, убийцë 'murderers' 1355. It has also been noted already that the rise of кóрó 'church' helped to cancel some of the effects of the second palatalization in Russian declensions.

The o/u-stems have OR.NP. -i/oë in the hard declension. Examples of -oë with o-stems go back to the twelfth century: NP. посолòвь 'envoys' Татаровë. This flexion is fairly frequent in North Great Russian dialects, rare in White Russian, but common in Ruthenian. A few nouns have retained the old nominative ending: сосëд 'neighbour' чёрт (чёртъ) 'devil' pl. сосëди чёрти. These plurals are treated as soft forms: сосëдъ-ям, чёртъ-ям. The plural of друг 'friend' preserves in the form друзья the palatalization formerly characteristic of this declension. Some neuters in -оë have an analogical plural in -ки: яблóко 'apple' яблоки.

MNP. -ë survives with collectives in -jane: горожáне 'townsfolk'.

The old acc. pl. (= nom. pl. in appearance) has been preserved in certain fixed expressions like произведен в офицеры 'promote to the rank of officer' in which, by analogy, real nom. pl. in -а -я are also used. Cf. готовìлся в профессора, a попáл в члены зёмской управы 'he trained to be a professor and ended up as a member of the local council'. The expression в гости means 'on a visit', and in где уж нам в молодые лезь 'it's not for us to ape the young 'uns' the nominative of the adjective is similarly employed.

(b) Genitive. The i-stems developed their genitive in -ej ( <iijë/ Ruth. -иá), and this has affected the feminine r-stems. By analogy,
some soft masculine jo-stems have acquired a GP. -ej, which has spread to soft neuters: олёнёй (олёнь 'stag') море́й (море́ 'sea'), сынове́й (сын 'son'). Masculine o-stems have generally adopted the termination -ov of the u-declension: МГР. народов 'of the peoples'/ N. о́в 'of the villages', Ruth. лиси́й 'of foxes'; some jo-stems have an analogical GP. -ев: солове́ёв (соловей <-йё 'nightingale') стулье́ев (стул nom. pl. стулья 'chairs'); -ov is occasionally found with neuters: очко́ 'point' очков. The word стрё́м 'stirrup' has the exceptional GP. стремин.

(c) Dative, instrumental, locative. For these cases there are three types, corresponding to the i- a- and o-stems: -ем -'м -е́ч/-ам -ами -'м/-ом -'м -е́ч. There is no tendency in Russian to confuse these endings with the dual, nor much to identify them with each other. In those North-west Great Russian dialects which confuse ё/о the dative and instrumental plural are confused; in other northern dialects, in White Russian, and in the southern dialect of Kursk, this is limited to the use of the dative for the instrumental: s нам/е нами 'with us'. The history of the three cases is that of the gradual extension of the a-forms to all declensions.

It was during the fourteenth century that the a-forms spread over the u/o-declension: на распутьи 'at the cross-roads' 1354, книжникам 'to the scribes' 1355. In the fourteenth, fifteenth and even sixteenth centuries the historical forms are still encountered: вь сундуках 'in coffers' (Domostroj, 16th cent.). The weakness of the o-forms was their uncertainty. IP. -ы lacked support in other declensions, though it invaded that of the neuter consonant-stems. The o-stems had properly OB.D. -омъ L. -е́чу, and the u-stems D. -умъ -у́чу (giving -омъ -у́чу when the jeř was vocalized in South-west Bulgarian). Hence there was vacillation in the locative between OR. -ь/охь/ъхь, and the last was indistinguishable in sound from -е́хь <-ьхь (of the i-stems). There was no such hesitation about the a-forms. Their taking the place of u/o-forms was an advance in precision. IP. -у is found in fairly modern literary usage: сь тесовыми вороты 'with wooden gates' (Puškin), and by contamination with -ами it produces -ами: dial. slesamy 'tears' gorodamy 'cities'. These mixed forms are widespread in North, South and White Russian. A medieval example is безаконнымы 'by the lawless' 1356, if it is not a scribal error.

The neuter consonant-stems tended to identify themselves in the plural with neuter o-stems. The history of their cases is thus the same as that of the o-stems.

The extension of the a-forms over the i-stems was later than over the o-stems and caused vacillations, which are still present in that declension. Masculines passed over to the jo-declension in the singular, but that circumstance had no immediate effect on their treatment in
the plural. In the first part of the sixteenth century all but путь ‘way’ had joined the jo-declension in the singular. But there were still found: гость татар тетеревей IP. гостьми татьми, etc., declined according to the i-stems. As we have seen, the GP. -ej (OR. -ин) was extended to many jo-stems from the thirteenth century onwards: пъянни ‘of monies’ 1270, книжни ‘of princes’ (14th cent.), MR. рубл-е́й/е́н ‘of roubles’. The LP. -ech was a less distinctive form, since it was identical in sound with -éch in Russian, and the dative -em was easily confused with the same case of the jo-stems; but the instrumental has proved highly resistant as -’mi: лошадьм ‘with horses’ костьм ‘with bones’ людьм ‘with people’ дверьм ‘with doors’ детьм ‘with children’. It has not, however, shown much power of expansion: IP. матерым дочерым are found as well as матерями дочерями ‘by mothers/daughters’; but that is the extent of the advance. The a-forms have monopolized the dative and locative in Modern Russian and Ruthenian, and they have spread to the greater number of i-stems, notably to all in -ost -est, and to those ending in a palatal (ч ść ść́ ść): частым ‘by parts’ noctым ‘by nights’. Masculine n-stems passed into the i-class before joining the jo-declension, and feminine uv-stems were immigrants into the i-class; neither stem shows the IP. -’mi which is characteristic of the declension.

Borrowed neuters in -o -e (-з) are for the most part not declined (save sometimes in the colloquial): кино ‘cinema’ галеф ‘riding breeches’, etc.

116A. Accent. (Cf. 115A). (i) Masculines. Nouns which shift the stress in the singular likewise stress the endings of the plural, with the exception of a very few nouns (e.g. копь ‘horse’) in which the ending of the nominative plural only is not stressed. Certain nouns initiate the shift with the nominative or genitive plural; in either case all the remaining cases stress the ending; e.g. сады садов ‘gardens’ доктора докторов ‘doctors’ воры воров ‘thieves’. Exceptional is the form люди ‘people’ which (like дети ‘children’) stresses the genitive but not the other plural endings: людем детем людем детям. Nouns which stress the ending of the nominative plural and have zero-ending in the genitive stress the last syllable of this case; an example is волос ‘hair’ NP. волоса GP. волос DP. волосам.

(ii) Feminines. Some nouns which stress the ending of the nominative singular move the accent back in the nominative plural, either to the first syllable (e.g. сковорода ‘frying-pan’ NP. сковороды) or (in the case of certain polysyllables) to the penultimate syllable (e.g. сирота ‘orphan’ NP. сироты). In the latter type the stress remains on this syllable throughout the rest of the paradigm. In the former the stress may remain on the same syllable as the nominative plural throughout (e.g. жена ‘wife’ NP. жены GP. жён DP. жёнам etc.) or it
may shift to the ending of the dative and subsequent cases (e.g. сковородáм etc.); in any case there is a tendency to stress the last syllable of the genitive: сестрá 'sister' NP. cёстры GP. cестёр (DP. cестрам/сестрám). Many feminines in -ъ initiate a shift of stress to the ending in the genitive plural, e.g. лóшадь 'horse' матъ 'mother' GP. лóшадей матерёй DP. лóшадым матерым.

(iii) Neuters. Many nouns in -ó and -е shift the stress in the plural, e.g. сёлó 'village' NP. сёлa, веретéно 'spindle' веретéна, озéра 'lake' озéра, мóре 'sea' мóрй. Subsequent cases regularly stress the same syllable as the nominative plural (сёл сёлам, веретéн веретéнам, озéр озéра́м, мóры́ мóрй́). Nouns in -мá regularly stress the last syllable of the plural: ймá 'name' NP. именá GP. именé DP. именáм etc. (But знáма 'banner' has NP. знамéna etc.)

117. Numerals. 1. М. один N. одно F. одно 'one', also used for 'a', 'alone', 'only', 'nothing but' (MNP. один; FP. однё (однъ) — disused since 1917) is by origin a demonstrative and follows that declension; пе́рвый 'first' Ruth. пе́ршый.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR. M.</td>
<td>дьв-</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>ою/у</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ёк</td>
<td>ёк</td>
<td></td>
<td>ём</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid. R. MN.</td>
<td>дьв-</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>у(хъ)</td>
<td>Ьмъ/ъма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ёк</td>
<td>ёк</td>
<td></td>
<td>ём</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>тр-</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>ex</td>
<td>емъ/ема</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>четьр-</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>ex</td>
<td>ма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ем/ъми</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. MN.</td>
<td>дьв-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ух</td>
<td>ум</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>умъ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>их</td>
<td>им</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ими</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ём</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>емь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>тр-</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ёх</td>
<td>ём</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>четьр-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ёмь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth. M.</td>
<td>дьв-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ох</td>
<td>ом</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF.</td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ом</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>тр-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>oх</td>
<td>ом</td>
<td>oма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>четьр-</td>
<td></td>
<td>oх</td>
<td>ом</td>
<td>(o)ма</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the Middle Russian period the dative emerges as a distinct case with the plural ending. The locative also took a plural ending, and imparted it to the genitive: двухъ. Then двu- replaced дv- as the stem, and formed IP. двумй, by conflation of IP. -мй with ID. -ма. This form then spread to три четырье. In Ruthenian this type of declension is extended to 5–9 as an alternative: пять 'five' GL. -й/бóк D. й/бóм I. -бóмá. 2nd–4th: вторóй трéтьий четвёртый/Ruth. дру́гий
третий четвертый. Третий is declined like рый (see section 118). The form третий (-iży) occurs in the expression сам-третий (’self the third’, i.e.) ’self and two others’ and in третьёванны ’the day before yesterday’ (dial.).

5–10. Пять шесть семь (OB. седм) восемь (OB. осм) девять десять are i-declension nouns (sg.) governing the following noun in the genitive plural; 5th–10th: пять шесть семь восемь девятый десятый. Ruth: 6 шесть 7 семь 8 восьм. Short forms of the ordinals occur in сам-шест ’self and five others’ etc. (’Self and one other’ is сам-друг). Other ordinal forms are во-первых во-вторых etc. (’in the first place’ etc.) and, with discrepant accent, вперввой for ’the first time’.

11–19. These were originally formed by a number capable of inflexion + на десять: пять на десять (G.S.) ’15’. Then by hypertrope of flexion, both numbers were made to agree: двумя на десятьма (ID.) 1307. This usage lasted till the seventeenth century, when пятинадцать is attested. Now the flexion is restricted to the second element, and the whole is treated as a fem. i-stem: одиннадцать ’11’ двенадцать ’12’ четырнадцать ’14’, Ruth. одиннадцать двенадцать числитель. The genders of 1 and 2 are chosen arbitrarily, and 4 is contracted (also 6 in Ruthenian), while десять suffers a contraction not normally encountered in the development of Russian.

20–90. CSL.OB. дива десети (NMD.) has been assimilated to fem. i-stems (sg.): двадцать; CSL.OB. три десете (pl.) has also been assimilated to an i-stem: тридцать. CSL.OB. пети десети (GP.) has been preserved as пятьдесяти [p’idišat], and so on upwards, both parts declined as i-stems. Девяносто ’90’ has been explained as девята do sta ’9 to 100’/Cz. devadesát <devěti desetí. Сорок ’40’ (Cz. čtyřicet <čtyře desetí) is an innovation; either from MGk. σταυρόν or ON. serkr (a number of skins, which were the Slav tribute to the Rurikids).


Forms of the collectives described in section 69 extant in Modern Russian are the neuter singulars двое трое четверо etc. used in certain contexts with the genitive plural of the noun, e.g. двое детей ‘two children’, or as pronouns in such constructions as их было трое ‘there were three of them’. The oblique cases have plural forms: Г. двойх детей D. двойм детьм etc. There are also the adverbs идвоиом ‘two together’ etc.

From the ordinal второй ‘second’ is derived the fractional number половина ‘one and a half’ (lit. ‘half of the second’).

The adverbs однажды ‘once’ дважды ‘twice’ трижды ‘thrice’ appear to contain as their second element the verbal root šed- ‘go’, with š changed to ę by assimilation.
While all nouns, as we have seen, take the genitive singular after 2, 3, 4 (22, 32, etc.), adjectives take either the nominative-accusative or genitive plural with these numbers. Certain demonstratives may take the nominative-accusative with all numbers; e.g. заплатил все тридцать 'he paid all the thirty (roubles)'. Cf. те несколько строк 'those few lines', через какие-нибудь четверть часа 'in about a quarter of an hour'.

Distribution is expressed by no with the accusative or dative: по два рубля 'two roubles each'.
118. Adjectives. The definite and possessive adjectives are declined thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR.</td>
<td>добр-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ын/ым</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td>ому</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>ое</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>ая</td>
<td>ую</td>
<td>о́мь/ымь</td>
<td>ои/ымь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>син-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ын/ым</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>его</td>
<td>ему</td>
<td>емь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>ее</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>яя</td>
<td>ую</td>
<td>ей/ымь</td>
<td>ей</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidR.</td>
<td>нов-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ой</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td>ому</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>ое</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>ая</td>
<td>ую</td>
<td>ой</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR.</td>
<td>молод-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ый</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td>ому</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>ेе</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>ая</td>
<td>ую</td>
<td>ый</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>бёл-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ый</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>син-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>его</td>
<td>ему</td>
<td>емь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>ее</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>яя</td>
<td>ую</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ива́нов-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>ую</td>
<td>омь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>о</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>яу</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Рыб-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>его</td>
<td>ему</td>
<td>емь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Рыбь-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>его</td>
<td>ему</td>
<td>емь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>ее</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>яю</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td>добр-</td>
<td>М.</td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td>ому</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Н.</td>
<td>е/е</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>а/ая</td>
<td>уу/юю</td>
<td>ои</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{гусь}</td>
<td>MN.</td>
<td>ий/е</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{гусь}</td>
<td>MN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{гусь}</td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>я</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{гусь}</td>
<td>F.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>DNAV</td>
<td>GL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ии</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ы́(и)хъ</td>
<td>ы́(и)мъ</td>
<td>ы́(и)ми</td>
<td>яя</td>
<td>ы́(и)ма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ая</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ы́(и)хъ</td>
<td>ы́(и)мъ</td>
<td>ы́(и)ми</td>
<td>ёу</td>
<td>ы́(и)ма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>яи</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>и́(и)хъ</td>
<td>и́(и)мъ</td>
<td>и́(и)ми</td>
<td>ии</td>
<td>и́(и)ма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вь</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>и́(и)хъ</td>
<td>и́(и)мъ</td>
<td>и́(и)ми</td>
<td>еу</td>
<td>и́(и)ма</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ие</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ыхъ</td>
<td>ымъ</td>
<td>ыми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ие</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ых</td>
<td>ым</td>
<td>ыми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ие</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>их</td>
<td>им</td>
<td>ими</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ыи</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>их</td>
<td>ым</td>
<td>ыми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ии</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>их</td>
<td>им</td>
<td>ими</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и/и</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>их</td>
<td>им</td>
<td>ими</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>их</td>
<td>им</td>
<td>ими</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The spelling of the Russian adjectival flexions is traditional and obscures some of the principal features. The nom. sg. masc. of the definite declension is revealed under the accent to be -oj (⟨új⟩), G.S. -ogo. When unstressed these become [òj aʊ̯], which are represented by MR. -yj -ago (the latter till 1917) out of deference to Old Bulgarian orthography. In older spellings stressed -ago is also found, and there are surnames in āro (and -úx). Many speakers use the spelling-pronunciation for -хи, -гн, -хн. In the plural, the distinction M. -ye/NF. -yja (abolished in 1917) dates only from the eighteenth century and is purely orthographical, since both are pronounced [iŋ]. In the sixteenth century there was only NPMF. -ye, corresponding to APM. -ye and NAPF. -ye 〈-yé (with the usual soft equivalents).

CSl.NSM. -újí/iújí appears somewhat rarely in Old Russian as -újí/iújí: умеръ 'dead' 1215, то́м 1220 = томь 1270, сы́нъ Божи́ 'Son of God' 1144. These endings develop normally into -oj/éj. Old Bulgarian lengthened а to y and i to i before j, giving -y/ii; this was the general usage in Old Russian spelling and has been retained, quite conventionally, in Modern Russian. In stressed positions -oj/éj gradually predominated after the fifteenth century.

Some uncontracted forms are found in Old Russian in -ки/хи- (ISMN. GLDIP. DİD.). They have been shortened. The demonstrative declension has continued to exert a powerful influence upon that of the definite adjectives. G.SMN. -ogo D. -omь L. -om are forms due to analogy of G. тóро D. томý L. том/-argo -umь -éм, the natural results of contraction in these cases. This result was attained by the eleventh century, as may be seen from the spellings Златоустого 'of Chrysostom' тóумное/чоумдево 'of the stranger' славьному 'to the famous' 1073. Dissyllabic forms are sometimes heard in the Moscow dialect and in folk-songs: во славном городо во Кневе 'in the famous town of K.'

The feminine singular has also been reshaped under the influence of the pronouns. The forms were CSL.GSF. -ýé (in Russian and West Slavonic/OB. -ýjé) DL. éjí I. -ójо, with the flexions of both the indefinite adjective and the suffixed pronoun visible. The hard demonstrative pronoun had G.S. тóð D. то́ј L. то́жо. In Old Russian GSF. -ýé/oé were concurrent; the latter became -oj, and so identical with DL. -о́jk > -оё. The intermediate forms are rare, but тое́ is found in 1663. It is also heard in the modern Moscow dialect occasionally, and in the North Great Russian folk-songs. In White Russian it is restricted to the pronoun, the adjective having the fully contracted ending. Apparently similar forms of the demonstrative in Ruthenian are merely coincidental; they are due to the analogy of the possessive personal pronouns. ISF. -о́жу has been assimilated to the three other cases in the modern period of Russian.
In the plural we have to note the use of the acc. masc. for the nom.,
though the cases were correctly distinguished in Old Russian.

In theory there is a complete nominal declension of the indefinite
adjective, but it is little used in the literary language apart from the
nom.: SM. нов 'new' N. -о F. -á PMNF. -м/сих-ь 'blue' -е -и -и,
where it serves merely as predicate together with 'to be' and similar
verbs. There are traces of other cases in stereotyped expressions, e.g.
средь бела дня 'in broad daylight', and in popular language, e.g.
он еë за бёлу ручку 'he (took) her by her little white hand'.
A strengthened jer or a fill-vowel may appear in the short form of the
masculine: умён 'sensible' (< umín), зол 'cross' (< zulá). The short
form of the soft йскренний 'sincere' is M. йскренен F. йскренна etc.
Certain adjectives, including those in -ский и -еный have no short
forms (though cf. place-names like Смолёнск and the adverbs in -ски
from the short instrumental plural), and the long forms of adjectives
are often used in the predicate though short forms exist. With the
long forms, 'how' and 'so' are expressed not by the adverbs как and
tак but by the adjectives каки́й and таки́й: она́ таки́я хоро́шенькая 'she
is so pretty!' The indefinite declension of adjectival participles has also
been lost, and the definite participles have become adjectives.

Possessive adjectives are formed from masculines by means of the
suffix -ов/ев and from feminines by means of -ин: попов 'priest's son,
Parsons' Андреев 'Anderson' сестрин 'sister's' Царичин 'Empress's
town' (now Stalingrad). The suffix -ин is also used with masculines,
and occasionally the suffix used is -иц: брати́н 'brother's' Фомин/
Фомич 'Thompson'. Based on these are the Russian patronymics,
which agree in gender with the baptismal name: Пётр Павлович
'Peter son of Paul', Анна Павловна 'Anna daughter of Paul'.
They are definite by nature, and so do not require further definition by
means of a demonstrative. In fact, however, they follow a mixed de-
clension, in which some of the cases follow the definite declension
(SMN. loc. instr., SF. gen. dat. loc., PMNF. gen. dat. loc. instr.).

Another group with mixed flexions is that formed from the names of
animals: рыбий 'fish' -е -и. They are not definite by nature, but they
are analogous to adjectives formed from such common nouns as
'sister' 'brother'. The suffix used is -и́ф, attached to the noun-stem, and
followed by definite (soft) flexions: SMN. gen. рыб-ьего instr. -ым
SF. acc. -ю P. nom. -и gen. -ых, etc.

In the long (attributive) form of comparative adjectives the -ий of
the oblique cases has spread in Russian to the MN: новейший/OB. новей.
Such forms are declined like normal soft adjectives: FN. новейшая/OB.
новейшиха; similarly высший (with analogical ы for ы from the positive
высокий/OB. вышый) etc. In the modern language these forms tend to
be used only in fixed phrases or in senses not strictly comparative, e.g.
внёсший ‘superior’; they are in fact superlatives rather than comparatives, and the comparative attributive is usually expressed by means of the word более ‘more’ with the positive. Russian also present comparatives of this type apparently based on the addition of -её- to gutturals: строг ‘strict’ строжайший ‘strictest’, высок ‘high’ высочайший ‘highest’, тонок ‘fine’ тончайший ‘finest’, together with analogical formations like ближайший ‘nearest’ from близок ‘near’, short comparative ближе. Superlative: найлукший ‘best’ (literary), преосвящённый ‘most reverend’; normally expressed by самый + positive or comparative: самый красный ‘most beautiful’ самый лучший ‘best’.

The short (predicative) form of the comparative has been reduced in Russian to the neuter -е -её (giving Russian -ее or -ей) for all genders and numbers: дом новее ‘the house is newer’ книга новее ‘the book is newer’; this form is sometimes used attributively, e.g. красивей мужчины нет ‘there is no more handsome man’. The addition of -е produces changes in the stem of the type shown in section 70 (a) iii: хуже ‘worse’ выше ‘higher’, and also specifically Russian developments (many of them analogous): богаче (/богатейший) from богат ‘rich’, чище(чистейший) from чист ‘clean’, тоньше from тонок ‘thin, fine’, больше ‘greater, more’ (and более ‘more’, adverb), слабее and глубже from слаб ‘weak’ глубок ‘deep’ (perhaps under the influence of дороже ‘dearer’ строже ‘stricter’ etc.) and so on. The prefix no has a weakening effect: помолодее ‘a bit younger’.

The superlative of the short forms is usually expressed by adding the word всек ‘of all’: эта книга лучше всех (lit. ‘this book is better of all’). The adverbial superlatives наиболее ‘most’ наименьее ‘least’ are however in frequent use; e.g. наименье красивая женщина ‘the least beautiful woman’.

118A. Accent. There is no accent-shift in the positive declension of attributive adjectives, all cases of all genders and numbers being stressed as in the nom.sg.masc.; but shifts are common in the short (predicative) forms, both as compared with the stressed syllable of the corresponding attributive adjective and as regards the various genders and numbers of the short forms. The latter shifts resemble those occurring in the past tense, which is itself a short adjective in form (see section 108 A), and are mainly of two types. In one, the stress moves to the ending of the feminine, neuter and plural, e.g. широк ‘wide’ широкая широкий широк; in the other only the feminine ending is stressed, e.g. (весёлый ‘gay’) весел -о-м веселá. There are also mixed types. In the comparative the ending is regularly stressed if preceded by one syllable only, e.g. честнее ‘more honourable’ древнейший ‘most aged’ здоровее ‘healthier’ почтеннейший ‘most respected’.
119. **Definite Article.** Some Russian dialects, especially in the north, have sought to compensate for the loss of the demonstrative sense of the definite declension (which has become merely attributive, without the sense of definition) by developing an enclitic definite article. There was already a tendency to such things in Common Slavonic: OB. *tú st* are often used as demonstrative enclitics with hardly any value beyond definition (OB. *rabot-tú* ‘this/the slave’ *diní-sí* ‘this day, today’). The development of MB. *-át -to -ta -te* is independent of NGtr. *-t*, but is no doubt the result of realizing the same latent possibilities of Slavonic; it should be noted that there is an affixed article in the adjacent Roumanian and Albanian. At first the article was fully declined and differed from the demonstrative only in the weakened meaning: смёрдь тоть орати лошадью тою ‘the serf to plough with the horse’. At Šadrinsk (Perm) it is still fully declined, though with some aberrations from the demonstrative pattern: MSN. *mužik-ot* ‘the peasant’ (G. *-á-to* D. *-ú-tu* I. *-óm-to* PN. *-í-te* L. *-ách-tu*) FSN. *dóróga-ta* ‘the road’ (A. *-u-tu* G. *-i-to* etc.). It is found before the noun in folk-songs: без бою, без дра́ки, без того кровопролитья великого ‘sans war, sans fight, sans great bloodshed.’ In literary Russian and in most dialects the enclitic is reduced to *-ot/to*, though *-tu* (acc. fem.) survived to the eighteenth century; прокот (прок ‘profit’) occurs in Gribojedov’s *Gore ot uma* (1823). Almost any part of speech may take *-to* as an emphatic particle in Modern Russian: *ý-to*? ‘me, you mean?’ в том-то и дёло ‘that’s just the point’ вйтито? ‘go out, eh?’ It may be added that in a sentence like *bot oný pistólety* the pronoun amounts to a definite article: ‘here are the pistols’.
120. The Demonstrative Declension. This includes relatives, interrogatives, demonstratives, and indefinite pronouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR.</td>
<td>т-</td>
<td>M. ь(ть) NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td>ому</td>
<td>омь</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. о     N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. а     у</td>
<td>оѣ</td>
<td></td>
<td>ои</td>
<td>ою</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M. (и) -ь/NG</td>
<td>иего</td>
<td>иему</td>
<td>иемь</td>
<td>имь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. ie N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. (и) ю</td>
<td>иеъ</td>
<td></td>
<td>иен</td>
<td>иею</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidR.</td>
<td>т-</td>
<td>M. оть NG</td>
<td>ого</td>
<td>ому</td>
<td>омь</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. о     N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. а     у</td>
<td>оѣ</td>
<td></td>
<td>ой</td>
<td>ою</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M. (сесь/сий/сей) NG</td>
<td>его</td>
<td>ему</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td>ьмь</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. и/я ю</td>
<td>ио/ю</td>
<td>еѣ/еѣ/ѣсъ</td>
<td>ей</td>
<td>ею</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR.</td>
<td>к-</td>
<td>(кто) огo</td>
<td>огo</td>
<td>омь</td>
<td>омь</td>
<td>ем</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(что) егo</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>вс-</td>
<td>M. весь NG</td>
<td>егo</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td>ем</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. е     N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. я     ю</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ей</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td>т-</td>
<td>M. ой NG</td>
<td>огo</td>
<td>ому</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>им</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. о/e N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. а     у</td>
<td>оѣ</td>
<td></td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>ио</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(кто) огo</td>
<td>омь</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>им</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(что) егo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>вс-</td>
<td>M. весь NG</td>
<td>егo</td>
<td>емь</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>им</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. е     N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. я     ю</td>
<td>еи</td>
<td></td>
<td>ий</td>
<td>ею</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>DNAV</td>
<td>GL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ёхь</td>
<td>ёмь</td>
<td>ёми</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>ою</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>ёмь</td>
<td>ёми</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>м</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ёхь</td>
<td>ёмь</td>
<td>ёми</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>ою</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(и)</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ёхь</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>ими</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>и</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>я</td>
<td>я</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>ими</td>
<td></td>
<td>(и)</td>
<td>и</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ё)</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td></td>
<td>имь</td>
<td></td>
<td>и</td>
<td>и</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>в</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ёхь</td>
<td>ёмь</td>
<td>ёми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/и/я</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ёхь/ихь</td>
<td>ёмь</td>
<td>ёми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>эт-и</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ихь</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ex</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>еми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ихь</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>йми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ихь</td>
<td>имь</td>
<td>йми</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The principal words of the hard declension of demonstratives, etc., are: тот ‘that’ ὅτο ‘this’ он -ó -á ‘he, it, she’ (see section 121) кто ‘who?’ один ‘one’ сам ‘self’/soft: сей ‘this’ чей ‘whose’ что ‘what?’ весь ‘all’ мой твой свой наш ваш ‘my, etc.’ The accusative of сама is самоë (cf. eë). For the use of сам with short ordinals, see section 117. Чей is declined like третий: GSM. чьерео etc. The GF. всей in Всей Руси ‘of all Russia’ is the ChSl. equivalent of OB. viseje. Other pronouns, like который ‘who, which’ нёкоторый ‘a certain’ всий ‘each’, follow the definite declension of adjectives. CSI. ку́й appears in the obsolescent кой ‘which’ and the derived нёкий ‘a certain’. For каждый ‘each’ see section 124.

The simpler demonstratives are also used as enclitic particles: ту-ту > тот (hotmail with epideictic prefix), ку-to чи-to > кто что, си-си > MidR. сес; ту-ти > Ruth. той, чи-ти > чей (stem чье), си-ти > сей have the definite suffix. Ruth. той та/тая то/тое show suffixed and suffixless forms side by side. In Ruthenian the hard forms have strongly affected the soft ones: мий gen. мого нашого чого сего/сого. The hard instr. тем has caused the substitution of е for i in the soft чем/OR. чимь. Кто had instr. цемь (still attested as late as the 14th cent.), for which кемь was also found, with restored к and hard м (1334), MR. нем. OB. чи-to has gen. чи-so; OR. ньть ни чьо же танно ‘there is nothing hid’. As there was no parallel for the genitive ending -so the case was rebuilt upon the nominative: кто : кого : : что : чего. But чи-so (substituted for the nom.) gave чио или чио Ruth. шо (also in a number of NGTR. dialects), cf. P.Cz. co. The instrumental чем is used for ‘than’, and чем ... тем ... is used like English ‘the (more) the (merrier).’ The genitive то́ро is the ‘er’ of the hesitant speaker; in this sense it is sometimes spelt това. The interrogative что is sometimes distinguished by an accent from the conjunction что ‘that’. The genitive ничто ‘nothing’ is the celebrated ничегó, meaning ‘all right, not bad, doesn’t matter’. Кто with a verb in the singular is frequently used as relative to a plural: всек тег, кто откывается ‘of all those who refuse’. The negative pronouns insert a preposition after the negative prefix: ни о ком ‘about no one’. Что (and чегó) often mean ‘why’.

Indefinite pronouns and adjectives are formed by adding the neuter -to: что-то ‘something’, or by adding ли-bo: что-либо ‘anything (you like)’, or a suffix -нибудь (ни+bud imperative of быть): что-нибудь ‘anything’, or lastly by prefixing кой (кую): кое-что ‘something or other’. In some constructions the simple forms кто что чей (like the adverbs когда ‘when’, etc.) are used in the indefinite sense.

FND. nom. acc. те took the place of the old plural forms after the end of the thirteenth century: того спасаются ‘those are saved’ 1282. In the fourteenth century MNFP. nom. acc. -é was common to те одинъ
онъ самъ; it is the source of Ruth. -і (вонъ/вонѣ ‘they’ самъ/самѣ alternate in that language). In modern literary Russian тѣ всѣ,* but otherwise the plural is in -і (чынъ самъ) or МН. -і/Ф. -ѣ (онѣ/онѣ’), though the latter distinction has been abolished since 1917. The vowel е or і is carried through the cases of the plural so as to agree with the nom. pl. тѣ: тѣхъ: дѣй: дѣйхъ. The forms in і were proper to soft stems, and represent an invasion of the hard declension by them. The interchangeability of е/і is attested in old documents: всимѣ 1328 (Moscow), своємѣ 1397 (Kiev), своємѣ 1562. In some NGtR. dialects loc. моѣмъ instr. моімъ appear as моѣмъ моѣмъ (pl. моѣчъ моѣмъ). On the other hand, many GtR. dialects, together with White Russian and Ruthenian, have loc. pl. -ыч (Ruth. -их) on the analogy of adjectives: тыхъ однѣхъ самыхъ.

* Всѣ is the one word in which the abolition of е can lead to ambiguity. In many contexts it is not immediately apparent whether neut. sg. всѣ or pl. всѣ is intended. Of late there has been a marked increase in the use of the diaeresis in this and other words; some modern texts indicate every case of е. The old spelling also distinguished between миѣръ ‘world’ and миѣръ ‘peace’.
121. Personal Pronouns. These are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR.</th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PNV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>м-менн-мнн-в-</td>
<td>и(зъ)</td>
<td>я</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>и(І)</td>
<td>й</td>
<td>и(Д)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>т-сёб/теб-соб/тоб-в-</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>я</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>и(Д)</td>
<td>ы</td>
<td>ы</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| MR. | я | ти | менъ | менъ | мне | многъ/тобъ/ою | мы |
| (сёб/соб-) | ты | тебъ | два/тебъ | тебе | мною | тобою/ою |

| Ruth. | я | ти | менё | менё | менё/мини | многъ | Ми |
| менъ | тебъ | тебе | тебе | тобъ | тобою |

1. OB. azá 'I' is not often found in Old Russian. The loss of -x was presumably due to the effect of syntactical combinations on a monosyllable. The other cases have a different stem, which appears as men/mн/mно-. The nom. мы (L. mēs) perhaps takes its initial from the singular; its initial may have been originally *w, as in the dual въ < *вв. The enclitic forms (ADS. ADP.) are now encountered only in dialects, but A.S. ми has no doubt influenced the G.S. менъ/мене.

2. and reflexive. The stem toб- is proper to the instrumental, but has spread to the dative-locative in Ruthenian. For -e we find -ê (gen. dat.) from the eleventh century onwards, thanks to the identity of these sounds and probably to the analogy of the noun declensions (L. -ê): менъ 1056-57, тебе 1095. In some NGtR. dialects (as at Onega) -i takes the place of -ê: сёбы. The instrumental -оju has been shortened to -oj by weakening of the final vowel, as in nouns, demonstratives and adjectives. The dative of the reflexive pronoun is used idiomatically in such expressions as сидитъ себе 'just go on sitting', слушаютъ да пьютъ себе 'they listen and just go on drinking'. Reciprocal relations, if not expressed by the reflexive, employ the word друг 'friend': друг другу 'one another', друг с другом 'with one another', etc. It should be noted that ми с вами, lit. 'we with you', means 'you and I'.

The oblique cases of 3 pers. он etc. are taken, as in other languages, from the demonstrative *ji (gen. eró dat. emy gen. pl. их etc.). After prepositions they prefix the н originally terminating the prepositions су(n) вu(n) кu(n): y heró 'at his place' к ним 'to them'. The locative never appears without accompanying prepositions and so always presents this н: (o) нёв, (в) нев, (на) них. The н does not appear when the pronoun stands for a possessive adjective: y heró/y yeró отца 'at his


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>мясь</td>
<td>ась</td>
<td>м/амь</td>
<td>ами</td>
<td>ﬂ</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>аю</td>
<td>ама</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(as мы/нась) a (as въ/ва)

нас | нас | нам | на́ми |

нас | вас | вам | ва́ми |

нас | нас | нам | на́ми |

etc.

(pron.) place/at his (adj.) father's place'. The only form requiring comment is the gen. sg. fem.: OB. gen. jejé acc. jıp. Corresponding to gen. jejé in East and West Slavonic was jejé (etb 1073), Ruth эй'. The modern form её [jijo] appears to be due to the influence of masc. neut. eró [jivo], and as eró was used for the accusative, even of neuters, её took over the functions of the acc. fem., and the Russian equivalent of jıp disappeared. The spelling ей was used for the genitive till 1917 under Church Slavonic influence.

When the preposition не takes the dative of nouns it rather curiously takes the locative of the corresponding pronouns. Reflections of the short forms of the pronouns occur sporadically in colloquial speech.

(iii) INDECLINABLES

122. Adverbs.* Many of the forms found in Old Bulgarian (see section 73) are absent in Russian, or only appear in that language as borrowings. From the neuter of a word corresponding to OB. толикъ 'so great' is derived, with shortening of the i, the adverb только 'only'. A prefixed ș (? preposition са) gives столько 'so much'. From коликъ 'how great' is derived сколько 'how much'. (This use of ș- is only found in ESL.; cf. Ruth. сколько). Как 'how' and так 'so' appear to be the masculines kakü takü used analogically (OB. kako tako); так is also used for 'just, simply, in any case', and как ни means 'however (much,

*Modern Russian grammar distinguishes between adverbs and particles on the one hand and 'modal' or 'parenthetic' words and particles on the other; in some cases one and the same word may be used in either function, an example being the word 'definitely', which is used adverbially in He definitely refused and 'modally' in He is definitely mad. In the present work, modal words and particles are discussed under the more conventional heading of Adverbs and Particles.
etc.'). Adverbs from adjectives have the o/e of the neuter (though not always the same stress as the neuter adjective; cf. Serbocroat: при́ятно 'pleasantly' кра́йне 'extremely', save for those in -сяй, which end in -и (OB. -у, IP): политико́чески 'politically'. Much use is made of the prepo-
sition по: по-нóвому 'in new style', по-а́нглийски 'in English, по-мо́ему (/моему/) 'in my opinion', почему́ 'why' (conjunction потому́ что 'because'), по́стоянно 'for this reason'; with comparatives: поскоре́е 'as fast as possible'. Instrumentals: весёлой 'in spring', у́тром 'in the morning', ночью́ 'at night', каким обра́зом 'in such a fashion, so', etc. Здесь́ 'here' represents сi-де́-сi, and тут 'here' ту-то. The usual word for 'today' is сё́дня, G. of сей день 'this day' and therefore pronounced [švódnə]; the colloquial намéдни 'the other day' re-
resents the locative construction onmí дími; теперь 'now' derives from *to-пíру-; cf. Cz. teprv(e) and P. dopiero 'only' (used in the temporal sense of German erst). Other adverbs worthy of mention are иначе́ 'otherwise' (OB. ináko); тóтча́ и сейча́с 'at once' (час 'hour' originally meant 'time'; cf. Cz. čas); вчерá 'yesterday' (OB. vičera; cf. večera 'evening'); уже́ 'already' (OB. у-žе жу-žе; cf. L. jau), which also appears colloquially in the forms уж and ужó, the latter meaning 'later on' or 'just wait till I get hold of you!'; еще́ 'still, yet', which is some-
times unaccented еще [jiš'ná] and occurs in the curious expression еще́ бы 'rather! not half! of course!'; пока́ 'for the time being', which is also used as the conjunction 'while' and (with a negative verb) 'till'; it seems to derive from a form по́кóля (cf. OB. koli 'how much, when'); куда́ 'whither' (OB. kódu kodé 'whence'), отку́да 'whence', сюда́ 'hither'—but всéду 'everywhere', also всéдé (víší-dé); домóй 'home (-wards)' (see section 115), similarly дóлóй 'down' (OR. дóлóвь); прочь 'away' (OB. proč 'remainder'); очень́ 'very', the origin of which is wrapped in mystery; весь́ма 'quite' (OB. vísíma); даже́ 'even' (OB. да-žе не 'before'); впрочем 'besides' (прóчий 'other, remaining'; cf. прочь above); авось 'perhaps' (a-оvo-se) and небó́сь 'I dare say' (не бó́сь 'fear not'), which occur together in the saying авось небó́сь да как-нибудь 'I expect we shall manage somehow'; едва́ 'hardly' (OB. jedva); еле́ 'hardly' (<je-lé); чуть (чуть-чуть) 'almost, hardly' and ни́чуть 'not at all', from the infinitive чу́т (MR. чу́йт 'to sense, smell'); врёд(-ли) 'hardly' (ряд 'row, rank'); точь-в-точь 'exactly' (то́чна 'point, dot'); кругóм 'round', an instrumental form of круг 'circle' with a different stress from the normal instrumental кругóм; однáдцá 'once' etc. (see section 117); пожáлуйста 'please' [see section 99(a)]; вон 'out' (cf. вн 'outside'; it is not the same word as вон meaning 'lo'). Adverbial expressions include to в дёго 'now and again', мало-по-мáло 'little by little', тóлько что 'just' (temporal), как раз 'just', а то 'otherwise, or else', как же! 'undoubtedly!', тóго (н) тóлё 'before you know it', куда́ как 'ever so', cf. куда́ лучше 'ever so much better'.
123. Prepositions and Prefixes. Most of these occur both in their Russian and in their Old Bulgarian (Church Slavonic) form. They appear under different guises according to the treatment of the jers; e.g. в бо (in some cases Church Slavonic) вн-унасть 'suggest' (вну уши 'into the ears'); вб- вс- вс- вб- вс- вб- from виац(у), reduced to-в- in встать 'stand up' всадник 'horseman'; че́рва/чреа. Де́ла is replaced by для 'for' from *дла (lit. 'along of'; cf. долгий 'long', OB. пролити 'prolong' etc.), with which are connected възле 'beside, by, near' (въз-дл-) and подле 'near' (по-дл-). In addition to the literary (Church Slavonic) между are found colloquial меж and промеж (from *меж-; cf. С. мёд); the prefix appears as между ('народный 'international') меж ('зубный 'interdental') and, in a few words, междо-, e.g., междоусобие 'feud'. The latter form perhaps originates in this word, as a result of dissimilation (у-у > 0-у); a like dissimilation may have occurred in полоумный 'half-witted', unless this word represents a Greek полафомонос. Обо is used before certain monosyllables and in certain compounds: обо мне 'about me', обойти 'to go around'; об is always used before vowels and occasionally before consonants: биться об заклад 'to bet'. Перед-, пре-, only the latter being used in the superlative sense (прекрасный 'beautiful'). Перед/пред. Роз-/раз- [see section 88(6)]. The non-nasal on- (see вън, section 74) occurs in онуча 'legging' (root у- 'put on footwear' in обуть etc.). Prefix вы- is used as well as из-. Compound prepositions are of two types: (i) вдоль 'along' (доль 'length'), вместо 'instead of' (место 'place'), вокруг 'round' (круг 'circle'), вопреки 'in spite of' (ChSl.; OB. перек 'transverse, contrary'), вперед 'in front of' (cf. перед), напротив 'opposite' (против 'against'), около 'round' (Sl. коло 'wheel'), позади 'behind' (cf. за, зад 'back part'), сверх 'above' (верх 'top'); (ii) из-за 'from behind', из-под 'from under'. После 'after' represents по-си-лë [see section 73(4)]. Мимо 'past'; cf. мину́ть 'to pass'.

124. Particles and Conjunctions. Interjections. Several of the forms listed in section 75 do not appear in Russian; -эде occurs in (ChSl.) тождество 'identity' (то́де 'idem'), and -э́до in каждый 'each' (OB. ку-э́до, G. кого-э́до). Ведь 'after all' has already been explained as deriving from the CSl. (OB.) веде 'I know', and вишь (colloquial, also ишь) 'look!' as probably representing the athematic imperative of видеть 'see'. Вот 'see here/there, here/there is', represents, with prefixed в (cf. восьмь), a form o-to, о- being an ablaut-form of the epideictic е- found in етот etc. (P. ot, oto); the more colloquial вот 'see there, there is' is a similarly prefixed одно. Да normally means 'yes'; it is also used in the sense of 'and, but' and to introduce imperatives; нет 'no, there is not' (in latter sense also неть) represents *нë-tu from *ne-(j)e-tu 'is not here'. Если 'if' is from есть ли; more colloquial forms are колд (cf. OB. koli 'how much, when') and энеки.
For лишь 'but' cf. лишний 'superfluous'. Таки 'nevertheless' is frequently suffixed to some other word: н-таки 'I however' воетачи 'all the same'. Однако 'however'; cf. ОВ. ждиначе 'yet'. Пусть 'let' (see section 104). Хотя хот' 'though, at least, at any rate, even'; present gerund of хотеть 'wish'. Чу 'hist!'; see section 99(b). Ну 'well', но 'but', connected etymologically with now and new. Пока 'while'; see section 122. The word разве, which in ОВ. (разве) is a preposition meaning 'apart from', is used in Russian to introduce dubitative questions: разве он уехал? 'do you really mean to say that he has gone away?' By itself it means 'really?'. Разве may be replaced by неужели (lit. 'not already eh?'), and colloquially by немного (>не-уж-то). The -е of the second person plural, which we have already observed added to the first person plural imperative, also appears in полноте 'that will do' (полно 'full') и тебе 'there you are' (на 'there!'). The emphatic же, which appears in the adverbs тоже and также 'also', is frequently reduced to ж: что? 'what then?'. И 'and' often means 'even', and ни ('neither') 'not even'; не т. . . не то . . . is used for 'either . . . or . . .' and suggests uncertainty, не то что means 'let alone, much less', and не то чтоб 'not what you'd call . . .' (Как) будто means 'as if, as it were' (будь 'be'). Мало того is used for 'what is more', and мало того что for 'let alone that, not merely that'. Спасибо 'thank you' represents спаси Бог ('God save'). Значит, lit. '(it) means', is frequently used for 'therefore, and so, in other words, that is to say', and the pronoun это often means 'in this case, in such a case, you know'. Чего доброго means 'I shouldn't be surprised if'. The word бишь (= баешь, from бать 'to say') occurs in как бишь его (зовут)? 'now then, what's his name?' and to бишь 'it is, that is to say'. Стало-быть means 'consequently, and so', and благо 'seeing that'. The colloquial чай 'I expect' is a reduced form of the first person singular of the verb чать 'to expect, hope for'. Reported speech is colloquially indicated by the particles мол (from молвить 'to say') and д (скать) from dejati (meaning in Old Bulgarian 'to put', but used elsewhere for 'to say', e.g. Slovene dejati) and сказать 'to say'.

As regards the interjections, all that needs mentioning here is the way in which some of them have developed into other parts of speech (just as, conversely, other parts of speech have developed into interjections; cf. English woe!). From ак 'oh', for instance, are derived the verb ахать (pf. ахнуть) 'to say "oh"' and the adjective аховый 'surprising, no good whatever'; and the same interjection occurs in the adjectival phrase не ахий какои 'not so very wonderful' (lit. 'not oh to thee such a').
125. *Russo-Slavonic.* During eight centuries the vehicle for cultured speech and expression was not Russian but Russo-Slavonic or, in its liturgical form, Church Slavonic. This was essentially the Old Bulgarian language, modified upon Russian soil by Russian speech-habits and settled as a convention, varied for different purposes. All religious works used it in its more absolute form. Works of travellers, such as the Daniel who visited Jerusalem, were not regarded as documents of culture, and were written in a language not far from the cultured vernacular. Chronicles occupied an intermediate position in their style. The chanceries also established norms for official use, incorporating a certain number of vernacular elements. Ordinary speech would no doubt be in the vernacular, but the speech of educated persons when speaking formally took on a Slavonic tinge; and there was a considerable range of subjects, including all those which transcended the daily routine of concrete experience, which could not be discussed without drawing upon this special vocabulary.

In round terms, about half the Russian lexicon of today is more or less Russo-Slavonic. The Romance elements in English and the Slavonic in Rumanian are, perhaps, somewhat more numerous; but they can be more easily distinguished. They belong to a different family of languages, whereas those which have been imported into Russian are cousins-german. They might have been replaced by Russian words, element for element, at the time of importation (a thing which could not have happened in English or Rumanian), but once settled they seem so natural that in some instances they can with difficulty be detected. They may, in fact, be formed on Russian soil, since the slightly alien elements of formation are associated in Russian minds with certain ranges of thought. They increase spontaneously as the style rises.

In the English parallel we find that the Latin of the Mediaeval Church and culture was mediated to us through Norman-French in a form then more acceptable to our speech. Similarly, Greek theological terms were Slavicized by the Bulgarians before they passed into Russian. The Orthodox Church, unlike the Roman, did not insist on the use of a single liturgical language; nor, on the other hand, was there a Greek Renaissance comparable to the Latin Renaissance of the west, nor was Russia, at grips with the Tatars, able to share in such a renaissance. Russian, in consequence, does not show like English a second alien stratum succeeding the first. Our later borrowings were in much better Latinity; the Russians have only sought from Greek the technical terms of the most modern civilization, borrowing rather from cosmopolitan usage than from Hellas.
The relationship between the two dialects being as it were cousinly, it is not surprising to find a considerable group of words which are neither Russian nor Church Slavonic, but a compromise between the two. Roots of the one sort combine with trimmings of another: перебраниться 'quarrel' / оборона 'defence' is Russian in пе́ре-/OB. пре́-, but Church Slavonic in бран-; сотоварить 'co-partner' has a Church Slavonic prefix, while вытягивать 'sober up' has a Church Slavonic root with a Russian prefix вы-; in здра́вый 'sound, sane' only the з- (268 by loss of vowel and assimilation) is Russian. The numerous prefixes and suffixes borrowed from Church Slavonic, and used with complete freedom today, have contributed to this result: ерез, преред - рая, соде - во - во - ваз - in such words as собор 'cathedral' / сбор 'gathering' вопрое 'question' восход / всход 'ascent' чрезвычайный 'extraordinary' / чрёва 'across'; verbal nouns in -анье - ени / R. этне - ених, adjectives in -ныj - нн j, participles in -ячий - усячий / R. -ячий - учиий, superlatives: делание 'deed' играющий 'playing', etc. While the effect of Church Slavonic is generally literary, these features appear in quite common words also: прежде 'before' сладкий 'sweet' время 'time' are the ordinary words for these very common concepts. In the declension of the adjective there are or have been Russo-Slavonic forms, such as NS. -ый G.S. -аго (see section 119). In some case endings R.WSl. -ь corresponded to OB. -je, for which the Russo-Slavonic equivalent was -я. Hence GSF. моё душа was in use in the seventeenth century and even well into the eighteenth among cultured persons / R. мо́й ду́шь.

The absence of Russian full vocalism (R. толот / OB. trat) is a ready indication of alien influence. Church Slavonic roots include благо- бран- брег- брем- клад- чрабр- чран- драг- слав- слад- слат- стр щел- трем- трез- влам- влас- враг- врят- врет- зреб- злат- зрак-, etc. They make doublets with Russian stems in such a manner that the simpler concept is expressed by the Russian form and some nuance by the Church Slavonic: голова 'head' / глава 'chapter, cupola, chief', ворота 'gate' (царские врата 'gate of sanctuary', бере́менная 'pregnant' / бремя 'burden', ошлемить 'stun' / шлем 'helmet' (OR. шлемът). The Russo-Slavonic word is more abstract, secondary, more generalized, more archaic, etc., than the purely Russian form. The nuance may be very fine: солод 'malt' / сладок 'sweet' shows generalization in the Russo-Slavonic, but only in so far as an adjective is more general than a noun.

Other signs of alien influence are the appearance of CSL. *і as о/е in weak position, the preservation of е before hard consonants (/R. е) and the use of šč (for OB. šт) щд / R. чъ. The former resulted from the practice of transcribing and reading liturgical books. It was the custom
to transcribe the jers long after they had ceased to be pronounced in Old Bulgarian, and to read them in Russian (when not final) as o/e. Hence вопить ‘lament’/OR. впити, уповать ‘trust’ (P. ufać <upuvati), cóty (pl.) ‘honeycombs’ (OB. sg. súti), mnóžество ‘crowd’ (P. mnóstitvo <mnózístvo), and similar words, show signs of Russo-Slavonic. An interesting doublet is отчество ‘patronymic/отчество ‘fatherland’ (<otčéstvo). By conservation of é before hard consonants we identify the same influence upon небо ‘sky’/небо ‘palate’, предмет ‘object’, пещера ‘cave’, перст ‘finger’/о́дин как перст ‘all alone’, пекло ‘burning pitch, hell’, etc. We must not take into account, to the credit of Russo-Slavonic, those cases in which stressed é stood before an originally soft consonant which has now become hard: отён ‘father’ <otici, душевный ‘sincere’(-evinyit), пёрный ‘first’/OR. пёрвыи. The third criterion is one which often expresses itself in doublets: между/О. между ‘between’, надежда/надежда ‘hope’ надежный ‘reliable’, гражданин/горожанин ‘citizen’, чуждый/чужой ‘foreign’, мощь/мощь ‘strength’, пещера ‘cave’/Печерский (monastery), невежда ‘ignoramus’/невежа ‘boor’.

Since Russian and Old Bulgarian agreed on most points the origin of many words is not to be demonstrated. It is possible that a good enough dictionary (which does not exist) might show when and under what circumstances each word came into circulation, and consequently how much it is indebted to the literary Russo-Slavonic tradition. For the present it is merely to be set down as probable that cultural words of long standing are likely to be Russian-Slavonic, even in the absence of external signs. On the other hand, there are examples in which the demonstration applies to the average and not to the individual. Among prefixes meaning ‘out of’ Russian has a preference for вы- and Old Bulgarian for iz-, though both belong to the common store; but it is impossible to say that выбить ‘knock out’/избит ‘massacre’ reflects a difference of dialect. *Orz- is found in рост ‘stature’/рост ‘grow’, and it is not more than plausible to attribute the difference to the intervention of Russo-Slavonic in the second.

126. Turko-Tatar and other Loanwords. The languages of the Turko-Tatar group are remarkably conservative. ‘In the Turkish group’, says J. Deny in Les Langues du Monde, ‘only Yakut and Чувашиан appear aberrant. It follows that the forms of words of Common Turkish which we can reconstitute are remarkably like the forms of words of various dialects now spoken.’ It is possible to make a distinction between the northern languages and the southern, of which latter Osmanli Turkish is the most important. The latter has profoundly affected Bulgarian and Serbocroat, but not Russian. The Russian translations have been with a number of northern dialects, such as those of the Печенегs, Polovcy, Джагатаис and above all the Golden Horde. One is largely prevented by the strong family
resemblance of this group of languages from seeking to define the source of any particular word.

Within this class of borrowings it is convenient to include those words for which Turko-Tatar languages were merely intermediaries. Some were Greek, borrowed directly or through Persian. Persian words express many of the most important cultural concepts available to the Tatars; and as the Persians anticipated them in adopting the Moslem religion it was through Persian that a large vocabulary of Arabic terms found its way into Turkish. For the Mediaeval Russians, however, all this was Turko-Tatar; the Golden Horde filled the whole Orient as they viewed it.

At an earlier time the Slavs had been in contact with Iranians upon the steppe or in the White Russian plains. This had led to very ancient borrowings (see section 2). At that time the eastern horizon was composed of Aryans in the steppe and woodlands of South Russia and Finns in the forests of the centre and north. The Tatars lay wholly outside the world of the primitive Slavs. Between the fourth and sixth centuries, however, a succession of Turanian tribes—Alans, Huns, Avars (Обры)—crossed Southern Russia and were entangled in the Great Migrations. As a result of this the oldest stratum of Turko-Tatar loanwords is common to all Slavonic peoples: R. кло́бун 'cowl' OB. klobukъ P. klobuk Cz. klobouk 'hat' S. klóbűk <TT. *kalbuk T. kalpak. In this form the word has suffered metathesis, though not of the normal variety; when reborrowed later it did not suffer this change: R. кольчён 'night-cap' MB. kalpak, cf. MGr. καλπάκι Magyar kalpas. After the Slavonic peoples had divided, the Turanian migrations continued—Bulgarians coming from the Volga into Moesia, Magyars (but they were a Finno-Ugric people) advancing towards Hungary, Pečenegs, Khazars and Polovcy into South Russia. Words then borrowed had varying areas of diffusion: T. san 'appearance, honour' >OB. sanу R. сан 'rank' приносаныта 'assume a dignified air'. One of the words borrowed in this period was ло́шадь 'horse' Ruth. ло́ша 'colt' <TT. alа̄са, which seems to have been brought by Vladimir Monomach from his travels among the Вjата́чи at the beginning of the twelfth century. There was an important horse-market for the nomads at Kiev. The bulk of the words which entered Russian probably did so as a result of the dominion established over the steppe and open woodland by the Golden Horde. It is a record of the military superiority of the nomads and of the unfamiliar way of life which they revealed to the Slavs. Osmanli Turkish words have also entered Russian, but at a much later date and in smaller numbers.

The oriental words borrowed by the Russians from the Turkish tribes, whether original parts of their vocabulary or not, are generally names of things: of animals and metals native to the east, terms
appropriate to nomad life, military and religious expressions, and some oddments referring to ships, measures and institutions.

Birds and animals: OR. кра́гúи 'sparrow-hawk' (ТТ. karagú) кор́гá 'crow, hag' (ТТ. karga) бё́ркут 'golden eagle' (ТТ. burgut) лóвáйá 'horse' (ТТ. ałasá) ишáк 'mule' (Т. еşek 'ass').

Trees and materials: кáра́гá 'elm' (Т. kara аğac 'black tree') сáбр 'aloes' (ТТ. sabr from Arab.) ишóм 'raisins' (Т. üzüm) OR. хара́лý 'steel' (ТТ. karaltik 'blackness') бу́лát 'Damascene steel, sword' (from Pers. pûlûd) аль́тýн 'three copecks' (Т. altýn 'gold') дёнчýа 'coin' pl. дёнчýн 'money' (Т. damga; a doublet is тамгá 'stamp' from which is derived тамжин 'customs-house') жё́мчуг 'pearl' (Т. inci, perhaps of Chinese origin) жилмýд 'emerald' (Т. zümrüt) нёфтý 'naphtha' (Т. neft, from Greek ἁλμάς 'diamond') алмáз 'diamond' (Т. elmas, from Greek ἄλαμας).

Nomad life and customs: кáза́к 'Cossack' (Т. kazák) кочëва́ть 'lead a nomad life' (Т. göçmek) хаин/хáган 'khan' орда 'horse' (Т. ordú) юрта 'yurt' (Т. yurt) сáрáй 'shed' (Т. saray) им 'post-house' (ТТ. yam; adj. ямский) бáшмáк 'shoe' (Т. başmak) кáфтан 'long coat' (Т. kafтан) тюльпáн 'tulip' (Pers. durbend 'turban') утýр 'flat-iron' (Т. ütû) чëва́йá 'stamp, die' (ТТ. çakan) арбý 'watermelon' (Т. karpuz) буну́рлýа 'maize' (Т. kokoro, a word of mysterious origin) узý 'buckwheat' beer' (Т. boza).

Military: кëнжáл 'dagger' (Т. hançer, from Arab.) утáган 'yataghan' (Т. yatağan) богатýр 'warrior, hero' (Pers. bahadur) кáра́л 'sentry' (Т. karakol) гáйдамáк 'bandit' (Т. haydamak).

Religious: бу́сурмáн/мусульмáнин 'Moslem' арáн 'negro, Moor' калёка 'beggar, cripple' (ТТ. kalak).

Colours: кáрпáй 'brown' (Т. kara 'black') бóрый 'chestnut' (ТТ. bur) алáй 'bright red' (Т. al).

Musical: (Рuth.) кóbáя 'eight-stringed guitar' (Т. kopuz) дýкá 'reed pipe' (?Т. düdik; the word may be anomatopoeic).

Measure: арни́н 'ell' (Т. arşin).

The Ukrainian peoples of the steppe were not released from nomad and Turkish dominion until the eighteenth century was well advanced. They have, consequently, a number of loanwords not found in Great Russian. Among them the most celebrated is caviar (Рuth. кáвãр), which has become universal.

There are later, specifically Osmanli, loanwords also: кычáр бей пашá башбозу́к ферма́н дивáн кайýк сéрãлý etc. (Т. yeniçeri beý para başbouzuk ferman diwan kayık saray, the last word giving the doublet сáрáй listed above), which are common European currency.*

* F. Miklosich, Die türkische Elemente in den südost- und osteuropäischen Sprachen (Vienna, 1884); K. Lokotsch, Etymologisches Wörterbuch der europäischen Wörter orientalischen Ursprungs (Heidelberg, 1927).
The word балбес 'dolt' and the бельмес occurring in ни бельмеса не смыслит 'he doesn't understand a thing' represent TT. variants of the same word (T. bilmez 'ignorant').

Among borrowings from East European languages are: (from Finnish) морж ‘walrus’ (mursu, whence perhaps English morse); (from Hungarian) кусяма ‘cap with flaps’ (kucscma); (from Lithuanian) валандать ‘to slack’ (valandà ‘hour’), плаля ‘tow’ (pâkulos); from Polish вёзда ‘woven monogram’ (węzel ‘knot’ = R. узел), венгерский ‘Hungarian’ (Wegry = OR. Угре, whence the Ugro- in Ugro-Finnish) and possibly, though incredibly, вода (wóđka). Curious borrowings from the Classical languages are: куро̀дё́стый ‘to play pranks’ (from the Kyrie eleison in the church-service), ерунда ‘nonsense (Latin gerundium) and колбаса ‘sausage’ (? Hebrew kol-basar ‘every sort of meat’; there are similar words in other Slavic languages). Other words from Greek are Россия ‘Russia’ (Ρωσία), кровать ‘bed’ (крафвато), каторга ‘penal servitude’ (каторгов), кит ‘whale’ (китс), лента ‘ribbon’ (ленто); from Latin oеt ‘vinegar’ (acetus, while уксус ‘vinegar’ is from Greek δξος), индю́к ‘turkey’ (indicus), коляда ‘Christmas and New Year festivals’ (calendae) and (via Germanic) котёл ‘cauldron’ (catullus), рёда ‘radish’ (radicem), тюрьма ‘prison’ (P. турма ‘dungeon’ Germ. Turm, Latin turris). The only borrowings from Celtic appear to be слуга ‘servant’ and perhaps скок ‘leap’.

Among the less obvious borrowings from other European languages are: (from German) шляпа ‘hat’ (Schlapphut), вёпр ‘fan’ (Fächer, but influenced by вёнь ‘to waft’), рыдван ‘sort of carriage’ (P. rydwan from Reitwagen), арапник ‘whip’ (P. harapnik from herab), ефрейтор ‘corporal’ (Gefreiter), ефес ‘hilt’ (Gefäss), верстак ‘joiner’s bench’ (Werkstatt), винт ‘screw’ (P. gewint ‘worm of screw’ from Gewinde, popularly associated no doubt with вить ‘to screw’), крахмал ‘starch’ (P. krochmal, from Kraftmehl), бунт ‘insurrection’ (P. bunt, from Bund), тарелка ‘plate’ (P. talerz, from Teller); (from Dutch) тром ‘ship’s hold’ (t Ruim, complete with definite article), руль ‘rudder’ (roer, with dissimilation of liquids), дюм ‘inch’ (duim ‘thumb’), зонтик ‘umbrella, parasol’ (zonnedek; a back-formation is зонт); (from English) мичман (midshipman), пиджак ‘jacket’ (pea-jacket) гондек (gundeck), вокзал ‘railway-station’ (ultimately from Vauxhall), авра́л ‘all hands on deck’ (over all), френч ‘burberry’ (Lord French), сток ‘riding crop’ (stuck), верё́вка (scherry), and there is an intriguing theory that дешев ‘cheap’ (long form дешёвый) derives from an English dog-cheap; (from French) сюртук ‘frock-coat’ (surtout), куражиться ‘to swagger, bluster’ (courage), блани́жевый ‘flesh-coloured’ (blanche), шиньоль ‘overcoat’ (chenille ‘sort of dressing-gown’) лафёт ‘gun-carriage’ (Germ. Laffette, from l'affût); (from Italian) лаж ‘agio’ (French l'agio, from aggio), карто́фель ‘potato’ (Germ. Kartoffel,
127. **Word-formation.** The suffixes set forth in section 78 are well represented in Russian, either in the native form or in borrowings from Old Bulgarian or both. Few points require noting. The suffix -ёне appears in Russian in its analogical form -Jane (славише 'Slavs'). -энё appears as -ин(ный), e.g. деревянный 'wooden' (OB. дреевеньй), see section 86. -ёд figures in native words as -ёк (падёж 'murrain'), in borrowings as -ён (падёж 'grammatical case'); both words from pad- 'fall'. Except in the word дитё 'child' the diminutive ending -ец is lengthened in the singular to -ен-ёк (as though from an en-stem): котёнок 'kitten' G.S. котёнка/NVAP. котёта (<-ёта; the old forms of the singular are found in White Russian and Ruthenian, but cf. Ruthenian names in -ёнко). -истé, used as in OB. in училёще 'school' (presumably borrowed), is also used as an augmentative (кулачйче, from кулёк 'fist'). -исти in its Russian form -ич gives patronymics: Петрович 'son of Peter' Иванович 'son of John'. (Surnames in -евич are usually from Polish and are accordingly stressed on the penultimate.) -иже (-iже) gives -е in borrowed and -е in native Russian words. -иі appears as -иа (суди;i judge'); -ии as -иин -ин (богиин 'goddess'). Some feminines are formed with the suffix -иха; e.g. купечиха 'merchant's wife' from купец; others with the ending -инна; e.g., генеральша 'general's wife', профессарша 'professor's wife'. The short form of the adjective in -иску gives the numerous place-names in -ск.

Russian is notable for its use of augmentatives and diminutives, as such or in an affectionate, depreciatory or ironical sense. Among the suffixes may be mentioned -ин: домуин 'little house', -чин (from first palatalization of the *-ин- giving -ин+ -ин): голубчик 'dear' from гольб 'pigeon', -ок (from -ук): лесок 'little wood', -ек (from -ик): конёк 'little horse', лесечек, double diminutive of лес 'wood' from лесок by first palatalization, -ка (from -ик-а): кроватка 'small bed' from кровать, -очка (from -ук-ик): Нинаочка 'little Nina', -ко (from -ик-о): яблочко by first palatalization from яблоко 'apple', -шко: оконшко 'little window' (apparently based on ок о 'eye'; 'window' is the derived окнó), double diminutive окопочку; -це-/це (from -це): зёркалце 'small mirror' from зёркало, -шико: пёрышко 'small feather' from перо, -шина: старикашка 'nasty old man' from старик 'old man', -ника/-нина: пальтшню 'shabby old overcoat' from пальто (French paletot), -ище: кулакйще 'big fist', -уха: старуха 'old woman', -ен(ь)ка: бабйка 'peasant woman' from баба, Катйча 'Katie' from Катя (itself a diminutive), -уна: Лизунна 'Lizzie' from Лиза,
D. STYLE

128. The Slavonic Sentence. The order of words in a Slavonic sentence was entirely free. In the principal clause that word went first upon which the speaker's mind was dwelling particularly. A great deal of our material is narrative, and therefore the verb (the active element) is mostly to be found leading the sentence: OB. glagolaše bo emu: izidi, duše nečistyj 'for he said to him, Depart, unclean spirit'. The subject often followed the verb. In subordinate sentences, however, the conjunction or relative of subordination headed the sentence; the verb either followed the opening word or was delayed until the end of the sentence. A dative generally preceded an accusative; the attributive genitive preceded, and the partitive followed, its noun, and demonstratives might precede or follow. A considerable use was made of enclitics: OB. že bo li and oblique cases of the personal pronouns.

The linking of sentences was loose, in the manner-called paratactic (exemplified by Homer). The following verses of St. Mark v. will help to define this manner:

2. i izlēžušu že emu is korablja, abele sūrēte i otu grobū člověkū duchomě nećistomě, 3. iše žilīšte imēaše vū grobēchū, i ni želēznomě ožemi ego niktože ne mogaaše ego suvežati ... 9. i vūprašaše i: kako ti estu imē; i glagola emu: legeonu minē imē estū, jako mnozi estū.

2. kai ἐξελθόντος αὐτοῦ ἐκ τοῦ πλοῖου εὐθέως ἀπήντησεν αὐτῷ ἐκ τῶν μυθελῶν ἀνθρώπων ἐν πνεύματι ἀκαρθήτῳ, 3. ὅς τὴν κατοίκησιν εἰχεν ἐν τοῖς μνήμασι, καὶ οὔδε ἀλώσει οὔκετι οὐδεὶς ἔθνος ἡμῶν αὐτῶν ἤδησαι ... 9. καὶ ἐπηρώτα αὐτοῦ, Τί σοι δνομά; καὶ λέγει αὐτῶ, Λεγεῶν δνομά μοι, ὅτι πολλοὶ ἐσμεν.

The Greek text shows that this is a translator's style: each word and turn is rendered by a corresponding word and turn in the same place. Yet the translator keeps to his own idiom. He renders the genitive absolute by a Slavonic dative absolute in verse 2, and uses an instrumental for Gk. prep. + dative in the same. In the Greek the clauses are mostly principal. The Slavonic translator follows this usage not merely because it is in the original, but because it corresponds to the genius of his own tongue. The relative clause in verse 3 is less
subordinated than in the Greek. OB. ἵζε was still recognizably a
demonstrative, and its oblique cases have survived as the third
personal pronoun of the modern languages. As in Homer, it admits of
translation 'who/he, indeed', whereas Hellenic ὁς was purely relative
'who'. When compelled to subdivide a phrase, the Slavonic
translator relied on his declined participles, as:

4. за ньемногократы подь и
оная железныя винторезыя столя и трисажо се отъ него оная желез-
зная и подь сукрусаажо се.

4. διὰ τὸ αὐτὸν πολλάκις πέθαι καὶ
ἀλώσαι δεδώθαι, καὶ διεστάσθαι
ὑπ' αὐτοῦ τὰς ἀλώσεις καὶ τὰς
πέθας συντεριφθαί.

Lit.: 'For this (reason)—he many times with fetters and iron bonds
being bound (dat. abs.)—there were broken from him the iron bonds
and the fetters were shattered.'

The absolute construction allowed the subordination of one clause,
but the other two (governed in Greek by the same conjunction) had to
become principal.

The verses quoted illustrate the principles of word-order. In the
ninth verse the verb comes first (apart from the conjunction) in the
two narrative clauses. In the interrogation, κακο 'what?' (lit. 'how?')
comes first, and the noun is postponed to the end of the sentence; but
in the reply the essential word λέγοντι 'Legion' is announced at once.
Similarly, in the second half of verse 3: 'and no man could bind him,
no, not with chains' is rendered 'and not even with iron bonds (him)
anyone could him bind', so that the necessary emphasis is secured by
placing 'iron bonds' early. In this the Slavonic translator was following
the Greek word for word, but it was not the less appropriate to his
own style, which required him to announce his concepts in the order
of their interest to him. The one caveat which must be entered is,
perhaps, that the task of coping with a highly organized tongue like
Hellenistic Greek was beyond the native resources of Old Bulgarian,
particularly in the matter of subordination, and that the translators
may have used their participles with more ingenuity than would be
found in the colloquial.

129. Kieville Prose. It was these resources that Russian writers
inherited when they began to frame Russian literature. The Russian
vernacular differed, however, in having already lost the feeling for
deprecated participles: шуши 'going' is found in 1073 with a masc. sg.
subject; шуше (sic) же ему вършить 'as he was going back' (14th cent.)
(OB. īdōstu) is a defective dative absolute. Russian writers could not
indulge in participial constructions without artificiality, and conse-
sequently tend to write more paratactically even than the Bulgarian
translators. It is the easier to do because their material is suited to
simple narrative, with a predominant position allotted to finite verbs,
and much direct speech. This is exemplified by the Chronicle formerly attributed to Nestor, which gives the historical traditions of Kiev to the year 1118. It exists in two fourteenth-century forms: Pověst vremennych lět and the Načálnaja lětopis (Laurentian MS. 1377). The relatively late date of the manuscripts prevents us from drawing too precise inferences from this work; but it is legitimate to note that a simple narrative style in a disciplined language had been evolved in the service of the Rurikid princes. The authors suppress their own personality; they compose annals in which, generally, each year is complete in itself, so that the more important ones form historiettes, as in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which are told with vigour, pith, and dramatic force. The Poučenie Vladimira Monomacha ('Instructions of V.M.') (c. 1110) is in the same style; but it is more hortatory, and reveals a strong personality. The Choždenie igumeny Daniila v sujatuju zemlju (1106–8) ('Abbot Daniel’s journey to the Holy Land') is written in a yet simpler manner, since books of travel were not regarded as literature. It may be taken as a specimen of the speech of the educated classes with its leanings toward Church Slavonic. The style includes expressions of confession and exhortation suited to the author’s religious profession, together with evidence of a capacity for direct observation and simple statement (e.g.: ‘ Saved by the will of God, I went to the holy city of Jerusalem and saw the whole land of Galilee and the holy places’). A mild sectarian malice enlivens his remarks concerning the Latin clergy, who took first place in the ceremonies at Jerusalem.

These and other works in prose exemplify the literary achievement of Kiev, apart from verse. They show that a satisfactory medium of expression had been found for the matters then requiring record; the colloquial had been given form, and the alien elements had been assimilated and assigned their place. Had society remained undisturbed, Russian prose would have passed through the same phases as that of France or England, advancing at the same time according as more matter was drawn into writing and more use was made of classical resources (in this case Greek). The ruin of Kiev in 1240, first by internal dissensions and then by Tatar conquest, drove literature into the monasteries, where the liturgy tended to petrify Church Slavonic, while the chanceries used an official language for business purposes only. The two styles thus drew more and more apart; that of literature became a deadening convention. There is no such dichotomy apparent in the Kievite documents, in which the Church Slavonic manner must have corresponded with normal cultured expression.

130. Prince Igor’s Expedition (Slovo o polku Igorevě). Until 1940 it might have been said that this celebrated work was accepted by almost all competent critics as a unique survival of the secular poetry of Kiev.
The manuscript was discovered in 1795, three years after the Tmutara-
kań stone (of alleged date 1068), and was carefully edited under the
patronage of Count Musin-Puškin, who had already consecrated a
memoire to the affairs of the principality of Tmutarań (1794). The
Russian power was then spreading into the Tamań promontory,
beyond the Sea of Azov. Karamzin took a copy of the manuscript, and
it was examined by Malinovskij before it was lost in the Great Fire of
Moscow. Among the scholars who have accepted the work as genuine
we may cite Sreznevskij, Peretc and Speranskij. There have been
doubters from the time of the discovery, but they have been over-
whelmed by the weight of authority and (it must be said) by the
conviction generated by the brilliance of the poem itself. A. Mazon’s
Le Slovo d’Igor (Paris, 1940), however, has opened the whole question
afresh and, in default of the original manuscript, proof of genuineness
has become exceedingly difficult.* The authenticity of the Tmutarań
stone is no longer accepted, thanks to the unfavourable testimony of
epigraphists. That of the Slovo is associated with it by the circum-
stances of the discovery, and by the prominence given to Tmutarań
in the poem.

Loss of the manuscript is a first obstacle to certainty upon this point.
Another is the uniqueness of the Slovo in Kievite literature. It is the
only source for many words and turns of phrase, mythological con-
ceptions and stylistic devices, for which the predominantly clerical
literature of Old Russia provides no parallel. This is as things should
be if the Slovo were indeed the sole survivor of a brilliant lost literature
of heroic poems; but it is also as things would be if the Slovo were a
pastiche. Its only peer is the Muscovite Zadonščina, which celebrates
the encounter of the Russians and Tatars on the field of Kulikovo in
1380. The verbal similarity of the two pieces is such that one or the
other must be a plagiarism. Those who hold that the Slovo is authentic
complain that the Zadonščina uses the language and situations of the
older poem without skill or taste. But the manuscript history of the
Zadonščina is well attested. The oldest form is preserved from the
fifteenth century, and there are versions from the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The language of the Slovo is not exactly that of
any surviving manuscript of the Zadonščina, but it resembles very
closely that of the sixteenth-century MS. 2060 of the Moscow
Historical Museum. There are other testimonies to the narrative of
Kulikovo, but the Slovo remained completely unnoticed until its

* Mazon advances the theory that the Slovo was an eighteenth-century
forgery. See Slavonic Review, xxiv, No. 63. S. P. Obnorskij’s detailed
account of its linguistic state (Ocherki po istorii russkogo literaturnogo jazyka, Moscow,
1946) presumes the authenticity of the poem. Much depends on a sentence in
an Apostle (Acts and Epistles) of 1307, which might be taken from the poem, or
vice versa.
brusque discovery in the last years of the eighteenth century. Upon the charge of plagiarism, therefore, the onus of proof lies upon the partisans of the Slovo.

The discoverers assigned to their manuscript a tentative date in the sixteenth, or late fifteenth, century. Since ě/c and є/s are confused (души русичи смрти сънова крьль шиазый), editors were compelled to postulate an intervening redaction (14th or 13th century) made at or near Pskov. The simplification of the group -vl- to -l- is another northern feature of the language. The list of princes could hardly have been completed before the end of the first quarter of the thirteenth century, though the author speaks as if Igor (d. 1202) were still alive. No specifically Kievite dialect features have been identified.

Russian and Slavonic forms are found side by side, with some preference for the Slavonic equivalents: клавио/солонио 'nightingale' вратъ/ворота 'doors' забралъ/забороль 'visor' преградица/прегородица 'they impeded' болотомъ 'marsh'. The jers are confused in мъгла 'mist' (Gk. ἡμύλη). They are generally retained in stressed positions, but o/e are also found. Rl has hardened to ry, but k remains a wholly velar consonant which cannot be set before i: ряженъ 'run about'; кнедо 'clamour' Княземъ 'at Kiev'. The dual is used for наво 'of us two' соколома 'with two falcons' мужкакися 'let us show bravery', and the aorist and imperfect used for aorist are frequently in evidence: усне 'slept' рече 'said' стб/стштъ 'was' рокотаху 'thundered'. The ethic and possessive datives and the instrumental of comparison are also used.

The Slovo is commonly printed as prose and described as if it were such. But it has a marked accentual rhythm, and the clauses run parallel. They can often be arranged so as to show lines of three (and sometimes two or four) accents. It is not the rhythm of the North Russian heroic folk-songs (bylmy) which are devoted to the exploits of Kievite heroes of earlier date than Igor. Their lines are longer, and the prosodic accentuation is less marked. They are, on the other hand, as Speranskiy has shown, regularized by their melodies. It is to be noted, in view of some other suggested parallels, that Macpherson's Ossian is in strongly accented prose, with a basis in the English ballad metre. Those who maintain the authenticity of the Slovo may find in its uniqueness a justification for its isolated prosodic technique.

The author's style is rapid, forceful and brilliant. No scepticism can diminish the credit of his creative achievement, beside which the phrases of the Zadonščina seem so jejune. The author uses the Homeric epithet with mastery when speaking of the 'eight-thoughted' Jaroslav, and he is almost Pindaric when he uses 'six-winged' as an equation for three falcons. Heroic periphrase is used in 'Đazbog's child' (for Igor), and Vsevolod is regularly introduced by the epithet
byd tůr or vět tůr 'the valiant (or fiery) aurochs'. The editio princeps explains the first epithet as equivalent to богатырь 'hero'. Powerfully constructed phrases are devised to echo the crash and fury of action, and alliterations give firmness to the rhythm. The use of the inner object, the doubling of words that signify action, and parallelism enrich his style. The headlong construction of the poem itself, suggesting the inspiration of a rhapsode, helps to win the reader's assent. The first editors remarked with complaisance that this poem had come to prove that the Russian heroes of olden time had, like those of Macpherson, their bards. In this remark sceptical critics read an acknowledgement of one of the sources of this poet's inspiration. His apostrophes to various heroes and rivers, his use of lyres that play by themselves, and his accumulation of misty omens and images resemble the style of Ossian, while (it is claimed) some epithets can be justified from byliny which were in process of collection in the latter half of the eighteenth century. A stylistic matter of particular importance is his criticism of the old poet Bojan for his use of kennings and stereotyped phrases. Bojan is named also in the Zadonščina, and it is hard to resist the evidence that the citations in the Slovo are from that work. That poet's name is South Slavonic. He might have immigrated into Russia in Kievite times, but it is also possible he was one of the many South Slavs who left the Balkans in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries under the pressure of the Turkish victories.

The doubt concerning the authenticity of the Slovo is not such as to diminish its worth as creative literature or its influence in literary history (since that was only felt after Musin-Puškin's time). But it prevents us from citing the Slovo as a sample of a lost heroic literature, and until it is removed there can be no credence given to the numerous scholarly and ingenious emendations and interpretations which have been added to those of the editio princeps.

MIDDLE RUSSIAN (1500–1700)

131. The Chancery Styles. In preceding paragraphs the history of Russian sounds and forms has been carried down to modern times for the sake of continuity of exposition. It is now fitting, however, to call a halt and to survey Middle Russian, the language of the princes of Muscovy. The sixteenth century was, in Russia as in other parts of Europe, an age of energetic changes which were reflected in the language also. By the end of the fifteenth century the Muscovite princes had rounded off their domain by the reduction of Great Novgorod (1478) and the acquisition of its vast, indefinite hinterland in the dense conifer forests that stretched from Archangel to Perm and the Urals. So Novgorod was added to Vladimir, Suzdal, Rostov, Tver, which were Muscovite domain in the fourteenth century, and to
Jaroslavl, Rostov, Vyatka, Pskov, Rjazań and Smolensk; the series of annexations concluded with the capture of Novgorod Seversk in 1523. Russia had become a State. In the latter half of the century this new State hurled itself upon its old oppressors in the east and south-east. Ivan IV's capture of Kazań in 1552 was rapidly followed by the seizure of Astrakhan in 1556, and that by the Cossack Ermak's conquest of the original Siberia, the Tobol Valley, in 1581. What the discovery of the New World was to Spain, the opening of Siberia was to Russia—a broad outlet for adventure. Russia differed from Western Europe, however, in enjoying at this time no humanistic renaissance. The Greeks who fled from Byzantium brought nothing of their classical culture to the land civilized by the Greek Church. There is no such flowering of all the arts, including the art of polite living, as accompanied the similar explosion of economic and State-building energy in the west.

The concept of the State had its counterpart in language. For use in the Muscovite chancery there was built up an official style (прикнённый язык), which was thoroughly nationalistic in its applications. It was not literary, nor unified beyond the needs of official business. This absence of second intention allowed it to reflect more accurately the speech-habits of the time. Legal documents embodying arguments and judgments record with accuracy the statements actually made in court. A party declares: 'He said anything that came into his head' (что ему втрызнулась на рот, то говорил 'what the wind brought to his mouth, that he said' 1525), and the vivid colloquialism is a guarantee of the faithfulness of the whole record. There is no trace of Church Slavonic in such pieces. There is no aorist or imperfect. The perfect is found as much without auxiliary as with it, especially in the third person; for the other persons either the auxiliary or a pronoun might appear: я взял 'I took'/если я купил есмь 'we bought'. The active participles had become gerunds. The infinitive was in -ти, but with an evident tendency to contract: собрати и молвить 'to gather and discuss'. Hardening was more frankly admitted than in the modern orthography: (аз)жег/МР. жег 'burned', вышел/МР. вышел 'went out', дьдаешь/будешь (2.S.).

In its nominal flexions this sixteenth-century Russian had reached a definite form, but not that of the present day. The i- a- o-declensions formed three distinct patterns, and there had not yet occurred the invasion of all oblique cases of the plural by a-flexions. The details may be studied in the paradigms already offered. The examples of Middle Russian all correspond to the period from 1500 to 1550; which was one of relative calm and consolidation. There were vacillations in Middle as in Modern Russian. The u-declension was still recognizable, at least in the gen. sg.; but in the loc. voc. sg. and nom. pl. there was a
law for each word. Masculine i-stems retained their old forms in the
plural, though their singulars had already passed to jo. The record
was still incomplete: камень 'stone' had GS. камен/камня. Distinc-
tion of gender had been erased from the plural, and in the singular
gender had been made to conform very closely with declension. The
old neuter collectives in -ти were still in use: братье/MR. братья
'brethren', but the later usage was not unknown. The dual lingered in a
weakened form. Два 'two' was still declined as a dual, but dual nouns
like очи '(two) eyes', while retaining DИD. очи, took their gen. loc.
form from the plural: gen. очей.

Russian was thus a national language in official use, but it was
variable according to occasions or persons. A will was more stylized
than a record of pleas. The Tsar wrote with some elegance, preferring
-ja to R. -ě where there would be OB. -є: всєє/всеє Руєи 'of all Russia'.
That was a shibboleth of good Muscovite society until far into the
eighteenth century. A Novgorod merchant puts on paper his native
cокане (c for є): проще/проче 'further', and assimilates the reflexive
pronoun to the infinitive: домитатца 'wait'. More curious than these
are other practices showing the extreme scrupulousness of the Tsar's
civil service in adaptations and translations. Polish documents are in
the Polonized White Russian of that court (вишника панове 'all the
lords', маєт мовити 'has to declare', абхимо ѣхали 'that we should
go' 1503). The stilted German or Latin of the Austrian Court was
rendered by the next device of turning the pompous phrases into
Church Slavonic. Letters from Tatary were rendered word for word,
with a free use of Tatar words and turns of expression, and a colourfulness
otherwise foreign to Russian correspondence.

132. The Literary Styles. The literary styles were radically different
from this robust national speech of the official classes, with its
background of the vernacular. As we have seen, there was no humanist-
ic renaissance to call attention, as in the west, to the superiority of
living over dead styles. A book was a convention shared by few. Books
so composed were not either numerous or important, and later writers
of the Russian classical age looked back across them to the Slovo as
the only authentic record of Russian style. Still, in an energetic age, the
books that were written could not lack some interest of subject or
temperament, if not of elegance.

For the latter half of the sixteenth century the best authority is the
Domostroj (Oeconomicus or Book of Household Management), composed
by the archpriest Sílvestr at the wish of the Tsar. Its author aspired to
no heights. His language is practically the same as that of the chancery.
He uses or omits the auxiliary in the same fashion, retains the sibilants
due to second palatalization/MR. k g ch, has infinitives in -ти but
gerunds for active participles, uses the acc. for nom. in дверь
'daughter'/MR дочь, knows the u-plural in сынове/сыновъя, and in соромота 'shame' is more true to the vernacular than MR. срамота. His counsels are of a Hesiodic naïveté, though doubtless needed at the time, and as his purpose is severely practical he uses the very words he expects his uncouth pupil, the Muscovite paterfamilias, to repeat, leaving a blank for the names. So he inculcates respect for the Tsar and for religion, the correction of children, the obedience and consultation of wives, rule over servants and the patient endurance of sicknesses which there was no medical science to cure.

Kotošichin's Sočinenija (Description of Russia, 1666) is a work of quite another cast. It is salted with malice, especially against the Romanov princesses who knew so little of the art of society during the reign of Aleksej Michajlovič. The author has adopted the style appropriate to a formal composition on a mundane subject. He draws on the bank of Russo-Slavonic for such obvious archaisms as the imperfect tense: архъ 'saw' пребываху 'resided'. The a-flexions had not overflowed into the o-declension in his time: домъхъ/MR. домъхъ '(in) houses'. He had even a style of a sort; his sentences being long and shapeless, with delayed verbs, perhaps under German influence. His acuteness and animus nocendi, however, serve him fairly well in place of eloquence.

A third writer is hardly more than an ejaculator on paper. It is the archpriest Avakkum Petrovič (1610–81), a bigoted opponent of Peter the Great's decree concerning the cutting of beards. Avakkum's Žitie (Autobiography) and Poslanie (Epistle) record his indomitable dislike of the order and all the sufferings brought upon him by his intractable conscience. He was a champion of the old modes of life, and both his taste and his profession encourage him to retain more Church Slavonic elements than the courtly Kotošichin: the aorist (придона 'arrived' изгнана 'drove out' бысть 'was'), един/един 'one', по граду/городу 'through the city', вѣмъ 'I know', ти enclitic, сирѣчъ 'that is', аще 'if, емлеть 'takes', виждь 'see'. But the use that he puts these things to is more vernacular than his contemporary's manner. He has perfect tenses without auxiliary, я 'I' as well as язь, дочь 'daughter' and городъ 'town' according to the vernacular, the article (голову-ту въ землю хоронить 'hides his head in the ground', дѣтени-тѣ 'the little children'), and the expletive -су: чаяю-су 'I hope'. The man was accustomed to addressing Russian citizens and peasants in a way they could understand. His sentences are close-clipped, and follow the simplest models. He shows himself to be a popular preacher in the vigorous turns of his phrases, in his exclamations and asides and arguments ad hominem, and in the vividness of his imagery.
MODERN RUSSIAN (from 1700)

133. Peter the Great and the Material Conditions of the Language. The first Russian newspaper, Russkija Vědomosti, began to appear under official sanction in 1703 (Jan. 2). Peter the Great himself marked passages in foreign newspapers that ought to appear in this journal. Its style is that of a bulletin, but necessarily colloquial. The topics of a newspaper were varied—a presentation of an elephant to the Shah, the unpopularity of Jesuits in China, discovery of copper ore and naphtha near Kazań, a Cossack raid, etc.—and meant the entry of fresh interests into Russian letters. This periodical appeared in Moscow; at the new capital of St. Petersburng the Peterburgskija Vědomosti was first issued in 1711 (May 11). Meanwhile, in 1705, the first books had been issued in the new civilian alphabet (гражданская абзюка). This was less a reform of the alphabet than an improvement of its shapes. The thick and thin strokes were made more even and spaced more openly, having in mind the best Italian alphabets; certain letters, e.g. p, were made more like Latin letters despite their different meaning, and scribal flourishes were eliminated. The orthography remained almost as it was. But, though highly conservative, this innovation was of great importance. All our alphabets have, in the last resort, a religious sanction: the Vulgate, the Koran, the Hebrew Bible, etc. The Tsar’s innovation established a distinction between the religious alphabet, for use in the liturgy, and the more legible letters for civilian use. By so doing it tended to liberate lay literature from clerical prejudice, and to open up the possibility of its future development.

More important than either of these changes was the impression left by Peter the Great that an entirely new era had opened for Russia. ‘Our culture’, wrote Puškin, ‘appeared of a sudden, like the Russian nobility, in the eighteenth century.’ The new life could hardly have appeared in more dramatic circumstances. Peter the Great pitched his new capital outside the racial limits of Russia, in districts where the Finnish language still predominated. Germans, Dutchmen, Frenchmen and Scots entered his service and that of the Empress Catherine, as every effort was made to acquire and utilize the resources of occidental culture in statecraft, science, architecture and the military art. There was a tremendous rush of new ideas into Russian life, and they had to be accommodated in the language. The tempo quickened throughout the eighteenth century. ‘After Lomonosov’, said Makarov, ‘we became acquainted with a thousand new things. Foreign ways begat in our minds a thousand new concepts. More than two-thirds of the Russian lexicon passed out of use. What could we do? We had to look for new modes of expression.’
The new modes of expression came first by simple importation from the west. The bureaucracy was essentially German, but it was drawn from the Gallicized Germans of the petty States, for whom the German language had none of the higher cultural implications. French influence was therefore predominant, though often at second hand; and behind French was the prestige of Latin. Latin was still a diplomatic and academic language in Germany and Poland. The eighteenth century has thus come to be called the Latin-French period of Russian literature, and Polevoj recognized in Karamzin not the first author to make adequate use of Russian resources, but 'the transition from the Latin-French epoch to the purely French epoch'. That is to say, with Karamzin, apart from the use of pure Russian there was direct access to the main source of new cultural ideas in France.

These phenomena are reflected in the lexicon. There is no need to make a detailed list of words which declare themselves to the reader on any page of a Russian book or newspaper. The German words are often bureaucratic, such as штамп 'stamp', штаб 'staff', марка 'mark (coin), postage-stamp', ландвер 'landwehr, militia'. The German verbal suffix -ieren provides a means of adapting to Russian an infinity of foreign terms. The Russian suffix is -ир-овать: асфальтировать 'to cover with asphalt'. In other cases the German mediation is seen in some phonetic feature, such as Germ. ю before a consonant at the beginning of a word (e.g. штат 'State'). More important were the direct French borrowings. These are found in all stages of acclimatization in Karamzin, those least advanced being left in their original alphabet: имажинация сентимент tourment énergie épithète экспрессия аэселировать. Russian words began to be used in French senses: for example, a style could be плоский (plat, not physically 'flat' as the Russian term properly implied); быть не в своё тарелке is a mistranslation of ne pas être dans son assiette, where assiette means 'mood, state of mind'; трогательный is French touchant, and so on. These sorts of expressions abounded in the language of the fops and beaux (шёголи, шегольский 'elegant'), which was, strange to say, one of the contributive elements to the Russian national style. A distinctive manner arose in the salon among the 'best people' who surrounded les dames illustrées (светские дамы). When Пушkin was asked what he thought of the intelligence of one of these ladies, he said, 'I don't know. We talked French!'

In the nineteenth century this kind of importation continued chiefly on the technical side; commercial, scientific, industrial. Russian has thus a large vocabulary of those cosmopolitan words to which no specific home can be given: актинический 'actinic' аллергатор 'alligator' антитеза 'antithesis' артерия 'artery', etc. When precision is possible; the word is generally found to be French: акушер
'obstetrician' (accoucheur) аплодировать 'clap' (applaudir) армия 'army' (armée). Italian musical and architectural terms and English and Dutch commercial and nautical words are also characteristic, though minor, parts of the modern vocabulary.

It is not to be supposed that these innovations went unopposed. The purists proposed alternatives for these 'barbarisms': автор/сочинитель, аудитория/слушалище, актёр/лицедей, ассистент/помощник, адресоваться/обратиться, etc. Their criterion predominated in the Russian Academy's dictionary, both with regard to barbarisms and to vulgarisms, but it involved no fewer difficulties than it removed. An actor is not precisely a 'character-maker', nor an auditorium a 'place of hearing'. The Slavonic terms could only be used in a new and precise acceptance, and that could hardly be done without some system of mnemonics, whereas the foreign word contained ipso facto the precise connotation desired. A further difficulty was that the content of the Slavonic lexicon was not rich enough to provide the necessary new terms without having recourse to archaic and obsolete words, which were, under the circumstances, less familiar than the foreign words in the Gallicized society of the Russian capitals.

134. Lomonosov and the Three Styles. A decisive date in the history of Russian was that of the issue of Lomonosov's Rossijskaja grammatika (1755). To his contemporaries and successors in the eighteenth century he seemed to have given laws to the Russian language. That was a characteristic concept of the age. It would probably be more correct to say that Lomonosov revealed the inherent regularity of the Russian tongue to persons who had taken it too much for granted. The language had been in full use, as we have seen, in the chancery of Ivan III at the beginning of the sixteenth century, and it had played its part even earlier. But a spoken language is more fluid and various than a dead one, and Russians of the eighteenth century might well contrast the immutability of Russo-Slavonic with the 'lawlessness' of the vernacular. Even after Lomonosov there was room for debate concerning the Russian standard; but that one existed there was no doubt. There was no doubt, because he had himself exemplified it. According to Karamzin, Lomonosov was the only Russian 'classic'. There might be blemishes in the odes (and Puškin came to the conclusion that he was a great man, but not a great poet), his prose might have unwieldy sentences, and he might have no breath for the epic; none the less, Lomonosov had written authentic Russian (чистым русским языком) and his works were satisfying and definitive.

For this reason Lomonosov was approved by the 'westerners', and he was the delight of the 'slavophils' because of his respect for Church Slavonic. This was expressed in the dogma of the 'three styles'.
Medieval rhetoricians distinguished between the high (Latin), middle (courtly vernacular), and low (popular) styles. Lomonosov obtained this doctrine from France in its eighteenth-century transformation and applied it to Russian literature (‘три штyle, высокий, посредственный и низкий’). The high style was Russo-Slavonic. It was suitable for Greek poems, odes and prose dissertations upon important themes. The middle style was to be used for theatrical pieces which had to bear an evident relation to normal conversation (‘человеческое слово’), and made use of Church-Slavonic for elegance along with elements of the low style for verisimilitude. The low style was suited for common purposes, such as comedies, impromptu epigrams and songs. It was purely Russian. All three styles were literary, however, and did not admit of vulgarization.

The essential notion was that of the ‘middle’ style, since it recognized the mixed character of Russian. From it developed the literary and academic norms. After Lomonosov, the ‘high’ style could not be distinguished from the liturgical language. The ‘low’ style suggested that certain derivations from the norm would carry certain implications, but other varieties (e.g. regional) have been discovered and exploited.

These views led to the fin de siècle controversy between the traditionists (‘slavophils’) and the innovators (‘westerners’). Their differences extended far beyond the borders of literature and language, but within those limits they could be defined with some precision. The main point at issue was the position of Russo-Slavonic. According to some ‘slavophils’ this language of books was the kernel of the literary dialect. Its rights, in the higher departments of letters, were absolute. It had been adopted and perfected by the Slavs for intellectual expression, and the Russian colloquial was no more than a phase of the same language specially adapted for the common and vulgar affairs of life. The ‘westerners’, and especially Karamzin, took the liberty of doubting whether this language was Russian at all. In their view it was merely Old Serbian, and therefore had no rights over Russia. Karamzin’s Letters of a Russian Traveller (Письма русскаго путешественника, 1791–2, 1797) lay within the territory always accredited to the vernacular, but they were proof of the charm of Russian and of its capacity for the most varied themes. His History of Russia (История государства российского), however, was a work in the ‘high style’, but in Russian. Russian was capable of all forms of literature, and its use involved the rejection of literary history in Russia with the single exception of the Слово о полку Игореве. The modern facts required modern words; and not so much words, according to Makarov, as content, thoughts, emotions, pictures and poetic elegance.
To measure the distance between the two manners of composition we may cite some lines quoted by Admiral Šiškov to prove the impossibility of composing elegant verse in Russian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russo-Slavonic</th>
<th>Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>юная дева трепе́шет</td>
<td>молодая девка дрожит</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>к хладну сёрдцу выю кло́нит</td>
<td>к холодному сердцу шею гнет</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>единый млад, другой с брадой́</td>
<td>один молод, другой с бородою</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'The young maiden shivers; she bends her neck to the cold heart; ... one was a youth, the other had a beard.'

In these phrases, save for the prepositions and for a single word, the Russian writer thought in one set of forms and had to alter them conscientiously to another series. Quite apart from the special aesthetic qualities of these lines, the process was one in which spontaneity was impossible, and the original source of pleasure dried up. But centuries of use had invested the Russo-Slavonic literary tongue with qualities of its own, including a certain dignity not admitted in the vernacular. The solution of this deadlock was impossible along the lines of controversy. It had to be settled, like all ultimate questions of literary style, by the authority of a great poet.

135. Puškin (1799–1837). These were the elements of the problem of Standard Russian as they presented themselves to Puškin. He was convinced, like the 'westerners', that Russia had suddenly become a nation in the reign of Peter the Great, and that such a nation demanded its national language and literature. On the other hand he was disposed to accord more respect than they to Russo-Slavonic. In his opinion the Slavonic literary style was indivisible, and had been adopted in the eleventh century by the Slavonic people (not by any specific branch of them) with a fresh lexicon, new harmonies, and rational structure derived from the Greek. Such a model endowed the Slavs even more richly than the occidental nations, who depended upon Latin for their inspiration. He thought that this language had remained inviolate until the reign of Peter the Great. It had not suffered from the Tatar invasions nor from the Polish-Lithuanian dominion over White Russia and the Ukraine. But it was not the national speech of the new nation.

Until shortly after 1820 Puškin was single-minded in his allegiance to the new literary language of Karamzin, and only employed Church Slavonic features for comic effect or for parody. He was more critical of Lomonosov than older men who had better reason to appreciate the greatness of the advance made. 'In Lomonosov', he wrote, 'I esteem a great man, but not, in the last analysis, a great poet. He had understood the veritable source of the Russian tongue and of its
beauty: that is his principal service.' He rejected entirely the thesis of
the 'three styles'. But the high, almost mystical value he set upon the
Slavonic dialect drew him towards experiments in it. He began to
assert the need for synthesis between the Russo-French literary mode
and the Russo-Slavonic of books. He admitted also the semantic
values of other Slavonic vocabularies as a possible source of enrich-
ment of Russian, and looked for the emergence of suitable lyrical and
narrative styles from the mingling of these different types of expression.
But while numbering Russo-Slavonic among the sources from which
the poet might draw, he resolutely rejected the notion that it was the
essential dialect of Russian culture. It was fitted, he thought, to offer
pictures and symbols, themes and expressions, for both prose and
verse. They were, indeed, by virtue of the supposed Greek refor-
mation of the eleventh century, parts of the process of Europeanizing
Russian thought. They were, moreover, essential parts of Russian,
viewed as a historical creation. Russo-Slavonic might be used in
narrative to mark certain social features and types. Its rhetorical forms
were admissible in critical writing, and in the lyric both Russo-
Slavonic and Biblical Slavonic afforded nuances for the 'oriental
style', helped to express pathos, marked the epic tone, helped to
sharpen antitheses and to give shades of meaning and symbols. The
general background of all Russian expression was given by the
'neutral' dialect of educated society, but this speech, he thought,
should go further towards assimilating elements of the Russo-Slavonic
heritage.

He had to deal also with the French invasion of the Russian language
and with the jargon of the beaux and salons (шегольские фразы). To
the authority of the salons or of the illustrious ladies who presided over
them he would not bow, but he had to admit the fact of their existence
and of their necessity in some part. The new life demanded new
expressions; in so far as it was a European life it required European,
i.e. French, expression. 'Frenchmen write as they speak', Karamzin
had written, 'but in many fields Russians must learn to speak as men of
talent write'. There were French words which imposed themselves,
either because there could be no satisfactory equivalent (за внелым
аппетитом 'they ate with a good appetite') or because they were part
of the social scene (шампанское). More often it was possible to give
French words Russian equivalents which were neither archaic nor
monstrous, but suitable for the conversation of ladies. It was more
important to nationalize certain French connotations by employing
Russian phrases in new senses: обман/illusion, в малях
(молявила) en pensée, отдать сердце/donner son cœur, слово надежды/mot
d'espérance. The French language had had an immense sentimental
and intellectual education which had given to its simplest words the
power of uniting into significant groups; Puškin acquired the same flexibility for Russian. Finally, it is from the brief French sentence that Puškin derives his own prose style, which rejects the involutions of German prose as seen in Lomonosov and the unambitious shapelessness of so much Russo-Slavonic.

Like other languages, spoken Russian had vertical dialects. Puškin held firmly to the general principle of educated expression, the language of the ‘best people’, but with some freedom to welcome more racy elements. He gave a democratic complexion to the national language, unifying the literary styles by denying their traditional divisions, adding artistic touches from the colloquial reservoir, and purifying and ennobling the common tongue by new artistic creations. He adapted the grammar and the nuances of the common tongue to the ideals and style of the literary manner. In particular he made the freest use of expressions denoted as vulgar by the dictionary of the Academy. He was willing to use the language of ‘wafer-makers and corn-chandlers’, but with a difference, since he considered that Russian had become somewhat debased in their mouths.*

136. After Puškin. With Puškin the Russian language had been fully constituted not merely as the speech of the Russian nation, which it had been in the fullest sense since the sixteenth century, nor as that of the directing classes, but with the capacity to express the whole range of thoughts proper to a complex modern society. With him, therefore, our historical sketch ends. But there are one or two points to be added by way of appendix. Puškin’s romanticism differs from that of contemporary poets in Germany and England in its lack of popular models. Karamzin has translated ballads transmitted to him through Herder and Bürger, but neither he nor Puškin was in a position to know the extraordinary wealth of Russian byliny which were secretly recited in the huts round Lake Onega. Karamzin and Puškin wrote short stories after French precedents, without knowledge of the greater part of the vivid Russian skázki. These stores of ‘pure’ Russian became available after the middle of the nineteenth century, and showed how it was possible greatly to reduce the debt to France by shifting the interest to genuinely native themes. Elegant society became less important as Dostoevsky scrutinized the human heart and Tolstoy preached his doctrine of love. The artistic values came to be sought much more in the purely Russian part of the lexicon.

In May 1917 the Provisional Government promulgated a simpler system of spelling. The letters ü o í were dropped, and so was ö wherever it was oiése. The use of ö was considered desirable, but not

* See V. Vinogradov, Jazyk Puškina (Moscow-Leningrad, 1935). Since these words were printed G. Vinokur has given a masterly description of all phases of literary Russian in La Langue russe (Paris, 1947; Russian text, Moscow, 1944).
compulsory; failure to comply with this suggestion has been a cause of doubt (see section 120). Prefixes ending in з changed з to с in compound words before voiceless consonants (расскаж та'le/рассказь before 1917). In the declension of adjectives ГSMN. -аго/jago and НPNF. -ъя/iya were dropped, leaving only ГSMN. -ого НPMNF. -ye and their soft equivalents. Similarly, among pronouns, они один became available for the neuter and feminine as well as the masculine, and the spelling of АSF. ее was extended to the genitive/older ГSF. ея. The question of word-accent was not touched in this decree. In practice an accent (acute or grave) is used to distinguish e.g. уже 'narrower' from уже (уже) 'already'.

Soon after this order was given the October Revolution was carried through, with notable effects upon the language which we cannot attempt to measure at this date. Obvious points are the sudden flourishing of initials in the form of words, as отъяс = объяснение государственных издательств 'Unified State publishing house', овЯ 'Society for the promotion of agriculture among toiling Jews', and of portmanteau words like Совнарком = совет народных комissаров 'Council of People's Commissars', комсомол 'Young Communist League', всеработаеме 'Union of Land and Forest Workers', зарплата 'wages' (=зараработная плата). Equally obvious is the effect of innovations in the literary language; though it is still difficult to determine how many innovations will be definitively adopted into common cultural use. Languages develop rapidly under the stress of strong experiences, and there is every reason to believe that we are contemporaries of one of the most active periods in the history of the Russian language.*

**DIALECTS**

[See also section 9(a)]

137. *White Russian.* The White Russian speech corresponds in part to the territory of marsh and river between the Priepet and the Dvina which was occupied by the ancient Dregoviči. They provide, however, only a portion of the linguistic substratum. In the region of Polock and Smolensk the original inhabitants were Kriviči (North Russians), while between Dnieper and Sož lay the Radimiči who were at first associated with the Vjatichi (East Russians). Certain Lithuanian tribes have also been submerged in this mass. It appears, therefore, that White Russia was constituted not by a tribal unit but by the political compression of peoples under the Lithuanian sovereignty. This process belongs to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. It was in the same epoch that Little Russian or Ruthenian took shape in the

* See Astrid Bœcklund, *Die unverbierenden Verkurzungen der heutigen russischen Sprache* (Upsala, 1940).
Carpathian Galicia. In certain respects the two languages concur in features which may be described as typically West Russian.

The White Russian speech was already in use for official purposes under the Lithuanian Olgierd (c. 1345), father of the Jagiello who ascended the Polish throne by marriage with the heiress Jadwiga in 1386. It had already reached its full phonetic and morphological development, but it continued to develop its vocabulary and syntax. The predominant position in the partnership of peoples was taken by Poland in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and the Polish elements began to increase in White Russian, the more markedly when Poland espoused the cause of the Counter-Reformation. A White Russian literary language arose which was marked by Church Slavonic and Polish increments and differed considerably from that of the common people. Even the sounds and forms of the language were affected by Polish. A decline set in with the end of the seventeenth century, when White Russian began to go out of administrative and judicial use, though it continued in other respects until the end of the eighteenth century. This variety of the language has now died out. The popular dialect was in 1939 still used by over ten million people distributed between the Polish and the Soviet States. It has two sub-species: the north-eastern and the south-western; and there is a regional literature which takes the south-western variety as its standard. It is an official and literary language within the USSR.

The western frontier of White Russian has been described in section 9, since it is also the frontier of Russian against Polish. As against Great Russian it runs from south of Pskov to include Ržev in the former Government of Tver, and then just south of Smolensk. It then takes in the western part of the former Government of Brjansk and descends to the Desna. North of Černigov the frontier turns west and is continued to the Polish frontier along the line of the Priplet. In this section White Russian divides from Ruthenian, with a comparatively narrow band of mixed dialect. As is well known, the Priplet marshes form an effective barrier between northerners and southerners on the west bank of the Dnieper.

The Cyrillic alphabet is officially used for White Russian, but a number of dialectal studies have also been carried out by means of an alphabet based upon Polish. There is a strong accent, and consequently reduction in the strength of unstressed vowels, which tend to pass to a neutral timbre (äkante). Unstressed e also changes timbre (by jåkante): WR. necy/R. necy ‘bear’. Where Russian has developed oj/ej from ujû/ûj, White Russian has y(j)/i(j): WR. âlû ‘bad’ vsyä ‘neck’/R. âloy âqen. Highly characteristic is the semivowel å, which has resulted from unstressed u before a consonant, from the preposition and prefix v, and from final l: üleceâla ‘flew away’ (R. yletêla) üše ‘all’ (R. vêš)
узда 'took' (R. взял) зрабиуше 'became' (P. zrobil się). As regards the White Russian consonants, one notices that the second palatalization still takes effect in declension: LSNM. e įë: WR. на пароше, ñ лауце, на сосë/R. порòр 'threshold' лòвка 'shop' соса 'plough'. The fricative г (voiced h) is normal, as in Ruthenian: хóлы 'naked'/R. гóлый. This sound is found also with the demonstrative particle (h)е: WR. хетак 'so'/R. этак. As for the dental consonants, they show дзéкане and цèкана, i.e. the development of affricates from oblique d'f before front vowels, as in Polish: WR. хацаць 'go'/R. ходить. Examples of this phenomenon go back only so far as the fourteenth century, and in the sixteenth the dentals still remain in manuscripts, or take the intermediate form dj tj. In the present tense of verbs in *-dё a WR. дё (resulting from analogy) corresponds to R. ë: WR. глядй 'I look'. The treatment of r varies according to dialect, some softening hard r and others hardening soft r; standard WR. has hard r. The tendency to harden final consonants (осмь 'eight' любова 'love') is very pronounced in sixteenth-century manuscripts. Before a palatal glide [j], consonants are liable to be doubled as in some forms of Ruthenian: WR. висéлья 'rejoicing'/R. висéлье.

The plural of the imperative of verbs still shows е for CSL. è/R. i. The vocative is in much use: синьку 'O son' чалавëче 'O man', and numbers 2–4 take after them masculine plurals and feminine duals (cf. use of pl. in P.Cz.). Much use is made of the enclitics ии/R. (dial.) ти (ethic dat.), and of чи in questions (P. czy).

138. Ruthenian (Ukrainian or Little Russian). The claim of Ruthenian to be regarded as an independent language, not a mere dialect, is considerably stronger than that of White Russian. It is not one based on ancient dissociation from Russian; nothing is to be gained by putting it on the same footing as Serbocroat or Czech. Its history is comparatively short, but it is individual. Though never attaining official status like White Russian in the Middle Ages, nor in modern times until the Revolution, it has become the expression of a distinctive mode of life, with folk-poetry and tales, ethnography and customs peculiar to itself, and an increasing body of literature of which the outstanding personage is the poet Шевченко (1814–61). In the great city of Kiev it has had a capital for centuries, a capital still golden with the prestige of the oldest Russian civilization.

The territory originally occupied by the Русинь was bounded on the north by the Przyp, on the east by the Dnieper as far as the Falls, on the south by a line from the Falls to the Dniester estuary, and on the west by the Prut and the Carpathians. This region was divided by the tree-line which ran diagonally north-eastward, crossing the Dniester a little above Kiev. In the one section, among the tributaries of the Przyp and the foothills of the Carpathians, there was woodland; in the
other, the open steppe. In the wooded country were the Drevljane, Volynjane, Duléby, Chorvaty, Bužane and other tribes. The plains on the west bank of the Dnieper around Kiev were held by the 'plains-men', Poljane. The importance of Kiev as the focal point of all the Russian waterways raised the Poljane to hegemony over the other tribes, especially when they were organized by the Rurikids. They fashioned the first Russian civilization. Out on the open steppe towards the mouth of the Dniester lay the Tiseici and Uliči.

The open steppe was favourable ground for the Turko-Tatar nomads. The Pečenegs and Polovcy cleared them of Russian colonists, who were forced back into the woodlands to the north. The Poljane held firm, however, until the rout on the Kalka and the destruction of Kiev by the Golden Horde in 1240. They too were driven north, to unite with the Vijatiči as East Russians, or north-westward into the Carpathians. Two principal centres arose in South-west Russia: Galicia (Galič) and Volhynia (around Cholm). Here the woods and broken ground and marshes prevented the Tatars from using their cavalry, and Russian principalities arose with some leisure to develop their culture. When larger states formed to the west of them, Galicia fell within the sphere of Poland and Volhynia of Lithuania. This diminished Russia (Rus) was known as Mlája Rus, 'Little Russia', from the thirteenth century. In Galicia the word 'Ruteniań' was preferred. The 'Ukraine' was rather a geographical concept; it was the 'frontier' of colonization, which advanced with the decline of the nomads upon the steppe. Poltava and Černigov were bases for this movement back into the open plains. In the eighteenth century Ukrainian colonists advanced to Chałkow and parts of the provinces of Voronež and Kursk. They reached the mouth of the Don at Taganrog and Rostov, but there encountered South Great Russians who had pressed down the river. Beyond the Don they reached as far as the Kubań.

The ancient literature of Kiev throws no light upon the Ruthenian language. It is in Church Slavonic, which was also no doubt the language of the educated classes whenever they gave care to their utterance. Only a few errata show traces of the vernacular, and what they reveal is common Russian matter. It is only by a chance transcription that we know that g was a fricative (h) in Kiev. Some dialectal peculiarities appear in the second half of the twelfth century in manuscripts executed in Galicia-Volhynia, notably in the Gospel of 1164. It is in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, however, that typically Ruthenian features are first evident (o e ě > i). Under Polish rule many Polonisms entered the written and popular speech, and the popular poetry was remodelled on an occidental principle (rhyme). Many Ruthenians wrote wholly in Polish. On the other hand, the
business of colonization gave to the language a power of expansion denied to White Russian, and it developed a high degree of independence. There are many collections of folk-songs and legends of Carpathian Galicia and the Ukraine. Over fourteen thousand proverbs have been collected. Original works have been published, and there are important treatises on grammar and ethnology. Out of the many dialects there has been evolved a standard language for literary use. Its basis in the speech of former Austro-Hungarian territory is explained by political considerations. In Podkarpatská Rus (formerly part of Czechoslovakia) there was a movement to bring the vocabulary of the language closer to that of Great Russian.

The northern frontier of Ruthenian leaves the Polish language frontier in the region of Bielsk, and is separated from White Russian by the Pripet and a line north of Černigov. It is then divided from South Great Russian to the south of Kursk and Voronež. Thence the frontier turns south to the mouth of the Donec, and follows the Don. Rostov has a mixed language, thanks to the South Russians who have followed the stream to its mouth, but the Ruthenian tongue crosses the Don and reaches the middle course of the Kubaň, whence it turns south-west to the Black Sea. There are Ruthenian colonies in the Crimea. Between the Dniester and Prut Ruthenians and Rumanians are mixed, and south of the Carpathians they shade into Magyar and Slovak communities. From the Carpathians the line turns east-north-east through the provinces of Lublin and Siedlce (Polish Galicia). In 1940 the total number of Ruthenians stood at something short of 40 millions. The distribution of a smaller total (33 millions) in 1924 was: Ukraine, 28½ millions; Galicia, 3½ millions (42 per cent. of the population); Bukovina and Hungary, ½ million each. There were also a few hundred thousand in Podkarpatská Rus.

The Ruthenian vowels are distinguished from those of Great Russian in some important ways. Original e and o and ē developed, under certain conditions, into long vowels, ē ā > Ruth. i (section 86 O E). : ľať, 'travel' lito 'year, summer' véd 'ox' / GS. vóla 'kést 'bone' / GS. kost 'kost' líd 'ice' / GS. lédų. The northern dialects differ in these particulars. OR. ē > NRuth. ie ié and sometimes ije under the stress (čert 'light' vieres 'wind'), though i is found in the loc. sg., and in the infin. -iti/îf <-eti. In the same region lengthened o and e are represented by uo ue uy ui: kūńy kūńy 'horse' vûnl 'ox' (lûd 'ice' mûd 'honey') leading to the simple vowel u: kûń bûl. Though the end of the series differs from Standard Ruthenian the diphthongs represent older stages of the common speech. The substitution of closer for more open vowels is more general than this treatment of long or lengthened ē ā. Normal o/e are represented by u/ju in examples
which begin with the thirteenth century: купувати 'buy' таньютвати 'dance' (cf. по Божьему 'in God's name' 14th cent.).

Initially o- > vo- > vi- : винь (дви-о-в) with analogous вь- 'he (it, she')
виви 'sheep' (cf. воевица въню 13–14th cent.). Finally -e becomes -je or -ja, doubling the previous consonant in the latter case if it is not a labial (cf. White Russian): везилый 'joy' житьи 'life', and везиле; cf. also плать <лияти 'pour'.

The language differs from Great Russian and White Russian by the absence of акане and by the hardening of the two front vowels, though it should be noted that х и е are slightly softened by i и e. Ruth. e (OR.e/i) was not originally as soft as in the Moscow pronunciation of today, and is now generally hard, except when initial, after a vowel, after doubled letters, and in some endings. The sounds are distinguished as hard e/soft e: de 'where'/есть 'is' màe 'he has' везилый <*iye шаесте 'happiness'. At a time when e was still soft after a palatal it became e before a hard consonant, not only under the accent as in Standard Russian but in all cases: жовтий 'yellow' жонá 'woman' чоловик 'man'. This change does not take place before letters now hardened, which were soft in Mediæval Russian. Similarly, i was hardened except when initial and after a vowel, and at the same time y was brought forward in the mouth. The result is Ruth. u = R.WR. у u(i). It is more open than i and closer than e, and resembles the vowel in Eng. milk. The precise value differs with dialect, however; it is represented by y/i i for the soft sounds: лхó 'evil' бить 'strike' мить 'wash' (R. мить)/им 'to them', пои 'go' and и(i) from o/e. Traces of this development are found as early as the twelfth century and become frequent in the fourteenth. I is sometimes found for u: вийти змий 'marry'/R. змуж, and у dialectally for e: вичьр 'evening' (OB. večerě).

In two particulars Ruthenian goes with White Russian: уйт/йт > Ruth. уй/R. ой ей, and в and у (unstressed) may give w u (written b or y according to position): добрий 'good', у мени 'beside me, I have', мов [mou] 'speak' правда [prádua] 'truth'. OR. rà/rt là/lf > may appear as Ruth. р/р u/R. ro/ре lo/le: есть 'tear'.

The principal features of the system of consonants are also common to Ruthenian and White Russian, viz., fricative г (=voiced h), persistence of the second palatalization, development of final (of word or syllable) l > у (n): голод 'hunger', L.S. рупи 'рука' 'hand' нож/нога 'foot', вовк 'wolf'. Occlusive g occurs in Polish words and some other foreign matter, and is now denoted by р. It occurs when к comes before a voiced consonant, and in the fourteenth century the occlusive g of foreign names was represented by k or kg: Ольгёрта G.S./Olgierd 1350. Occasionally fricative г (b) has been lost: dial. опóx 'pea'горóx тóдí 'then'/R. тóдá. Foreign ϕ is normally replaced by Ruth. χ/х/χф or н: Хомá 'Thomas' Нилéп 'Philip'. A conspicuous feature is the
doubling of consonants, except labials, before soft je/ja, already mentioned. The labials develop a following ́ in such cases, and ́ may become мн: мня <мja/ма (cf. Cz. мě [мне]).

Ruthenian largely agrees with Serbocroat in not unvoicing final consonants (except h): ́ is pronounced [šld, šlid]\[.\]

As to the sibilants, c remains soft in the same places as in Old Russian and Common Slavonic, except when later hardened by the hardening of the front vowels: Ruth. G.S. со́чá ‘of the sun’ царйча ‘empress’ отец’ ‘father’/купцём ‘by the trader’. CSL. *dj >dz, *zdj >zdź. The letter w stands for hard šč. Č š ́ have the palatal sounds heard in Polish, but ́ are palatalized as in Russian. An apostrophe is used to separate hard consonants from following soft vowels.

3S. -́ is found with verbs of classes iii 2 and iv, but is otherwise dropped: Ruthenian платитъ ‘pays’ /пише ‘writes’. In some South Ruthenian dialects it is found in all cases, and there are dialects in which 3S. -́ is hardened. The consonant is often omitted in the 3P. in Galicia. South of the Carpathians 1S. -́ (гáда́м/гáдан ‘think’) links the Carpathian dialect to the neighbouring Slovak. 2S. -́ is normal, with a few relics of the athematic conjugation in -si -́. On the analogy of 2S. -́ has been formed 2P. -́/R. -te. 1P. -mo is normal, -́ being rarely found; but in the Carpathian region the ending is -ме as in Czechoslovak. The principal feature of the imperative is the survival of ́ in the form of i in the plural; to it have been assimilated the verbs of iii 2 and iv: орить ‘plough ye’, and so хвалить ‘praise ye’. The infinitive is normally in -тн, except for verbs in -ън (i 1), but -ть is also found. Verbs in -ети (iii) have -тн. In the formation of the imperfective future there is an analytical form composed of infin. + имъ ‘I have to’, etc. (хвалитьм’-у-, енн, etc. ‘shall praise’) as well as the construction with бы́дь. The reflexive is sometimes assimilated to a previous -́: ведёттн ‘is led’.

A few minor features of the Ruthenian conjugation are the assimilation of быти to быду: Ruthenian бы́ти ‘be’ бы́в ‘was’; the loss of initial i- in ма́л ‘have’; the intrusion of initial i- in и́шовнн ‘having gone’; ишов ‘went’ (šid-) from the pres. идъ, infin. итн (cf. S. йдн). In можу(тн) ‘can’ печь(тн) ‘bake’ we find the palatal consonant proper to the other persons of the tense; and in 3P. сливть ‘they sleep’/R. снн there is softening of the labial on the analogy of 1S. снн.

Ruthenian noun-declensions contain a number of special features. The survival of the vocative is notable: чоловнч ‘O man’ ж́ино ‘O woman’ сину ‘O son’. D.S. of o- stems is in -овн/dial. óнн, the latter by contamination of -овн and -е. NP. -ове/и <мe/e <е/и <и: GP. -овн >-нн; DILP. -ам-амн-ах in all declensions (but -ем -ънн -ен and -ox -ix <-échн are found in dialects). The u- and o- declensions
have been thoroughly mixed, and the consonant-stems fused with them, either by generalizing the oblique-stem (имено 'name') or by declining by means of the nominative-stem (NAS. имь/GS. имь DS. -йо, etc., like jo-stems). In the a-declension one notes soft GS. -i < OR. -е, and IS. -эо/-эо. In Polish Galicia and the Carpathians ISF. -ожу has become -оу -оу -овъ; рибъ 'by a fish'.

The dual has survived in feminine and neuter declensions (NAV.D. -и < -е), and the ending -ма occurs in fixed phrases: під дверима 'under the door'.

Short forms of the adjectives are rare, though more frequent in folk-songs. The long forms are sometimes reduced by loss of final -j, and many cases are affected by the passage of é and lengthened đ/Ō to Ruthenian i. GS.MN -оро becomes -ero in the northern dialects which border on Polish. In addition to сей/сесь 'this' there is цей/цесь <от сей (for от, cf. R. вот P. oto 'behold'). The flexions of numbers 2–4 are applied also to 5–9.

Literary Ruthenian has been carefully purified from Old Bulgarian phonetic forms, so that CSL. *per- always appears as Ruth. пере-, never in a form borrowed from OB. прэ-, CSL. *tort always appears as Ruth. торот, and so on. Apart from this and what may be called dialect features, Ruthenian differs from Great Russian chiefly in its abstract vocabulary, which has in many cases been built up on principles other than those of Great Russian, sometimes (one suspects) purely for the purpose of being different.

For purposes of comparison we give here parallel passages in the three official languages (Russian, White Russian and Ruthenian) taken from Izvestija (Jan. 20, 1938):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russian</th>
<th>White Russian</th>
<th>Ruthenian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
On point 5 of the agenda (ordre du jour)—on the appointment of a Public Prosecutor (procureur) of the USSR Deputy G. I. Petrovskij speaks (lit. steps out). In the name of the Councils of Syndics of the Council of the Union and the Council of Nationalities Deputy Petrovskij proposes the nomination as Prosecutor of the USSR of Deputy A. J. Vyšinskij.

Note.—(i) Proper names take different forms in the three languages.
(ii) WR. сове́т ‘council’ appears without а́ка́не.
(iii) WR. пра́паны́е <Lat. proponere P. proponować, with а́ка́не.
(iv) Ruth. рáда <Germ. Rat P. rada ‘council’.

139. Great Russian. (a) South. Viewed as a local speech, Great Russian is on the same footing as White Russian and Ruthenian, though its area and population are vastly greater. They are three divergent forms of one common Russian language which was substantially the same from the ninth to the twelfth centuries. It has also given the pattern of the standard literary language, the vehicle of administration and culture, according to the way it is spoken in Moscow. Moscow is on the line of division between North and South Russian, with a moderate ака́не. In one or two points the dialect of the city differs from the literary tongue, as for example in the transformation of ژì into ژì: dial. бìди/береж ‘run’.

The South Russian dialect proper is marked by strong ака́не, a tendency to turn stressed ı̄ into ʊo, the interchange of u/u/l, fricative ʎ [y], hardness of ژ̂ ş even when doubled, and a tendency to soften k ch before the back vowels a/u: dial. тóлка/только ‘only’. Thanks to the interchange u/v, -vus- may be reduced to u: dial. дéвька ‘maidie’. GSMN. -ro is pronounced -γо/γа, but rarely -во. 3S. -í: jidó/идёт ‘goes’. Past gerund -mśi/R. -vši: dial. ужéчамши ‘having gone away’.

The South Russian area is divided into three principal division. The north-western division (Kaluga, Tula) changes the timbre of un-stressed e (to ɐ by jákaňe) only before hard consonants: салó/солó ‘village’ насú/несý ‘bear’. In the eastern section (Rjazań, Tambov, Penza, Voronež, Saratov) the change of timbre of e occurs in all circumstances: вáду/ведý ‘lead’ and also бáра́ги/борь ‘guard’. The frontier to the north of South Great Russian is defined by the north-western and eastern dialects as far as the Volga, after which the eastern frontier is defined by the eastern dialect which follows the river down to Stalingrad. There has also been some expansion of this dialect towards the Urals. In the southern variety (Orel, Kursk) unstressed e suffers dissimilated ака́не, that is, it becomes ɨ when followed by a stressed ą, but a when followed by another sound: dial.
źmīla ‘land’ but Ṽasū ‘bear’. It is this variant of South Great Russian which defines the northern frontier of Ruthenian.

(b) North. As the North Great Russian dialects have not given the literary standard their divergencies from it are the more striking. They have historical importance as being either the Old Russian northern dialect of Novgorod, Pskov, Polock and Smolensk, or extensions of the same. It was from North Russia that the first colonists were drawn for Perm and Siberia, and its speech has spread with its people. Moreover, North Russia is the place of refuge of discarded traditions, the home of skážki or legends which were evolved further south, and more especially of the traditional heroic poetry of the bylīny. The bylīny take for their oldest subjects the affairs of Kiev in the days of the Rurikids, and they still preserve traces of this distant origin (e.g. in knowledge of some historical persons, of the grasses of the steppe, etc.). Richard James collected the first known bylīny in Moscow, at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Many of the best strictly historical ones belong to the reign of Ivan the Terrible, and it seems probable that they reached their apogee in the sixteenth century. If so, they were the finest examples of imaginative literature of the time, compensating for the poverty of the extant works in Russo-Slavonic. But they fell out of favour, and were only recovered in the middle years of the nineteenth century round the cold shores of Lake Onega. In this last form they are examples of North Great Russian; but they are discrepant in some particulars, and display more information and imagination than are to be expected in their humble surroundings.

North Great Russian dialects are characterized by ókāne (c retaining its timbre when unstressed, and even being used instead of a: dial. dolòko ‘far’, Ondrēj, lokē ‘lackey’. Unstressed and stressed e become ę before hard consonants, and ĕ is even found for original ĕ: dial. bētōda ‘conversation’. There is a general tendency towards narrower vowels: e for ja: dial. pāmēt ‘memory’ cēdo ‘child’; i for e in some parts: dial. lībed ‘swan’; i for ĕ where c and ĕ are confused: dial. līto ‘summer’ mīsto ‘place’ (město); ju for jo (ę): lūd ‘ice’. It is only in North Great Russian that contraction of vowels occurs as a regular feature: ae oe ee >a o e: dial. znaš dēlaš ‘знань делаешь’.

The principal feature in its consonants is the occurrence of cōkāne and cōkāne. The first is the use of ę for ĕ (as cēdo ‘child’, quoted above); the latter is the use of ĕ for ę (as ovča ‘ovča ‘sheep’). Both features are absent from parts of Novgorod, Tveř, Vladimir, Jaroslavl, Kostroma, Simbirsk and Kazań. There are dialects which have cōkāne only. The double change is characteristic of the old Novgorod dialect, and examples can be traced back to the eleventh century. Occlusive g persists, and is sometimes even imposed on those words (Gospōd
'lord' G.S. Bóga) in which the standard was fixed by Kiev. Ľ ending a
word or syllable becomes ā/ū: dial. dōrego/dórego 'long', kólokóv/
kólokol 'bell', as in South Russian, and there is the same tendency to
palatalize k before a/u: dial. dévočka 'girl'. OR. -istvo -iskǔ appears
with softened s: gréčški 'in Greek', otéčesvo 'fatherland' cárśvo
'kingdom'. In part of the region soft ľ ē becomes ē đě, as in White
Russian: dial. būdžot/býdet 'will be'.

The peculiarities of conjugation and declension are fewer, since in
these respects the littérates of Moscow adhered to northern traditions. 3S. -t is always hard. The reflexive -sja -š is assimilated to a
preceding t, and appears as -si -sy -cy, according to circumstances, but
rarely as -sa -ca. In the a-stems, the dative and genitive are inter-
changed. In the plural of all stems, the instrumental takes the form of
the dative (-m for -mi) in the whole cókane area; otherwise it sometimes
takes the form -my by contamination of OR. -mi -y, and in the bylìny
IP. -y is found, though not in the living dialects; more rarely the dual
-ma is used for instr. loc. plural.

An important characteristic is the use of the article. It is generally
reduced to -(o)t or -to: dial. dům-ot 'the idea' drugój-ot 'the other'
páren-to 'the lad', but in the region of Perná a considerable amount
of the demonstrative declension survives. In the bylìny the word on is
used enclitically as an article: свищет Соловей он по соловьиному
‘Nightingale whistles in nightingale fashion’, волх он догадывал 'the
magician kept guessing'.

The adjectives have only NSM. -oj/ ej, being free from Church
Slavonic influence, and so also GSMN. -ovo/evo. A final -e is often
found transformed to -ê. In folk-poetry the uncontracted declensional
forms of Old Russian sometimes occur: dial. dobroej -oem -yım -yech,
and the genitive plural is occasionally in -ef. The comparative is in -jač:
skóře 'quicker'. Что 'what?' is rendered also by što šće šlo šće šo šo.

North Great Russian has five principal sub-dialects. The maritime
variety of Archangel transforms ja to e, and pronounces ů as hard
long šš. In the Oloniec region (where the best bylìny have been found)
ě becomes i before soft consonants, final -l > ũ, 3S. -t survives. The
western variety (North-West Russian) is that of Novgorod and Pskov
(ě > i, weak cókane, confusion of dat. instr. pl.). The eastern sub-
dialect is that of Viatka and Vologda, where ņ > e/ie : chleb/chleb
'bread'. The fifth area is that of Vladimir and the Volga.
Chapter VI

WEST SLAVONIC
(POLISH, WENDISH, CZECHOSLOVAK)

A. SOUNDS

140. Stress, Length. (i) The original Slavonic stress was light but variable, and it continued to be so in the West Slavonic dialect or language of the Elbe (Polabian) until its extinction in the eighteenth century: Polab. jolòvéća/P. jelowica 'heifer', püli/P. pole 'field'. This type of mobile accent is still found in certain North Cassubian dialects [Cass. jédnive (gen.sg.) 'one' novi 'new' zámuzikujq 'will begin to play music']. Apart from these survivals of the archaic system, fixed accentuation is a distinguishing characteristic of West Slavonic.

A musical intonation has been developed, seemingly in independence, by Cassubian, which has also lost consonant-softness.

As explained in section 22, a relatively long Slavonic word was likely to have three grades of stress: strong (the stress-accent), medium and weak. The lighter the stress-accent, the more in evidence would be the medium stresses, until the point was reached at which an exchange was effected. Among the medium stresses was included the initial syllable. Properly speaking this would be at the beginning of a breath-group, when, the exhalation of breath having just begun, there would be a relatively lavish expenditure upon the first syllable. But any substantial word might find itself at the beginning of a breath-group, and all but enclitics have relatively tense first syllables. The change of accent has taken place in Czechoslovak and Wendish. Wendish is entirely surrounded by German, and Czechoslovak largely so; but it hardly seems necessary to attribute to foreign influence a development so much in the nature of things. That there was originally a mobile accent in Czechoslovak and Polish is clear from the weak and strong grading of the jers. This corresponds exactly with that in other Slavonic tongues. Yet the fixed accent must have established itself in the Proto-Czech and Proto-Polish periods. The fact can hardly be proved, since the spelling does not indicate the place of stress.

Once the initial stress had been established, a secondary stress developed in Czechoslovak at a certain distance from the principal one. (As diacritics are used to denote length in this language, we shall denote stress by other means, i.e. by the roman letters of the examples
cited in italics.) The secondary accent falls on the second syllable away from the main stress: Cz. napadal napadala ‘attacked’ Pivoda Kalivoda pronásledovati ‘pursue’. In Lower Wendish the secondary stress falls regularly on the penultimate: czerwony ‘red’ powołanie ‘summons’. In the villages along the eastern border, i.e. in those nearest to Poland (Horno/Rogow, Drjifice/Wüstdrewitz, Radojz/Radewiese and as far as Mużakow/Muskau on the Nysa/Neisse), the secondary accent is more and more in evidence. The Polish and South Cassubian principle of fixed stress on the penultimate is thus seen to be a development from the secondary accent which resulted from an earlier shift of stress to the first syllable. To this penultimate stress the Polish language offers few exceptions (e.g. in the foreign words matematyka liryka, etc., and in such verbal forms as robilibismy ‘we should do’, originally two words). There is a secondary initial accent in the longer Polish words: P. macierzystego (GSMN.) ‘maternal’. When stress is laid on a word or an antithesis is given point, the secondary accent becomes principal: P. nie ojczyzny lecz macierzystego ‘not paternal, but maternal’.

(ii) Original quantities still survive, to some extent, in Czechoslovak. The clearest case is that of the tort-formula. It contains a diphthong, which is necessarily a long syllable; and in a general way a long syllable corresponds to (and in Russian torot is actually converted into) two shorts. The falling and rising tones placed the peak of stress as well as pitch upon the first and second elements respectively: falling \(\downarrow:\) —/rising\(\uparrow:\)/. These distinctions of tone were converted into distinctions of quantity in Czechoslovak. The low, weak element of the falling tone was shortened and lost, leaving only a short vowel; but the final rise kept those vowels long: Cz. hlas ‘voice’ vlás ‘hair’ břeh ‘bank’ dřevo ‘wood’/dřcha ‘road’ mráz ‘frost’ hrách ‘pea’ bříza ‘birch’ břímě ‘load’. Unstressed syllables behaved as though with falling intonation: hlava ‘head’ brada ‘beard’ (cf. R. golová boroda), but there are some irregularities, like mléko ‘milk’ žláza ‘gland’/R. molokó železá. In the ort-group, difference of tone seems to have led (as in P.Wend.ESI.) to difference not of quantity but of quality: CSL. *ôrstů > *rostů/ *ólkomů > Cz. růst ‘growth’/lakomy ‘greedy’.

Other cases of original length preserved in Czechoslovak are more difficult to demonstrate. The stressed syllable is absolutely longer than any unstressed one, and therefore the accent-shift confused relative quantities. The length of CSL. ě is represented by its diphthongization and (in Czech) ultimate solution as a narrow long vowel (ě > tě/te > t) in many words. Comparison with other Slavonic languages shows that differences of tone survive as differences of quantity in Cz. muka ‘torture’/mouka ‘flour’ sud (pl. sudy) ‘cask’/soud (pl. soudy) ‘tribunal’ [cf. S. mūka/můka sūd/sūdovi/sūd (sūdovi)]. In
Cz. mohu můžeš 'can' there is a quantitative difference associated with originally distinct stresses (R. mogú môžeš').

In some neuter n-stems, the stem-vowel is long in the nom.acc.sg., but short in the dissyllabic flexions: Cz. rámě 'arm' břímě 'burden' plémě 'tribe' (GS. ramene břemene plemene). An exception is písmě 'letter'. It is not easy to determine where the stress originally lay in the n-masculines and neutrals. From other languages we have: Gk. ὀξυόν 'anvil' ὅγγυόν 'leader', L. akmuó 'stone' AS. ākmeni G. akmeňs NP. ākmens G. akmenų. In Slovene there has been an accent-shift in these declensions: Slov. tôle 'calf' GS. teléta, pléme GS. pleména. In Russian the accent shifts between the singular and the plural: R. plémja GS. plémeni/NAVPS. plemená. What is recorded by the Czechoslovak quantities is thus an accent-shift occurring at a time when there was still a free accent in Proto-Czech. So also the r-stem: Cz. mání 'mother' GS. mateře.

Among nouns of the a-declension there are differences of length which may be explained by the tort-formula, as above. In these and other words the length may vary within the declension, the quantity being, for instance, long in the nominative and accusative, and short in some of the oblique cases: Cz. brána 'gate' I.S. branou (and so also kráva 'cow' dráha 'road' sláma 'straw' vrána 'crow'/R. boroná 'harrow' koróva doróga solóma voróna), práce 'work' I.S. praci, kuže 'hide' I.S. koži, pára 'steam' I.S. parou, etc. There are some words which have a short vowel only in the gen.pl., and others which carry the long vowel throughout the declension. Not all such words are covered by the tort-formula; and whereas the long vowel can often be accounted for (e.g. CSL rising ě > ie > i in vira 'faith'), its vacillation is unexplained. Generally speaking, when Czechoslovak longs and shorts do not correspond to Common Slavonic rising and falling (or short) syllables, one must assume the working of analogy or the effects of stress-shift.

(iii) The principle of compensatory lengthening for loss of jer is found in both Polish and Czechoslovak, though not under identical conditions. For o and e (and the nasal vowel in Polish) this leads to a change of timbre. In Polish the distinction of quantity has been eliminated, leaving only that of quality; in Czechoslovak both remain.

The Mediæval Polish system of secondary quantities is still alive in the North Cassubian dialects. It was at first imperfectly represented. The alphabet was based on the Latin model, which ignores differences of quantity. None the less, spellings occur like Milees (1155) staan 'state' (13th cent.), which seem to be attempts to show longer quantity. Jakób Parkosz (c. 1440) expressly asserted that 'omnes vocales modo longantur modo patulo breviantur'. By the sixteenth century, however, the distinction of length had become obsolescent: 'Antiqui
Poloni longas vocales geminabant, breves simplicibus pingeabant’ (Zaborowski, 1520). At about this time the acute accent was borrowed from Czech, where it represented length. The copyist of the St John fragment of 1516 vacillates: ostwiecca/swiecy woole/vole. He seems to have been embarrassed by signs denoting length where he found only difference of quality. The qualitative difference certainly goes back to the fourteenth century, when diphthongs appeared in the place of geminated vowels: guor/gór (gen.pl.) ‘of mountains’ synwov/synów ‘of sons’ Buog/Bóg (cf. OCz. Buoh/MCz. Bůh) ‘God’. There is nothing to show greater antiquity for this difference of quality. Modern Polish spelling distinguishes only ó=[u]. This letter was usually left unaccented in the eighteenth century, but é was regularly used to denote a close [e] approaching [i]; the seventeenth century marked á é, the former to denote a sound approximating to [ø], and ó less often.

In Mediæval Polish there was only one nasal (ṅ). In the fifteenth century ţ began to appear; later, ě. At first this latter denoted shorter length than ţ; later, more open quality.


Compensation for the loss of jer in the diminutive suffix is irregular in Polish: wózka ‘little cart’ dójka ‘milkmaid’/wędka ‘fishing-rod’. Forms like dąbek ‘little oak’ wózek ‘little cart’ are due to the influence of oblique cases.

In Czech compensatory lengthening of the nom.sg.masc. of o/jo- and i-stems appears arbitrary: chleb ‘bread’ snih ‘snow’ Bůh ‘God’ kún ‘horse’ (where a final nasal is no impediment) déšt ‘rain’ sůl ‘salt’/ had ‘snake’ lev ‘lion’ Řek ‘Greek’ muž ‘man, husband’ meč ‘sword’ kost ‘bone’ ěst ‘honour’. When lengthening takes place in Serbocroat it is associated with a falling tone in the stem-vowel: S. Bóg (gen. Bóga) ‘God’; but it is not certain whether intonation affects the issue in Czech. The words compensated are those which have become monosyllabic by loss of final jer, but GPM. -ů (formerly -ův) always
shows compensatory length. Compensation is not found in Cz. gen.pl. fem.neut. (though it is in Slovak). Perhaps the analogy of other plural cases, in which the stem remained short, prevented this change. In the dat.loc.pl. -im -ách/ich there is compensation in the flexion. On the other hand, loss of jer causes metatony resulting in shortening in Cz. kláda ‘log’ gen.pl. klad and other words. Slovak gen.pl. hraníc (hranica ‘boundary’) shows lengthening, which does not appear in Cz. hranic.

When a suffix is added in Czech, the lengthened vowel of the simple word may or may not be retained. The diminutive -ko regularly preserves such vowels, but with -ka usage is variable and apparently arbitrary. In dialects lengthening occurs with the participle in -l: dial. volálat/volála.

The semivowel j causes long vowels to arise (as in Serbocroat and Old Bulgarian): Cz. půjdu ‘I shall go’ stůj ‘stop’ múj ‘my’ dial. náj-(superlative prefix); cf. P. mój stój etc.

(iv) Lengthening due to contraction is also a feature of Old Polish and Czechoslovak. These contractions establish a clear distinction between West and East Slavonic. Among the most important of them are:


øy > ě: OB. moje Cz. mé P. me.

ojo > ù: OB. sobojo P. sobą Cz. sebou.

ěja > ě: OB. sějati Cz. sáti P. siać.

ěje > ě: OB. umějetů OCz. umie/MCz. umí P. umie.

All the Polish long vowels have been shortened. These contractions are due to the loss of j between vowels, and have had an important effect on the declension of definite adjectives and the declension of nouns with stems ending in a vowel followed by a j-suffix. Uncontracted forms were found in Polish as late as the fifteenth century: OP. znajemy ‘we know’ okopaje ‘will dig up’ umieje ‘knows how to’.

In Old Czech certain prepositions lengthened the initial vowel of a following noun: OCz. kaapostolom ‘to the apostles’. Hence MCz. vůbec (v obec) ‘in general’. vůči (v oči) ‘in view of’. Prefixes are frequently lengthened: Cz. národ ‘people’ výkres ‘design’ původ ‘source’.

(v) In Wendish there are no original long vowels still surviving, but vowels are narrowed under some conditions and also lengthened from secondary causes. The narrowing affects only o e in Upper Wendish. Lengthening occurs in a stressed open syllable (unless the next begins with š s), and by reason of a following j v. In Miklawusch Jakubica's
Lower Wendish New Testament (1548) the still surviving long vowels were marked by doubling the letter, with or without intrusive $h$: zczuhucz/ścuć 'behead' maasch/maš 'hast'.

(vi) In Slovak a sort of balance has been established in adjectives according to which those with a short stem-vowel have a long vowel in the ending, as in Czech (e.g. Slovak vel'ky 'great' gen.sg.masc. vel'kého nom.sg.fem. vel'ká/Cz. velký velkého velká), but those with a long stem-vowel have a short vowel in the ending (Slovak. krásny 'beautiful' krásného krásna/Cz. krásný krásného krásná).

141. Oral Vowels. It should be noted that in Standard Czech initial vowels are preceded by the glottal stop. A result is that prepositions are devoided: Cz. v Americe 'in America' [f 'ameritse]. In Czech dialects and in Wendish, initial vowels tend to prefix $v$ or $h$, e.g. LowWend. wóraš 'to plough' (OB. orati) hupiš 'to drink' (u-piti). This feature is found sporadically elsewhere.

A. P. pani 'lady' jagnię 'lamb' jajko 'egg' ziemia 'earth' dusza 'soul'; UpWend. bratr 'brother' jejko 'egg' duša 'soul'; Cz. máti 'mother' jehně 'lamb' duše 'soul', dej 'give'.

In the languages affiliated to Polish the vowel $a$ tends toward $o$. When lengthened in Old Polish $a$ had the value of $â$. So Polab. brot 'brother' Cass. barôn 'ram' pôn/pôn 'gentleman' Wendish Slovène pâun Polab. râtoj 'ploughman'. OP. czaas 'time' laas 'wood' testify to differences of quality and quantity not now observed in the literary tongue. The Mazovian dialects tend to make $a$ into $e$: P. rano 'morning' / Maz. reno.

In Wendish $a$ has been maintained except between soft consonants, when it becomes $e$ in Upper Wendish.

In Czech (but not Slovak) this tendency has gone further, since $a$ is modified to $ē/ie > i$ after originally palatal or soft consonants, and to $e$ before $j$ (Cz. dej <daj). The pronunciation of $a$ (and $u$) after a soft consonant in Old Czech has to be inferred from later history, since the soft pronunciation is not at first clearly marked. Thus OCz. zema 'earth'/zima 'winter' employ the same letters for $m/m$ and 'a/a'. This kind of spelling is found in the twelfth century: iatlovica 'heifer' 1130, strasa/stráž(e) 'guard' 1143. With the first years of the thirteenth century the palatalization is fully recognized: OCz. berne 'tax' 1208 bernie 1249 (berné), Skalice (<-ca) 1211 chtvrtne 'quarter' (measure) 1249 (čtvrtné). The palatal on-glide was quite perceptible, but has been absorbed by a previous palatal consonant in Modern Czech: Cz. nouse 'poverty' bouře 'storm' vůle 'will'. The process of eliminating the on-glide (dispalatalization) began in the fourteenth century. The instance of vůle shows that this occurred while Ľ was still distinct from ļ. When lengthened, Ė became OCz. ie MCz. i: OCz. dušiech MCz. dušich (LP.) (12th cent. dušách).

In each of the main West Slavonic languages a lengthened ő has developed into a diphthong (uo), which is still heard in Wendish and Slovak, and is still represented in Czech spelling (ū); in Polish and Czech the diphthong has become a narrow vowel [u], which remains long in Czech but has been shortened in Polish. In the fifteenth century the diphthong was established in Czech spelling: buoh ‘God’ duóm ‘house’ þuost ‘fasting’. The letter ũ is merely another form of the diphthong. In the sixteenth century u and ũ are frequently found: zakoñum (DP.) ‘to the laws’ buh dúm.

In Polish dialects o tends to develop into a diphthong (uo) after labial consonants. In Cassubian this occurs after labials and velars: kuost ‘böne’ puole ‘field’ (with the narrower element made prominent). Further west, in Wendish Slovene, this becomes a diphthong of the mixed back-front order (ūō), and in Polabian it becomes ũ, which may further develop to ŏ before hard dentals: Polab. nebú ‘heaven’ núga ‘foot’. O is also found as vá: Polab. vágard ‘garden’.

In the Czech of Prague initial o- >ov-.  

E. P. śnieg ‘snow’ deszcz ‘rain’ miasto/L.S. mieście ‘township’ imienia G.S./GP. imion (imię ‘name’) i.S. ploë/2S. pleciesz ‘plait’; LowWend. ńebio ‘heaven’ UpWend. þjerje ‘feather’ LowWend. ńojasle ‘joy’; Cz. neset ‘ye bear’ OCz. řeći ‘to say’/MCz. řici OCz. hňěsti ‘kneed’/MCz. hnisti Slovak žien (gen.pl. of žena ‘woman’), with compensatory lengthening, OCz. nebeskeý ‘heavenly’ (NASN.), OCz. miesto/ MCz. město ‘place’ OCz. zpázenie/MCz. spaseni ‘salvation’, OCz. miesto/MCz. město ‘town’ OCz. švět/MCz. svĕt ‘world’. In Prague è is pronounced i.

The vowels CSL. ē/e differed in West Slavonic as the diphthong ie/soft e. In Polish, as in Russian, soft and palatalized consonants united in one order, and in this respect there was no difference between ē/e. None appears in the earliest Polish documents. On the other hand, some difference of quality led to different results in the process of dispalatalization before certain hard consonants (d t z s n l r), since in such circumstances CSL. ē > P.’a and CSL. e > P.’o: P. miasto/imion. (P. e <i develops like CSL. e; cf. the frequent dispalatalization of CSL. ē to P.’q: P. dziewiásty ‘ninth’). The two processes occurred in Proto-Polish; it is not certain whether they were contemporary. In the Bull of 1136, which is the first record of Polish, ē > ’a occurs in Balouaná/Bialowas Baloueszczi/Białowieżczy Quatek/Kwiatek, etc. As dispalatalization does not take place before soft consonants, except by analogy, or before hard consonants other than those of the dento-alveolar order, this development has led to
alternating stems in Polish declensions and conjugations which are partly due to analogy. It is characteristic of the whole so-called Lechitic group: Cass. żona ‘wife’ sostra ‘sister’ calo ‘body’ vjara ‘faith’; Polab. bol (⟨bělů⟩ ‘white’/sestra ‘sister’ med ‘honey’ (e is not dispalatalized in Polabian, but i e are in Polab. dán ‘day’ dvár ‘door’ desat ‘ten’). The fact that this outlying member of the group should not have e > o is an argument for regarding this change as later than e > a.

These dispalatalizations occur in Wendish only in the dialects of Sorau and Guben, spoken in an area now largely incorporated in Poland. The passage of e > o is general, and not conditioned as in the Lechitic languages: LowWend. sołty ‘warm’ UpWend. lód ‘ice’ LowWend. móro ‘sea’ pleśo ‘plaits’. The vowel e remains before hard and soft consonants: LowWend. bwąc/UpWend. běh ‘race’ LowWend. gwęźda/UpWend. hvwęźda ‘star’. In unaccented syllables it appears as (j)e or (j)e (a more open e not indicated in ordinary print): LowWend. kupjela ‘bath’ zelęzo ‘iron’.

In Czech the two vowels frequently remain quite distinct: CSL. e > OCz. ie. The diphthong has become an open vowel (MCz. e = [ɛ] with preceding soft consonant or intercalated [j]) when short, and when lengthened it has become the long narrow vowel (MCz. i). Examples of the simple long vowel go back to about 1300, but the spelling ie continued into the sixteenth century. Cz. e is without palatal on-gliding.


CSL. u remains in Polish. In Cassubian it often becomes a short ɛ, and in Polabian eu: deusa ‘spirit’. In Lower Wendish u > y after labials, but the written style sometimes retains u: klobyk/klobuk ‘hat’ rozum/UpWend. rosom ‘understanding’. It may develop further into i: Libin/Lubin dial. witro ‘morning’. OCz. ú < o and ojo has passed through au to ou: OCz. sód saud/MCz. soud ‘court’ OCz. hlavú hlavu (1.S.)/MCz. hlavou ‘by the head’. The long vowel arose either by perpetuating original quantity or by lengthening during the history of Czech. It is normal in texts of the early fourteenth century, but with the beginning of the fifteenth it gives way to au, though still found as late as the end of the sixteenth century. The diphthong au is due to dissimilation, the first half of the long vowel (= uu) opening. It enters with the last quarter of the fourteenth century and lasts into the seventeenth: Tropauss 1373, vykapyje (3P.) ‘ransom’, Kraupa 1400, Kaldeyshawk 1470. Some writers preferred this diphthong as late as 1849. In the fifteenth century the diphthong had become ou by the
reassimilation of its two elements: OCz. korowhwe 'banners' (15th cent.)/MCz. korouhve. It was the most usual from the beginning of the seventeenth century. Meanwhile, 'u preceded by a palatal developed into a front vowel, as did 'a. At first this was not marked: the u of OCz. I.S. zemu/zimu appeared the same, but was in fact different. Then came the sign iu (yu): pokazyw sie 'show myself' (14th cent.). In the same century forms like zemy (A.S.) show the full development had taken place.

Csl. y persists in Polish as a separate sound; it is there a retracted i not unlike Ruth. u. As a result of the rise of soft velars k ɡ and (less often) cʰ, y is replaced by i: P. ginac ‘perish’ sluęgi ‘servants’ matki ‘mothers’. Conversely, y is substituted for original i as a result of the hardening of the palatals sz cz szcz szcz rz: P. oczy ‘eyes’. Before an r original y > e from the beginning of the fifteenth century: cztery ‘four’ pastersz ‘herdsman’. In Wendish also the original pronunciation persists, but with exchanges for u or i. The oldest Czechoslovak transcriptions were by means of u, as in Old Slovene: Cz. Buitzowa/Bydżów 1186, Buitic 1196, Buistrice 1226. Hus (1406) used the sign y, and said the sound was made ‘ponendo principium linguæ sub inferioribus dentibus et in medio elevando linguam per modum circuli’. The distinction of letter was maintained by the Moravian Brethren for their great Bible (1579–93), and it remains to this day. The sounds of y and i, however, are now identical, and are not some middle value as in Ruthenian but the forward vowel i. I > y in Cz. błyskati ‘shine’ and in dialects after e z s. In Prague Cz. ý is pronounced ej; cf. ú > ou in Standard Czech.

In Cassubian y has become generally the same as i, but after labials and liquids it is a short back e. In Polabian, German influence has made accented y to sound as ąj.

Loss of i sometimes occurs in Polish initially: grać/igrac ‘play’ iglica/OP. glica ‘bodkin’ mieć/OP. imieć ‘have’; medially: wielki/wielki ‘big’; and finally (2S. imperative and infin.): chwal ‘praise’ bacz ‘heed’ mieszkać ‘dwell’. It appears as a semivowel in Cz. jméno ‘name’ jho ‘yoke’, etc.

Jers. The jers are lost in weak position, and in strong position they both originally became e: P. dzień G.S. dnia ‘day’ koniec G.S. końca ‘end’ łeb G.S. lba ‘head’; UpWend. (són ‘dream’) dźeń ‘day’; Cz. pátek ‘Friday’ den ‘day’ sen ‘dream’ orel ‘eagle’. It is characteristic of West Slavonic that the jers should both give e (apart from later changes affecting that vowel); Slovak, however, frequently has o < u as in Russian and some forms of Bulgarian. Dispalatalization occurs as for original e in Polish and Wendish.

142. Nasal Vowels. P. wąž G.S. węža ‘snake’ sędzia ‘judge’ miosę ‘I bear’ będąc ‘being’; LowWend. gus ‘goose’ UpWend. husuja,
LowWend. pęty UpWend. pjaty ‘fifth’; Cz. ruka ‘hand’ pēt ‘five’ pątek ‘Friday’; Slovak päť ‘five’.

(i) CSL. q/ą persisted into twelfth-century Polish, but with their timbres very closely allied (approximately nasal ą/ą). In the Bull of 1136 they are represented by a large variety of devices: an en un/am em um/ o e u: Balouanz Deuentliz Lunciz Sodowo Chomesa Chrustov/Białowąż Dziewiętlice Łęczyca Żądowo Chomiża Chrząstow. The scribe had in mind two sounds, the one akin to both a and o, the other akin to e. The soft variant (ą) had been dispalatalized before hard dento-alveolars (Balouanz/Chomesa, due to hard z/soft ż). This was a feature of all Lechitic languages. In the thirteenth century the transcriptions overlap, since CSL. q is found as P. an am a/en em e/on om o/un u y and CSL. ą as an am a/en em e/on o/u/in. A new sign for nasality (o), sometimes barred, sometimes with a tick on each side, came into use to denote the single sound which had resulted from both ancient nasals: OP. swiftego/swiętego ‘holy’ so/sq, wilil iśm w mo duső moio/mię duszę moiją ‘I poured out my soul within me’ (Florian Psalter, 14th century). The scribe of the Pulały Psalter (mid 15th century) distinguished two nasal vowels: tobo/tobą (I.S.) ‘by thee’ będę ‘I shall be’. The distinction implied was mainly one of length, and depended on the conditions stated in section 140. By the sixteenth century, however, a qualitative difference had supervened. P. q had come to be pronounced again as [ą]. In 1568 it is said to be equivalent to Fr. an (and to Italian an, which is different in all but the backward position of the vowel), and in 1612 it is said to be as in Germ. Bank Gesang; but Germans are chided in 1600 for pronouncing prostą as if it were prostam, and in 1612 Germ. on is said to be its equivalent (mąka=moncha). In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there are denasalized spellings in o corresponding to pronunciations now heard: wziol=wziatl ‘took’ minol=minat ‘passed’. Meanwhile the short nasal q had become a front nasal [ę]. Finally, the distinction of length was lost, and only that of quality remained. Before some following consonants in Modern Polish a nasal vowel develops a nasal consonant of the same class as the following consonant: dąb [dąmp] mądra [mόndra] ręka [reŋkɔ]. When final or before l it may be denasalized: ręka [reŋkɔ ręku] minat [mínol mínol].

In Cassubian CSL. ą remains nasal before hard dento-alveolars, where it is dispalatalized: mjąso ‘meat’ čąsto ‘often’. Otherwise (i.e. before palatals, velars and labials) it was narrowed to ąl, and then denasalized to i: pisc ‘fist’ cygni ‘pulls’/P. pięść ciągnie. CSL. ą became Cass. q: rąka ‘hand’. In Polabian there were also two nasals: q <ą (before back consonants and final and <jo), and o <ę (before hard front consonants and <o): mq (A.S.) ‘me’ maši ‘meat’/pothy ‘fifth’ jązyk ‘tongue’ rąkö (A.S.) ‘hand’ gos ‘goose’.
(ii) In Czechoslovak and Wendish CSL. \( \varphi > u, \varepsilon > ja \) ('a), with certain further modifications. The vowel \( u \) remains unaltered, save that long OCz. \( u > MCz. ou \); CSL. bloud 'fool'. After the labials short 'a appears as \( a \) in Slovak: Slovak \( pät \) five' \( pamäť \) 'memory' \( svázok \) 'volume'. In Czech and in Upper Wendish \( ja \) ('a) \( > e \) before an originally soft consonant: CSL. \( pet \) 'five' UpWend. \( pječ \). In Lower Wendish the vowel \( e \) is found in all instances: LowWend. \( město/UpWend. \, mjsæo \) 'meat' LowWend. \( pety/UpWend. \, pjät \) 'fifth'. The vowel \( e \) lengthens to OCz. \( ie \) MCz. \( i \), so that CSL. \( e \) corresponds to \( (j)a/\varepsilon/i \) according to later developments: CSL. \( patek \) 'Friday' Slk. platok/pěst 'fist'/\( \vfi diti \) 'direct'.

143. (a) Tort. P. \( grōd \) 'town, castle' groch 'pea' glowa 'head' brzeg 'bank' mléko 'milk'; UpWend. broda 'beard' hlōd 'hunger' srjeda 'middle'; CSL. \( hr\ddot{a} \wedge w \; břeh \; mlěko \).

(i) In Polish and Wendish the same solutions have been obtained. In Old Polish prepositions were vocalized before words of this series: OP. \( ode \) młodości 'from youth up' \( ws \) \( śrōd \) 'midst' \( w \) strumeniu 'in the stream'. This is an indication that the presence, or recent presence, of a fugitive vowel in the initial syllable was still recognized: \( m\dot{\ddot{e}} \ldots o\dot{s}\vante{-}. \) P. \( śrōd \) is a special development from \( *śrōd \).

In Polish place-names there are traces of another procedure: Karwina/P. krowa 'cow', and possibly also in chabry/chroby 'brave' (*charbry?). In Cassubian the forms deriving from tort are various: Cass. groch 'pea' droga 'road' parg and prōg 'threshold', -gard(a) in place-names. Otherwise the development is as in Polish. Further west, Polabian has stārna 'side'/börzda 'furrow'/gord 'castle' korwō 'cow'/ brūōda 'beard' (an isolated solution); gluod 'hunger'; brēg 'bank' brēza 'beech'; mlāko 'milk'. In the last word telt has been treated like tolł, and this also occurs in Cassubian (cf. R. molokō); Cass. mlōc 'grind'/ P. mlēc. The western branches of the Lechitic group thus show important differences from Polish and Wendish. CSL. tort must have given tārt as a first stage of the future developments tārt and tort, but tolł tett telt suffered metathesis in the usual way.

(ii) On the other hand, Czechoslovak agrees with the South Slavonic languages in replacing CSL. tort tolł by trat tlat. Again the middle point of the development must have been the vowel ã, viz. tort > tārt > tārōt > trat. CSL. tert telt > Cz. *trēť *tleř, the former giving palatal ũ (OCz. ũět), with later dispalatalization of the vowel (MCz. t̂ět). Both a and ě have become liable to lengthening in Czechoslovak, resulting in ě and OCz. ie ě/MCz. i ě: Cz. hrōd 'castle' brāna 'gate' vlas 'hair' vlāđa 'government' břeh 'bank' břimě 'load' mřītī 'die' mlītī 'grind' mlěko 'milk'.

(b) Ort-. P. radlo 'hoc' lakomy 'greedy' laběď 'swan'/rość 'grow'; toński 'last year's'; UpWend. lakomc 'climber'/rość 'grow'; Cz. radlo
The different results seem to agree with a difference of tone in some Common Slavonic: CSL. őrť- > ř&t- > řot-. There is no similar difference in ert- elť-, but the latter shows some discrepancies. R. leběď OB. lebědcí imply *elbendí/olbondí > P. lądę P. ńabud; and Cz. ńebeda/P. ńoboda ‘green orach’ differ in the initial syllable.

In Polabian the difference of tone gives different results: Polab. rátōj ‘ploughman’ Lábi ‘Elbe’/řūla ‘ploughland’ růst ‘grow’ růz ‘separate’.


There were no sonants in Common Slavonic, but for the West Slavonic forms it is necessary to start from sonant r/ľ in both hard and soft types, viz. WSL. trť/třít třít/třít. The simplest consequences of this situation are found in Old Czech, where the qualitative difference has been lost, and there remain only OCZ. trť třít. At a later period vowels have developed: ř (after ě ę and in some isolated cases like tresť ‘reed’) > MCZ. er.

In Polish and Wendish ř has been hardened, before hard dentals in Polish and more generally in Wendish. Hence alternations like P. śmierc/martwy. The difference between MP. śmierc/OP. śmierc is only orthographic for some speakers, since the former is often given a close pronunciation (ié) approximating to ě. The result is that WSL. trť > P. tart and WSL. třít > P. třít (unless later hardened). Similarly WSL. třít > P. tuť and WSL. třít > P. třít. But these later correspondences are traversed by some other considerations. WSL. třít has been confused with třít in many instances, and after a labial it then results in tělt (pełny). After labials, also, original třít may become OP. tolt (OP. mówa MP. mówa).

In Cassubian and Wendish Slovene trť/třít were distinguished: Cass. gardo/smirc (but hardened in ewaardy ‘hard’); but třít alone was found: Cass. polny wolk, Wendish Slovene pouny vouk. The same is true of Polabian: garnak ‘milk-pot’/děržat ‘hold’ (hardened in tjárde ‘hard’) tásyty ‘stout’ vāuk ‘wolf’.

144. Czechoslovak Sonants. CSL.Ob. sedmi osmi > OCZ. sedm osm (monosyllables)/MCZ. sedm osm (disyllables)—also pronounced sedum (v)osum : : G.S. sedmi osmi (disyllabic declensional forms), This leads to full vocalization in some dialects: dial. sedem osem. Similarly, MCZ.
blázen ‘madman’ bázeň ‘fear’ kázeň ‘discipline’ / OCz. blázn bázn kázň and Cz. bratr ‘brother’ mysł ‘mind’ mohl ‘could’ were monosyllabic in Old Czech, but are now dissyllabic, with sonant ʃ. A medial sonant ʃ has developed in slza ‘tear’, which was monosyllabic in Old Czech. Vocalization of medial sonants occurs in dial. smert ‘death’ pělný ‘full’, and in Cz. pluk ‘regiment’ žert ‘jest’ žertva ‘victim’ červ ‘worm’, etc. The earliest example of this vocalization is czerven ‘June’ 1251, but the examples increased throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Czech dialects show that sonant ʃ was sometimes long, and that sonant ʃ had two qualities and two lengths in parts of the area; Slovak still distinguishes length in sonant r and l.


(a) Palatalization of k g ch. Ky gy have palatalized in Polish to ki gi; in Cassubian they have developed further into ći ść, and in Polabian to ti di: P. kij ‘stick’ Cass. cij/Cz. kiy. Chy normally remains; in wymachiwac ‘brandish’ rozdmuchiwac ‘blow away’ etc. the suffix -iwac is due to the analogy of k/g + iwac (oczekiwac ‘await’). The Polish change can be dated as of the fifteenth century: drugich (mid. 15th cent.)/wszystky (14th cent.). In Lower Wendish this palatalization is as in Polish, but Upper Wendish has normally chi. The restoration of soft forms of the velars helped to eliminate some of the effects of second Slavonic palatalization from the declensions of nouns and adjectives, as in Russian. In Czech there has been no such development. However, the hardening of e has led to the reinstatement before it in Slovak of hard k g.

West Slavonic differs from East and South Slavonic in the fact that ch ʃ in both Slavonic palatalizations: P. dusza Cz. duše ‘soul’ P. musze Cz. mouše (DLSF.) ‘fly’.

Foreign words had provided k g even in Old Bulgarian (OB. Ʌesari ‘Caesar’ gazosilikija ‘treasury’). They produce palatals before e in Polish, except in the most modern borrowings.

(b) Velar fricative h. In the sixteenth century an occlusive g was often written with a diacritic in Czech (synagoγa ‘synagogue’). It was limited to foreign words, and even among these the more intimate have a fricative velar (hrabé ‘count’ < Germ. Graf). Native Czech words took the fricative pronunciation in the period between the
middle third of the thirteenth century and the first third of the fourteenth, fully three centuries after this feature had appeared in South Russia: Cz. gora ‘hill’ 1228 gore 1213/hora 1241/ogarsie ‘hounds’ 1322. Later loanwords used k to denote the occlusion: Aukšpurk ‘Augsburg’ kvâlt ‘power’ (Germ. Gewalt). In contact with the dentals k might become fricative: vetky/vetchy ‘frail’. In Czechoslovak dialects h is frequently lost before r l n, especially in initial position: onedy/onehdý ‘lately’ rozen/hrozen ‘grape’ Řek (literary Czech) ‘Greek’. In Old Czech h was used in combination with other letters to help denote peculiarly Slavonic sounds, and it often appeared intrusively: OCz. Habraham Hemma Kabrel ‘Gabriel’; cf. also the intrusive initial h- before vowels in Czech and Wendish (section 141).

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the influence of Czech upon Polish was strong and led to the introduction of h into Polish, the more readily since it was already a feature of the Ruthenian of Polish Galicia: P. hanba ‘disgrace’ hardy ‘haughty’ rohatyna ‘javelin’ hrabie ‘count’. There were instances of confusion of k/g with ch at the same time, but they were never more than sporadic. A spelling-mistake common in Modern Polish is the confusion of h and ch.

146. Dentals and Alveolars. (i) As observed in sections 39–41, the Common Slavonic dentals and alveolars had three variant pronunciations: hard, soft, and palatalized. In principle what occurs in Western Slavonic is the coincidence of the soft and palatalized varieties in palatal sibilants. The latter tend to become ‘hard’, that is, normal or self-sufficient, without a glide of the nature of [j] between the sibilant and the following vowel. The original soft dentals and alveolars—those before a front vowel—developed into palatals later than the originally palatalized forms—those before the semivowel j—and this has led to minor discrepancies in the sibilants which result from them: P. t/ć (originally soft), c (originally palatalized), d/ð dz, l/l, r/rz, n/n, s/s sz, z/z ʒ. Wendish agrees with Polish in general, but in Czech (though not Slovak) we have to reckon among ‘hard’ vowels e (CSl. e i u) and the jers, which disappeared without permanently softening the preceding consonant. The two dentals have remained less developed in their soft forms: Cz. t/ć c, d/ð dz > z, and the distinction of types of l has been lost. (ii) Before the hard dentals and alveolars the vowel e has been ‘hardened’ in Polish and Wendish (section 141 E). In Czech the hard consonants prevent the further palatalization of (j)a <CSl. *ę (section 142, ii). (iii) The groups tl dl persist in West Slavonic: P. padl Cz. padl ‘fell’, P. płott Cz. płtł ‘wove’, P. modlić się Cz. modlitę se ‘pray’, P. radlo ‘ploughshare’, Cz. radło, P. szydło Cz. śidło ‘awl’.

T D. P. to ‘that’/ciało ‘body’ chciec ‘want’, lód ‘ice’/labędz ‘swan’ dzialo ‘deed’, noc ‘night’ (*noktt) moc ‘might’ (*mocct); UpWend.
Čelo/LowWend. šelo čichi/sichy 'quiet', UpWend. svěca 'candle', UpWend. dšowka/LowWend. żowka 'daughter', UpWend. mjesa 'border'; Cz. tak 'so' tma 'darkness' (dial. t'ma)/ mlat (imperative) 'thresh' svice 'candle' noc 'night', nîhoda 'chance' /cid/ (imperative) 'polish' mezi/Slk. medzi 'between'. Infinitives in *kți *-gti (Class I i) become P. -c/otherwise -c.

In Polish the palatalization of the soft vowels only occurred by the beginning of the thirteenth century. In the Bull of 1136 the dentals remain: Chotan/MP. Chocian, Deuentliz/MP. Dziewiętlić. In the middle of the twelfth century there occurs Bartozge/Bartodzieje and in the first years of the next century Chocan Braces/Braciesz. In foreign loanwords and in the modification of consonants by syntactical union with vowels the palatalization is attested from the same period. The Bull of 1136 probably represents by t d in this position not the hard dentals, but dentals modified by a sibilant off-glide (tʰ dʰ) which were already on the way towards full palatalization. CSL. *stf *zdž > P. szcz żdż: P. puszcza 'wilderness, forest' gąszcz 'thicket' jeźdzenie 'riding'.

In Lower Wendish the process of palatalization has been carried one step further. Instead of an affricate sibilant, a fricative (š z) has developed.

In Czechoslovak t d (and also n) are soft before i, and are not marked by a diacritic; t d n are also soft before Cz. e, the glide being marked as part of the vowel (tė dė nė). The dentals are hard before Cz. e CS. *e *i and before CSL. *i Cz. : Cz. den 'day' /P. dzień R. deň, Cz. tma 'darkness' kost 'bone' deset 'ten'. Where t d occur they are due to a lost i, not to loss of jer; it is a feature of the imperative: Cz. 2S. mlat 'thresh' řid 'direct'. The plural is formed upon the singular: řidte. In Old Czech and in modern dialects the full palatalization of the soft dentals takes place: OCz. csizucz 'thousand' /tisíc hnuči/hnouti 'move' nawracz/navrat 'return', dial. kosć 'bone' mać 'mother'.

R. P. rzecz 'thing' krzyż 'cross' zwierzę 'animal' (rz=MP. [ɾ], a sound which includes a touch of the West English 'inverted' r, or when unvoiced [ɾ]); UpWend. křidlo (ř= [ɾ]), LowWend. kšidlo 'wing'; Cz. řici 'say' řádek 'row' zvěř 'animal' (ř= [ɾ]; vibrant voiced sibilant palatal, which is unvoiced when final or in contact with a voiceless consonant). Slovak has hard r.

The Polish and Wendish forms represent developments beyond the result attained in Czech. The value [ɾ] was common to all three tongues, and is still represented in Polish spelling by the digraph rz, formerly used also in Czech, and in Upper Wendish by the Hussite sign ř. Though the sound was once common to all the West Slavonic languages except Slovak, it was not a feature of West Slavonic itself.
At that time (6–9th cent.) the sound must have been a much softened ř, which had not yet acquired a sibilant pronunciation. So it was in the time of the Polish Bull of 1136 (Dobrența = Dobrzeta), and when Wendish names obtained their German equivalents: Germ. Krimnitz/LowWend. Kiśmice, Germ. Krausnick/LowWend. Kiušwica, Germ. Krischa/UpWend. Krišow. So also in OCz. Krivoplat 1154, but with assimilation: Lukohorsany Orsechow (s = [ž]) 1237. Examples of ř řr for ř persist through the thirteenth century in Czech, though they dwindle rapidly after 1300. The distinction between P. rz/z persisted until the eighteenth century, as may be attested by the absence of orthographic confusion before that time. The vibrant was heard in Lower Wendish in the sixteenth century: przyschel/pšiel ‘came’ (1548), but it had already been reduced to a simple sibilant in Upper Wendish by the fifteenth century (pschisaham ‘swear’ 15th cent., pžeto ‘therefore’ 1627). Slovak with its hard ř presents the same development as Serbocroat and Slovene.

L. P. koło ‘wheel’ starzał ‘grew old’/dolina ‘valley’, kolanko ‘knee’ kolonista ‘colonist’; Wend. Přítluk (Germ. Preilack)/Lěškej (Germ. Lieske); Cz. mile ‘pleasantly’ milo ‘pleasant’.

There was no normal alveolar š in West Slavonic. The hard form was a hollow or ‘dark’ l (rather like that in Eng. milk) alternating with a soft or palatalized ř. So it is in Polish and Wendish; this ‘palatal’ l (P. lato ‘summer’ 〈leto〉 is still the nearest to normal West European l, and is so used in acclimatizing loanwords. In Old Czech the two sounds were distinguished by Hus (1406), who wrote: ‘unde sciendum quod l generatur apponendo linguam ad superius palatam sive dentes æqualiter tenendo, seu inferiores extra protendendo, vel e contra; sed ř generatur linguam in fine sub dentibus ponendo et superiores dentes ultra inferiores protendendo’. The definition marks the palatal quality of l, while, for ř, the advancing of the upper part of the mouth would bring the arch of the tongue into the velar region. The reduction of l ř to a single (normal) l took place towards the middle of the sixteenth century: nalezlo se ‘it was found’ leto ‘summer, year’ powolaw ‘having summoned’ (all from V. Hájek, 1541). The distinction is sometimes marked in the Moravian Brethren’s Bible (1579–93), and grammarians persisted in making the distinction, though often incorrectly. The method of showing consonantal variations adopted by Hus was to put a point above the non-Latin form. The barred l is the relic of an older looped ř. In present-day Czechoslovak dialects those of West Moravia agree with Czech, but ř is found more frequently as the Polish border is approached. According to Hus the Slovaks had no palatal ř. At present there are three sounds of this nature in Slovak dialects; 1 l 1, of which the last may become u: Slovak dial. dau ‘gave’.

In Czech the soft consonant is sometimes due to analogy: kůň takes ň not from CSl. *-ň (which would have given -n), but on the analogy of G.S.NAP. koně GP. koní/koňů IP. koní. The palatal quality of ň is not indicated by a diacritic before i.


The passage of *sj *sz to s z had already taken place in Common Slavonic. In addition to the palatals s z that language had hard s z/soft s z, and the distinction is accurately reflected in Polish. In Czechoslovak, however, originally soft s z have hardened.

147. Labials. P B V F M. The letter f has been added partly to represent a non-Slavonic sound, partly to denote a sound due to the unvoicing of Sl. v, e.g. in P. ufač ‘trust’< upívati.

The labials are hard (p etc.) or soft [P. p(i) etc.]. Before the semiconsonant [j] they have not usually generated a palatal l in West Slavonic as in Russian, Slovene, Serbocroat and some forms of Old Bulgarian. In the oldest Czech documents the softened sound was not represented graphically, so that OCz. zema ‘land’/zima ‘winter’ only reveal their different qualities in the sequel; MCz. země/zima. After the introduction of diacritic points, these are sometimes employed even when under modern conditions (e.g. before i) the softening is taken for granted:OCz. píekna ‘pretty’/MCz. pěkná. So the Czech grammarian Nudožerský stated in 1603 that p m v in pječe mjsto wjra (j=i) were ‘liquide molles’. The intrusive l is not entirely unknown in Polish: P. kropla/OP. kropia ‘drop’ grobla/OP. grobia ‘dyke’ przerębla ‘hole in ice’. The precise timbre of soft p etc. varies according to dialect. In the south they are palatalized labials, as in Wendish, but in the north they are labials followed by a palatal semiconsonant, which is liable to pass into another consonant (pi/pi bi/bi wi/zi: dial. žara/wiara ‘faith’). Softened m becomes, under those circumstances, mi/mn, and this helps to account for occasional confusion of m/n: P. niedźwiedź ‘bear’/Cz. medvěd. Cz. mé is pronounced mě.

Final labials have become hard. In the sixteenth century they were still soft in Polish where they had been soft in Common Slavonic: OP. krew ‘blood’ cerkiew ‘church’ kilku ziem (GP.) ‘of several lands’; it was especially so in the case of imperatives, in which the consonant had become final through loss of -i: móto ‘speak’ odtęp ‘desist’. As late as the nineteenth century Mickiewicz printed jedwab ‘silk’ jastrząb ‘hawk’. So too in Wendish final p b m r may be marked soft
148. **Sibilants.** The palatalization of velars and dento-alveolars resulted in the possession of a considerable number of sibilants by the West Slavonic languages. These sibilants have followed certain common lines of development. In Polish dialects there is a tendency to confuse the alveolar or prepalatal type with the mediopalatal, as in White Russian and North-western Great Russian: c/cz z/z.

P. sz ʐ rz cz ẓ have been hardened, that is, they have become normal prepalatal or mediopalatal, not followed by a j-glide before the following vowel. The change is noted when they take the hard y for the soft ɨ: P. czysto ‘cleanly’ ʐycie ‘life’ przyszada ‘admixtures’ 牝dżysty ‘rainy’ szydło ‘awl’.

In Old Czech the sibilants were soft, and as such they had power to palatalize the following vowel. They have been hardened at a later date, and that only in West Czech and in the standard literary (Czech and Slovak) languages. In this the course of development was: duš’a ‘soul’ > dušé > duš/’Slovak dial. dušť. In this way OCz. ě after sibilants has been replaced by MCz. e, and ě is found only after t d v n m (mě, as we have seen, being pronounced mě): OCz. rucě/MCz. ruce (DLS.) ‘hand’ OCz. nozę/MCz. noze (DLS.) ‘foot’. The affricates OCz. dz dz were like P. dz dz: OCz. przyrodenye/MCz. přirozeni ‘nature’ zrodzeni ‘birth’ 1466. They have become fricatives.

New affricates (ć dz or č dz) have developed in eastern dialects out of Cz. t d: čicho čicho/Cz. ticho ‘quietly’, dżedźina dżedźina/Cz. dědina ‘hamlet’ Slovak dial. dšivka ‘girl’. In some dialects i z are found before front vowels, and in others si zi have hardened to sy zy, as in Wendish.

149. **Final Consonants.** These are unvoiced, save to some extent in Wendish. As this is not made evident by the spelling it constitutes an exception to the phonetic character of Czech orthography. Alternations occur like P. leb [lɛb] ‘pate’/G.S. lba, which give rise to secondary alternations like the diminutives P. lepek/lebek. Final Cz. h = ch.

150. **Consonant-Groups.** (a) Double consonants became single or were dissimilated, but new doublings have arisen, e.g. in -nn:- P.Cz. panna ‘maiden’ P. sanny ‘(road) usable by a sleigh’ Cz. vonný ‘fragrant’. Other doubled consonants are kk in P. lekki ‘light’ and ll pp in proper names: Radziwill Jagiello Lappo. In Czech dialects dn yields nn, which may be dissimilated to RN: Cz. bednár ‘cooper’/dial. benněř berněř. Double consonants, including those of adjacent words, are normally pronounced single in Czech but double in Polish.

Labials tended to disappear by assimilation before n t s as early as in Common Slavonic times: P. sen ‘dream’ (*sęp-) osa ‘wasp’ Cz. hynouti ‘perish’ (*gynoći). Dentals assimilate to affricate palatals: Cz.
sвещь 'worldly' (ts > c) дёcko 'child' дванáécь 'twelve', and sibilants to other sibilants: P. boski 'divine' (Cz. boźksý), P. mnóstwo 'multitude' (Cz. množství). P. mówić 'speak' has lost l through assimilation /Cz. mluwiti.

As in all other Slavonic languages, three-consonant groups tend to become two-consonant groups by loss of the middle consonant, but occasionally by loss of the first element.

With regard to voicing or unvoicing, the general tendency is for the first consonant to assume the nature of the second, but v (P. w) may assume that of a preceding consonant, r (P. rz) does so, and n m j r l are relatively unaffected. These assimilations are not usually recognized by the spelling when they occur within the modern speech, but they do sometimes appear in sporadic variations. P. dech 'breath' answers to tchórz 'coward' through its gen.sg. (tchu < dchu); cf. P. krtán 'larynx' / R. gortán, P. swadéba 'marriage' / OB. svatíba, P. pchła (< *plcha) 'leap' / OB. błucha, the exceptional P. gwóli (< kwóli) 'for the sake of' grzeczny 'polite' (< k rzecz-).

With regard to harshness or softness the results are more variable. In Polish all labials hardened in groups: pnia (GS.) 'of a stem' (*pinja), prawda 'truth' krzywda 'wrong'. When the group results from loss of i there is discrepancy between Old and Modern Polish: OP. robmy/MP. rómy 'let us do'. Palatalis retain their softness in Polish: niejsmy 'let us bear' płećmy 'let us plait'. Similarly the sibilant in kość 'bone' śpiew 'song' ślub 'wedding' (*sulubu), softening before soft consonants when necessary. P. k i j were, however, still hard when this process was operative, and so do not soften sibilants: P. bliski 'near' grzáski 'quaggy'. Soft ś z remained before n l, but before CSL. ň ď they may become ś ď: P. draźnięć 'I tease' (from draźnić). P. ň ć i ď > j before c sz: P. zamość 'tracht beyond a bridge' / Zamojski wiejski 'rural' (*cisiskijî), ojczyzna 'fatherland' (*וכיחזנה), zdrájca 'traitor' (*zradzca). In this way GS. ojca / NS. ociec 'father' gave the analogical NS. ojciec 'father'; CSL. *tstł OP. cieć 'father-in-law' has GDS. tsci-a-owi (with t hardened in the consonant-group), whence the analogical NS. teść. Original P. l d retained their soft quality after the loss of the jer, finally or before other than dental or palatal consonants: P. pamięć 'memory' spowiedź 'confession' éma 'darkness' / wídno 'it is light' radca 'adviser'. [The hardness of d in jeden 'one' (OB. jedinu) is due to the analogy of forms in jedn-.] They remain soft before w (which tends to assimilate to a previous consonant, as remarked), but there are variations from the norm as the result of analogy: P. dźwięczyć 'tinkle' lędzie 'loins' / ledwie 'scarcely' : łedwo. P. l becomes ď before dentals or palatalas: tza 'tear' OP. szła (*slza), whence GP. lez (not *łez). There are, however, examples of the retention of soft l in a group: wspólne 'common' okólny 'circulatory'. So r varies: P. orła (GS.) 'eagle' (*orila), wierna 'true' (*věřina) morski 'maritime' (Cz.
moński)/burzliwy ‘stormy’ jutrznia ‘matins’ wewnętrzny ‘inner’ opatrzeność ‘providence’ (OP. opatrność Cz. opatrnost).

In Czech, qualitative assimilation is affected by the general tendency to harden consonants, which is not universal as in Serbocroat but usually occurs wherever there was originally e or oře. Cz. í corresponded to all soft and palatalized instances of r. Therefore Cz. orěl ‘eagle’/P. orzel must be explained as due to the analogy of G.S. orlá, where rí hardened before hard l.

(b) Dissimilation and epenthesis. Original *sr *sr *nr > str zdr ndr: Cz. stříbro ‘silver’ jindřich ‘Henry’, P. strumień ‘stream’. More rarely there is epenthesis of g (zgl for zl) or š (řš for rč: P. swierscz ‘cricket’ Cz. čvrček). Mediæval Latin frequently inserted p in the groups mn mt ml ms, and this scribal practice was followed in spelling Mediæval Polish and Czech. At a distance l---l r---r were dissimilated; and so is k---k in P. biszkopt ‘biscuit’ (biszkot <bis coctum). Dissimilation of sounds in contact occurs in Polish: szcz for zś (OP. wsxzedl), cht ch for kt tk (OP. wiotchy/MP. wiotki ‘frail’), velars for dentals before liquids (OP. ostydnać/MP. ostynąć ‘cool off’), t for č in potciwy (16th cent.)/MP. pocziwy ‘honest’.

B. FORMS

(i) VERBS

151. Classes of Verbs. The infinitive remains full in Czech -ti. Verbs of class I i resolve *-kťi *-ghti into Cz. -ci. In Polish, Slovak and Wendish the vowel of the infinitive-ending has been shortened and then lost, modifying the previous consonant. The Polish infinitive is in -ć, except for -c in class i 1; Slovak -ť (and analogical -ct where Czech has -ci; UpWend. -ć (-c in i 1), LowWend. normally -š (with the former affricate converted into a fricative; see section 146 T D).

A. Athematic. See section 152.

B. Thematic. (i) i k g: P. pieć ‘bake’ móc (sometimes spelt módz) ‘be able’/pie-kę -cześ mo-gę -żęś; UpWend. pjec LowWend. pjac/UpWend. pje-ku -čęš LowWend. pje-ku (obsolete) pjac-om -oš; Cz. pęći moci/pe-ku -čęš mohu můžeš.

2. t d: P. wieść ‘lead’/wiodę wiedzięsz; UpWend. plesć ‘weave’; Cz. vésti/vedu veděš.

3. p b v: P. grzebać ‘scrape’ skubać/skuć ‘pluck’ pleć/plewić ‘weed’ show change of conjugation (OP. grzbię skubę plewę/MP. płeć); UpWend. płeć LowWend. ples; OCz. hrébsti, Slovak hriest, Cz. zásti ‘freeze’.

4. s z: P. nieść ‘carry’ leść ‘crawl’/niosę niesiesz lezę (OP. lazę); LowWend. njasę/njason (njasu); Cz. nésti/nesu.

5. m n: P. dać ‘blow’/dmę, wziąć wziąć (analogical) ‘take’/wzięź
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weźmiesz; UpWend. źeć LowWend. źeś 'reap'/'źnu'; Cz. rpouti se 'shoot up'/'pnu, počíti 'begin'/'počnu'. The infinitives in Czech have generally been rebuilt upon the present stem.

6. l r: P. drzeć 'tear'/drę drzesz, kluc (klóc) 'prick'/kolę; LowWend. pręś 'deny'/'pru prjoś; Cz. tríti 'rub'/'tru třeš.

7. vowel: P. bić 'strike'/bij-ę -esz, czuc 'feel' myę 'wash'; LowWend. piś 'drink'/pij-om -oś; Cz. biti/OCz. bij-u -eš MCz. bij-i (colloquial biju, by analogy).

(ii) n: vowel: P. ginąć 'perish'/ginię, Cz. minouti 'pass, miss'.

2. consonant: P. ciągnąć 'pull'/ciągę; UpWend. wuknyć LowWend. hułnuś 'learn'/wułnu hułnjom; Cz. tisknouti 'squeeze' /tisknu.

(iii) č: č: P. istnieć 'exist'/istnieję; these verbs pass to (iii) 2 in UpWend., and tend to the same in LowWend.; Cz. uměti 'know how'/OCz. uměju MCz. umim, similarly MCz. rozumim 'understand' /smim 'am allowed to' (used like German dürfen); but spěti 'hurry' is conjugated spěji etc.

2. i: P. cierpieć 'suffer'/cierp-ię -isz, słyszeć (analogical -eć for -ać) 'hear'/slysz-ę -ęsz (by hardening); UpWend. lećę leći 'fly'/leć-u -iš; Cz. widěti 'see'/OCz. vizu MCz. vidim, OCz. slyšeti MCz. slyšeti (by palatalization).

(iv) i: P. mówić 'speak'/mów-ię -isz uczyć 'teach'/ucz-ę -ęsz (by dispalatalization) UpWend. palić 'burn'/pal-u -iš; Cz. prositi 'entreat'/OCz. proš-u -iš MCz. prošim.

(v) a: 1. -aj-: P. czytać 'read'/czytam 3P. czytają; UpWend. dźela 'do'/dźel-am 3P. -aju; Cz. dělati/OCz. dělaju MCz. dělám, sàzeti 'plant'/OCz. sáséju MCz. sásim.

2. -j-: P. pisać 'write'/pisz-ę -ęsz; UpWend. pisać/pišu; Cz. tesati 'hew'/OCz. teš-u >i 2S. -ęš.

3. zero: P. brać 'take'/biorę bierzész; UpWend. brać/bjer-u -ješ; Cz. bráti/beru bereš (with r for ř by analogy).

4. -j-: P. (dawać 'give')/daj-ę -ęsz; UpWend. kać so 'repent' LowWend. kajaś se (obsolete)/kajaj kajom.

(vi) ova: P. budować 'build'/buduję; UpWend. kupować 'buy'/kupuj; Cz. kupovati/OCz. kupuju MCz. kupuj-i -eš.

152. Athematic Verbs. *Es/s. The scheme of the present tense is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The present indicative has been rebuilt in Polish on the basis of the form *jest*. In Old Polish there were found also *jeść* (rarely) and *je*; OP. *nie* (<*ne je* *je* ‘is not’. The Cz. *neni* ‘is not’ results from prefixing *ne* to *ni* <*ně* <*ne je*, OP. *nie*. The rest of the tense was based in Old Polish on the root *jes-* (*je-sm -š *-śmy -ście* D1. *-*sza 23. *-*sta). The softening of the *s* in *jesteśmy* is due to the analogy of *jesteście*. The remodelled forms began to appear in the fifteenth century (*przeniesieni jestmy* ‘we have been transferred’ 1438), and the older forms die out in the sixteenth century. Occasionally forms are found based on the 3P. *sa*: *sąsmy sąście*. The endings -*m -š -śmy -ście* serve as enclitics attached to the participle in *l* to make the past tense (*byłem etc.*) and the conditional (*byłbym*), normally without shifting the stress (*bylabym*). They may be added to particles: *żebyście byli/że bylibyście* ‘that you would be’.

The plural originally was in *s-*, which appears in P3. OCz.Slk. *si* and also in OCz. P1. *sme* 2. *ste*. This led to forming a singular in *s-*, as in Wendish: OCz. S1. *sem* 2. *si*, Slovak. dial. *šem ši šme*. On the contrary, MCz. *jsou* has been assimilated to the other persons. Dialectically S1. -*ch P1. -*chmy are enclitics modelled on the aorist: dial. *że-ch* = *że jsem*. Gerund: *jsa, jsouc*.

### Aorist and Imperfect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OP.</td>
<td>by-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>chom</td>
<td>ście</td>
<td>chą</td>
<td>chowa</td>
<td>sta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend.Aor. bu-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>chmy</td>
<td>śco</td>
<td>chu</td>
<td>chmej</td>
<td>śtej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impf. bę-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>śo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conditional

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCz.</td>
<td>by-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>2 s</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>chom</td>
<td>ste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Future

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>będ-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>iesz</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ierny</td>
<td>iecie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz.</td>
<td>bud-</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>eš</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>em(e)</td>
<td>ete</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Imperative

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>bądź</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>my</td>
<td>cie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>niech</td>
<td>będzie</td>
<td>niec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend.</td>
<td>buź</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>my</td>
<td>ćo</td>
<td>mej</td>
<td>tej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz.</td>
<td>buď-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The retention of the aorist and imperfect tenses and of the dual number is a characteristic feature of Wendish, whose isolation and lack of development in literature have led to archaism. There was no trace of the imperfect in Polish at any time, apart from the P3. bycha, transferred to the aorist. OB. S23. bystů also was unrepresented. Beside P1. bychom there was found, as in Wendish, bychmy: OP. jesmy. It passed out of use in the course of the fifteenth century. There remained the enclitic of the conditional mood -by, attached to the participle in l or to a particle and followed by the enclitic endings of the present tense: P. bylbym (fem. bylabybym) 'should be'. This usage began in the sixteenth century (zwołabyym 'I would rather' 1527/radbych umiał 'I would fain be able'). The latter usage lasted till the seventeenth century. There is no trace in Polish of a form like OB. bimi (conditional). The aorist gave way to the perfect: P. bylem, etc. Infin. być; UpWend. być buć, LowWend. byś. The future and imperative are from CSL.BOB. bodź, with compensatory lengthening for loss of jer in the imperative (see sect. 140 iii). Gerund: będąc (OP. also sąc); adjective: będący; noun: -bycie (UpWend. byće, 'being'). The past part. pass. occurs only in compounds: przybyty 'having arrived, increased'.

The aorist has ceased to function as such in Czechoslovak, and has become a conditional, there being no trace of anything like OB. bimi. It has not lost its inflexions, save in the P3. In the modern language, and particularly in colloquial speech, are found such conditional forms as byl bych bywał 'I should have been' and even byl bych bywał byl. The imperfect was also current in the older language: OCz. S1. bie-ch 23. -še, etc., occasionally contracted: biše, and there was an alternative aorist: OCz. běch S23. bě. Examples occur as late as the fifteenth century. The future and imperative tenses have their root in bud- (<bod-); gerund: budoucí- as well as jsa. There are no enclitic forms of the present, but the full forms have suffered loss of vowel by reason of their unaccented nature. They are employed with the participle in l to form the past tense, except 3SP. (on dal 'he gave').

The passive is expressed by the reflexive of verbs, or by the past part. pass. + the present tense of the auxiliary: P. to nam przez kapelana oznajmił się i objawiono jest 'this was declared to us and revealed by the chaplain'. It is equivalent to the Latin perf. pass.: constitutus sum rex = OP. postawion jeźm król. The neuter served to form impersonal expressions, from which the auxiliary is now omitted: P. pogrzebano go 'he has been buried' ('it has been buried him').
daže jěže věže, Cz. jedi vědi, the original dental closing the stem re-appears. Polish -dz- for -dž- is due to analogy. P. mam 'have' OCz. jmám/MCz. mám forms a parallel to dam. This has in Czech, and had in Old Polish, a long vowel by compensation for loss of jer. It was thus analogous to the long vowel resulting from the contraction of -ajo > OP. long nasal a, which was thus induced to adopt the -m of the athematic verbs: OP. wolaży > OP. wolać : dám > MP. wolam 'call'. A further analogy gave umieję > MP. umiem, cf. wiem. So also Cz. dělám 'do umim' 'know how to' trpim 'suffer'. In Slovak this -m has spread also to uncontracted verbs: Slovak. nesiem 'I bear'. Conversely, Cz. 3P. dělaji has given rise to 3P. daji/OCz. dadi dadie, Slovak dadia. Gerund: Cz. dada dadouc-.

*E/i 'go' has become entirely thematic: P. idę (infin. istę—an analogical form) Cz. jdu (jiti), with past tenses from śid-: P. szedlem Cz. sel (sel cz. *śedl : śla cz. *śdla) jsem. Cz. miti 'have' had a diphthong formerly: OCz. mieti, whence MCz. měj 'have thou' měl 'had', in which the vowel was short and so did not close to i. Other tenses were: OCz. impf. (j)mějtech, aor. jměch. From the infinitive new frequentative formations have been made: Cz. S1. mívám, past part. act. mival.

154. Thematic Present Indicative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gin-</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>iesz</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>iemy</td>
<td>iecie</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pisz-</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>esz</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>emy</td>
<td>ecie</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii 2) cierp-</td>
<td>ič</td>
<td>isz</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>imy</td>
<td>icie</td>
<td>ią</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lež-</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>ysz</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ymy</td>
<td>ycie</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>um-</td>
<td>iem</td>
<td>iesz</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>iemy</td>
<td>iecie</td>
<td>ieja</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v 1) koch-</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>asz</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>amy</td>
<td>acie</td>
<td>ają</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>njas-</td>
<td>om/u oš</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>omy</td>
<td>ošo</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ệm</td>
<td>otej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pš-</td>
<td>oš</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>omy</td>
<td>ošo</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ệm</td>
<td>otej</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v 1) žél-</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>aš</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>amy</td>
<td>aso</td>
<td>aju</td>
<td>ąmjej</td>
<td>ajej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nes-</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ĕś</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>em(e)</td>
<td>ete</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) běduj-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ľem</td>
<td>ľ</td>
<td>áme</td>
<td>ľte</td>
<td>ľeje</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) pros-</td>
<td>ľmen</td>
<td>ąś</td>
<td>ą</td>
<td>áme</td>
<td>ąte</td>
<td>aję</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nasal vowel of S1.P3. became the indifferent Polish nasal o, from which developed short ε and long q (section 142 i). These two persons were originally hard and the others soft, which led to modification of the final consonant of the stem (dře dřaq/dřesz ‘tear’ mogę mogą/możesz ‘can’ piekę pieką/pieczesz ‘bake’). In verbs of classes iii 2 and iv the vowel of the ending is i. After palatales which have hardened, e replaces ie, and y replaces i. The group aje contracts to a and eje to ie; S1. long nasal a then became -am : : dam, and umiem corresponds to
**WEST SLAVONIC**

wiem; P₃. remains uncontracted. The contracted forms began to appear in the fourteenth century, but uncontracted forms did not disappear until the seventeenth (OP. wolaję umieję). P₃. noszą/R. nósjat owes its consonant to S₁. noszę/2. nosisz, where it is due to CSL. *sj > š; cf. dadzą (section 153). The dual endings were OP. 1. -wa 23. -ta/OB. -vé -ta -te. The first person was affected by dwa 'two' and the masculine dual in -a. Of the distinction between the other two persons there is no trace in Polish. This number went out of use during the course of the fifteenth century. It persists in Wendish, where D₁. -mej has m from P₁. -my, and D₂₃. -tej alternates with -taj. In Czech the dual was OCz. D₁. -vé/va 23. -ta; but D₁. -ma also occurred: wstanma 'let us arise' (15th cent.).

The tense has been affected in Czechoslovak by contraction and palatalization. By the former aje > á, eje > OCz. ie MCz. i; but uje remains uncontracted. Palatalization occurs in S₁. -u P₃. OCz. -ú, preceded by a palatal consonant. The development is 'u > iu > i (>iu > t). The fully developed forms appear in the course of the last third of the fourteenth century, and establish themselves in the fifteenth. In some dialects o appears for ů (neso 'I bear'), and palatalization does not take place (malujo 'I paint'). In Silesia, under immediate Polish influence, the soft form is -em > -ym : : P. -ę/MCz. -i.

S₁. dám has generalized final -m to other conjugations. No examples occur before 1300. They begin to show in the second half of the fourteenth century, and are established by its end. In Slovak all verbs take final -m, as (with few exceptions) in Serbo-Croat; but in Modern Czech its use is restricted to (i) contracted verbs: OCz. délaju 'make' sázeju 'set' uméju 'know how' délám sázim uním, (ii) verbs of class iii (infin. -eti): OCz. trpu 'suffer' /trpim and those of class iv (-iti): OCz. prošu/prosim. Very early forms are neuczynym 'I shall not do' spym 'I sleep' (between 1325–50).

SP₃. -tů loses its consonant in West Slavonic. Occasionally t is found in Old Czech, more often with the plural than with the singular, and it is then sometimes shown with a diacritic (t). It may then represent an enclitic demonstrative particle: OCz. (člověk) nevezmet = non sumet = 'will not take'.

CSL.P₁. -me/mo/mů/ my was a variable termination. From the first came Cz. -me, obligatory in those verbs which have S₁. -m (S. délám/ P. délámé) and also in Slovak where S₁. -m has been generalized to all conjugations (Slovak. S. nesiem/P. nesieme). CSL. -mů > Cz. -m, which alternates with -me after e: Cz. nesem(e) 'we bear' pějem(e) 'we sing'. It might be lengthened to -my: OCz. many 'we have' damy 'we shall give', Moravian dial. many volamy 'we call'. It might also be vocalized as -mo: Slovak dial. budemo mámo vidimo (cf. Ruthenian).
P2. -te remains firm in Czech, but in dialects palatalization takes place in proportion as the Polish border is approached: -t'e -če -če, -t'o -čo: dial. plečeče plot'ot'o/Cz. pletete 'you plait'. In one Moravian dialect -ta has been introduced from the dual.

P3. -otů > OCz. -ů > au > ou, -otů > OCz. -ů > MCz. -i, -ętů > OCz. -á > ie > MCz. -i. This palatalization had not taken place in eastern and Slovak dialects, where either the old forms persist (Slovak chvália 'they praise') or a partial palatalization gives -ài. Transition dialects towards the Polish border show P3. -o -jo/-om -jom: : P. -q -iq: dial. robio 'they toil' chodžum 'they go'. Another dialectal innovation heard in Prague is the extension of -eći to other verbs than those of the type umětě: dial. trpěji trpěj/Cz. trpi 'they suffer'. Yet other dialects have P3. -ijó/ijau/ijou. Prague Czech uses the analogical endings -u -ou for -i -i (dial. pišu 'I write').

155. Imperative.

\[
\begin{array}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
& S23 & P1 & 2 & D1 & 2 \\
\hline
P. & & & & & \\
pisz- & - & my & cie & \\
kocha- & j & jmy & jcie & \\
ciagn- & ij & ijmy & ijcie & \\
\hline
LowWend. & & & & & \\
sypo- & - & my & so & mej & tej \\
zėla- & j & jmy & jso & jmej & jtej \\
hukn- & i & imy & iso & imej & itej \\
\hline
Cz. & & & & & \\
\{ nesiż- \\
\} & (nesiž) & me & te & \\
dėle- (< dėla-) & j & jme & jte & \\
bδ- & i & ėme & ėte & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The athematic endings had been CSL. S2. *-ji P2. -ite, and the thematic were S2. *-i P2. -ete/ite. They were reduced to a single series -i -ite in Polish at a very early date. This usage remained normal until the fifteenth century: P. wrócicie się 'return ye' (15th cent.). In the previous century, however, the next stage had been reached, namely, the shortening first of final -i, and then of the corresponding vowel in the plural: OP. nies-i -icie 'bear'/MP. nies -cie. Both treatments of the imperative were concurrent in the fourteenth century: pojdzı 'go' dowiedzi 'prove'/ ustan 'arise' bądźmy 'let us be'. Because of the hardening of final labials in Polish we find ciërp 'suffer'/Low Wend. syó 'strew' (this p is soft only in spelling). There is no consistency in the loss or preservation of the vowel in Old Polish, and therefore nothing to show whether (as in Russian and as seems probable) the vowel was better preserved when the stress-accent originally fell on it. After another vowel it was reduced to a semivowel, and after two consonants it was preserved: Low Wend. hukni 'learn'. In Polish this -i
became entangled orthographically with the closed *e in the form *ej, which has ultimately come to be spelled -ij: wspomni/wspomn[ę]/ wspomnij 'remember'. In the last form it presents an apparent correspondence with dzielaj 'do', etc. Between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries the vowel might be lost in these conditions also: OP. wytargn[ę] 'pull' padn[ę] 'let us fall', cf. UpWend. wuk[ę] wuk hàč 'learn'.

The development of the mood in Czech was, in the main, similar. The vowel *e was more resistant, and is now found in the standard speech after consonant groups. It invaded the territory of i before the historical record began; the contrary substitution of i for *e is a characteristic of modern Moravian dialects. Full forms in -ite occur as late as the fifteenth century. Délaj for délaj is due to the effect of j on preceding a (see section 141).

Sz. -ois 3. *-ott both gave CSl.OB.S23. -i. The confusion of persons spread also to the plural and dual in Old Polish, but there was great inconvenience in not knowing to whom a given command referred. For instance: piecie Bogu wszelika ziemia, chwalcie ji niebo i ziemia 'sing to God all the earth, let heaven and earth adore him' (14th cent.) only becomes grammatically clear on comparison with the Latin jubilate/laudent. So too: OP. błogosław dusza moja Gospodzina/ błogosław wszelkie ciało imię jego 'Praise God, o my soul' 'let all flesh praise his name' offer identical renderings of Lat. benedic/benedicat. This ambiguity lasted in Polish until the seventeenth century, though it is rare in the poet Kochanowski (1530–84). From the sixteenth century it tended to be solved by letting niechaj+3 pres.indic. take its place, and from the seventeenth century niechaj might be used with the first person also: niechaj mieszkam 'let me dwell' niechaj służwa 'let us two serve'. Niechaj 'let' originally meant 'don't care', (Sl. *chaja 'care'). This latter development has not persisted. In some dialects bodaj (= Bog daj) 'God grant' serves the same turn, and at various mediaeval dates there existed for Lat. sine 'let' OP. daj, daj at, przepuści aci, przepuść, pozwól. On the other hand, Lat. noli 'do not' was also rendered by niechać; at first with infin.: niechaćzie že czynić = nolite malefacere, and then with the indicative: niechać skazują 'let them not condemn' 1400. The suffix -ač represented a ci OP. att(i) = et tibi, cf. OB. as(i) = et sibi, an ethic dative.

In Czech 3SP. imperative is expressed by at <ati or necht < nechati + present indicative.

156. Present Gerunds. CSl.OB.NSM. -y/ε; of these the former was ambiguous and went out of use, and was replaced by the unambiguous -ε (masc.neut.). It is found in some Polish fragments of the sixteenth century, without reference to declensional type: OP. mogę 'being able' se 'being'/OB. mogę sy. There was also the form -a in fourteenth-
century Polish, which may have been borrowed from Czech: OP. *ida 'going' (cf. Cz. nesa 'bearing'). These forms have all ceased to be employed. In Upper Wendish -o -ę: UpWend. vejedzo 'leading' bjerjo 'taking'. These are used predicatively. In Lower Wendish the same effect is obtained by adding the suffix -no to the participle in -cy. CSL.(OB.) těše 'comforting' trpe 'suffering' > OCz. téš'a trpa > MCz. těše trpe. Before the process of palatalization took place, that is, in or before the twelfth century, this soft -a produced an analogical hard -a: Cz. nesa 'bearing', which may have affected Polish as above noted. These are masculine singular gerunds.

CSL.ASM. *-oli/čli > OP. -oc > MP.-qc: cierpiąc 'suffering' > OB. trpeští. This is the normal Polish gerund. Its definite form is an adjective: kočajscy 'loving' (N. -e F. -a). In Czechoslovak the vowels were denasalized, but remained distinct in quality: Cz. nesouc těšic trpic/OB. nesoucí těšici trpicí (ɔ > ú > ou, ɔ > 'ú > i, ę > 'a > i). These are feminine and neuter singular gerunds.

The sign of the plural is -e for all genders in Czech: nesoucí trpice umějice 'knowing how to'.

CSL.SF. *-oli/čli would give OP. -ocy > -ocy: OP. płaczący 'weeping'. This was the more common ending of the gerund until the sixteenth century, and it still alternates with -ocy in some Polish dialects. It was in the seventeenth century that -acy prevailed. Under such conditions they are used without varying the flexion, i.e. as gerunds, as distinct from the verbal adjective in -acy e a. So Lower Wendish pletucy/plecacy 'weaving'; OCz. nesúci těšici trpici. In Old Czech this feminine was opposed to the masc.neut. in -a/ě; but in the modern language the final vowel is lost and the neuter coincides with the feminine. The loss of the vowel is explicable on the theory of the survival of nesouc etc. < ASM. *nesoří. Verbal adjective: Cz. nesoucí.

157. Infinitive and Supine. P. -ě (-c < -*-kți -*-gți); UpWend. -ę/ LowWend. -s supine -t; Cz. -ti (-c) supine -t.

Since final consonants are unvoiced, infin. -ě (-c) is sometimes spelt -dě (-dz) in Polish, in order to mark the correspondence with other forms in which voiced consonants occur: OP. idź = ič (ide)/MP. ič 'go', módź/moc (mogę) 'be able'. Verbs of the first class suffer modification of some final consonants before the infinitive flexion: the velars unite with it to give -c, the dentals t d become š (pleść 'weave' wieść 'lead' płót wiodł), and the sibilants become soft (nieść 'bring' gryść 'gnaw'/niósł gryzł), while the original nasal diphthongs are represented by nasal vowels: dać (*domći) 'blow'/dmy miąć 'crumple'/mię. Verbs in -ati (after an originally soft consonant) are liable to appear in Polish as verbs in -eć as a result of analogy: widzial (from vidělů, with dispalatalization): widzieć (vidětí) 'see': : leżał (ležalů): P. ležęć/OB. ležati. In the verbs of Class ii (n-suffix) the nasal appeared in the
infinite, but not in the aorist or in the forms directly depending on the aorist, such as the participle in -l. This led to an anomaly in Polish after the disappearance of the aorist, and to the extension of the nasal consonant to the participle: *ciągnać : ciągnął ‘pull’. Often both forms are found: kwitnąć/kwitło ‘bloomed’ pysnąć/pysł ‘burst’. This reacted in turn upon the infinitive, giving doublets: biegnąć/biec ‘run’. From this also came intrusive -n- in padać (*padći) ‘fall’/padnę.

The infinitive in Czech is in -ti (velar-stems in -eti), which is sometimes found in medieval manuscripts represented by -tyu -tie (datyu ‘give’ wzytie ‘take’/dáti vzeši) since palatalization had reduced these endings to -ti. In dialects shortened forms of the infinitive occur: dial. kupovat kupovat ‘buy’ sázeti ‘set’ sedět ‘sit’. After a soft consonant ininf. *-ati palatalized to Cz. -eti: sázati >sázeti. The length of the vowel before the flexion varies according to principles not wholly determined. When the infinitive is a dissyllable the vowel is normally long (dáti ‘give’ bráti ‘take’), but the compounds of these dissyllables may have long or short vowels (napáti ‘graze’ vylézti ‘creep out’ vývrůsti ‘develop’/nastati ‘approach’ ustati ‘make a bed’). The only short dissyllables are: moci ‘be able’ jeti ‘ride’ péti ‘sing’ spěti ‘hurry’. Where there has been contraction the vowel is long: báti ‘se fear’, and there is a similar length in the past participle in -l (bdl). In Class iv (-iti) both lengths are current: -iti/iti; but in Class iii 2 (-ěti past part. -el) OCZ. -iетi becomes MCZ. -iti. OCZ. -yti is always short, but -ýti increases with the centuries; -outi is always long. In those eastern dialects which drop the final vowel the stem-vowel is sometimes lengthened for compensation: Moravian hónit’/Cz. honiti ‘hunt’. A purely personal innovation was the attempt by J. Kollár (1793–1852) to create a perfect infinitive in -vš-eti: vidě-vš-eti=vidisse ‘to have seen’.

A supine exists in Lower Wendish (but not in Upper Wendish) and in Czech as a complement to verbs of motion: Cz. jíti spat ‘to go to bed’. The stem-vowel is short in Czech.

158. Past Tenses. The participle in l distinguishes genders in the plural in Polish, Czechoslovak, and Upper Wendish: P. cierpiąc -0 -a PM. cierpiały NF. cierpiądy; UpWend. brali -o -a PM. (persons and animals) brali M. (things) NF. brały DMNF. bralaj, LowWend. PMNF. brały DMNF. bralaj; Cz. bráli -o -a OCZ.PM. -li NF. -ly DM. -la NF. -le/OCZ. PM. (persons and animals) brają M. (things) F. bralaj N. brała (OB.PM. -li N. -la F. -ly DM. -la NF. -lě).

The suffix was originally adjectival, but very few such adjectives survive: P. były ‘former’ stati ‘constant’. They were more numerous in Old Polish: OP. zažalego człowieka ‘of a slain man’/MP. zabity, OP. zginełych = mortuorum/MP. marstwych. Otherwise this form was specialized for use with the auxiliary to form past tenses and the
conditional. In Old Polish, auxiliaries of the third person were in use, though now disused, and those of other persons might be omitted if the subject was named by a pronoun or if the auxiliary had appeared in a previous clause. They are attached in reduced, enclitic forms which are still partly independent of the participle: gdyśmy byli w Paryżu/gdy byliśmy 'when we were in Paris', ja byłem/jam był 'I was'. To express the conditional the enclitic particle by is used, with the auxiliary of the first and second persons: P. czytałbym 'I should read', with past conditional: byłbym czytał. Here also the enclitic is mobile: jąbym czytał 'I should read', człowiek, któryby był gotów 'a man who would be ready', choćby dal 'though he gave'. The enclitic suffix does not normally cause the stress to shift: czytałbym któryby. The impersonal form of the conditional is formed of by and the passive past participle -no: P. mówionoby 'one would say'.

Certain final consonants assimilated in the infinitive reappear in the participle: kwiść 'bloom'/kwitl pogrześć 'bury'/pogrzebł oblęc 'put on clothes'/oblękl. The principle of compensation for loss of final jer may affect the masc.sg.: P. trząśl/F. trzęsła 'shook' nióżl/fem. niosła 'bore'. The hard alveolar l dispalatalizes a previous e: niosłem/niesliśmy, plotłem/pleśliśmy 'wove', darł/drzęć 'tear'. After a consonant final l is not clearly heard; hence OP. umar 'died' rzek 'said', cf. Cz. dial. nes 'bore'. In standard Czech all varieties of l have fused, but they remain distinct in dialects, and -l has developed to dial. -u: umreu 'died' byuo 'was' ćekau 'waited'; whence the velar quality has spread to the preceding vowel: dial. bul/Cz. bil 'struck'. In Old Czech final l after a consonant did not form a syllable; from later sonant l in such cases has come dial. -el -ol -yl -al. Cz. jsem is enclitic, but unattached, and so is bych (condit.; past: byl bych). The third-person auxiliaries are always omitted, the others sometimes. Peculiar to Czech is the use of the singular past tense when one person is addressed by the (formally) plural pronoun vy: Vy jste byl/byla 'you have been'.

159. Past Participles. (a) Active. CSL.MNS. -(v)u > OP. w: OP. obróciw się 'having turned round', OP. rzekw (an analogical form) 'having said'. Sometimes the l of the parallel past participle intruded: OP. wyszedtw 'having gone out'. Forms like rzekw wyszedków were common in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but are now disused. CSL.FS. -(v)usi > P. -(w)szy, now indeclinable: MP. począwszy 'having begun'; upadłszy 'having fallen' przyniósłszy 'having brought' are based on the -l participles. As all these forms were felt to be closely akin to the participle in -l, the intrusive l became frequent in the first half of the sixteenth century, and again in the nineteenth century; but it is the exception in the second half of the seventeenth century and in the eighteenth. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the w proper to vocalic-stems appeared also after consonants: OP.
szedwszy ‘having gone’, and with intrusive l: OP. wszedłwszy ‘having entered’.

Vocalic-stems in Czech: M. zača-v NF. -vši P. -vše ‘having begun’, vzav etc. ‘having taken’ mlev ‘having ground’ kryv ‘having covered’. Apart from cases of contraction the vowel is short. Consonant-stems: M. vez NF. -ši P. -šé ‘having conveyed’. Verbs of the second class sometimes have doublet forms: pad/padnuv ‘having fallen’. Old Czech texts show no signs of the definite declension of this participle, but in Modern Czech this is formed by means of the suffix -i: MCz. přispěchavši lékař ‘a doctor who had hurried to the spot’.

(b) Passive. The distribution of the participle between the suffixes t and (e)n is as in Old Bulgarian (see section 57 c d). In Polish -t has been extended to verbs of class ii: zginięty ‘dead’ (i.e for ę by analogy). There are some doublets: kluty ‘stung’/kolony, mielty ‘ground’/mielony, petly ‘weeded’/pielony, the former being used as late as the seventeenth century. Both suffixes effected dispalatalization: tarty ‘rubbed’/trzeć, widzianny ‘seen’/widsień, wiedziomy ‘led’ OP. pogrzebion ‘buried’ raniony ‘wounded’. Cz. mnut ‘rubbed’ trt ‘rubbed’ kryt ‘covered’ délín ‘done’ prošen ‘begged’ trpěn ‘suffered’. From the participle definite adjectives may be formed: Cz. krytý ‘covered’ řečený ‘said’. In Czech, especially in the eastern dialects, the use of t has spread to verbs now in -ati: sát ‘sown’ hřát ‘warmed’. In Slovak softening of the consonant before -jen has been eliminated, as in Slovene and Modern Bulgarian, by analogy: razený ‘struck’ (razit’)/Cz. ražený.

160. Verbal Noun. P. cięcie ‘blow’ czytanie ‘reading’ plecienie ‘plaiting’ (without dispalatalization as in the participle plecijony); LowWend. pise/UpWend. piće ‘drinking’ UpWend. rězanje ‘cutting’ khwalenje ‘praising’; Cz. začeti ‘beginning’ řčeni ‘saying’. In Polish verbs of class ii (n-suffix), doublet verbal nouns occur: P. ciągnienie/ciągnięcie ‘pulling’.

161. Imperfect and Aorist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aorist</th>
<th>S₁</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>P₁</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D₁</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LowWend. sples-e- nahukn-u- hup-i- nasyp-a-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td></td>
<td>chmy śço</td>
<td>chu</td>
<td>chmej štej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperfect</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LowWend. sples-e- hukh-e- pij-a-/syp-a-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>śo</td>
<td>chmy śço</td>
<td>chu</td>
<td>chmej štej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These two tenses are alive only in Wendish. P3. -chu belongs to the imperfect: OB. -cho/aor. -še, and P2. -ščo D23. -šej show contamination of the imperfect and aorist terminations (OB.P2.impf. -šete/D2. -sta 3. -ste); D1. -chmej has been influenced by the plural -chmy. The imperfect is the past tense of imperfective verbs and the aorist that of perfective verbs (the latter shown above with prefixes s-na-hu-<u>). In the aorist the stem-vowel e results from carrying e through the declension, in face of OB. o/e; LowWend. u corresponds to OB. o (Cl. ii); i a persist. In the imperfect only contracted vowels appear: Wend. 'e <ēa/ē, a <aa.

When the historical period opened in Polish the two tenses were so far decayed that a complete paradigm can be formed for neither. S1. aor. molwich/impf. molwiach 'said' widziech 'saw', attested only for two verbs. S3. impf. -sze only; D3. aor. -sta only: OP. wlożysta 'they two put in'. P3. -chq (impf., and used for aor.) is used quite freely: OP. idziechq 'they went'. A precise notion of aspect is wanting; Lat. loguebatur = OP. molwich/molwiach indifferently. As the latter are formally in the first person, a confusion of person also is implied. As between OP. zapłakachq 'wept'/szukachq 'were seeking', the difference of tense depends not on tense-ending but on the verbs themselves (perfective/imperfective).

Both tenses were retained for a longer time in Czechoslovak. Cz. bych (auxiliary of the conditional) is a sigmativ aorist still in use. The asigmatic aorist was most imperfectly preserved in Old Czech, but the sigmatic was normal. As to persons, S2. was rare, and P2.D12. unattested; S13.P1: were in frequent use, but P3. was rarer: OCz.S1. id/jid 'ate' pad 'fell' léz 'climbed' táf 'tugged' zdvíh 'lifted', 3. vede/věde 'led' wyle ze 'climbed out', P1. jidom/jidom 'ate' sédom 'sat', 3. nesú 'brought', D3. bodeta 'stabbed'. P3. -chu (OCz. brachu 'took') is an imperfect form used also for the aorist, and -ste šta/ste sta are used indifferently. As in Wendish, OCz. e corresponds to OB. o/e: OCz. vedech 'I led'/OB. vedochů. In Old Czech the vowel of the imperfect was ie, resulting from ě (ěa) and by palatalization from 'a: OCz. nesič 'I was bearing' lajicheč/OB. laachů 'I was scolding' dělajicech/OB. dělaachů 'I was doing'. In the last example, Czech construction gave -ajie- -d-, which vowel spread to other classes of verbs: OCz. dělách : berieč/bráč. The stem used was the present. The tense was current in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: mylee he 'was thinking' kupovách 'I was buying'.

The two tenses were gradually eliminated. In the fourteenth-century Alexandreïd the simple tenses/periphrastic forms were 71 to 29; but this division was not uniform for all persons. Even then the periphrastic forms were normal for S2.P12.D12.; S1. shows an equilibrium, but SP3. show a ratio of 4 to 1. In the fifteenth century
Hus uses the aorist only for biblical quotations, and the translator of Comestor let his instinct for periphrastic forms lead him into doubled imperfects [imperfect + auxiliary in the same tense: *biesse krztiesse(!), as if *erat baptizabat(!) 'was baptizing', *když doa měsíce biechu minušta 'when two months had passed'; in this latter there has also been confusion of numbers: pl. + dual]. The complete disappearance of the tenses was probably a feature of the late sixteenth century, and examples from Doležal (d. 1764) are no doubt to be discounted as deliberate archaisms. Popular poetry, as collected in 1814, retained these tenses by traditional recitation: *slibovachu 'promised' *měch 'had'. In eastern dialects the aorist and imperfect flexions are sometimes added to the participle in *l: dial. *litalach 'I (fem.) flew' *vědělch 'I knew'.

(ii) Nouns, Adjectives, Pronouns

162. Gender and Declension. The redistribution of nouns among the declensions so as to identify form with gender has been more fully carried out in Polish than in Wendish or Czechoslovak. Apart from the 'natural' masculines in -a, the state of affairs in Modern Polish has come to be that nouns are masculine if the nominative ends in a hard or soft consonant [GS. -(i)a], neuter if ending in the vowels o e ɛ, and feminine if in a i or a soft consonant (GS. -i/y).

(i) Of original i-stems only the feminines remain in Polish, save that P. ludzie <łudzie 'people' IP. gośčmi 'with the guests' and other forms show the retention of endings originally proper to masculine i-stems. They have even been extended by analogy: IP. końmi 'with horses'. CSL.(OB.) poti 'way' survives only in the derivative *patnir 'pilgrim'. These masculines have left many more traces in Czech and Wendish plurals. The whole declension is affected by contraction and assimilation so as to present few changes of flexion in Polish or Czech. In the latter, final ţ was lost without permanently softening the previous consonant. In Polish, where this softening takes place with -i (<*-i or *jo, a strong analogy was established between masculines of the two groups, an analogy absent from Czech. The hardening of sibilants in later Polish has given rise to a soft/hard alternative within this originally wholly soft declension: P. kość (GS. kości) 'bone' / rzecz (GS. rzeczy) 'thing'. In colloquial Czech there is a tendency, not revealed in the literary language, to eliminate this declension by transferring all its masculines to the jo-type, and all its feminines to ja. The uv-stems were assimilated to feminine i-stems, and show further colloquial assimilation to (j)a-stems: Cz. konev/konva 'jug' mrkev/mrkva 'carrot' bukva 'letter'.

Feminine r-stems have taken i-flexions. P. macierz 'mother' derives from CSL.(OB.)AS. materi; but CSL. *dǔti OB. *dǔti 'daughter'
has been transferred to the a-declension through the diminutive córka, cf. also matka. LowWend. maś/masér and also mašera. Cz. máť/matka ‘mother’, dci/dcera ‘daughter’, net ‘niece’.

Masculine n-stems, using the accusative for the nominative, have been transferred to the jo-declension in Polish. In Lower Wendish kameň ‘stone’ has a colloquial GP. kamen, preserved in a few phrases, as well as the analogous forms kameni and kamenow. The survival of this type is more complete in Czech, since Cz. kamen ‘stone’ kmen ‘stem’ kořen ‘root’ plamen ‘flame’ hřeben ‘comb’ ježmen ‘barley’ pramen ‘source’ tření-men ‘stirrup’ have, to some extent, a double declension in the singular; but in the plural they are wholly jo-stems. Wend. (d)žen ‘day’ Cz. den have mixed i/jo-declensions.

The s-stems have passed over to the o-declension, some with and others without a longer form of stem for the plural: P. słowo (GS. słowa NP. słowa) ‘word’, niebo (GS. nieba/NP. niebiosa) ‘sky’; Wend. słowo NP. słowa, LowWend. něbo UpWend. něbo LowWend. NP. něbja/UpWend. něbjesa (and LowWend. něbjaši ‘heavenly’); Cz. nebe (cf. moře) D.S. nebe/NP. nebesa (cf. města) with soft singular and hard plural declensions.

The n- and nt-stems are declined alike. They are influenced by soft (jo) neuters in the singular, and by hard (o) neuters in the plural. In Czech a number of n-stems have been transferred to o-neuters by a declension based on the oblique stem: Cz. jméno ‘name’/OCz. jmě, colloquial břemeno ‘load’ rameno ‘upper arm’ plemeno ‘tribe’, etc./bříme rámě plémě. On the other hand a number of foreign masculines have been added to the nt-stems: Cz. kniže ‘prince’ hрабě ‘count’, P. książe/ hrabia (from Czech). Cz. dítě P. dziecko ‘child’ have Cz. NP. děti P. dzieci, which follow the i-stems.

(ii) Among the a-stems those in *-ija > OB. -ji have sometimes been rationalized: P. sędzia ‘judge’ (*sędźija) is a ‘natural’ a-masculine, but it borrows declensional forms from the definite adjective (gen. sędziego etc.). On the other hand *-ja (OB. -i) gives P. -i: gospodyni ‘landlady’ bogini ‘goddess’ pani ‘lady’ kśnię ‘abbess’ prorokini ‘prophetess’, Cz. pani (OCz. knieni)/hospodyně prorokyně bohyně.

(iii) the hard and soft o-declensions give masculines and neuters. With the masculines have been fused the u-stems, case by case, and there is no definite principle behind the differences revealed in the declension of single words. The u-flexions do tend to be associated with living beings, and in Czech the neuters are free from them in the literary language, though not in the colloquial (especially dat. sg., gen. pl.).

163. Number. (a) Dual. Wendish preserves the dual intact. There are more traces of this number in Czechoslovak than in Polish: Cz.GD. prsou ‘of the breasts’ kolenou ‘of the knees’ ramenou ‘of the shoulders’
(the usage is limited to paired parts of the body). The locative and dative tend to take plural endings, and the nom. dual is felt to be a plural, and to be fit for use with low numbers: Cz. oko ‘eye’ ruka ‘hand’ noha ‘foot’ have dual-plurals N. oč- uš-i ruc-e/nohy, G. oč- uš-i (OCz. -iů), ruk- noh-ou (OCz. -ů)/ruk noh, D. oč- uš-im ruk- noh-ám, I. oč-uš-ima ruk- noh-ama, L. oč- uš-ich ruk- noh-ách/ou. Cz. dvě stě ‘200’ is dual. In popular speech the ID. -ma tends to invade the plural, as in Serbo-Croat, but it is limited even so to the single case of the instrumental. Mixed forms arise in dialects: Cz. dial. D. rukoum L. nohouch, based on GLD. -ou + DP. -m LP. -ch. Similarly in Polish: dwieście ‘200’, ocz- usz- N. -y G. -u I. -yma, ręc- N. -e I. -oma (ręku as LS. in w moim ręku ‘in my hands’)/plural forms G. ócz oczów usz(ów) rąk I. ocz- usz- ręk-ami. The dual has not affected the usage after ‘3’ and ‘4’ as in East and South Slavonic; after these numbers Czech and Polish employ the nom.-acc. pl.: P. trzy konie/R. trí konjá S. trí konja.

The dual persisted in Polish until dates varying from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries. It was protected by close association with ‘2’: OP. dwa kroła ‘two kings’ dwie lécie ‘two summers’ dwie ženie ‘two women’ dwie oczy ‘two eyes’, etc. The dative case took plural forms (-m) as early as the fifteenth century, to mark it off from the instrumental; the latter persisted into the sixteenth century. The gen.-loc. dual also persisted through the sixteenth century. Nominative duals were found in the sixteenth century, but the accusative lasted as late as the eighteenth, and is still to be heard in Polish dialects. In Czech the dual was still current in the sixteenth century, in immediate contact with ‘2’.

(b) Collectives. The collective neuter singular -ije was equated to the masculine plural of i-stems -ije: P. kamienie ‘stones’ : : ludzie ‘people’. The abstract fem. sg. -a was also used to describe a collectivity, and P. szlachta ‘noblemen, noblesse’ is still declined as a fem. sg. (GS. -ty DS. -cie etc.). For the most part such words have come to be deemed plurals, and parallel to i-plurals: brac-ia ‘brothers’ : : dzieci ‘children’ AG. -i D. -iom I. -(č)mi L. icht. So also ksiädź ‘priest’ pl. (coll.) księża. P. człowiek ‘man’ has pl. ludzie ‘people’. Abstract neuters serve as collective plurals: królestwo ‘king and queen’ as (well as ‘realm’) państwo ‘sir and madam’ (and ‘gentry’) rodzzeństwo ‘relatives, kin’: e.g. państwo Wolscy ‘Mr. and Mrs. Wolski’.
### I-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNA</th>
<th>GDLV</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. (F) kość</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>iq</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rzecz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend. (F) kość</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rěč</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) luž-</td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>i/e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz. (F) kost</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Consonant-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. (N) imię</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imien-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ia</td>
<td>iu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imion-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend. (M) żęń</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dn-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>oju</td>
<td>om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dn-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) maś</td>
<td>-(i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maśer-</td>
<td></td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td>'u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N) zwěře/známe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td>om/im</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zwěřeš/-znaměń-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zwěřet/-znaměń-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz. (F) net</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netěť</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) den</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dn-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kámen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kamen-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N) rámě</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ramen-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>DNAV</td>
<td>GL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>iom</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>iach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i/ow</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>owu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ow</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>om/am</td>
<td>imi</td>
<td>och/ach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ow</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>owu</td>
<td>oma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'e</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>'ow</td>
<td>'am</td>
<td>'ami</td>
<td>'ach</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>'owu</td>
<td>'oma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ow</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>owu</td>
<td>oma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ím</td>
<td>emi</td>
<td>ich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ové/i</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>i/ú(v)</td>
<td>úm</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>{ech</td>
<td>ich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>úm</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### West Slavonic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LowWend.</th>
<th>UV-stems</th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(F) cerk-</td>
<td>ej=e[w</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ju</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A-stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. (F) wod-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wodzi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dusz-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ziem-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gospodyń-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) cieśl-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Monarch-|
| sędz- | ia | ię | iego | iego | iem(D) | im(L) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LowWend.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(F) ryb-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rol-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cz. (F)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>żen-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dañ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{dan-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duš-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan-</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) sluh-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>ou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soudc-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>ou/i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes:
- The table represents the phonetic and morphological analysis of West Slavonic languages, focusing on certain prefixes and suffixes.
- The columns indicate different phonetic and grammatical elements, such as consonants (SNV), vowels (A), glottal stop (G), and other phonetic symbols (DL, I).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNAV</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'e</td>
<td>jow</td>
<td>jam</td>
<td>jamí</td>
<td>jach</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>jowu</td>
<td>joma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>PNAV</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>(wód)</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ioe</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>iom</td>
<td>iami</td>
<td>iach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>e(NV)</td>
<td>ów</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ów(A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iow</td>
<td>iowie</td>
<td>iów</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| a  | y      | ow | am | ami | ach | 'e | owu | oma |
| a  | e      | ow | am | ami | ach | i  | 'owu | 'oma |
| o  | y      | -  | ám | ami | ách |
| i  | ě      | ū  | ěm | i  | ū  | ěmi | ūch |
| e  | e      | -  | ěm | i  | ū  | ěmi | ūch |
| l  | i      | ū  | ūm | i  | ū  | ūmi | ūch |

<p>| o  | ové/y | ū(v) | om | ū(v) | (z)lch |
| e  | ové/i | ū(v) | om | i    | ūch   |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. (M) pan-</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kogut-</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>owi</td>
<td>iem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koguc-</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>owi</td>
<td>em</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ogród</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>owi</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ogrod</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ia</td>
<td>iow</td>
<td>iu</td>
<td>iem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N) drzew-</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zdan-</td>
<td></td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ia</td>
<td>iu</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>iem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morz-</td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend.</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) dub-</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>oju</td>
<td>om</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn-</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>om</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>król</td>
<td></td>
<td>'o</td>
<td>'u/oju</td>
<td>'u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N) słow-</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>móř-</td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>'u/oj</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz. (M) had-</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u/ovi</td>
<td>u/ovi</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrad-</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>u/a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u/č</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muž</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i/ovi</td>
<td>i/ovi</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N) měst-</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ě/u</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moř-</td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) Jiř-</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>{i}</td>
<td>{i}</td>
<td>{i}</td>
<td>{im}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>PNV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ie</td>
<td>owie</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ie</td>
<td>owie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>owie</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iu</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>iom</td>
<td>iami</td>
<td>iach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>(mórz)</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>i/ové</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i/ové</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ow: om am ami ach
- a: om am ami ach
- ia: iom iami iach
- (mórz): om am ami ach
- owu: oma
- etc.
- ú(v): ûm y ech/îch
- úm: iîch
- ûm: iîch
- ûm: iîch
- f: ûm y ech
- f: ûm iîch
- f: ûm iîch
- f: ûm iîch
165. Singular Cases. (a) Nominative. NVASN. Cz. rámě ‘upper arm’ shows palatalization of OCz. -ä < -ě and a long stem-vowel. Similarly, ja-stems become Cz.NSF. -ě/e (the latter by displatalization after palatals): Cz. duše OCz. dušě.

It is probable that among ja-stems the oldest Polish distinguished two qualities of the vowel (a/d), according as the stress fell on the flexion or the stem: OP. dussa ‘soul’ świeca ‘candle’: OP. dolá ‘luck’ trześniá ‘cherry’: R. duša sveča: duša čeršnia. The pronunciation -ijá is found in modern dialects and Old Polish for loanwords in Lat. -ia: P. oracyjá opinijá. It also corresponded to original -ija in the names of officers: OP. sędziá ‘judge’/MP. sędzia. In these words the vowel a has been restored/OB. sódá, and Polish has added to their number German loanwords obtained through Czech: P. hrabia ‘count’ < Cz. hrabé (nt-stem) < Germ. Graf. They have alternative flexions borrowed from the pronominal declension. CSL.(OB.) -hi is represented by P. -ni/Cz. -né < -ňa: P. bogini ‘goddess’/Cz. bohyně. There are many masculines in -a: P. Sapieha monarcha which follow the feminine declension in the singular and the masculine in the plural.

The ending *-ijos >-ijí is found in P. Jerzy Cz. jiří ‘George’, the latter having alternative pronominal flexions. Neut. -íje > OP. -íe MP. -ie, OCz. -ie MCz. -í: P. milosierdzie ‘pity’ Cz. dělání ‘doing’.

In the o-stems compensation for loss of final jer occurred in both Old Polish and Czech. In both it induced a qualitative change, by which the stem vowel took on a narrower pronunciation, and it is this qualitative distinction which alone survives in Modern Polish: P. dąb/ GS. dęba ‘oak’ Bóg/GS. Boga ‘God’, Cz. chleb ‘bread’/GS. chleba, Bůh/GS. Boha, sňeh ‘snow’/GS. sněhu.

(b) Accusative. With the exception of a few words like P. pani ‘lady’ AS. paniq, the acc. sg. fem. is -ę in Polish. In Old Polish, however, so long as nom. -a/ā were distinguished, there was a corresponding distinction between acc. fem. -e/q. In the sixteenth century usage vacillated: pracę/pracz ‘work’ wiezę/wieżę ‘tower’ (AS.). In the seventeenth century the distinction failed, but ASF. -q was described as ‘elegantius’ in 1690. In Czech soft ASF. -i results from palatalization of -q: OCz. duš’u (*duš’o) dušin MCz. duši. After some consonants the vowel is lost in the off-glide of the consonant: Cz. ASF. báň ‘dome’.

In the o- and u-stems the accusative had the same form as the nominative in Common Slavonic, and this led in time to the adoption of the genitive for living things. The accusative was retained in Polish until the sixteenth century, though usage was already vacillating in the fifteenth. The acc. sg. masc. was rarely used in Old Czech of persons, but it continued in use with male appellatives (class-names like anděl ‘angel’ biskup ‘bishop’ syn ‘son’). Animals still took the acc. sg. in seventeenth-century Czech, and the group included běs ‘devil’
duch 'spirit'. In Modern Polish the gen.-acc. is used of persons in both numbers, and of animals in the singular; in Modern Czech it has still not invaded the plural. There are some relics of the accusative in fixed phrases: P. iść za maż 'to marry' wsiąść na kon/konia 'to mount a horse', Cz. na kůň. On the other hand P. kon stanął dęba 'the horse reared' is a gen.-acc. used for a thing, and a relic of the old vacillations.

It was chiefly through the accusative that transfers of declension took place. CSL.AS. -i derived from *-m *-im *-jom, and so helped the passage from the consonantal type, through i-declension, to jo-declension. The oblique cases in Czechoslovak still show many variant flexions as evidence of incomplete transfer in the last stage of the series.

(c) Vocative. VSF. -o: P. wodo 'O water' zemio 'O land' sędzio 'O judge', Cz. ženo 'O woman/soft -e: duše 'O soul'. For some masc. names in -a the vocative has taken the place of the nominative: P. Jagiello Kościuszko. These are to be distinguished from P. Jaśko Jasio Grzymko tat(k) 'daddy' etc, in which the -o represents the original use of the neuter with diminutives (cf. dsiecko 'child'); cf. Cz. ditko Styblo Hromádko. Pet-names take VSF. -u: Zosiu 'O Sophy'. VSF. -NSF.: P. pani 'O lady' / boginiu 'goddess'. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there tended to appear a soft fem. voc. -i (OP. ziemi 'O land' lutni 'O lute'), but it has died out again.

The o/u-stems had VSM. -e/u. In Old Polish -u occurred with u-stems, but not throughout all the class: OP.MP. synu 'O son' domu 'O house'. To avoid altering a velar by first palatalization VSM. -u is often preferred to -e by both Polish and Czech; another criterion in Polish is to associate VSM. -e with persons and -u with things. There are exceptions both ways, and the history of the vocative is a history of individual words. In the fifteenth century there was a reaction towards -e which lasted until the seventeenth: OP. królewicze 'O prince' paniczce 'O squire'. From Common Slavonic times -ju was the vocative of jo-stems, and it spread in Polish to i- and n-stems before the historical record opened: P. ogniu 'O fire' kamieniu 'O stone'.

The vocative has been wholly lost in Slovak and almost completely in Wendish.

(d) Genitive. Neuter s-stems have their suffix only in the plural: P. niebo 'sky' G.S. nieba/NP. niebiosa, Cz. nebe G.S. nebe/NP. nebesa. In Czech the word has been transferred to the soft declension in the singular. Polish n- nt-stems take soft flexions in the singular (GSN. imienia 'of a name') and hard flexions in the plural (NP. imiona 'names'). The masculines of this declension are variable in Czech: hřeben 'comb' G.S. hřebene (consonantal)/hřebenu (u-declension), etc.

Ja-stems had their gen. sg. originally WSL.ESL. -ê/SSI. -ç, like the nom.-acc. pl. of fem. ja-stems and the acc. pl. of masc. jo-stems:
Wend. *role* 'of a field' Cz. *duše*. In Polish this genitive was universal until the sixteenth century, and was still found in the seventeenth and eighteenth: *nieba i ziemię* 'of heaven and earth' (18th cent.). Forms in -*i* are concurrent as early as the fifteenth century. From nominatives in -*a* -*ni* there was G.S. -*ej* in use from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries: *dobrej wolej* 'of good will'.

The o/u-stems distinguished their genitives as -*a/u*. G.S. -*u* is historically correct in such words as P. *wierzechu* 'of the top' *wołu* 'of a bull'. (It should be noted that the acc.-gen. of this word is *woła*). G.S. *syna* 'of the son' may be due to its place between two genitives in -*a* in P. *w imię Ojca i Syna i Świętego Ducha* 'in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost'; but all nouns of persons take G. -*a* in Polish, and there is a contrary tendency to specialize -*u* to names of things. This coincides with another tendency to increase the use of -*u* at the expense of -*a*: OP. *luda*/MP. *lud* 'of the people' *boku* 'of a side' *biegu* 'of flight'. The beginning of hesitation is found in the thirteenth century: *przebytk-a/u* 'of a sojourn' (13th cent.). Usage was crystallized by Polish writers of the sixteenth century. Polish i- and n-stems were assimilated: P. *gościa* 'of a host' *kamienia* 'of a stone', though old writers sometimes used G.S. -*u*: OP. *zolędziu* 'of an acorn'. Neuters in -*je* OP. -*ié* gave GS.OP. -*iä* -*iä* MP. -*ia*: OP. *przyściapia/przyścić* (16th cent.). In Czech -*a* is used of persons, -*a* -*u* of animals and things, with a marked increase of the latter as time progressed. The former is more common in Moravia and Silesia. It is used in Standard Czech for names of places, months, days of the week, and a list of miscellaneous nouns.

Slovak has most exceptionally borrowed the gen. sg. -*u* (of masc. u-stems) for the 'natural' masculines in -*a*: Slovak *sluha* 'servant' gen. *sluhu*.

In Polish the genitive is used after all negative verbs. In Czech, on the other hand, the accusative (which may, of course, in form be a genitive) is used, except in the partitive sense: *nemám peníze* 'I haven't the money' *nemám peněz* 'I haven't any money'.

(e) *Dative*. The dative and locative of a-stems are identical, and as that is also true of i- and consonant-stems, these cases are distinguished only in the o/u declension. The masculines of that type have the usual doublet-forms in the dative: P. *-u/owi* Cz. *u* (palatalizing to -*i*)/owi. The distinction by origin was maintained, with vacillations, in Polish as late as the sixteenth century; but the new tendencies were producing doublets as early as the fourteenth: OP. *syn-owi/u* Bog-*u/owi*. The tendency was to increase the use of *owi*, as the more distinctive flexion, at the expense of -*u*, but Kochanowski (1530–84) still has many examples of -*u* where more recent Polish employs -*owi*. The same century witnessed an extension of -*owi* to neuters, but this has
died out again: MP. *ku południow* `to the south' (neut.): DSM. *dniow*. The flexion `-u' now appears with a number of monosyllables (DSM. *Bogu bratu chlopu* `to the peasant' *księdz* `to the priest' etc.) and nouns with fugitive e (lew `lion' DS. *lew*, ojciec `father' DS. *ojcu*, sen `sleep' DS. *snu*, etc.). Old *i*-stems masculines have been fully assimilated to *jo*-stems in Polish. In Czech `-ovi' is specialized to living things: Cz. *bratovi* `to a brother' *Janovi* `to John' *Tomášovi* `to Thomas' *Benešovi* `to Beneš'. Notable datives in *-u* are: Bohu *člověku* `to the man' *Kristu* (nom. *Kristus*), pán-*u/ovi* `to the gentleman'.

In Old Wendish the dative derived from *u*-stems was *-owi/evi*, but the soft alternative was assimilated to the hard from early times. A special feature of Wendish is the loss of *w* before *i*, which gave DSM. *-oj/u* (from *o*-stems). The latter has influenced the former to give the alternation *-oj/u*, and *-oj* is obsolete. It was sometimes spelt *-oju* under the false impression that it was a shortening of *-ouj*.

(f) Locative. The *o/u*-stems have LSN. P. *(i)e/u*, Cz. *-ě/u* (and *-ovi* : dat.). The use of LS. *-u* increased in Polish after the fifteenth century, and its present repartition is arbitrary. It serves to avoid palatalization in stems that end with a velar or dental: o *księdz* `about a priest' w Bogu `in God'. A distinction of meaning is effected in LS. w *domie* `in the house' (as an edifice) w *domu* `at home'. The soft form (CSL.Ob. *-i <*-jai*) continued to leave traces as late as the fifteenth century: OP. na *stolce* `on the stool' w *gaji* `in the grove', but has been eliminated in favour of *(i)u*, which is also found with *i*- and *n*-stems. In Czech the two endings are arbitrarily distributed. DS. *-u* is proper to living things, names of months, many nouns ending in velars or *r* (to keep the stem unmodified), etc. LS. *-ě* used of a personal name implies a calendar date: o *svatém* *faně* `on St. John's day'; it is proper to things, places, and stems ending in a labial or dental. After *l* z c š it is dispalatalized *(e)*. Some of the masculine *n*-stems have LS. *-ě/u* as well as *-i*. The last is that of their original declension.

(g) Instrumental. The feminine instr. sg. is in P. *-q* OP. *-o*, OCz. *-ů* > *-au* MCz. *-ou* OCz. *-ů* > MCz. *-i*. As both *jers* gave WSl. e the distinction between CSL.Ob. *-em*/*im*/*üm* disappeared, and *-om* > *-*om was left isolated and also disappeared. An *o* reappears in Wendish as a result of dispalatalization before the hard final consonant. Neuters in *-jfe* had IS. *-jfe* > OP. *-im* (OP. *udrężenim* `by torture'), which has become MP. *-iem* by analogy. Examples of this substitution occur in the fourteenth century, and only *-em* is found in the seventeenth.

It is to be noted that masculine and neuter declensions tend to fall together, and feminine declensions to stand apart in all the cases of the singular. As that is true also of the adjective it forms a principal structural division in these languages.
Polish nouns in -um of Latin and Greek origin (e.g. gimnazjum) are not declined in the singular.

166. Plural Cases. (a) Nominative and accusative. The nominative, vocative and accusative are identical for feminine i-stems, consonantal stems and the a-declension. Masculine i-stems distinguish the nom.-voc./acc., but show alternative forms which identify them: Cz.NV. host-i/A. hosty, LowWend.NV. luže/A. luži/i/e. Similarly masc. n-stems: Cz.NV. dn-i/y A. dn-y/i, LowWend.NVA. dny. For the a-stems the identification of nominative and accusative is of Common Slavonic date. The separation of plural from singular (as a system of differentiated flexions against one of largely unified flexions) allows mental dissociation of the forms of the same word in the two numbers. Thus n-neuters have a soft system of flexions in the singular and a hard one in the plural, and s-neuters preserve the suffix only in the plural.

The relations of singular and plural reach their extreme of complexity in the nominative of masculine o/u-stems. It is not merely that there are alternative flexions, as throughout the singular, but that the plural ending is selected according to quite different criteria. The nominative endings in Polish are -i/y -owie -e -a, and in Czech -i -é -ové -é/e. The ending P. -owie was originally proper to u-stems. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it was freely used for the names of things: OP. krajowie 'countries' biczowie 'whips', and the usage lasted into the sixteenth century: OP. tronowie 'thrones' orlowie 'eagles'. It is now used for names of persons, and, in the face of persons in -i/y, for those who command a degree of respect: MP. królowie 'kings' synowie 'sons'/chłopcy 'peasants'. In Czech the flexion was OCz. -ove, used of persons or living things, which became -ové by contamination with -é of the masc. n-stems: Cz. synové 'sons' chlapové 'fellows' hadové 'snakes'. Dialectally this appears as -ovi and (Slovak) -ovie, whence by assimilation to collectives in -a comes Slovak. -ovia, e.g. synovia (cf. R. synovjá). The flexion -ové is associated with monosyllables in Czech.

In Polish i/y correspond to the o-declension: P. sąsiedzi 'neighbours' orły 'eagles' wilk 'wolves' koguty 'cocks'. NP. -i occurs for original -y after velars, which are then preserved. In Old Polish these velars suffered palatalization until as late as the eighteenth century: OP. ptacy 'birds' wilcy/MP. ptaki wilki. Palatalization takes place in Modern Czech: Cz. soudrži 'companions' žáci 'pupils' bratři 'brothers'. The ending was often lengthened to -ij: OCz. mistřij a bratřij, sometimes analogically written -iu -ie. In Old Czech the flexion was applied to living and lifeless objects. AP. -y gave a nominative which was rarely used in Old Czech, but increased as a flexion for things, and appears steadily in national names and place-names in

A number of names in -ani are old loanwords in Czech: děkani ‘deans’. Latin or Græco-Roman neuters have alternative plurals in -y/a in Polish (poemat-y/a), and those in -ans have pl. -anse: P. kwadrans ‘quarter-hours’. Lat. -arius/pl. -arii gave OP. -arz/pl. -ary, but MP. -arze is reformed upon the singular: OP. piekary ‘bakers’ /MP. piekarze, OP. koniary ‘horse-coopers’ świnia ‘swine-herds’.

Other plurals are the result of the collective/singulative principle. This occurs with the suffix -an-in-: P.S. Słowianin P. Słowianie, cf. poganin ‘heathen’ P. poganie. The corresponding Czech singulative was -enin/pl. -ene; but this has been modified. The singulative in Modern Czech is -an: měšt’an ‘townsman’, with pl. -ané (by contamination with -e above): měšt’ané Slované Pražané. A neut.sg. collective in -ie, now treated as a plural, is P. kamienie ‘stones’. Collectives in -a were originally declined as fem.sg. a-stems, and that is still true of P. szlachta ‘nobles’ (with a little-used alternative pl. szlachcice). P. bracia ‘brothers’ is declined like the i-stems (AG. -i D. -iom I. -mi L. -iach); księga ‘priests’ (sg. ksiądz) has hard endings (AG. -y D. -om I. -mi L. -ach) as a result of the hardening of ż; and księżę ‘prince’ (R. kniaž) is assimilated to the nt-stems: AGS. (by contraction of the stem) księż-tia DL. -iu I. -iem NP. księż-ta etc. In Czechoslovak the neuter pl. -a may be used of masculine lifeless things: Cz. záda ‘back’ oblaka ‘clouds’. In Old Polish this ending applied to certain official titles: podkomorza ‘chamberlains’ podczasza ‘cup-bearers’ (15–16th cent.), the singulars of which were neutrals in -é/-yje (or in -i); they now have masc.pl. -e: MP. pl. podkomorze/sg. podkomorzy.

The acc.pl. of hard masculines in o was P. -y/soft -e: P. syny chrześciany ‘Christians’ kanclerze ‘chancellors’. The former was extended to several soft masculines: P. przyjacioly ‘friends’/przyjaciele pieniędzy ‘money’, and -y and -e afford accusatives for words in -ans. Occasionally, but rarely, -ej is found in Old Polish texts for the nom.-acc. of ja-stems, and between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries forms in -ie (NVAPF. koście/kości) appear sporadically. MP. wsie/wsi ‘villages’ are still concurrent. In the fifteenth century P. macierze ‘mothers’ was sometimes replaced by maciory: : GP. maciór. The ut-stems had NAVP. -i in the fifteenth century, but -ie in the sixteenth: OP. cyrekwi ‘churches’ brwi ‘brows’/cerkwie chorągwie banners’. P. brwi is still in use.
(b) Genitive. The genitive plural never serves for an accusative in Czech. In Polish that usage was unknown before the sixteenth century (OP. posiadli katy 'he sent executioners').

The genitive sign was a final ję. This was liable to confusion with the nominative singular of many words, though it was quite distinctive in the a-declension: P. woda 'water' / GP. wód, Cz. žena 'woman' / GP. żen. It was not inconvenient when the plural stem differed from the nom-sg.: P. imię 'name' / GP. imion Cz. nebe 'cloud' / GP. nebes. The o-neuters also were quite distinctive: P. drzewo 'tree' / GP. drzew, but the o-masculines were liable to confusion of cases. Among instances of stems differing in the two numbers were the i-stems and the u-stems. These gave GP. -i-j and -ov-ų, but, by regarding the whole ending as a flexion, this resulted in P. -i Cz. -i and P. -ów Cz. -ů(v). The latter was found in older Czech documents as ov/ow o uov wo uv ʊ, which shows the origin of the modern sound in a diphthong resulting from narrowing the pronunciation of o. The form -uv was formerly retained at the end of sentences and before vowels.

The flexion P. -i corresponds to NAVP. -ie: P. kamieni 'of stones' niedźwiedzi 'of bears'. Polish neuters in -ie have GP. -i (-y) or without suffix: stuleci 'of centuries' pokolen 'of generations'; natural masculines in -ia have GP. -i (szedł 'of judges'), but might lose the flexion on the analogy of other a-stems (szedł), and that sometimes occurred with i-stems: P. dań 'of gifts' golen 'of shins' (16th cent.); the r-stem macierz 'mother' had GP. macierz (15th cent.) / MP. matek from matka, and among the uv-stems were GP. krew (14th cent.) krewie (16th cent.) chorągiew (15th cent.). In Czech the ending -i has become normal with ja-stems; Cz. duší 'of souls' : : kosti.

Old genitives without flexion in the fifteenth and sixteenth century were OP. sąsiad 'of neighbours' god 'of festivals' akt 'of acts' kamion 'of stones'. P. przyjaciel 'of friends' is still in use, and so is -czas in dotychczas 'till now' (adv.). Neuters are P. lat 'of years' mórz 'of seas' serc 'of hearts', etc. The extension of GP. -ów from u-stems to o-stems had taken place before the opening of Polish records, and it has been introduced into the neuter declension also. It was attached to Latin loanwords: P. aktów 'of acts' gimnazjów 'of secondary schools', and even intrudes into the feminine declensions: OP. myszów 'of mice' pieśniów 'of songs' (18th cent.). Masculine a-stems take their gen.pl. in -ów, though formerly suffixless, and by this means have come to be declined in the plural like o-stems: monarchów 'of monarchs', whence monarchowie 'monarchs'. The suffix has spread to all declensions in Wendish. In Czech GP. -ů is occasionally found with neuters, and it affects colloquially other oblique cases (as in L. -ůch). It was most often written -ó in the fifteenth century, while -uv ranged from
the fourteenth to the sixteenth, and -ú(v) has prevailed since the sixteenth.

(c) Dative, instrumental, locative. The Polish language has imposed a considerable degree of uniformity upon its oblique flexions by making them almost all DP. -om IP. -ami LP. -ach. The dative is then quite obviously distinct from the instrumental, and it is unlike the instr.sg. in -em. IP. -mi occurs with some i-stems (P. kośmi 'with bones' / rzeczami 'with things'), and has even 'been extended to some jo-stems (P. koňmi 'with horses').

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries DP. -em <-úmû/ ímû/emû and -am <-amû were concurrent with -om <-omû and -emû: gościm koniem ludziem podkomorzem dzieciem/koniam ustam ciemionam zwierzętamu nogam duszam czeluściam/panom króлом morzem wodom ziemiom kościm. Usage vacillated in the sixteenth century. The instr.pl. of masc.neut. o-stems was OP. -y, which is still encountered in some fixed phrases: P. dawnymi czasy 'in olden times', wielkimi bogi 'by the great gods', pan nad licznymi pany 'lord above many lords', pod twemi skrzydły 'under Thy wings'. It was found in feminine declensions in the fifteenth century, and later survived as a poetic licence. IP. -mi is proper to i-stems, but is restricted even there to kość 'bone' dłoń 'palm' nić 'thread' gałąź 'twig' ludzie 'people'; otherwise -ami is used. Outside of the i-declension it is found in IP. koňmi 'with horses' braćmi 'with brothers' przyjaciółmi 'with friends'. In the fourteenth century it was in use with masc. o-stems, and even with neuters: OP. językmi 'with tongues' chlebmi 'with loaves' gwoźdżami 'with nails' polimi 'with fields' imionmi/imienmi 'with names'; this is still the position in Slovak. The mediaeval attitude was one of experimentalism, without attachment to one form. The same is true of the locative plural, for which -ech -och rivalled -ach. The first still survives in territorial expressions: P. w Niemczech 'in Germany' w Prusiech/ Prusach 'in Prussia' we Włoszech 'in Italy'. Old Polish vacillations (14th–16th cent.) were: w grzeszech 'in sins' w uściech 'in the mouths' w polech 'in the fields' w robociech 'in works' w głębiach / głębi 'on dulcimers' w pokolenich 'in generations' (contracted from -ijech) and w ogródkoch 'in gardens' w poloch 'in fields' w sieroch 'in hearts' po imionoch/imienoch 'by names' na rękach 'on hands' w głębi 'on dulcimers'. OP. -ech represents the -ęchù of o-stems, and -och the -ochù which existed as a variant for -uchù in the parent speech and enjoyed the support of dat. -om. Kochanowski showed aversion for -och, and it has disappeared from the modern speech.

The development of Wendish is like that of Polish, save that dat. -am is preferred for feminine nouns.

In Czech the ancient pattern of oblique plural endings is more fully retained. Special features are the effect of palatalization (Cz.
West Slavonic

duš -im -emi -ich) and compensatory lengthening (žen-ám -ách). The mutual interference of dual and plural flexions in colloquial Czech and Slovak is a link with Serbo-Croat, where the dual -ma has ousted the dat.instr.loc. plural. This ending tends to be construed as an instrumental, in which role it is more sonorous than -mi. On the other hand DP. -m LP. -ch afford distinctions not present in the dual. These cases of the plural therefore ousted DLD. -ma, and so helped to destroy that number, but ID. -ma tends to replace IP. -mi in common speech. There is a strong colloquial tendency to spread the endings -ám -ami -ách to all declensions, and instead of IP. -y (of o-stems) there is frequently found IP. -mi/ami or ID. -ma/ama/oma. Old Czech loc.pls. were in -iech < -échů, -ech < -echů, -och < -ochů, resulting in -ech/ich -ech -och. MCz. -ech (of o-stems) must rather be explained as a borrowing from i-stems, where -ech < -ichů, since -ech < -uchů is not attested in old writings. Slovak makes much use of LP. -och.

167. Numerals. 1: P.Cz. jeden LowWend. jaden UpWend. jedyn is declined as a demonstrative. In Low Wendish it is often used as an indefinite article. In the plural P.Cz. jedni is used for living masculines, P. jedne for masc. things and fem. and neut., Cz. jedny for masc. things and fem., jedna neut. LowWend. jadne in all usages. 1st: P. pieroszy, LowWend. předny and perswy, UpWend. prěni, Cz. prvý and první.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P. dw- | aj/a | NG | u(ch) | G | u/om | (oba)
| (M) |   | a   | u/oma |   |     |     |
| (N) |   | a   | u/oma |   |     |     |
| (F) |   | ie  |     |     | u/iema |     |
| trz- | ej/y | y | ech | G | em | ema | (czter-)
| LowWend. | aj/ej | NG | eju | I | I | ěma | (hobej/wobej)
| dw- (M) |   | č  |     |     |     |     |
| (NF) |   | č  |     |     |     |     |
| ts- (M) | o | NG | och | G | om | omi | (styr)
| (NF,M. things) | i | N | ich | im | imi | (styr-)
| Cz. dv- (M) | a | N | ou | G | I | ěma | (oba)
| (NF) |   | ě |     |     |     |     |
| tř- | i | N | i | ech | em | emi |
| čtyř- | i | N | - | ech | em | mi |

The use of dvea with dual cases of the noun lasted to dates varying according to case from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century in
Polish: OP. dwa króla 'two kings' dwo synu 'of two sons' o dwo apostolu 'about two apostles' dwiema bratanciomia 'to two nephews'. It is now construed with the plural: dwaj/obaj/obydwaj synowie 'two/both sons'. In the impersonal construction the genitive is used: P. tych dwuch panów przyjechalo 'these two gentlemen have come'.

GL. dwuch is from dual dwo+pl. dwóch. The instrumental flexion has ousted the proper plural forms of '3, 4': OP. trzema dnioma 'in three days'. There is a tendency for dwo/obu to spread to all oblique cases. In Wendish the locative has been identified with the instrumental, and in Lower Wendish there is a difference of vowel between living masculines/masc. things, fem. neut. In Upper Wendish this affects only the nom.-acc. cases. From the sixteenth century in Czech the locative of dva has been dvou or dial. dvouch (OCz. dvů); Slk. dvouch. Mixed forms are also found in the dialectal instr. and dat. dvoum dvouma oboum. The distinction of declension between Cz. trči (i-stem) and čtyři (consonant-stem) appears in the genitive and instrumental. 2nd-4th: P. drugi trzeci czwarty UpWend. druhi treci štvôrty, Cz. druhý třetí čtvrtý.

5-10: P. pięć sześć sied(e)m osiem/osm dziewięć dziesięć. Their declension has been influenced by the dual dwa: GDIL. pięciu, instr. also pięcioma. The noun follows in the gen.pl. UpWend. pięć sześć sedym wózom dziewięć dziesięć. Cz. pět šest sedm osm devět deset. 5th-10th: P. pięty szósty siódmy ósmy dziewiąty dziesiąty, UpWend. pięty etc., Cz. pátý devátý desátý (šestý etc.).

11-19: P. jedenaście etc., Wend. jednaść etc., Cz. jedenáct etc. 11th-19th: P. jedenasy etc., Wend. jednastý etc., Cz. jedenáctý etc.

20-90: P. dwa-dziecia (nom.du.masc.) trzy-/czter-dziesięci (nom.pl.) pięć- (etc.) dziesiąty (gen.pl.), UpWend. dwaceći etc., Cz. dwa-/trči-/čtyři-cet pa-/še-/sedm-/osm-/dwa-desát. 20th-90th: P. dwu-/trzy-/czter- dziesiąty pięćdziesiąty etc., Cz. dvacátý etc.

100-1,000,000: P. sto, dwieście (dual), trzy-/cztery-sta (NPN.) pięćset (GP.) etc. tysiąć, dwa tysiące, pięć tysięcy, milion, LowWend. sto (hundert), dwé século (dva hunderita), styri sta, wózom stow (GP.) UpWend. tysac (towzyn), Cz. sto, dwé sté, trči/čtyři sta, pět set etc., tisic (with tři- for ty-), dwa tisice, pět tisic, milion. 100th etc.: P. setny dwu-/dwoch-setny trzech-/czterech-setny, pięćsetny etc., tisíčny, dwutyisíčny, trzytyisíčny, miljonowy, Cz. sty dvoustý tři-/čtyři-/pěti-stý osmnástý devítistý, tisicí dvoutisící etc., milionty.

In addition to the cardinal and ordinal numbers there are the collectives: P. dwoje czworo etc., Cz. dvoji ětverý etc., and the fractions: P. pół Cz. půl 'half', P. półtora 'one and a half', P. polowiczny Cz. poloviční 'half' (adj.), P. kwadrans 'quarter-hour', etc. Cz. půl may be the origin of the name of the dance polka.
168. Adjectives. The definite and possessive adjectives are declined thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>now-</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ego</td>
<td>emu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>ej</td>
<td>ej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tan-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>iego</td>
<td>iemu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>ia</td>
<td>iå</td>
<td>ieg</td>
<td>iej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend. now-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MN)</td>
<td>M.y/N.e</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ego</td>
<td>emu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>eje</td>
<td>ej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tšes-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MN)</td>
<td>M.i/N.e</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ešo</td>
<td>emu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>eje</td>
<td>ej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz. piln-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MN)</td>
<td>M.ý/N.é</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>eho</td>
<td>ému</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>é</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pěš-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MN)</td>
<td>ý</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ñmu</td>
<td>ñmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>í</td>
<td>fho</td>
<td>iµ</td>
<td>ñµ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrův</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MSN)</td>
<td>N.o</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrov-</td>
<td>(MN)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ě</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palatalization of the consonant occurs in the personal nom.pl.masc.: Cz. drazi (drahý 'dear') P. dobrzy (dobry 'good'), cf. OB. dra(d)žizi dobrijī.

The indefinite declension of adjectives has become quite extinct in Slovak and almost so in Polish. A few isolated words have special predicative forms: P. zdrów 'healthy' gotów 'ready' godzien 'worthy' pełen 'full' wesól 'gay' świadom 'aware' syt 'sated' łaskaw 'kind' rad 'glad' kontent 'pleased'. The indefinite neuter is more often found: P. latuvo 'easy' trudno 'difficult, what cannot be helped' ciepło 'warm'. In Old Polish there were many more indefinite adjectives: OP. bogat 'rich' wolen 'free' młod 'young'. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries other cases than the nominative were in use. The indefinite form is exemplified also in P. samotrzeć 'three together' poltora (= pół wotora) 'one and a half' półczwarta 'three and a half'.

The definite declension has become proper not merely to attributive adjectives, whether defined or undefined by an article, but to predicates also. The contraction of endings has removed the evidence of composition: OP. dobr-y é à MP. -y -e -a/CSl. -u-je etc. The corresponding pronominal cases caused the flexions -ego -emu -ym to enter the declension of adjectives. In former times pronoun and adjective differed here in quantity, since the adjectival flexions were due to contraction: OP. dobrégo/tego. Former adjectives now surviving as
place-names are declined as nouns, but in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries some nouns took adjectival flexions (śędziego ‘of a judge’ is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ym</td>
<td>i/e</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ych</td>
<td>ym</td>
<td>ymi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ym</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>im</td>
<td>i/ie</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ich</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>imi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ia</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ym</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ych</td>
<td>ym</td>
<td>ymi</td>
<td>ej</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>yma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eju</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ich</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>imi</td>
<td>ej</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ým</td>
<td>M.Č/N.Á</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>ých</td>
<td>ým</td>
<td>ými</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ou</td>
<td>M.i/y/N.A</td>
<td>M.y/N.A</td>
<td>ých</td>
<td>ým</td>
<td>ými</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

still normal); Latin names continue to be so handled: Aleksego Więciencemu (15th cent.).

The survival of indefinite forms is more considerable in Czech, but not for all adjectives, nor even theoretically constituting a complete declension: Cz. hard chud -o- -a 'poor'/soft péš -e -e 'foot'. The soft type survives only in relics: Cz. anděl Páně 'the angel of the Lord' (indeclinable), and in place-names: Kněž-most Kněž-ves etc. Examples of hard adjectives in the indefinite form, used only as predicates, are: Cz. živ ‘alive’ dobrotiť ‘kindly’ znám ‘known’ mlad ‘young’ zdráv ‘healthy’ hrd ‘proud’ nemocen ‘ill’ silen ‘strong’ mrtv ‘dead’. The indefinite declension is complete for possessive adjectives in -ův or -in (matčin ‘mother’s’ Olšin ‘Olga’s’), except in the instr.sg. masc.neut. and the gen.-loc. dat.instr.pl., which have been borrowed from the definite declension. The indefinite accusative is found in phrases like Cz. Štěpán viděl nebesa otevřena 'S. saw the heavens opened', and adverbialed in daleko ‘afar’ na levo ‘on the left’. The indefinite genitive exists only adverbially: Cz. docela ‘quite’ (celý ‘whole’) zdaleka ‘from afar’ (dáleký ‘distant’) znovu ‘anew’ (nový ‘new’; znovu is an example of the u-gen. in adjectives). The indefinite instrumental occurs adverbialed in Cz. málem ‘almost’ skorem ‘nearly’. The locative appears in pilné ‘diligently’ vesele ‘cheerfully’, etc.
Evidence for the contraction of definite flexions in Czechoslovak is still given by the long quantity of the vowels. The pronominal declension has influenced the same cases as in Polish, and palatalization has modified those cases which showed ’a or ’u in Old Czech. The comparative adjective may be used, as in German, to express ‘fairly’, ‘rather’: Cz. starší ‘older’/’elderly’. The superlative is formed by prefixing naj- (Cz. naj-).

169. The Demonstrative Declension:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P.</th>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t-</td>
<td>(MN) M.en/N.o</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ego</td>
<td>emu</td>
<td>ym</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>ej</td>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>omu</td>
<td>im</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cz-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>ego</td>
<td>emu</td>
<td>em</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-</td>
<td>(M.on/N.ono) NG</td>
<td>jeglo/go</td>
<td>jemu/mu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F.ona)</td>
<td>niego</td>
<td>niemu</td>
<td>nim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jeje</td>
<td>nią</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsz</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ego</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>ym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>em</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowWend.</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>wón</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>jogo</td>
<td>jomu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>wóno</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MN)</td>
<td>wójna</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>jeje</td>
<td>jej</td>
<td>ňom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>wójna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ňej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz. t-</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>oho</td>
<td>omu</td>
<td>om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>oho</td>
<td>omu</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>ým</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>cho</td>
<td>emu</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>ňm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(jenž) j-</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>ej/G</td>
<td>cho/ho</td>
<td>emu/mu</td>
<td>ňm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>něm</td>
<td>ň</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The principal pronouns in the demonstrative and interrogative-relative group in Polish are: P. ten 'this' ów 'that' on 'that, he' kto 'who', which are all hard, and soft: OP. jen 'that' wsze (N) 'all' co 'what'. Ten, jen have suffixed -nů, and kto has the demonstrative suffix -to; other pronouns are formed with suffixes or prefixes: P. któż 'who then' cóż 'what then' tamten 'that' nikt 'no one' nic 'nothing'. Co < G.S. čto, used as nominative; co za+nom. 'what sort of?' is a Germanism (was für ein Mensch 'what a man' cf. Russian; Czech has co za+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M. ci</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>ych</td>
<td>ym</td>
<td>ymi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN. e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Moni/one) NG-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(M) ech</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>ecn</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>emi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(wóni) je/G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(wóni) je</th>
<th>jich</th>
<th>jim</th>
<th>(wónej)</th>
<th>jeju</th>
<th>jima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nich</td>
<td>nim</td>
<td>nimi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nima</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(wóni) je

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i/y</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>ěch</th>
<th>ěm</th>
<th>ěmi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i/e) e

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(e) ich</th>
<th>im</th>
<th>imi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(e) nich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
acc.). *Wsze* is completely declined only for things and is defective for persons. The missing personal forms are obtained from the compound *wszystek*. Pronouns with definite declensional endings are: P. który ‘which’ jaki ‘what sort of’ taki ‘such’ and the possessives mój twój swój nasz wasz czyj ‘whose’. Czyj is an old case of the pronoun *či*-specialized as a conjunction (‘whether, or’) and to introduce direct questions, and with -li it gives czyli ‘or’.

P. tego temu : : vowel in nom. ten, aided by the analogy of the soft declension. These flexions have passed into the definite declension of adjectives. P. tym tych : : soft nim nich, by means of the alteration soft i/hard y. The loc.instr.sg.masc.neut. were distinguished in Old Polish (ISMN. *jim*\|LSMN. *niem*) until the end of the fourteenth century. P. ci (by palatalization of the dental) is used for human male subjects. The declension of the soft demonstrative was defective in Old Polish. The nom.sg. appeared with suffixes: OP. již jen jenže. It is now derived from another pronoun: MP. on. The mediæval plural was P.M. již(e) N. jaž(e) F. jež(e). The locative singular and plural have n-, derived from prepositions originally ending in -n [as sū(n) ‘with’], and there are alternative forms with this n- for the genitive and dative. Until the spelling-reform of 1936 the instrumental distinguished masc./fem.neut.pl. (tymi/temi nimi/niemi) and instr.-loc.masc./neut. (tym/tem). The dat.-loc.fem.sg. has fused with the genitive, which remains quite distinct in Wendish: OP. loc. czem/instr. czym corresponded to OB. čemi/čími, and on that analogy was formed OP. kiem/kim (OB. komt/cěmt), with the new palatal k. After the fourteenth century the cases were fused, giving MP. kim and czem. The same fusion has taken place in the adjectival declension. Conversely, the genitive and dative of co have been remodelled upon kto, giving czego (OB. čiso) czemu : : kogo komu. In P. co zacz ‘what kind of man is he’ the -cz is an enclitic accusative (=čt-). The possessive pronouns mój twój swój have full and contracted variants; GSMN. mojego/mego F. mojej/mej ISMN. moim/mym F. mojá/mq.

In Czech the demonstrative NASM. t occurs only in OCz. větčas ‘at that time’ (ve t čas). Otherwise it was strengthened by suffixes: OCz. tet MCz. ten tenž tenže tenhle tento, or with prefixes: toten tuten tamten. So also jenž, which retains its value as a relative pronoun, onen ‘that’, an ‘and he’ (a+on), kdo, týž ‘same’ (=tůjí že), etc. Kdo ‘who’ has d for t on the analogy of kde ‘where’ (R. gde) kdy ‘when’. Cz. týž ‘same’ taký ‘such’ takový ‘such’ ký ‘what a’, který ‘which’, who etc. are definitely declined. Cz. sám ‘self’ follows a mixed definite-indefinite paradigm. The soft relative jenž could also be demonstrative in Old Czech. The initial n- of the locative spreads in the colloquial to any case but the nominative, and gives an enclitic masc.acc. -ň.
(<n+ji>). Enclitic -č is found in Cz. proč ‘why?’ pročeš ‘therefore’ načeš ‘whereupon’ zač ‘what for?’ začěš ‘this being so’ OCz. pocz ‘therefore’. Co ‘what?’ is from the genitive, as in Polish; and there is a possessive či (<či-jí) ‘whose?’ The old demonstrative st ‘this’ is found in Cz. dnes ‘this day, today’ and OCz. sen; it gives Cz. letos (ASN.) ‘this summer’, zimus ‘this winter’ and OCz. si noci/s’noci (DSF.) ‘this night’. As in Polish the ancient višť ‘all’ has lost ground to a derivative in the nominative and accusative: MCz. všechen. The oblique cases of the simple stem survive: GSMN. všeho F. ve etc., though the suffix may be carried through the paradigm. Other suffixes in use with this word are :-cek (Slovak -cok) -tek (Slovak -tok) -cen -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken -ken.

The hard GSMN. -oho D. -omu L. -om exist with variant soft forms (-eho -emu -em) in the declension of ten kdo. GSF. té (<*tojě) has parallels (tý/ty téj/tej) in the colloquial; and similarly DSF. té (for tojí)/tyj ISMN. tím <OCz. tiem <těmi; ISF. tou <OCz. tů <tů, dial. tó and tum/ţum near the Polish border under the influence of Polish nasals. NPM. ti (<*toi is restricted to human males; for animals and inanimates ty has been taken into the nom. from the accusative. ASMF. ty (<*tons F. *tans. NSF. ty (acc. for nom.) is found as te tý týe tyé in the dialects. GLP. těch (<*toisu is often written OCz. tyech tijech in manuscripts, but the vowel was certainly short, as it would otherwise have become i. DP. těm is sometimes hardened to tem tym. IP. těmi is confused with the dual in dialects and also liable to harden: těma tema tymi tyma. In Old Czech the dual read: NAM. ta NF. té GL. tů DI. těma.

In colloquial Czech there is a tendency to use ten, etc., as a definite article, particularly before superlative adjectives.

Reduplicated forms of the soft declension (jejich etc.) are attested from the fourteenth century. OCz.GD. jeju is probably a secondary formation, though it is paralleled in Old Bulgarian. GSMN. jeho had a variable accent which has given rise to differences in the contracted forms: j’ho ho jeh; jej <jej; čeho is a new formation/OB. čiso. In Slovak the vowel of co persists through the paradigm (G. čoho D. čom L. čom). The locative and instrumental are kept distinct in Czech, unlike Polish: čem/čim. Czech co appears in Slovak as čo. Other dialectalisms are jomu ňom : : tomu tom.

Before the epoch of the palatalization of -'a -'u the possessive adjectives můj tvůj svůj suffered contraction, as in Polish, and have acquired doublet forms: NN. moje/mé F. moje/má, GSMN. mého F. mé, DSMN. mému F. mé, LSNM. mém F. mé, ISMN. mým F. mou. Náš ‘our’ váš ‘your’ follow the soft pronominal declension.
170. Personal Pronouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PNV</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNAV</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ie</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mn-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>as</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>as</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cieb-</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sieb-</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tob-</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sob-</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Wend.</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>'e(D)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mn-</td>
<td>'o</td>
<td>'o</td>
<td>'e/ou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>as etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teb-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seb-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tob-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sob-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz.</td>
<td>já</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mn-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>as</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ám</td>
<td>ám</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>'e</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teb-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seb-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tob-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sob-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OP. jaz 'I' occurs occasionally in the fourteenth century, but the mediæval and dialect form was more often já; OCz. jaz. The forms P. mię mi tie ci się si, and their congeners in Wendish and Czecho- slovak, are used enclitically; of P. ci there is a variant -ć: P. toc bylo dobre 'that was good (for thee)'. In the third person there are similar enclitics (go mu). The stem men- has been eliminated. In Czech the stems teb- seb-/tob-sob- have been exchanged in the dative and instrumental. The locative fell in with the dative in Common Slavonic. CSL.(OB.) acc.pl. ny vy is not found, except in OP. poświęci ny = 'ut sanctificemur'; their place is taken by the original gen.-loc. CSL.(OB.) vě 'we two'/va 'ye two' is imperfectly represented in West Slavonic. In OCz. va : : dea is found alongside -va/vě in verbs; OP. və 'we two' dates from before the records begin. In Wendish m is borrowed from
the plural. A fifteenth-century etymology swadžba = stvač wa 'marry us two' is evidence of the survival of wa as an accusative. There is no trace in Polish or Czech of CSL.(OB.) acc.dual na. GD.OP. naju waju O CZ. najú > nájí vajú > vají, DID.P. nama wama Cz. náma váma. They were in use in Poland as late as the seventeenth century.

(iii) INDECLINABLES

171. Adverbs (see section 73). These are formed from adjectives in Czech by means of the suffix -ě: rychlé 'quick' rychně, hloupý 'stupid' hloupě, drahý 'dear' drazě, those in -sky taking -sky: česky 'in Czech (fashion)'. In Polish the ending -o is preferred after gutturals: głęboki 'deep' głęboko/dobry 'good' dobrze, and adjectives in -ski take the (DL) form -sku: po polsku 'in Polish (fashion)'. The adverb-system described in section 73 is well represented in these languages: Cz. kde (pr. [gdě]) 'where' from kūde (P. gdzie), zde 'here' from side (cf. R. zdes), všude 'everywhere' from *vš-ode (cf. OB. kodě 'whence'), jinde 'elsewhere' (jiný 'other' < inů), někde 'somewhere', nikde 'nowhere', kam 'whither', sem 'hither', tam 'thither, there' (P. tam 'there'), kdy (pr. [gdi]) 'when', relative když, from *kūdy (P. gdy relative), nikdy 'never' (P. nigdy), tehdy 'then' from *tūgdy, also tedy [whence P. (v)tedy 'then'], teda 'then, so' and tedy (colloquial) 'now', (i)hned 'at once' (whence P. wnet) from inūg- with metathesis, vždy 'always' from *všūdy, kudy 'which way', cf. OB. kodě (P. dokąd 'whither'), tudy 'this way' (P. tedy), odhuk 'whence' (P. skąd), odsud 'hence' (P. stąd), posud 'this far', odevšud 'from everywhere' (P. zevszaq), jak(o) 'how, as' [P. jak(o)], tak 'so' (P. tak, also means 'yes') nějak 'somehow, nijak 'in no way' [P. nijak(o)], nikterak 'in no way' (from ktery 'which' from *kū-ter-), jaksi 'somehow' with -si D. of reflexive pronoun (P. jakoš), jakkoliv 'however' (P. jakkolwiek; cf. OB. kolt 'how far'), nikoli 'not at all', kolik 'how much' (cf. R. skół ko), tolik 'so much' (P. ile 'how much' from relative *jíle, whence tyle 'so much', tylik 'only', kilka 'some'), velmi 'very' (from vel- 'great'), sice 'it's true' (used like Germ. zwar), cf. OB. sice, neut. of sici 'such'. Other forms are nyni 'now' (P. adj. niniejszy 'present' with assimilated ni-), ještě 'still, yet' (P. jeszcze), tepřve 'only', used like Germ. erst (P. dopiero; Cz. form from *tu-pirv-, cf. R. teper 'now'), až 'when' from a-šé (P. až 'till'), zas(e) 'again' from za se (P. zaš 'but, however'), dnes 'today' (P. dsi ? < *di-si, also explained as from dňi-si), včera 'yesterday' (P. wczoraj, with suffixed -i found elsewhere in Polish and other languages), zítra 'tomorrow' from z-jutra (P. jutro, cf. R. útro 'morning'), letos 'this year' (P. latoš), již, už 'already' (P. już, R. uže), právé 'just' (P. prawie 'almost'), téměř 'almost' (connected with mira 'measure'), jen(om) 'only' (from jedn- 'one'), najednou 'all of a sudden', snad 'perhaps' (P. snač 'apparently, maybe', cf. OB. snád 'from the
top'), také 'also' (from tak), též 'also' (from tý-ž 'the same' <č-tu-ji že; P. tež), sotva 'hardly', zvlášť zvlášťe 'specially' from vlast(ní) 'own', i.e. 'that in one’s power' (P. zvlaszczá), přece 'still, yet, but' from před se 'before oneself' (P. przecie-że), oušem 'of course' from o višem (P. owszem 'on the contrary', also 'no doubt'), vůbec 'generally', used like Germ. überhaupt, from v obec ['into the generality']; obec 'community' from *obltý-, cf. R. (ChSl.) obščij 'general'; P. vobec is a preposition meaning 'in view of', trochu 'a little', acc. of trocha (P. troche), stranou 'aside' (I.S. of strana 'side'), nahoře 'upstairs' (hora 'mountain'), vpředu 'in front' (cf. před 'before'), oproti 'to the right' (pravý 'right'), zdaleka 'from afar' (daleký 'distant'), potom 'then' (potom 'after that', P. potom), proč 'why' (pro či 'for what'), etc. Other Polish forms are tu tutaj 'here' (cf. OB. tu 'there'), teraz 'now' (<tu razū 'this time'), kiedy 'when' (<*kugdy with loss of g), zawsze 'always' (za wsze 'for all'), inaczej 'otherwise' (cf. OB. inače), jednak(że) 'however' (jednak 'identical' from jedn- 'one'), ledwie 'hardly' (probably from contamination of words like OB. jed(ù)va and lé 'hardly'), wiele 'much' (from vel- 'great'; cf. Cz. velmi 'very'), bardzo 'very' (*burzo 'quickly', Cz. brzo), niemal 'almost' (mały 'small'), niewet 'even' (wet, also found in wet za wet 'tit for tat' odtwet 'revenge', from Germ. Wette), dopóty 'so far' (from a plural of the pronoun tu), dopóki 'as long as' (from ūjí). A few (Lower) Wendish forms are how 'here' (ovu with prefixed h; cf. S. óvde), gromaże 'where together' (cf. Cz. dohromady 'together'), znów 'next year' (in other languages similar forms mean 'anew'), něto 'now' (?yně-to); some of them are characterized by a great accumulation of suffixes, e.g. węlgickano 'very much indeed' (vel- 'great'), lędźyka 'hardly'.

172. Prepositions and Prefixes (see section 74). The strong jer and fill-vowel is represented in Czech and Polish by e, therefore Cz. P. bez/beze 'without', Cz. ode-jiti 'go away', etc. P. bez (for *biez) appears to be due to the unstressed nature of the word. For OB. (ChSl.) česu/česu these languages have Cz. přes P. przez LowWend. přez 'through, over' by contamination with pře-prze-, unless one assumes a Sl. *perzú; Cz. also has skrz 'through', cf. Ruth. skroz/R. skvoz, and Slk. cez is presumably based on česu. For OB. dél’a Czech and Polish like Russian have *dil’a: P. dla ‘for’ Cz. dle ‘according to’. *jiz gives the expected Cz. z (cf. jho ‘yoke’ from *jigo); in Polish this preposition has been confused with st, both giving z(e), though the prefix is sometimes s-. Cz. k(e) and also ku, P. ku, with -u probably due to the ending of masc. and neut. dat. singul. P. między ‘between’, with intrusive nasal, Cz. mezi Slk. medzi appear to represent the LS. of *medja. Cz. P. od(e) ‘from’ for otu by generalization of the assimilation to a following voiced consonant. Pro has disappeared from Polish and is replaced as a prefix by
prze- save in a very few words like prorok 'prophet' no doubt borrowed from abroad. (Cf. Slk. pre 'for'). Similarly przeciw(ko) 'against'/Cz. proti. Cz.P. roz- from *órz-. Cz. v appears as u before v, e.g. u viře 'in the faith'. Cz. vy- P. wy-. Prepositions in Czech take the accent (dò toho 'up to that' etc.) except (usually) dle 'according to' kol 'round' (also found in forms kolem okolo; cf. R. ókolo <kolo 'wheel') krom 'except' (also kromé, OB. kromě), skrz 'through' strang 'concerning' (connected with strana 'side'); in Polish this only happens (and then not always) when the preposition forms the penultimate syllable in the group preposition+pronoun, etc.: dò tej 'to that (F)', podè mna 'beneath me'. Compound prepositions are e.g. P. zamiant 'instead of' (miasto 'place') posług 'according to' (cf. OB. po-dług), sprostót 'from amongst' (sù-po-*serd-), gwoli 'for the sake of' (<k woli 'to the will'), Cz. wniált 'inside' (va-vùn-jiotr) vuči 'in view of' (v oči 'into the eyes').

173. Conjunctions and Particlples (see section 75). In Czech a is used for 'and', and i (Polish 'and') means rather 'and even'; Slovak aj 'and' combines the two. Cz. ač(koliv) P. acz(kolwiek) 'though' (a-či). P. albo 'or' (a-li-bo). Cz.P. ale 'but' (a-lè). Cz. anebo nebo 'or' (a-ne-bo), nebot 'for, since' (-t<ti, ethic dative). Cz.P. ani 'neither, nor' (a-ni). Cz. ano 'yes' (a-no); the colloquial word is jo from Austrian German, and Polish uses tak ('so'). Cz. arcí 'indeed' (a+riči 'say'), až 'let' (a-ti; see above). Cz. ašak, však 'but, however', P. wszak(że) 'yet, nevertheless' (a-*však, cf. OB. viškù 'every'). P. bo bowiem 'for' (wiem 'I know'). The particle že is widely used, often in the form ů: Cz. aníž 'without' (e.g. aníž bych védél 'without my knowing'), P. côž 'what then?'; it serves as the conjunction 'that' (Cz. že P. že iž from i-žo). The particle -ndo in OB. kušndo 'each' has been treated as in Russian: Cz. kašdý P. kašdy 'each'. -li is used in Czech to express 'if' and introduce indirect questions: jste-li nemocen 'if you are ill', nevím, je-li to pravda 'I don't know whether that is the truth'; it also occurs in Cz. jestli(že) P. ješli ježeli 'if' (cf. R. éšli éželi), Cz. zdali 'whether'. In Czech the negative ne is prefixed to verbs: nevidím 'I don't see' neviděl jsem 'I didn't see', and also occurs in nýbrž 'but', used like German sondern [ný- for lengthened ne (né) pronounced Pragufashion, -brž from brzý 'quick']. Cz. pak 'then', cf. OB. paky 'again'. Other forms: P. czy 'whether', also used to introduce direct questions (a form of the pronoun či-); czyli 'or' (Cz. či čili 'or'); P. lecz 'but' (lé-či); Cz. ponévadž P. poniewaž 'because' (cf. OB. po néže; suffixes -va-še); P. więc 'so', connected with więcej, adverbial form of większy 'greater', OB. véstiři <*vetiři; P. choć chociás 'though'. As the last two forms are based on the present gerund choté of the verb choteti 'wish' (which in any case appears in Czech and Polish in forms corresponding to chutěti: Cz. chtěti P. chciet), they would appear to be borrowed from Russian.
C. words

174. Western Elements in Vocabularv. The West Slavonic languages lie within the orbit of occidental civilization: Latin as to fundamentals, Catholic as to faith, and Germanic as to secondary qualities.* Bohemia was the nucleus of the Luxemburg dynasty’s power during the mediaeval Roman Empire. It won a conspicuous primacy in arts and letters over other Slavs during the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; its influence was strongly felt in Poland. The disasters of the seventeenth century coincided with the rise of Poland under strong kings. Polish literary life was, re-inspired by the Latin Renaissance and the Jesuit system of education. In its relations with Lithuania, White and Little Russia, however, Poland retained more contact than Bohemia with the Slavonic east, and the elements which compound its vocabulary are the more complex.

Some oriental words in Polish are parts of universal European speech, as bassa ‘pasha’ janczar ‘janissary’, but others are more particularly due to the Ukrainian connexion: P. bassatyk ‘hood’ bohater ‘hero’ buklak ‘leather bottle’ wojlok ‘saddle-cloth’ ulafa ‘soldier’s pay’ sajdak ‘quiver’. They are associated historically with the Ruthenianisms of Polish, including many words in which h stands in the place of P. g. Both sets of words are small in comparison with the vast number of Latin, French, German, and even English borrowings which stand out at a glance upon any page of the dictionary. They are, moreover, limited to naming things of a low stage of culture, and these things have less and less reason to be mentioned.

Any page of the dictionary will reveal the polyglot state of Modern Polish. The borrowings are present also in Czechoslovak, but they are less evident. Czech has imitated from German a strong antipathy to the foreign word in its foreign form, and many borrowings are disguised as pseudo-Czech compounds. Even in Czech, however, the foreign words are quite numerous.

A few examples may be cited at random: P. buazeria ‘wainscot’ Fr. boiserie/Cz. tášlování (Germ. Tafel) deskování (Cz. deska), P. buchta ‘bay’ Germ. Bucht/Cz. záliv, P. buduar Cz. budoar Fr. boudoir, PCz. bufet Fr. buffet, P. bukiet Fr. bouquet/Cz. kyvice, P. bukszpryt ‘bowsprit’ Dutch boegspriet/Cz. čelen, P. bulion Fr. bouillon/Cz. bovízi polévka, P. bula Cz. bulla MedLat. bulla. In Polish there are immediate Latinisms like P. alumn ‘pupil’ biszkopt ‘biscuit’ korygować

* As Dr. Johnson was aware. "He observed that the Bohemian language was true Slavonic. The Swede said it had some similarity with the German. JOHNSON: ‘Why, Sir, to be sure, such parts of Sclavonia as confine with Germany will borrow German words; and such parts as confine with Tartary will borrow Tartar words.’ "


'to correct'; Latinisms modified by French, as the numerous abstracts in -ja, Fr. -ie: P. aluzja kuracja; immediate Gallicisms, like P. afera 'swindle' afisz 'poster' galimatias 'nonsense'. German words are numerous: P. pudel Cz. pudlik 'poodle', P. szwajcar 'portier' Germ. Schweizer/Cz. vrátý, P. szpulka Cz. špulka 'spool' Germ. Spule, P. sztaba Cz. štáb 'bar, rod' Germ. Stab. French and Latin words often show traces of German mediation: P. cetnar Cz. centnýj Germ. Zentner Lat. centenarius 'hundredweight'. Among other elements of vocabulary are English words connected with shipping, commerce or articles of English origin, Italian words for the arts, and the pseudo-Greek compounds which express nineteenth-century thought and invention.

The principle of translation of parts has been present in Polish at all epochs, though less often applied than in German or Czech. Thus to P. chemia telefon teleskop correspond Germ. Chemie Fernsprecher Fernseher, Cz. lučba (chemie) telefon dalekohled (teleskop). Translation was one of the procedures applied in Old Bulgarian, and so is found in old religious words: P. Bogurodzica (Θεοτόκος) błogosławieć (εὐλογεῖν) wszemogący (omnipotens), OP. sąmnieńe (scientia) Cz. svědomi, spowiedź (confessio) Cz. zpověď. A special group of crypto-Latinisms is formed in the grammatical terms which began to be widely used in the fifteenth century, and which have passed into Russian also: P. spadek (casus) namiasteck (pronomen) sprzężenie (conjugatio), all used in 1542 (Glaber). The names of months and days are fabricated from Polish and Czech materials, though the calendar is undoubtedly of Latin origin: P. kwiecień (kwiat 'flower') Cz. duben (dub 'oak') 'April', P.Cz. listopad ('leaf-fall') 'November', P. wtorek 'Tuesday' ('the second day') Cz. ponděli 'Monday' (po+neděle 'after Sunday') etc. The purpose of the translation in the latter case may have been to avoid mention of heathen deities.

On the other hand, the readiness of the Poles to adopt foreign expressions was proverbial as early as the sixteenth century. A writer then complains that they are forward to utter signor with every word in Italy, par ma foi in France, and nosotros caballeros in Spain. The new words were often given purely Polish senses, as P. rezon 'boldness'. They easily acclimatized themselves so as to propagate families by Polish prefixes and suffixes: P. bezceremonialność 'frankness' rezonować 'argue' bisować 'cry encore (bis)' romantyczność 'romance' romansopisarz 'novelist'.

We must notice a few points in historical perspective. Christianity came to the Western Slavs as a result of the mission of Methodius in Great Moravia before the schism of the Churches. Its inspiration was from the south, with a preponderance of Old Bulgarian expressions; its organization was from the west, Latin and German: P. Bogurodzica

Czech cultural hegemony in Poland during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries is reflected in P. obywatel Cz. obywatel ‘citizen’, P. hardy Cz. hráď ‘haughty’, P. wesele ‘joy, wedding’ Cz. veseli ‘joy’, P. serce Cz. srdce ‘heart’/native OP. obywaciel dial. gardy OP. wiesiele sierc. The foreign pronunciation of these words was considered to give a nuance of elegance to conversation.

The Latin Renaissance of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Poland’s Golden Age, is reflected in the numerous Latinisms of the epoch: P. adwersarz archa defensor dekret dyscypul impressor insula kondycja kreatura mandat posesja respondowàć sentencja symulacja. It was, for instance, a mark of elegance to replace ojczyzna moja ‘my fatherland’ by patria moja. These humanistic words came from Italy, but purely Italian words, outside the arts, were few; of the sixteenth century were: P. kuradent ‘toothpick’ würdarz ‘garden’ (modelled on Lat. viridarium). German military terms flooded the vocabulary of war as a result of the fame of reiters and lansquenets: P. änszlak ‘attack’ glanc ‘sheen’ kryksman ‘warrior’, Cz. glejt ‘safeguard’. Along with them came terms for organization: P. burmistrz ‘mayor’ ochmistrz (Germ. Hofmeister) ‘steward’. The Czech influence was still effective in such loanwords as P. hnet ‘at once’ kterak ‘how’ zlatohlaw ‘gold brocade’.

In the eighteenth century France became the focus of cultural interest for the Western and Eastern Slavs and also for the German States. The source of new loanwords was France, but they sometimes showed marks of their travel through Germany. Polish words of the period derived from French are: P. konkurent kondolencja krytyka denegować observować tentować fawor honor animusz notować. In seven pages of one Polish author (S. Konarski, 1764) no less than sixty-four such neologisms have been counted. A great many of them have gone out of use, but the stream has been constant, and some have been replaced by others of the same formation: P. denierować ‘enervate’ is precisely parallel to denegować. Even where Polish resources might have sufficed to express the idea, the foreign word has often been adopted as the readiest method of introducing new or modified cultural conceptions.

175. Word-formation. The suffixes listed in section 78 have been preserved and developed in West Slavonic. Little needs to be noted, but here are a few points, chiefly from Czech: The feminine -iši is
WEST SLAVONIC

retained in the form -i in Cz. pani P. pani ‘lady’. The feminine -yní has remained in Polish (bogini ‘goddess’, etc.) but has been altered analogically in Czech as elsewhere (bohyně; -né <-ňa). The dental is preserved in the suffix -dlo: Cz. mydlo ‘soap’ (mýti ‘wash’), P. mydlo. OB. -ište, suffix of place, appears in its Czech form -iště from -išče (hřiště ‘playground’, hráti si ‘to play’, dative-reflexive verb), while -isko is used as an augmentative (chlapisko ‘a big chap’; cf. this use of -išče in Russian), and in Polish -isko is used for ‘place where’ (bojowisko ‘battlefield’). -ství (OB. -istvije) is the usual abstract suffix (bohatství ‘wealth’/P. bogactwo R. bogátstvo), while -stvo has a collective meaning (ptactvo ‘birds’ from pták). *-itjo- (OB. -iští) appears in its West Slav form -ic (Cz. dědic P. dziedzic ‘heir’ from děd dziad ‘grandfather’). Besides -ár from -ař (e.g. rybář ‘fisherman’) Czech has -ř (e.g. malíř ‘painter’), originally in borrowed words (Germ. Mahler). The ending -ák is very common and extremely active in Czech: voják ‘soldier’, gestapák (colloquial) ‘gestapo-man’, koncentrák (colloquial) ‘concentration-camp’; so too is -och, as in slaboch ‘weaking’ (slabý ‘weak’) and many other words. The addition of the latter suffix sometimes causes considerable mutilation of the word to which it is added; e.g. hoch ‘lad’ from holý ‘bare’ (sc. ‘-faced’), F. holka ‘lass’. A back-formation from words like Pražan ‘people of Prague’ gives the singular Pražan; similarly Angličan ‘Englishman’ (R. anglickánin) etc. A compound -ár-na (P. -iarnia) expressing ‘place where’ gives words like kavárna (P. kawiarnia) ‘café’, in which connexion it is important to note that pisárna means ‘office’, a place where writing (psáti) is done.
Chapter VII
SOUTH SLAVONIC
(SLOVENE, SERBOCRROAT, BULGARIAN)

A. SOUNDS

176. Stress, Tone, Length. (a) Bulgarian free stress. As in Russian, a free stress accent operates in Modern Bulgarian, without either tone or quantity. The Slavs who occupied Mæsia approached from the north-east in company with Proto-Russian tribes, and were, no doubt, the most easterly of South Slavs. It is tempting to suppose that tone and length had already been weakened in the eastern and southeastern Slavonic area at an early time. Whether Old Bulgarian had tone and length is hard to say. There were probably vowels intrinsically different in duration, but variations of pitch may no longer have given intervals on a definite scale. It is, at least, certain that the Old Bulgarian scribes had to hand Greek diacritics which represented length and tone according to grammatical theory, though not in current Greek practice, and that they used them for other purposes.

Though the stress-accent is free, its mobility is somewhat less in Bulgarian than in Russian. The elimination of declension has removed one principal cause of stress-shifts. The stress still varies by number and gender (though decreasingly in gender), and in consequence of suffixing the article; it varies, too, among the derivatives of a given root: B. krástavica ‘cucumber’, krastavičár ‘cucumber-seller’; ézero ‘lake’ pl. ezerá. The neut. pl. -a had a latent rising tone, and took to itself the stress of a previous short or falling accent. Hence the stress-shift between the singular and plural. But the tendency to uniformity has caused some neuters to take the final accent in the singular (B. mesó ‘meat’), or to admit both accents (B. nébó ‘sky’), or to shift back an originally final singular stress (B. séló/R. seló ‘village’). Note, parenthetically, that an accent written in Bulgarian signifies stress only; more than one accent on a word indicates not two stresses but alternative stresses. The law of the latent rising final tone applies also to the suffixed article: B. duch ‘breath’/duchát, brat ‘brother’/brátát (since the latter stem had a rising tone), and to the stress of words with the plural ending in -ove.

The tort-formula had added another cause of stress-mutation to Russian, by increasing the number of syllables involved. This circumstance is absent from Bulgarian. Stress shifts to the article, however,
from original falling tones (*tört), but not from original rising ones (*tört): B. gradat 'the city' / gráchat 'the pea'.

The stress of a-stems tends to be made uniform: B. ženi 'women' : : žená, though the dialects often retain the original variability (ženi), and some restrict it to the vocative. The rationalization of stress in the definite declension of adjectives is younger than the processes of contraction and assimilation: B. mlád 'young' mladó mladá mladí / with article: mládijat mládoto mládata mládite (whence, more usually, mládo mláda mládi).

Verbal stress was always more steady than that of nouns, and in some instances Bulgarian has made uniform paradigms that vary in Russian: B. móga móžeš 'can' / R. mogú móžeš'. The present and aorist stems of some verbs differ in place of stress as a result of their original independence: B. móga / aor. možáč. As the imperfect has come to be associated in the minds of speakers with the present, it has also modified its stem and its stress: B. aor. možáč / impf. možeč.

The Macedonian dialects show a tendency towards fixed stress. Some limit the places available to the last three syllables (as in Greek): Maced. krastávica 'cucumber' (also krastávica) / B. krástatavica. Bulgarian anteparoxytones are sometimes heard with a double stress as double paroxytones, which leads to a paroxytonic stress in the end of the development. In the immediate neighbourhood of Salonica and at Dojran (the region which gave the Old Bulgarian dialect) stress is restricted to the last two syllables. This regularization seems to be modern. Transitional Serb-Bulgarian dialects in the crescent from Prizren to the Timok tend to agree with Bulgarian as to accentuation.

(b) Intonation in Serbo-Croat and Slovene. The Serbs and Croats descended to the Balkans from the middle Carpathians, where they were in contact with West Slavonic tribes. The Slovenes of Slovenia were split apart from the Slovaks by the irruption of the Magyars into Greater Moravia. Their north-eastern dialects are still allied to Slovak in some interesting ways. Now, the characteristic accentual mark of West Slavonic, as we have seen, is quantity, old and new; the quantities have disappeared from Polish but remain in Czechoslovak. So many dialects have variable stress that the tendency to define stress is to be considered only a secondary sign. The characteristic mark of Serbo-Croat and Slovene, which distinguishes them sharply from Bulgarian (and is supported by the different treatment of CSL. *f *d), is musical pitch. Pitch, however, to be variable, requires quantity and stress. In all this these two languages show a high measure of conservatism. Standard Serbo-Croat and Slovene have suffered certain shifts, and so cannot, without correction, represent Common Slavonic practice, but the dialects of Istria and the Dalmatian coast
(Ca-Serbocroat, čákavština) still faithfully represent, on the whole, not merely Common Slavonic but, so far as it can be known, Indo-European accentuation (with the exceptions due e.g. to the effects of de Saussure's law).

(i) Ca (čákavština). In this dialect the place of the accent is entirely free; in particular, nothing prevents the stress from falling on the final syllable. There are short stressed syllables, which function as falling tones and are marked by the double grave accent “appropriated by Vuk Stefanović Karadžić to short falling tones, though there are no short rising tones (‘) as in standard Serbocroat (štòkavština). (The double grave accent is here represented by a diaeresis.) Long syllables may have rising tones (‘) or falling tones (‘): Ca. bób ‘bean’ G.S. bobô (R. bobá), kút ‘corner’ G.S. kútä/Što. bób bóbá, kút kútä. Serbocroat generally preserves falling tones; from which it follows that Ca (‘’) are ancient. Further confirmation may be obtained as to place of accent from Russian and Bulgarian, and sometimes from Sanskrit; as to quality from Greek, when the final syllable is accent, and from Lithuanian, after allowance is made for the exchange of rising and falling tones in that language. On the other hand, all Serbocroat dialects convert original rising long tones into falling shorts, so that it follows that rising long tones in Ca are of more recent origin.

There are three principal causes for the emergence of new rising long tones in this dialect. Firstly, the contraction of two syllables of which the second bore the stress; the unstressed syllable had a low tone, and therefore rose to the height of the second: bojâli > Ca. bâli ‘feared’, dvaçet > Ca. dvájset ‘twenty’. (Naturally, a stressed and unstressed series contract to falling long: Ca. jedanájset < jedanáest.) Secondly, old rising shorts were lengthened under some conditions. Original rising long vowels became falling shorts in Proto-Serbocroat, but if, for any reason, this falling short should be lengthened, it gave a new rising long vowel. Such lengthening took place before a liquid (lÍr m n ñ) or j in the same syllable: Ca. kônj ‘horse’ G.S. stárca ‘of an old man’ kraj ‘end’ divójka ‘girl’ bárka ‘boat’/Što. könj stárca kraj djévójka bárka. When j stands for -ij- and follows another consonant, lengthening always takes place. Thirdly, recession of stress. On the loss of final jers the tone shifted to the preceding syllable, especially in nom.sg.masc. and gen.pl.fem.: Ca. súd ‘judgment’ G.P. grih ‘of sins’/ G.S. südä NS. grihä (where long vowels remain long), and G.P. žên ‘of women’ (where a short vowel is lengthened/NS. ženä). When the loss of final jer in the gen.pl. left a consonant-group resolved by strengthening a preceding jer or by inserting the fill-vowel a, Ca accentuation vacillates: G.P. otác/òtäc ‘of fathers’/NS. otäc. There is variable stress in the definite adjective: Ca. čist -i -â ‘clean’ or čist-i -â
(indefinite: čist -a). In the verbal conjugation stress was withdrawn when the original pretonic was long, but not when short: Ča. pítámo 'we ask' (recessed)/kopámo 'we dig'. Verbs of class iii 2 assimilate the first personal stress to the others: Ča. piše-n -š - 'write'/R. pišú pišes' pišet. In all these examples the recession of the accent is due to causes quite different from those operating in Što.

(ii) Što (štòkavština). The original accentuation is found also in the Una Valley and along the left bank of the Sava as far as Županja. In South Serbia and South and East Montenegro also the primitive conditions prevail. There is found there a rule of recession, not from all final syllables but from final open vowels, in which cases long syllables receive a long rising tone and short syllables a falling tone: svila <svilâ 'silk'/sêstra <sestrâ 'sister'. Next come dialects which retract the accent from both a final open syllable and a final closed short syllable: dial. pôtok pôtok <potôk 'brook'. In these areas the long syllable takes a long rising tone, but the short syllable may be rising or falling. All these are stages in the evolution of the final Što solution, exemplified in the standard speech, in which accent-shift occurs also from a final long syllable. There is thus a general retraction characteristic of Standard Serbocroat, as fixed by Karadžić, and valid for Hercegovina, the South-West, Central Serbia (Šumadija) and the Banat.

As fully developed in Standard Serbocroat the tonic system includes shorts falling (·) and rising (·) and longs falling (^) and rising (·). The signs were applied by Karadžić. All syllables after the stress have a falling tone, which he left unmarked when short, but marked, somewhat ambiguously, with a circumflex when long (^). When more than one accent is written on a word, only the first marks a stress: S. kôji 'which', xâpitâ 'asked' dôdê 'came'. The unstressed long syllable is sometimes marked by the usual long diacritic (^), which has the advantage that it can be placed above a pretonic long vowel, unlike Karadžić's circumflex: e.g. dial. zîmâ 'winter' živim 'I live'.

The tonic accent is recessive. It passes back one syllable towards the beginning of the word, and it should be noted that this applies equally to words borrowed from Turkish. Consequently, one can only be sure that the accent is primitive when it is one of those that fall on a first syllable, and there is external evidence (from Ča) to show that it is not due to recession. There can be no stress on a final syllable where there is more than one in the word. Original long rising tones became falling shorts. The rising long (·) and rising short (·) tones of the present language are thus innovations. Original long falling tones remain: S. glâš 'voice' snîjeg (snég in the e-dialect) 'snow' dûb 'oak'. In the transcription of snîjeg, we must allow for the effect of the full group, which is composed of two short elements, of which the
first is a fifth higher than the second. The method of transcription (-ije-) shows that the general effect is a fall of pitch, and that half the whole vocalic effect amounts to the duration of a short vowel. The actual effect might have been more clearly rendered by a large circumflex or an acute followed by a grave (-iđe-).

Original long rising tones were shortened and made to fall: S. krâva 'cow' râna 'wound' čúdo 'miracle'. Long vowels which precede the original stress, and which have become stressed by recession of accent, are rising longs (‘): S. gen.sg. nága 'naked' žúta 'yellow' (fem.) čnâ 'black' (fem.) rûka 'hand' /nâg žút čn.

Original short syllables in monosyllables due to the loss of final ğer are lengthened and falling: S. Bôg 'God' lêd 'ice' môč 'power' /GS. Bôga etc.

Certain consonants lengthen preceding vowels in the same syllable: at the end of words, v j (but not v when the tone was originally rising: lûv 'lion' nûv 'new'): bôj 'battle' krâj 'end', adjectives in -âv -îv; any consonant followed by j <iđe-: pêrje 'plumage' zrâje 'grains' zdrâvije 'health', though in the next syllable; l r n m closing the syllable, or v j closing a syllable other than the last. A number of suffixes, however, do not share in this lengthening.

(iii) Slovene. In this language the tone is largely recessive, but upon principles unlike those of Ča- and Što-SerboCroat. The tones are three: short and virtually falling (‘), long rising (‘) and long falling (‘). Under stress all short syllables are lengthened. A final rising tone shifts to a preceding syllable, i.e. the rise is anticipated and is at last attracted to the medium tense pretonic: Slov. gôra 'hill' bôs fem.sg. bôsa 'bare-foot' /R. gorá bosá. There are a number of circumstances which prevent the tone-shift: it does not occur with neo-acute tones resulting from metatony; in the case of the ending -ě <iđe- if the syllable has become final through loss of ğer, or if ğer has been lost in the pretonic syllable: Slov. glavâr 'chief' kupcâ 'of the merchant'. Conversely, a falling tone tends to be delayed and so transferred to a following syllable, which is lengthened thereby: Slov. Bogâ 'of God', zlatô 'gold' (S. zlâto; cf. B. zlatô).

The full circumstances of tone-change in Slovene are obscure. It seems probable that original rising longs were shortened, and then lengthened in open syllables along with original rising shorts. In final open syllables no lengthening occurred. In closed syllables, other than the last, rising longs became falling longs: Slov. dimka/dim 'smoke'; this happened also when the following syllable was originally long (as ISF. a-stems, IS. pres.indic., definite declension of adjectives). A falling tone lengthened original short vowels: Slov. Bôg 'God' nôč 'night', and case-endings. When new long vowels have resulted from contraction the tone falls when the stress was on the first element, and
rises when the stress was on the second: Slov. igrám 'I play' R. igráju, instr.sg. tó 'by that' <CSl.*tojó.

Musical tone has been lost in some forms of Slovene, e.g. in Styria.

177. Hardening in Slovene, Serbocroat and Bulgarian. The system of alternation between hard/soft forms of vowels and consonants has been entirely abandoned in Slovene and Serbocroat, and to some extent in Bulgarian. In Old Bulgarian it was well defined, and the scribes frequently marked its presence by placing a little semi-circle to the right of a consonant, linking it with the following vowel. This symbolizes the essential nature of softening. It affects both consonant and vowel, so that the one ends with an off-glide of the nature of [j] and the other begins with a [j] on-glide. The relation was one of necessity. The off-glide and on-glide being identical, it followed that a soft consonant was bound to lead to a soft vowel, and a soft vowel could only be preceded by a soft consonant. All consonants may be modified by the soft off-glide without necessarily changing their timbre or area of articulation, but some were modified in a palatal direction, and so palatalized, though still forming part of their original series. The last stage was the conversion of palatalized consonants, related to hard consonants by palatal modification, into palatal consonants which subsist as autonomous speech-units. As to vowels, softening was originally a feature of the front vowels ē ē e i i, which are sometimes known as the palatal vowels.

Among these vowels, e i became hard in Proto-Czech, as we have seen (section 141). When soft jer was lost, it did not normally leave behind a softened consonant, as in Polish or Russian. The vowels mentioned became normal front vowels, without previous on-glide, and therefore did not require palatal off-glide in the previous consonant. The tendency towards hardness is continued and fulfilled by Slovene and Serbocroat, in which the remaining front vowels became hard, that is, normal, and, pari passu, all consonants became hard. In the case of soft jer this is clearly indicated in early Serbo-Slavonic documents. Only one sign (n) is used for both jers, because they imported no distinction. Both signs have been used in Modern Bulgarian script, but without effecting any distinction at the end of a word: MB. день 'day' is pronounced den (and now spelt ден) despite the soft jer. But there are dialects in which it is pronounced den, and the history of Bulgarian shows that the process of hardening is most recent in that tongue. In it there are two variants of ē, viz. 'a and e, due to the influence of the vowel of the following syllable. The opener type softens the preceding consonant in Modern (East) Bulgarian: MB. běla běli 'white' (běla/běli, now spelt бяла бели), mlěko 'milk' (mláko, now spelt мляко). This vowel retained its on-glide long enough in Serbocroat to develop into a diphthong or a dissyllable in
Je-Serbocroat (jēkavština), which Karadžić adopted as the standard; the diphthong further developed into a vowel, either i or e (ikavština/ěkavština). But in all three forms the vowel became normal and self-contained, implying no softening of the previous consonant. In Modern Bulgarian ja ju soften a previous consonant: MB. Gânju (Gănju) tja (tā). It is not so with S. kūća 'house', in which the final -a is a normal a, and is written as such. As a result of the normalizing of vowels in Serbocroat and Slovene it was possible for Karadžić to recognize and abstract the sound j, as a consonant or semivowel, and add it to the Cyrillic alphabet. With a break in logic, it has been used also in the groups lj nj to denote palatal ĭn, which would have been better represented under their own signs (l ň have sometimes been so used).

The phenomena of palatalization are not wholly conditioned by softness. Palatalized consonants have continued their natural line of development into palatals, unimpeded by the loss of softening; and the palatals, in their turn, have become normal in their types, and so 'hard'. They are marked by strong off-glides still, but these are of the sibilant nature (š or š) appropriate to the pre- and medio-palatal positions. They are no longer accompanied by further off-glides of the nature of j.

Note. The premiss of the present work is that softness before front vowels was a Common Slavonic feature which has been preserved e.g. in Polish and Russian, partly preserved e.g. in Czech and largely lost in South Slav. It is, however, worth noting that a theory has been advanced according to which this softness developed in certain languages as a result of the change of certain vowels from front to back, the process being e.g. te > t'o followed by generalization of t' before front vowels. It is true that while such changes of vowel-quality are unknown in Standard Serbocroat and Ukrainian there are several in Polish (e > o, Ė > a, ė > a) and Russian (e > o, Ė > a) and one in Czech (ě > a). A compromise-theory would suggest that the change of vowel-quality may have helped to preserve a Common Slavonic feature. A. V. Isačenko of Bratislava has drawn attention to the fact that softening of consonants is commonest in those languages which have relatively fewest vowels (e.g. Polish with 5 only, counting Ė and q as forms of e and a, and y as a form of Ė) and disappears in proportion with the increase in vowels (e.g. in Serbocroat, which—counting for instance ā ā ā ā as four vowels, and including the sonant r—has 24). R. Jakobson of the Prague phonological school has discussed softness in non-Slav languages adjacent to the Slavonic area (e.g. East Lithuanian).

178. Oral Vowels. A.O. Slov. kakô 'how' jâgnje 'lamb' drevësa 'trees' devica 'girl'; S. jâbuka 'apple' kâduna 'Turkish lady' jêtrva
'sister-in-law' duša 'soul'; B. vratá 'door' bůrja 'storm' igrája 'I play', Slov. ďsel 'ass', S. život 'life' opět 'again' ŏkolo 'around'; B. beschäft 'cloud' podmőgyvam 'I help' pivo 'beer'.

Unstressed a in Bulgarian tends to be pronounced [ə], as to some extent it does in Russian, and unstressed o to be pronounced [u]: [vratá bůrja igrája podmőgyvam pivo], though the latter is officially discouraged. The pronunciation [ə] may even be used for stressed a.

E. (i) CSi.OB. ē: Slov. koléno 'knee' člověka 'of a man' pověst 'tale' potřeba 'need', the vowel usually being pronounced as closed [e]; S. bíjelo 'white' svijet 'world' djéd 'grandfather'; S. Serbian and Macedonian: Трëдњца = OB. Srëdici, Прëдњовци = Prizren, Прëдњапос = Prilep Дебел = Debol; B. běla běli 'white', věra věri 'faith', gnězdо 'nest' (WB. е /е, EB. 'а /е; the modern spelling had n or r). Unstressed B. e (ē) tends to [i], though this is also discouraged.

The Greek transcriptions show that ē had, in South Serbia and Macedonia, a very open pronunciation in stressed syllables, of the nature of ia or ea, possibly ['a]. Rumanian words borrowed from Bulgarian, and native Latin words which show metathesis like that of Eastern Bulgarian, represent the sound by ea: Rum. veac 'age' deal 'hill' será/pl. seri 'evening'. The pronunciation of stressed ē divides Modern Bulgarian into two main zones. In the west it is always e; in the east, from which it derives the standard pronunciation, it is ē before originally soft consonants; before hard consonants it may, when stressed, become 'a: WB. běla běli/EB. bála běli, but čověk 'man' and other words have the quality e even in East Bulgarian. By analogy one also finds já followed by front vowels. The West Bulgarian tendency may have originated in a small north-western focus, and have spread southwards and eastwards during the last two hundred years. South-west Bulgarian had a different pronunciation, as we have seen. In South-eastern Bulgarian (south of Tatar Pazardžik-Burgas and east of Tatar Pazardžik-Šer-Salonica) the pronunciation of ē is ja já in all circumstances.

Serbocroat is divided into three parts (cutting across the division by the criteria što ča kaj) according to the treatment of ē. The most important is the central and southern region of the Je-dialect (pektina), in which ē gave je with originally rising intonation and ije with falling intonation: S. vjēra 'faith' djēlo 'deed' [original rising longs becoming falling shorts, see section 176 (b) ii vjēk 'age' tijēlo 'body'. But after r, je appears as ē: trēbă 'it is necessary', and before j and o as i: smišati se 'laugh' bio 'white'. To the east of these dialects, in the Šumadija and the border region from Prizren to Timok, ē ≥ e; these are E-dialects (ekavština). To the west, along the shores of Istria and Dalmatia, ē ≥ i (I-dialects, ikavština), but in North-west Bosnia and
inland parts of Dalmatia i/je alternate, doubtless as the result of migration from South Serbia northwards. In the oldest Latin transcriptions of Dalmatian names e was employed: Negovan Vera Belgrado. Old Croat documents written in Glagolitic script have i: naslidnika 'heir' (G.S.) 1392/S. nasljudnika. In the island of Lastovo the distinction of je/i je is given as je/jē, and that was how it appeared in the poets of the Ragusan school (16th cent.). That there was an early division of Serbia into two regions, in the eastern one of which ē e both gave e, and in the western remained distinct (as i je/e) seems clear. It is not clear that any advantage arises from Leskien’s method of explaining i and je by positing an originally close [ɛ:], since the same result would be achieved through the diphthong [ie] resulting from fractioning the long vowel [ɛ:]. The closed e of Slovene does not support the hypothesis of a close vowel in Serbocroat, since it appears to be of recent origin.

Slov. e is as old as the oldest monuments (Freising, 10–11th cent.): grechou (gen.pl.) 'of sins' vueruiu 'I believe' imeti 'have'. There is nothing to indicate its exact quality. In parts of the modern area the long close e develops into a falling diphthong ei, which may disssimilate its parts and become ai. In Carinthia e > i ie, a result which, under the special conditions of the dialect, implies original [ɛ:].

(ii) CSL.OB. e: Slov. jelén 'stag'; S. těči 'flow' jědan 'one' eto 'behold'; B. ézero 'lake'.

Apart from the demonstrative element e- every initial Slavonic e becomes je-, though in Modern Bulgarian this has largely been lost (as in ézero). Foreign words have initial e-: S. ekonomičan 'economic' eksplodíti 'exploit' evánděje 'gospel'. In Bulgarian unstressed e tends to become [i]: [éziru]; cf. ĕ above.

U. Slov. S. růda B. rudá 'ore'.

Y I. Slov. šin 'son' storiti 'make'; S. biti 'be' biti 'strike'; B. bivoš 'late, ex-', ženite 'the women'.

Among the Freising documents one finds y represented as ui: OSlov. buiti 'be' / biti, bui/bi, mui/mi 'we' (10–11th cent.). The spelling was based on the equation ui = Germ. ü. There are alternative spellings in u and iu. The sign transcribed y was used in Old Serbian documents: OS. prěhiti 'dwell' 1234–40, but its pronunciation was i as may be seen from the ultracorrection s yněmi vsěmi 'with all others' / iněmi in the same text. Occasional confusion of y/i occurred dialetically even in Old Bulgarian (rybě/ribě 'fish' pokřivaemů 'we veil', 12th cent.). The distinction was, however, regularly maintained in the thirteenth century, and only after that did it fail in Bulgarian. Yet one Bulgarian fragment of the thirteenth century has no letter for y, though the conservative practices of Bulgarian men of letters helped to retain the sign as late as the beginning of the twentieth century.
Naturally it appeared often enough in the wrong place. In Southeast Macedonia the vowel has persisted as āi or has become ā.

Jers. Slov. dež 'rain' dān 'day' māh 'moos'; S. dān māhova; B. den māč (OB. dni mūchû). In S. it often appears as a fill-vowel: fākat 'fact'.

In weak position the jers disappear. In strong position they vocalize to Slov. a/e, S. a, MB. e/ā. The difference in Slovene is one of quantity. The short vowel is written e and pronounced [ɨ], akin to MB. ā, in which case it may disappear from pronunciation and even from spelling: končno < kontčino 'finally'; but when lengthened the vowel becomes a. This is in conformity with the usage of the south and west, including Lower Carinthia and the literary dialect. In the east and north, however, e is found for both jers, as in Czech. This is another example of the function of Slovene to serve as a bridge between the Balkans and West Slavonic. The loss and confusion of the jers is attested for the tenth century by the Freising documents: OSlov. zimirt/OB. sūmrti 'death' dīn/OB. dīn 'day' selom/OB. sūlomu 'to the messengers'.

When the Serbs pressed into the Balkans in the sixth and seventh centuries they still had the two jers, as may be seen in the equivalence of Romance and Slavonic forms of place-names: Buccari/Bakar Civitatem/Câptat Câptat Corecyra nigra/Kčkar. They are omitted in weak position from Latin documents of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and in strong position they are confused: sitnicus/sittniku 'captain'. By 1300 a appears for them in Glagolitic documents: va ime otca 'in the name of the Father' /v 1392. This spelling was current in Bosnia in the fourteenth century alongside the traditional orthography. This included but one symbol for both jers (i) which was sometimes doubled in strong position: cib 'this'. No doubt it represented an obscure vowel in many instances, e.g. when the vowel was short; but it has become a full vowel a in Serbocroat and the Serbo-Bulgar dialects from Prizren to the Timok: S. dān 'day' sān 'dream'. In Montenegro and South Serbia it is a dull vowel, akin in timbre to Fr. eu Germ. ő. In the north-west, among the Quarnerio Islands and in Cres (Cherso), the resulting vowels vary between a e and o: pēs 'dog' otēc 'father' (Vrbnik), pēs otēc (Dobrinj), dān 'day' denēs 'today' (Cres).

The tendency to confuse the jers was already felt in Old Bulgarian: OB. Šdâ/šdû 'having gone'. They were sometimes distinguished not on their own merits, but by reference to the nature of the vowel in the following syllable: OB. vînu/vînë 'outside' dîvi/dīvë 'two' zûlo/zîli 'bad'. The resulting obscure vowel in Modern Bulgarian is ŏ [ə]. The soft jer, when pronounced as a vowel, has been replaced by the sign for the hard jer. It was without significance at the end of a word, and
marks softness of the consonant only when appearing between a consonant and vowel: Πόντος = Cónho; in some spellings it has been used before the masculine definite article; kòňtě ‘the horse’ (now written kóňtě). In some central dialects and occasionally in the Rhodope Mountains and in the north-east, this vowel becomes fully vocalized as a: dial. dař ‘rain’ slánce ‘sun’ maglá ‘mist’.

There have also been hesitations in the literary language between á/e: dán/den ‘day’. This is a dialectal feature of the north-east, the north-west, the south-west and Macedonia. A narrower range (South-west Bulgaria and Macedonia) is that of the vocalization of á as o: dial. (Prilep and Salonika) dôš ‘rain’ von ‘outside’ nôkot ‘nail’/dâzd vân nôkât. The two tendencies together mark Macedo-Bulgarian, and their presence in Old Bulgarian texts is a clear proof of dialect: Ob. sonû/sûnû ‘sleep’ rabotû ‘that slave’ dînesi ‘today’ denetû ‘that day’, -omb/-emû -omû/-emû -ochû/-echû.


Denasalization has taken place in all three languages. The soft nasal e has given e in all (in Slovene usually closed [ɛ]), but the hard nasal o has given varied solutions: Slov. o (usually closed [o]) S. u B. a/a. The situation has been further obscured in Bulgarian by conservative (but largely unetymological) orthographies, which used the sign of the hard nasal vowel, though with the same value as the hard jër had achieved, that is, x = b = â. The first sign alone might be used initially.

There are dialectal differences in the Slovene derivatives of e, viz., north-east a (as sometimes in Slovak), Carinthia je, Upper Carinthia ja, Gorizia a. There are some traces of nasality in dialects: mesenc/mêsec ‘moon, month’. For o the Freising documents, which were written partly under the influence of Old Bulgarian models (10–11th cent.), have on/un o/u: OSlav. poronso (porončo) OB. poročo/MSlov. poročiti ‘command’ dusú/dušo (AS.) ‘soul’ vueru[i] ‘believe’. The modern solution o is exceptional among the standard forms of Slavonic languages, but it is continued dialectally through the Kaj and Ča dialects of Serbocroat.

There were nasal vowels in Serbocroat between the seventh and tenth centuries. They were lost in the eleventh, before Serbian records commence, but there are still traces of them in Ča. Foreigners heard e as e(n) and o as a very close un: Motimirû = Muncimirus (9th cent.) Mounîmirôs (10th cent.)/Mutimir (11th cent.). Examples of nasalization persist to some extent in Istria and Dalmatia: Ča dûnûk/dûbok (OB. glôbokû) ‘deep’ kolêmbat (with intrusive nasal)/kolêbati se ‘stagger’. CSL. e>ɛ extends through Yugoslavia into Western Bulgaria, and is normal for the Bulgarian literary tongue. At the
north-west end of this area, however, it becomes a after a palatal (š ž č j), medially, but not finally: jazík 'tongue' jácmen 'barley' (Fiume), zajišť 'tongue' (Krk)/jěšká jěčměn, but final -e <e remains in Ča. duše (G.S.) 'of a soul' pridoše 'they approached'. CSL. o > u is general in the Ča and Kaj dialects (čákavština, kájkavština), but in some northern Ča-dialects the treatment differs as to length, viz. u (short)/uo (long): NČa. kúča 'house'/ruóbka 'hand' puót 'road'. Occasionally o is found: Ča. gólub 'dove' ženô (AS.) 'woman'/gólub ženu.

In East Bulgarian dialects e > a not only after palatalized (š ž č j), but after all sorts of palatalized consonants: EB. žáden ‘thirsty’ žátva ‘harvest, crop’ ina ‘name’ klátva ‘curse’, as well as the normal žéden žétva ime kléťva. The Serbo-Bulgur dialects from Prizren to the Timok have o > u as in Serbocroat. Elsewhere the effect of nasality is seen in a duller pronunciation of the vowel, which otherwise remains as open as possible, giving, in the first instance, a relaxed nasal a (like the Portuguese nasal á am in lá cama). This sound is heard in the region of Salonica, in South-west Macedonia, and in Albania; it is sometimes followed by a perceptible consonant before another consonant (as with the Polish nasals): ám. Other varieties of pronunciation are sonant m and fully consonantal am aem om: dial. zámp zámp zomp/B. záb ‘tooth’, dial. ránka/B. rákdá ‘hand’. In the Central Rhodope area the pronunciation is a very open o, which has been transcribed o o oðo, and in South-west Bulgarian there is a forward pronunciation of the back nasal as ã: dial. zábi ‘teeth’. The two nasals were both very open in Old Bulgarian (approximately nasal ã/ã), and were sometimes exchanged. In the literary language å sometimes appears as a. The outlying Siebenbürgen Bulgarian dialect dating from the thirteenth century shows that it was the nasal of a final syllable which was first weakened: bande/OB. bòdo 'I shall be'.

180. (a) Tort. Slov. grôd 'city' grôh 'pea' vrán 'crow' sládek 'sweet' sláma 'straw' gláva 'head' glás 'voice' mlád 'young' bréza 'birch' brég 'bank' mléko 'milk'; S. grôd kráva 'cow' vrân 'raven' vrána sládak sláma gláva glás mlád plíjen 'booty' bríjeg mlíjeko; B. grad grach glavá glas brézó brég mléko (bréza, brýat, mlýko).

The common solutions are trat tlat trét tîét, and the latter give the variant solutions of ō which differentiate Serbocroat dialects. In this language there is found a constant set of differences due to tone. The falling tone remains as a long falling tone, whether in one syllable or in two: vrân plíjen. The original rising tone is converted into a short falling tone: vrána. Thus, with regard to length, Serbocroat has longs where Czechoslovak has shorts, and shorts for longs. The reason is that the Serbocroat development has had tone and the Czechoslovak length as the primary consideration.

The original difference of tone in the formula Ort/or - does not normally appear as a difference of vowel.


In such circumstances rû là in Old Bulgarian stood for sonant ṭ. That is the point from which the modern South Slavonic tongues have developed, either retaining the sonant, or resolving it into a consonant preceded or followed by a vowel.

In Slovene the solutions of ṭ are r ol (pronounced ou). In western Slovene dialects ar is found for ṭ; and in the extreme west and east u stands in place of ol. The latter is often pronounced ou in long syllables and u in short syllables, even in the standard language.

In Serbocroat the sonant ṭ is almost universal. At the beginning of words it sometimes vocalizes: S. rdâ ‘rust’ rdź/rdâz ‘rye’. During the middle ages the sonant was spelt in various ways: ṭ in Glagolitic documents, rî in Cyrillic, occasionally er in Ragusa (13th cent.), and ar in Dalmatian Latin of the sixteenth century. All these spellings signify one sound, which was described in 1649: ‘mortem aliqui scribunt smart, aliqui smert, aliqui alii sine vocali smrt; sed in communi usu loquendi non dicitur smart nec smert, sed modo quodam aspero ita ut vocalis non advertatur’. To imitate the sound this grammarian (Nicaglia) used the formula rri. There is an i-element in the pronunciation used in the island of Lastovo (GP. prist ‘of fingers’/S. prštâ). It appears in eleventh-century transcriptions like Tirprimir Gîrdan Nôbômpîsôn=Nôcô Brôdo. In the Quarnero Islands the pronunciations vary: r ar er ār ār ri.

Initially ṭ > S. la, but occasionally o: lâgati ‘lie’ lâź ‘lie’ lâčica/dâčica ‘spoon’ priōnuti ‘stick’. Between consonants it was ‘dark’ or hollow. In the Quarnero Islands it persists as a sonant: dial. dōl ‘long’ plīn ‘full’. It is found in long syllables at Kneževac in South Serbia: dial. vlk ‘wolf’. Among the Dalmatian Islands the sonant has been diversely vocalized as el ol al, whence also e o: dial. dēg dōg ‘long’ plān ‘full’.

This diversity is found in Dalmatian documents of the eleventh century: Vîlkan Velkan/S. Vûkan. Croatian Glagolitic documents of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries have only l: mlâčani ‘silence’ dlâzân ‘due’ Vîlkić. However, the development ṭ > u is already attested by Ragusan writers of the fifteenth century: puni ‘full’ napuni ‘fill’ (Menčetić and Držić’s poems, early 16th cent.). From this u there developed a diphthong wo in Ragusan and Bosnian works of the
seventeenth century (suonce 'sun'), but that represents a side-line. At first the timbre of the vowel resulting from ı may not have been precise, as vacillations occur: Vokac Vukac Vuokac, Vole Voch Vuoč. The vocalization of final consonant -l > S. o was not contemporary with the vocalization of the sonant ı, but later. In consequence, it has not yet completed its development over the Serbocroat area, since it is kept at Lastovo in the order of words ja san rekal 'I have said', but dropped in the order reka san. Elsewhere among the Dalmatian Islands final consonantal -l is dropped: dial. bi 'been' pobęgnu 'fled', whereas in the northern group of them, from Krk to Vis (Lissa), it is still regularly maintained: dial. videl 'saw' rekal 'said'. The earliest specimens of this change are found in Bosnia in the fourteenth century and at Ragusa about 1400: veseo 'joyful'.

181. Final Vowels. A peculiar feature of some forms of Serbocroat is the unvoicing of final vowels under certain conditions.

182. Velars. Slov. deklè 'girl' drág 'dear' důh 'spirit'; S. niški 'of Niš' něgo 'but' drugi 'second' htěti 'wish'; B. kâm 'to' bogát 'rich' drugi 'others' chljab 'bread'. S.Slov. h < CSL. ch tends to become a pure aspiration (as Eng. h), especially in Serbocroat, where it is frequently dropped: 'ócü 'I will'.

There has been no development of soft velars (k ɡ ch) as in Russian and Polish, save to some extent in Bulgarian, since the general hardening of vowels and consonants has made this unnecessary. S. kdati 'rend' gnuti 'perish' derive i ɣ without affecting the normality of the consonant. Owing to the absence of soft velars as such, Gk. Romance k g and Turkish k (Magyar gy) are represented by S. č d: S. čeliča 'cell' čipur 'garden' čumur 'charcoal' Dürad 'George' dākon 'deacon' dāk 'student' dērðan 'necklace' Mādār/ Māžār 'Magyar' (from cella κηπομάρα kōımūr δουκ(οβος) ĝerdan).

183. Dentals and Alveolars. T D. Slov. žito 'corn' kóst 'bone' kőčča 'hut' nőč 'night' mőč 'might', dům 'house' diják 'student' méja 'boundary'; S. tijelo 'body' svijćča 'candle' nőč mőč, djēlo 'deed' Ča. méja Čto. mēda; B. tēlo [tá...]/svešt noš mošt; dēlo [dá...] /meždd. Before ja ju the consonants are palatalized in Bulgarian: [talu] tujtjùn [tutùn] 'tobacco', and some Bulgarians palatalize these and other consonants before e i, though not so markedly as in Russian: B. den is thus pronounced as [den] or [dēn].

In the development of CSL. *l *d South Slavonic is opposed to West and East Slavonic, but is not united within itself. The Slovene forms are further developments of those in Serbocroat, but Bulgarian forms are independent. The pronunciation ı is said to occur in the Dalmatian Islands, in some regions, but in the same districts d has developed into j, as in Slovene. In most parts of Yugoslavia a sibilant off-glide has been developed, and č d are readily confused with č ďč.
Conversely, in Ragusa and parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina the tendency is to discard č dž in favour of ĉ d. In Bulgarian the development has been: *tʃ > tʃt > tʃtʃ > tʃt and similarly *dʒ > dž. The sibilant off-glide was anticipated before the dental and then lost in a soft off-glide (OB. št žd), which has since been hardened (MB. št žd). Akin to these developments has been that of *skj *sk: Slov. št S. št B. Št. In Old Serbian documents the sounds are written k g: pobeki/pobeci ‘flee’ se svagju/svadu ‘dispute’ 1387. This is due to the close resemblance of ĉ d and k g, when the latter are strongly palatalized. It is the pronunciation current in Macedo-Bulgarian dialects: brájka ‘brothers’ gavólite ‘the devils’, and upon it is based the Standard Bulgarian gerund in -ajki/-ejki.

Medial -dl- sometimes occurs in Slovene (as in West Slavonic), not all instances being explicable by analogy.


In Serbocroat 1, final of a word or syllable, becomes o, except when analogy intervenes: Biògrad < Bélgradú. In Slovene final l tends to be pronounced as w: rékel [rékew] ‘he said’.

Slov.S. lj nj are palatal consonants, not combined sounds. S. lj results from CSL. *lj, from secondary lj (<-lj-), from l+je (Je-dialect), and from intrusive l: S. pólje ‘field’ dávžjénje ‘choking’ zdárvanje (-jje) ‘health’ lhéto/léto lító ‘summer’; Slov. králj ‘king’ ljúb ‘dear’ voljá ‘will’, but zdárvje (-jje). Similarly, nj develops from CSL. *nj, secondary nj (<-nj-) and nje in the Je-dialect. S. báňa ‘bath’ pítjánje ‘question’ njémota ‘dumbness’; Slov. báňa znánje ‘knowing’ njíta. Slov. rj is not a palatal ɨ, but a normal r followed by a j. In Bulgarian r is softened before ja ju: B. morjá (pl.) [murá] ‘seas’ razorjá [rozurá] ‘I ruin’/ moré razoreń. Bulgarian also palatalizes l n s z before ja ju, and as l is hollow when final of a word or syllable or before a back vowel (including a) the consonant has three varieties: l l in lák/lek/lak (‘medicine, easy, lacquer’). The development *sj *sjz > z z is of Common Slavonic date. S z are softened in Je-Serbocroat before secondary j, and before lj nj they tend to palatalize: S. mišljenje ‘thought’ káženjénje ‘punishment’ s njím > njí: ‘with him’.


The intrusive ĭ is a constant feature of Slovene and Serbocroat when a labial was originally followed by j. It was also the most usual
result in Old Bulgarian, where (in the Zographensis manuscript, for instance) there are about 4 zemli to i zemi. The hesitation is evidence of dialectal variation, and it is upon that difference of dialect that the absence of intrusive Ĩ in Modern Bulgarian depends. The exceptions in the literary language are words borrowed or imitated from Russian or Church-Slavonic. These include the use of the ending -enie, fitted to form abstract nouns from verbs.

In Serbo-Croat initial v + consonant gives u-: útorak ‘Tuesday’ < vútorúkú, and the preposition vú gives u.

F. F occurs in Slavonic only as a result of unvoicing v (B. zdrav [zdraf] ‘healthy’), or in imitative words (S. škati ‘puff’), or as a reduction of B. čhv (B. chvalá ‘praise’ [fhlá]) and S. hv in some dialects, or (in one WSlav. word) from -páv-. Otherwise f is foreign: Slov. fant ‘boy’; S. fillii ‘ivory’ fillišân ‘dish’ finans ‘revenue-officer’ feudaltizam filosofija B. familija fíšeklik ‘cartridge-box’ Franciija (Italian fante T. fil-diś fíncan fíšeklik etc.).

185. Palatals. Apart from the new palatals arising from dentals, there are those due to the first and second Slavonic palatalizations (č ژ ژ/c z s). They become relatively hard in South Slavonic, but have no special history, save that č has sometimes become r in Serbo-Croat and Slovene, e.g. Slov. mórem ‘I can’.

B. FORMS

(i) VERBS

186. Classes of Verbs. These have been classified on the basis of Old Bulgarian in section 48. The old forms were continued in South Slavonic thus:

A. Athematic. See sections 187, 188.

B. Thematic.

1. k g: Slov. péči ‘bake’ péčem; S. pěči pěčem, moci ‘be able’/mogu možes; B. peka pečes.

2. t d: Slov. brésti ‘wade’ brédem; S. plěsti ‘plait’ plétem; B. metá ‘sweep’.

3. p b v: Slov. grébsti ‘scratch’ grébem; S. grěsti grěbem; B. grebá.

4. s z: Slov. nésti ‘bear’ něsem; S. něsti něsem; B. nesa.

5. m n: Slov. pěti pněm ‘stretch’; S. klěti ‘curse’ künem; B. kálná.

6. l r: Slov. mřěti ‘die’ mřem: Sl. mrijeti mřjem, kláti ‘stab’ kółjem; B. umrá melja ‘grind’.

(ii) 1. vowel: Slov. tóniti 'sink' tónem; S. tónuti töném; B. minúvam /minávam 'pass'.
   2. consonant: Slov. vzdigniti 'raise' vzdignem; S. tísnuti 'press' tísném; B. dvigam.

(iii) 1. 1. ej: Slov. uměti 'know how to' uměm; S. ūmjeti ūmijem; B. živeja 'dwell'.
   2. i: Slov. letěti 'fly' letím; S. viđeti 'see' viđim; B. tárpija 'suffer'.

(iv) i: Slov. govoriti 'speak' govorim; S. nősiti 'carry' nősím; B. govörja.

(v) 1. a: -aj-: Slov. igráti 'play' igrám; S. bivati 'be' bivám; B. bjágam 'run'.
   2. -j-: Slov. pisati 'write' pišem; S. vezati 'bind' věžem; B. piša.
   3. zero: Slov. bráti 'gather' běrem; S. bráti běrem; B. berá 'take'.
   4. -j-: Slov. dajáti 'give' dájem; S. kájati 'avenge' kájém; B. lája 'bark'.

(vi) ova: Slov. kupováti 'buy' kupujem; S. kupóvati kupujem; B. kupúvam.

187. Athematic Verbs. *Es/s. The present indicative runs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov.</td>
<td>s-</td>
<td>èm</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>jè</td>
<td>mò</td>
<td>tè</td>
<td>ô</td>
<td>váà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>(jè)s-</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>jè(st)</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>s-</td>
<td>ãm</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Serbocroat there are two forms, the one full, the other enclitic.
The full form contains an innovation in 3P. jësu/OB. so MB. sa (pr. sà)
Slov. sò. 1S. jesni hardened and gave a sonant (jesm sm), which has
been vocalized separately by each language. The t of *sonši is found in
some Macedonian dialects: Maced. set. B. sùšti 'same' is from
the present participle; S. sùšti 'in person, absolute' is from Church Slavonic.

Other roots give the infin: Slov. biti S. biti, act.past part.: Slov. bil
bivoši S. bëo bivši B. bil, aorist, imperfect and conditional; as well as the
bòdi(te) S. bùdi(te) N. bùdi bádète, and future gerund (Slov. bòdòc S.
bùdùcî) and participle (B. bádùč). From this stem comes also an impf.
part.active in Modern Bulgarian: B. bádel. The Bulgarian gerund
bidèjki results from confusion between the stems bòd- and by- (cf.
aorist B. bidóč below).

The aorist and imperfect have been lost in Slovene, which retains
only an invariable bi for use with the past participle in -l to express the
conditional. There is no trace of a form like OB. bìmt (conditional) in
any of these languages. The aorist and imperfect in Serbocroat and Bulgarian run:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. aor. impf.</td>
<td>bže-</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>smo</td>
<td>ste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bžě-</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>še</td>
<td>še</td>
<td>smo</td>
<td>ste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bžě-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>chme</td>
<td>chte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The old aorist B. bich is restricted to conditional uses: *az bich bil* ‘I should be’. There is also an aorist with intrusive *d*, with stem *bid-*: B. bidôch nakázan ‘I was punished’. In Serbocroat *bî* is frequently used in P 1 2 of the conditional (for *bismo biste*), leaving *S 1 bîh/S 2 3 P 1 2 3 bî*. As the final *h* of *bîh* is frequently dropped, the effect is much the same as in Slovene and Russian, namely, that of one invariable form. The original distinction between the 3P. aor./imperf. flexions is retained in Serbocroat (-še/hu), but lost in Bulgarian (-*cha*). Consequent upon that has been the spread of *ch* to the other persons of the plural. Impf. 2P. -šete has been lost.

188. *Ed.*, etc. 1S *dôdmî* > CSL.(OB.) *damî* > Slov. *dâm* S. *dâm* B. *dam* ‘I (shall) give’; Slov. jém ‘I eat’ vém ‘I know’, OS. vijem/jem/S. imâm ‘I have’, B. jam imam. These are athematic forms, but, apart from 3P., all other persons are now thematic: S 2 -š 3. - P.1 -mo/me 2. -te (D 1. -va 23. -ta). The old athematic forms were eliminated in Slovene from the eleventh century (vês appears in the Freising documents); in Serbocroat they disappeared with the fourteenth century, when 3S. *dâ* was found alongside 2. *dasi* vêši vêšt 3. *dasti*; the thematic endings are frequently found in Middle Bulgarian, but with final -t as a scribal anachronism as late as the seventeenth century. 3P. *dôdît* > OB. *dâdėţi* > Slov. *dadê* (and then *dadô* on the analogy of other conjugations), S. *dadê* (and then *dadû* from the fourteenth century, on the same analogy), B. *dadât*. From this person the stem in *d* was spread to other persons: S. *dadêm* B. *dadês* etc. The dental was retained also in 3P. Slov. *jedô* S. *jêdû* OS. *vede*/vedu B. *jadât* MidB. vêdo (13th cent.). A further complication was the presence of da-*, from the root *da* with a thematic j-suffix; and this *j* was spread to other verbs: 3P. Slov. *dâjô* jêjô vejô. Thus there was an apparent alternation *d/j* which caused *d* to spread to words in *j*: S. znâdêm ‘I know’ imâdêm ‘I have’/znaj- imaj-. It was convenient in forming the stem of new aorists: S. *dâdoh jêdoh imadoh*, B. *dâdoch jâdoch/S. dâh jêh B. imach*. The imperfects followed suit: S. *imadäh jêdâh/B. imach*. B. *jaž(te)*, imperative, is the old athematic form. Otherwise the imperatives show intrusive *d* or *j*: Slov. *dâj(te) jêdi(te) vêdu(te)* [OSlov. vej MSlov. *povêj(te)*], S. *dâj(te) imâj(te)*, B. *dâj(te)*.
The fact that most other persons were thematic in flexion allowed 1S. *dam* to exercise a vast effect upon all conjugations in Serbocroat and Slovene, and upon some in Bulgarian. These took the flexion 1S. -m. Since by contraction *aje > a* it was possible to set up an analogy between these contracted verbs and *dam*, which worked as follows: *delaše > Slov. delaš: dáš: : dáš: délám/OB. délajo*. In Slovene this 1S. -m has spread to all conjugations, and has been accompanied by the elimination, in many verbs, of the consonant-mutation due to the change from hard/soft in -ǫ/-eš. The present tenses have thus been notably rationalized. In Serbocroat contracted verbs in *a* (v i) were made to conform to this pattern by the thirteenth century: OS. *rabortam* 'I work' *obladam* 'I conquer'; those in *i* (iii 2 and iv) fell into line in the fifteenth century: OS. *učim* 'I do' *vidim* 'I see'; but in other verbs 1S. -u appeared as late as the seventeenth century, and is still found in *mogu* 'I can', *hoću/ću* 'I wish, will' and in two or three less common verbs. In Modern Bulgarian the 1S. -m is found only with verbs of classes vi and vi (va and *aj > a*): B. *kupuvm* 'I buy' *polučvam* 'I receive' *polagam* 'I place'/R. *polagaju*. Otherwise OB. -o > MB. -a. But the forms in -m are widely distributed in Bulgarian dialects, and are universal in Macedo-Bulgarian.

Though not athematic, the modern representatives of *chatmo* 'I wish' are conveniently mentioned here. They are used to form the future tense in Serbocroat and Bulgarian. Serving as auxiliaries they lose their accents (becoming enclitic or proclitic) and also the first syllable. In Modern Bulgarian 3S. *še* is used for all persons (B. *studeno* *še mi bade* 'I shall be cold', condit. *šeste da mi e studeno* 'I should have been cold' *šte pera* 'I shall wash'). A full conjugation exists for the verb in the desiderative sense (*šte - a eš e em ete at*): B. *šta da piša* 'I want to write', impf. *štjach*, past.part. *štjal*. In Serbocroat the full conjugation is used, and when the auxiliary follows its principal verb, and is written with it, there is a veritable future tense flexion: S.Sl. *-ću 2. -ćeš 3. -će P1. -ćemo 2. -ćete 3. -ćë (OS. -te); infin. S. *hôjtji/htjëti*.

189. Thematic Present Indicative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov.</td>
<td>páše-</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>va ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) govorite</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(v i) dela-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>pjévá-</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>te</td>
<td><em>(pjévajū)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ōre-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td><em>(ōrū)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) gôvorite</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td><em>(gôvorē)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>per-</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>éš</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>ém</td>
<td>éte</td>
<td>át</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) nós-</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td>iš</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>ite</td>
<td>jat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(v) bârz-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vi) polučav-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forms in -m are widely distributed in Bulgarian dialects, and are universal in Macedo-Bulgarian.

Though not athematic, the modern representatives of *chatmo* 'I wish' are conveniently mentioned here. They are used to form the future tense in Serbocroat and Bulgarian. Serving as auxiliaries they lose their accents (becoming enclitic or proclitic) and also the first syllable. In Modern Bulgarian 3S. *še* is used for all persons (B. *studeno* *še mi bade* 'I shall be cold', condit. *šeste da mi e studeno* 'I should have been cold' *šte pera* 'I shall wash'). A full conjugation exists for the verb in the desiderative sense (*šte - a eš e em ete at*): B. *šta da piša* 'I want to write', impf. *štjach*, past.part. *štjal*. In Serbocroat the full conjugation is used, and when the auxiliary follows its principal verb, and is written with it, there is a veritable future tense flexion: S.Sl. *-ću 2. -ćeš 3. -će P1. -ćemo 2. -ćete 3. -će (OS. -te); infin. S. *hôjtji/htjëti*.
SOUTHERN SLOVONIC

S1. CSL. OB. -q survived in OSlov. mogo 'can' verujo 'believe' prošo 'beg' otpušće 'forgive' oblujbljø 'vow', which were in use as late as the first half of the fifteenth century. It survives in Modern Serbocroat: mögu 'I can' hobe 'I wish' and a few other forms. In Modern Bulgarian -q/-qo appears as -a/ja, with an open vowel which is dull in East Bulgarian -a/ja. There has been rationalization in MB. nósja/OB. nosjo, on the analogy of nosiš etc.

From Sl. dam a final flexion -m has been generalized in Slovene and Serbocroat and extended in Bulgarian as described in section 188. Before this -m there appears the characteristic vowel of the conjugation, as before -š -mo and the other persons. Hence the opposition between the first person and the rest as to quality of flexional vowel disappears, and the conjugation can be rationalized: S. vidim viditš 'see' nösim nösiš 'carry', pečem pečeš 'bake' /R. vižu nošu peku. The third person plural continues to have a hard vowel in many verbs, and then consonant-mutation is prevented in Serbocroat and Slovene: S. 3P. pěkuš 'they bake'. The vowel a appears in class v, i in classes iii, 2 and iv, and e in all others, with 3P. -ju-e-u respectively. Class iv (S. umijem 'I know how to') remains uncontracted in Serbocroat, and vacillates in Slovene (umem/umėjem). In Class v (ova) the suffix of the infinitive has been passed into the present tense in Bulgarian: B. kupićam/S. kupičem 'I buy'.

S2. -ši > -š. When -ši is found in Middle Bulgarian or Old Serbian manuscripts it must be attributed to Church Slavonic influence, though archaizing writers continued to write it in Bulgarian as late as the nineteenth century.

S3. -tā > -t. CSL. *-ti > R. -i, but the ending was hardened at a remote date, before the separation of West and South Slavonic. Hard final t then tended to be lost. Its presence in Old Bulgarian may, even in the ninth century, have been an archaic feature, since forms without t are also encountered: OB. bode 'will be' je 'is' ně 'is not'. A few south-western Macedonian dialects, which are highly conservative, still retain -t. It dwindled in Middle Bulgarian texts. Dalmatian writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries used a -t in this person which may be explained as an enclitic, not a flexion: OS. budet Jeroslim tvoj 'J. will be thine' (bude+ t <ti). Otherwise final -t is lacking in Serbocroat and Slovene from the thirteenth century.

P1. Slov.S. -mo/B. -me. For the alternatives see section 53 P1. Forms in -me would find support in plurals in -e, and also resemble -te. In the Freising manuscripts -m (as in Czech) is found alongside -mo: modlim 'we pray' /Slov. mo(d)limo. The ending -mo is found in Slovak and Ruthenian, and so, if we discount the Magyar irruption, over a wide belt of Slavonic territory.
P2. -ite.

P3. *-əti > Slov. -o S. -u B. -at. The final -t drops in Modern Bulgarian sa 'are', though retained in the south western dial. set. It is frequently dropped in Sofia (sedjá/sedját 'sit'), and in the south-west. It disappeared in Proto-Serbian (budu hode 12th cent.). In classes iii 2 and iv -etá > S. -e: vīdē 'see' nōsē 'bear'. Contracted verbs do not contract in this person: S. kūpjū 'buy' pitajū 'ask' as well as ūmijū 'know how to'. The corresponding forms in Slovene are -o/e, but there has been a general extension of -jo to all classes of verbs: Slov. bōdo/bōdejo* will be 'dēlajo pāsejo govorijo.

D1. -va. The dual survives only in Slovene. On the analogy of M. dvā NF. dvē there is a tendency to distinguish gender within this person as M. -va F. -ve -vi.

D23. -ta. In Old Bulgarian a distinction of gender also appeared in this person: M. -ta NF. -tē, and it also is found in Slovene.

The date of the disappearance of the dual in Bulgarian is hard to determine, since the language known as Middle Bulgarian does not represent an attempt to render current speech. In Serbocroat the dual disappeared at an early date, and only sva sta 'are' persisted into the fifteenth century.

190. Imperative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. pās-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ĭmo</td>
<td>ĭte</td>
<td>ĭva</td>
<td>ĭta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>govōr-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ĭmo</td>
<td>ĭte</td>
<td>ĭva</td>
<td>ĭta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dél-</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ĭmo</td>
<td>ğte</td>
<td>ğva</td>
<td>ğta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. plēt-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td>ĭmo</td>
<td>ľte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitā-</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ĭmo</td>
<td>ľte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. per-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ľte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nos-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bīfrza-</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Save after a vowel, Slovene and Serbocroat have generalized the ending P2. -ite to all conjugations, and Bulgarian has generalized -ēte. In Serbocroat this practice was normal from the fourteenth century. Some thematic imperatives survived into the fifteenth century (ved-te 'know' ved-te 'see'), and the loss of i is a characteristic of popular poetry and Dalmatian writers between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries. Other persons of the imperative are obtained from the indicative by the use of neka or da: S. neka pēvajū 'let them sing' B. neka pērē 'let him wash' da pērēm 'let us wash' da nōsjat 'let them carry'. Negative imperative: S. nēmōj(te) = Lat. nōli(te); a negative form of the verb mōći 'be able'. The velar stems are palatalized,
second pal. in Serbocroat, first in Bulgarian. Personal endings may be attached to particles to make a sort of imperative: S. nāže 'there you have it' hājdemo hājdete 'come on' (T. haydi).


Slovene has also gerunds in -e -ę: Slov. sedē ‘sitting’ mollē ‘being silent’. This gerund is frequently found in Serbocroat documents up to the seventeenth century; in the sixteenth century S. -či/ičë were alternatives: OS. hodeče ‘going’. Dalmatian writers, perhaps as a result of Latin influence, sometimes declined the participle. OB. -ošt->MB. -ašt and OB. -ošt->MB. -ošt. The latter is found colloquially as a doublet of -ašt, without reference to historical origins. In Macedo-Bulgarian the consonants of the gerund are šč and ьk according to locality; the literary language has ьk.

192. Infinitive and Supine. Infin. -ti, Supine (Slovene only) -t. Class i i (roots ending in k g) have infinitives in Slov. -či S. -či. Slov. tēči ‘flow’ S. pēči ‘bake’. The final vowel may drop in both dialects, and this is the rule in Ča, where also -sti may become -s. In Što -ti is dropped before the enclitic of the future tense: S. dācu ‘I shall give’; but -či is retained: WS. rēči ću ‘I shall say’. When the enclitic is attached to a pronoun or adjectival the infinitive keeps its full form: S. jā ču pitati ‘I shall ask’, gđē ěc se rōditi Hristos ‘where will Christ be born’.

The supine is used with verbs of movement in Slovene: děklīce prihājajo plesat ‘the girls are coming to dance’.

In Bulgarian the final vowel had been lost in the twelfth century, leaving a hard -t indistinguishable from the supine. By the seventeenth century this -t had also gone; a few traces of this reduced infinitive remain. The infinitive was then rendered analytically by means of the present indicative and the particle da, which is also common in Serbocroat: B. ćskam da otwam ‘I want to go’, S. pōčeše da dōlazē/pōčeše dōlaxiti ‘they began to arrive’. The analytical substitution of a phrase for an infinitive is also a feature of Modern Greek (vā), Rumanian (să) and Albanian (tē). There can be no question of borrowing in the usual sense, and yet these congruent developments seem more than coincidental. They represent a common process of thought, due partly to living together in a given area, which has been worked out from different material and under the stress of different immediate causes. The loss of the infinitive flexion required adaptation also in the future and conditional: B. ćte ostānā ‘I shall stay’, ćtēše da vikāš ‘thou wouldst have called’.

193. Past Tenses. The participle in -l is used to form the perfect tense: Slov. jāz sem bil, S. jēsam biō/biō sam, B. as sām bić ‘I have been’; the conditional with invariable bi in Slovene and at least partially
conjugated S. bih, B. (conjugated) bich; and the future in Slovene: jaz bolem govoril ‘I shall speak’. [This construction is used in Serbo-Croat as a future perfect in dependent clauses: kad budem došao ‘when I (shall) have come’]. The perfect, preceded by da, is exceptionally used in Serbo-Croat to express unreal conditions in the past: da sam bio tam ‘had I been there’. It is not used without auxiliaries (except sometimes in Bulgarian 3 SP), so that the participle in -l does not normally itself become a past tense, as in Russian. In Modern Bulgarian it has been affected by the semantic development of the imperfect and aorist. As these tenses have drawn apart in meaning (see sect. 196), they have also come to differ in form. The imperfect has been attached to the present stem of the verb, while the aorist remains in the aorist stem. From the imperfect stem thus obtained there has arisen an imperfect participle: B. perèl ‘washed’ nòsel ‘bore’/ pral nòsil.

The l- participle plays a great part in the peculiar Bulgarian idioms of indirect speech, which have presumably developed under Turkish influence. In these forms the auxiliary is omitted in the third person of the past tense. Examples are: (‘he writes well’ toj pisè dobrè/) ‘they told me he wrote well’ kazàcha mi, çe toj pisel dobrè; (‘he was ill’ toj beše bolèn/) kazàcha mi, çe toj bil bolèn. In the first case Bulgarian agrees in English in using a sort of past tense in the reported clause; it should be remembered that in all other Slavonic languages the reported clause uses the same tense as the corresponding direct speech (lit. ‘that he writes well, that he is ill’).


These have become indeclinable, and therefore gerunds. They probably represent the nom. sg. fem. of the original participle. The participle in -ù persisted until the seventeenth century with root- and n-verbs (classes i and ii): OS. rek ‘having said’ dviq ‘having moved’. This participle (save in the adj. bivš ‘former, ex-’) has disappeared from Modern Bulgarian, in which the adjectival function had been taken over by the l-participle in a way of which in other Slavonic languages there are only traces (e.g. P. bylý ‘former’).

(b) Passive. -(t/-)v-. The distribution of these forms has been discussed in section 57. In Modern Bulgarian (as in Slovak) palatalization before -jen has been eliminated by analogy.

195. Verbal Noun. Slov. delanje ‘working’ znàanje ‘knowledge’ poètje ‘undertaking’ vtìtje ‘cry’; S. biçe ‘being’ pokoljènje ‘generation’; B. mìsìene ‘meditation’ vÌpsìane ‘inscription’ prìgotovlenìe ‘preparation’ bìtiè ‘existence’. Bulgarian forms in -ie are borrowed or imitated from Russian, and often include the epenthetic l of that language.
196. Aorist and Imperfect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>St1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Pi1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>bi-</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>smo</td>
<td>ste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>imad-</td>
<td></td>
<td>oh</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>osmo</td>
<td>oste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impf.</td>
<td>bje/bijá-</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td>še</td>
<td>še</td>
<td>smo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>imadá-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>pra-</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>chme</td>
<td>chte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impf.</td>
<td>pere/nosé-</td>
<td></td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>še</td>
<td>še</td>
<td>chme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bárza-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Freising documents and in other forms of Old Slovene these tenses are frequently encountered, not only in the sigmatic but also in the asigmatic forms: OSlov. boido (for poido) 'went' be 'was', delase (dešaše) 'did', pečahu 'baked', beše 'was' nosaše 'bore'. There are now traces only in outlying dialects. In this respect Slovene is markedly contrasted with Serbocroat and Bulgarian, in which both tenses flourish, and have acquired new forms in both and new meanings in Bulgarian.

There has been interplay between the two sets of personal endings in both Serbocroat and Modern Bulgarian. P3, -še/hu remain distinct in Serbocroat, but are confused in B. -cha, whence -chme -chte also. P2 -ste is the aorist form used for both tenses in Serbocroat, whence -smo/OB. -chomu. The difference between the tenses is thus reduced to the second and third persons singular, but new differences have arisen through use of the present stem. In Old Serbian P1, -homo and -hmo occurred, though rarely: zapisahmo 'wrote down' 1347, krstihmo 'baptized' 1399, and from this came -mo, still used in the transitional Serbo-Bulgarian dialects: dial. rékomo 'we said'. As late as the seventeenth century there were still found -homo/hmo -hote (P2 remodelled on the analogy of P1), but -smo -ste go back to the thirteenth century. In Middle Bulgarian -chmy is an alternative form as in Old Bulgarian: MidB. robotachmy 'we worked', and in Modern Bulgarian -chmi is often the pronunciation given to the written -chme, though this may be due to the fact that the -e is unstressed, and so tends to become [i] (sect. 178).

Only the sigmatic aorists survive, and they do so in two forms: without vowel (S. klēh 'vowed' mrijeh 'died', B. dignach 'moved') and with vowel (S. plēoh 'plaited', B. plēotch). Stems ending in a labial in Modern Bulgarian have a as vowel of support: B. grēbach 'scraped'/S. grēboh.

The imperfect tense has developed divergently in the two languages. There was a tendency to associate the imperfect with the present stem
in Serbocroat, which has been fully carried out in Bulgarian. In Serbocroat this results in distinctions of stem like S. kûnijâh ‘was
cursing’ mûrhâh ‘was dying’/klêh ‘cursed’ mûrijeh ‘died’, or in mere
doublet imperfects: S. zovijâh/zvâh ‘called’ kôlfâh klâh ‘stabbed’. At
other times the presence of the aorist stem in the imperfect is evident:
impf. brâh aor. brâh/pres. bêrêm ‘gather’. In this matter the perfective
or imperfective nature of the verb is influential. S. -âh represents
CSl.OB. -aachû: S. pîtâh ‘asked’ hvâlûh ‘praised’ pêcâh (1 r) ‘baked’;
this ending was then generalized to other types of conjugation: S.
grêbâh ‘scratched’ mûrâh ‘died’. In S. vidâh ‘saw’/OB. vidâchû the
theoretical source would be *vidjaachû. S. -îjâh is concurrent with
them: S. plêtîjâh ‘plaited’. In the sixteenth century they were written
-êch/iêh, depending on OB. -êhû, not on -êachû, and they owe the
semivowel j to words which ended in it: OS. ûmejâh MS. umiûjâh
(umûj-achû). The ending -jâh has the same origin, and is restricted to
verbs of class ii 2: tônjâh ‘sank’. S. hjêh (originally an aorist) was the
only imperfect to retain e; other forms of it are bêh bêjâh (e-dial.)
bijâh (je- i-dial.).

In Bulgarian the imperfect has been wholly transferred to the
present stem: B. impf. perêch ‘washed’/aor. prach. The vowels are a
(OB. aa) and ê (OB. ê, of the shortened form). The aorist is always
precise, and suited for categorical assertions. The imperfect is less
defined, and so acquires a certain distinction of mood in Modern
Bulgarian. It is suited to conditional and concessive clauses, in which
no affirmation is made: B. akô ostânech ôste mâlkû u nêgo, ñtjach da
zakâsnêjâ za vlâkâ ‘If I stayed a little longer at his place, I should miss
my train’.

(ii) NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, PRONOUNS

197. Loss of Declension in Bulgarian (cf. sect. 206). Declension has
been almost entirely eliminated from Bulgarian. The language has not,
of course, ceased to have cases, since case is the term for all methods of
determining the relation between parties to an action and the action
itself. The complex cases of Old Bulgarian have been replaced by new
analytical devices; a suitable preposition is combined with the nom.-
acc. as casus generalis. Pronouns have three cases. Nouns of family
relationships and some personal names have four cases for the
masculine, though not always for the feminine. In the colloquial there
are many traces of the ancient oblique cases of the singular, so that
certain old paradigms can be reconstructed from living dialect
material. Paradigms are sometimes so composed that the presence or
absence of the suffixed article constitutes a discrimination of case.
The subject is normally singled out in speech, and therefore normally
definite, with an article; the vocative defines itself, and needs no article;
the accusative and oblique cases are less likely to be defined. The article, in fact, like the ancient Greek article, is somewhat more of a demonstrative than in English; but a paradigm cannot be based upon its presence or absence as a criterion.

Names of male persons (though to a decreasing extent) and other masculine nouns when used in the sense of definition have an oblique case (the old gen.-acc. sg.) in -a/ja: B. Stoján GD. *na Stoján(a)* A. Stoján(a); zakón 'law' (na) zakóna 'of, to the law'. Similarly: učitel -ja 'the teacher' gerój -a 'the hero'. The old dative is to a limited extent available for persons: D.S. *Stojána* or *na Stoján(a)*, *na učitelja/ učitelju* 'to the teacher' (zakóno is obsolete). The vocative is in -e/ju: zakóne/učitelju geróju. In the plural there is but one case: zakóni učiteli gerói; with other flexions we have vólové 'oxen' méčové 'swords' koné 'horses' kralé 'kings' caré 'tsars'. Feminine nouns vary less: NGAS. žená V. žéno P. ženi; but the dat. sg. appears in májce/májci 'to mother'. B. kúšta 'house' has loc. sg. kúští. Neuters distinguish singular from plural: S. peró 'pen' P. perá, S. cveté P. cvetjá. They tend to normalize the accent.

The two Slavonic palatalizations affect Bulgarian nouns: V.S.M. Bóše 'O God' čovéče 'O man', N.P.M. sáprúzi (sáprúg 'husband') čovéci stomáci (stomách 'stomach').

Some nouns have two plurals with different meanings; e.g. list 'leaf, sheet of paper' pl. listá 'leaves' listove 'sheets of paper' (and also neut. collective liste 'leaves, foliage'). For an apparent pl. -a which is really an old dual see the next paragraph.

The first move towards simplifying the declension in Bulgarian, as in other languages, was to eliminate the dual. It remains, however, in the form of the usual anomalies: paired parts of the body (rúče 'hands'/ráki in some dialects, nozé 'feet', kolené 'elbows' kriле 'wings' ramené 'shoulders' oči 'eyes' uši 'ears'), the dual numerals and the flexion -a after numerals in the case of masculine nouns. It should be noted that this -a does not shift the stress: dva gráda 'two towns'/ gradá (oblique case). Next came the elimination of oblique cases of the plural, leaving only the nom.-acc. The locative had lost its reason for existence, since it was always accompanied by a preposition, which performed all necessary semantic services. The instrumental in -i remains in adverbial uses: B. govóri rúski 'he speaks Russian', staréški 'in a senile fashion', naópaki 'contrariwise'. In the Rhodope mountains and some south-eastern dialects the dative lingerers: dial. družinam 'to companies' ženamtém 'to the women'. The genitive plural lost all distinctiveness with the loss of final jers. The partitive genitive is found dialectically after numbers: dial. dëvet godin 'nine years', za mnógo godin 'after many years', and occurs in the literary pétstotin '500'. The accusative fell into the nom. pl. from which it differed only in
o-stems, and as the vocative already coincided with the nominative, only the nom. pl. remained to this number.

The oblique cases of the singular have proved more resistant, though the locative soon disappeared. A tendency to construe the instrumental always with s made this flexion also ortiose. It survives in the set phrase: (iđi) s Bogom/zbogom ‘adieu’, and in adverbial expressions: B. děnem ‘by day’ nôštem ‘by night’ silom ‘by force’, of which the last two are examples of analogical formations, since the nouns concerned are feminine. In folk-poetry the instr. sg. is in much use as an internal object: těkom teče, vikom vika ‘flows a flowing, cries a cry’. The dative is in occasional use with names of male persons, less often of females, as above noted, but the usual construction is na+nom. or gen. The genitive is well preserved in the masculine, though it has lost its possessive function to the possessive adjectives. As gen.-acc. it has widened its use in the case of male persons. The accusative and nominative tended to fall together in Old Bulgarian (uv- and masc. n-stems). B. kâmik kâmâk ‘stone’ retains a trace of OB. kamy, followed by a diminutive ending. Old r-uv-stems have become feminine a-types (B. dâšterjâ ‘daughter’, dim. štêrka, cûrkva ‘church’), and masc. n-stems have become o-types. The dialects still sometimes distinguish nom./acc. in the a-declension: dial. N. sestrâ A. sestrâ ‘sister’, N. rekâ A. rekû ‘hand’), but this is not general.

198. Gender and Declension in Slovene and Serbocroat. The main line of demarcation lies, not between the languages as such, but between Slovene with Kaj- and Ča- dialects of Serbocroat, and the Što-dialect. It is due to the complete reconstruction of the plural in Što. The old plural is intact in Ča and Kaj, and in Slovene the dual also is found.

As in other modern Slavonic tongues, gender has been largely identified with declensional forms. Masculine i-stems have passed into the o-declension, as from the fourteenth century, but IS. pûtem ‘by the road’ gôstêm ‘by the guest’ remain, and DP. ljudem ‘to people’ was in use in the sixteenth century. OS.1P. gostmi was a form of the i-declension, but DP. gosťem L. -eh were due to the influence of jo-nouns, since CSL. i in strong position > S. a. Slov. NPM. puti gosti were used in the thirteenth century, by confusion of nom. acc. pl., and Slov. ljudjé, MP. trijê štrije/FP. tri štirí ‘3 4’ still show the ancient form of the masc. pl. Slov. dâm ‘day’ has gone over to the o-declension, but shows a considerable diversity of stems: dn- dnev- dnov-, giving alternative forms for most cases.

Masculine n-stems have also passed into the o-declension. OS.NS. kami ‘stone’ plami ‘flame’ prami ‘tuft’ persisted as late as the sixteenth century, and by loss of the final vowel have given Modern South Serbian dial. kâm plâm krêm ‘flint’/S. kâmên plâmên krêmên.
Feminine r-stems are represented only by Slov. mäti/mater- 'mother' hči/hčer- 'daughter', S. mäti kéi. They have suffered assimilation to i-stems and later to a-stems, though still forming a class apart. OS. ljubi ‘wife’ was indeclinable (16–17th centuries). Fem. uv-stems have gone to the a-declension in Serbocroat, but show doublets in Slovene: cérkev/cérkva ‘church’.

Neuter s-stems have become o-stems. S. něbo ‘sky’ has pl. neběsa, and in Slovene -es- is also found in singulars of the series: Slov. perěsa ‘of a feather’ očesa ‘of an eye’ pl. perěsa očesa. The ancient dual Slov. oči S. oči ‘eyes’ has been assimilated to feminine i-stems, while S. sg. oko pl. oka are now o-stems. Neuter n- and nt-stems are declined as o-neuters except for the difference of stem between nom. acc. sg. and the oblique cases of the singular and all the plural. In Slovene the nt-declension has affected also some masculines that happened to end in -e: Slov. oče ‘father’ GS. očeta.

Masculine u/o-stems have fused. In Slovene GP. -ov is from the u-stems. In Serbocroat -ov/ev- forms plural stems for masculine monosyllables: S. grądovi ‘cities’ mäčevi ‘swords’. The oldest Serbian had vukove ‘wolves’ muževé ‘men’ : sinove ‘sons’, and -ovi replaced -ove gradually during the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries.

199. Number. The dual persists almost unimpaired in Slovene. The gen.-loc. remains in náju ‘of us two’ váju ‘of you two’, but is replaced by the plural forms in the declension of nouns. The latter therefore show only the nom.-acc. and dat.-instr.: NDM. -a NF. -i, DIDMNF. -ma, preceded by i e o a or a consonant: misli ma ‘with two thoughts’ nitma ‘by two threads’ kostéma ‘with two bones’ klópéma ‘by two benches’ hišama ‘by two houses’ hriboma ‘by two hills’.

In Što-Serbocroat there are only relics of the dual apart from its use (an apparent gen. sg.) after numbers 2–4 and the fact that -ma has been substituted for the proper endings of the dat. instr. loc. pl. of all nouns and (to some extent) adjectives. The dual is used for paired objects: oči uši (GL. -i/ijú, DI. -ima), but oka úha in transferred senses (‘eye of a bridge/needle’, etc.). Gen. dual = gen. pl. nögú ‘of feet’ rükú ‘of hands’ prijú ‘of breasts’; pléče ‘shoulder-blade’ has a double declension: NA. pléči/pléća G. pléči/pléća. Since the fourteenth century oči uši have been considered feminine plurals; GLD. -u was in use as a locative as late as the seventeenth century.

200. Hardening of Declensions in Slovene and Serbocroat. Only traces of the former distinction between hard and soft forms of the same declension survive in either language. They lie chiefly in the opposition o/e in the instr. sg. of masc. neut. o-stems and the nom. acc. sg. of neuters. I.S. -em appears in Slovene after c č š ž j l j nj r j, in Serbocroat after št žd -telj ž č. Slovene r shows its original softness when a vowel follows (Slov. pastirja ‘of a shepherd’ pastirju ‘to
a shepherd' /pastir), but in Serbo-Croat there are alternative forms: VSM. -e/u ISMN. -om/em (but always e.g. cärem 'by the tsar'). The fusion of hard and soft a-stems was gradual. The gen. sg. S. -ë dates from the beginning of the Serbian records, and y/i are found only in documents affected by Church Slavonic. Dat. sg. S. i was predominant in the south and west as early as the fourteenth century, concurrently with -ë-e (ženë 'to the woman' službe 'to service'); in the sixteenth century i was universal in those parts, and has since spread over all the area. Voc. sg. S. -o (used for soft equivalents) dates from the fifteenth century, though words in -ica remain exceptional (V. -ice). Acc. pl. S. -e dates from the earliest time; -y/i occur only under the influence of Church Slavonic. Ragusan writers sometimes preferred the original hard form. Feminine instr. sg. OS. -evi (13th cent.) represented the sound -óu, with the vowel lengthened by the u (<-jo). There was a soft variant OS. -evi (voljeto) which died out. Instr. -óu then fused with instr. sg. masc. -om to give -óm [ča -ú(n)].

201. Paradigms of Nouns.

I-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNA</th>
<th>GDL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. nit- (F')</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ih</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ljud- (M)</td>
<td>(pôtem)</td>
<td>je</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>eh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. stvar-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i/ju</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consonant-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. máti</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ah</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mater-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>okò</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ih</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>oma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>očes-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>eh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oč-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ih</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imë/dête</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imen-/detet-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ih</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. këi/máti</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ju</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kćer-</td>
<td>mater-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plëme/tâne</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plemen-/ tanet-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>ima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UV-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. cérkev</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>jo/o</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ah</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>PNA</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. hrěš-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ah</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Ča. krav-žen-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ůn</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>án</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Što. žen-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ům</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U/O-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>PNA</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. hrěb- (M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jēzer- (N)</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>{i</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ov}</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Ča. čás- (M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lět- (N)</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ôn</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>{i</td>
<td>i}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Što. jelen- (M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel- (N)</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orač- (M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polj- (N)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In view of the difficulty caused by the shifting and changing accentuation, intonation marks have been given in only a few instances. In Što-endings the circumflex denotes length.

202. Singular Cases. (a) Dative-locative. These cases were identical for feminine i- a- stems in Common Slavonic. As we have noted (section 200), their hard and soft forms were fused in Slovene and Serbocroat. They remain different in u/o-stems in Ča: dat. -u/loc. -i, but are fused in Slovene and Što (apart from intonation): Slov. DLSM. hrěbu, Što. DSM. grádu LSM. grádu (hrěb ‘hillock’ grád ‘town’), DLSM. gradiću. The two cases were kept apart in the fifteenth century in Serbia, and by Ragusan poets in the sixteenth century. The latter use locative endings only for a few words, such as stvéj ‘world’ sán ‘dream’. When found in seventeenth-century poets, the old endings must have been purely imitative.

(b) Instrumental. For the fusion of the masc. and fem. forms see section 200.

In Serbocroat, as in Czech, the genitive does not normally occur after negative verbs. In Slovene on the other hand, as in Polish, it is always used in negative clauses.

203. Plural Cases. (a) Genitive. A characteristic of Što is the addition of á to all genitive plurals except those of feminine i-stems. Feminine r-stems vacillate: kćerí/mátěrâ. Because of the loss of Ĉers the genitive plural had zero-ending until the sixteenth century: OS. čen duš lět polj imen nebes, sinov/kóstě. This is still their state in the Ča-dialects.
From the fourteenth century there appear endings spelt with doubled jers (Jer), which were doubtless pronounced as jer in strong position, viz. a. The a begins to be written in the fifteenth century: zemelja 'of lands' zrnâ 'of grains'. The problem is to account for what would be a normal development of stressed jer in conditions for which stress was certainly not normal. A long vowel appeared in the i-declension (GP. -i), which may have offered a starting point for -â in the a-declension, and then in others also; but the evidence is insufficient to clear up the point. The creation of this form on a suffixless gen. pl. is shown by the presence of the fill-vowel: sestára 'of sisters', cf. R. sestër/OB. sestrü. In some Montenegrin dialects the adjectival -h is added to -â -i, sporadic examples appearing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: rabotah (15th cent.), stvarih (16th cent.).

(b) Dative, instrumental, locative. These cases remain distinct in Slovene.

In Ca-Serbocroat only the endings of the a- and o-stems remain, since the i-stems take the flexions of the a-stems in these cases: Ca. -ân -âmi -âh/ón -i -ih. Ča. -ih <-ichû, the soft equivalent of -échû. In some Bosnian Što-dialects the hard ending -échû > -iêj > -ije: dial. koliše 'in rings', and this has been extended to soft stems: dial. na kôniže 'on horses'. In all the Yugoslav area the locative remained intact until about 1600, when it began to conform to the already fused dative and instrumental.

The stages of development in Što were the following: In the fifteenth century the dative and instrumental plural were already used interchangeably, and the plural might be found after dvâ ôba, where the dual was required: OS. dvjema gospodarom 'to two masters', objema rukami 'with both hands'. So, in the sixteenth century, dual and plural were fused. Instr. pl. masc. neut. -i took the -m of the dative, resulting in IPMN. -im, which formed a parallel to -am (dat. used as instr.), and so aided the confusion of cases. The last step was the adoption of the final vowel of the dual, giving -ima. The dual ending -oma did not pass directly into the plural, but by a process of coalescence with IP. -i+DP. -m, as above described. The whole development was not complete until well into the seventeenth century, when IP. -i was still found with o-stems. There was some confusion with i-stems, giving forms like gradovmi 'with towns', while -imi appeared within a narrow range in the seventeenth century. Examples of instr. for dat. in the sixteenth century are: k vrati 'to the doors', k ženami 'to women'. Some writers of the sixteenth century, and even later, prefer -ma to -ima: rajma 'with eggs' konma 'with horses' bregovma 'with banks'. The present result is DILP. -ama for a-stems/-ima for o- and i-stems; it should be noted that this -ima causes second palatalization
like nom. pl. -i: S. mòmak 'lad' nom. pl. mòmci dat. loc. instr. pl. mòmcima.


2–4. B. dea/NF. deve, tri, četiri. Dva takes the masc. dual article: dváta. Otherwise the article is -te(ch): trité gospoži 'the three ladies' četiridesetjách selá 'the forty villages'. The old masc. dual -a of the noun (which, unlike gen. -a, never attracts the stress) is used with all numbers, except those in -ma (originating in the DILD) which refer to men: B. trima lekári 'three doctors', šestima učiteli 'six teachers'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. dv-</td>
<td>M.á/NF.é</td>
<td>á'è</td>
<td>éh</td>
<td>éh</td>
<td>éma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr-</td>
<td>M.ijé/NF.i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>éh</td>
<td>éh</td>
<td>ém</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>štir-</td>
<td>M.je/NF.i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ih</td>
<td>ih</td>
<td>im</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. dv-</td>
<td>MN.á/F.ije á/ije</td>
<td>áju/éju</td>
<td>áma/éma</td>
<td>(oba, ōbadvâ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>iju</td>
<td>ima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>četir-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>iju</td>
<td>ima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tendency in Modern Serbo-Croat is not to decline these numerals. From 5 upwards they are never declined. The masc. dual -a is employed in Serbo-Croat after 2–4, and is construed as a gen. sg.; in the sixteenth century this usage was extended to the neuters also: S. dvá plèmena 'two tribes'/pl. plèmêna. 2nd–4th. Slov. drúgi tréti čettri, S. drúgi tréči četvrti, B. def. vtórjat trétjat četvrtjat. Distributive: Slov. dvój obój trój četvér (all other numbers taking the suffix -er), declined as adjectives; S. dvójé oboje troje četvero are declined as adjectives but restricted to the neuter; forms dvójica, etc., occur with the gen. pl. of nouns referring to male persons.

5–10: Slov. pét šest sédem ôsem devéť deset; S. pét šest sédam ôsam devéť deset; B. pet šest sédem ôsem devèt deset (all ending originally in soft jér). 5th–10th: Slov. pétii ôsmi, etc., S. pëti, B. def. petijat.

11–19: Slov. enájst dvanájst, etc.; S. jednànaest šesnaest; B. edinádeset/edínajst četirinájst.

20–90: Slov. dvájst/dvújsti, éden in dvájset, triléset, štirideset, petideset, šestdeset, etc.; S. dvádeset, dvádeset i jédan, četrdéset pedéset šéset/sezdéset, sedamdeset, etc.: B. dvádeset/dvájset(t) trideset/trijsë(t), četirideset/četirise, petideset, šestdeset/sejsë(t), sedemdeset, etc.

100–1,000,000: Slov. stó, stó in éden, dvé stó, tisóč, milijó; S. stó/stótina, stó jédan, dvjesta/dvije stótine, pét stótiná, (tisúča)/hiljada/hiljadu, dvije hiljade, pét hiljádá, miljón, dvá miljóna; B. sto, sto i edno, dvéste trista četiristótin, chiljáda, dvé chiljadi, miljón, dva miljóna. OS. dvójesti '200' had the dual ending until the seventeenth century and is still in use in Ragusa (Dubrovnik). S. hiljada is from the Gk. χιλιάδα.
205. Adjectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. lép- M.i/N.o i/o ega emu em im M.i/N.a e/a</td>
<td>F.a o e i o e e {ih im im} M.a/N.i {i} ima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. žūt- M.i/N.o NG/ó og(å) om(e) om(e) im M.i/N.a é/á</td>
<td>F.å ü é üj ōm é é {ih(G) im(a)(DIL)}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dčev- M.-/N.o -/o a u u u im M.i/N.a e/a</td>
<td>F.a u é uj ōm e e {ih(G) im (DIL)}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gen. sg. -ga (for -go) in both languages is due to the analogy of gen. sg. -a of the o-stems.

There is a full paradigm of the indefinite declension in Serbo-Croat: S. nōv -o -a, 'new', tūd -e -a 'strange', alongside the definite declensions: nōv-i -ó -á, vruč-i -é -á 'warm'. The indefinite declension follows that of the noun except in the instr. sg. and gen. dat. instr. loc. pl. The gen. dat. loc. sg. of the definite declension may be used for the indefinite also. The loc. pl. has been separated from the genitive and associated with the dative and instrumental, under the influence of the dual forms in -ima. In the masc. neut. the forms I.S. -im, GP. -ih DLIP. -im are derived by contraction from the Common Slavonic forms, but there also exist the flexions -ijem -iýeh -ijem, remodelled upon the demonstrative tijem < tēmu. The final vowels of the genitive and dative are sometimes dropped, which causes the dative to coincide with the locative. The dative is in -omu as well as -ome. DLIP. -ima is found most often when the adjective stands alone without noun.

In Bulgarian the indefinite and definite adjectives are distinct in the masc. nov/nóv, but not in the neut. fem. nōv-o -a. In dialects and folk-songs GSMN. -ago/ego/ego and DSMN. -omu are in frequent use; and there are also forms based on the nom. sg., G. -igo D. -imu.

The possessive adjectives have the mixed declension of indefinites. They are of the usual types: S. ivanov bratõvljev 'brother's' dčev 'father's' sèstrin 'sister's'; and they have been extended to the pronouns also: S. njègov 'his', B. nègov.

Adjectives drawn from the names of animals (and some other nouns also) have a special suffix: S. lisiči rép 'fox tail', tìči glâs 'bird's voice', jučerašnìj hjëb 'yesterday's bread'.

Comparatives: Slov. dràšji 'dearer' lèpši 'fairer' čistjìj 'cleaner'; S. cïnjì 'blackener' slâvnìjì 'more famous' ljëpšì 'more beautiful'; B. pò-silen 'stronger'. Superlative prefix: Slov. nàj- S. nàj-, B. naj-. Correlative 'than': Slov. kò kót kàkor nègo (after negatives), S. nègo od, B. ot.
SOUTH SLAVONIC

206. The Demonstrative Declension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slov. t-</td>
<td>M.â/N.â NG/ô èga ëmu ém ém i/â è/â</td>
<td>éh ém émi {â/è}</td>
<td>éma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.â</td>
<td>ô</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>i/èj</td>
<td>ô</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>}</td>
<td>ih/je ih im imi u im</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-</td>
<td>dó</td>
<td>ogâ</td>
<td>ogâ</td>
<td>omû</td>
<td>ôm</td>
<td>ôm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-</td>
<td>áj</td>
<td>áj</td>
<td>èsa</td>
<td>ëmu</td>
<td>ôm</td>
<td>im</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č-</td>
<td>nj-</td>
<td>MN.</td>
<td>èga</td>
<td>èga</td>
<td>ëmu</td>
<td>ôm</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>(gâ/nj ga mu)</td>
<td>{ih/je ih im imi u im}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>ô</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>i/èj</td>
<td>ô</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| S. óv- | M.âj/N.â NG/ô og(â) ome om(e) im i/â è/â | {ih(G) im(a)(DLI)} | |
| F.û | é | ôj | ôm | é | {ih(G) im(a)(DLI)} | |
| k- | ô | ogâ | ogâ | ôm(e) | im(e) |
| št | ô/â | | | | |
| č- | nj- | MN. | NG. | èga | ëmu | ôm(e) | 
| (gâ mu) | | | | |
| F. | ý | ôj | ôm(e) | {ih(G) im(a)(DLI)} | |
| (ju/je je joj) | |

NSM. S. tâj _bnâj ‘that’ ôvâj ‘this’ OS. saj ‘this’ are due to the analogy of the definite adjectives, tâj giving tâj, since ëer in strong position becomes a, and a vowel lengthens before j. Saj tâj have been noted from the fourteenth century (1332, 1398), but ônâj ôvâj only from the fifteenth. Neuter kâ- (cf. Lat. quod/quiẫ) similarly formed Slov. kâj ‘what’, and kaj is found in the transition Serbo-Slovene dialects of the north (Varaždin), which are called kâjkavština on that account. Ča-dialects stressed the soft form of the pronoun (čẫ), giving čẫ and the regional name čâkavština. Štokavština comprises the region where ‘what’ is pronounced štâ or štâ, derived from što by dissimilation: št <tšt. Since the thirteenth century štâ has stood after a negative prefix (ništa ‘nothing’), as if it were a genitive in -a. The same process of stressing jer gives Slov. tâ, Ča. sa (съ храмъ ‘this temple’ 14th cent.). The Ča-dialects have also an interrogative adjective (k-î -ô -â ‘which?’) and an enclitic relative: Ča. krozač zač ‘why?’/Što. zašto, and an enclitic demonstrative: Ča. zat vinograd ‘beyond that vineyard’.

Gen. sg. čâso is represented by Slov. čësa, with -a on the analogy of GSMN. -a in the o-declension; the same analogy has produced S.
tôgâ kôga sveža. Hard and soft forms have interchanged in S. jôj njôj (OB. jeji) and Slov. têga têmu Ragusan tega ovega. Where ê was involved this gave the usual alternatives îjê/i, but i spread to the e-dialects at an early date, so that the expected third alternative is missing. The cases involved are instr. sg. masc. neut. and gen. dat. loc. instr. pl.: e.g. ISMN. tijem/tim kijem/kim.

Particles added to relatives and demonstratives in Old Serbian were -r(e) < -ze, -zi, and -a -i to the instr. sg.: OS. nithore 'no one', tîma (14-15th cent.), sa svima/sásvîm 'quite', ovzi (13th cent.), tisi/tizijeh (16th cent.): Slov. kdôr 'who' (rel.); for kdô 'who' cf. Cz. kdo.

The corresponding demonstratives and relatives in Bulgarian are tôzi/tôja 'this' onzi/onja 'that', kôj F. kojâ 'who?' koé 'what?' pl. koi, kôjto 'who, which' (rel.), tôj (< tuj) F. tja (apparently ta affected by ja) N. to pl. te 'he, she, it'. They are formed by means of suffixes, like the parallel forms in Slovene and Old Serbian. They have commonly four cases: nom. acc. gen. dat., though the acc. has often the form of the gen.: NM. toj A. négo/go G. na négo D. nému/mu, NN. to, NF. tja A. néja/ja G. na néja D. nei/i (usually spelt i to distinguish it from the conjunction), NP. te A. tech (tjach)/gi G. na tech D. tem/im. The possessive form of this pronoun is formed from the genitive: MNS. négov F. néj P. têchen 'his, her, their'. Of the demonstrative there exist GSMN. togôva togôxi, na tôzi, DSNM. tomûva, na tôxi, etc. The attribution of grammatical gender to the relative pronoun is a notable innovation (ASM. kogô N. koé F. kojâ, DSNM. komü N. na koé F. na kojâ), the genitive case being provided by the possessive SM. čij N. čié F. čijâ P. čii. There is also što 'what'.

207. The Article in Bulgarian. Though the postpositive article is highly characteristic of Bulgarian, it is not unique in the Slavonic world. It is due to two tendencies of the Common Slavonic language: to subjoin demonstrative enclitics to words by way of emphasis, and to denude them gradually of demonstrative meaning. More than one particle was available for the purpose (OB. sî tû onû va), and these variants are still alive in the archaic dialects of the Bulgarian south-east and west: dial. godina-ta/va/na 'the year'. In these dialects there remain also several cases of the article GSMN. toga/togo DSMN. tom isMN. tum DSF. tuhi (for to) GP. têch DP. têm. To use -to with the plural in a collective sense is a characteristic of the colloquial idiom. The literary language has SM. (â/ja)t N. -to F. -ta PMF. -te (N. -te with adjectives, -ta with nouns), the article standing with noun or adjective according to which comes first. The masc. sg. -t, following a jer, puts that jer into strong position; it therefore vocalizes as â/a: B. zakônat 'the law', and retains its original harshness or softness: B. gerôjat 'the hero'. In B. četiridesetjâch selâ 'the forty villages', -tjach is in the gen. pl. because of četirideset.
The feminine article -ta always draws the stress from the noun: kost/kostá ‘the bone’ nezavisimost ‘independence’/nezavisimosttá.

The position in the modern literary language (though this rule is not always observed in speech) is that the genitive in -a (-ja) serves for the oblique cases of the singular of masculine nouns with the definite article: zakónát ‘the law’ GD. na zakóna A. zakóna. Similarly when a preceding adjective takes the article: bálgarskijat zakón, na bálgarskija zakón.

208. Personal Pronouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>AGL</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jāz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mén-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ój</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td>ås</td>
<td>åm</td>
<td>ámi</td>
<td>ájú</td>
<td>áma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-/t-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i(D)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ås</td>
<td>åm</td>
<td>ámi</td>
<td>i(dva/e)</td>
<td>áju</td>
<td>áma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sèb-/tèb-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ój</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ås</td>
<td>åm</td>
<td>ámi</td>
<td>i(dva/e)</td>
<td>áju</td>
<td>áma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S.

|    |    |    |    |    | jà |    |    |   |    |    |     |     |
| mèn- | e | e | i |    |     |     |     |   |    |    |     |     |
| mn-  | e  | e  | i(D) |    | ås | åm(a) | áma(IL) |
| m-  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| n-  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| s-/t- | i | e | e | i(D) |     | ås | åm(a) | áma(IL) |
| sèb-/tèb- | e | e | i |    |     | ås | åm(a) | áma(IL) |
| sòb-/tòb- |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| v-  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |

B.

|    |    |    |    |    | az |    |    |   |    |    |     |     |
| mèn- | e/- | e | e |    |     |     |     |   |    |    |     |     |
| m-  | e  | e  | i |    |     |     |     | i/as | as | am/i |
| n-  |     |     |     |     |     | i/as |     |     |     |     |     |
| s-/t- | i | e | e | i |     |     | i/as |     |     |     |     |     |
| sèb-/tèb- | e | e | e | i |     |     | i/as |     |     |     |     |     |

Slov. jaz occurs also in Ča-dialects at some points on the Istrian mainland; B. az is also found in the Island of Silba; otherwise S. jà. DLS. B. -é is historically correct; Slov. S. -i is by analogy of a-declension nouns (S. DLS. žení). The original flexion survived to the sixteenth century as mne, alternating with mni/mani (OB. miné). The stem of the genitive has spread to this case, and where -e survives in Montenegro it is assimilated to the genitive: GDLS. mene tèbe sèbe. The instrumental has been lost in Bulgarian. In Slovene it takes the genitive stem (mèn- tèb- seb-) but with final accentuation and loss of
the final vowel: Slov. menőj/OB. můnoj, tebőj sebőj. The original stem survives in Serbocroat, where the ending has developed: -ojo > -oju > -őju > -őm, with m from instr. sg. masc. as in the case of the instr. of the a-declension (section 200). The enclitic forms are used as possessives in Bulgarian: májka mi ‘my mother’ (3S. sestrá i ‘her sister’ brat mu ‘his brother’ 3P. kástata im ‘their house’). CSI.OB. my vy survive in Slov. S. mi vi, and have driven from the dual CSI.OB. ve va in favour of mi-/vi- dva/dve. In Bulgarian the nominative of the first person plural has been reformed upon the accusative: nie. For form cf. vie ‘you’. In the other languages the gen.-loc. nas vas has ousted the original accusative. DP. B. nam vam enclitic ni vi correspond to OB. namů vamů ny vy; Slovene retains nâm vâm, and Serbocroat had nam vam ni vi in general use until the seventeenth century. They are still found in dialects of Montenegro and Hercegovina, and in the literary speech S. nam vam serve as enclitics, while the full forms are taken from the old dual. In the sixteenth century the dative and instrumental were confused, and the dual forms introduced into the plural. The original genitive dual remains in Slovene.

(iii) INDECLINABLES

209. Adverbs (see section 73). As exemplified by the Serbocroat forms, these words reproduce with minor variations the Slavonic pattern. Adverbs derived from adjectives usually have the form of the indefinite neuter, save that the two sometimes differ in accent, e.g. lijepe ‘beautifully’/lijepo; those from adjectives in -ski take -ski. Kâkó ‘how’ tâkó ‘so’ nêkáko ‘in no way’ nêkáko ‘somehow’, etc. Jáko is used for ‘how’ and (with different accent) jáko for ‘strongly, very’; cf. Roumanian tare ‘strong’ from Lat. talis. For bâš ‘just’ cf. OB. forms in bûch-. Kûda ‘when’ is based on *kûda, cf. tàdá ‘then’ sâda ‘now’; for ‘always’ there is svágra (and ûvjek < vijek ‘age’). Other adverbs of time are zmûs ‘this winter’ zimi (an old locative) ‘in winter’ ljêtos ‘this summer’ dânas ‘today’ veçeras ‘this evening’ sûtra ‘tomorrow’ (ûtro/ jûtro ‘morning’) jûtrós ‘this morning’ jûté ‘yesterday’ [from viče(ra)] sinôc ‘tonight’ nôcás ‘last night’ onómad ‘the other day’ (ûonômi dine, cf. R. namédmi); of place gûd ‘where’ (from kûdé; B. kûdě is from kôdê) kûd/kûdã ‘whither’ (ûkôd-) svûdá ‘everywhere’ tâmo ‘there’ ôdáklé ‘whence’ (cf. OB. ôtû kol-); of degree kôliko ‘how much’ tolîko ‘so much’. The Sl. ješć ‘yet’ (R. ešć) appears as jôšt(e), by contamination with a variant *ošć; cf. B. ôšté. The Slovene word for ‘when’ is also based on *kûda: kâdar (û), cf. zdâj ‘now’ (sl-da-i), but Bulgarian has kogá from kogda with loss of d. Slovene âmpak ‘however’ comes from a-nû-pak-; for Slovene sicèr ‘indeed’ (û) cf. Cz. sice. A number of Serbocroat and Bulgarian adverbs are borrowed from Turkish, e.g. S. badâva ‘in vain’ džábe ‘gratis’.
210. Prepositions and prefixes (see section 74). Most of these forms compare with those of Old Bulgarian, and the prefix vy- is missing as from that language. The Serbocroat strong jér andfill-vowel being a, bez appears as bez/beza, kú as k/ka, etc. Before a k Slovene k is pronounced and written h (cf. a similar pronunciation in Russian); for this preposition Bulgarian has a form kám. There is a Serbocroat preposition črez ‘through’, but it is normally replaced by kroz (cf. Cz. skrz and, with loss of r, Slov. skoz). In Bulgarian iz frequently (and confusingly for those familiar with other Slavonic languages) means ‘through’: iz Bálgárija ‘through Bulgaria’. The Serbocroat prepositions compounded with iz are used in the sense of, and more frequently than, the simple prepositions from which they are formed: izmedu for medu ‘between’ (B. meždy Slov. med), ispod for pod ‘under’, etc. The Bulgarian s ‘with’ and v ‘in’ are usually pronounced sás and vás; the Slovene z (cf. Polish) and v (which in Serbocroat has given u) are not linked as in other languages to a following word but are pronounced z̄ v̄. Vúzú ‘up’ is used, as in Old Bulgarian, in the Serbocroat form uz as a preposition; elsewhere it is only a prefix. In Slovene the prefix orz- (raz) ‘apart’ is also used as a preposition.

211. Conjunctions and particles (see section 75). A and li combine in Serbocroat in the word ali ‘but’ (Cz.P. ale <a-lé). Serbocroat ako means ‘if’, and dá is used for ‘yes’ and for the conjunction ‘that’; the same word is used in Bulgarian for ‘yes’ and to introduce clauses replacing the infinitive, but otherwise ‘that’ is če, while Slovene has borrowed for ‘yes’ the German ja. -žde in its Serbocroat form -de appears in takóđe(r) ‘also’, in which the final r is from ž(e), a form it frequently takes in this language and in Slovene; cf. jér(bo) ‘for, since’ from jež(e) bo. The Slovene in ‘and’ is from i-nú. The Serbocroat expression for ‘because’ is zátó što, the Bulgarian (with change of order) zaštoto (Slov. zakaj = ‘for what’). A number of Serbocroat and Bulgarian particles are borrowed from Turkish, e.g. S. jök ‘no’ (coll.), aférım ‘bravo’.

C. Words

212. Turkish Loanwords. Within the South Slavonic group Slovene stands apart from Bulgarian and Serbocroat by reason of the source of the foreign element in its vocabulary. The language developed under the Austrian suzerainty, and the colloquial employs German loan-words, even when the native lexicon suffices. So duplicates arise: Slov. krojáč/žnidar ‘tailor’ lijáč/tráhtar ‘funnel’ mišo/žéfa ‘soap’ (Germ. Schneider Trichter Seife). The oriental element is unimportant.

In Serbocroat and Bulgarian the latter element considerably modifies the appearance of the two languages. Their literary applications
in modern times have been expressions of occidental thought, so that the eastern contribution is the less apparent. But in colloquial usage and in folk-songs there are signs everywhere of the long Turkish domination. It is naturally more apparent in songs from Moslem districts, such as those in Hercegovina, since there some of the most stimulating national motives were not at work. The loanwords are specifically Osmanli, whereas those of Russian are Turko-Tatar. The difference of dialect is not very pronounced, because of the remarkable conservatism of the Turanian language-group. Osmanli forms are convenient even for the study of Russian borrowings, since they are more accessible, and satisfy the rough purposes of comparison. Still, the difference of origin is there. In the South Slavonic languages it is demonstrable for the words which are due to Osmanli organization in peace and war. Such words are B. vilajet S. vilájet 'province' T. viláyet, B. sandžak S. sándžak 'district' T. sancak 'flag', B. vezir 'visier' T. vezir, B. pašalâk S. pašáluk 'pashalik' T. paşalık, B. agá 'lord' agálâk 'lordship'. T. ağa ağalık. Military terms form an important group: B. bajråk 'flag' bajraktár 'standard-bearer' T. bayrak bajraktar, B. iniçerin 'janissary' T. yeniceri, B. delî 'mad' delibaštija 'hot-head' 'member of light troops', S. deli delija 'hero', T. deli 'mad' baš 'head'. Administrative terms include: B. charâc S. hârâc 'poll-tax' B. charaçár 'tax-gatherer' T. haraf, B. ilâm 'written verdict' T. ilâm, and such words as B. altân 'gold' T. altın, B. bakâr 'copper' T. bakır, B. bešlik 'five-piastre piece' T. beşlik (beş 'five'). There are also the names for persons in certain social grades: B. ekimdzija 'doctor' T. hekim-ci, B. kadâna 'Turkish woman' T. kadin. In addition to these there are the names of a wide range of miscellaneous objects: B. kalpâk 'fur cap' T. kalpak, B. kat 'storey' T. kat, B. kebab 'roast meat' T. kebap, B. gerdân 'collar' T. gerdan, B. gajtân 'braid' T. gaytan, B. baksiş 'gratuity' T. bahşiş. The Serbian words are very similar to the Bulgarian, but show the typical recession of stress.

Only a small group of words may be attributed to the original Turko-Tatar influence exerted through the Bulgar conquest of the Danubian basin. The names of the first Bulgarian princes were of this sort; but their conversion to Christianity was also a gain to Slavonic prestige. The oldest Bulgarian vocabulary included B. bisër 'pearl' belég 'sign' čertóg 'bridal chamber' bübrek 'kidney' san 'honour'.

213. Word-formation (see section 78). The OB. suffix -išt appears in its Serbo-Croat form as -ić, which gives the numerous surnames (mostly patronymics in origin) in -ić -ović -ević. (Bulgarian surnames have the form of the possessive adjective in -ov -ev, and there is a legend that Serbian graveyards have at times been converted into Bulgarian ones by the process of deleting the -ič.) -ilović: S. štědljiv 'economical', etc. -ěninë appears as -janin, as elsewhere: S. grădanin
'citizen'. -yňi, in the form -inja, is frequent in Serbocroat: Ŕnglēz 'Englishman' - Ŕnglēskinja 'Englishwoman'.

The most striking feature of Serbocroat and Bulgarian word-formation is the extent to which Turkish suffixes have been incorporated, firstly being taken over in complete Turkish words and then, by a process of abstraction, added to native roots. Examples of the latter process are (-luk): bezobrázluk 'impudence' (bezobrazan 'impudent') pĕřluk 'waistcoat' (pĕŕi 'breast'), unless, as has been suggested, the first element is the German Brûstchen).

Much use is also made of the Greek verbal ending -izō in the form S. -isati B. -isvam, particularly in the case of verbs borrowed from Turkish: S. kurtâl-isati 'to save' (T. infinitive kurtar-mak; S. has dissimilated the second r). The borrowed verb frequently incorporates the -d- of the Turkish perfect: B. utledisvam 'I iron' (T. infinitive ütile-mek).

214. Bulgarian and Rumanian. The extension of Bulgarian influence over Rumanian represents the one great advance made by Slavonic languages at the expense of other civilized tongues. Russian, though it has international vogue and has assimilated Finns, Turks, Mongols and Caucasians, has made only a limited contribution to the vocabularies of occidental nations. But Old Bulgarian effected a partial conquest of one Romance area. The Rumanians, descendants of Trajan's colonists in Dacia, were pastoral nomads at the beginning of mediæval history. They were known to the Slavs by the name *Volchũ (S. Vlăh) which was also the name given by Poles to the Italians (Wloch); the word appears to be the same as Volcae, cf. Welsh. Their ancient mode of life is still that of the fragments dispersed in Macedonia. Over such communities the Bulgarian Slavs, organized into a rude State in imitation of that of Constantinople, and endowed with loftier conceptions by conversion to Christianity, had a decided cultural advantage. They spread the new religion among the Wallachs, who had lost contact with Roman Christianity. Three-fifths of the Modern Rumanian vocabulary, including many important cultural terms, is Slavonic. The forms taken by these words reveal their immediate origin in East Bulgaria, and to a considerable extent also their date from the Middle Bulgarian period. The Cyrillic alphabet was in use in Rumania until the middle of the nineteenth century, and the subsequent adoption of the Roman character has been effective through the formation of new letters to correspond with Bulgarian antecedents.* Thus until the spelling-reform otiose jers were represented by ţ ţ and ĭ. The dull neutral vowel resulting from stressed

* It is interesting to note that in Soviet Moldavia the Cyrillic alphabet is once more used for Rumanian. The same change from Latin to Cyrillic has also occurred in the case of the Turco-Tatar and some other languages of Soviet Asia.
jer is rendered by ď, while ď and ľ, representing a sound very like that of Russian ń, when followed by m or n frequently correspond to the Old Bulgarian nasals. Other letters found in Rumanian include š = Sl. š, ž (as in French) = Sl. ž, ĺ = Sl. č, č (before front vowels) = Sl. č, h = Sl. ch, and the group ea has the sound of East Bulgarian ē before hard consonants, though it results also from a normal Romance development. CSl. ș + ș B. št șd are represented in Rumanian by șt șd.

Examples of the above-mentioned correspondences are as follows: For B. št șd: Rum. moștean ‘heir’ șturb ‘jagged’ grajd ‘stall’ odâjdii ‘vestments’/OB. moștină ștrbă grajdă odâjdă. For the jers: Rum. vazăduh ‘air’ vădu vită ‘widow’/OB. văzduhă vădovica MB. vazăduh vădovica, with the alternative e in Rum. ofet ‘vinegar’ MB. ocet. For ă: Rum. muncă ‘toil’ șimbăță ‘Saturday’ Dimboviță/OB. moha sâbota dobă ‘trec’/MB. mâka sâbota dial. șâmmbota dobă ‘oak’; sfânt pl. sfânti ‘saint’/OB. șventă/MB. svent. It is clear that at the time of borrowing the nasals were still distinct in timbre, and still different from the obscure vowel ď. For ĭ: Rum. veac ‘age’ deal (with a curious semantic shift) ‘hill’ leac ‘remedy’, vecinic [vēčnik] ‘eternal’/OB. vēkū dēlă ‘part’ vēčin-ikă). Furthermore Rumanian ğ represents the spoken Bulgarian ģ which corresponds to the written che-. Rum. fală ‘glory’ B. chvală.

A notable coincidence in syntax is the strong tendency to get rid of the infinitive by means of sâ with the finite verb. There is a postpositive article in both languages, and some scholars have endeavoured to assign to this development a common cause.

The loanwords from Bulgarian to Rumanian embrace almost all departments of physical and material life, as well as those for religion and higher culture. The terms for the house and household management, for trade, clothes, ornaments, food and drink, state and church, as well as a large number of the commonest everyday expressions, show how profoundly Bulgarian had modified the outlook of the Dacian Latins.

215. Bulgarian and Hungarian. Slavonic, chiefly in its Bulgarian form, has also contributed in large measure to the vocabulary of Hungarian; e.g. goromba ‘rough’ (OB. grobă) barăziťa ‘furrow’ (OB. brăza) beszéd ‘speech’ (OB, besźă) drăgă ‘dear’ (OB. dragă) ebēd ‘dinner’ (OB. obēdă) medve ‘bear’ (OB. medvedi) gazda ‘farmer’ (OB. gospodi ‘lord’) Pest (OB. pești ‘oven’; cf. Germ. Ofen for Buda); and also appears to have influenced Hungarian syntax, e.g. in the use of meg and volna.

216. Albanian. Many Albanian words are of Slavonic origin, though here Serbo-croat has frequently tended to be the vehicle of transmission. Examples are čas ‘moment’ (OB. časă) strehé ‘roof’ (OB. strečha) porosis ‘order’ (OB. poročità) godis ‘hit’ (OB. goditi) breg ‘hill’ (OB. brégă ‘bank’; S. (ekav.) brég ‘hill’).
217. Literary Macedonian. This language, which is now in official use in Yugoslav Macedonia (capital Skoplje), is written in the Serbo-croat form of the Cyrillic alphabet (e.g. ja jy for ri ro), and the representatives of CSL. *i *d are transcribed kj gij. CSL. ă frequently appears as o; ch is replaced by j. The grammatical system is more or less that of Standard Bulgarian, with suffixed article, loss of cases and the rest, the one characteristic peculiarity being the use of a pronoun-object before together with a noun-object after the verb. (Cf. Albanian and—further afield—Spanish).
FOR FURTHER STUDY

Apart from references in general works on linguistics and comparative philology (Brugmann, de Saussure, Meillet, etc.), and in philological journals, the main sources available in non-Slavonic languages of information on general and special aspects of Slavonic philology and linguistics are the following:

MIKKOLA, J. J. Uralvichische Grammatik. Part 1 only; Heidelberg, 1913.
HRUBY, V. Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischen Sprachen. Hartleben, Vienna, Leipzig. A comparative sketch with extracts in the various languages, it is useful in some ways.

BERNEKER, E. Slavisches etymologisches Wörterbuch. Heidelberg, 1908–1914. First volume and part I of second volume only. Completed to morú, it may to some extent be supplemented by the (Russian) Etymological Dictionary of the Russian Language of A. Preobraženskij, Moscow, 1910–1916, completed as far as the word sudeja and thus covering words in v, z, and ž: and by R. Trautmann’s Baltisch-slavisches Wörterbuch, Göttingen, 1923. F. Miklosich’s Etymologisches Wörterbuch der slavischen Sprachen, Vienna, 1886, like his Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischen Sprachen, Vienna, 1868–1876, is now largely out of date.

BERNEKER, E. Slavische Chrestomathie. Strassburg, 1902; passages in the older forms of the various languages and in dialect, with glossaries.

BROCH, O. Slavische Phonetik. Heidelberg, 1911. See also TROFIMOV and JONES, BOYANUS and SWEET on Russian phonetics. There are Czech, Polish, and Serbo-Croat phonetic readers in the “London Phonetic Readers” series (University of London Press).

EKBLOM, Der Wechsel (i)e-o im Slavischen. Uppsala-Leipzig, 1925.

LESKAEN, A. Untersuchungen über Quantität und Betonung in den slavischen Sprachen, 1, 11, Leipzig, 1885, 1893.


MAYER, K. Slavische und indogermanische Intonation. Heidelberg.

MIKKOLA, J. J. Berührungen zwischen den westfinnischen und slavischen Sprachen. 1, Helsingfors, 1894.

TORBJÖRNSSON. Die gemeinslavische Liquidametathese. Uppsala, 1, 1901; II, 1903.

Articles in the Encyclopaedia Britannica and other encyclopedias, in The Slavonic Review, and in philological journals and publications such as the Archiv für slavische Philologie (edited for many years by V. JAGIĆ, later by E. BERNEKER), the Zeitschrift für slavische Philologie (ed. M. VASMER), the Revue des études slaves, the Travaux du cercle linguistique de Prague.

There is a French version of the standard work (in Czech) on Slavonic prehistory, L. NIEDERLE’S Slovanské Starožitnosti (Slav Antiquities). See also V. THOMSEN, The Relations between Russia and Scandinavia, Oxford, 1877, and among more recent works on Russian history, e.g., G. VERNADSKY’S

On the individual Slavonic languages:

Jagić, V. Entstehungsgeschichte der kirchenslavischen Sprache, Berlin, 1913.


Jagić, V. (ed.) Quattuor evangeliorum versionis paleoslavonice codex Marianus, Berlin-St. Petersburg, 1883.


Vondrák, A. Altkirchenslavische Grammatik. 2nd ed. Berlin, 1912.


Magnus, L. The Tale of the Armament of Igor (text and translation with introduction and notes, Oxford University Press, 1915).

Martel, Michel Lomonosov et la langue littéraire russe. 1933.


Meyer, K. H. Historische Grammatik der russischen Sprache. 1, Bonn, 1933.


Leskien, A. Serbokroatische Grammatik. 1, Heidelberg, 1914.


Lorentz, F. Geschichte der pomorischen (kaschubischen) Sprache. Slavischer Grundriss, Berlin-Leipzig, 1925. See also The Cassubian Civilization (F. Lorentz, A. Fischer and T. Lehr-Splawiński), London, Faber and Faber, 1935.


Schleicher, A. Grammatik der polabischen Sprache. 1871.

Those who can read Slavonic languages will wish to consult the writings (either in separate works or in the encyclopaedias—e.g., the Russian Encyklopedija slavjanskoj Filologii, the Polish Encyklopedia Polska—and journals—e.g., the Czech Slavia, the Polish Rocznik Slawistyczny—published in these languages) of Alferov and Gruzinskij, Brandt, Budde, Buslaev, Durnovo, Fortunatov, Galachov, Golovackij, Grot, Grunskij, Gudzić, Il'inskij, Istrin, Jagić (=Jagić), Karinskij, Karskić, Kolosov, Kozlovskij, Krymskij, Kul'bakin, Ljapunov, Obnorskij, Pogodin, Poržezinskij (=Porzeziński), Potebnja, Preobrazenskij, Pypin, Seliščev, Sobolevskij, Sokolov, Speranskij, Sreznevskij, Šachmatov, Ušakov, Vasil'ev, Vinogradov, Vinokur, Voskresenskij, Vostokov and Zelinin in Russian; of

Buzuk, Hancov, Smal-Stockyj (author of the descriptive Ruthenische Grammatik) and Žilinškyj in Ruthenian; of

Buzuk in White Russian; of

Baudouin de Courtenay, Benni, Brückner, Fischer, Kuryłowicz, Lehr-Splawiński, Loš, Nitsch, Rozwadowski, Słoński, Szober and Ulaszyn in Polish; of

Flajšhans, Frinta, Gebauer, Hujer, Mathesius, Niederle, Páta (on Wendish), Polívka, Smetániček, Travníček, Weingart and Zubaty in Czech; of

Belić, Danićić, Ivšić, Maretić, Rešetar and Škok in Serbo-Croat; of

Nahtigal and Ramovš in Slovene: and of

Conev, Miletić and Mladenov in Bulgarian.

To the above the authors of the present work are in large measure indebted.
LIST OF SLAVONIC WORDS

The following list gives page-references to Old Bulgarian, Russian and some other etymologies occurring outside the sections in which forms concerned are dealt with (i.e., under Pronouns, Numerals, Adverbs, etc.). The order is that of the English alphabet, accents of all kinds being disregarded. Students will find it helpful if they amplify this list by including references to other words and forms.

ablako OB, 161
adl B, 83
agald B, 394
agnici OB, 167
ajice OB, 80
albi B, 394
alr B, 261
alr B, 261
aly R, 261
Antes, 22
aport R, 263
arapnik R, 262
arbuz R, 261
aršin R, 261
asku OB, 172
avral R, 262
b R, 205
bâbrek B, 394
bijtractor B, 394
Bakar, 365
bakar B, 394
balbes R, 262
balji OB, 170
bańa OB, 162
banja R, 26
baranů OB, 160
bašmak R, 261
basslyk P, 352
bednarz P, 354
beğu R, 53
beleg B, 394
belme R, 262
berce R, 200
berzea R, 53, 75, 161
Berezina, 17
berkut R, 261
beseda OB, 101
béllek B, 394
bezobrazluk S, 395
běcěa OB, 54, 161
biser R, B, 166, 394
bissiru OB, 166
blanšeťy R, 262
blizorukij R, 202
bhudo R, 26
bhodu R, 80, 98
bludo OB, 162
bludop OB, 80, 98
bluje OB, 201
bočenok R, 162
bočka R, 162
bołdyj R, 224
bog R, 24
bogatyj R, 24
bogatyr R, 261
Bogorodica R, 19
bohater P, 352
bolji OB, 161
bolše R, 161
boroda R, 75
Bosnia, 33
brady OB, 162
brat R, 74
brat(r)u OB, 126
březa OB, 161
brow' R, 160
broi OB, 160
buda P, 26, 162
bude R, 212
buk R, 17
buklak P, 352
bukva R, 17
bulat R, 261
Bulgar, 32
bunt R, 262
buryj R, 261
busurman R, 261
buza R, 261
Bužane, 28
by R, 205
byti OB, 76
čan R, 201
Captat, 365
car' R, 95
čafu OB, 100
Cavtat, 365
Čech, 28
čekan R, 261
čelija S, 369
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cêna</td>
<td>OB, 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čerešnjia</td>
<td>R, 95, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čerevo</td>
<td>R, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerkov'</td>
<td>R, 27, 58, 95, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čertog</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>česar'í</td>
<td>OB, 95, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>četa</td>
<td>OB, 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>četyre</td>
<td>OB, R, 23, 56, 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chan</td>
<td>R, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charač</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charalug</td>
<td>OR, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chleb</td>
<td>R, 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chlebá</td>
<td>OB, 162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chléců</td>
<td>OB, 162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chochot</td>
<td>R, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chod</td>
<td>R, 91, 178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chodogá</td>
<td>OB, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chodů</td>
<td>OB, 91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chor'</td>
<td>R, 201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chotja</td>
<td>R, 217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chyzů</td>
<td>OB, 162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cigla</td>
<td>S, 162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čipur</td>
<td>S, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>córka</td>
<td>P, 78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crky</td>
<td>OB, 95, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croat</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ěu</td>
<td>R, 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ěud'</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čumur</td>
<td>S, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čušdi</td>
<td>OB, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>czynsz</td>
<td>P, 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dak</td>
<td>S, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dašterja</td>
<td>B, 78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat'</td>
<td>R, 77, 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dati</td>
<td>OB, 77, 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daž'</td>
<td>OR, 215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dceru</td>
<td>Cz, 78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deli</td>
<td>B, S, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delibašja</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>den</td>
<td>R, 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denja</td>
<td>R, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derdan</td>
<td>S, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derevo</td>
<td>R, 53, 75, 170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deseti</td>
<td>OB, 23, 84, 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desěvyj</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desjat'</td>
<td>R, 84, 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desna</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desnů</td>
<td>OB, 83, 91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det'</td>
<td>R, 79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>děti</td>
<td>OB, 79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>děti</td>
<td>OB, 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>díťa</td>
<td>R, 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvěo</td>
<td>R, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djijm</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dlato</td>
<td>OB, 101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digo</td>
<td>OB, 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digá</td>
<td>OB, 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dobrá</td>
<td>OB, 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dobů</td>
<td>OB, 270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doc'</td>
<td>R, 78, 89, 126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dolg</td>
<td>R, 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dolgo</td>
<td>R, 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domaj</td>
<td>R, 235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domů</td>
<td>OB, 127, 160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drevljan</td>
<td>28, 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dréčo</td>
<td>OB, 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dučů</td>
<td>OB, 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>düka</td>
<td>R, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>düša</td>
<td>R, 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>důšti</td>
<td>OB, 78, 80, 89, 126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvaždy</td>
<td>R, 240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dym</td>
<td>R, 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzīči</td>
<td>P, 126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efes</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efrejtor</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ekinččija</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>el'</td>
<td>R, 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enot</td>
<td>R, 263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erunda</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>est'</td>
<td>R, 89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fant</td>
<td>Slov, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feurał</td>
<td>R, 202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foldiš</td>
<td>S, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foldžan</td>
<td>S, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fišeklíc</td>
<td>B, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frenč</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fropitá</td>
<td>OB, 165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gajdamak</td>
<td>R, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gajtan</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garbarž</td>
<td>P, 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gerdan</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glagolitic</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gnezdo</td>
<td>R, 199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gondek</td>
<td>R, 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gorod</td>
<td>R, 94, 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gosi</td>
<td>OB, 94, 125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gospodi</td>
<td>OB, 160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goveda</td>
<td>OB, 54, 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>govjadina</td>
<td>R, 19, 54, 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradů</td>
<td>OB, 94, 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gramota</td>
<td>R, 175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid'</td>
<td>OR, 172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gunja</td>
<td>B, 162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guž</td>
<td>R, 54, 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haňba</td>
<td>P, 304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hardý</td>
<td>P, 304, 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havolane</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hnet</td>
<td>P, 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hřa Slov</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoch</td>
<td>Cz, 355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrabě</td>
<td>Cz, 303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrabía</td>
<td>P, 304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrvati</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idol</td>
<td>R, 164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igo</td>
<td>OB, R, 90, 91, 94, 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igumenija</td>
<td>OB, 165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilam</td>
<td>B, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imę</td>
<td>OB, 83, 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indjuk R, 262
ičerin B, 394
iš R, 212
išak R, 261
istaba OB, 162
iti OB, 80
iz OB, 88, 99
izba R, 26, 162, 200
izjum R, 261
izumrud R, 261
jabednik R, 172, 173
jablonja R, 53
jadu OB, 80
jagmnonok R, 161
jajo R, 89
jajo OB, 89
jačice OB, 89
jakor’ R, 172, 189
jam R, 261
jaščik R, 172
jask OB, 172
jasti OB, 89
jatagan R, 261
jazzyk R, 54
jesti OB, 91
jetra S, 159
jizykňu OB, 160
jho Cz, 90, 91
jměno Cz, 83
jmouti Cz, 88
junu OB, 90, 91
junýji R, 90, 91
jurta R, 261
kadána B, 394
kadi OB, 162
kadka R, 162
kaftan R, 261
kaľuk R, 261
kaleka R, 261
kalezi OB, 163
kamen R, 54
kamy OB, 54, 56, 126, 134, 135
karač R, 261
karal R, 261
kaři R, 261
karotfel’ R, 262
kat B, 394
katorga R, 262
kavjar Ruth, 261
kazak R, 261
kci S, 78
kebab B, 394
k’esari OB, 163
Kiev, 36
kinžal R, 261
kit R, 262
klasztor P, 164
klobuk(a) OB, R, 260
kniga R, 163
knjaž R, 26, 95, 162

kmut R, 172
kobza Ruth, 261
kočevar’ R, 261
kolbaša R, 262
koliba OB, 162
koljada R, 262
kolpak R, 260
kominata R, 162
komora P, 26, 162
koši R, 135
koši OB, 135
kopije OB, 162
korabl’ R, 98, 163
korabl’i OB, 18
korga R, 261
korol’ R, 85, 97, 162
korova R, 161
kotel R, 262
krachmal R, 262
kraguja OR, 261
kral’i OB, 162
krest’janin R, 37
Kriviči, 35
Krkar, 365
krov’ R, 94
krovač’ R, 262
krusti OB, 88, 94
krucinu OB, 53, 88
kuchyně Cz, 162
kučma R, 262
kugda OB, 101
kukla R, 162
kukuruza R, 261
kaneždi OB, 58, 95, 162
kaniša OB, 163
kupiti OB, 163
kur R, 24, 162
kuražit’ jia R, 262
kurolsiti’ R, 262
kurtalisati S, 395
labed’ P, 87
labuť Cz, 87
ladiji OB, 86
lafet R, 262
lakomyj R, 87, 190
lani R, 190
lar’ R, 172
lastov R, 182
laty P, 354
laž R, 262
lebed’ R, 87, 97
lebédì OB, 87, 97
Leipzig, 30
lekar’ R, 170
lenta R, 262
lev R, etc., 81
licemer R, 19
lipa R, 53
lipnoṭi OB, 81
list R, 54
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>listi OB, 163</td>
<td>netu R, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>livú OB, 81</td>
<td>mieraj P, 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lizat' R, 97</td>
<td>noč' R, 83, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liach R, 28</td>
<td>noga OB, R, 34, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ljubov' R, 81</td>
<td>noští OB, 83, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ljudi R, 26</td>
<td>nosť OB, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locika Cz, 163</td>
<td>nov R, 90, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lod'ja R, 86, 190</td>
<td>nová OB, 80, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ločat' R, 190</td>
<td>o OB, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lombernyj R, 263</td>
<td>ob OB, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loni R, 87, 190</td>
<td>obywatel P, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>losť Ruth, 260</td>
<td>ocet R, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lošad' R, 176, 261</td>
<td>ochmistrz P, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l'ubúši OB, 81</td>
<td>odnáždy R, 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l'udije OB, 163</td>
<td>odnoderěvka R, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lučané, 35</td>
<td>ogel Slov, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>máč B, 81</td>
<td>oglů OB, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mahovina S, 81</td>
<td>ojciec P, 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mat' R, 77, 80, 89, 97, 126, 135</td>
<td>olovina OB, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mati OB, 77, 89, 97, 126, 134, 135</td>
<td>olů OB, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meč R, 26, 162</td>
<td>oluch R, 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meč P, Cz, 81</td>
<td>orda R, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meči OB, 162</td>
<td>orél R, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>měď R, 19, 161</td>
<td>orámanů OB, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>měři OB, 127, 161</td>
<td>oš R, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medved' R, 19</td>
<td>osa OB, R, 54, 101, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medvědi OB, 160</td>
<td>osel R, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meža R, 97</td>
<td>osí OB, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mežda OB, 97</td>
<td>osíla OB, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mičman R, 262</td>
<td>ostrý R, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>migla OB, 161</td>
<td>otec R, 83, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miněti ON, 80, 83</td>
<td>otici OB, 83, 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirů OB, 161</td>
<td>otrok R, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mísá P, 26</td>
<td>oty OB, 83, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>míšen R, 223</td>
<td>ovca R, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missa R, 26, 162</td>
<td>ovica OB, 125, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mízda OB, 91</td>
<td>ovína OB, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizinc R, 192</td>
<td>ovcod R, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnich P, 164</td>
<td>ozek Slov, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moč' R, 97, 198</td>
<td>ozero R, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moč R, 81</td>
<td>ozáků OB, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moloko R, 85, 86</td>
<td>paklja R, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morem Slov, 371</td>
<td>pašulh S, 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morz R, 262</td>
<td>pastyr' OB, 163, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>múčka OB, 81</td>
<td>pečela R, 20, 54, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>můravej R, 183</td>
<td>pěněžni OB, 27, 95, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myši OB, 125</td>
<td>pěnějů OB, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nado R 192</td>
<td>perčatka R, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naděmanů OB, 119</td>
<td>perček R, 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nebo OB, R, 91, 98, 126</td>
<td>persik R, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net' R, 261</td>
<td>pěti OB, 83, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neizdrceninnů OB, 119</td>
<td>pidzák R, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nekogda R, 212</td>
<td>písať R, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nel'zja R, 182</td>
<td>píjat' R, 83, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nemec R, 27, 170</td>
<td>plemjanniček R, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nemoj S, 376</td>
<td>půlka OB, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nesť OB, 161</td>
<td>plug R, 20, 26, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net R, 213</td>
<td>Polabian, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net' Cz, 126</td>
<td>Polak, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netři OB, 101</td>
<td>polaty OR, 175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Slavonic Words

Poljane, 28, 35
polk R, 26, 162
Poločane, 35
poloumnyj R, 255
poltora R, 200, 240
Pomerania, 29
pondělí Cz, 353
posoleni R, 191
počí OB, 134, 135
potá OB, 101
požaluj R, 215
prase OB, 54
probýváčný OCz, 113
przsluk S, 395
Pskov, 35, 200
pud R, 84
put' R, 134, 135
pyr Cz, 54
pyrek R, 54
rab R, 86
raboza R, 86
rada P, Ruth, 288
Radimič, 28, 36
radio P, 54
rala R, 190
ralo R, 86, 190
ramo R, 86
ranoe R, 54
rataj R, 190
ravinu OB, 86
razevat' R, 202
raznuzdat' R, 100
red'ka R, 262
Rimú OB, 100
rob Cz, 86
rohatyyna P, 304
roko OB, 138, 160
Rossija R, 262
rost R, 87
rovnyy R, 86, 190
roz' R, 54
rudá OB, R, 78, 161
ruká R, 54, 160
rup' R, 262
Rus R, 28, 36, 172
rydven R, 262
sabur R, 261
sajdak P, 352
samurin OB, 166
san R, B, 165, 260, 394
san S, 81
sán B, 81
sandžak B, 5, 394
sant OB, 165
saraj R, 261
séděti OB, 91
sedmú OB, 101
sekiro R, 162, 384
selo OB, R, 19, 128
sen P, Cz, Slov, 81
seni R, 26
seno R, 27
serce P, 354
seredno R, 161
šest' R, 92
šesti OB, 92
sesta OB, R, 101, 126, 159, 178
sěťa OB, 114
Sěverjane, 28
sidět' R, 192
šidů OB, 92
siedlisko P, 19
Silesia, 28
šinel' R, 262
sjuruku R, 262
sklezí OB, 27
skok R, 262
skot R, 26, 162
skálydzi OB, 27, 163
sladůků OB, 161
Slav, 27
šlem R, 26
šlemů OB, 162
šlaja R, 262
Slovak, 27
Slovene, 27
Slovence, 27
slov OB, R, 27, 90, 134, 162
sloga R, 262
snež R, 94
sněží OB, 94
šneka OR, 172
snigir' R, 192
snocha R, 91, 177
snůcha OB, 91, 159
sobaka R, 24, 160, 162
socha R, 24, 162
soň R, 54, 81
srůci OB, 87, 160
šroda P, 301
stakan R, 201
stěček R, 262
stichija OB, 165
štěgli OB, 27
stjag R, 172
sto R, 56, 84, 94
stojat' R, 78
stul R, 173
sů OB, 89
such R, 55
Sud OR, 84, 172, 189
Surn', 38
sumerečný R, 191
sůna OB, 81, 101
sůrity OB, 88
sůtůmiků OB, 164
sůto OB, 23, 94
svad'ba R, 201
svěkor R, 126
svěkrrot' R, 94
sveńky OB, 127, 135
svętę OB, 162
svjatoj R, 162
syn R, 22, 80, 135
synų OB, 78, 80, 127, 135
tamga R, 261
tamońnia R, 261	
tareńka R, 262
tębę OB, 22
tęlę OB, 134
ti(v)un OR, 172
tjual'pan R, 261
tjur'na R, 262
to OB, R, 78
tok R, 83
tokų OB, 83
topor R, 24, 162
trije OB, 80, 83, 90, 91, 97
trije OB, 90
triśdy R, 240
trijum R, 262
trťorńa OB, 88
tur R, 19
turu OB, 161
tut R, 192
tysięc P, 27
tysjača R, 163
uboj R, 24
tcho R, 78
ufać P, 307
ugao S, 83
ugol R, 83
Ugry OR, 173, 189
ulj OB, 159
uhel Cz, 83
uksus R, 262
ul P, 54
uľafa P, 352
ulari OR, 202
ulej R, 54
un OR, 90
usopšť R, 219
usta OB, 160
utjug R, 261
utka R, 83, 161
utledisvan B, 395
utov' OR, 83
už R, 89
uzak S, 83
uzkiń R, 83
valandať'sja R, 262
varjač R, 36, 84, 172
vatra S, 24, 162
ved' R, 57, 104, 113, 192, 212
vędę OB, 104, 113
vedomo R, 217
veer R, 262
velbloud Cz, 202
vangerskij R, 262
vengęry R, 173
venčen' R, 222
vera R, 79
verba R, 87
verbijud R, 202
verč R, 87, 91, 224
verčanka R, 262
verěvка R, 191
verstak R, 262
ves R dial., 19
vetčina R, 202
vezir B, 304
vezę OB, 79
vezü R, 79, 199
vilajet B, S, 394
vin R, 26, 163
vinograd R, 26, 163, 170
vint R, 262
viš' R, 114, 212
viši OB, 19, 160
višija R, 192
višjač R, 26, 162
Vjatiči, 28, 35, 36
vju R, 80
Vladimir, 192
Vlah S, 395
vľkų OB, 87, 128, 135
vodka R, 262
vokzal R, 262
volk R, 19, 22, 53, 87, 128, 135
volų OB, 160, 162
von R, 192
voččju R, 225
voron R, 75
vorona R, 75
vot R, 183, 192
vrač R, 19, 70
vyba OB, 87
vých Ob, 87, 91, 127
vytogradu OB, 163
vų OB, 89
vićec Cz, 295
vićč Cz, 295
wański P, 83
Wend, 22
weste P, 354
Włoch P, 395
wołok P, 352
wuj P, 159
zach P, 83
zab B, 83
Zamojski, 309
zatchlyj R, 201
zavrta R, 196
zavtrak R, 183, 196
zbiše Ruth, 24
zboże WR, 24
zdeś R, 201
železo R, 54
železo OB, 161
želie R, 54
zelo OB, 95
želođi OB, 161
želud' R, 161
žemčug R, 261
žena OB, R, 95, 127, 135, 136, 177
žeravi OB, 53, 161
Zerbst, 29
zerno R, 19, 54
zeti OB, 126, 159
zga R, 200
židovina OB, 164
zima OB, R, 80, 94
Žitomir, 192
žit(u) OB, R, 80, 95

zjat' R, 126
zlato OB, 161
zmiji OB, 160
znat' R, 94
zob Slov, 83
zobu OB, 83, 160, 162
zoloto R, 54, 161
zolovka R, 159
zont(ik) R, 262
zorit' R, 202
zub R, Cz, S, 75, 83, 160, 162
žuravl' R, 183
zvěři OB, 125
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